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ART. I.

—

Contriim(io)i$ U> M>tc ;>;<] jrun)

an examination of the Ohwntf/'ons of the United Slates Signal

Service ami Jmm other .sources; by Elias LooMIS, Professor

of Natural Philosophy in Yale College. Eleventh paper.

With plates I and II.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, Washington, April IB, 1879.]

The Winds on M. Watt inqton <;>n<j><rred irith the ,/•//«/* near the

level of the sea.

Ik my last Article I gave some reasons for believing that

ureas of"low pressure sometimes result from a circulation of the

surface winds which does not extend to the height of 6,000

feet In order to investigate this subject more fully, I selected

from the published volumes of the Signal Service observations

all those cases in which the direction of the wind on Mt. Wash-

ington differed at least 90° from that at each of the stations,

Burlington, Boston, and Portland, Me. The number of these

cases was 507. Three-fifths of these cases occurred when the

wind on Mt. Washington was from the west or northwest, and

m«>re than ibur-lifths of them occurred when the wind on Mt.

Washington was from one of the points N., N.W., W. or S.W.

;

and at the same time the wind at the neighboring surface sta-

tions was tivnerallv irom one of the points S., S.E., E. or N.E.

As this T;> 1 with the details necessary to

render it intelligible, is too large for publication, I have adopted

a different standard of selection, and have taken all those cases

iu which the barometer at Portland. Me., fell as low as 29"6

inches. This list has air - ly been given in my tenth paper,

page 9, except that I lave ; dded the cases found in the volumes
of observations since published for January, February and
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XVIII, No. 103.—July, 1879.



E. Loomis— Observations of the U. S. Signal Service.

[.— Winds on Mt. Washington compared with the surface winds.

. Vt.~" 1»|W.
J S. 6

3.1 S.W. 27 13.2 N.W.30 13.3 N. 59
N.E. 8 *N. ' 4

2 25.3X.W.15 6.1 S.E. 24 26.2 S.W. 29 26.3 s!\V. 18

E. 2 N.E. 6 N.E. 5 N.E. 7 "*N*. 8

3 Nov. 6.1 NW.20
S. 3

6.2 N.W.28 6.3 N.W.30 7.1 S.E. 4
S. 8 S.E. 3 Hw .

v
- %

7.3X.\V.rt5

4
S.

'

2

1,2
1' 10

11.3 S.E. 50 12.1 S.W. 28 12.2 S.W. 65 12.3 N.' 50

*N. 14

13.2 x.w. :, u.::w. 32

N. 4
' "

>'.K. 4 S.E. 5 ' S.B. 5

6 29.1 N.E. 22
S.E. 9

29.2 S.W. 35 29.3 S.W. 22

N.W. 9 W. 10

' Dec. 1.3 TV. 32 2.1 S.E. 25

S. 4
2.2 W. 35 1 2.3 S. 42

S. 4 S.W. 5

3.1 S.E. 51 3.2s'k.'00

S.SS.K. 42 9.3 S.E. 16
N.W.I 5 X.W.I 5

8.1 S.E. 19 8.2 S.E. 54 8.3N.W.22
S. 9 S. 8 S. 5

26.1 x.w.i.; 26.2 N.E. 2 26.3 S. 5 27.1 calm.

N.E. 5 N.E. Id N. 8 N.W. 5

Jan. '

'

3.1 S.W. 48 3.2 W. 36

~'~N.E :; N.E. 5 S. 5 S.W. 6

5.1 TV. 36 6.2 w'. 60

N.E. 2 N.E. 13 *N.E. 4
20.3 S.W. 54 21.1 TV. 1C 22.2 N.W. lit

S. 5 S. 6 N.E. 4 N.W. 7

26.2 TV. 10 26.3 N.TV.28 27.1 N. 10 27.3S.w.'l<

E. 2 N.E. 7 *N. 7

Feb. _ 4.1 S.W. -It 4.2 TV. 44
S.W. 11 S.W. 6 S.' 6

IE 8.1 S.w! 18
S.W. 4 N. 2 N.E. 5 N.E. 10

N.E. 9 B. 12
" "n.W.12

March ::.:-. N.E. 12 4.1 S.E. 48
N. 15 N. 9

1 7.2 W. 36 7.3 W. 50 8.3N.W.126

15.3 S. 38116.1 S. 38 !6.2S.\V. 52 16.3 W. 28

S.E. 8 *a 8

2 20.1 N.W. 5 20.2 S.E. 2 20.3 S.E. 84121.1 S.E. 50 21.2 TV. ll 21.2 \\\ '29

E. 7 N.E. 14 *W. 1(

22.3 TV. 41

25.3 S.W. 40 26.1 S.TV. 23 20.2 s'. 5*
"

~x.e.'
".

N.E. 5 N.E. in N.E. <

28.3 TV. 76 29 i -WW 3

S. 8 S. 5 MB." 11
'

B. 'l3
31.2 S. 24 31.3 S. 8230.3 N.TV.24 31.1 N.W.42

*N. 9 W. 9

April. 12.2 N.E. 70j 12.3 E. 96
N.E :: N.E. " N.E. 10 N.E. 11 N. 10

is. IN. 61

N.E .10

1S.2.-.E 2i

N.E. 8
*

N.E. 4 " N.
m

"

6

24.3 N. 5 25.1 W. 12

May. 12.1 N. 22 12.2 N.TV.40 12.3 N.W.56 13.1 W*. 4<

N.W. 4 N.W. 5

2 J

S. 4 S. 9 S. 9 a i *TV. 7 N.W. 6
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Winds on Mi. Washington compared with the surface winds.
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7
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":',

S." 8

27.:; W. 2:
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20.2 S.K. 11

N.E. 11

1.2 N.W.36

17.1 W. 3(

10.1 N.
'

14

S.K.
'

;

~N.K.' :

S.E. 4

S.
'

7

1.2 X.W.lf

S."
'

i

*W." 21

23.2 N.E. 12

N.E. 4

S.
'

7

12.3 calm.

S." 10
25.3 S.W 2

~'"'x."
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5.1 N. 19

25.1 s.w. :»<;

S.E. 13

7.1 N.W.20
S.K. 5

16.3 S. 60

22.;; \- V 12

S.W. 8

28. i X.W.25
S. 7

0.3 N.W.52
S.W. 11

20.:; !:. 5

1

1.3.N.W.4C

S.' ic

s! 5

-

S. 7

16.3 N.W. 8

S.E. 4

1.3 N.W.l's

N.E." 8

I0.5X.W.62

n.'k.' 7

h.2 W.
'

51

13.1 N.K.

N.K. 10

28.1 S.K

5.2 N.W.24
*N.E. 8

"""s.'k. 1:

31.1N.W.38

7.2 W. 36

23.1 X.W.6I

28.2 N. 3e

1.1 X.W.fii

'*N/W14
2.1 S.W.3S

17.3N.W.18
S.W. 7

'"s. ' (

23.2 S.E. 35
S.W. 11

X.W.13
17.1 N.\V.5!

S.W. 5

2.1 N. 11

7.1 N.E. 5(

v.3 S.\Y.:~i

20.1 Wl 4£

" " NK.' 1<

3-1

•s.w.11
31.2N.W.50

*S.W. 20

S." 7

17.2 S. 20

"*S.W." S

"
"'s.\v. 11

1.2 N.W.75

30.2 X.W.s'l

X.W.I 3

2.2 N.W.25
-s.w. in

M.I N\ 'is

*W. 5

23.3 X.W.52
*W. 8

20.2 X. >l

23.3 N.W.24
S. 8

'*w. '10

2.2 N. 56
X W.I 9

17.1N.' 24

25.1 N.K. 24
*N. 11

24.2 N.E. 36
N.E. 17

2.3 S.W. is

*S. 15

15.5 N.K.
"

1

.. •. :•

6.1 N.W.20
X. 8

S.W. 10
'.1.3 N.W. 10

N. 8

17.3 W'. 21

23 .; N U 52

N.W. 12

-

S.W. 7

1.3 N.W. 7<i

N.W. 5

30.3 N.W.64

2.3 N.W.56

11.1 N.W. 54

18.2 N." 34
N.W. 12

11.2 N. 70
x.w.io

20.5 X.W.s's

W. 11

* N.W. 1

6

S.W. 7

2..; N.w.90
N.W.20

2.3 N. 70

N.W.10

0.2 N.W. 60

N.W. 5

W. H

X.W.I 7

"' "
X. 12

"
'"n'k. is

3.1 X.W.s-1

0.2 W. 51

*\\. 31

N.E. 8
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March, 1877. The total number of these cases is 89, and they
are shown in Table I, in which two lines are given for each
date ; the first horizontal line shows the direction and force of
the wind on Mt. Washington for six observations near the time
of barometric minimum, and the second line shows for the same
dates the average direction and force of the wind at five or six

of the nearest surface stations. These data arc designed to indi-

cate the average direction of the surface winds near the base
of Mt. Washington as accurately as it can be derived from the
observations. For each case, the date of minimum pressure al

the neighboring surface stations is indicated by an asterisk.

be noticed that for several observations preceding t

minimum pressure, the surface winds generally blew from o
of the points S., S.E., E. or N.E. ; and that about the time

-

N.W., W. or S.W. For convenience I call the semicircle in-

cluding the four former directions the east quarter, and the
semicircle including the four latter directions the west quarter.
On the summit of Mt. Washington we sometimes notice a

im pressure, but
There are two cases in which the change of

wind from one of the above mentioned quarters to the other
did not occur in a decided manner either at the base or summit
of Mt. Washington. These cases are Nos. 48 and 72. In each
of these cases however there were a few of the surface stations
at which the wind blew for a short time from the east quarter.
In No. 48 at 9.2 the wind at Boston was east, while al

ton and Portland it was south, but the velocity at all of the
stations was so small that I have preferred to record it as a
calm. The center of this depression was on the southeast side
of Mt. Washington. In No. 72 the winds preceding the min-
imum pressure at several stations blew from the south, but the
prevalent direction appeared to be S.W. This low center
passed on the north side of Mt. Washington. These two cases
should properly be deducted from the total number of cases,
leaving the number of cases considered in the subsequent
comparisons 87.

There were 40 cases in which the change of wind from the
west to the east quarter was felt at the base but not at the sum-
mit of Mt. Washington, that is, 46 per cent of the whole number
of cases ; and there were two cases in which this change occurred
at the summit but did not occur in a decided manner at the
base. These cases are Nos. 27 and 60. In No. 27 at 25.1 the
wind at Burlington was south, and at Portland was northeast,
but the prevalent direction of the surface winds in the vicinity
of Mt. Washington appeared to be west. It will also be ob-
served that the wind at this time on Mt. Washington was very



the west quarter to the east occurred
base of Mt. Washington. In 37 of
occurred first at the base, and in 8 ca*

6 M Loomis— Observations of the U. S. Signal Service.

feeble. In No. 60 the wind at Boston at 28.3 blew from
east, and at 29.1 from northeast, but there was no prevalent sur-

face wind from the east quarter. The center of this low area
passed on the south side of Mt. Washington. We thus see that
occasionally when a low center passes near Mt. Washington,
there is no prevalent surface wind from the east quarter
although it occurs on Mt Washington ; but out of 87 cases
which have been examined only two cases of this kind have
been found

; while in nearly half of the whole number of cases
the surface wind blew for a time from the east quarter, but on
the summit of Mt. Washington it blew uninterruptedly from
the west quarter. In other words, in about half of the cases in

which the barometer in New England sinks to 29*6 inches, the
usual change of wind to the east quarter is observed at the
surface stations, but this change does not reach to the summit
ofMt. Washington.
We have now 45 cases in which the change of wind from

rred both at the summit and
ese cases the change
the change occurred

iiltaneou- odthebase; thatis, at an interval
of less than 8 hours ; and taking the average of all the cases
we find that the change of wind at the surface stations usually
occurs eleven hours earlier than it does on Mt. Washington.

In 23 cases the change of the wind back from the east < matter
to the west quarter occurred simultaneously on the summit of
Mt. Washington and at the base ; that is, with an interval less
than 8 hours; in 16 cases the change occurred first at the base,
and in 6 cases the change occurred first at the summit. These
six cases were Nos. 4, 10, 43, 50, 86 and 88. In four of these
cases the wind on Mt. Washington blew from the east quarter at
but a single observation, while at the surface stations the east
wind continued during a period of from three to five observa-
tions, indicating that the influence of the movement of the lower
stratum of the air was sensible on Mt. Washington for a few
hours only, and then subsided. No. 88 is the only one of these
cases in which the wind on Mt. Washington blew"from the east
quarter during more than two observations. Taking the aver-
age of all the cases we find that the change of wind back from
the east to the west quarter generally occurs at the base of Mt.
Washington sooner than on the summit by five houra.

If we take the average of the pressures at the center of those
low areas in which the change of wind to the east quarter did

:
t of Mt. Washington, we obtain the
i take the average of the pressures at

•eas in which, the change of wind to
on Mt. Washington we obtain 29*27

inches, which seems to indicate that the greater the depression
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of the barometer, the greater is the height to which the system
ol circulating winds extends. It is, however, remarkable thai
in several of those cases in which the change of wind to the
east quarter did not occur on Mt. Washington the depression
of the barometer was very great. During the period of 82
months under examination, there were 8 cases in which the
barometer fell below 29 inches: viz. Nos. 23, 38, 42, 60, 75,
81, 83 and 87, and in three of these cases, viz : Nos. 23 83 and
87, no considerable change of wind occurred on Mt. Washington.
In No 23 the wind on Mt. Washington blew uninterrupted

l

yfrom the west or southwest although the center of the low arc
passed south of that station. Tn Nos. 83 and 87 the win, I on
Mt Washington was strong from the west or northwest.

1 have also made a comparison of those cases in which an
area of low pressure has passed over New England, when the
barometer at Portland, Me., did not fall to 29"6 inches, and in
seven-eighths of these cases during the continuance of this low
pressure the wind on Mt. Washington did not at any time blow
irom the east quarter. I think we are therefore justified in

mg generalizations.
1 In a m »ea in which an area of low barom-

eter passes over New England attended bv the usual system of
circulating winds at the surface stations, "this system of circu-
lating winds does not extend to the height of 6,000 feet.

2. When the depression of the barometer is unusually great
this system of circulating winds extends to the greatest height.'

3. When during the progress of an area of low pressure, a
system of circulating winds reaches to the summit of Mt
Washington, the change of wind to the east quarter usually
logins ai the surface stations eleven hours sooner than it does
on the summit of that mountain ; and the change back from
the east to the west quarter usually begins at the base of the
mountain five hours sooner than on the summit.

Abnormal storm paths.

In the hope of obtaining some information respecting the
causes which determine the movement of areas i >i 1.

1

from^place to place, I selected from the published volumes of
Service observations those cases in which storm

paths deviated most from their average course, and the results
are shown in the two following tables, one containing those
cases in which the direction of storm paths was most northerly,
and the oth< K cases in which their direction
was most southerly. Table II contains various particulars
respecting eight storms whose course was nearly from south to
north. Column 1st shows the number of the storm column
2d shows the number of the observation

; column 3d' the date
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of the observation ; and column 4th the station at which the

observed height of the barometer was least This station was
not generally at the center of the low area, but is presumed to

have been not far distant from the center ; column 5th shows
the height of the barometer at the station named in column 4th

;

column 6th shows how much the barometer at the given date

was below its mean height for that month as deduced from the

observations of six years ; column 7th shows how much the

thermometer on the north side of the low area was depressed
below its mean height for the hour of observation ; column 8th
shows how much the thermometer on the south side of the low
area rose above its mean height for the hour of observation

;

column 9th shows the average humidity of the winds on the

north side of the low area ; column 10th the average humidity
on the south side of the low area ; column 11th shows the direc-

tion and velocity of the highest wind reported at any station

on the north or west side of the low area ; column 12th the

direction and velocity of the highest wind reported at any station

on the south or east side of the low area ; column 13th shows
the total r;i: stations east of the Eocky Moun-
tains during the preceding eight hours; column 14th shows the

total rain-fall at all fch 1 within the same low
area ; and column 15th shows the direction of the center of the

rain area from the center of low pressure for a time preceding
the date of observation by four hours. When the center of

low pressure is near the boundary of the United States it is

generally impossible to determine from the observations where
is the center of the rain area ; and in such cases a blank is left

in column 14th. When the center of the rain area coincided
sensibly with the center of low pressure the syllable cent, is

inserted. Table III contains similar particulars respecting six
storms whose course was nearly from north to south. The last

case in each of the tables was taken from the International
series of observations in which the observations are given for
only one hour of each day, and the rain-fall is the amount re-

ported for the preceding twenty-four hours.
On comparing these two tables we find important differences

in several particulars. In each case of Table II, with the excep-
tion of the last, the barometer became more depressed as the
storm moved northward, and at the last observation of each
case the average depression of the barometer below the mean
was -26 inch greater than at the first observation. In each
case of Table III the depression of the barometer increased for
16 hours or more, and then decreased, with the exception per-
haps of the last case where the storm is only followed to Dodge
City. In the other cases, the average depression of the barom-
eter at the last observation was somewhat less than at the rirst
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Table III. —Storms Moving Southward.
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observation, and less than half of what it was at an intermediate
date. In table II the average temperature of the winds on the
north side of the low area was 9'5 degrees below the mean for

that time and place ; and the average temperature of the winds
on the south side of the low area was 14*7 degrees above the
mean for that time and place. In table III the average tem-
perature of the winds on the north side of the low area was 12
degrees below the mean, and on the south side was 17 degrees
above the mean. The blanks in columns seven and eight of

table III result from the center of least pressure being near the
boundary of the United States, so that the signal service sta-

tions do not furnish the required data. In both tables the
average humidity of the north winds was nearly the same, but
the humidity of the south winds was very much the greatest in

table II. In table II the average velocity of the south winds
was ten per cent greater than that of the north winds. In
table III the average velocity of the north winds was about
double that of the south winds. In table II the average rain-

fall in eight hours within the low areas was 6"89 inches ; in

table III the average rain-fall was 0*57 inch, and in a majority
of the cases in this table the average rain -fall in eight hours
was only 0*14 inch.

The most remarkable circumstance which characterizes these

two classes of storms is the difference in the amount of rain-fall.

In the cases shown in table II the rain-fall was enormously
great, and this appears to be the general characteristic of those
storms which originate near the Gulf of Mexico. In my
seventh paper, I gave a list of all the cases contained in the

volumes of the Signal Service observations which had then been
published, showing a total rain-fall of eight inches in eight

hours at all of the i'

storms originated oi

ity of the remaining cases occurred in summer. One reason

why these storms are attended by a great fall of rain appears to

be that the south wind is charged with a large amount of vapor
from a warm sea. From table II it appears that this south
wind is warm, moist, and pushes northward with great force.

The principal object which I had in view in preparing these

tables was to discover, if possible, the reason why these storms
pursued so unusual a path. The average course of the eight

storms in table II was only 20 degrees east of north. One of

them moved almost exactly north, and another deviated sensibly

to the west of north. Can any reason be assigned for this un-

usual course? I have endeavored to determine whether there

was any connection between the course of the storm and the
rain-fall which accompanied it Plate I of my 7th Paper
shows the curves of equal rain-fall for the eight hours preceding
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7h 35m , Oct. 20, 1873, and corresponds to No. 20, table II of

the present Article. At that date the center of low pressure

was moving almost directly towards the center of the rain-area.

Plate I accompanying the present Paper, shows the isobars for

Oct 21.1, 1873, and the dotted line shows the area over which
the rain-fall for the preceding eight hours amounted to at least

one-fifth of an inch. The rain-fall at Cleveland was 75 inch

;

58 inch ; Rochester 49 inch, and Saugeen -49 inch. It

L be perceived that during these eight hours the storm center

had been moving almost exactly towards the center of gravity

of this rain-area. There was aiso a rain-area extending along

the New England coast from Boston to Eastport which did not

appear to exert any appreciable influence upon the progress of

the storm. I have made a similar comparison for each date

in table II and find that in each case the storm center was
moving nearly towards the center of the rain-area. In more
than half of the cases the storm appeared to be moving exactly

towards the center of the rain-area. In four of the cases the

rain center appeared to be a little westward of the storm path,

and in twelve cases it appeared to be a little eastward, but in

only two or three cases did it deviate as much as 45° from the

direction in which the storm center was moving. This coinci-

dence seems to favor the conclusion that in a great storm the

condensation of the aqueous vapor is an efficient cause which
controls the movement of the winds.

Table III shows results very different from table II. In six

of these cases no rain was reported at any station within the area

of low pressure during the preceding eight hours; in 23 of the

cases the total rain-fall during the preceding eight hours at all tin-

stations within the low area was less than half an inch ; and in

only five of the cases did the total rain-fall in eight hours exceed
one inch, and in each of these five cases there appears to have
been a special reason for the greater rain-fall. In No. 11 the

rain center was about 600 miles northeast of the center of low
pressure, and the succeeding observation shows that there was
another low center in Canada which mainly controlled the
movement of the winds throughout this rain-area. In No. 29
the character of storm No. IV had already changed. and the

subsequent course of the storm was nearly east. In Nos. 34,

35 and 36 the greater rain-fall is partly explained bv the prox-
imity of the low center to the Gulf of Mexico. In"No. 39 the
rain-fall is given for a period of 24 hours. Thus we see that an
area of low pressure may be formed with very little rain, and ap-
parently with none at all. Moreover in these cases the storm cen-
ter did not generally follow the rain area but moved away from it.

Plate II accompanying this paper shows the isobars for Jan. 4,

1877, at 4h 35m p.' m., indicating a low center near Ft. Sully.
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The rain-fall reported lor the precediim S hours was as follows-
1. Milwaukee, 0-14 inelt ; Manpiette, 0-10

: Grand Haven. «>us!
Escanaba, 0"05; Port Stanley, 0*02 : Detroit. 0-01

;
.•

0-01, amounting together to'041 ineh. Around the lirst four
of these places I have drawn a dotted line, which is designed to
represent thenren over which the rain-fall was at least Olio inch
2. A rain-fall of 0-09 inch was reported at Bismark and of ()-05

at Ft Sully. I have also drawn around these places a dotted
line representing the area of 0-05 inch rain-fall. l'>. A rain fall

•eported at North Platte. Thus we see that
i-fall was about 600 miles east of the low

.
the low center traveled southward apparently unin-

fluenced by this rain-fall. There was a smaller rain area which
was nearly concentric with the area of low pressure, and there
was a very slight fall of rain on the south side of the low center.
1 have made a similar comparison for each of the dates of obser-
vation, and find the following results : In seven of these cases
the principal rain center was about 350 miles north of the
center of the low pressure ; in four of the cases it was on the
northeast side, and at a distance of about 500 miles ; in eight
of the cases it was on the east side, distant about 600 miles ; in
one case it was on the northwest side ; in one case it was on the
southeast side ; and in only three cases was the center of the
rain-area nearly south of the center of low pressure, viz : Nos. 5,
28 and 29. In the last case the storm, instead of following the
rain towards the south, immediately changed its course and
moved off towards the east. Thus, out of thirty-nine cases we
find only one case in which the storm seemed to follow the rain-
area, but in half of the cases the storm traveled almost directly
away from the rain-area, and in nearly all of the remaining
cases the course of the storm was nearly at right angles to the
direction of the rain-area. These facts seem to show that in
these cases the rain-fall exerted no appreciable influence upon
the course of the storm, and therefore no appreciable influence
upon the fall of the barometer. This conclusion is confirmed
by the observation of the clouds. In all the cases given in
table III, the average cloudiness on the south side of the low
area was less than one-half; and in several cases the sky was

uiless at every station on the south side of the low
area. This was true for Nos. 15, 16, 17, 23, 24, 30, 31 and 32.

This evidence appears to me to show that heavy and exten-
sive precipitation does not invariably precede the first for-

mation of depression areas and accompany their expansion,
as has been claimed. These depression areas
in intensity when the rain-fall was nearly zero, and while
the sky on the south side was not generally overcast with
clouds, but in several cases was almost entirely clear. In
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the United States, depression areas do not generally begin

with extensive precipitation, but the rain-fall is a con-

comitant after the system of circulating winds has become
pretty well established. The depression of the barometer

is the result of a system of circulating winds, and the

most frequent cause producing such a system appears to be

two or more areas of high pressure at a considerable distance, (fre-

quently 1,400 miles) from each other. Differences of temper-

ature and of humidity are also important agents in producing

and sustaining such a system of winds. When a system of

circulating winds has been formed over a large extent of coun-

try, there almost invariably results a fall of rain ; and if the

rain-fall is abundant, and extends over a large area, it becomes
a very important agent in modifying the direction and force of

the winds.

The principal question still remains undecided, why did the

storms in table II pursue a course so nearly from south to

north, and those in table III, a course nearly from north to

south ? The average course of storm paths appears to be deter-

mined mainly by the average system of circulation of the

atmosphere near the earth's surface, and occasional departures

of storm paths from this average track appear to be mainly

due to causes which render the general movement of the

atmosphere at such times different from the average movement.
In table II it is seen that the average velocity of the winds on

the south side of the storm's center was somewhat greater than

on the north side. This seems to indicate that at these times

a wind from the south or southeast pressed towards the storm-

area with unusual force. This wind extended to a height

greater than 6,000 feet, as is shown by the observations on Mt.
Washington whenever a storm center came into the neighbor-

hood of that station. The following observations show the

direction and force of the wind on that mountain during the

progress of storm No. IV. Oct. 20.1, wind S.E. 75 miles
;

Oct. 20.2, wind S.E. 78 miles ; Oct. 20.3, wind S. E. 50 miles

;

Oct. 21.1, wind S. E. 55 miles; Oct. 21.2, wind S.E. 38 miles.

The observations also show that this south current extended to

the height of the upper clouds. This is seen from Plate I,

where the arrows indicate {not the direction of the surface
winds), but the direction of the upper clouds, according to the

reports of the Signal Service observations for Oct. 21.1, 1873.

These arrows conform in a remarkable degree to the direction

of the surface winds, and seem to indicate that the system of

circulating winds which prevailed at the surface of the earth,

extended to a height greater than 6,000 feet into the region of

the upper clouds ; a height which is very uncertain and difficult

to estimate. The only important exception to the rule here
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stated is the observation at Davenport, which appears suspicious,w« *f t}je afternoon observation of the same day, the
were reported from the norf

out the eastern half of these low
dense and unbroken, so that there ^
observations of the direction of the upper clouds, but in'several
cases observations were made which indicated a circulation of
the winds at the height of the upper clouds similar to that de-
scribed for Oct. 21.1. This is seen in the observations of Nos.
8, 2-4, 29, 30, 35 and 36.

In table III the velocity of the wind on the north side of
the low areas was nearly double that on the south side, and
this northerly wind extended to a considerable height, as is
shown by the observations on Pike's Peak. The following
observations show the direction and force of the wind on that
mountain during the progress of storm No. I. Jan. 3.3, wind
north 30 miles; Jan. 4.1, wind north 42 miles; Jan. 4.2, wind
north 32 miles; Jan. 4.3, wind north 38 miles; Jan. 5.1, wind
northeast 20 miles; Jan. 5.2, wind north 36 miles. This
northerly current extended to the height of the upper clouds.
This is seen from Plate II, where the arrows indicate the direc-
tion of the upper clouds according to the reports of the Signal
Service observers for Jan. 4.2, 1877. These arrows indicate
a movement of the upper clouds from the west or northwest
over nearly the whole of the United States from the Pacific
Ocean to the Atlantic ; and throughout the western half of this
region the movement was mainly from the northwest. At no
station were the upper clouds reported as moving from the south-
east, east or northeast, and at only one station were they reported
from the south. At the thirty- nine dates enumerated in table
III, there were only five cases in which the upper clouds were
reported from the east at any station which could be regarded
as included within the system of circulating winds here con-
sidered

;
there were five cases in which the clouds were reported

from the southeast, and thirty-one cases in which the clouds
were reported as moving from the south, and about half of
these cases occurred Feb. 22d, when storm No. IV was losing
its previous character and preparing to change its course from
south to east. These facts seem to indicate that the surface
winds which prevailed on the south and east sides of the low
areas enumerated in table III, were not only dry and feeble,
but extended to a less height than the southerly winds which
attended the storms enumerated in table II.

These facts seem to indicate that at the time of the observa-
tions in table II, there was an unusually strong current from
the south or southeast, which reached to a height of over 10,000
feet, and swept over a considerable portion of the United States

;
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while at the time of the observations in table III, there was an

unusually strong current from the north or northwest, which
also reached to a height of more than 10,000 feet, and swept

over the United States from the Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic.

The cases enumerated in table III are remarkable on account

of the long continuance of the movement of storm centers from
north to south, but the published volumes of the Signal Service

observations show many other cases in which storms pursued a

similar course for twenty-four hours or more.

In preparing the materials for this article, I have been assisted

by Mr. Henry A. Hazen. a graduate of Dartmouth College of

of 1871.

Art. II.

—

Silurian Formation in Central Virginia ; by J. L.

Campbell, Washington and Lee University.

Limits.—What is known as the "Great Valley of Virginia"

occupies a belt of country extending entirely across the State

from the Tennessee line on the southwest to the Potomac on
the northeast 3< ra and part of Berkeley County,
now a portion of West Virginia. It has mountain boundaries
throughout its whole extent. On its southeastern margin it is

separated from what is called "Piedmont Virginia," by the

Blue Ridge and its southwest prolongations, Poplar-Camp and
Iron Mountains. On the northwest side we find a somewhat
irregular line of broken n<h< j s bluing different names at differ-

ent points. Through several of the southwest valley counties

it is called "Walker's Mountain." In Botetourt, Eockbridge
and Augusta, it is called "North Mountain," while through
the remainder of the distance to the Potomac it is called
" Little North Mountain." The length of the Valley, from the
Tennessee line to the Potomac, is about three hundred and thirty

miles. Near its southwest extremity, in Washington County, it

is about twelve or fifteen miles wide, and becoming gradually
wider it exteuds towards the northeast. We find it in Eock-
bridge and Augusta varying in breadth from twenty to twenty-
five miles. Its total area, embracing the contiguous mountain
slopes on each side, is not much short of 6,000 square miles.

Its Topography.—With the exception of a limited belt

occupied by the Massanutton range in its northeast parts, and
some strips covered by outliers of North and Walker's Moun-
tains, this extensive zone has for its surface one continuous
outcropping of the Lower Silurian rocks. Before examining
into the geological features of this interesting region, it will be
well to take a bird's-eye view of its topography. (1.) It lies

between two elevated mountain ranges—the Blue Eidge on the
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the northwest, almost equally high at many points. (2.) The
axial line of the Blue Ridge (which consists chiefly of Aivha-an
rocks) has but few gaps through which streams of water can
pass. Not a single outlet of any considerable size is found for
the waters of the valley through this riil«re anywhere between
Harper's Ferry on the Potomac and Balcony Falls on the
James—a distance of one hundred and fifty miles. The only
other water-gaps are the one through which the Roanoke
(afterwards the Staunton) River passes towards the southeast,
and the narrow, rugged ravines by which the waters of New
River (Kanawha) and some of its tributaries run down from
the Plateau formed by the bifurcation of the Blue Rid^e
towards its southwest extremity. But along the northwest
side of the axial ridge, throughout the greater part of its
extent, we find a large number of short broken ridges and
irregular peaks, forming sometimes double, and ofl
lines nearly parallel with the main mountain, and i

their position and structure that they were once continuous
ridges that have since been fractured and cut into deeo gorges,
through which small streams of water now run down'into the
limestone valley below. These broken ridges consist of Pri-
mordial rocks. The mountains on the northwest are far less
regular and continuous than the main Blue Ridge, and are
traversed by numerous water-gaps. Here the Upper Silurian
(Medina) Sandstones constitute the material of which most of
the ridges are constructed, and the heavy beds are frequently
arched or folded, and cut through by ravines of considerable
extent and grandeur, like that through which New River makes
its way towards the Ohio, or the beautiful arch at Clifton
Forge, or the grand " Goshen Pass " between the Chesapeake
and Ohio Railroad and Lexington.

(3.) Those who have not visited this section of the State
must not imagine that the "valley" is one vast continuous
plain like some of the western prairies. It is a land of " hill and
dale, of water-brooks and fountains of water." Its limestone
and cherty ridges are frequently of such dimensions that in
many parts of the world they would be called " mountains ;"

and where they are cut by the bold and rapid streams that
abound here, they present many steep and naked cliffs, some-
times more than two hundred feet in height above the water.
Such natural sections present features of great interest to the
geologist; and afford important aid in ascertaining the real
structure and relative position of the several sub-divisions of
this, the most remote age of paleozoic history.

(4) Any good map of Virginia will show that this valley is
Air. Jogs. Sci.-Thibd Sekies, Vol. XVIII, No. IOS.-July, 1879.
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not single, whether viewed lengthwise or crosswise. From a

few miles southwest of Winchester to a point nearly opposite

Harrisonburg, it is divided into two subordinate valleys, by the

Massanutton Mountains—a long belt of ridges of Upper Silu-

rian and Devonian roc the denuding agencies

that uncovered so many hundreds of square miles of the

Lower Silurian limestones. Less extensive ridges also inter-

rupt the continuity on the northwest side ; and some of them,

like the House Mountain,* across which the accompanying
section passes, present striking examples of mountains hfi in

isolated positions by the sweeping away of the once adjacent

rocky masses through the powerful denuding agencies of water

and ice. That such agencies have operated in this region on an
extensive scale will be considered more fully hereafter.

The cross divisions of the valley are marked by the water-

sheds that determine its drainage. Southwest of Wythe
County we find the waters carried off by the Holston into the

Tennessee Eiver. Wythe, Pulaski and part of Montgomery,
are drained by New Eiver, which runs down from the Blue
Eidge plateau, crosses towards the northwest and makes its

way to the Ohio. Thus we have "New Eiver Valley." A
small portion of Montgomery and nearly all of Eoanoke
County, are drained by the Eoanoke Eiver—one of the three

rivers 'that have cut water-gaps through the Blue Eidge in a

southeasterly direction. Next to this " Eoanoke Valley

"

comes the upper " James Eiver Valley," occupied by Bote-
tourt and Eockbridge. Extending from the water-shed (cross-

ing near the line between Eockbridge and Augusta) to the

Potomac, we find the extensive " Shenandoah Valley.'

(5.) Elevations.—At Harper's Ferry, where the Potomac
leaves the Great Valley, the height above tide-level is only
about two hundred and forty feet ; but when we reach the head
waters of the Shenandoah, we have arrived at a water-shed
having an average height of nearly 1800 feet. Then, in pass-

ing on to the south corner of Eockbridge, we come to the
" pass " of the James, at Balcony Falls, having an elevation of

about 700 feet The Eoanoke Valley has about the same
average elevation as that of the James Valley, 1200 feet ; but
on rising to the margin of New Eiver Valley, near Christians-
burg, in Montgomery County, we are about 2000 feet high

;

and on the southwest margin, at Mount Airy—the summit of

the A. If. & O. Eailroad—2600 feet. Many points on the Blue
Eidge are not higher than this highest nart of the great lime-
stone valley. At the Tennessee line the height is less than
1700 feet.

mountain—and so it appears to

> are two short parallel ridges
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Here, then, we have a plateau, rather than a valley, with an

average elevation above the sea of about 1200 or 1300 feet.

This is much above the average elevation of the Mississippi

Valley. It is in reality a part of the great belt of uplift that

constitutes the Appalachian Eange, but erosive agencies have
stripped it of the greater part of its mountain-making masses.

The Blue Eidge, which now forms its southeast border, was
once the shore-line of the great primal ocean that covered the

Mississippi Valley (including " Appalachia ") during the re-

mote ages of geological history.

At present the streams of water in the valley tend towards
the southeast margin all the way from the Potomac to Salem,
in Roanoke County. This is most strikingly the case in the

basins drained by the Roanoke and the James Rivers, thus indi-

cating less elevation on that side than on the other. I think we
shall I Min hereafter that this is most probably the result of

difference in the amount of denudation on the two sides.

This brief summary of the most conspicuous physical

features of the Great Valley and its surroundings is deemed
sufficient to give the reader a tolerably distinct, though very

general view of the present surface formed by the outcropping

of the most extensive exposure of Lower Silurian rocks in

Virginia. There are other less extensive exposures of the

same rocks forming subordinate limestone valleys, but they
must be left out of our present discussion.

Geology.—My purpose is to give in the first place a section

extending from the Blue Ridge to the North Mountain,
embracing some of the Archaean rocks at one extremity, and
of the Devonian at the other. The discussion of this, with its

divisions and sub-divisions, and some leading peculiarities of

each, will, I think, illustrate the geology of this middle part of

the State in a manner, and to an extent, not hitherto attempted
by any one.

I am indebted to the partial survey of Virginia, made under
the direction of the venerable and distinguished geologist, Pro-
fessor W. B. Rogers, for guidance and aid in my own investi-

gations and for many of the facts contained in this communica-
tion. The line of section here given has been carefully explored
and re-explored throughout its whole extent, several times. It

crosses a portion of the valley not heretofore represented in

section, so far as I know ; and while it may be regarded, to a

certain extent, as typical of this region of the State for some
miles on each side of its line, it presents some peculiarities

worthy of special notice. These will be discussed in future.

For the present a general description must suffice.

The southeast extremity is on the slope of the Blue Ridge
beyond Robinson's Gap, and extends one mile past the line
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between Eockbridge and Amherst Counties; while the north-

west reaches about a mile beyond the crest of the North
Mountain to the valley of the Eockbridge Alum Springs,
where it cuts the Devonian shales from which the waters of
those springs flow. A subordinate ridge of Medina sandstones,
however, rises in the valley between the end of the section and
the Springs.

The first general division includes the metamorphic and
eruptive rocks of the main Blue Eidge. The other general

'lis survey
included.

The sub-divisions into which each of these is here divided are
my own, and may be regarded as representative (with local

modifications), not only of the limestones of the Great Valley,
but also of the shales and sandstones of the bordering moun-
tains and outlying ridges on both sides. They are marked, a,

b, c, etc., in ascending order, and will be found to correspond
with many of the subdivisions given by Professor Dana in his

Manual of Geology (ed. 1875).

There is no natural section or gap through the metamorphic
and eruptive rocks at this point on the Blue Eidge, but the

outcrop is quite distinct, except that of a mass of syenite (E)
protruded among the stratified rocks. The crest of the ridge

is marked by a heavy bed of syenitic gneiss (or stratified sye-

nite), (b) which might readily be taken for an igneous rock—so

led This, v.- it Si the thinner

beds of like composition, and the interstratified slates (c) all

dip steeply to the S.E.—or rather S.S.E. Beneath the mass of

syenite we find first gneissoid rocks with considerable quanti-

ties of epidote ; and under these, slates and sandstones, all dip-

ping conformably with those above. These are a of the meta-

morphic group on the section.

Against the upturned edges of these metamorphic strata we
find the lowest of the Primordial beds, resting unco?.

and dipping in the opposite direction. Here begins No. I of

Professor Eogers's divisions. It might be subdivided into

very many alternations of sandstones and shales, but I have
preferred to limit the number to seven, that are quite constant

in their general features for many miles along the N.W. face

of the range. At the grand natural section at Balcony Falls,

where the James Eiver passes through the mountain, about
'

, there i

tion, similar in lithological and fossil characters, and having
the same general dip.

No. I.—The group, No. T, a, as a general rule, has a layer of

feldspathic and siliceous conglomerate near the bottom, then
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dark shales alternating with sandstones more or less conglom-

erate. The shales, however, predominate. Next comes a bed

(b) of very hard sandstone—quartzite ; the upper and lower

layers of which are more brittle than the main mass lying

between them. This is succeeded by a much thicker mass of

brown, purple and yellow shales (c), with thin beds of brittle

sandstones. This mass is extensively disintegrated at the

James River pass on both sides, where its thickness is about

550 feet, including a considerable bed of sandstone which at

that point seems to separate it into two somewhat distinct divis-

ions. But at Robinson's Gap, and other places, this bed of

interstratified sandstone either disappears or becomes very thin.

The bed (d) is very constant, very hard, and has a jointed

structure so deeply marked and so extensive, that the cleavage

planes thus developed have sometimes been mistaken for

planes of stratification dipping S.E. The division (e) consists

of shales of much lighter color than those found lower in the

series. Some of the beds are decidedly kaolin in character,

with numerous scales of mica disseminated through them. Up
to this point we find only very faint indications of fossil

remains of either plant or animal. A few scolithus borings

(in b and d) are found, but they are rare, in comparison with

what are found in (/). This (/) is the " typical sandstone" of

the range, and constitutes the frame-work of what was once a

continuous ridge, but is now crossed by numerous gorges,

which have divided it into many short ridges and irregular

knobs and peaks. It is a hard sandstone of white and light

gray color, and jointed structure ; and along this and other

parts of its range it " exhibts vague, fucoidal and zoophytic
impressions on the surface of bedding, together with innumer-
able markings at right angles to the stratification, penetrating

in straight lines to great depths in the rock, and from their

frequency and parallelism determining its cleavage in nearly
parallel planes. These markings are of a flattened [many of

them] cylindrical form, from £th to TVth of an inch broad, giv-

ing the surface of the fractured rock a ribbed appearance, and
resembling perforations made in sand which have been sub-

sequently filled up, without destroying the original impres-
sion." Such is Professor W. B. Rogers's description of the

characters given to this heavy bed of rock by the Skc
avis. These fossils are so numerous that I recently counted at

Balcony Falls about 150 of their extremities projecting on one
square foot of surface. This may very properly be called the

"Scolithus bed" of this Primordial formation. The thinner
beds at the top and bottom disintegrate rapidly. Between this

and the first limestone of the valley is a thick mass of ferrugi-

nous shales generally much disintegrated and covered with the
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debris of sandstone from the adjacent ridges just described.

This is (g) on the section. It sometimes rises to considerable
height on the slope of the "scolithus bed," especially where
the dip is low ; and in a few cases, as at Irish Creek, 1 have
found it reaching the crest of the ridge. It is one of the rich-

est repositories of iron ore in Virginia—especially brown hema-
tite—and has valuable beds of manganese, one of which, near
Wavnesboro', in Augusta county, is at present extensively
worked. The ores of the Shenandoah Iron Works of Page
county are obtained from this bed of shale. Although it

abounds in iron ores, yet it has the peculiar feature of contain-

ing a layer of clay so white as to be called "chalk" by the peo-
ple of the region.

This brings us to the border of the limestones of the valley,

and the plane of division between No. I and No. IL Thus we
have passed over the Primordial Period. If it has here repre-

sentatives of both the Acadian and Potsdam epochs (which I
doubt) the lowest shales and sandstones must represent the
former, and the upper shales and sandstones the latter. For
the present, at least, I shall regard the whole as belonging to

the Potsdam. The total thickness varies considerably as we
ascend the ridges. This is especially conspicuous in the beds
of shale, and causes such a decided variation in the dip of the
sandstones as to make them present the appearance in many
places of segments of broken arches ; the dip varying as it does
here and at Balcony Falls from 65° at the base to 30° near the
upper margin, or outcrop of the beds. This peculiarity has
been caused either by an original thinning out of the beds
towards their margin before they were upheaved, or by a
squeezing out of a portion of their material by the resistance

and pressure of the more unyielding beds of sandstone above
and below, at the period of upheaval

The thrust, which was doubtless from the Blue Ridge
towards the valley, seems to have been more powerful near the

base than it was near the summit. Hence the steeper dip

below, which has become reversed in the limestones for seve-

ral miles from the foot of the mountain.

No. II—The first natural subdivision (a) of the valley lime-

stones may with propriety be called the " Hydraulic Forma-
tion," inasmuch as it abounds in hydraulic limestones through-

out its whole length. It includes, however, several layers of
very siliceous and argillaceous limestones separated from one

* ' :ds of brown, bluish and r

ndstones. The best bed of hyd
bottom of this division, and where it has been quarried for

many years, near Balcony Falls, is only about twelve to fifteen

. and dips steeply to the N.W. Where our section
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crosses the strata of a they are nearly vertical. From this

point to the Brushy Hills beyond Lexington, the strata (with -

one or two local and very limited exceptions), all dip towards

the Blue Ridge; and, upon a superficial view of the case,

might be supposed to extend beneath it But examinations of

the relative position of the sandstones and limestones at other

points in the valley, together with lithological and fossil pecu-

liarities that prove the more recent origin of the limestones,

lead to the conclusion that they are geologically above the sand-

stones and shales already described. The several repetitions of

the subdivisions of No. II, between the Poplar Hills and North
Eiver can be accounted for only upon the hypothesis of plica-

tions in the strata caused by pressure on the one side and resist-

ance on the other. We conclude, therefore, that the hydrau-
lic beds (a), as originally deposited on the ancient sea-bottom,
underlie those of 6, while these again were overlaid by the

beds of c. Only occasional fucoid plants, and brachiopod mol-
luscs have been seen in a. It seems to be the equivalent of

the Calciferous Epoch of New York (3 a, Dana).
No, II b, embraces a series of heavy beds of dark blue lime-

stones, with some dark brown and yellow shales intervening.

A large proportion of the limestone is magnesian (dolomitic),

and some beds hydraulic. The oxide of iron abounding in

this formation, gives a dark brown color to the soils produced
by its disintegration. These are among the best and most
durable soils of the valley. The next and upper division (No.

II c), is characterized lithologically, (1) by having the greater

part composed of light blue and bluish-drab colored limestones,

with yellow shales interstratified, especially among the lower
beds

; (2) by one and sometimes two beds of coarse, brown,
friable sandstone between layers of light-colored limestones,

and (3) by a remarkable bed of chert near its upper limit. This
hard, flinty, durable rock has so far resisted the force of disin-

tegrating agencies, as to be left as a covering on the faces of

many of the limestone hills throughout a large extent of the

Great Valley. This chert bed varies in thickness from one to

ten feet within the range of a few miles ; but it and the brown
sandstone lower down serve as well defined land-marks for this

whole formation. The brown sandstone has preserved imper-
fect impressions of several species of brachiopod shells, while
in the chert bed are found in some localities large numbers of

silicified shells of gasteropod and cephalopod mollusks. This
division (c) by disintegration yields light clay and sandy or

pebbly soils, according to the varying characters of the out-

cropping strata. These soils are only moderately productive

—

some of them very poor. Local deposits of limonite ore in

this formation have been mined in past years to supply some
of the iron furnaces in Augusta county.
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The lithological and paleontological characters of this group
of rocks, as well as its position seem to identify it with the
Chazy Epoch (3 c, Dana).
The dotted lines on the section give an ideal representation

of the foldings and inversions to which these rocks were sub-
jected when turned up from their original bedding. There
was not, of course, the regularity and symmetry in the fold-
ings that these lines indicate, for there are along the line many
evidences of local warpings, fractures, dislocations, etc., that
could not appear on such a section. Several trap-dykes are
found protruded through the rocks of No. II, in Augusta and
Rockingham counties, but none, so far as I know, in Rock-
bridge. The Natural Bridge, from which this count,
name, is in b—being a portion of one of its upper Bti
ning a canon or gorge, cut through its lower beds to a depth of
more than 200 feet*

F

No. Ill—In some respects this group of rocks differs so
widely here from its condition in Augusta and Rockingham
counties, where Professor W. B. Rogers adopted it as typical
in his earlier Reports, that I feel confident that he then regarded
some of the heavy, but quite irregular beds of limestone°in the
Lexington basin as a part of No. II, but I am equally confi-
dent that he would, upon a more detailed examination, class
them as Trenton Limestones—base of ILL
The lower bed (a) of this group is peculiar, as far as I have

yet observed, to Rockbridge and adjacent portions of Bote-
tourt and Augusta counties. It has all the appearance of an
old coral reef very much disintegrated, stratified, and subse-
quently solidified by the infiltration of carbonate of lime which
has given the mass a crystalline texture, and converted it into
a gray limestone, very compact and admirably adapted for
building purposes. The bed has well defined horizons both
below, where it is separated from the chert of No. II c, by one
or two thin layers of light blue limestone ; and above, where it
is covered with a layer that is shaly in some places and in
others very hard, and full of white veins of calcite and dolo-
mite. The upper and lower portions of this coralline bed are
quite full of shells as well as fragments of coral ; the middle
portion is more purely coralline, more compact, and better
adapted to the architectural purposes to which it is extensively
applied

; and to the manufacture of lime. The most easterly
outcrop in this neighborhood is on Hoffman's Run, about one
mile S.E. of the town, where the total thickness is about sixty
(60) feet. It seems to run out somewhere beneath the syncli-
nal fold that forms the Poplar Hills, but appears again on Buf-
* I incline to the belief that this gorge was originally i

and subsequently enlarged by erosion—not
"

having escaped fracture when the crevice v
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falo Creek, six miles to the S.W. KW. of Lexington the out-

crop of this bed is finely displayed along some parts of the base
j

of Brushy Hills, and especially on the North River, a mile

above the town bridge, where it forms a nearly vertical cliff,

exposing its entire thickness, which at this point is about 160

feet. This .thickness is preserved in the synclinal between
Brushy Hills and House Mountain, and also at other points

where it appears below {b) the thicker mass of Trenton Lime-

No. Ill, b, crops out extensively on both sides of Poplar

Hills, forms the whole of the synclinal over which Lexington

stands,* and is the foundation rock of the House Mountains,

around the base of which it may be seen cropping out on all

sides. The general position here is horizontal, or nearly so,

with some local curves. Northwest of Kerr's Creek valley it

disappears beneath the North Mountain.

The general structure of b differs very widely from all the

lower limestones—the beds here, except some of the lowest,

being thin layers of argillaceous limestones, with interstratified

shales. Near the base of b, especially along its S.E. portion,

underlying the Poplar Hills, we find a bed of very compact
blue limestone irregularly bedded and very full of infiltrated

veins; but, as we ascend, the rocks become more and more
argillaceous, with the beds of shale becoming more numerous

;

and finally, as may be seen on House Mountain, after passing

upward through a thickness of about 650 feet, the shale

becomes predominant, but still contains some thin beds of

limestone remarkable for the profusion of fossil shells, crinoids

and coral found in them. There is no well-defined horizon

here, between what is represented on the section as b and c, but
the former seems in general characters to be the equivalent of

the Trenton limestone, and' the latter of the Cincinnati (Hud-
son) shales. It is about 750 feet thick.

Remark.—I have not seen any outcrop of the division, a, of

No. Ill in Augusta county northeast of Staunton, nor have I

seen it at all in Rockingham. If its equivalent appears in that

part of the valley, it is under quite different lithological and
fossil peculiarities. I might say almost as much in regard to

b ; for limestone beds form a very inconspicuous part of III,

from Staunton (or rather a point S.E. of that place) to a point

in Rockingham county, where it passes under IV in the Mas-
sanutton range of mountains.

" Fault."—This seems to be the proper place for directing

attention to the " Fault," the line of which passes in front (S.E.)

of the House Mountain. It is easily traced for several miles

* This synclinal is really t

the section won
Irregularities here.
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both ways from one line of section. The lower and older

rocks of No. II are found (in their own normal order) overly-
ing the newer of No. Ill b, which dip beneath them. At a
number of points between Kerr's Creek and Collier's Creek,
two considerable streams that run out from the N. Mountain
at the opposite extremities of the House Mountain ridges, this

dipping of the newer under the older rocks may be seen along
a line of very considerable regularity.

Our general description has now extended to the horizon
between the Lower and Upper Silurian.

No. IV, the equivalent of the Medina group, is composed of
very durable sandstones that are the chief mountain-making
rocks along the northwest margin of the valley, and through-
out a belt of twenty or twenty-five miles wide, parallel with it.

It may be represented under three subdivisions. The lower
one of which (a), is a very hard, light gray, sometimes white,

sandstone, distinctly conglomerate in many places, and so

durable as to present long lines of precipices where the strata

crop out on the faces of the mountains. The middle member
(b) of this group is a dark brownish purple sandstone with beds
of interstratified shales of the same color. Shells in the sand-
stones, and fucoids in the shales, are conspicuous features of

-ion. A third member (c) is much lighter in color

than 6, but darker than a. Some of the harder layers have a
pinkish hue, while the softer and more brittle, especially near
the top, where they border on No. Y, are brown and yellowish
brown in color. While this group, as it appears on the two
ridges of House Mountain, rests upon a nearly horizontal base,

in the North Mountain its position is changed to that of a
steep northwest dip.

The general pressure that acted from the Blue Ridge side of

the valley towards the northwest, seems to have lifted the

House Mountain ridges somewhat above what was the original

level of the surrounding region, and, at the same time, to have
broken off and pushed back the edges that now form the crest

of North Mountain. But while the sec
'

eral result, it will be found on examination, that there are a
number of local and limited irregularities in the form of con-

tortions and fractures that could not be exhibited on a scale

representing so much space within so short a limit. So, also, it

has here, apparently, a greater degree of symmetry on the sur-

face, than the denuding forces to which it has been subjected,

have given it. But in this regard, also, the irregularities are
too numerous and limited to find a place on the section.

The strata of this group all thin off as they extend farther

towards the interior basin of the coal regions. They also vary
much in thickness where they crop out along the margin of the
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valley. What now caps House Mountain is about three hun-

dred and sixty feet thick, while, at the highest point, it may
have lost one hundred feet or more of its original height. On
the Warm Springs Mountain, in Bath County, twenty miles

farther towards the great Appalachian coal basin, the thickness

is very perceptibly less. At Panther Gap, two or three miles

west of Goshen, where the Chesapeake and Ohio Eailroad

passes through Mill Mountain, a very complete section of No.

IY is displayed as a folded and inverted anticlinal—inverted

towards the northwest so that the higher strata of V, VI and
VII, seem to underlie IY.

No. V is in most places, in this part of the Appalachians, a

bed of shales and brittle, shaly sandstones. In the upper part

the shales predominate and have some thin bands of limestone.

Valuable iron ores, some of them highly fossiliferous, abound
in this formation. The development of this group is not

extensive where our line of section cuts it. This seems to be

the only representative we have here of the Clinton and
Niagara epochs (ob, and 5c, Dana).

No. VI is not actually visible where the section passes, but
Qtcrops on both sides of the same valley,

very remote, seem to justify the hypothesis that it actually

exists at this point though concealed from view by the debris of

sandstone and clay from the adjacent mountain. In this part

of the Appalachian range it consists almost entirely of lime-

stones that are remarkable for the profusion of fossil coral,

shells and encrinites found in them. The stone is pure enough
in some of its beds to make good lime, and firm enough to

make good building material for houses, railroad masonry,

etc. In the prolongation of the same mountain valley, in

which our section terminates, this formation is largely devel-

oped along the line of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, be-

tween Goshen and Buffalo Gap. At Craigsville, nine miles

northeast of Goshen, it affords an extensive quarry of beautiful

encrinal marble. It is the Helderberg Limestone. (7 Dana)
No. YII is a singular bed of brownish and greenish-gray

sandstone of coarse texture, easily broken, and in many places

disintegrates readily under the weather. In other localities it

is more durable, forms rather low flat arches, and when cut

through by streams presents precipitous exposures. It is said

to have valuable deposits of iron ore at several points in Vir-

ginia. Great numbers of fossil brachiopods, especially Spirifer

arenosus and Benssekeria ovoides, are found in it everywhere.
This is a remarkably well defined formation, readily distifl:

guished by its lithological peculiarities and its fossil remains.

It is cut by the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad at several places

between Buffalo Gap and Goshen. On the turnpike leading
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from Millboro to the Warm Springs, about three miles from the
station at which the stage coaches leave the railroad, this forma-
tion may be seen as an anticlinal arch, spanning the lower lime-

stone of VI, in which the famous " Blowing Cave " of Bath
County is situated. Here the Calfpasture River has cut
through a ridge and given a natural section along the base of

which the stage-road passes, and where the Oriskany and Hel-
derberg formations are well exposed, and, together with the
Blowing Cave, present points of considerable scientific interest.

Here, also, the meeting of the Oriskany, the upper member of
the Silurian, with the Marcellus (?) shales, at the base of the
Devonian, may be distinctly observed on both sides of the
ridiIgc.

Tim; !j following table exhibits a comparison of the subdivis-
ions in this portion of the Virginia valley, with the periods and
epochs in Professor Dana's Manual

:

Silurian rocks of the Great Valley of Virginia with their sub-

divisions, compared with equivalent epoch* of
Dana's Manual, p. 142.

j
Encrinal Limestone.
Calcareous Shales.

No. V.

No. IT. -j b Purple Shale and Sandstone.

HNo. III.
] b |

j a jCorahne Limestones.

I c
;
Cherty Limestones.

No. II. <\b |DW<M
a Hydraulic Limestones.

( g Iron-tearing Shales.

I
f .-colithus Sandstones.

„ T |
e Kaolin Shales.

|

:
- Lot
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Art. III.

—

On a new form of Spectrometer, and on the distribu-

aht iof the intensity of Light in the Spectrum ; by Jomr Wil-
liam Deaper, M.D., President of the Faculty of Science in

the University of New York.

The ordinary spectroscope is occupied with the frequency of

ether-vibrations or wave lengths. This, which I am about to

describe, has a different function. It deals with the intensity

becomes invisible when it is in presence of anotl

sixty-four times more brilliant.

In some researches, published by me in 1817, on the produc-

tion of light by heat or the incandescence of bodies, I used this

method as a photometer, and became sensible of its value.

The memoir in which those experiments are related may be
found in my recently published "Scientific Memoirs," page 23.

Having also published in 1872 a memoir on the dial

of heat in the prismatic spectrum, and shown that the cause

of its increasing intensity from the more to the less refrangible

regions is due to the compression of the colored spaces that

correspondingly takes place, owing to the action of the prism
itself, but having failed to obtain satisfactory measures in the

case of the diffraction spectrum, in which such compression or

condensation does not occur, I was led to reflect whether better

success might not be secured by attempting to measure the
relative intensity or distribution of the light.

Admitting what is commonly received as true, that the yel-

low is the brightest of the colored spectrum spaces, and that

the luminous intensity diminishes from that in both directions,

above and below, I supposed that if such a spectrum was brought
in presence of an extraneous light, the illuminating power of

which could be varied at pleasure, that after the red and the

orange on one side, and the green, blue, indigo and violet, on
the other, bad been extinguished, the yellow would still remain
in the midst of the surrounding illumination. On making the

experiment it turned out differently.

For the sake of clearness of description I will call this

extraneous light, from the function it has to discharge, the ex-

;/ light

There are many different plans by which the principle above
indicated may be carried into practical effect. Several of these
I have tried, and have found the following j
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Remove from the common three-tubed spectroscope its scale

tube, and place against the aperture into which it was screwed
a piece of glass, ground on both sides. In front of this arrange
an ordinary gas light, attached to a flexible tube, so that its

distance from the ground glass may be varied at pleasure. On
looking through the telescope tube, the field of view will be
uniformly illuminated, this being the use of the ground glass.

The brilliancy of the field depends on the distance of the gas
light, according to the ordinary photometric law.

1st Case of the prismatic or dispersion spectrum.—If the extin-

guishing light be for the moment put out, and in the proper
place before the slit tube the luminous flame of the Bunsen

The slit itself should be very narrow, so

that the spectrum may not be too bright.

Now let the extinguishing flame be placed before the ground
glass, and a spectrum is seen in the midst of a field of light, the

brilliancy of which can be varied at pleasure. If the extin-

guishing flame be at a suitable distance, the whole spectrum
may be discerned. As that distance is shortened, first the

let, and then the other more refrangible colors

th f *ng order disappear, and at length in the steadily i

creasing effulgence the red alone remains. The yellow nev
spicuously as might have been expect*

;ely consistent with the assertion that t

is the brightest of the rays. The red is plainly perceptible long
This is scarcely consistent with the assertion that the yello

after the yellow has gone. There is a greenish tint emitted by
gas-light that disappears a little previously to the extinction of

the red.

From these observations I think that the luminous intensity

of the colored spaces has a relation to the compression or con-

densation that the prism is impressing upon them. It may be

that, properly considered, the intrinsic intensity of the light is

the same for all. In this we must always bear in mind the

physiological peculiarities of the eye.

The foregoing statement is perhaps sufficiently explicit to

enable any one to verify the facts. I may, however, mention

some improvements in the apparatus, which experience has led

me to adopt
The intensity of the extinguishing light may be insufficient

to obliterate the spectrum, even though the slit be closely nar-

rowed. How then may the intensity of the spectrum be dimin-

ished, and that of the extinguishing light be simultaneously in-

creased ? I accomplished this by depositing on that face of

the prism which acts as a reflector an excessively thin film of

silver. This, though it was transparent to the transmitted
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tinguishing ones. I could not see any difference between the

spectrum of the light that had come through this film and that

before the face was silvered, but the reflected light was incom-

parably more brilliant. The complete obliteration of the entire

spectrum presented now no difficulty.

Nothing need be said about collateral contrivances, which

would suggest themselves to any one : A strip of wood a

metre long, and bearing divisions served to keep the extinguish-

ing lamp in the proper direction as regards the ground glass,

and indicated its distance. I may add, however, that satisfac-

tory observations can be made very conveniently by keeping

the extinguishing flame at a constant distance, and varying its

intensity by opening or closing its stop-cock. This avoids the

trouble arising from moving the flame. In one instrument I

caused an index attached to the head of the stop-cock to move
over a graduated scale, and so ascertained how much it was

opened. This, though permitting of pleasant working, had not

the exactness of the method of distances.

Such are the results obtained from the prismatic dispersion

of gas-light. I completed this part of the investigation by an

examination of sunlight For this purpose I resorted to the

foregoing principle, introducing a beam of sunlight, reflected

from a heliostat through a slit. The spectrum of this was
thrown upon a paper screen, so placed that by opening or clos-

ing an adjacent window-shutter the light of the sky in greater

or less quantity could fall upon the paper, and act as an extin-

guisher. When the shutter was fully opened the spectrum was

quite obliterated, and on gradually closing it so as to diminish

the extinguishing light, the red region first came into view,

the other colors following in the order of their refrangibility,

the extreme violet appearing last. On reversing the movement
of the shutter the colors disappeared in the reverse order, the

red disappearing last.

At the moment when the red was approaching extinction

there always existed on its more refrangible side a gleam of

grayish-green light. It was in the position of that greenish

gleam which appeared as I have described when gas-light was

examined. Its color recalled to my mind the faint greenish-

gray light I had seen when a strip of platinum is ignited by a

feeble electric current, as described in my memoir of 1847,

above referred to.

tibsequently I constructed a camera having two apertures

s front. Through one of them, by a suitable arranj

t heliostat, slit, direct-vision prism, and convex lens,

i front. Through one of them, by a suitable arrangement
1

3, a solat

ond aperture, which was about an inch square, covered with a
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glass ground on both faces, an extinguishing beam of sunlight

passed. This ground glass served to disseminate the extin-

ffatehing light uniformly over the spectrum. I could regulate

the power of this light by varying the size of the aperture

through which it came by means of a slide.

It is needless to give details of the results obtained by this

instrument. They were identical with those described in the

foregoing paragraphs.

It might be supposed that the irrationality of dispersion of dif-

ferent prisms would influence the results perceptibly. Accord-
ingly, T

'

all, the extinction began in the violet and ended in the red.

Nor did there seem to be any difference when the effect w
viewed by different eyes. To persons, irrespective of age
the condition of their sight, the extinction took place in tl

same manner. I had not an opportunity of examination in

case of color-blindness.

d.

oft
from the more to the less refrangible region be the compression
exercised by the prism on the colored spaces, increasing as the

lity is less, we ought not to find any such peculiarity

in the diffraction spectrum. In this the colored spaces are

arranged uniformly and equably in the order of their wave-
lengths. An extinguishing light ought to obliterate them all

Having modified the common spectroscope by taking awn v

its dark box so that the slit tube and telescope tube could be »et

in any required angular position, I put in the place of its prism
. -live degrees to rays coming in

the slit. The ruled side of the grating was presented to

the slit. Now when the extinguishing flame was properly placed

before the ground glass, the plane side of the grating reflected its

light down the telescope tube. In this, as in the former case, the

spectrum was seen in the midst of a field of light, the intensity of

which could be varied by varying the distance of the extinguish-

ing flame, or by varying the opening of its stop-cock. This
light needs no reenforcement by increasing the reflecting power
of the back face of the grating, these spectra being much more
feeble than that given by a prism, and the unassisted light

being quite able to extinguish them.

As the glass grating I was using gave its two series of

spectra of unequal brightness, I selected the most brilliant,

and in it used the spectrum of the first order. I saw, not with-

out pleasure, that as the force of the extinguishing illumin-

ation increased, all the colored spaces yielded apparently in an
equal manner, and disappeared at the same moment. Some-
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XVIII, No. 103.—July, 1879.
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times, however, there seemed to be a very slight difference in
favor of the red. On diminishing the illumination all the
colors came into view apparently at the same time. This
spectrum gives a better opportunity than the prismatic for
observations on the yellow space, which by being uncompressed,
exposes a wider surface to view. This yellow space showed
no superiority in resisting extinction over the other colors.

as I had previously done for the prismatic spectrum, modifyi
the apparatus so as to use a grating in the place of the prisrn^
The observations in this case of sun-light were quite as satisfac-
tory as those in which gas-light had been used.

General conclusions. — 1st. In the prismatic spectrum the
luminous intensity increases from the more to the less refrangi-
ble spaces, its maximum being not in the yellow but in the red.
This is due to the action of the prism, which narrows, and as it

were, condenses the colored spaces more and more as we pass
toward the red, increasing the intensity of the light as it does
that of the heat

2d. In the grating, or diffraction spectrum, the luminous
intensity is equal in all the visible regions, all the colors being
simultaneously obliterated by an extinguishing light.

It must, however, be borne in mind that these conclusions
should be taken in connection with the physiological action of
the eye. Owing in part to the imperfect transparency of its

media, and partly to the inability of :'

frequency to the brain, the spec-
nd sha

itrum does not begin and end sharply, as to a perfect eye
perfect spectrum ought to do.

There are, hence, two causes which must not be overlooked
in these observations. 1st The physiological peculiaritv of
the eye, which gives to each end of the spectrum the aspect of
gradually fading away. 2d. In the case of solar-light the
absorptive action of the atmosphere, which is chiefly exerted
on the more refrangible rays.

I think, bearing in mind the correlation of light and heat,
both being corresponding manifestations of the same vibratory

'
, that fthe ether, that these results substantiate those I

published in 1872, on the distribution of heat in the spectrum

;

and that as the different colored spaces are equally luminous,
so they are equally warm.

I have made some attempts to compare with each other the
intensity of the bright lines in various spectra, espe-

cially those emitted by a strontium flame, but not being able to
"-+"»ue these researches at present, I have postponed them to

s favorable opportunity,
rsity of New York, May 5th, 1879.
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[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, April 16, 1879.]

In 1870, and again in 1872, in company with a party of stu-

dents and graduates of the University of California, I visited

the Mono region. But on both occasions my attention being
specially directed to the study of the ancient glaciers, I exam-
ined the volcanoes only somewhat cursorily. In 1875 with a
similar party I again visited the same region, and this time
remained longer and examined more carefully, though on ac-

count of an unfortunate accident, not so long or so carefully as

I desired. I have put off' from year to year the publication of
the results of my observations in the hope of again visiting the

region and settling some doubtful points which still remained.
There seems now, however, little likelihood that I shall ever
be able to carry out my intention, for other questions of still

greater interest have in the meantime engaged my attention.

I will therefore no longer withhold my imperfect observations,

hoping that they will be corrected and extended by others.

General description of the region.—Eastern slope of the Sierra.

—As already explained in previous papers,* the general form
of the Sierra is that of a great wave ready to break on its east-

ern side. It rises from the San Joaquin plains bv a gentle
:h extends 50 to 60 miles, reaches a crest 13,000 feet

i plunges downward by a slope so steep that it reaches

the plains of Mono 6000 ft. above sea level, in five or six miles.

In glacial times, long, complicated glaciers with many tributa-

ries occupied the western slope, while on the east, comparatively
short simple glaciers came down in parallel streams and ran
far out on the level plain and into the swollen waters of Lake
Mono, which, then nearly 700 feet above its present level and
far beyond its present limits, washed against the base of the

Sierra itself. There can be no doubt that these glaciers formed
icebergs which floated on the surface of the great inland sea

and dropped ddbris over its bottom.

The Plains.—Surrounding Lake Mono and sloping imper-

ceptibly to its surface, is a nearly level desert plain, covered
with volcanic sand interspersed with fragments of pumice and
obsidian, and overgrown with sage-brush {A

It is undoubtedly an old lake bottom, subsequently covered
with volcanic ashes. The dreary prospect of this desert is re-/ prospect

lieved by the magnificent irregular Sierra wall trenched

deep canons ; by long parallel moraine ridges stretchinj

arms from the mouth of each canon, five or six miles o

* This Journal, HI, v, 325, 1873; x, 126, 1S75; xvi. 95, 1878.
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the level plain, and bounding the pathways of ancient glaciers;

by a fine cluster of recently extinct volcanic cones fifteen to

twenty in number and very perfect in shape, and finally by the

bright waves of the lake studded with picturesque islands.

Moraines.—Some of the parallel moraines which form so con-

spicuous a feature of the scene, especially those of Bloody
cation, I have already described.* From the top of any of the

higher volcanic cones, many others may be seen stretching out
upon the plain. These moraine ridges average 300 to 400 feet

in height and five to six miles in length, but some of them,
especially those at the head of Rush Creek, are nrac
The view of glacial moraines here presented is incomparably
the finest I have ever seen.

Lake.—Lake Mono is a fine sheet 14 by 10 miles in extent.

There being no outlet the waters are of course saline. It is

essentially a strong solution of sodium carbonate, with smaller
proportions of lime carbonate, common salt and borax. To the

' aply a concentrated solution of carbonate of soda.

While camping on its margin we found its powerful detergent
property very useful in clothes-washing. The mineral cont<

probably partly the concentrated leachings from the
eanic rocks which cover the whole plains—the alkaline silicates

of these rocks being changed into alkaline carbonates by car-

bonic acid of the air—and partly contributed by springs which
issue in many places from the bottom and around the margins
of the Lake, and were probably more numerous and active in

former times. In any case, the lake waters are now but the
concentrated residues of a much larger body of water, as plainly
shown by the terraces to be presently' described. During
the process of concentration the less soluble lime carbonate has
been deposited in strange irregular masses of calcareous tufa.

These curious fungoid and coralloid masses, some of them six

to ten feet in height, stand up thickly on the level shores and
i the shallow marginal waters of the lake. At a distance they
.„U m™ +U~ U„lf„.,T J _i _ir _ r r xillook like the half-submerged stumps of a forest of gigantic

of lime depoi

'

scribed by J

such immense quantities about the residual lakes of the Nevada

This carbonate of lime deposit is evidently identical

aed by Kingf as occith the thinolite deposit describe
ich immense quantities about the r

basin farther north, and which as he shows
of carbonate of lime after Gay-Lussite. The conditions under
which the deposit took place about Mono are probably, how-
ever, slightly different from those in Nevada, and I believe
throw much light on the general question of thinolite deposits.
It deserves careful study and I hope to take it up in a subse-
quent paper. Farther east, near Columbus, Nevada, in the
region of the dried-up lakes left at the extreme southern exten-

* This Journal, HI, v, 325. f Geol. Exploration 40th Parallel, i, 508, and aeq.
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sion of King's ancient lake Lahontan, occur remarkable depos-
its of ulexite (soda-lime borate) which also deserve separate
study.

Terraces.—! have already mentioned the terraces about Lake
Mono. Several of these are very distinct and traceable all
around the lake. But they are seen in greatest number and
most distinctly on the west side, where the lake approaches the
Sierra and the hills rise abruptly from the lake-level. Five or
six may here be counted, rising one above the other like level
benches, the highest being, according to Whitney, 680 ft. high,
These terraces are undoubtedly the marks of old lake levels,
and show not only a former greater depth but also a much
greater extent of the lake waters. The highest level traced
about the lake would reach the moraines at the foot of the
Sierra, extend beyond the plains on every side, and enclose an
area many times greater than the present lake-area. There can
be no doubt therefore that the great glaciers of that time ran
into the lake and formed icebergs.

Islands.—Near the center of the lake there is a group of vol-
canic islands in direct line with the groups of volcanic cones on
the plains to the south and doubtless a continuation of the
same line of volcanic activity. The largest of these islands is

about 2£ miles long, a mile wide and about 300 feet high. It
is composed mainly of extremely fine, whitish material, beauti-
fully and very finely laminated, the differently colored lamina?
being very distinct and scarcely thicker than cardboard. This
material is spoken of by Whitney* as volcanic ashes. Under
the microscope it proves to be composed wholly of diatom shells
with only an occasional grain of sharp sand. There is no doubt
therefore that it was deposited very slowly in calm waters, in
the middle of the lake and beyond the reach of detritus. The
stratification is mostly horizontal ; only in two or three places
where the deeper strata are exposed on the cliffs by the action
of waves, I observed a slight dip, and in one place a gentle but

>ucline, showing a quiet upheaval of the whole mass,
as I think, by volcanic forces. In the highest parts of the
island, the soft, horizontally-laminated earth is sculptured by
erosion into sharp pinnacles and turrets like bad-laud structure
on a small scale. On the eastern portion of the island a con-
siderable area of black cposed, but this is no
where more than 50 feet high. Where the diatomaceous earth
comes in contact with the basalt, the former always overlies
the latter in undisturbed horizontal layers. I conclude there-
fore that the basalt preceded the formation of the diatomaceous
mud, was once entirely covered by the latter, and was subse-
quently exposed by erosion.

* GeoL Survey of California, i, 453.
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Steam and boiling water issue in many places in this rocky

portion of the island and in the shallow water in the vicinity.

I observed also in the earthy portion crater-like depressions,

containing a little saline water, which were probably produced
by similar fumarole action now extinct. According to Whit-
ney (p. 453) two distinct true craters occur in the basalt on the

northeast portion of the island ; but these I did not see.

The other and much smaller islands I did not have time to

visit, but according to Whitney, they are wholly basaltic, and
the largest of them is 300 feet high, and is a well-defined vol-

The general conclusion, at which I arrived from my examin-
ation of the largest island, was that the basaltic portion was
first formed at the bottom of the lake, or else subsequently

submerged \ then the diatomaeeous mud was deposited, cover-

ing it up completely ; then the fine mud-bottom was raised

into an anticline and exposed as an island by the fall of the

lake level, and finally erosion sculptured the whole, and in part

exposed the underlying basalt.

Volcanoes on the Plains.—We have already alluded to a con-

spicuous group of volcanic cones situated on the level plain

south of the lake. These are twenty or thirty in number,
extending in a line from near the margin of the lake to a dis-

tance of ten to fifteen miles, and vary in height from 200 to

2,700 feet above the plain. Partly from the recency of their

.

«

extinction, and partly from the small rainfall of the region, they
are, some of them, as perfect in form as if they were still Hi

action. A good general view of these is given by Whitney in

his account of this region. The typical form of the more per-

fect is shown in fig. 1, which, though intended only as a dia-

gram, is yet a tolerably correct outline of the highest and most
perfect. The upper part a is a light-colored pumiceous lava,

and the lower part b is covered with sand of the same.
In many cases I observed a very perfect cone-and-rampart

structure, such as is known to be produced by great eruptions,

followed by smaller ones ; or perhaps in some cases by an en-

gulfment of the crater into the base of the cone. The most
perfect example of this kind is found in a small and easily

accessible cone, not far from the lake. Fig. 2 is an ideal
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section and half perspective view of this cone. It (

of a low sand cone about 200 feet high, with a perfec
lar crater one and a half to two miles in circumi
from the center of which rises a trachyti
much smaller dimensions, to about the i

shattered condition of the inner cone, Mr. Muir suggested to me
the possibility of the engulfment of the upper rocky portion
into the lower sandy portion of a once much higher cone.
But, in many other cases observed, this explanation is evidently
untenable

; for in some cases we found several small cones sur-
rounded by one rampart. Such could only be formed by suc-
cessive eruptions.

The material erupted by these volcanoes is in some cases
basalt, but by far the largest amount consists of feldspathic
slags, pumice and pumiceous sands and ashes. The whole
plains of Mono are covered to a depth of many feet with a
nearly white volcanic sand, mingled with fragments of pumice
and obsidian.

Age of the Mono Volcanoes.—There is abundant evidence that
these volcanoes have been active, and therefore that they as-

sumed their present forms since the epoch of great separate
glaciers in this region (Champlain). Whether they also existed
and erupted previously is perhaps doubtful though probable.
The evidences of the extreme recency of the eruptions, which
determined their present forms, are as follows

:

1. We have already shown the splendid scale on which
glaciers were once developed in this region. We have already
given reasons for thinking that they ran down the Sierra, out
on the plains and into the lake, and produced icebergs there.

It is impossible that the volcanic cones, if they then existed,

could have escaped the powerful action of ice, and the equally
powerful action of other meteoric agencies, so characteristic of
that epoch, which must have entirely destroyed their form.
The remarkable perfection of their conical forms and of their
craters is therefore strongly presumptive if not demonstrative,
of the fact of their eruption since the disappearance of the
glaciers.

2. All the streams, which run from the Sierra into Lake
Mono, cut into the level plains 100 to 150 feet deep. Fine
sections of the materials of the plains are thus exposed. Fig. 3
is the upper portion of such a section about eighty feet perpen-
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The lower portion of the cliff, being covered up by
not represented. It is seen that nearly the whole

'

ordinary modified drift, composed of irregularly stratified I

is Dot represented. It is seen that nearly the whole i

ary modified drift, composed of irregularly stratifi*

and clays, cc, intermingled with layers of pebbles and gravel,

; there are other parts that de;

The stratum e is a fine light-colored clay, through which runs

1, a deep chocolate -brown

~t complex and beau-

aid have been pro-

~ -— '"
stratified clay, or else by

on a stratified lake bot-

=jlp torn. I suppose the whole

^—-^--t——^-- j^-^~ formation except a to

^^^^^^^^ nave been produced by

d^^^^r^z^^^^r^^~^i an alternately advancing
^—

'

/"v—-y^—'J^~^/^~Z^^d^~C^- an(^ retreating glacier
;

s—^V^/V-^^C^X

—

^—^O- now retreating and drop-
~~

ping material, to be car-

& = %£%$£?-* td and "Wft? b
2

cc = fine sand and clay stratified. the river which flowed
<i ~ ***** r rata. fr0m its snout, now ad-
e _ strata scrolled by same agency. vancing and crumpling

the finer material of the lake bottom. It may be difficult to

explain the details of the process, but I think it will not be
doubted that the whole is a distinctly marked drift-deposit.

Many other similar sections were observed ; some of which
were 150 feet thick.

Now covering everywhere this undoubted glacial material is

found a layer of loose, unstratiiied volcanic sand and pumice, a,

which has evidently never been touched by the action of water.

It is a pure eolian drift. In the section it is about three feet

thick, but it is really much thicker, as it thins off on the mar-
gin of the perpendicular cliff by falling, and thus contributes
to the talus at its base. It is evident that the whole material
of the section was deposited during glacial times, except a,

which was drifted over the bared lake bottom since that time.

But judging from the immense quantity of this loose material,

covering as it does the whole plain many feet deep, it seems im-
possible that it is the mere result of disintegration of the vol-
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result of sand and ash eruptions i

3. We have already described the material of the largest

island as being composed wholly, except a portion of the eastern
part, of a tine infusorial earth, horizontally stratified with,

laminae of slightly different colors, so thin as to give specimens
an almost agate-like beauty. This material was evidently depos-
ited in the middle and deepest part of the lake, beyond the reach
of coarser sediments, at a time when the place of the island was
still a lake bottom. Now, that this occurred during or after

the epoch of great glaciers, is demonstrated by the fact that
scattered sparsely through this fine laminated material, and
lying on its surface, having been washed out by erosion, I found
many bowlders, both worn and angular, of Sierra granite and
slate, and also of obsidian. These could have been brought
there only by the agency of floating ice, either as icebergs or as
shore ice. If by icebergs, of course during the epoch of great

glaciers; if by shore ice, either during that time or still later,

for manifestly the bowlders were brought down to the shore
from the Sierra during that time. It is evident, therefore, that

Bed mud was formed and the bowlders were dropped
during the period of great glaciers or later. But still later the

- If was upheaved by volcanic action, as shown by the
anticlinal position of the strata at the base, and by the solfa-

taric action still going on. The formation of this island I sup-

pose to have been coincident with the last eruptions of the

volcanoes on the plains.

4. Within the craters of several of the volcanic cones on the

plains, I found pebbles and angular fragments of granite of a

peculiar reddish color from the presence of a rose-colored feld-

spar. Whitney observed the same, and accounts for them in

the following manner: They could not, he thinks, have been
brought by glaciers or by water, for this is inconsistent with
the perfect shape of the cones. He rightly concludes therefore

that they must have been ejected from the volcanoes. But if so,

he says, " they must have been torn offfrom the underlying granite,

through which the eruptive matter has forced its way, as is seen

in the Sierra."* On the contrary, I account for them
in a wholly different way. The fragments which I saw were
some of them angular—true ; but most of them were well-worn

pebbles. There is not the slightest doubt that these were pebbles

layer which everywhere underlies the loose sand of the

plains. The eruptive forces broke through this drift-layer, and
the ejected pebbles fell back into the crater. They demon-
strate that the cones and craters, where they are found, not only
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erupted, bat were whollyformed, after the epoch of the pebble

I think, therefore, there can be no doubt that all of these

volcanoes erupted, and many of them were wholly formed after

the epoch of great glaciers (Champlain). Whether any of

them preceded that epoch is doubtful. I have never seen any
undoubted evidence that they did. If the bowlders found on
the island were carried there by icebergs, then volcanic action

preceded the epoch of icebergs, for many of the fragments are

volcanic ; but they may have been carried by shore ice at a
later time. Again, I believe the rocky part of the island is

older than the sedimentary part, for the latter seems to have
been deposited on the former. If the sedimentation was Cham-
plain, then the rocky part was probably pre-glacial ; but the

sedimentation may have been later.

Sequence of Events.—Assuming that the island strata belong
to the epoch of great glaciers, then the order of events was
something like this

:

1. Volcanic eruptions on the plains producing obsidian,

fragments of which were afterwards carried by ice and dropped
in mid-lake. At the same time also, the basaltic part of the

islands was formed.

2. Then followed the period of great glaciers and flooded
lakes, or Champlain epoch. The lake was nearly 700 feet higher
than now. Its waters covered the whole plains and washed
against the Sierra; and glaciers from this range ran far into

the lake and formed icebergs, which floated over its surface

and dropped rock-fragments over its fine mud bottom.
3. Volcanic forces, acting quietly like the solfataras and fuma-

roles still existing, heaved up the stratified mud-bottom of the

mid-lake into a gentle mound with quaquaversal dip of the

strata, but not rising to the surface. Coincident with this were
the eruptions of the plains volcanoes.

4. The lake then dried away gradually to its present level,

leaving the terraces as its old flood-marks, and exposing the
rounded mud-island ; and erosive agents then sculptured this

into its present turreted form and cut away its margin to its

present limits, and exposed the mud-covered older basaltic

Lake rising again.—The existence of salt and alkaline lakes

shows an extreme dryness of climate. But the climate of the
desert region has not always been dry. During the (

epoch the interior plains were covered with immense sheets of

water, of which the present saline lakes are the isolated resi-

dues. Gilbert has shown that at that time Great Salt Lake con-
tained 400 times as much water as now, and that it drained
northward through the Snake and Columbia Rivers into the
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Pacific ocean. King has shown that the Nevada basin was at

the same time occupied by a vast irregular sheet of nearly

equal extent, stretching southward as faras Columbus, Nevada.
Pyramid, Winnemucca, Carson, Humboldt, and Walker Lakes.

are the concentrated residues of this great lake. Lake Mono also,

we have seen, at the same time, was a great sheet of water,

whether connected with the other or not is not known. There
has been therefore an increasing dryness of climate in that re-

gion since the Champlain. Is it still progressing, or has it

reached its maximum ? This is an important question for the

Pacific States.

From my observations on Lake Mono, I have no doubt that

its level, at the time of my visit, was rising and had been rising

for ten or fifteen years. The evidence is as follows : Around
the margin of the lake I found everywhere old fences of sheep
corrals and old trails submerged many feet deep. While visit-

ing the island I found the vegetation of the island, sage brush
{Art- i,i'S>n tr/'l'-,itata), and grease wood (Sarcobatus verraicn-

latus), submerged in five feet of water, and of course killed.

Residents about the lake state that the waters have risen ten to

twelve feet in ten or fifteen years. I might be disposed to

doubt these observations if the same phenomena bad not been
observed in other lakes in the same dry region. Salt Lake is

known to have risen ten to fourteen feet in twenty five years

and submerged large tracts on its " water by
analysis is far less salt than formerly. Pyramid Lake, accord-

ing to King, has risen nine feet, and Wimiomueca Luke twenty-

two feet in only four years—1867-1871. The same is said to

be true of Walker Lake and of Owen Lake.
The cause of this is evidently increase of rain-fall and snow-

fall, chiefly the latter. In this connection it may be weD 10

mention an additional evidence of increasing snow-fall in the

Sierra. I have in a previous paperf drawn attention to a mov-
ing snow-field, or rather an imperfect glacier, occupying the

great cirque at the top of Mount Lyell, the feeble remnant of

the great Tuolumne glacier of glacial times. At the foot of

this glackret there is as perfect a terminal moraine as ever was
seen. It is a crescentic pile of rock fragments twenty :

fifty feet wide at base, and about a mile long. The fragments

were brought down by the moving ice from the vertical cliffs

of the cirque. Many similar fragments are seen lying on the

glacier on their way to the moraine, and in various stages of

advance. Now not only does this moraine show no signs of

being left by a retreating glacier, but on the contrary I think it

shows signsthat the ice is advancing. For the snout of the

glacieret is not only pressed hard against the moraine but the
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outer slope of the moraine, when I saw it, in 1872, was just at the

limit of stability—the least disturbance caused the fragments to

roll down. It would seem therefore that the moraine is being
pushed slowly forward. Whether the same is true still I know

King, in his recent volume on Systematic Geology. already
referred to, has drawn attention to still other evidence of snow
advance in the high Sierra. According to him, above the tim-

ber belt, there is a comparatively bare region of one thousand
feet vertical, on which for ages there has been too much winter
snow to allow the growth of timber. In the timber region bor-

dering the bare region there are many trees which have two
hundred and fifty annual rings. These trees have therefore
been growing securely for two hundred and fifty years. But
since 1860 the snow has so advanced upon the timber region
that these great trees are being destroyed by avalanches. It

would seem therefore that not only has there been recent ad-

vance, but that it is the first advance for two hundred and fifty

years.

The rise of the lakes in the desert region is therefore un-

doubtedly the result of a climatic cycle. But whether the cycle

be a long or a short one ; whether it be a geological cycle of

increasing snow-fall—a turn of the cycle of dryness which, com-
mencing after the Champlain epoch, culminated in the present
arid condition of the desert region—or whether it be only a

climatic fluctuation of short duration, and of which therefore

geology takes no account, such for instance as may be supposed
to be connected with the sun-spot cycle, it is impossible with
certainty to determine without observations extending through
a much longer period of time. I have hitherto been disposed
to think the latter more probable, but King's observations on
destruction of trees by avalanches, would seem to point to the

probability of a long cycle.

lame on Systematic Geology of the 40th par

quotes A--: I- -
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In the present paper we purpose giving an account of the

results of our exploration of the Branchville locality during the
past vi'ar. *o far as they relate to the manganesian phosphates.

In our preceding papers,* we have confined ourselves almost
exclusively to the original body of phosphates exploited by Mr.
Fillow ; we having mentioned in addition only the occurrence
of a single smalt deposit of lithiophilite. When we first

opened the locality, our hope was to rediscover the body of

minerals from which the specimens preserved by Mr. Fiilow
had been obtained. Our success in this was quite indifferent

;

we did, indeed, find the spot aimed at, and took from it a small

quantity of the minerals in which we were interested, but it

was soon clear that this deposit was exhausted, and we must
look farther for other and independent ones. Having but little

to guide us in our explorations, we extended them quite widely
ningly most probable directions and expended, in

loney, more than our final success would, perhaps,

nave warranted. We discovered, however, many interesting

points in regard to the minerals occurring in the vein as a

whole, which we intend to describe in another paper.

Lithiophilite.—As regards the phosphates, the mineral lithio-

pbilite has been proved to exist in considerable quantities. Tt

occurs usually not in large deposits, but in single, isolated

masses, from the size of a cherry to others several inches across.

The method of occurrence is quite uniform. The masses are

irregular in shape, sometimes rounded, sometimes angular, and
interpenetrating the associated minerals in the most intimate

manner. These associated minerals are more particularly feld-

spar, usually albite, and spodumene. The latter mineral is very

generally altered, and the various products of its fl

of which cymatolite is the most common, we shall describe in

another place. The lithiophilite, however, though often coated

black externally, is otherwise quite free from alteration ; the

only exception to this was in the case of that first discovered,

which was situated near the surface of the ledge and was much
oxidized. It will be remembered that, in what we have allu-

ded to as the original deposits of phosphates, the lithiophilite

occurred very sparingly and only as an occasional nucleus of

masses of the abundant black mineral, the product of its alter-

ation. This is described in our preceding paper, and analyses

of these oxidation products are there given.

* This Journal, July and August, 1878, May, 1879.
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The lithiophilite of which we are now speaking has, in al-

most all cases, the salmon color of that first described. In one
specimen the amount of iron was determined by Mr. Penfield
and found to be but 3'56 per cent. The lithiophilite some-
tunes contains imbedded rhodochrosite. Other constantly asso-

ciated minerals are: apatite, garnet, uraninite in brilliant

The lithiophilite was the only mineral of the manganesian
phosphate group found in these small isolated deposits. A
larger mass finally reached, however, gave us another variety of

this mineral, and also several of the other species. This mass
was of so peculiar a nature as to deserve a somewhat minute

n. It afforded first, for the most part, only lithiophi-

lite, but of a different color from that before obtained, and of

slightly different composition as shown by the analysis given
on p. 47. Closely associated with the lithiophilite was a con-
siderable amount of a granular, often also cellular, mangane-
sian carbonate, rhodochrosite. This was quite impure, often

vhite apatite, and also

quantities of eosphorite and triploidite and traces of dickinsoa-
ite; we were interested in finding hand specimens, showing all

these phosphates together, entirely free from alteration, and in

such a juxtaposition as to seem to prove a contemporaneous
origin. Crystallized out in cavities in the rhodochrosite and
again in thin seams or strings through it was a reddish-brown
mineral which proved to be chabazite.

Immediately connected with the minerals described, was a

large mass of a green chloritic mineral, of which we took out

some hundred pounds ; this we describe minutely on a subse-

quent page. Its especial interest lay in the intimate manner
in which it was associated with the minerals just mentioned.
This is particularly true of the eosphorite, which was scattered

irregularly through it in nodules of great variety in shape and
size. These nodules have often a banded coating of a firm

whitish substance, which may have been derived from the

alteration of the original mineral, and which entirely conceals
the eosphorite within.

Having given this general description of the method of

occurrence of these minerals, we will now proceed to describe
some of them more minutely.

Lithiophilite.

We have already stated, that almost all of the lit

discovered was similar in its salmon, and salmon-pink color,

and, as far as tested, in composition, to that described in our
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first paper ; in other words, it contains from three to four per
cent of iron protoxide. The litfaiophilite, associated with the
green chlorine mineral, has a light clove-brown color. It has
a brilliant luster and is clear and transparent. The specific

gravity is 3482. An analysis* by Mr. S. L. Penfield, afforded

the following results:

—

P 3O ft
45-22 45-22 4522 P ....

'

636

RRPO< or R 3P0 4 + R3P,O e .

It will be observed that the amount of iron in this variety of

the mineral is considerably greater than in that first described
and alluded to above. This result is not surprising, and indeed
was anticipated from the color of the specimen. Mr. Penfield,

in the article referred to, has brought together the analyses . f

several varieties of triphylite and the two of Ktbioph
thus shows the gradations between the two species. The one
extreme is the Bodenmais triphylite with ;-;»;:>

1 p. c. FeO, and
8-96 p. c. MnO, and the other the original lithiophilite, with
4-02 p. c. FeO, and 40*86 p. c. MnO. The relation between
these two minerals, is closely analogous to that existing between
the iron and manganese carbonates, siderite (FeC08), and rho-

dochrosite (MnC03). There is the same similarity in physical

8, the most pronounced difference being here as there

in the color, so that the necessity of giving the two minerals of

the triphylite group distinct names cannot be questioned.

Eosphorite.

The eosphorite we have spoken of as forming nodules im-

bedded in the massive green chloritic mineral. It occurs only

massive, but shows tl. actly and is

clear and lustrous. The color is a beautiful pink, sometimes

quite deep. The specific gravity is 311. An analysis by Mr.

Horace L. Wells gave the following results :

—

* This analysis has already been published by Mr. Penfield in an article on the

this Journal, March, 1879.
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grayish

dull to g

The larger part of this deposit consisted, as already stated,

een compact mineral, varying in tint from light

yellowish-green to dark blackish-green. Luster
) greasy. Hardness = 2*5. Specific gravity of the purest

portions = 2'85 to 2"89. This material was exceedingly im-

pure, containing, imbedded in it, the feldspar and mica of the

vein, also quartz, apatite, chabazite, as well as the phosphates,

most conspicuously among these, the eosphorite. It was pos-

sible, however, to obtain small hand specimens showing the

green mineral in a state of comparative purity. A series of

ten thin sections was prepared from specimens which appeared
most homogeneous, and these were carefully examined under
the microscope. It was found from them, that the substance

was, for the most part, fine granular and crypto-crystalline, but
that numerous quartz grains and apatite needles were scattered

through it. The crypto-crystalline ground-mass could not be

resolved under the microscope and had every appearance of

homogeneity, but it would be unsafe, considering the nature of

the substance, to assert this positively. In any case the pres-

ence of distinct, though microscopic impurities, makes it quite

hopeless to think of obtaining a definite chemical composition.

A specimen as pure as we were able to obtain, has been
analyzed by Mr. Horace L. Wells with the following result :—
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It is evident from the above, independent of the micro-
scopic examination, that the substance analyzed is not a <}\<v>\ r
mineral. If we assume the 8"84 per cent of phosphoric acid V .

be combined with sufficient lime to form the mineral apatite,
and deduct this amount and also the insoluble matter, we have a
remainder of 7519 percent, which when calculated to the orig-
inal amount gives the following composition :—

SB? E" R° 6 "37

that the green mineral is unquestionably a variety of
chlorite. The analysis, excluding apatite and the insoluble resi-

ga the composition very near that of delessite and pro-
chlorite. Its physical characters, also, confirm its claim to be
referred to the chlorite group.
The mineral gives water in the closed tube, and B. B. fuses

to a black magnetic mass; with the fluxes it reacts for silica.

iron and manganese. Soluble in hydrochloric acid with sepa-
ration of silica, and an insoluble residue which was separated
from the silica by solution of the latter in boiling carbonate of
soda. The insoluble residue proved to be a silicate of alumina,

libly cymatolite which occurs at the locality in great abun-possit

Chabazite.

This species occurs of a dark yellowish to reddish brown
color, in irregular masses disseminated through quartz, and
sometimes imbedded directly in the green chloritic mineral,
and also in the massive manganesian carbonate occurring with
the lithiophilite. A few small crystals, J to ^ inch over, were
found in cavities. This singular mode of occurrence, in irreg-

ular spots and strings imbedded in other species, was so unlike
the ordinary association of chabazite, that we could scarcely
credit its being this species, although the pyrognostic charac-
ters, rhombohedral form (E^E=96° 45'), density, hardness and
other physical characters plainly indicated its specific

The analysis given below, however, renders its identification
with chabazite complete ; this analysis was made by Mr. Penfield
on the purest material which could be obtained. It was found
impossible to separate it entirely from the quartz.

The chabazite has a vitreous to sub-resinous luster. The
hardness is 4 '5 and the specific gravity is 216.
Am. Jguk. Sci.-TniRD -r::. - Jilt, 1879.
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Ehodocheosixe.

It will be seen from what has been said in this and in our
first paper, that rhodochrosite is a very common mineral in its

association with the phosphates. In the first deposit it occurred
sometimes in specimens of lara:e size with the characteristic
color and cleavage (EAR = 106° 49'), and again in granular
aggregates interpenetrated with quartz, and' often taking a
greenish color from the dickinsonite. It also appears altered
to a black, highly lustrous mineral, containing only the oxides
of iron and manganese.

In the deposits which form the special subject of this paper,
the rhodochrosite occurs first of a pink color implanted in the
lithiophilite and hardly to be distinguished from it except by
its cleavage

; and again in large masses of a white or faintly
pink color, granular texture, and made very impure from the
admixture of quartz and apatite. This variety of the mineral
occurs with the clove-brown lithiophilite and the green ohloritic
mineral, and contains in cavities crystals of quartz, apatite and
chabazite. We add here an analysis by Mr. S. L. Penfield,
of the first discovered rhodochrosite ; specific gravity = 376.

The variation in color of the mineral implies that the com-
position varies widely, which would doubtless be shown, could
analyses of different varieties be made. The interest connected
with the subject is, however, small, although the large amount
of iron present is worthy of note.
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Art VI—Note on the Progress of Experiments for comparing a
Wave-length with a Meter ; by C. S. Peirce. Communicated
by the Superintendent of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic

To C. P. Pattebson, Superintendent U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey:—
Dear Sir—The following is the present state of the spec-

trum meter business. The deviation of a spectral line (Van
der Willigen's No. 16) has had three complete measures using
a certain gitter of 340£ lines to the millimeter. The double
deviation (the angle measured) was found to be

1877. June 23, 89° 54' 19"-5

June 29 and July 2, 19-25
Sep. 4 and Aug. 27, 19*65

previouslv commu-
nicated to you, but owing to an erroneous value of "the coeffi-
cient of expansion of glass having been used (the value for
iron having been inadvertently substituted) they did not seem
to agree as well as they do. There were two other complete
measures, but in regard to one of them there is a doubt about
the thermometer used, and in regard to the other there is a
doubt about the part of the line set oil This line seems on the
whole to be a bad one for the purpose. Another line near it

was therefore selected and another much finer gitter. The
deviations obtained were on the different days

:

1879. May 8, 90° 03' 5l''7 May 15, 90° 03' 50-35
May 9, 51 75 May 21, 51 -75

May 10, 52-0 May 22, 51-2

Mean, 90° 03' 51 ''45

Notwithstanding the bad result of May 15, which is unaccount-
able, these measures are evidently good enough. One of these
gitters has been compared with all the centimeters of a deci-
meter scale of centimeters. The other is still to be compared
with all the even two centimeters of the same scale.

Mr. Chapman is now comparing this decimeter scale with all

the decimeters of a meter scale of decimeters. As soon as that
is done a meter will have been compared with a wave-length.
But shortly after, this will be improved by comparing the other
gitter and also a third upon which I propose to measure a
deviation. It will remain, first, to find the coefficient of expan-
sion of the glass meter. The apparatus is all ready for this and
it will not take a fortnight. Second, the glass meter will have
to be compared with a brass meter. This will be an operation
of some difficulty but I think we shall complete it before long.

Yours respectfully, C. S. Peirce, Assistant.
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Art. VII.—Notice of recent Additions to the Marine Fauna of the

Eastern Coast of North America, No. 6 ; by A. E. Verrill.
Brief Contributions to Zooloqu /.- Yale Colleqe.

No. XLIII.
POLTZOA.

Bugula decorata, sp. nov.

Zoarium rather large with thick, much branched stems, pro-

ducing densely branched, somewhat plumose tufts, two inches

or more high. Branches unequally dichotomous, often some-
what spirally arranged. Zooecia in two alternating rows, large,

broad, prolonged proximally. Frontal area, large,, elongated,

sunken and wrinkled in the dry state. The distal angles are

prolonged into a single stout, often short spine on each side,

frequently absent on the inner angle. Avicularia on the mid-
dle of the front side of the zooecia, toward the base ; they have
a short, broad, swollen head, with a short strongly curved
beak ; the pedicels are short and thick, rapidly enlarged from
the base upward. Ocecia large, globose, brilliantly iridescent,

elegantly sculptured, with a series of raised curved lines pass-

ing up over each side and converging to the middle of front

side, while their concave interspaces are covered with micro-
scopic transverse lines. Dredged at Eastport, Me., by the wri-

ter, and also in the Gulf of Maine, 110 fathoms, near George's
Bank, by Dr. A. S. Packard and Mr. C. Cooke, in 1872 (U. S.

Fish Com.). The other species of Bugula found on the New
England coast are as follows

:

Bugula cucullata, sp. nov. Off Maine. Remarkable for the
small, hood-like, upturned ooecia, widely open in front. Zooecia
in two rows ; usually two spines on each angle ; avicularia lateral.

Bugula turrita (Desor) Verrill. Florida to Casco Bay.
Bugula avicularia (L.) Oken. Long I Sound to Spitzbergen.
Bugula fastigiata (L.) Alder (= B. plumosa Busk). Mass.

Bay to Labrador; Europe. Perhaps a variety of the last.

Bugula flustroides (Lamx.) (= B. flabellata Gray). Long I.

Sd. to Maine ; Europe.
Bugula Murray'ana Busk. Long I. Sd. to Europe.
B. Murrayana, var. fruticosa (Packard).

Bugula Jlexilis Verrill and Bugula umbella Smitt, belong to

s Kinetoskias Dub. and Kor. Both occur in deep water
I and Nova Scotia.;:.-&

Notwithstanding the very numerous restrictions which the
ancient genus Cellularia has undergone, it is still made to in-

clude heterogeneous species by several recent writers, while
others restrict it to groups not originally included by Pallas.

In the excellent memoirs of Smitt on the Arctic Br
-- -ciea still remain in the genus Cellularia. These belong
to three well-marked groups, and their synonymy is verv
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<;<!. Having had occasion to revise this family, I

offer the following summary of the New England species.

I. Cellularia Pallas, 1766, (restricted). Zooecia unilateral, in two
alternating rows, m,.stl\ protected by lateral spine-, cither

simple or dilated. Vibracula and lateral and median avic-

ularia present. Type C. tcruposa.*
- Subgenus Cdbilaria. (=Scrupo>>dl<iria, pars, Gray, IJusk).

Lateral spines all simple.

. Sub-genus CellarinaVnn Ben. (incl. Tricellaria Flem., 1828.)

One of the lateral spines usually more or less dilated, and
often expanded in a shield-like form in front of the

Two New England species : C. scabra Van Ben. ; and C.

ternata Sniitt).

The name Tricellaria (given to ternata), might have been
adopted for this subgenus, but is very inapplicable to the

group, and even to the type-species, as now known.
II. Sonqnina Oken (restricted), (— S,:r>'po dlaria, i«>rs, Cray;

Cauda Busk, non Lamx.). L ribracula

absent. A lateral spine develops into a protective (often

frondose) shield. Type IS. reptans (Linn.'), not yet found on
the American coast.

III. Bugulopsis Verrill (= iWuhif'm. p /,v, Ini^k. „<,- Palia,'>.

Characterized by the simple, unarmed zooecia, arranged in

alternating rows, and destiti tl ctua and
shields. Type B. Peachii (Busk). Gulf of Maine and Hay of

Fundy. European seas, north to Spitzbergen.

s originally included in Cellu-

that name to it. Therefore

either reptans or scruposa should be taken as the type of Cellu-

laria, both having been originally included by Pallas, as well

as by most subsequent authors. Scmparia\ Oken (1815) orig-

inally included not only the group that had previously been

named Eucratea by Lamouroux (1812), but also S. reptans.

Therefore there seems to be no good reason why it should not

be restricted, as above, rather than be displaced by the much
later and more objectionable name, Scrup'-cdbtria.

^

M >',. <.

used by Busk and others for Cellarina, is inadmissible, in that

sense, for the original group thus named by Lamouroux is a

valid and very distinct genus. Cauda (Lamx., 1816), adopted

by some for Cellularia reptans, cannot properly be so used, for

the original type is a distinct genus.

Porellina stellata, sp. nov.

A large, handsome species, forming radiating patches on

shells, etc. Zooecia arranged in quincunx, large, broad, mod-

* This species has been recorded from the Gulf of St. Lawrence by Packard

f This name has recently been given to "- by Hincks,

in accordance with a practice that is nearly always unsafe, as well as confusing.
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erately convex, white, shining, mostly imperforate and smooth,
the marginal ones more or less perforate in front. Apertures
nearly semi-circular, the proximal edge straight or nearly so,
often with two spines on the distal border, median pore, a short
distance from the aperture, large, nearly circular, provided with
numerous, slender, convergent spinules, which nearly reach
the center, giving the pore a stellate appearance. Avicularia
near the lateral margin, about opposite the median pore, vary-
ing in size and form : in the same colony some are short
triangular, others long triangular, while others with a long and
acute, erect tip show the transition toward vibracula. Length
of zoceeia, -60 to -70mm

; breadth, -50 to -60™™
; breadth of ap-

ertures, 12 to 15mm
; of median pore, '05 to -06ram

. The zoceeia
are about twice as large as those of P. ciliata.

Casco Bay, Maine. (U. S. Fish Comm., 1873).
In the nearly circular form of the median pore this species

approaches the genus Porina, as restricted by Smitt, (Florida
Bryozoa), but in all other respects, except size, it agrees so
closely with P. ciliata, made the type of Porellina by Smitt, as
to forbid a generic separation, 'although the latter has a
crescent-shaped pore. It would belong to Microporella Hincks,
if that name be adopted.

I communicate a few observations on a planet discovered
by me on the 14th of May. I have given to it the name
Philomela, as the name Prokne is applied to the one discovered
on March 21. The planet lately found (May 21) by Mr. Palisa
seems to be Adcona (145), which for several years had been
searched for in vain, its elements having remained very uncer-
tain, since my observations at its first appearance, the only
ones made upon it, did not extend over more than about a
month (from June 3 until July 7, 1875). I append the two
positions I succeeded in getting before the last moon.

Observations on Philomela (196).

1819. Ham. Coll. m. t. App. a. App. 6. log (p. "A) No.ofcomp.
May 14. ll*>56m 31« 12h 16m 39-02 + 6 52'46*-9 0-682 0-736 12

16. 10 37 6 12 16 2121 6 48 57 0509 0'724 10
18. 12 25 36 12 16 6'75 6 42 307 0747 0-746 10
20. 9 51 4 12 15 58-20 6 36 570 0-391 0-723 12
25. 10 22 18 12 15 57-02 6 19 57-8 0"572 0-731 10

June 5. 10 6 55 12 17 37-14 +5 32 34-6 0634 0"742 9

Observations on Adcona (145) (?).

1879. Ham. Coll. m. t. App. a. App.*?. log (p. 'A) No.ofconm
Maj

29

14h27
" V

-
] 8; 4 "

Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College, Clinton. N. Y., June 6, 1879.
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Art. IX.

—

A Method of Preventing the too rapid Combustion of
the Carbons in the Electric Lamp; by H. W. Wiley.

In using the electric light for projections, two chief points

are to be considered, viz: 1st, brilliancy of illumination, and
2d, steadiness of the light. When the source of electricity is

sufficient, the first of these ends is easily obtained. The sec-

ond, however, is not so easy of accomplishment. The chief

difficulty in the way of securing steadiness is found in the car-

bons themselves. Some carbons, and I find these to be the

most common, burn away so rapidly that, where no mechanism
is present to produce alternating currents, the electric arc is

constantly passing out of the focus. Often, too, I have found
that when the current is quite strong with the softer carbons,

the arc would extend itself momentarily between points as far

as a centimeter from the end of the carbons. At other times

would revolve about the electrodes something like a spiral

flame in a pyrotechnic display. This leaping and dancing of
1

-cis, of course, '
'

e, to remedy
b daily use, I made the following experi-

, fatal to its employment for projection,

order, if possible, to remedy these defects i

The specific gravity of the French carbon,

was 1-85
; of JNo. 1, American, 1'53

; of No. 2, American,
1-55. The French carbon is hard, of a grayish black color.

The American carbon is soft, easily broken up, and has no
sign of a metallic luster. The light'from the French carbon is

quite steady and displays very little of that tendency to flicker,

so troublesome in the American varieties.

A positive French carbon, which had been used for several

hours, until consumed nearly to the lamp, burned away at the

point, but otherwise retained its original shape. This carbon

was used without any previous preparation.

A soft carbon, however, of the same size as the preceding,

became red hot to a distance of four to six centimeters from

the end, and rapidly wasted away ; after being in use for half

an hour, it was reduced to a slender, tapering form.

I first tried the plan so well known in France, but so seldom

tried here, of coating the carbons with a film of copper. The
precipitation of the copper should take place slowly, and with

a current so regulated in quantity and intensity as to produce

ongv deposits. When the soft carbons were thus pre-

j they worked beautifully for a short time. The light was

tad steady, while any green tint imparted to it by the

volatilized copper produced no effect whatever prejudicial to

spoil
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the purpose in view. But as the carbons, little by little, be-
came heated, the copper film oxidized, and after half an hour
the carbon was again reduced to the slender form above
described.

I next tried the expedic
diameter, into the center of the carbons,
cut a longitudinal groove to the center of the carbon, and after
inserting the wire fixed it in place by filling the groove with
plaster. The upper end of the wire was left projecting so that
it could be brought into actual contact with the clamp. I
hoped from this contrivance to hold the origin of the arc
steadily at the end of the carbon and, at the same time bv in-

the conducting power, to prevent the heating and con-
I uption of the electrode. In placing the car-

bons in the lamp the grooved sides were turned from the lens.
This device proved very successful in securing a steady light,
but the carbons were heated to their points of insertion in the
holders and wasted rapidly away. The point, it is true, re-
mained blunt, but the stem of the carbon burned away so
rapidly that the experiment must be regarded as unsuccessful.

It was evident from my first experiments with copper-plated
carbons, that, if any way could be devised of protecting the
copper from oxidation, the copper would prevent the carbon
from heating by increasing its conductivity, and diminishing
the resistance. I accordingly covered the carbons, after copper-
plating with a film of plaster of Paris, about lma> in thickness.
After this had set, the edge of the carbon, which was to be
turned towards the condenser, was carefully denuded of its

plaster-covering, which was also cut away until quite thin on
the adjacent surfaces. These precautions were taken so that
the plaster might not interfere with the radiation of light in the
direction of the condenser. Before use the plaster must be
thoroughly and slowly dried. The copper surface at the end of
the carbon being uncovered it is fastened in the holder in the
usual way. The carbons prepared in the way described left

nothing to be desired. The light was steady and the carbons
burned slowly away. The film of plaster melted gradually as
the point was consumed and thus never interfered with the
illumination. The points of both positive and negative
carbons remained blunt, and there was no wasting away of the
stem. A carbon prepared in this way will last at least tea
times as long as one used in the ordinary way. But the chief
advantage is found in the comparative steadiness of
thus secured.

Carbons of the above description work best when well
plated. The following numbers give what I regard as a mini-
mum amount of copper to secure satisfactory results. In all
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the experiments I have tried, the carbon has been of the soft

American variety, with an average specific gravity of 1'55.

Length of carbon, 17-5 cm.
EacE side, l "

Number Zm* of surface including ends, 72 £Ei7
2

Weight before coppering, 211615g.
Weight after coppering, 24-0410 "

Weight of copper, 2-8795 "

Weight copper to each ^;a

,
-0397

In order to dispense with the use of a reflector, I arrange the
carbons + above as described in the Journal of Franklin
Institute for May and June, 1878.
The peculiar cup-shaped appearance of the positive carbon

helps to concentrate the light "on the condenser. It is under-
stood that any lamp, in which the carbons are arranged end to

end, can be used with electrodes prepared as above. Such a

lamp can be easily substituted in a lantern made for use with
'-hydro-lime light. I use constantly such a lamp with c

Edgerton's physical lanterns originally made for the lime light.

I am inclined to think a kaolin paste would be better than
* for coating the carbons. The electric force used i

the experiments has been furnished by the Gramme
described in the Journal of the Franklin Institute already cited.

The use of projections for illustration in lectures on Chem-
istry and Physics has become so general that I hope the sug-

gestions in this paper may prove of some benefit.

Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, April 18, 1879.

Abt. X.

—

Bernardinite : a new Mineral Rssin from San Ber-

nardino County, Col. ; by J. M. Stillman, Ph.B.

Through the kindness of Mr. B. B. Eedding, of San Fran-

cisco, I have been put in possession of some specimens of a

new and interesting mineral said to occur in considerable quan-

tity in San Bernardino County, California, and exposed by
excavations for a tunnel. The pieces in my possession were

homogeneous masses of from one to five or six >

dimensions, and appeared to have been bn
masses. It presents a nearly wl. ?ht and por-

ous, containing much enclosed air, so that it floats on water

like cork. On fracture it presents a slightly fibrous structure.

Under the microscope it exhibits a two-fold structure—a quan-

tity of very fine irregular fibers permeating a mass of

amorphous, structureless substance. No definite structure

could be perceived indicating previous woody or vegetable
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tissue. The specific gravity of the mineral freed from air was
determined as 1166 at 18° C. The mineral does not melt per-
fectly at 140° C, but softens slightly at temperatures below
100° C.

It is insoluble in water ;—entirely soluble in hot absolute alco-
hol, about 86-6 per cent dissolving on boiling for some time.
The soluble portion is quite soluble, remaining in solution in
about 1\ parts of hot alcohol. In cold absolute alcohol it is

not so soluble, about one-third of that portion soluble in hot
alcohol, not re-dissolving in cold. The alcoholic solutions are
of a slightly yellow color, marked bitter taste, and acid reac-
tion. Ether dissolves about one-third of the native mineral
at ordinary temperatures. Carbon disulphide dissolves it but
slightly. The residues from the solutions were in every case
white and amorphous.
The extract with hot alcohol melts at temperatures between

115° and 125° C, but has no constant melting point, and soft-

ens somewhat at lower temperatures. On cooling after fusion
it forms a brittle, translucent mass. Heated on platinum foil

the mineral burns with smoky flame, with fixed carbon residue,
but with only a trace of ash. An ash determination gave
00*12 per cent of a white, infusible ash, evidently silica. With
concentrated sulphuric acid it gives a red-brown color, which
on warming becomes black; on dilution with water black
flakes are precipitated. The mineral, dried for several days
over sulphuric acid, lost on heating to temperatures below its

melting point 3'87 per cent in weight, probably, though not
i rtaiu'v. water. It contains no nitrogen. Elementary analy-
sis of the mineral dried over sulphuric acid gave

—

Carbon = 64-53 per cent.

Hydrogen = 9-20 "

Hence Oxygen = 26-27 "

Admitting 1

as being du<

analysis

—

Carbon 64-46

Hydrogen (not in water) 8-75

in water) 22-SOUxygen (i

Ash

100-00

In caustic potash the mineral dissolves very readily and
almost completely (93 5 per cent). The solution when concen-
trated is of a light, clear, brownish-yellow, and may be diluted
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to any extent with distilled water without precipitation, but
with dilute chlorhydric acid gives a flocculent precipitate
which settles to the bottom on standing. The alkaline solu-
tion is gelatinous in the cold when concentrated, but dissolves
on dilation, and gives a froth like soap-suds on agitation. The
portion insoluble in caustic potash (6-5 per cent) is left as a
glue-like mass of a brownish color.

A quantity of the mineral was dissolved in caustic potash,
ted with chlorhydric acid ; the resin thus obtained was

subjected after drying to elementary analysis. It gave—
Carbon = 69*71 per cent. )

Hydrogen = 9-59 " [ 100-00

Oxygen = 20-70 «
)

The melting point of this purified resin was determined at
127°-129° for perfect fusion, though softening at lower tem-

The acid character of the alcoholic solution, the oxygen con-
tents, the behavior toward solvents, and especially toward caus-

-">., as well as the temperature at which it melts, all

i licate the resinous character of the new mineral. To con-
firm this it was treated in alcoholic solution with alcoholic solu-

tion of lead acetate, and a flocculei t, a bite
j

-ecipitate of the
lead resinate was obtained. It is noticeable that the oxygen
contents of this resin, as evidenced by both analyses, is much
greater than is usually found in resins either of mineral origin
or freshly obtained from plants.

The filtrate, obtained by dissolving in caustic potash and
precipitating with chlorhydric acid, was evaporated to dryness
and exhausted with alcohol, and a small quantity of a yellow-
ish waxy substance obtained of an intense bitter taste, evi-

dently the substance to which the bitter taste of the mineral as

well as of its alcoholic extract is due, as the purified resin pos-

sessed no bitter taste.

This new resin appears to possess entirely different proper-

ties and composition from any organic mineral heretofore

described. The South American mineral Guyaquillite seems
to resemble it in some properties, but differs very materi-

ally in other essential properties as well as in composition.

Berengelite, also from South America, possesses a somewhat
similar elementary composition (C 2 H 30O 4 ),

but differs in all

other essential properties. At the suggestion of Mr. Bedding,
to whom I am indebted for the specimens which form the sub-

ject of the foregoing examination, I propose the name of Ber-

nardinite for the new mineral, from the name of the locality.

I hope soon to be able to subject the mineral to a more
thorough investigation, with the object of ascertaining the true

chemical nature of its c

University of California, February,
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Art. XL

—

Notice of a new Jurassic Mammal ; by Professor
0. C. Marsh.

During- a recent visit to the Rocky Mountains the writer
spent some time in examining tin as the Atlan-
tosaurus beds, and was rewarded by the discovery of several
interesting fossils, among them the lower jaw of a small mam-

tifl specimen indicates a dimunitive marsupial, quite
distinct from the one previously described by the writer from
the same horizon (Dryolestes priscus)* which has hitherto been
the only mammal known from the Jurassic of this country.
The present specimen, which is from the left side, has the

larger part of the ramus preserved, with a number of perfect
teeth in position. Most of the symphysial portion is lost, and
the posterior part is missing, or only faintly indicated. The
jaw was remarkably long and slender. The horizontal portion
- of nearly equal depth throughout, and the lower margin
?arly straight. The form of the coronoid process, condyle, andnearly straight. The form of the coronoid process, condyle, and

angle of the jaw cannot be determined from this specimen.
The remarkable feature in this jaw is the series of premolar

and molar teeth. These were very numerous, apparently as
many as twelve in all, and possibly more. The premolars had
their crowns more or less compressed, and recurved, and some of
them were supported by two fangs. These had a small posterior
tubercle at the base of the crown, but none in front. The
molar teeth were all single-fanged, with elevated conical crowns.
Those preserved have a distinct cingulum. The molars increase
in size from the first to the fifth. All the teeth preserved have
the crowns raised considerably above the upper margin of the
jaw, and thus appear to be loosely inserted. A large pointed
tooth lying near the jaw appears to be a canine.
The principal dimensions of this specimen are as follows:

Length of portion of jaw preserved 11-5 mm
Extent of five molar teeth 4-

Extent of entire molar series 5 •

Height of fifth true molar above jaw 2-

Depth of jaw below fifth molar 1 -75

Depth of jaw below last premolar 1 o
Depth of jaw below first premolar 1-4

In comparing this interesting fossil with the forms already
known, it is at once evident that it differs widely from any liv-

ing type. Its nearest affinities are clearlv with the genus
f Owen, from the Purbeck beds of England,f and in

many respects the correspondence is close.
i This .Journal, vol. xv, p. 459, June, 1878.

t Geological ;«. 1866, and Paheontographical Society,
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This specimen clearly indicates a new genus, which may be
[lacodon, and the species represented, Stylacodon gracilis.

With the genus Stylodon, this form evidently constitutes a

family, which may appropriately be termed the
kfce. The present specimen indicates an animal some-
ller than a weasel, and probably insectivorous in habit

Yale College, New Haven, June 18th, 1819.

In the preceding part of this paper, the courses of the bedding
of the rocks are indicated only in a general way. In this supple-

ment, I give the results observed in Dutchess County as to strike

and dip, together with some other omitted details.

1. Wappinger- Valley Belt. — This limestone belt leaves the

bout a mile northeast of Salt Point (or five

miles from Pleasant Valley), the Creek—not the limestone belt

—

_ u iis course by taking an eastward turn for a mile.

From this point it has a small brook, flowing from Upton's Lake,
as its southern limit, instead of the Wappinger stream ; at the
same time, its width— which was nearly a mile at Manchester,
3000 feet at g to Professor Dwight,
2200 at Salt Point, co i:

west of Willow Brook station, the southern part of the belt ends.

ft appears again in the Wappinger Valley, about two and a half

miles to the eastward, north of Bangall. The following are the

results obtained with reference to the strike (or direction of bed-

> mice being made for variation, and the dip of the lime-

stone and the associated schist) commencing at the south. As
has been stated, the schist in Dutchess County, going from west
to east, varies very gradually from dull to shining argil

thence to hydromica schist, on the north ; and, on the south, from

i schist and i
'

At East Mills, 4im. S.E. of Poughkeepsie, the schist east of

I
v Creek, strikes N. 39°-40* E., dip 75° E. (that is, east-

at ri^ht angles to the strike). M
stone N. 17°-25° E., dip 50°-60° E. ; schist, E. of river, N. 20°-

21° E., 60° E.; the width of the limestone east of creek, about

2000 feet, and west of it, 3000 feet. At Rochdale (Titus's woolen

factory) fossiliferous limestone, N. 37° E., dip 60° E. (650 feet west
of the eastern junction with the slate). At Pleasant Valley,

where the limestone is almost wholly north of the creek, N. 32° K.,

dip 85°-90° E., at a locality not far from its northwestern limit

;

and at the quarry near the river, about 200 yards from the south-

eastern limit, N. 24° E., dip 60° E. At Salt Point, according to

Professor Dwight, N. 26° E., dip 70°-85° W. Southwest of W 3-

low Brook f m., limestone N. 19° E., dip 50°-60° E. ; a mile east
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of Willow Brook, S side of Wappinger Creek, schist N. 16° E.,
.P 60 E,andlmJ.E.oflaSt,N. 14*12., dip 50°-60°E. At Stan'

fordville schist S. of river, N. 28° E. (average), dip 60° E. (vary-
ing, much contorted); 200 yards above station N. of river a
layer of grayish quartzyte in the schist, 25 to 30 feet thick, strike
of slate and quartz-*- *

i quartzyte in the schist, 25 to 30 fee
rtzyte, N. 16° E.; dip 60° E.

;
just i

?all, schist N. 28° E., dip 75° E., an.|
m W. of Bangall, schist N. 28° E., dip 75° E., and h<

the limestone adjoining being nearly horizontal. Between \>\ ,:

wim small eastward dip, varying to westerly. At „
near railroad, limestone N. 12° to 17° E., dip 40°-45 3

VV 7 and
schist near by, X. 12° E., same dip; one mile E. of station dip

*?°o -? Ancram Lead Mine, limestone N". 1 9° E., dip 60°-
70 E.; 3 m. north, limestone N. 19° E., 50°-60° E. • in Copake
1 m. south of village, limestone N. 13°-16° E., dip 40° E • near
Copake Iron Furnace, schist of Taconic Mtn., N. 10°-15° E., dip
50 E. (average); 3 m. S of Furnace, adjoining Taconi... Mtn.,
limestone and schist N. 15° E., dip 50° E.

2. Shekomeko Limestone area.— The area occupies the valley
between Husted station and Pulver's Corners. Thence
south-southeast, widening, and ends half a mile south of where
the road from Bangall enters the valley. In a cut just northeast
of Husted station, limestone N. 25° E., dip 35° E. ; schist in next
cut, 400 yards to the northeast, N. 25° E., dip 40°-50° E. ; 300
yards farther northeast, N. 14° E., dip 50°-60° E • 1 m east-
ward, schist of Winchell's Mtn., N. 16° E., dip 48°' E.; on the
mountain, 250 yards W. of Winchell's station, schist N.' 16° E.,
dip 20-60 E. average 40°. Nearly three miles S. of
just below Shekomeko station, limestone, N. 32°-37° E., dip
50°-60° E.

; toward western limit of limestone area, an interca-
lated stratum of schist, N. 35° E., dip 50°-60° E. ; west of this
schist limestone with same position ;Jm.S. of Shekomeko sta-
tion limestone N. 27°-37° E., dip 15°-50° E. W. of s

lestone area, slate, near road to Bangall, N. 20°-32° E.,
dip in undulations, 10°-50°W., but \ m. to the west, it is 40°-50° E.

3. Fishkill-andrMillerton belt, commencing at the southwest,
—At Matteawan depot, argillaceous schist on railroad, N. 40°
E., dip 70° to 80° E.—a fine-grained, fissile rock, of little
luster fusing B. B. to a slightly magnetic globule, and hence
probably an argillitic mica or hydromica schist

; \ m. S.E. of
Matteawan, at junction of schist and limestone, N. 52° E dip
70° E.

; £ m . N.E, of Matteawan, limestone N. 42° E., 7o°-8o'° E.

;

half way to Glenham (or 1 m. from Matteawan), limestone N.'
47° E., vertical

; f m. southwest from Glenham, N. 52° E 60°W
again £ m. from G., N. 47° E., 45°-50° W. ; in Glenham,' on river!
limestone and " bastard granite" making parallel walls on oppo-
site sides of the stream, strike of each, N. 37° E., dip 70°-80° E.
and south of river, near mill-dam, limestone N. 52°-57° E dip
35° W., north of river 300 yards, schist N. 22° E., dip 60°-70° E
with " bastard granite" near by to north much jointed and uncer-
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tain in strike, becoming near the slate a gray quartzytic variety •

north of Glenham station, on river, limestone N. 52*-62° E, dip
25° W. East of Fishkill station \ m., limestone X. .vj- K. cm .,-.

age), dip 55°-60° W. Between this and Brinkerhoff station, £ m.
from B., wide variations in strike and dip of limestone, N. 28 W ..

and even 55° W. to N. 12° E., dip 20°-35° E. ; E. of B., £ m.'
limestone N. 16° E., dip 50° E. ; 1 m., same N. 2°-14° K
E. ; 1± m. W. of Hopewell, limestone N. 40° E., dip 60° E. One
mile southeast of Poughquag, 200 yards west of quartzvie, lime-
stone N. 32° E, dip 40° W. ;|m.S. of P., limestone X. 82 K..
dip 40° E.;im. W. of P., N. 37° E, 40°-50° K. ; at UeekmanV
1$ m. W. of P., limestone N. 22° E, dip 40°-50° E. ; 3} m. W.
of P., north of Silver Lake, an intercalated stratum of contorted
schist, N". 22° E., dip 65° E. ; and west of this, beyond another
limestone stratum, schist N. 12°-22° E., dip 50° E., but contor-
ted; at Arthursburg, schist and limestone N. 12°-22° E, dip
50° E., but with undulations. At Clove Ore bed, limestone X.
37° E., dip E. 45°

; schist of west slope of the mountain between
Clove and S. Dover N. 52° to 60° E., dip E. varying in 1 m.,
eastward to N. 37° E., then on descent toward S. Dover, N. 22°-
37° E. Nearlyf m. N.E. of Mabbitsville, schist contorted, X.
5° W. to N. 2

6
E., dip 50°-60° E. ; 1 m. X.K

N. 6° W., dip 40°-50° E. ; schist 2 m. W. of Wassaic N. 22° E,
dip varying, 25°-30° E., to nearly horizontal : near Wassaic,
schist N. 17°-22° E, dip 60°-70°

; 2|aW. of Mabbitsville. at

c, schist N. 19° E, dip 70° E At Millerton, limestone
in village, near upper railroad depot, nearly horizontal, dipping ] 0°

to 20° E., strike about N. 12° E.
; £ to 1| m. west of M

along R.R., X. 10°-20° E, dip 5°-20° E., to horizontal, and
5°-10° W. ; 2 m. west of M., on R. R., another large bed of lime-
stone

; £ to £ m. W. of M., schist (a thin, slivery, blackish slate)

overlying the limestone nearly horizontally (as seen in section on
the west) ; l£ m. to 2 m. north of west of M., on R. R., the same
schist, nearly horizontal over the limestone (as seen in section)

;

H to 3 m. northwest of M., along R.R., schist of Winchell's
Mountain N. 20°-28° E. dip, 20°-50° E, the least on the east.

Two and one-half m. south of Boston Corners, schist of eastern
base of Winchell's Mtn., N. 12°-17° E., dip 20°-25° E, increasing
to 45° nearer B. C. ; schist of the body of the Mtn., N. 12°-18°

E., dip 45° E. ; at Boston Corners, close to Taconic Mtn., lime-

stone and schist N. 13°-14° E., dip 70° E. At Weed's Ore Pit,

in Southern Copake, 3 m. N. of B. C, schist N. 18° E, dip 62°-
65° E. ; and 1 m. W., limestone N. 12°-14° E, dip 50°-60° E
At Verbank, slate N. 5° W. to 12° E., dip 50°-70° E. ; lime-

stone conformable to the slate, but much contorted.

The diversity in the strike near Brinckerhoff was probably
caused by the spur of Archaean rocks, which reaches from the south
nearly to the place. The schist west of Millerton has much luster

in Winchell's Mountain, but very little farther east ich^re the -W-s-

are approximately horizontal.
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The quartzyte near Matteawan (see p. 385 of last volume! is sit-

unte.1 <((,; ,-ttij • "st of this place, and extends along for half a mile.

Great Central Belt, commencing at the North.—In North
Salisbury, Conn., % m. south of Massachusetts boundary, just east

of the road nearest to the foot of the moo
10°-12° E., dip 50°-60° W. ; 1 m. to 2 m. farther south, N. 6°-

12° E., dip 45°-60° W.
; £ m. east of the first of these loc, dip

50° E. ; and 1± m. E., N. 15°-25° E., dip 50°-55° E. ; at head of
Wash-nee lake, limestone N. 16° E., dip 45°-55° E.

; £ m. S., X.
3° E., dip 40°-50° E. ; at Chapinville, limestone N. 9° W., dip
20°-25° E. ; 2 m. N. of Salisbury, mica schist, N. 15° K, 50°-60°
E. In Lakeville, on lake, limestone N. 23° W., dip 50° E., and

te, limestone N. 18°-23° W., dip 20°-25° E. ; <L\ m. east
of Millertun, mica schist N. 8°-22° W., dip mostly 40° E.

In Sharon, | m. E. of Sharon Post Office, limestone N. 20° E.
'lip 60° E. ; 1| m. to SOI ig, N. 26° E.,

dip E. ; 2 m. to southward of Sharon, quartzyte, N. 26°-31° K,
dip 60 K., the quartzyte in part schistose and containing some

ica, in other parts to eastward feldspathic and passing
nlvte, and the quartzyte and gneiss lying conformably

along the east border of the limestone.
East of Wassaic, N. Y., limestone N. 12°-22° E., dip 45°-50°E.

;

1£ m. S., limestone N. 26°-27° E., dip 55° E. ; east of last, quartz-
yte (at quarry) N. 4° W., 40°-45° W. East of Dover Plains,
1 m., limestone N. 10°-20° E., dip 50°-60° E.

; \ m. farther east,

-t of the limestone area, quartzyte N. 10°-21° E., dip
50°-60° E.

; £ m. S.E., gneiss N. 10°-11° E., dip same. At South
Dover, near R. R. station, limestone N. 20° E., dip \

one mile north of Pawling, limestone 7" wQ

E. of same, gneiss i

Pawling Static

to 1 m. W., sai

tal with dip westward and again eastward, and thei
prevails

; 2 m. W., gneissoid mica schist or micaceous gneiss (just
W. of a limonite ore bed) N. 2°-10° E., and varying to N. 32* E.,
dip 50° E. About Towner's (near the Archaean), gneiss under-
lying conformably the limestone, with wide variation- in >t rik.-,

N. 68° W., dip 40° E., but in hill to W., N. 38° W. to N. 88° W.,
dip E., about 40° ; 1 m. S. of T., in the marshy valley, near a red
house, the limestone interstratified with the gneiss, N. 32° E., dip
60° E. (the \ an accounts for the contortions);

1 m. N. of Dykeman's, whitish gneiss, N. 17° E., dip 70°-80° E.
The limestones of Dutchess County are distinctly fossiliferous

only where, besides being imperfectly metamorphic, they do not
contain seams of quartz, but instead calcareous seams, if any, as
well as calcareous fossils. The quartz seams imply greater heat
for the metamorphism ; and when the penetrating moisture was
thus rendered siliceous, the shells have been left as thin

ttle of the original form. The schist adjoin-
ing also has often its quartz seams or veins.

.mestone N. 20° E., dip 70°-80° E.

;

4 Pawling, limestone N. 7° E., dip 70° E. ; 1 m.
s and mica schist N. 7° E., dip 70°-80° E. , near

,
limestone N. 19° E., dip 60°-70° E. ; and \ m.

! N. 2° E., dip 40°-70° E. ; then nearly horisoB-



Chemistry and Physics.

'IFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. On the Action of Isomorphous salt* in tilting the Crys-
Solutione of each o^Aer.—Thompson

has studied the action of solid salts upon supersaturated solutions

as well as the other, formed a supers
solution of the latter was placed in a aim-

ing solution of the former, placed in a
duced into the flask, the liquid havin
closed with cotton. The liquid in i

its mouth was also stopped with cotton. After cooling, the liquid
in the bulb tube was first caused to crystallize h\ a fragment of
the same salt. It was then lowered into the liquid in the flask,
and broken and the result observed. If the liquid in the bulb
was not a supersaturated solution, it was allowed to crystallize
°'i cooling before the bulb was broken. Another method was to
use in place of the bulb, a doubly bent syphon tube containing
the exciting liquid. In some cases a thoroughly washed nucleus
was dropped :.ed solution. The results showed

"m>
4 (H

a
O), was made to crystallize by the correspond-

. nickel, cobalt, iron and nia^m sium. by
NiS0

4 (H2 0) 6 , FeS04 (H2 0) x, and ( '..-<
> . II <» .

-..
' . M^K",

(S0
4 ) 2 (H2 0) 6,Na2S0 4

(H
2 0) 10,Na 2 S2 3

(H.;o i . v

^O4(Ha O) 10 andNa tCrO4 (H a O, l
. b-.i - b, M,S0

4 (H 8 0) 7 ,

. Naa S2 3
(H

s
O)

s , Na2HP0 4 (H 2O) 10 , KC1, NaCl,
kC10

3 , NaI(H„0)
4 or glass. Chrome and iron alums caused

hnassium aluminum alum to . FeS., (in

i Fe
3 4 (in octahedrons) did not. In the case of "mix-

t'livs there are two cases: A, when the mixture contains two
salts which are not isomorphous; and B, when the two salts are

isomorphous. In the former case, {<() bidden crystallization takes

th a deposit only of the salt forming the nucleus; (b) the
- •'••' n< ', both salts being deposited but the one like the nucleus pre-

ponderating; and (c) the nucleus may slowly grow by accretion
"t its own salts from the solution. In the latter, (a) sudden crys-

™llizatiou takes place, both salts being deposited apparently in

in which they exist in tl >) slow erys-

sited. This
latter case shows that there is a regular gradation from super-
saturated to ,-,/. >.,.-.. xxxv, 19G,
May, 1879.

hone and the Silent 1

has observed some curious anomalies
electric discharge itself or of the ozone which ii

chemical combination. Hydrogen and oxyge
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XVIII, No. 103.—Jul



This result i

arsenous oxide, iodine, and even nitrogen. (Jarbonous oxide on
the other hand, mixed with half its volume of oxygen, left after
twelve hours only eight per cent uncombined, mixed with two
per cent of oxygen ; the rest having united with the mercurv. A
part of the CO had tunned a brown oxide C,l), Carbon dioxide
under the action of the silent discharge, in a space free from
oxidahle bodies gives results h hi id tin uitlior to suspc t tin

existence of a percarbonic oxide CO,. In one experim
twelve hours, sixteen per cent of the CO

a
was decomposed, and a

";as was formed which attacked m md d bodies ith

vigor. This cannot be ozone since in that case from thirty to

forty-one per cent of the oxygen set free would have been con-
verted into this substance, an unheard of proportion. The new
b..dy has not been isolated.—Ann. ('him. Pfn/s., V, xvii, 142,
May, 1849. G . p. B.

• 3. On the Occlusion of Hydrogen by Copper.—Johnson has
re-examined the result deduced by him from his earlier experi-
m nts, that metallic copper occluded an amount of hydrogen
which might cans, serious error in organic anal vsi> ; tins result

hr.vmg been questioned by Thudichum. The copper to be tested
was oxidized at the blowpipe, reduced in hydrogen, allowed to
cool in that gas, the II displaced from the tube by dry air, the
metal re-oxidized in a current of dry air, the water produced
being collected in a weighed tube containing pumice moistened
with -ulphuric acid, -peei 1 precautions being taken to exclude

oisture. It was found that this occlusion actually
I • * I

'" ' • lent metal formed from the oxide
reduced on the surface of the copper was most active, the amount*^ diminishing progressively as the metallic powder— heating. A carefully conducted

~ "1 gram of hydrogei
gh, it appeared thai

finely divided meta
. which does not occlude hydrogen. Moreover the
nd that the copper thus 1 v<b >g< :.i - 1, -educed potas-

.

CO. Heated in CO or in N, all a fa given
Q] . Keating alone in a vacuum does not set free the gas. The
author therefore concludes that it is unsafe to emplo
freshly reduced in hydrogen for the reduction of oxides of nit re-

ds unless the metal be previou-iv ignited i:

nitrogen gas.—J: Chern. Soa, xxxv, 232, May, 1879. g. p. b.

4. On the Composition of Charcoal from pure CeUvlose.—
iJEETHELOT has examined the charcoal produced from the pith of
;

:.> spmdie tree (Euonymus in the process of carbonizing this
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word for tlic manuiaet ure of gunpowder. This charcoal therefore

reaction products. After drying at 100°, during which it lost

nine per cent, it was lmnn.l in a'current of o.vvgen, and Kit :v:»

per cent of ash. The combustion afforded: carbon ::;»;, hydro-
gen 2"2, ]H.t:issium 2 -1, oxygen 21-8, giving the formula <.*m JI

41KO
a7 ; though no formula is actually probable of course. This

charcoal contains oxygen much in excess of that which a simple
hydrate of carbon requires, its amount being surprising. This is

one of those special compounds of high molecular weight formed
by successive condensations, carbon itself being the limit which
is finally reached.—Ann. (Jhim. Phys., V, xvii, 139, May, 1879.

5. On the Substitution dtriratii-m ,,f X/trn,/,,, frit'hh>ri<l .—
Kohler has investigated the bodies discovered by Wurtz and
considered by him derivatives of nitrogen trichloride. Tschermak
first v>t;\ dished the correctness of this supposition by acting on

-nine with zinc-ethyl and obtaining triethyiamine.
The author has coniinned these results and has produced the cor-

responding in, hyl romp< ml, dich m< thylamine N.CH
3
.C1. CI.

Ii is a u-oid-yellow liquid, irritating to the eyes, boiling between
59° and 60°, I

- means to

produce the azo-compounds of the fatty series, by a

Ges., xii, 770, May, 1879.

6. On the Preparation of pure Cuprous chloride.—The difficul-

ties in the preparation of pure, dry and white cuprous chloride are

well known. Rosenteld having observed that the oxidation prod-
uct of this body is converted into copper acetate by glacial noetic

acid, while tl. cupr us chlorid* it<i t is onl\ dil dth soluble in

. has suggested a new method of preparation. By
_' "i- into a mixture of equal molecules salt ami cop;,, r

sulphate in solution, the cuprous chloride is precipitated. This is

collected on a vacuum lilt er, and washed tir-r wit h SO.^ solution

till this comes through colorless, a: etic acid

till the product appears perfectly white. The acid is drawn out

of the precipitate by the vacuum, and this is pressed between

paper and dried on the water bath, or in the air at ordinary tem-

peratures. Thus made, it is a pure white powder composed of

colorless tetrahedrons upon which strong sun ght > is m acti. u.

:v\r acid scarcely acts on it. In the dark, dilute

s also without action; but when suspended in nitric

acid diluted with six parts of water, the cuprous chloride is

extraordinarily seiwtho to light, the i-ry-r :tN b, • -ming black

with a taster -, and suffering a true reduction.—
Per. Perl. . May, 1879. g. f. b.

7. On the Composition of Wood.- ng the con-

ctrad yielded to dihiie sodium hydrate

solution by birch wood, which extract was precipitated again
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cither on neutralizing with an acid or on th< a hlition of alcohol,

has made a systematic examination of the substance thus obtained.

For this purpose sawdust from birch w I was treated with soda
solution of 1-1 sp. gr. for 24 hours, diluted and filtered. The
brown solution on saturation with H

2
S0

4
deposited a whitish

gelatinous precipitate. Alcohol acted similarly but the tilt rat ion

was easier. After washing with alcohol and drying at 100°, it

constituted til teen percent of the wood used. As it acts like a
gum the author proposes to call it wood-gum. Subsequently a
purer product was obtained by previously treating the wood
with ammonia, and then with the soda. It afforded "on analysis

carbon 44*6, hydrogen 6*4, corresponding to the formula C
9
H

10
O

s
.

Comparative examinations of the quantity of this substance in

various woods were then made, and the kinds examined by the
sulphuric acid method arranged themselves in the following order
in this respect: birch, ash, alder, cherry, white beech, oak, pear.

beech, elm,~willow, horse-chestnut, maple and pine, the last yield-

in-; onlv traces. The quantity was o-reater the nearer to the center
of the tree the

-J.prakt. Ch.. II, xix, 146, March, 1879?
6. Dust Figuresproduced by Sound Waves.—Her. K. H. Shell-

bach and E. E. Boehm extend the work of Professors E. Mach
and Fischer on the reflexion and refraction of sound contained in

Pogg. Ann., cxlix, p. 421, 1873. By the use of fine coal dust
strewn upon paper they were enabled to trace the effect of sound
waves. When the prepared paper was placed beneath the spark
produced by a lloltz machine, provided with large condensers,
concentric rings appeared which were due to the sound waves.
When the spark was produced between converging planes the
waves of reflection of sound were clearly evident upon the pre-

pared paper. The various theoretical laws i n relation to caustics
by r< flection from spherical surfaces

; the r< tleetion from one focus

> of light were distinctly shov
good experimentally in the case of sound. These experiments
are analogous to those of Toppler, published many years ago.
The latter physicist, however, gives a much more interesting waye laiaer pnysici-

studying sound waves by a _, so to speak, th<

ve itself.—Annalen der Physik und Chemie^o. 5, 1879, p. 1

9. Continuous Spectrum of Electric Sparks.—Professor Antox
Abt shows that the spectrum of the electric spark between two
conductors i i ids is a continuous one, and does
not contain the lines which are apparent in the spectrum taken
between metallic conductors in air. lie attributes the continuous
spectrum to the particles of the metals of the electrodes which are
raised to a white heat but not to the gaseous condition which pro-
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duces bands, when the spectrum of the spark in air is perceived.

—

Annalen der Physilc xind Vhemie, No. 5, 1879, p. 159. j. t.

10. A New Theory of Terrestrial Mn
:/,nt;*in. — Professors

Pekky and Ayrtox have proposed the following theory of ter-

restrial magnetism, which is based upon the experiments of Pro-
fessor Rowland, of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, carried

out in Professor Helmholtz's laboratory. In these experiment!
Professor Rowland showed that a magnetic needle is deflected hy
the movement of a static charge of electricity. Professor Row-
land details 1 to the writer of this notice, two years ago, in Cam-
bridge, the same theory which is now proposed by Professors
Perry and Ayrton. The theory is that the revolution of the earth
beneath the electrical charge originally and at all times present in

the atmosphere may and is sufficient to account for the magnet-
ism of the earth.

Professors Perry and Ayrton have submitted the matter to cal-

culation, and find that the difference of potential between the

earth and space necessary to produce a distribution sufficient to

produce the observed magnetic effect can be represented by fifty-

four million Daniell cells. They prove, according to this theory
that " if the earth be electrified, it must, from its very rotation,

quite independently of all other bodies in the universe, be mag-
netic; and if it consist of a shell of iron, thick or thin, then that

the law of distribution of magnetism produ
charge in mechanical rotation, will be identically" that given by
Biot ; and, lastly, if the earth were wholly of iron, a difference of

potentials of about fifty-four million volts between it and space

would be sufficient to produce the necessary amount of charge.

—

Phil. Mag., No. 45, p. 401, June, 1879. J. x.

11. Earner I Ptyacal
: bv E. Fu.vNKi.A.vn, Ph.D.. D.C.I.., F.RS., &c, 1047

pp. 8vo. London, 1877. (John Van Voorst).—Dr. Frankland
has made a most acceptable gift to chemical literature and espe-

cially to the convenience of students, by bringing into one vol-

ume his numerous memoirs, extending over thirty years and

scattered in various Journals and Transactions. The sixty-four

memoirs here reproduced are pretty equally divided between pure.

applied and
' The rapid and fundamental

changes in chemical philosophy and notation, which have occurred

:I's memoirs, changes

t'-.ward which his own researches have largely contributed, have

required a thorough revision of the notation of his earlier papers.

e opens well therefore with a reproduction of his " Con-

ation of Organic and Inorganic Compounds"
from the Journal ofthe Chemical Society (1866). The nine chapters

devoted to pure chemistry contain some of the most important

researches which mark the progress of discovery in organic chem-
istry. For example, the three memoirs on the " Isolation nf th*
\l'i..in _ i- i V.i • ~.„:™ ^ <!»« '• -«

nthetical researc

' Synthesis of Orgai

xches on acids of t
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lactic series, one on the acids of the acrylic series, and four on
fatty acids. Each of these series of researches forms a *•

work and is prefaced by an analytical . >s>auee, prepared for this
volume, giving the author's mature views on reviewing the
several subjects in the light of our present knowledge.
The experimental researches on various subjects in applied

full «>1 interest; they include among tin

ight; the so-called hydro-carbon gas process ; the gas
supplied to London in 1851 and 1876; contributions to the knowl-
edge of the manufacture of gas ; on the igniting point of coal gas

:

• -! on magnesium as a source of light; all of which are replete
able data both theoretical and practical. The chapter

on drinking water embraces, in six memoirs, a mass of
• anginal research, as also does that on the purification of foul water,
discussed in five memoirs. Every student of public hyoien as
well as chemists will profit by the study of these chapters.
The memoirs on the influence of atmospheric pressure on com-

bustion, and on the spectra ut - i- - and vapors form the opening
chapters in the section on Physical Chemistry, which is continued
in memoirs on the source of muscular power and on climate.
Authors like Graham ami Frrmkland land we may add Rumford,

Elected memoirs the American Academy at Boston have
lately made accessible) promote the progress of science not alone
by the actual work done by them in original research, but possibly
quite as much by the unconscious influence such collected memoirs
exert by furnishing models of investigation worthy of imitation
and stimulating others to a generous rivalry. b. s.

12. A Guide to the Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis of
the Urine, <£c; by Drs. Neubauek and Vogel, with a Preface
by Professor Fkesenius

; translated from the seventh enlarged

Harvard 1 nm-i-Mty. Pevised by Dr. Edward S. Wood, Professor
of Chemistr -ool of Harvard University. ^51

pp. 8vo. New York, 1879. (William Wood & Co.).—A new
of Xeubauer and Vogel's well known wm

since 1854, has passed through seven editions (to 1875) in the
German, is a welcome and important contribution to the study of
this special department of Chemistry. The translation of this

ished by the Sydenham Society in 1863 was from the
ion, since which time very important changes in the text

with numerous additions have rendered a new translation essential
N. other worh in { ' partiaent of
chemistry in so systematic and thorough a manner, and it is asking
little to say that this translation will come into general use where-

H ry is taught as well as among chemists and
physicians whose investigations demand a knowledge of the best
methods of analysis and pathology in this direction. is. s.

13. C. Greville We -• added
Supplement to his Handbook of Ci - on. 88 pp.
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8vo. London, 1879. (Van Voorst.)—This handbook, well known

twenty-three figures of apparatus adapted for improved laboratory

practice, and mostly selected from contemporary 1"'

^
. :

chloride corresponds very closely 1

would appear that this compound ought not to be classed

dieious and the supplement will be found useful i

laboratory. b. b.

14. Specific Gravity of the Vapors of Phosp/»>'> I\uitasnlrlii<k

an J bullion Chloride.—Victor Meyer and Carl Meter have
determined the specific gravities of these vapors by the method
of displacement which they devised and had previously described.

They have found, in two determinations for the vapor of phos-

phoric pentasulphide, the specific gravities 110-1 and 110*7 when
H

2
=l and for that of indium chloride the value 113-6. As the

half molecular weight of P
2
S

5
is 111, it is evident that this com-

pound—unlike P
a
Cl —is converted into vapor without diaaoJO-

the specific gravity of the vapor of indium
'

t required for InCl,, it

A ought :

the sesquichlorides Fe
2
Cl

6
"and ALC1

B , as chemists have been
i:u iiii d i . pla b it 8 >na of Bunsen on the

specific heat of indium.

—

Ber. der Deutsch Chem. Gesellsch., 28

April, 1879, p. 609.

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Die Dolomit-Eiffe von Siidtirol und Venetien. Beitrage
zur Bildungsgeschichte der Alpen, von E. Mojsisovics von
-M.-vAK. 552 pp. 8vo. Vienna, 1878. (Alfred Holder.)—The
Dolomite region of the Southern Tyrol is well known as one of

the most remarkable portions of the Alps, both in the unique

beauty of its scenery, and in the variety and interest of

logical structure. The strangely picturesque and w*

varied forms of the dolomite mountains, sometimes in perpend?™-
lar walls, and again as sharp jagged peaks, give the region

;ter of its own. Mor

">:

striking character of its own. Moreover, the peculiar interest

connected with the study of them, as also that of the accompa-
'

ig igneous rocks and" the contact phenomena involved with

a, has long made it a favorite region for geological study.

The present work gives a clear, comprehensive, and, at the same

time, minute description of the geological relations of the whole
;—— in the study of the Eastern

i work. In addition to the

..... of each section of the country, with the

and profile views, the work also includes several

„ re general interest, and one of these contains a dis-

i of the Permian and Mesozoic Formations of the Eastern

Alps. The closing chapters give the author's views in regard to

the methol time of elevation of the Dolomite

peaks. He adopts the view, first put out by Richthofen m 1860,

chapters of more general interest, and c
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that the dolomite mountains are true coral reefs, and finds confir-
mation for it in the massive unstratified character of tin* rock.
and the fact that while poor in fossils they yet contain more corals
than any other form of organic remains.
The work is accompanied by a large and finely executed geo-

lo-ical 1..- rt h. mx sheets, and is moreover illiistrat. ! 1-v tl irtv

photo-engravings (Albertypes) which give an admirable idea of
the most striking r c

?
and are of

great service in making clear the geological descriptions, e. s. d.

2. A Naii\ icoto.— Prof. E. Renevier has de-
scribed the occurrence of a gelatinous silicate, having the compo-
sition of chabazite. It was found in small fissures in the molasse,
near Lausanne, Switzerland, on the occasion of the building of a
tunnel. When first taken out it was in a gelatinous state, like
semi-liquid starch paste. Its color was white, translucent, its

luster was greasy, and the touch unctuous. In the air it dried
rapidly, and at the end of some weeks it was transformed into a
soft, white, sectile mass, having some consistency, and more or
less plastic. If exposed still longer it became nearly solid, resem-
l>.'h-: stcatit.

; in this condition it had about the hardness of talc,

and its specific gravity was found to be 2-08—2-10. An analysis
by Prof. Bischoff, on material dried at 100° C, afforded the fol-

lowing results :

—

Si02 A10 3 CaO MgO K 2 H2

48-39 20-49 3-57 3*14 2'79 21'62=100'00
This corresponds closely with the composition of chabazite, and
Renevier refers it to this species, but calls it a " mineral in an em-
bryonic condition."— Bull. Soc. Vaud. Sc. Nat., xvi, 81. e. s. d.

3. NaturwissemchafUiche Beitrag, ::»< A'-., .-,;.,, <hr K«u-
kasiislander auf Grund seiner Sdmmelbeute herausgegeben, von
Dr. Oscar Schneideb. 160 pp. 8vo, Dresden, ] 878.—The exten-

sive collections in natural history, mineralogy and geology,
made by Dr. Schneider in the Caucasus during the summer of

1875, have been worked over in part by himself and in part by a

number of specialists, and the results are contained in the present

volume. The minerals have been studied by Professor Frenzel

:

among other points he describes a new species under the name of

unuite. It was found with iron vitriol and other iron salts at

Tscheleken. Its characters are as follows: it occurs in rounded
masses, also pulverulent and earthy. The lumps are soft and
easily crushed to a powder consisting of minute orthorhombic
crystals. The specific gravity is 2-22

; the color is orange yellow
and the streak ochre yellow. An analysis gave: S0

3
42-08, FeO,

21-28, Xa.,0 16-50, HO 19-80=99-66. This corresponds to the

formula Na
4
FeS

4 1T
+8rLO.

4. Memoire sur le Per Natif du Greenland el sur la Dolerite

qui le renferme par J. Law rknce Smith. (Annates de Chimie et

de Physique, V, xvi, 1879).—The native iron of Ofivak, Green-
liscovered by Professor Xordtnskiold in IS 70, and by

him described as of meteoric origin ; later writers, however, have
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been inclined to refer it to a terrestrial rather than to a cosmical

source. This matter has been made the subject of SB extended

memoir by Dr. Lawrence Smith, and his conclusion that the iron

is in fact terrestrial is so thoroughly proved that it can hardly he

questioned in future. Dr. Smith describes in detail the several

varieties of the imn and gives analvses ..1' them ; he has also inves-

tigated the dolerite in which the iron occurs both chemically and

microscopically, and all the points are discussed with admirable

thoroughness. The remarkable .li-int. gra'ion which has reduced

many of the seemingly solid masses of 'iron to a tine powder, Dr.

SraitO attributes first to the loss of moisture, which results in the

production of cracks in the surface, and then to the fact that the

air, ha\'mg acces< to the interior of the mass and meeting the iron

in a tiuelv divided state, rapidly causes its oxidation. An analysis

of the unoxidized iron afforded the following results : G. = 6-4-2

Fe Ni Co Cu P S 01 C (combined).

93-16 2'01 0-80 0-12 0'32 0'41 0'02 2-34= 99*18

Other varieties of the iron associated with the dolerite gave some-

what different results, but all showed tlu presence of both nickel

ami cobalt. Associated with the iron in the dolerite were the

following minerals: nieeoliierous pyrrhotite, graphite, 1

magnetite, spinel and corundum. Of these the graphite is the

most interesting in relation to the explanation offered by Dr.

Smith for this extensive occurrence of native iron. He argue <

that the basaltic rocks of Northern Greenland at the time of their

eruption must have forced their way through lignitic mi. .em

beds, setting free by their heat vast ai i nut- o! _ iseous hydro-

carbons, winch would have exerted a powerful reducing effect on

the iron oxides in the basalt. This would explain the considerable

amount of combined carbon in the iron and also the

of graphite present in the rock. Dr. Smith has also reinvesti-

gated some of the other so-called meteoric irons of Greenland,

iound at various localities for hit. N. 63° to 76°. lb

that they are all similar to the Ofivak iron, and probably, like it,

are of terrestrial origin.

5. Jarositt (trltl <r> W,.—This ratle r jar. m, i,

abundantly in the quartz vein-tone of ti

Vrizona, when. 1 ha\e i ived it I Mr. G. A. Ti 1 .1
I

•ies formed from the oxidation of pyrite. Fine trans-

parent, yellow and dark brown, rhombic crystals— .;"

-'. ,'
.

' ' \ • ' "- *•

Oly, are seen small brilliant particles of gold. The

Vuli ire ..,", is , ..closed in walls of a schistos, L'ii.i«nr mica

schist, and the atmospheric decomposition of the sulphide has

been so complete that at a depth of nearly 300 feet em
cavities and a curious structure due t- the removal of_ pyrite

are observed, and the mine at that considerable depth is com-

pletely dry. B
-
s -

6. The Botanical 2% {•
8tn^

tural Boh „.-, th t h * >'s •/ 31 q >h ology. To
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which is added the Principles of Taxonomy and Phytography. and
a Glossary of Botanical Terms; by Asa Gkay, LL.D., etc., Fisher
Professor of N'atura! Ili^on ;!;. ,tnnv . in Harvard University.
442 pp. 8vo. New York and Chicago. 1879. (Ivison, 1

1 Company.)—The first /s work was
i he year in which the author entered upon

the duties of the Fisher Professorship at Cambridge. Six years be-

°f^ot^nI/y whlch may be fairly regarded as a still earii-
of the Text-book. The plan of this early work was generous in its
scope, and.- leveloped. A morphological basis
was adopted as the only safe one on which to build, and upon this
a symmetrical superstructure was erected. It was no ordinary
sagacity which led a young botanist, without experience in teaching,
to select a method which has needed no essential change for forty
years, and which is to-day general

ly lapted to ele-
mentary and advanced instruction. The " Text-book," which was
developed from the earlier « Elements of Botany," has passed
through several editions, the last of which, published in 1S52, is
widely known under th< D I Systematic Botany."A still further development of the plan selected at the outset, neces-
sitated a division into -

; je f fo^ tnat men .

tion must now be made. The present edition of the Text-book
has outgrown its former limits and is to be embodied in four vol-

^CS
\ 7he first

'
devoted to Org1

, the basis of
Morphology, has just been published ; the three remaining, to fol-
low after a time, are to comprise respectively, Histology and
Physiology, Cryptogamic Botany, Special Morphology of the

_ tile second
and third volumes. The arrangement of the early chapters io
the present volume is nearly the same as that of former editions,
but every section has been rewritten and considerable new matter
added. Important changes have been made in the chapter on
Inflorescence, or Anthotaxy. For the old names of the two
types the new ones, Botryose and Cymose have been substituted,
and the forms „f the latter an- tor the first time in English placed
upon the satisfactory basis suggested by Eicbler. The terminol-
ogy of cymose dusters has, until recently, been much neglected,
and has given rise to unnecessary confusion. An analytical table
ol the special kinds of definite, indefinite and mixed imlmv-e, nee
is given at the end of the chapter, and will be found useful by
students.

3

;>ns devoted to the flower have undergone very great
modifications. The deviations from the type-flower are discussed
more fully than in any former edition, and the adaptive structures
are described with considerable minuteness. It would be difficult
to nnd a more succinct exposition of the mechanism of intercross-
ing than Dr. Gray has gU „ in M ., til(I1 [V . The special morphol-
ogy ot the stamens and pistil has been revised throughout and
more copiously illustrated. It is instructive to observe how little
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Dr. Gray's opinions respecting some mooted points of this subject

have changed in the successive editions of the Text-book ; in the

pvseut issue the author cites with quiet satisfaction the freshly-

discovered and weighty evidence in support of his early views.

lb.' adlu-ivsto his well-known belief, now well established, that pla-

centa> belong to carpels and not to the cauline axis. He adopts

the theory that ovules answer to 1 I
ansfornied,

or to outgrow! lis of a leaf, whether from its edges or surface.

Under fruits and seeds, little new matter has been added, except

a useful synopsis of simple fruits.

Thus far the work has dealt with Morphology and adapta-

tions : the last part of the volume is devoted to Taxonomy.
This presentation of the principles of classification may be

in the wort and an

abstract must be made almost in the author's words. Holding

the view that plants do not rise high enough in the scale of being

to reach true individuality, the author takes as the analogue of

the animal individual, the cell in the lowest grades of vegetable

, be higher. " In botanical descrip-

tion and classification, by the in. II

\

>. Jirub,

or tree, unless otherwise "specified."
kt Species in biological - lu-

ral history is a chain or series of i
be links or

component individuals are parent and offspring." " The two ele-

ments of species are: 1, communr
of the component individuals. But the degree of similarity is ex-

tremely variable, and the fact of genetic relationship can seldom

-bed by observation or historical evidence. It is from

the likeness that the naturalist ordinarily decides that such and

such individuals belong to one sp » M B l
'"""

sequence of the genetic relationship ; so that the latter is the real

foundation of species." Variation within the species is next dis-

eased, and it is shown that only observation can inform us how
much difference is compatible with a common origin. The gen-

eral result of observation is that plants and animals breed true

from generation to generation within certain somewhat indeter-

minate limits of variation : that those individuals which resemble

each other i.
those with

rences do not. Hence are recognized Varieties, or dif-

ferences within the species, and G **» *»-

tions, inwl,: , more striking. Grades denote

degrees of likeness or difference ; but what is the explanation ot

the likeness between species themselves'?

author adopts the theory of descent and limitation by natural

selection, to furnish an answer to
j

lL

On page 330, the author says, " We have supposed .... that

each plant has an internal tendency or predisposition to vary in

some directions rather than in others; from which, under natural

selection, the actual differentiations and adaptations have pro-

ceeded. Under this assumption and taken as a working hypothe-
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sis, the doctrine of the derivation of species serves well for the co-
a of all the facts in botany, and affords a probable and
answer to a long series of questions which, without it,

on the history of classii - given an outline of the
growth of the natural system.
The last chapter is devoted to Phvtography. In this are giveu

nomenclature. The fixation and precision of names is dealt with
critically and at some length. Upon many points which have

?

Th
t0,be in/iS

??
te

.' .

the
l
aW

J
S pr®U

?
authoritatively laid

; and of 1

down. The important but too much neglected subject of herbo--A -^prepari
. i

anng g°od dried specimens of flowering plants,

y and sensibly treated by Mr. Hoysradt. Directions for
t! *<»-'mition ,,:] rare of an Herbarium, and the study of dried
specimens, are both as' fully referred to as the space could warrant.
The volume closes with a long list of the signs and the chief

abbreviations, including those of authors' names, occurring in
systematic treatises. The index is an extensive rf<
which for the convenience of many, are given the Latin equiva-
lents of most of the substantives and adjectives employed in
botany. From the foregoing it must be seen that the present
volume of the work is adapted, as we stated in the outset, to the
wants of the advanced student and the working botanist alike.

7. Chronological History of Plants: Man's Record of Ms own
'/.*. 7 tj, .„„,,/, ,7,,;,. „,„„ ( ^ „ A,^ lhltl

ship ; by Charles Pickering, M. D. Boston, 1879. (Little,
Brown & Co.)—This is a quarto velume of over twelve hundred
closely printed pages, about half of which were already in type

death of the learned author, which event took place
March i 7th, 1878. The remainder has been printed by his widow
in exact conformity with the manuscript." The work is ar-

ranged chronologically, and begins with the year 4713 B. C, the
so-called Julian Period, followed immediately by 4491 B C the

- Gteat Fear in the Egyptian reckoning.

%Whe d
£
8ert

.<>*. Smai, which he considers to be the plant of the
held of Genesis n, 5, and the second is the tree which yields bdel-
lium, probably a palm, Borassus dichotomus, though possibly a

;
'"/<. The ivimiinino- pl:mt>, animals. lim-

metals of the antediluvians are next consid-
ered, and then, with the year 4000, Jan. 1st, the

) the colonization of Egypt, and gives first a systematic
)t the plants composing the Desert Flora, and then a similar

""7 ot *he m an Flora. Next follow forty-six
ted to Egyptian hieroglyphic signs, many of them"

1 objects. Other parts of the world,
- '( ki:

3 follow



year by year, or generation after generation, nearly everyth'mg

spoken of being explained or interpreted by the author, until,

turning page after page, we do not know which to wonder at

rnon . his vast range of knowledge or his patience.

Had he lived he would doubtless have written his own Preface

or Introduction, and in it have drawn his own general conclusions

from so vast an array of facts. As it is, the work will remain, as

1-iev. Mr. Morrison says, a vast storehouse, from which other wri-

ters may draw the treasures with which they may enlighten their

readers, or delight mankind. o. c. e.

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Fall of a Meteorite on the 10th of May, in lotca ; letter

from Professor S. F. Peckham to the editors, dated Minneapolis

May 29, 1879.—I have the pleasure of informing you that on the

10th of Mav. a meteor exploded and fell in full daylight at

rille, Emmet County, Iowa. One of "the frag-

vr

ments, weighing about 500 pound-, fell on i ilr A land and a

dun up from a depth of fourteen feet in a stiff clay soil. Another
"

, weighing about 170 pounds, fell on the fnrm of

'ingrey at a distance of two miles from the first. Many
:eces, of a few ounces or pounds weight, wen.' scattered

in the vicinity. The smaller mass fell upon a dry k

penetrated the earth vertically to a depth of 4£ feet. The fall

was accompanied by a noise described as a continuous roll of

thunder accompanied by a crackling sound.

Through the efforts of Professor E. J. Thompson of our Faculty

the smaller mass has been obtained for the University cabinet. It

is irregularly square in form, about 15x18 inches and of an

average thickness of six inches.

A preliminary chemical examin iflic portion

to consist of an alloy of iron, nickel and tin. Full half the mass

consists of stony matter, which appears in dark-gic
line masses embedded in a light-gray matrix. When the whole

is powdered, a violent reaction ensues on the addition of hydro-

chloric acid, which is increased on boiling. The boi

appeared to dissolve all but the gray matrix, abundance of iron

passing into solution. Some of the crystalline masses are two

inches in thickness, and exhibit distinct monoclinh-

Under the microscope in thin sections.
''

feldspar appear to be imbedded in a matrix of pyroxene. This

work is in the hands of Professor C. W. Hall oi th>

) intends to make a very thorough investigation of the optical

ties of the minerals and matrix.

-__ chemical examination was first attempted upon a very

small quant ample quan-

tity, a complete analysis of the several minerals and the alloy

will be made. A small piece of the metal polished and etched

exhibited the Widmanstattian figures very finely.

r

-r
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The larger mass is still in the hands of those who dug it from
the ground, although 3 contested by one who
claims to have contracted for the land on which it fell. Their

ideas regarding its value enlarge daily, the latest announcement
being, that they should feel insulted at an offer of $5,000. We
trust their feelings may be spared.

2. The supposed Meteorite of Chicago ; from a letter to the

editors from Professor E. S. Bastin, dated Chicago, May 23,

1879.— * * * I have concluded that what was claimed to be a

meteorite could not have been anything of the kind. A heavy
shower was in progress at the time (April 9th), accompanied by
thunder and lightning, and according to all accounts at the very
moment the fragments of the supposed meteorite were seen to

fall, there was a vivid flash and a loud report like that of a heavy
stroke of lightning. The telephone wires in a dwelling house

that stood only a few yards from the place where most of the

glowing fragments were"seen to fall, were melted as if by light-

ning, and more or less disturbance was caused in other wires and
telephones about the neighborhood. It is reasonable, I think, to

ments of the melted wires heated to incandescence. The frag-

ments that were picked up that evening and the next morning
and were claimed to be portions of the meteorite, do not resemble

any meteoric matter I have ever seen. They look very like the

slag from an iron furnace, and many fragments very similar to

them in appearance may be picked up almost anywhere on our

streets. A chemical examination of the specimens has shown that

they possess none of the characters of true meteorites.

3. Norde. ;.',". Kxj> d;t;,„,,— The latest

advices from Stockholm (about May 30th) indicate that tele-

. formation had been received from Siberia to the effect

that the Vega was in winter quarters in the vicinity of Cape Serdze-

Kamen (Heart -of- Stone) in about lat. 67° N. and Ion. 172° W.
Letters had not been received, but were expected, being on

their way from Irkutsk, and were said to be of the (latest) date
' February 8th, in which the professor expressed a hope to be

It is hardly likely that the opportu-
since all previous experience shows
npeded up to a date between the 1st

and 15th of July, and often somewhat later. The position of the

party is one which is free from ice every year, and there is little

doubt but that the Professor will be able to carry out his idea of

circumnavigating Europe and Asia in the Vega, The party at

the date of writing were all well, and the letters had reached
Yakutsk via Kolymsk by the hands of traveling natives.

4. Eruption of Etna.—The new eruption began on the 25th

of May, and on the 28th, after two days of ejections of fiery

cinders making clouds and rain of volcanic ashes of great extent,
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the lava was seen flowing toward Randazzo. The now craters

are situated near Monte Nero, 6,232 feet- above the sea, and a

fissure has been opened on that side (the northwest) of the

mountain. The lavas have devastated the wood of Collebasso,

destroyed the vineyards, and also a bridge across the Passu
Pischiaro. The rate of flow on the 30th was one meter per

minute. According to reports the stream has nearly reached

Alcantara.— Yah' re, June 12.

5. Influence of Coal dust in Collia-y Explosions.—An investi-

gation, by W. Galloway, communicated to the Royal Society,

on experiments as to the influence of coal-dust in colliery explo-

sions, has led to the conclusion that: "Although the apparatus

employed appears to be on too small a scale to solve the coal

dust question unequivocally, the results obtained with it appear
to be sufficiently conclusive to enable us to affirm that an explo-

sion, occurring in a dry mine, is liable to be indefinitely extended
by the mixt ;. lust, produced by the disturbance

which it initiates. The only means of avoiding the dangers due
to the presence of coal-dust in mines appears to be to carefully

and constantly water the road-ways leading to and from the

working places."

ritory.—Mr. J. T. Donald, describes in the Canadian
x

-

vol. ix, no. 1, the discovery of a collection of bones, over 300, in a

bog, twelve feet below the surface. They are referred to Elephas

primigenius, var. Jacksoni (K Jacksoni of Briggs and Foster).

7. " On the Cudgegong Diamond-field, Yeio South Wales:'' By
Norman Taylor.—The diamonds of this locality occur in river-

drift, associated with gold and other gems. The drifts in the dis-

trict ;\r. at leas! six in number. The oldest is considered by the

author to be Upper Miocene or Lower Pliocene; the next middle

Pliocene; others Upper Pliocene, Pleistocene, and Recent. Be-

tween the Middle and Upper Pliocene flows of basalt lava took

place which have sealed up much of the older drifts. Diamonds are

found in the oldest drift and, probably by derivation from it, in

the newer. Gold, metallic iron, wood, tin, brookite (?), iron-sand,

quartz, tourmaline, garnet, pleonast, zircon, topaz, sapp'

and corundum are also found. The author then considers the

question of whether the diamonds are derived from some of the

igneous or sedimentary formations (from Upper Silurian to Meso-

zoic) which have contributed to the drift; and concludes, from a

variety of reasons, that the diamonds have been formed in situ m
the older drifl .^j. 442, 1879.

8. Report of the K,m Y„rk .v >. Surety for the year 1878,

James T. Gardner, Director.—The third annual Report of Mr.

Gardner contains a statement of the work accomplished in 1878,

and is accompanied by four large maps showing the completed

proposed extension during the coming sea-

son. The field work has been principally upon the central belt of

triangles, which is to extend from Albany to Buffalo. The results
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of the Survey thus far have been most important; they have*
revealed so great a degree of inaccuracy in existing maps of the
State, that the completion of the work is seen to be a matter of

It is satisfactory to know that the appro-
priations for the present year have been already made.

9. Transact;.,.,* „f t>,', J IV.., .„.,;„ | ,.„./, ,..) „f Sciences, Arts •

ter*. Vol. iv, 1876-77. 320 pp. 8vo. Madison, Wiecot-
sin, 1878 —The papers in the Department of

x

published include the following : Notes on Cladocera, by E. A.
Birge

; on the Fauna of the Niagara and Upper Silurian rocks of

. by F. H. Day; on the extent and
significance of the Wis

. by T. < J. Cbamtx r-

Im; an.l papers on the Mound Builders, by E. Andrews, P. R.
Hoy and J. N. de Hart.

10. Ocean Wonders, a Companion for the Seasick . r

tedfrom living subjects; by Wm. E. Damon. 230 pp. 12m,,. with
:'

.; il lustrations. New York, 1879. (D. Appleton & Co.)—
-M '•;• t;j'

; - i" -,' "ting the productions of the ocean are here pre-
sented m an attractive way, but at times with an ea^eni*--> t'.-r

the wonderful and sensational that carries the descriptions ipiite

beyond the actualities of nature. We think nature's wonders
enough when presented as they are without exaggera-

tion from fiction.

1 1. Paris Academy of Sciences.—Professor Asaph Hall has been
elected a corresponding member of the Astronomical Section of

Academy, to fill the place made vacant by the death of
M. Santini.

12. British Association.—-The 49th meeting will commence at
Sheffield on Wednesday, Aug. 20, 1879. The President elect is

Professor G. J. Allman.
13. American Association.—The next meeting will beheld at

Saratoga, commencing on the last Wednesday in August. Pro-
fessor G. F. Barker is President.

14. A Memoir ofJoseph Henry: a Sketch ofhis Scientific work;
hy \\ iu.iAM B. Taylor. 140 pp. 8vo. Read before the Philo-
sophical Society of Washington, Oct. 26, 1878.—An excellent
memoir, admirable in its full, appreciative and learned discus-
sion of the scientific labors and discoveries of Professor Henry.

15. Observatory on 3fount Etna.—The plans of the ilonai
Etna Observatory, submitted to the Italian State Secretary for

Public Buildings, have been sanctioned.
16. Early Man in Britain and His Place in the Tertiary

Period, is the title of a new work by Professor Boyd Dawkins,
soon to be published by Macmillan & Co.

Prof. Paolo Volpicelli, the eminent electrician of Rome, died
on the 14th of April.
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Art. XIII.— Terminal Moraines of the North American Ice-Sheet;

by Warren Upham.

Most important additions to our knowledge of the glacial

drift have been recently made by the Geological Surveys of

Wisconsin* and New Jersey,f in discovering and tracing across

these States distinct series of hills which appear to have been
accumulated at the margin of the great ice-sheet, correspond-

ing to the terminal moraines of alpine glaciers. The contour
of these deposits is very irregular, consisting of ridges, mounds
and hills, varying usually from 50 to 150 feet in height, scat-

tered and joined to each other without order or in rudely par-

allel and interlocking ranges, which mainly trend in the same
direction as the whole series; with many equally irregular

nclosed depressions, which are bowl-shaped, trough-like, <

crooked and branched, often containing ponds. The material

is in some portions till, or a confused mixture of bowlders,

avel, sand and clay, entirely unstratified ; elsewhere it bas

few or no bowlders, and consists of rounded gravel and sand

worn and deposited in layers by currents of water. Different

epochs in the glacial period are evidently marked by these

series of hills, for that which crosses New Jersey bounds the

area of striated ledges and till, which extend south to this line

but not beyond it ; while in Wisconsin these morainic hills are

three or four hundred miles north from the extreme limit of

the glacial drift. The former series is thus shown to have been

accumulated when the ice-sheet had its greatest extent; but

Geology of Wisconsin, vol. ii. 1877, pp. 205-215 and 608-635.

f Annual Report of the State Geologist for the year 1877, pp. 9-22.

„ XVIII, No. 104.-August, 1879.
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the latter belongs to a time when it halted and probably read-

vanced, after a period of warmer climate had caused it to make
a considerable retreat. In Ohio a belt of irregular drift-hills,

which appears to be the second moraine, lies about seventy-five

miles north from the boundary of glacial action, indicating a

convergence of the two series toward the east.

In the region traversed by the writer for the exploration of

these hills, including Long Island, southern Ehode Island and
Block Island, and southeastern Massachusetts, with the adja-

cent islands of Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket, both of these

terminal moraines are finely developed, lying five to thirty

miles apart. The 'New Jersey series, marking the farthest

limit reached by the ice-sheet, continues across Staten Island to

the Narrows, and thence extends in a prominent range through
the middle of Long Island* and its southern branch to Mon-
tauk Point. A second series, probably contemporaneous with
that of Wisconsin and Ohio, is found on the north side of this

island, from Port Jefferson eastward to Orient Point, the

extremity of its north branch, beyond which it forms Plum
and Fisher's Islands, and enters the State of Rhode Island at

its southwest corner. Thence it is well shown at a distance of

one or two miles north from the shore nearly to Point Judith,

where it apparently turns southward into the ocean. Twelve
miles to the south the first range is again lifted into view in

Block Island, a knot of very irregular drift-hills, which resem-
ble those of Montauk.
The sea covers the next thirty miles in the line of continua-

tion of these series of hills, beyond which both of them rise

above its waves again, the northern forming the line of the

Elizabeth Islands, and bending to the northeast and north on
the peninsula of Cape Cod to near North Sandwich, where it

turns at a right angle, and thence runs along the west-to-east

portion of the Cape and extends into the ocean at its east shore.

The southern moraine forms No Man's Land, the crest of Gay
Head and prominent ranges of hills in the northwest part of

Martha's Vineyard, extending northeast nearly to Vineyard
Haven. Here this series apparently bends to the southeast,

somewhat as the northern range turns at North Sandwich, but
it is covered beneath plains or the sea for much of the way
beyond this point. It appears unmistakably, however, on
Chappaquiddick and Tuckernuck Islands, and in Saul's Hills

and Sankaty Head on Nantucket
The length of the southern moraine in its course from San-

katy Head to No Man's Land is fifty miles, and its whole extent
as yet traced, to the west line of New Jersey, is about three

* This series of hills on Long Island was well described by Mather, in 1843, in

the Geological Report of the F. p. 161, etc.
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hundred miles. That of the northern moraine from the east

shore of Cape Cod to the west end of the Elizabeth Islands is

sixty-seven miles, while its total length to Port Jefferson is

about one hundred and eighty miles. The distance between
these series at Martha's Vineyard and westward varies from five

to fifteen miles, but increases eastward to thirty miles, where
they disappear finally in the Atlantic.

The Extreme Terminal Moraine.—This series of drift-hills in

New Jersey begins at the Delaware Eiver, a few miles above
Easton, and extends fifteen miles east-northeast to Townsbury

,

then twenty miles east by Hackettstown to Dover; thence it

turns to the south southeast fifteen miles, by Morristown ; and
next to the south-southwest five miles to the east part of Plain-

field ; where, and for ten miles southeast to Perth Amboy, it

forms the well-known range called Short Hills. The contour
of this series of deposits is in quite irregular hillocks, with
frequent enclosed hollows and ponds. Its material is stated to

be coarse unstratified drift, or clay, sand, gravel, and bowlders
of large and small size, mixed indiscriminately together. The
profile of the country crossed by it rises from about 300 feet

above sea at the west line of the State to a height of 900 feet at

the mountain west of Townsbury, and to 1,200 feet on Schoo-
ley's Mountain, ten miles farther east ; near Dover it has a

height of 900 feet, from which it descends to sea-level at Perth

Amboy.
The continuation of this moraine into Pennsylvania appears

to extend southwestward, being represented by a similar series

of drift-hills, lately traced by Professor Frederick Prime, Jr.,*

in the Saucon valley, ten to twelve miles southwest from Easton.

He also discovers at about the same distance north from Easton
a second moraine, reaching some twelve miles from the Dela-

ware River at Portland, west-southwest to Wind Gap in Kitta-

tinny Mountain. The perpendicular distance between the lat-

ter series and the west end of that which crosses New Jersey is

about eight miles.

Eastward the terminal moraine of New Jersey is

continued across Staten Island, where its course is northeast

twelve miles to Fort Tompkins, which is situated on its crest

at the west side of the Narrows. On Long Island it forms the

site of Fort Hamilton, and thence takes a quite direct east-

northeast course for twenty-four miles to Eoslyu ; next it runs

nearly due east about sixty miles to Canoe Place and the Shin-

necock Hills ; beyond which it bends northeast eight miles to

near Sag Harbor; and thence continues, with some interrup-

tions, in a course to the east and east-northeast twenty-five

miles to Montauk Point. This moraine on Long Island consti-

* Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, vol. sTiii. p. 85.
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tutes a very conspicuous line of hills, bordered along most of

its course by nearly level plains on both sides. So striking is

its topographic effect that it long ago came to be commonly
known as the "backbone of the island."

This range is the southeast boundary of Brooklyn, Newtown,
and part of Flushing ; forms the heights of Greenwood Ceme-
tery, Prospect Park, the Cemetery of the Evergreens, Ridge-
wood Reservoir, and Cypress Hill Cemetery ; runs close north
of Jamaica and Creedmoor ; and holds Success or Lakeville
Pond nearly at its top. Prospect Hill in Brooklyn is 194 feet

;

Ridgewood Reservoir, 170 ; Richmond Hill, 138
;' Success Pond,

about 200 ; and the highest hills near this pond and to the

north and east, about 250 feet above the sea. From the Nar-
rows to Roslyn this series of irregularly undulating hills is

shown by many excavations, as i

to be composed of till, or unstratified glacial drift, full of bowl-
ders, most of which are rough and angular, while some have
their sides planed and striated. This is the true terminal

moraine of the ice-sheet.'

To the east from Roslyn this accumulation of till is for the

most part covered by terminal deposits of fluvial origin, which
form a series of massive, irregularly grouped and connected
hills and ridges of gravel and sand, distinctly stratified, often

in oblique layers, and containing water-worn pebbles of all

sizes up to a foot in diameter, but having few large bowlders or

none. Harbor Hill, the highest point on Long Island, Jane's,

Ruland's and Osborn's hills are of this modified drift ; as also

is nearly the entire range, both in its lower portions and at its

highest summits, through a distance of more than seventy-five

miles, extending from Roslyn to Napeague. Wheatly and
Kirby hills are exceptions, being composed of till, while in a

few other places, generally of small area, bowlders are found in

abundance. The hills of Montauk, along the extreme ten

miles of the island, are overspread and filled with bowlders, but
are yet plainly stratified, as shown by cliffs along the shore.

Heights of these hills are as follows :* Harbor Hill, half a mile

east of Roslyn, 384 feet above sea; Wheatly Hill, three miles

farther east, about 380 ; Spring Hill, two miles northeast, and
Kirby Hill, three miles east from last, each about 350 ; Jane's

Hill, the highest of the West Hills, 354 ; the Dix and Comae
Hills, aboutT250: Pine Hill and Mt. Pleasant, west of Ronkon-
koma Lake, about 200 ; the Bald and Selden Hills, 200 to 300

;

Ruland's, the highest of the Coram Hills, 340 ; Homan's Hill,

north of Yaphank, about 250 ; Terry's Hill, south of Manor-
ville, about 175 ; Rock and Canada Hills, about 200 ; Spring

* For many of these and foregoing heights on Lot g
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Hill, about 250, and Osborn's or Bald Hill, 293, the last two
being a few miles southwest from Riverhead : the East Hills,

and the range onward to Canoe Place, 150 to 200 feet: gtigar-

loaf, the highest of the Shinnecock Hills, 140; the Pine Hills,

150 to 250, reaching their highest elevation three miles south-

west from Sag Harbor ; Stony Hill, a mile northeast from Ama-
gansett, 161; Napeague Hill, the highest of the Nommonock
Hills, at the west end of Montauk, 135 ; the Hither Wood
Hills, two miles east from last, about 200 ; the Rocky Ridge,

east of Fort Pond, culminating in Fort Hill, about 150 ; Sig-

nal Hill, highest point of the Shagwannock Hills, east of Great
Pond, about 150 ; east of Oyster Pond, about 100 ; Montauk
Point, about seventy.

Depressions of fifty to one hundred feet below the highest

portions occur frequently in this line of terminal deposits.

That passed through by the railroad a mile southwest from
Syosset, is about 140 feet above sea, being of nearly the same
height with the plains at the south and north. Lake Ronkon-
koma, the largest body of fresh water on the island, lies exactly

in the course of this series of hills. Its area is stated to be
about 460 acres ; its height, fifty-four feet above sea ; and its

extreme depth, eighty-three feet The only stream that crosses

the line of this moraine on Long Island is Connecticut River,

which rises on its north side and flows southward at the west

base of Homan's Hill, its valley being here about fifty feet

above sea. A few miles farther east, between Yaphank and
Manorville, the railroad crosses this line on continuous plains

about seventy-five feet above sea; as also does the Sag Harbor

branch a few miles southeast from Manorville. The isthmus

of Canoe Place, which joins the south branch to the main island,

is composed of gravel and sand, less than a quarter of a mile

wide and rising only twenty feet above sea-level. The portion

of this moraine which occupies the next three or four miles

eastward is widely famous under the title of Shinnecock Hills,

Though comparatively low, they have been more noticed than

other portions of this range, because the traveler finds his road

winding among their irregular hillocks, knolls, ridges and hol-

lows. They are better seen, also, because not covered by

woods, which clothe the higher hills of this series •

from them to the west and northeast Their material, as of

the series generally from Harbor Hill to Amagansett, is irregu-

larly stratified gravel and sand, with occasional bowlders, which

here vary in size up to a diameter of fifteen feet The roads

from South Hampton to North Sea, from Sag Harbor to East

Hampton, and thence to the Springs, cross the morainic line at

depressions which are occupied by nearly level plains about

forty feet above sea. The longest interruption m this series of
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hills on Long Island is at the low tract of recent beach sand
and marsh called Napeague, four or five miles in length and
nearly two in width ; beyond which are the pastured uplands
of Montauk, extending ten miles, with depressions to sea-level

at Fort and Great Ponds.
The cliffs on the south shore of Montauk, twenty to one hun-

dred feet high, are constantly undermined by the sea and pre-

sent fine sections, composed of stratified gravel, sand and clay,

the latter usually containing intermixed gravel, while in most
portions of all these beds occasional and sometimes frequent
bowlders, up to three or more rarely five to ten feet in diame-
ter, are embedded. No unstratified deposits were found in an
examination of these cliffs for nearly seven miles, from Fort
Pond to the light-house. The contour of this peninsula is very
irregular, with many small ponds and swamps. Its surface is

t-v'.-rywhere strown with bowlders, often very abundantly, so

that they nearly cover the ground. These, however, very
rarely exceed ten feet in diameter, being of small size as com-
pared with the enormous blocks which are found occasionally
near the north side of the island.

These accumulations of drift, reaching in an essentially con-
tinuous series of hills nearly 200 miles, from Delaware River
to Montauk Point, and lying as already stated at the southern
limit of glacial action, seem to be terminal deposits dumped at

the margin of the ice-sheet during its period of greatest extent.
The striated summits of all the mountains of New England,
New York and northern New Jersey, show that t

1

;

mantle was at least a mile thick at a distance of 200 miles
north from its southern edge. Its formation from the annual
excess of snow-fall left unmelted would lead us to suppose
that it would have a nearly level surface ; and its motion south-
ward, caused by the pressure of its much greater thickness far

at the norih, shows that these plains sloped toward their boun-
dary. The Antarctic continent and the interior of Greenland
are now covered by similar fields of ice. That of Greenland
rises steeply at its edge, but after a few miles changes to a

gently inclined plateau, elevated above the highest peaks of

the land on which it lies, and apparently of immeasurable
extent. Dr. Hayes found the angle of ascent on this plain to

decrease from six to two degrees in thirty miles, at which dis-

tance he reached an altitude of about 5,000 feet. It is evident
that such an ice-sheet, in being pushed over hills and moun-
tains, must gather detritus and bowlders from them to be car-

ried forward in its mass, which would thus become more or less

filled with the material of the drift at least to the height of the
peaks and ridges which it crossed. Differences of direction
and angles of descent in the slopes of the surface of ice above,



and lobes at the termination of the ice-sheet, and also doubtless

caused downward and upward currents, by which much of the

drift gathered while crossing a nearly level area, would be dis-

tributed throughout the lower part of the ice, probably to the

height of several hundred feet. The beds of loose material

which had been produced by long-continued decomposition of

the ledges or accumulated by previous glacial action, together

with the thick fluviatile deposits that probably occupied the

valleys, were ploughed up by this ice-sheet and thoroughly

kneaded with each other. Very large amounts of detritus were

also added from erosion of the rock-surface. Fragments of all

sizes and in great profusion were loosened and wrenched away,

while the ledges were everywhere worn and striated by bowl-

ders and pebbles, which were rolled and dragged along under

the vast weight of ice, breaking up and grinding themselves

and the underlying rock into gravel, sand, and even the finest

clay.

The material which was thus gathered, mingled and swept

along in and beneath the moving ice, upon
ation was accumulated in heaps and ridges of unstratified drift,

full of bowlders, and identical with the till which generally

overspreads the ledges and underlies the modified drift of gla-

ciated regions. The moraines of Long Island and southern

New England show the same division in the character of these

unstratified deposits that appears throughout the region to the

north, where the lower till, which seems to be the ground-

moraine of the ice-sheet, is very hard and compact, dark and

frequently bluish in color, with clayey detritus and its pebbles

and bowlders planed and striated ; while the upper till, com-

monly from one to five feet thick, appears to be material

which was held in the ice-mass and dropped upon the surface

at its melting, being distinguished by its comparative loose-

ness, its yellowish color caused by the exposure of its iron to

oxidation, the predominance of gravel and sand instead of clay,

and by the abundance and large size of its bowlders, which

have seldom been worn or rounded except by the weather.

The massive hills of gravel and sand which form so promi-

nent a part in this series of drift deposits heaped at the termi-

nal front of the ice-sheet, appear to have been brought by gla-

cial rivers. The melting of the ice at and near its terminal

front exposed the detritus which it contained to the washing

of many rills and small streams through every summer; but

before the retreat of these ice-fields under a change of

their melting was extended over a very wide area. Their sur-

face was then hollowed into basins of drainage and channeled
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by rivers, which became heavily freighted with the gravel, sand
and clay that had been held in the ice. A large portion of
this gravel and sand was laid down at the edge of the glacial
sheet, where these rivers descended to the lower open area
beyond; and when the ice behind them disappeared these
deposits remained as hills, marking where the border of the
ice-sheet was even more conspicuously than its unmodified
terminal accumulations of till. The latter appear with scarcely
any modified drift in this moraine from Fort Hamilton to Eos-
lyn ; but thence to Amagansett a remarkable contrast is pre-
sented, the moraine of till being nearly everywhere buried by
that of fluvial gravel and sand. Bowlders in these stratified
deposits appear to have been brought by ice-floes or small bergs,
borne on the glacial floods. Their abundance on Montauk
may indicate a slight advance of the glacial sheet during or
after the deposition of the stratified beds, carrying forward a
multitude of bowlders which remained on the surface of the
ice because they could not be removed by its streams. At its

final retreat these would be dropped, forming a deposit of upper

Previous to the deposition of the series of hills of modified
drift which we have described, it appears that the ice-sheet
reached five miles south of this line, though perhaps only for
a short time. This is shown by Manetto and Pine Hills, which
extend in massive north-to-south ridges from the West Hills
by Melville to Farmingdale. They are composed of stratified

gravel and sand with rare bowlders, and have a height which
declines from 300 feet above sea at the north to 150 at the
south. Three miles farther east, and separated from the fore-

going by a plain about 100 feet above sea, are the Halfway
Hollow Hills, of similar character and nearly equal height,
extending some three miles south from the west part of the
Comae Hills. Opposite to these, on the north side of the west-
to-east moraine series, are two spurs of the Dix Hills, which
reach three or four miles north from this series, being likewise
composed of modified drift, and declining in height northward
from 250 to about 200 feet above sea. All these appear to

have been deposited like kames, in ice-walled river-channels
formed upon the surface of the glacial sheet when it was rap-
idly melting. The southern ridges are thus of earlier date than
the principal series of terminal deposits, while those on the
north were probably formed immediately after this series dur-
ing the retreat of the ice-margin.
The part of Long Island south of this terminal moraine con-

sists of nearly level plains of fine gravel and sand, five to ten
miles in width and extending a hundred miles in length. The
height of their north portion at the foot of the hills varies from
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fifty to one hundred and fifty feet above the sea. Thence they
slope gradually to sea-level at the south side of the island.

Heights upon these plains, determined by railroad surveys, are

as follows: Jamaica, 40 feet above sea; Mineola, 103: Hiekfr-

ville, 142; Farraingdale, 63; Suffolk Station, 90 ; Medford, 82.

A very interesting feature of these deposits has been pointed

out by Mr. Elias Lewis, Jr.,* who finds frequent ancient water-

courses, fifteen to twenty feet deep, crossing these plains from
the hills to the bays of the south shore ; most of which are now
dry, except that springs appear in them one to three miles from
the coast. They are quite straight, with few tributaries, their

direction being generally a little west of south. Thirty of

these "plain valleys," as they are locally called, occur between
East New York and Riverhead, a distance of about sixty-five

miles. In some cases they continue below our present sea-

level and may be traced nearly across the enclosed bays

not reach so high upon the land as now. The cause of this

depression of the ocean we may well understand, when we con-

sider how large an amount of water was taken from it and
stored up in accumulations of ice. A different effect of these

ice-sheets in high latitudes was to draw the sea by gravitation

away from the equator toward the poles, making it rise much
higher than now in the St. Lawrence valley and in arctic

regions. The plains south of the terminal moraine, and the

water-courses crossing them, appear to have been formed by
the same floods that deposited the hills of modified drift along

the edge of the ice-sheet. Much of their finer gravel and sand

was carried forward by the descending currents and spread in

these gently-sloping plains, while the channels of drainage,

iding to the sea-level of that time, seem to have been made
by the same waters at their lower stages.

Underlying this modified drift of the plains, and sometimes

rising nearly or quite to the surface, as at the clay-beds of Beth-

, , -} pre-glacial formations of gravel, sand and clay,

taining Post-pliocene shells and lignite in numerous fragments

or occasionally in thin layers. No bowlders occur upon these

plains or are encountered in digging wells, which however often

penetrate to the fossiliferous beds. Below the various depos-

its of the terminal moraine, and under the drift upon the north

side of the island, are similar beds holding recent shells and

lignite. T >n at which any of these fossils

have been found is in a well near Manhassett, where they had

a height about 150 feet above sea.

Gardiner's Island shows a fine exposure of these pre-glacial
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formations overlain by drift in sea-cliffs, thirty to fifty feet

high, at its southeast shore. Here in a distance of a sixth of a

mile the lower strata rise in two anticlinals, which dip at angles
varying from 10° to 45°. They consist of dull-red, brown,
dark and black clays, and brown, yellow and white sands.

These arched strata are overlain conformably by yellow sand
and fine gravel, which farther east are interstratified with lay-

ers of white and dark gray sand and dark clay. About 300
feet east from the northeast anticlinal, these later beds dip 5°

to 10° eastward, and lie in the following ascending order, begin-
ning at the upper edge of the beach : dark gray sand, nine feet,

underlain a little to the west by a compact ferruginous layer

one foot thick, which separates it from white sand ; overlain by
six feet of lighter colored sand, its upper portion filled with
shells* for two or three rods, at a height which varies with the

slope from 12 to 20 feet above sea ; next, 10 feet of dark clay,

which thins out at 100 feet to the west, but increases in thick-

ness to the east ; then, about 8 feet of coarse gravel, with angu-
lar pebbles to 1£ feet in size, becoming coarser 150 feet to the

west, where it holds angular bowlders 4 feet in diameter, these

covered by about 10 feet of sand ; which also forms the top of

this section, resting on the gravel to a thickness of about 3 feet.

The coarse gravel and overlying sand appear to be glacial

deposits, and these, frequently with numerous and large bowl-
ders, form the surface of the island, rising in hills 125 feet

high. The shell-bed belongs to a period immediately preced-

ing the ice age, in which the sea here had about the same tem-
perature as now. The variously colored anticlinal strata are

older than this, but yield no fossils. They are probably of the

same date with similar clays on the northeast side of the same
island, on the south side of Montauk a mile west from the

point, and at Bethpage ; as also with the lower portion of the

cliffs near Brown's Pointf Further exploration is needed to

compare these with the lignitic beds of Block Island and the

upturned Tertiary strata of Gay Head.
North of the extreme terminal moraine on Long Island,

another series of plains of gravel and sand, varying from one
mile to five miles in width, and of similar height and south-

ward slope with those on its opposite side, extends from Syos-

set forty-five miles eastward to Kiverhead, and thence con-

tinues along the north branch of the island nearly thirty miles

more to Orient Point The description of these plains belongs

*The fossils of this place were described by Mr. Sanderson Smith,
-~ Is of the Lyceum of Natural Hii

'

his Journal, III, vol. x, p. 282.
h, excepting one or two of more

figured by Mather in the Geological Report of the First District of New



of the second terminal moraine, which lies at their

north lidft The probable origin, relation and significance of

the drift deposits in central and southern Long Island having

been now pointed out, similar explanations will be found appli-

cable to their continuation eastward and to the like series of

deposits farther north, so that little more than a plain descrip-

tion of them will be required.

Block Island, six miles long and three and a half miles wide

in its south portion, presents the next segment of the extreme

moraine, which appears with the characteristic features already

described for Montauk, from which it is distant about fifteen

miles to the northeast. The first account of this island, by

Verrazzano in 1524, says truthfully that it is "full of hills."

tate heights of some of these are as follows : Beacon

Hill, the highest point on the island, 210 feet above sea
;

hill

one-fourth mile south, 205; Pine Hill, one-third mile north-

west, 150 ; Sandy Hill, near Grace's Point, 105 ; Cherry Tree

: Pilot Hill, 185 ; base of the south light-house, 152
;

Bush Hill, the highest in the north part of the island, 140.

These are irregularly grouped, with many hollows containing

ponds and deposits of peat. Sands' Pond is about 125 ;
and

Fresh and Mitchell's Ponds, about 90 feet above sea. Great

Salt Pond, which lies at sea-level, contains some 1,000 acres

;

the contour of its bottom is found by soundings to be very

uneven, like that of the adjacent land, its greatest depth being

72 feet

The south shore of this island is a continuous line of bluffs,

40 to 150 feet high, and four miles long. At their northeast

end, half a mile from the light-house, the section is upper till

two feet ; underlain by typical lower till, dark, compact and

full of rock-fragments, twenty-five feet, reaching to the upper

edge of the beach. At 200 to 400 feet southwest from this,

the section is upper till, eight feet; underlain by dark clay,

stratified, fifteen feet; and this by yellowish gravel and sand,

forty feet, to the beach. About a quarter of a mile thence to

the southwest, the order is about five feet of stratified sand and

gravel at top, with numerous bowlders; dark clay, fifteen feet;

yellow sand and coarse gravel with irony layers, twenty feet;

typical lower till, unstratified, about forty-five feet, to the beach.

At the light-house the cliffs are 150 feet high, and consist of

dark clav, stratified, with enclosed layers of gravel and sand,

the clay "predominating and forming three-fourths of the whole.

This entire bank is stratified, often very irregularly, dipping

10° to 30° in different directions. Gravelly layers, containing

pebbles up to one foot in diameter, mostly angular, often occur

in thick beds of this dark clay; and occasional bowlders, up to

two or rarely five feet through, are embedded in all these
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deposits; as also westward where sand and gravel prevail,

though the dark clay continues abundant. At one point only,
about a quarter of a mile northeast from Black Eock, are red,

white and yellowish clays exposed. The bank here is forty
feet high, and consists mainly of the dark clay, dipping about
40° to the west, and having layers of gravel and of these
brightly colored clays interstratified with it These were prob-
ably derived from erosion of older beds, and there can be no
doubt that this whole line of cliffs from the base to top was

poch of greatest extent of the ice-s

the northeast shore of Block Island, also

exposes a bed of typical lower till at its north end, where the
section is six feet of coarse gravel at top ; lower till, four feet;

;!ied sand, five feet, to the beach. The highest por-
tion of these cliffs at a half mile south rises about 100 feet,

and consists of gravel, sand and dark clay, irregularly bedded
and inclined often 5° to 15° in different directions, with peb-
bles up to one foot occurring at many places in the clayey strati
This part of Clay Head seems to be wholly of glacial' origin;
but earlier beds, among which are some of white clay, with red
clay in small amount, form the base of the bank a third of a
mile to the south.

Lignite is found abundantly for a quarter of a mile south
from the breakwater in the lower part of the bank, twenty to

thirty-five feet high, which forms the shore. It occurs, as at

Gay Head and on Long Island, in fragments, which here vary
from an inch to a foot in length, preserving the distinct grain
of the wood and closely resembling charcoal ; and also in lay-

i are here from three inches to two feet thick, gener-
ally friable and earthy, and sometimes much like peat These
fragments and layers are found both in dark clay and in white
sand; the same beds also enclose layers of gravel and thin
seams of white and red clay. These beds are in some places
folded and contorted, but mainly lie in anticlinals of gentle
slope, capped by stratified gravel and sand with enclosed bowl-
ders. The surface of this island is partlv of the same modified
drift and partly till, both plentifully strown with bowlders up
to ten and rarely twenty feet or more in diameter.

[To be continued.]
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Art. XIV.— Microphotography with Tolless ^ inch Objective;

by Ephraim Cutter, M.D.

In his admirable report to the Surgeon General of the U. S.

Army, on microphotography with sunlight in 1871, Surgeon
J. J. Wood ward expressed the hope that others would carry
out the idea he had inaugurated for demonstrating original

work. The writer fully appreciates and acknowledges the
great aid of his suggestions, and if I have ventured to modify
his methods it has been from the force of circumstances and
peculiar obstacles to be overcome.

I think that my modifications have made the way plainer

and have removed obstructions which the gentleman in ques-

tion did not have to contend with. I may here remark that I

can see no reason for preferring microphotography to drawing
exclusively, or vice versa ; there is no antagonism, micrology

Salisbury of Cleveland, Ohio, had a work ready for the

press on the causes and treatment of consumption based on
350 cases. In 1868 I became acquainted with it. Not to enter

into details it is enough to say that a yeast in the blood is

deemed to be the cause. It is found a year before organic

disease. Dr. Salisbury killed 104 hogs by consumption" arti-

ficially induced by yeast and verified it by autopsies in all

the cases. From my own knowledge the treatment based on
this principle is successful beyond anything I have known
before. In privately making these things known I was met
with the greatest incredulity as to the evidence which WM
mostly micrological. In order to sustain the position of my
master I took Dr. Woodward's advice and resorted to micro-

tis ' gentleman I give the full share of

may have been attained in photographing with Tolles's ^ inch

objective for the first time, not but that the morphology
of consumptive blood could have been photogra;

lower powers, but I desired to show those interested that in

elucidating the views of one who in my opinion has come
nearer to the real nature of tubercle than any one before him
I had employed the best instruments of precision that modern
art has produced.
GmdUim* that were to be met— I. It was necessary that the

patient, the sun and the apparatus dd all be

together, because the blood must be withdrawn from the life

stream and transferred to the sensitive plate in the shortest
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space of time. 2. The work must be done at different locali-

ties so as to have plenty of material to select from and to

avoid disturbing elements. From these considerations it is

easy to see that the Woodward plan of a dark chamber large

enough to hold the operators and assistants could not be

adopted, as it could not be carried about.

Figure 1, is a drawing of my best apparatus. Scale 1 TV
inch to one foot ; the base is a black walnut 1£ inch thick

board 55 by 11 inches; it is finished with the high polish

of the piano maker's art so as to be insusceptible to warp-

ing from drying or wetting ; running through the middle of

it are two brass strips 1 inch wide, £ thick and f inch apart.

Beneath the contiguous edges is a deep furrow or groove £ inch

deep and |£ wide. This is not shown in the cut; its object is

to have all the apparatus move in one definite median line. At
one end is seen the sun mirror 10 by 8£ inches, swung on two

arms mounted on a swivel -jointed base ; this allows of universal

motion. Next is a standard mounted on a base that is

attached to the brass groove by a "T" inverted below ; the

mirror has the same T, the standard rises 15 inches in two

grooved posts connected at the top it is 8|- inches wide;

a set screw runs through one of the posts; in the groove a

quinque-laminated veneer 6 T
9
F inches square runs. In it is

a hole 4 inches in diameter which admits a collar; in this

collar slides an 18-inch Voigtlander photographic objective

about 3 inches in diameter; this is adjusted by the set screw in

the side of the standard ; next on the board comes the Tolles, A
microscope stand. The mirror is removed or turned out of the

way, the stage is vertical, the T's inch objective is that on the

stand ; the eye-piece is removed and the open end of the micro-

scope is pushed within the tube of the camera whose lenses have

been removed also. The camera is set up on a box in order to

get the requisite height to bring the axis on a line with that of the

microscope. The camera moves on the box and the box moves

on the base. The three are connected as follows : a groove \
inch wide and § inch deep is cut in the base exactly in the

median line and at right angles to the length. This is filled

of ebony \ inch to \ inch thick and 4 or more

before alluded to. When in situ this T slides under the

base board brass strips. This arrangement is good but don't

stand travel by railroad. The same arrangement connects the

mirror to the base board.
By the side of the camera is a rod 26 by £ inches. Two

screw eyes are let into the base board just at the ends of the

rod. A screw runs through the eye into the right end of the
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rod, and another screw with a milled head goes through the
other eye into other end of the rod. The rod is thus secured
and rotates by turning the milled head ; 17 inches of the rod
are covered with sand set like sandpaper; in the cut this is

covered by a sleeve of enameled cloth as the sand is detached
t. When used the sleeve is pushed back and a braid or

tape is run over the rod and around the milled head of the fine
it. A pin secures the ends of the tape when the

proper tension is made by drawing them over each other. The
delicate focussing is made by the hand of the operator while
the eyes are on the ground glass plate of the camera ; the tape
is not shown in the cut.

Remarks.—It will be noted that the peculiar features of

-ement which differ from Col. Woodward's plain are,

besides the portability ; 1, The size of the condenser ; 2, The
absence of the ammonio-sulphate copper or alum cell.

1. This condenser probably is the largest ever employed in

microphotography. The reason of this selection was simply
to avoid heat. It is easy to see that if a two-inch condenser is

regarded as sufficient that the same amount of light could be
obtained with a three-inch, away from the heat focus and thus
avoid the effect of focussing the sun's rays on the object and
the objective. This practical point has been of great value
and explains : 2, The absence of the contrivances to prevent
the passage of destructive heat. Dr. Woodward has trouble
with these cells, and judging from lately finding him engaged
in making a new form of cell for this purpose, it would seem
as if this cell was a disturbing element still, though in the
hands of the father of modern microphotography.
We have taken a large number of negatives, some of which

have received honorable mention abroad : see Journal de
hie, Paris, October, 1877, and have used no device to

cut off' heat; hence we feel justified in saving ourselves the

trouble of a, to us, unnecessary appliance. In our opinion this

cell has stood in the way of the more general adoption of the

reproduction of microscopic objects by photography. We
think it is a good rule to use the simplest and fewest things to

accomplish a purpose.
For what precedes it is seen how the T'j inch objective was

used for photography. The oh j. larged white
blood corpuscles, was displayed on a slide by the sudden dry-
ing of a thin film of blood. The corpuscles were found by
means of a low power and centered in the middle of the field.

Next they were centered by a ^ inch objective, then by the

tV Tne microscope was then placed as shown in the cut,

the eye-piece having been removed. The axis of the conden-
ser, microscope tube, camera and the center of the mirror were
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all ranged in one line. By means of the brass furrow in the

base board the distances between them were changed without

getting out of line. The sunlight, the chemicals, and all else had

previously been found in working order by practical tests.

Sunlight was thrown by the mirror through, the condenser on

the object which was placed just beyond the heat focus.

We found that the brightest and clearest days, before 3 P. M.,

were the best One observer, with his head and the camera

covered with a black cloth, noted the projection of the image

on the glass-ground plate. Another fingered the fine adjust-

ment, or it was done by the focussing rod. When the image

was satisfactory a card board cut off the light by interposition

between the condenser and the object. The sensitized plate

then replaced the glass plate and exposed, the regular exposure

was made by lifting the card board and letting it fall in the

course of half a second or more. The time varies and must be

learned by trial. Usually it is shown by the action of the

chemicals on the exposed sensitive film in the dark room.

The processes afterward were those of the ordinary collodion

process. It was necessary of course to look over the printing

and instruct the printer how much exposure was needed.

In photographing yeast with the -fa
inch objective the object

was wet and covered with a film of mica. The following facts

may not be out of place. It was made by Kobert B. Tolles, at

Boston, and delivered July 1st, 1873. It was ordered by Dr.

Harriman for the sake of working up his demonstration of the

presence of nerve fiber in dentine. (American Journal Dental

Science, May, 1870, Dental Cosmos, Jan., 1870.) Its angular

aperture is 170 degrees ; its actual opening on the face, -fa inch.

Cover adjustment moves about i circle. Works wet or dry.

Requires the aid of a powerful condenser. Usually it works

best with a B eye-piece as a condenser under the stage, and

with the thin edge of a common coal-oil flame shining "direct

into the condenser. It has to be used on a first class stand

whose stage is absolutely at a right angle to the tube. With

this direct light the field is clear, white and flat. The objec-

tive is very sensitive to jars and motions. This troubled us

much. We have found in our experience that a cellar in a lo-

cality awav from avenues of travel is the best place to work in.

When an object is in focus with this objective a gentle grasp

of the arm that connects the tube with the trumon joint (see

cut) is sufficient to move the object out of focus.

The comparative excellence of this objective is not one for

much discussion here"; some have hastily said that it was of no

value, not having used it, while others have looked

a sort of awe In our opinion the question is not settled,

though we think something toward it has been done. As far as
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our work has been concerned we know that we could not have
attained our results with another objective like the TV for in-

stance, with the ease and facility with which we did with the J
s

.

While we feel sure that the practical clinical results of corrob-
orating our study of consumptive blood can be attained with ob-
jectives of | inch power—and it would be sad if it were not so—
at the same time we are sure that no wrong has been done to

any one by pressing the ^ into our service. Moreover, if by
our simple arrangement we have been able to transfer images
with the highest power objective ever thus used, those who pos-
sess the low powers ought to be encouraged to use microphoto-
graphy with the sunlight without condensing, or with the

' with the B eve-niece.

such work

;

i the tube of

paper tube 30 by 2 inches.

by | inches is seen in section, and fitted by a hole to the paper
tube b. c is a section of the ground glass plate and holder,
d is the clip to hold the plate holders. The artist has omitted
the section of the lower cleat. This apparatus is adapted to a

quarter plate and a two-inch photograph. An assistant should
focus and adjust the light.

With these simple arrangements it would seem that the hope
expressed at the outset of this article should begin to be realized.

Tremont Temple, Boston, April, 1879.

rst microphotograph of this objective may
i College Library.
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ART. XVI.—Magnetic Strains in Iron; by A. S. KlMBALL,

Professor of Physics in the Worcester Free Institute of

Industrial Science.

The object of this paper is to describe certain experiments

made by inducing a magnetic state in bars of soft iron sub-

jected to varying degrees of mechanical stress. As the result,

we always have changes either in the form or dimensions of the

bar, similar to those produced by the mechanical stress previ-

ously applied, and therefore the term magnetic strain does not

seem inappropriate. Some of the phenomena hereafter to be

described have been observed by earlier investigators. These

experiments have not been repeated with the expectation of

detecting errors in their work, nor of attaining a higher degree of

accuracy, but rather, to afford that valuable check which the

reproduction of well settled phenomena, with a new disposition

of apparatus, affords, both upon the accuracy of the instrument

and the skill of the operator.

Effect of MaanHimtivn ></,<>,, tin Tenacity of Iron.—The pieces

of iron tested were pulled asunder by a Kan iks testing

machine of ;V],OO0 pounds capa< t\. The machine consists : 1st.

of a large platform scale; 2d, of a powerful screw-

apparatus, driven by a belt from a shaft having eight changes

of sped: the motive power is a Corliss engine which runs with

great regularity : 3d, an automatic weighing attachment to the

beam, by which it is kept constantly poised as the stress is

applied to the test piece.

The delicacy of this adjustment was such, that when the

testing proceeded at a suitable rate, the deflection of the beam

from the zero point did not indicate a stress on the test piece

differing more than two pounds from that shown by the posi-

tion of the poise on the beam. The scale was "sensitive to

the addition of one ounce when the platform was loaded with

4,000 pounds ; and on the removal of the small weight, the beam

prumptlv returned to its normal position. The course of

mt was as follows: Several pieces of the same kind of

iron, made as nearly as possible uniform in size, were

the machine. The alternate ones, in the order in which they

were cut from the bar, were magnetized to saturation by a

helix, throuoh which a constant curr-i

experiment. The heating effects of the be

without influence. The tabulated results were then

compared, and from them the fol :!S reached :

A soft iron bar has its tenacity increased about nme-tentfis of one

per cent by magnetizing it to saturation. The following table

gives the results obi - a senes of Pieces of
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annealed iron wire, very uniformly drawn; approximate
diameter, 1623". Length between the jaws of the machine, 5 ".

Time required to break the magnetized pieces, sensibly con-
stant at five and one-quarter minutes; for the unmagnetized
pieces slightly less.

Maximum difference between magnetized p

Another series of experiments upon telegraph wire gave 8-9

lbs. difference between the means. Seventeen pieces of wire
were broken. A series of ten wires, one-quarter inch in

diameter, gave an average of unmagnetized pieces, 4532 lbs., of

magnetized specimens, 4572 lbs. Difference; 40 lbs.

Some hundreds of pieces were broken with the same results.

A magnetized piece always proving stronger than the unmag-
netized pieces taken from the coil or bar on either side of it.

A few apparent exceptions to this rule showed flaws in the
tested pieces on close examination. The average increase of

strength in these experiments is very near nine-tenths of one
per cent. In every case the strength of the unmagnetized
pieces was much more uniform than that of the magnetized.
In the Philosophical Transactions of the Eoyal Society, 1874,

p. 571, Sir William Thomson predicts this result as a deduc-
tion from Mr. Gore's experiments on Electro Torsion.

Effect of Magnetization upon the Flexure of a soft iron Bar.—
Joule's experiments upon the changes in dimensions of an iron

bar when magnetized, formed the starting point for this part of
the experimental examination in question. He has shown *

1st That if an iron rod be compressed longitudinally, it will be
slightly elongated upon being made a magnet bv a surrounding
helix. 2d. That the amount of compression does not affect the
magnetic extension so long as the magnetizing force remains
the same. 3d. That the same phenomena, in kind and

* Philosophical Magazine, 1847.
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amount, occur in a bar which is neither compressed nor

stretched. 4th. If the bar be subjected to tension, the elonga-

tion, on making it a temporary magnet, is diminished, and as

the tensile stress increases the 'magnetic elongation diminishes

through zero and becomes a shortening. 5th. Professor

Mayer has shown* that, in the case of an unstrained bar, the

first passage of the current elongates the bar more than any

subsequent passage of the same current, and that the sec-

ond, third and all subsequent elongations of the bar by a

constant magnetizing force, are equal to each other ;
also that

the shortening of the bar upon breaking the current is

constant and equal to the second elongation. These fads.

taken in connection with the common theory of flexure, fairly

roe or two phenomena which will be found to attend

the induction of a temporary magnetic state in a bar strained

Iv. We see, from" what has been said, that the neu-

tral axis, and all the fibers on the concave side of the bar

which have been shortened by compression, will be elongated

by the action of the magnetizing force, while the fibers of the

bar on the convex side, which have been subjected I

strain, will either be elongated bv a less amount or will be

shortened. As the result of this action we may be tolerably

sure that the bar will be straightened. It is much s

ever, in this case, to proceed with our investigation experi-

mentally, since neither the theory of magnetic action in iron,

nor that of transverse elasticity, can be said to have been fully

developed.

The apparatus used in this part of the investigation was

simple. A ve-v ne.id r<> i casting, with supports for a micro-

meter screw, and the ends of the iron rod to be examined upon

its upper side, was placed upon the platform of a Fairbanks

scale. The iron rod, carefully freed from magnetism and en-

closed in its helix, was adjusted upon its supports so that the

point of the micrometer screw was just below its middle, ihe

helix was made in two parts for convenience in loading the

bar. The middle of the bar supported one corner of a trian-

fcform, whose sides were four, eight and nine feet.

The other corners of this platform were supported upon points.

This disposition of apparatus proved very satisfactory Ihe

load upon the bar was easily and accurately determined by the

scales, while the stab i

lar platform permitted

the addition or removal of weight without seriously disturbing

the adjustment of the bar. The micrometer screw h

threads to the inch, and its head was graduated to three hu

dred parts. The unit of measurement i

inch. At first, contacts of the screw w

* This Journal, August, 1873.
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mined by an electric bell, but the probable error of setting the
screw being greater than one division of the screw head, a more
exact method was sought. The following device was finally

hit upon, which gave results which may be trusted to one-haif
divisions. The iron bar, micrometer screw, and a telephone

very weak Leclanche cell.

When the s i turned \

familiar boiling sound of a too sensiti

heard, which ceased the instant firm con

change from the loud boiling sound to sil

sharply defined. In the writer's experien
most reliable method of determining the
In the following experiments, bars of iron £" squar
long, between the supports, were used. The helix and battery
were powerful enough to magnetize it to saturation. The fol-

lowing table gives the results obtained in one series. Complete
- of the laboratory notes are given. The deflection of

the bar increases with the readings of the screw. Of those
readings only the tens and unit figures are retained, as the
others may be easily supplied.

Column A, in the table gives the number of the experiment

;

B, the weight on the bar ; C, total deflection after the weight is

put on ; D, increase of weight ; E, increase of deflection due to

increase of weight; F, scale readings when the current is off;

G, scale readings when the current is on ; H, decrease in deflec-

tion with the first current after a change in load ; I, decrease in

deflection with the second, third, etc., currents after a chancre in

load; J=I-H.

was made. The
! was abrupt and
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During the experiments with 94 and 103 pounds, students were

passing to their recitation rooms on the same floor with the

it quite difficult to determine accurately the

w. It will be seen that the deflections of

the bar shown in C are proportional to the loads, as far as 120

lbs. Above this load the deflections

Apparent variations from this law may

accuracy in weighing, as there may be

way, which corresponds to 6 scale divh

ribed to want of

>r of \ lb. either

The experiments
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were designed to show changes produced by the passage of the

current, and accuracy in weighing was not at first deemed
essential. The experiments described, and many others of a

similar nature, seem bo establish the following conclusions. If

a soft iron bar surrounded by a helix and loaded as above be

subjected several times to the action of a constant magnetizing

current : 1st. The first time the current is made, the deflection

of the bar is diminished. 2d. When the current is broken,

the weight produces a greater deflection in the bar than before

the current was passed. 3d. The second and subsequent cur-

rents produce a greater diminution of deflection than the first.

4th. The deflection during the passage of the first and every

succeeding current is always the same. The same is true of

the deflection after each current, but the deflection previous to

the passage of the first current lies between those just specified.

5th. Although the second and subsequent currents have no

power for the production of additional permanent magnetic

strain as long as the load remains constant, yet, if the load

upon the bar be increased, the first current after such a change

produces a less effect than those which follow. 6th. If a part

of the load be removed from the bar, the first current produces

a greater change in deflection than those which follow ; in this

case, the deflection of the bar is permanently diminished by
the first current. This may be illustrated by an extract from

a series of experiments made with a diminishing load upon the

bar—8 lbs. have just been removed.

I26j
in;,;

The changes in the load upon the bar, heretofore referred to,

have been made while the current was broken. 7th. If the

load be increased while the current is on, the deflections when
the current is broken will be constant, and the deflections with

the second and subsequent currents will be greater than those

obtained by increasing the load. The changes in deflection

the first time the current is broken will be greater than those

which follow.

Illustration—8 lbs. have just been added to the load while

the current was passing.

A. F. G H. I.
j

A. F. G. H. I.

63 36* .. .. ..
j

66 ... 8* .. 28

8th. If the load be diminished while the curn
deflections when the current is broken will be «

the deflections with the second and subsequent
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be less than those obtained by decreasing the load. 1

changes in deflection the first time the current is broken \

be less than those which follow.

Illustration—8 lbs. have just been removed while the c

rent was passing.

27 .. 2H 10i --- 30 38
28 38 I 31 .. 26* ... 11*

9th. Changes in deflection produced both by the first and
by subsequent currents increase with the load on the bar up
to the elastic limit, when they tend to become constant.
Below the elastic limit, the law may be approximately expressed
by the following formula :

(change) 2=a (load+6).

In the series of experiments given in table II, a=7'2 and
b=5, for chauges produced by the second currents. 10th.

Column J. of the table seems to increase slowly up to the
elastic limit, and after passing that point to decrease slowly.

These experiments have been repeated with several grades
of iron, and similar results have been obtained in every case; ,

and though many points of the examination have been left

incomplete, the writer believes that the conclusions stated

above will be found substantially correct.

One point of interest may be noted here. This method of

experiment to a certain extent eliminates the effect of tempera-
ture changes in iron, since these affect upper and lower fibers

of the bar alike, while the phenomena we have been studying
are produced by a differential action. How important this is

will be seen in a subsequent part of this paper. If we attempt
to use the results obtained by Joule and Mayer in explana-

tion of the phenomena exhibited by the transversely strained

bar, we find, at the outset, that, though some of them are

explained readily, others appear contradictory, and others still

need additional data. A series of experiments was next

undertaken upon the magnetic elongations of soft iron bars,

differing from those of Joule, in using a constant magnetizing

current, also in using larger bars and greater tensions ;—and
from those of Mayer, in using bars subjected to varying

degrees of tensile and compressive stress. Many of the results

obtained by those accurate experimenters have been repro-

duced, and others have been obtained, which it is believed

are novel and which certainly are interesting. The des

of the apparatus employed, and the results obtained, are

reserved for another paper.

[Since making the experiments
writer has noticed a reference to an article by M. Guillemin, on
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"The straightening of a wire under the influence of a current,"

Walker's Electric Magazine, 1846. The magazine in question

has not been found in any of the] : it is there-

fore a matter of uncertainty how far M. Guillemin has antici-

pated the results here given.]

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, April 16, 1879.]

In a highly interesting paper read before this body a year
ago, and published in the February number of this Journal,
Prof. Pumpelly, speaking of the loess formation, sums up his

views on the subject of the origin of these peculiar deposits in

the statement that, rejecting his own previously expressed ex-

planation, he is led to " believe with Richthofen that the true

lcess, irherever it occurs, is a subaerial deposit, formed in a dry
central region, and that it owes its structure to the formative
influence of a steppe vegetation."

It is not my intention, at this time, to discuss exhaustively
the question of the origin of the loess in general, but rather to

formulate some of the more prominent objections lying against

the application of the aeolian hypothesis to some of the loess

regions with which a long study has made me familiar. The
expression "true loess " leaves some doubt as to how Pumpelly
limits the meaning of the word ; but assuming that (as seems
logically necessary) he uses it in the lithological as well as in

its systematic sense, I desire to call attention to some points in

connection with the loess of the Mississippi Valley, which seem
to render the seolian hypothesis untenable so far as regards

that, and similar deposits elsewhere, which are clearly related

to the troughs of large river courses.

The latter fact scarcely needs more than a cursory reference,

if only to the circumstance that western geologists have habit-

ually brought the loess under the general designation of "bluff

formation." The loess of the Rhine, and of the Danube, are

familiar to us in the same connection. It can hardly be that

Pumpelly is not willing to consider these prototypes as " true

loess."

Now, what are the points in which the typical loess differs so

far from other aqueous deposits, that in spit.' of this obvious
correlation we hesitate to class it as such ?

' Aside from Richt-
hofen's objections based upon the hypsometrical relations of

the Chinese deposit (concerning the cogency of which I am
unable to judge, not having seen his original publication),
there are two principal ones, viz

:
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1. Absence of stratification.

2. Absence of fossils of aqueous origin.

As to the absence of stratification, it is admitted on all hands
that even the most typical loess, everywhere, often shows " bed-

ding planes ;" which manifest themselves more or less by a

tendency to terraces, or lines of more rapid erosion on the oth-

erwise vertical walls. This occurs more rarely in the central

regions of the lcess masses; but on the peripheric ones it is not

only quite frequent, but amounts in some cases to the most un-

mistakable appearance of aqueous stratification. Such is the

case in the lcess bluffs of the Ohio in Southern Indiana, where
my attention was called to it by Dr. David Dale Owen. It

occurs also, though not quite so strikingly defined, along the

edge of the "American Bottom" in Illinois, opposite and
above St. Louis. Generally speaking, indications of stratifica-

tion in the lcess are more frequent as we advance from the

axial and lower regions of a river valley toward the sides and
heads.

In the Sixth Annual Report of the Geological Survey of

Minnesota, Prof. N. H. Winchell pointedly refers to the obvi-

ous transition of the lcess deposits into those of the newer Gla-

cial period. Similarly, as stated in my Mississippi report (pp.

195, 298) and in a memoir on the Geology of Lower Louisiana

(Smithson. Contr., No. 218, pp. 4 and 5), the lcess of the Lower
M -,~n pi passes hit I and by imperceptible degrees, into

a clayey loam undistinguishable, in its final landward form,

from that which forms the general subsoil of the Southwestern

States ; and almost precisely the same change occurs to the

southward, in Louisiana, the representative deposits appearing,

in that case, quite distinctly stratified into beds of mutt rials

more or less differentiated from the typical lcess.

Now, if the lcess of the Mississippi trough is of aqueous ori-

gin at the heads, the sides, and the lower end of that trough,

and is, moreover, covered, normally, by a deposit whose pebbles

and sand streaks can leave no possible doubt of a general shal-

low submergence immediately following, and terminating, the

lcess period ; it is not easy to see how the central portion of

the deposit can have been in a subaerial condition, as required

by Richthofen's hypothesis.

Is, then, the deposit of the Mississippi trough not a "true

lcess?"—I have compared it carefully, in every respect, with

the descriptions given of the characteristics of the loess else-

where, geologically, palaeontologically, structurally and chemi-

cally
; and I despair of finding ai

as may not be found, as variations, in any lcess district. It is

true that the drainage of the Mississippi "cane hills" has not,

as a rule, cut canons with vertical walls, but narrow V-shaped
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valleys between sharp-backed ridges.* But wherever vertical

cuts have been made, they stand like stone walls, unaffected by
the weather; and even the subterranean villages of the Chi-

nese loess had their counterpart at the siege of Vicksburg.
Where the deposit abuts against the older formations, we have
a great abundance of land snails, as well as pebbles derived
from the older drift, which usually appear in "strings" slop-

ing away from the land. The " loess-puppets," too, are there,

varying in size, as the results of a mechanical analysis show,
from the tenth of a millimeter to that of lumps and spindle-

shaped masses weighing as much as ten pounds. The intimate
vertical tubular structure I have not had occasion to verify

;

but long tubular concretions, apparently the casts of rootlets,

occur frequently, not only in the older portions, but as a

modern formation around decaying rootlets ; which cannot be
otherwise, since all the streams of the region are depositing
calcareous tufa.

But if it must be admitted that the loess of the Lower Missis-

sippi is a true, typical loess, exhibiting all the lithological and
structural characteristics by which that deposit is recognized
elsewhere; and that hypsometrical and stratigraphical data

compel us to assume that it has here been formed under water

:

then the mainstay of the seolian hypothesis falls at once, for

what has happened here can have happened elsewhere. Nor
should it be forgotten that, if the loess does not exhibit the

usual features by which we are accustomed to recognize aque
ous deposition, it is, on the other hand, equally devoid of the

evidences of wind-drift structure, which ought to be very ob-

vious at least in the windward portion of the loess regions. On
the contrary, it seems that all observers testify to its dead uni-

formity over the entire areas : so that with the exception of

such differences as would be expected to occur from the rolling

down of debris, and the local action of streams, there is no con-

stant mechanical or chemical difference between the windward
and the leeward regions. At least no such differences are re-

ported in the United States ; nor are they mentioned in the

resumes of Eichthofen's views that have been published.
As to the absence of almost all but terrestrial fossils, save

locally where the material generally is more clayey, I cannot
ecting some connection between this fact and the so-

lution and re-deposition of carbonate of lime, so constantly and
rapidly going on in these deposits. The adherents of the seolian

hypothesis find no difficulty in accounting for the absence of

every vestige of the vegetation which they consider as a more
or less essential agent of its formation. According to them,
this vegetation has left no mark but the tubes originally coat-

* See Rep. on the Geology and Agriculture of Mississippi, I860, pp. 194, 313, ff.
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ing the rootlets. Now it is not easy to see, how under such
circumstances any shell consisting of calcic carbonate can
remain undissolved. I here recall to mind my observations on
the deposits of the later (Grand Gulf) Tertiary of the South-
western States ; where in a deposit evidently formed on the
shores of the Gulf, consisting of fine-grained sandstones, clay-

stones, and in some cases silts se;ir<viv distinguishable from
that of the loess period, we have such' an absolute dearth of

fossils that my most elaborate search in hundreds of localities,

over an area nearly a hundred miles in width by two hundred
and fifty in length, covered with rocks admirably adapted to

the preservation of fossils and of an aggregate thickness of about
150 feet, has nevertheless failed to give any more definite clue to

its fauna and flora than a few unrecognizable leaves, and a
barely identifiable fragment of a turtle shell. The latter, how-
ever, was found in a stratum of clay containing an abundance
of calcic carbonate in the shape of veins and irregular concre-
tions, which in one locality at least showed plainly the general
outlines of molluscan shells. The same fe

in the overlying strata of the " Port Hudson Group," which
immediately underlie the loess and are intimately connected
with it. Here also there is an i v of fossils;

but calcareous concretions prevail everywhere, and fortunately,

in some of the more clayey portions the maceration has only
partially destroyed the forms of the shells ; so that after tracing

a stratum filled with concretions for miles, one will occasion-

ally see these nodules taking shape, and finally, for a few feet,

exhibit a very copious fauna, which, farther on, is again repre-

sented only by calcareous concretions *

Cases in point are, of course, far from rare, and have prob-

ably come under the observation of most geologists in the

field ; but I think they have too often remained without men-
tion, in the usual eagt rness to tin 1 an i <h scribe well < liaracter-

ized fossils. In mv'view. the wonder in the case of the loess is,

not that there should be so few vestiges of animal and plant

life, but rather that any such should have escaped difl

tion, under the oxidizing and dissolving processes that have

been going on so long in so porous a material.

But why the exceptions in favor of the terrestrial animals?

It seems to me that their localities of occurrence give a pos-

sible clue to the distinction. The destructive processes are

essentially dependent upon the presence and percolation of

water; and this should be least in the marginal portion, where

as a matter of fact most of the terrestrial fossils are found.

Whether in addition, there is a difference as to destructibility

* See my Memoir on the Geology of Lower Louisiana, and the Rock-salt De-

posit of Petite Anse; Smithson. Contr., No. 248, 1872.
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of land- as compared with fresh-water shells, may be a question

deserving investigation. That the phosphatic bones should

not have dissolved as easily as the mere carbonate shells, is

readily intelligible ; and as regards their mode of occurrence,

I remark that in the loess of the Lower Mississippi they are

alwuvs very much scattered, many bones belonging to the same

individual being rarely found together, but seeming to have

drifted widely apart, "it is not easy to see how the cumbrous

bones of the Mammoth could have been widely separated in a

: deposit.

But I think that apart from its geological and other relations,

there is intrinsic evidence in the nature of the material, contra-

dictory of its seolian origin. In a paper lately published, I

have drawn attention to a general distinctive feature of fine

detrital aqueous deposits, viz: the necessary state of "floc-

culation" in which they are deposited, so long as the water is

not absolutely quiescent. Excepting only under conditions of

such moisture us would preclude the possibility of conceiving

the wind as an adequate cause, dust deposits cannot be in a

flocculated condition, but in the very nature of the case must

consist of single grain.- clo.-elv packed. It is true that this

axiom does not seem to accord with our every-day experience;

for the dust of our roads, as well as that which we take off our

furniture once a week, lies very loosely and is evidently not of

a ''Hiigk-grmn" structure. But the organic "fluff," and hy-

groscopic and glutinous impurities causing this looseness of

texture, could form no important part of the material carried

by the supposed secular wind-storms of the loess era. Now as

the loess is naturally one of the most porous and pervious of

deposits, so as hardly to require tillage; and since moreover,

it is shown b\ mechanical u lalysis to consist largely of minute

spheroidal concretions—in other words, of floccules' permanent-

ly fixed by the calcareous incrustation, precisely as should be

the case if it were an aqueous deposit ; while if a wind-deposit

we should expect it to be cemented bodily into a continuous,

rock-like mass : I submit that this structural peculiarity ren-

ders the aqueous origin of the loess extremely probable. It

may be possible to corroborate this argument, however, by di-

rect experiment, in cases where the formation of

concretions has not so far fixed the floccules as to render the

production of slaty cleavage by pressure impracticable ; and on

the other hand, I intend to ascertain by direct t.i

manner the loess material will be deposited by at;

wind, after freeing it from the calcareous cement by digestion

in weak acid ; and also, what will be the effect of pressure upon

the material so treated, in the tamped condition on the one

hand, and in the flocculated on the other.
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Again, I am unable to see how the seolian hypothesis can
account for the chemical peculiarities of the lcess. It seems to
me to be very far from having the composition of the average
rock dust of the earth's surface; nor does it present the chem-
ical condition in which we would expect to find such dust.
What has become of the feldspars, or of their products of de-

composition? Admit that their dust would, by this tunc all

have been kaolinized, how can an average of two and a half or
three per cent of alumina, shown by analysis, recount for it?

The previous decomposition products of the rocks of the great
Western Plateau, as shown us by the Terthuy deposits, tell a

very different tale, in the large prevalence of clayey strata ; and
it is from these ver\ strata, moreover, that the largest part of the
loess material must, in one way or another, have been derived.
It is easy to understand that the clay could be carried to the
Gulf in suspension in water ; but where did it finally lodge on
the aeolian hypothesis? If it be objected that, as' stated by
Prof. Brewer, " some of the lcess material is so fine as to remain
in suspension for a year," I reply that although it will not stay
so for one minute where any considerable amount of lime or
other neutral salt is present in solution ; yet, should the water
be alkaline, the clay will remain suspended indefinitely. As
there is a superabundance of sources of carbonated alkalies

in the region in question, no objection can be raised to the

aqueous origin of the lcess, on the score of its containing too
much lime to permit the clay to escape to seaward. But I do
consider that large average percentage of calcic carbonate,
which so uniformly characterizes the lcess everywhere, as

another serious objection to its zeolian origin ; it being out of

all proportion to the alumina, not only on the score of general

averages, but also on that of the slow, and almost exclusively

aqueous m of limestone proper. If on the

other hand, the lime was chiefly carried in solution, and from
this assimilated by testacea whose shells were afterwards mostly
destroyed by maceration, its presence is readily accounted for.

I do not, "of course, pretend that the considerations I have
here presented should be accepted as conclusive against the

hypothesis. But it seems to me that the points mooted
s a fuller consideration than they have heretofore, so far

na aware, received at the hands of the advocates of that

hypothesis ; and that they suggest a line of investigation not

adequately pursued as yet We are not yet cognizant of the

precise nature of the varying conditions under which thick

aqueous deposits apparently devoid of stratification may be

formed
; as they are even in flowing water, and may be seen in

the deposits of the Mississippi Eiver after any great overflow
;

as also in the stratified drift of the Southern States, where

;:r
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the " flow and plunge " structure is the rule. If it can be said

(as I do not think it can) that no deposits similar to the loess

are now in process of formation by lakes : neither have we

at this time, any example of the accumulation of such deposits

through the agency invoked by Richthofen, on any considera-

ble scale ; although the postulated conditions exist in not a

few regions. All dunes and drifted desert sands show wind-

drift structure, as a necessary consequence of the varying

velocity of the wind; and it seems to me that even in the

presence of the supposed steppe vegetation, a condition of

things under which that structure should nowhere appear, or

should have been destroyed afterwards, is mucb more difficult

than that, under the anomalous conditions of the

" Champlain " period of depression, such conditions of aqueous

deposition as we now find only exceptionally, should have

prevailed more generally and for a longer time ; a time, how-

ever, immeasurably shorter than that to which we must stretch

our imagination for the formation of a thousand feet of dust

sit, brought by a wind so uniform in its direction and

rity as to leave no trace of the proverbial variability of

that agent. And when we find ourselves driven to the suppo-

sition that this extraordinary wind did, moreover, drop its uni-

formly fine dust into the 'trough of the Lower Mis
leaving all the adjoining upland without a vestige for hundreds

of miles on urn-total of anomalous conditions

required to sustain the seolian hypothesis partakes strongly of

the marvellous.

ART. XVIII.—On a method of swinging Pendulums for the deter-

mination of Gravity, proposed by M. Faye ; by C. S. Peirce.

[Read before the National Academy Academy of Sciences, April 17 th, 1879, with

authority of the Superintendent of the U. S. Coaat and Geodetic Survey.]

At the Stuttgart, 1878, meeting of the International Geodetic

Association, M. Faye suggested a method of avoiding the

flexure of a pendulum-support which promises important ad-

vantages. The proposal was that two similar pendulums should

be oscillated on the same support with equal amplitudes and

opposite phases. If the pendulums could be made precisely

alike, the amplitudes precisely equal, and the phases precisely

opposite, it is obvious that the support would be continually

solicited by two equal and opposite forces and would undergo

no horizontal flexure, except from the distortion of the parts

between the two edges. But since none of these three elements

can be made equal, it is necessary to inquire what would be

the effect of such slight imperfections in their equalization as

would have to be expected in practice.
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I had the advantage many years ago of learning the main

iBtics of the mutual influence of pendulums from Pro-

fessor Benjamin Peirce. As my father's studies of the subject

were never, I believe, written out, I am unable to say definitely

what I derive from that source. But the truth is the little

knowledge I have of mathematics was learned from him, and

from him I got a clear idea of the nature of this particular

problem ; so that acknowledgments of detail, even if I were

able to make them, would be quite inadequate.

In M. Faye's proposed experiment, four finite forces would

be in operation, namely : the weights of the two pendulums,

the elastic force tending to restore the two knife-edge supports

to their position of equilibrium when they are both displaced

together, and the elastic force tending to restore them when

their relative positions are displaced. The system has, also,

four degrees of freedom corresponding to motions against each

of the four finite forces. Accordingly there will be four dif-

ferential equations of motion. By neglecting the terms of the

second order, these equations are made linear, and by the gen-

eral theory of such equations, they indicate that each of the

four motions of the system (viz., those of the pendulums and

of the two knife-edges) is compounded of four simple harmonic

motions. Two of these will have periods nearly equal to those

of the pendulums ; the other two will be mere tremors having

periods nearly those of the natural elastic oscillations of the

supports. These tremors will be so small that they may be

neglected. In fact, if we simply suppose that the knife-edges

are constantly in equilibrium under the various forces which

solicit them (which is simply to neglect their living forces

under their very small velocities) the tremors disappear, to the

great simplification of the formulae.

Putting, then, a>, and <p a
for the momentary angles of dis-

placement of the two pendulums, s, and s
2

for the momentary

horizontal displacements of the two knife-edges, l
x
and la for

the lengths of the two equivalent simple pendulums v
on an

absolutely rigid support), g for the acceleration of gravity, and

t for the time, we have
jd^<p.d's_ oaj_

These equations are exactly like what we have in the case of

a single pendulum on a flexible support; and I have sho

their correctness in my pa
There would be no diffi

so nearly alike that they
There would be no difficulty in making the two pendulums

jht be regarded as entirely so in

id, the whole amount of which is small.

U Jodr. Sci.—Third S , XVIIL-No. 104, August, 1S79.
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We may also consider the parts of the stand on which the
two knives rest as equally elastic. We may therefore take
£(s,+s ) as proportional to H<pi+<p 2\ and |(s,— s 2 ) as pro-
portional to £(?>,— <p2 ). Denoting, then, by x and y two
constants whose values will be easily determinable by experi-

\-y\ {9^+9J
-y) {9-9,);

=x9i+V9>
zxcp^ycp^

Substituting these values of
equations, and i"

become

The solution of these equations is (A, B,
arbitrary constants)

The condition that the pendulums are started by drawing
them away from their positions of equilibrium and then letting
them escape nearly at the same instant makes *, and t a

nearly
equal. We may reckon the time from the mean instant of
starting. Then at that instant we have very nearly

And since the amplitudes are nearly equal and the phases
nearly opposite,
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There would be no insuperable difficulty in making the pen-

dulums so near alike that SI should be less than y, even if the

latter quantity were smaller than it would be likely to be.

But it will be seen presently that care must be taken in the

don not to make y too small. !

We shall have then dl<y or z<l: -,.

whence B< A. Thus the amp] \ I
of the first terms in the expressions

|

"~ o *' q

for both <p t
and <p 2

are greater than M
those of the second terms, while the

;

LHJ *'

period of the first terms is shorter than
|

f™-j
that of the second terms. Prom this it

\ |_J
can be shown to follow that the whole

| j ^A° F C
K.,

oscillations of the two pendulums have . -

L
''

the same period, which is that of the

harmonic motions represented by the first terms of their values.

Thus, in the figure, the abscissas representing the time, we
have a wave of short period and large amplitude placed in com-

parison with a wave of long period and small amplitude.

The phase of the short wave advances on the long one and

goes over and over it. In each complete cycle of the curve

representing the short wave, beginning and ending at y=0, it

must cut the other curve twice unless the latter has mean time

crossed the axis of abscissas once and not twice. When this hap-

pens there will be three intersections or only one, according to

tioa of the crossing. Hence when the short curve has

advanced over any even number of crossings by the long one

of the axis of abscissas, the mean number of intereccl

cycle of the short curve will be exactly two. Now let the short

curve represent the first term in the expressions fory ,
or <p 2

and let the long curve represent the second term &U
changed; then, the inr WBOrt passages of the

pendulum over the vertical, and it will be seen that there are

two for each complete period of the quicker harmonic com-

ponent of the motion.
The mean period, then, of the oscillation of either pendulum

will be

may be neg-

lected, being less than one millionth. This would happen, for

tfl were one meter, y a half a millimeter (so that the

stand would be somewhat less stiff than the Repsold tripod),

and 81 were one twenty-fifth of a millimeter, so that the dif-

ference between the natural times of oscillation of the two pen-
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dulums was not over four seconds a day, a perfectly attainable

adjustment Then the period would reduce to

The terms x—y here indicate that the apparatus would still

be subject to a correction for flexure : but it would be only for

the relative flexure due to the distortion of the support between
the two knife-edges. This could of course be made very small.

It would still have to be measured : but it would be measured
once for all, since it would be the same at all stations. At
present, the measurement of the flexure at each station, involv-

ing as it does the erection of a separate pier, threatens to be

one of the most troublesome and expensive parts of the whole
work of determining gravity. This would be entirely obviated

by M. Faye's plan, except that the small differential flexibility

would have to be determined once for all. The proper way to

make the stand so as to bind the two knives to their relative

position as firmly as possible while allowing a moderately large

'tole stand, so that the two pendulums could

! another, would easily be found <

vhich the pendulums would rest These would be cast i

piece with the heavy frame F, F, F, F. This frame would
rest on four legs L, L, L, L, which would spread at the bottom

in the direction of the motion of the pendulum. At the bottom
they would be bolted into another heavy frame. The cross

braces C, C, C, C, would prevent twisting.

The average period of oscillation of either pendulum, after

flexure, would be that belonging
pendulum having the length Z, the mean of the lengths of the

two simple pendulums whose natural periods of oscillation

would be the same as those of the given pendulums. But
although this would be the average time of oscillation of either

pendulum, yet neither pendulum would have all its oscillations

of the same duration. It is, therefore, necessary I

what error might arise owing to the observations not extending
over any exact number of cycles of motion, so that the mean
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of the observed periods would not be the same as the mean of

the periods of a cycle.

The quickest oscillation of either pendulum would occur

when the phases of the component harmonic motions were

coincident, the slowest when these phases were opposed. The

period of the slow harmonic component motion would be

\l±x±y

or the mean of the periods of the two given pendulums oscil-

lating on the given stand with coincident phases, so as to be

affected by the flexibility of the whole stand but not by its

liability to distortion. Suppose, then, that in the course of

the experiment an instant comes at which the pendulums are

t once. Let us reckon the time from this instant,

and put

rly unity. Then using the abbreviations

where the double sign distinguishes between (

opposition of the phases of the harmonic constituents at the

Z6

Then since the value of z is between and unity, the values

of these four coefficients lie

VT+?-t-l-z between 2 and 1*414

*/f+?-l +S! 1-414

-^i+rf+l-M ° °*586

It follows that for one pendulum the phases of the harmonic

i are coincident at the moment when they are for the

exact opposition. Hence, one pendulum is making its

oscillation at the moment when the other is making its

t and vice versa. Then from the symmetrical character

onic motion it follows that if observations were taken ol
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both pendulums during any interval of time, then the mean of

the average periods of the two during that interval, would gftM
the mean period of either through a complete cycle of motion.
A better method of observing, however, would be to set up a

lens between the two pendulums, so as to bring the plane of

oscillation of the one into focus on the plane of oscillation of the

other. Then, by means of a reading telescope set up at a little

distance, the oscillation at which both crossed on the vertical

could be noted with some accuracy. It would then only be
necessary to determine the mean period of oscillation of either

from one such event to another. As the difference between
the longest and shortest periods of oscillation would only
amount to a few ten-thousandths of a second, it would not be
necessary to be very exact in the time of beginning or ending
the experiment. The number of oscillations between one coin-

cidence at the vertical and another would afford a very accurate
determination of y. For suppose n to be that number. Then

,te*^_irJHstf,

But as n is large (several thousand) we may take
n = h

and x as equal to y.

This gives y= .

Then x—y having been determined, we ascertain the value oi

x also.

The greatest departure of the oscillations of the two pen
dulums from complete opposition of phase would occur wheE

CI- from the vertical. The difference in the time of their

to a minute frac-

If the pendulums sh
the same natural period, or if the stand
that SI were greater than y, the slower harmonic component
would have a greater amplitude than the quicker one. In this

case, the pendulums would pass over all differences of phase,

and whether the mean period of oscillation were that of the

faster or of the slower component might depend upon the

initial phases, or, if dl were still larger relatively to y it might

be the same as if the pendulums were oscillating with coinci-
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dent phases. Care would have to be taken to avoid such a
state of things.

On the whole, it appears that the suggestion of M. Faye,
though it was thrown out on the spur of the moment, and w;is

not received with very warm approval on every hand, is as

sound as it is brilliant, and offers some peculiar advantages
over the existing method, of swinging pendulums.

Feb. 17, 1879.

Art. XlX.—Geobgy of Virginia: Continuation of Section across

the Appalachian Chain ; by J. L. Campbell, Washington
and Lee University.

In the number of this Journal for July last, a general out-

line of the geology of the Great Valley of Virginia was given,

and illustrated by a section embracing the several epochs repre-

sented in the valley proper, and in the two mountain ranges
forming its boundaries on the southeast and northwest. That
section may be regarded as a typical representation of the

several varieties of rock that come to the surface for many
miles on both sides of it.

In the present paper I propose to give what may be regard-

ed, in part at least, as an extension of the same section—the
results of observations made in the same general direction, but
not exactly on the same line. Moving the line of section

about eight miles toward the northeast of my former route, I

shall fall back and begin again within the limits of the Great

Valley ; the reasons for which are, first, to renew the connec-

tion with the lower Silurian limestones, that will again make
their appearance in an interesting anticlinal valley at the other

end of the section ; and secondly, that we may pass through or

near a considerable number of points of no little interest, and
easily accessible to the scientific traveler or the student of

geology.

What is here presented is, in its main features, the result of a

survey made several years ago, in conjunction with the Hon.
Wm. H. Ruffner, LL.D., the present Superintendent of Public

Instruction in Virginia, and who is a gentleman of no mean
attainments in geological science. Some important details that

are introduced, as well as some of the generalizations, are the

fruits of subsequent observations made by myself i

t our original work. The main conclusions, however, stand

J originally agreed upon.
It would hardly be proper to call this an " ideal ' section,

nee some of the most interesting portions of it represent real
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sections that nature has opened up to our view on
—where the geologist may revel,

interesting and profitable employment for many days together.

It passes through or near several mountain gorges of consider-

able depth and extent, as well as many points of minor inter-

est, where mountain streams have cut their channels through
the lower hills and thus exposed the various formations along
its lines.

On my former section the series of Professor Rogers was
given with sub-divisions ; and a table appended to present a

comparison of these with the corresponding periods and epochs
given in Professor Dana's Manual, so far as the equivalents

have been definitely determined in this part of the Appalachian
chain. On the section accompanying the present paper, the

numbers and letters refer to Professor Dana's system.
Beginning, then, with the southeastern extremity, near the

Eockbridge Baths, we find a natural section cut by the North
River through a part of 3 a and the whole of 3 & and c, etc.

(Calciferous, Quebec and Chazy=No. II Rogers). In the imme-
diate vicinity of the Baths these formations are very much
obscured by 'the Quaternary deposits of drift from the moun-
tains above, but they may be studied conveniently at points a

mile lower down on'the river cliffs, or on the neighboring hills

a little remote from the river, on the southwest side, where the

section passes. For a description of the rocks of this period,

the reader is referred to the number for July.

The line of fault presented on the former section continues,

with a single interruption, some distance beyond the present

section, crossing the river a short distance above the Baths

(N.W.)—the older (3) being still thrust upward over the edge

of the newer (4 a.) This junction of the displaced strata can be

seen indistinctly along »;he river banks at low water, but may be

more distinctly traced in the hills southwest of the river, and

on Hays' creek northeastward.

This fault has doubtless much to do with determining the

temperature of these thermal Baths, the waters of which have

a temperature of 72° R, and are kept in gentle but constant

agitation by escaping bubbles of gas, consisting largely of

nitrogen and carbonic acid. The remedial virtues of the Baths

have been long recognized. As we pass up the river in a

northwesterly direction we soon find the Trenton limestones

forming the bottom of the river-bed where the strike of the

strata can be distinctly seen crossing the stream nearly at right

angles. The same rocks also crop out on the neighboring

hills, which generally have a rounded shape and are strewed

with quantities of local drift from the adjacent mountain

gorges, There are no cliffs here ; for these argillaceous lime-
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stones and overlying shales were too fragile to withstand the

denuding force of the vast floods of water and masses of sand-

stone bowlders that have, at some past period of time, come
down with violence from the neighboring mountains and the

valleys beyond. Both the lithological and fossil characters of

these rocks show that they are the same as those on which
Lexington stands ; but here, as well as along the base of House
Mountain, they are softer, and not so extensively permeated
with white veins, as they are around Lexington, where the

crushing forces to which they have been subjected have not

only tended to harden many of the beds, but have produced
innumerable fissures that have been rilled up by infiltration,

and now present beautiful veins of calc spar. But the under-

lying coraline bed that forms the base of this epoch, and crops

out so conspicuously near Lexington, is not brought to the

surface at this point, yet is found at the distance of a few miles

on both sides of our present line of section. I have, therefore,

included it.

At the distance of two miles above the Baths, we come to

the base of Hog-back Mountain,* at its northeast terminus, and
about a mile northeast of where our section crosses. Here the

North River cuts it off from what was once its northeast con-

tinuation, called Jump Mountain. The Medina sandstones

(Rogers, No. IV) that crop out along the faces of the two ridges

sink gradually as they approach the river—showing a marked
depression at the point where the river has found its way
through. Such, however, is not the case with the contiguous

and nearly parallel ridge of North Mountain farther west.

The spurs of Hog-back and the face of the main ridge, to

the height of several hundred feet, display an extensive out-

crop of 4 &, c (Utica and Cincinnati shales.) These appear

occasionally beneath the hard sandstones of 5 a, as we pass up

through the wild, winding canon that here gives passage to the

waters that come down from the mountain valleys above, and

meet at the upper entrance of .the gorge to form the North

River. Just where the river issues from the mountain pass,

the stream separates into two parts, forming a small island, in

the middle of which rises a spring of sulphur water, now
known as Wilson's Spring. It evidently rises from the shales

of 4 5, that here form the bottom of the river.

This is the point at which the turnpike leads us into

" G-oshen Pass," through which we follow the winding course

of the river for several miles.

In pursuing his course through this crooked gorge the geo-

* This and Wolf Ridge, immediately in ,ear of it, have evidently been once

connected with the two ridges of House Mountain, represented on the former

section ; though now separated by a beautiful valley three miles wide.
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logical student will find a problem to solve of no little com-
plexity, arising in part from the windings of the river, and in

part from the rupturing and faulting of the moun-
tains themselves. After passing the ends of both Hog-back
and Wolf ridges (see section) at the distance of about a mile
and a half above Wilson's Spring, he will find the course of the
river nearly coincident with the strike of the Medina sandstones
that here dip so steeply on the KW. face of Wolf Kidge as to
pass the lower beds beneath the stream, while those higher up
are cut through in the direction of their strike. Within view
of this point, and on the opposite side of the river, a great down-
fall from the next ridge (N. Mt.) has occurred, around which the
stream makes a loop of half-a-mile in extent ; this slip, however,
is quite limited ; for above, and on the right and left of the
fallen mass the Medina sandstones again crop out along the
face of the North mountain ridges with a moderate northwest-
erly dip, displaying their full thickness of about 500 feet along
the southeast face, and, with one slight undulation, and subse-
quent!

beyon
After careful and repeated i

the M Pass," Dr. Euffner and myself agreed that the
i

presented could be accounted for only upon the hypothesis of
a fault running parallel with the axis of the mountain chain.

Repeated observations since our original survey have tended to

confirm the conclusions originally formed.
In following the course of the loop in the river, mentioned

above, we travel a short distance with the strike of the rocks

the southeast, then turn and cross the fault (filled up
with the debris from the face of the broken mountain), and
finally change our course to the northeast again following the

line of strike in nearly an opposite direction, and passing be-

neath the outcropping sandstones that rise far above our heads.

But we soon deviate from this course to one at right angles to

the mountain, and by which we are conducted through another

natural section of o a. I and c, and apparently pass out, right

upon the beds of Devonian shales. At the base of the mountain,

however, from the gap of which we have just issued, 7 and 8
are concealed from view, as evinced by the fact that they crop
out at many points along the base of the mountain at some dis-

tance from the road on both right and left. In this Little

Goshen valley there are indications of extensive beds of limon-

ite ores, some of which were worked many years ago. They
are found in both 5 b, c, and in 8.

This valley offers no special facilities for studying the Devon-
ian shales, which are found much more fully and favorably

exposed farther west, but along its western border for a distance
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of four or five miles from the turnpike, in a northeasterly direc-

tion, some interesting developments of 7 and 8 are found along
the foot of what is here called Furnace (or Knob) Mountain,
through a gorge of which the Big Calf-pasture, the chief fork

of North Eiver, comes down from the Great Goshen valley on

arches of 5 a, are

, while on the left

(Bratton's Mountain) the same rocks are overlaid by a bed of

5 b. The arch on the right hand is the one represented on the

section.

Between this and Mill Mountain lies Goshen Valley, a beau-
tiful agricultural region, and one that presents some points of

scientific interest that are readily reached by the student of

geology. The section passes near the Cold Sulphur Springs
about 1J miles southwest of Goshen depot on the Chesapeake
6 Ohio railroad. The waters of these springs flow from ex-

posed strata of 10a, dipping slightly toward the Mill Mountain
on the northwest In this valley, as well as throughout this

whole region, the Salina Period (6) is but indistinctly represented,

if at all, while the Corniferous Group (9a, b, c), appears to be

entirely wanting. But the very fossiliferous limestones of the

Helderberg (7), and of the sandstones of the Oriskany Period

well exposed at Craigsville, nine miles northeast of

tad, where a

also at poit

of Panther Gap in Mill Mountain (through which both

railroad and turnpike pass), at several points a short distance

from the base of the mountain, good exposures may be found.

The mountain itself, at this point, is cut by Mill Creek, and its

Medina sandstone axis is exposed in the form of a closed anti-

cline pushed over toward the northwest so as to give all the

strata a southeasterly dip.

Before leaving Goshen Valley we must observe the fact that,

about the depot and the Cold Sulphur, the upper member of

10 has been swept off, and in many places a large portion of

the middle member (b) has also disappeared. There is a ridge

however, beginning a mile or less north of the depot, on which all

the members (10a, b, c) appear. I have not found what remains

of this group to exceed 450 or 500 feet any where in this valley.

Eesuming our line of section west of Panther Gap we find

the thickness of 10a, 6, c to have increased and the lithological

characters to have undergone some modifications. Beds vary-

ing from siliceous slates to argillaceous sandstones are found
cropping out, especially in b, as may be seen both on the railroad

and the turnpike. Large quantities of these rocks have been

brought from the tunnel near Millboro depot. Calcareous con-

cretions of a disc-like form, full of veins of infiltrated carbonate
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of lime (septaria), increase in size and number; while thin beds

of fossil limestone, especially in a, are occasionally exposed to

At Millboro depot a line of stages leaves the railroad for the

Warm Springs, fifteen miles to the west. At the distance of

two miles we reach the old Millboro Springs where we again

find sulphur water rising from the Devonian strata (10).

Another mile brings us to the famous "Blowing Cave," where

it is well worth while for the explorer to allow himself at least

one full day. He is now upon the banks of the Cow-pasture

River, one of the upper forks of the James. Here the river

cuts through a ridge (Cave Hill), exposing to view an arch of

Helderberg limestone (7) into which a cavern of unknown depth

extends from which a breeze of considerable force issues con-

n warm weather. Above the limestones is a second

arch of Oriskany sandstone (8), in which are numerous Spirifer

shells well preserved. These two formations may be studied

here with great convenience ; and, if an additional exposure is

desired, it may be found two miles farther toward the north-

east, where Stuart's Creek exposes a similar arch in the same

hill, and where fine specimens of Favosites are easily obtained.

Exposures of the members of 10 may be studied along the

banks of the Cow-pasture both above and below the passage

through Cave Hill. A short distance below, in what is called

"Alum Bank," we found a thin bed of limestone remarkably

full of fossil shells. At other points higher up and lower down

the river similar exposures occur.

Near this place is one of the numerous so-called Alum
Springs "—the Wallawhatoola, an old Indian name. The waters

here, as at the Rockbridge and the Bath Alum Springs, collect

slowly from the crevices of the dark pyritous shales of No. 10.

Springs of this class are very numerous among the Devonian

shales in Virginia ; and waters of similar character sometimes

issue from shales of earlier and later dates. Their chief min-

eral constituents are sulphates of alumina, lime, magnesia,

potassa, soda, iron (ferrous sulphate), with more or lessee sul-

phuric acid. In the Wallawhatoola I found, with the spectro-

s™pe, a decided traee of lithia.
.

The shales of this region, and especially in this valley of

the Cow-pasture River, present three tolerably well character-

ized beds ; the equivalents, no doubt, of the three recognized

epochs of the Hamilton Period*—Marcell us, Hamilton
beds ; the equivalents, i

t
ms of the Hamilton P<

Genesee. The lower member consists of

black, sometimes bluish-black—shales that split readily into

thin layers, and even fine scales or slender columnar fragments.

The middle member has a decidedly greenish tint—olive in

*.Thia is No. Till of Professor Kogers's series.
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many places, especially where it appears along the public roads,

and in cuts on the railroads. The highest division is much
variegated in color and texture ; the beds of shale are yellow,

brown and red, while considerable strata of sandstone of argil-

laceous character are found alternating with the shales.

Among all these are found beds of very calcareous shales

passing often into impure limestones that abound in Encrinites,

Atrypas, Spirifers, etc. The upper member has generally more

calcareous "beds in it than either of the others. This whole

region has been greatly denuded, but the sharply rounded,

and often cone-like hills that are left standing, with deep

ravines cut out between them, present a striking feature of the

Ian fecape, and, at the same time, afford the means of an

approximate estimate of the thickness of the whole series of

shales, which cannot be less than seven hundred feet.

Along the faces of many of the hills that have been recently

denuded by floods in the river and its tributaries, the planes of

ten, and of slaty (metamorphic) cleavage, are both well

displayed—the latter so distinct that an unpracticed eye might

readily mistake them for the planes of original stratification.

About four miles west of the Blowing Cave the turnpike

crosses a ridge called Mair's Mountain, capped by a low arch

of Oriskany sandstone (8), beneath which are exposures of the

Helderberg limestones (7) where a small stream has cut its way

through the ridge. Beyond this ridge we find another syn-

clinal trough filled with the shales of No. 10, out of which

rise the waters of the Bath Alum. Near this watering place is

a cave formed by the washing out of the softer bed of Medina

rocks so as to leave a regular arch which becomes narrower and

lower toward the rear of the cavern, giving the whole cavity

the shape of a semi-cone with the dividing plane for the floor,

rs. Its location is beneath

the section.

A mile beyond the Bath Alum, our line begins to ascend the

lofty ridge of the Warm Springs Mountain. To the structural

geologist this presents an object of the highest interest. As

we follow the windings of the turnpike we find ourselves sur-

rounded first by the debris of the Clinton sandstones and shales

(6 and 7 are concealed), and as we approach the crest of Pin/

Eidges the Medina sandstones (5 a) make their appearance in

situ. We are thence conducted by a spur across to the face ot

the main ridges, where the road 'is cut out of the sandstones,

exposing their lithological and fossil features in a very inter-

esting way. Eipple marks and casts of shells in the brown

and purple sandstones, and fucoids in the shales, are of frequent

On reaching the depression of the summit where the road
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crosses, we turn to the left and follow the crest of the ridge for

half a mile toward the southwest to the top of what is known
as " flag rock "—the highest outcrop of Medina sandstone on
this mountain, haying a steep southeasterly dip. From this

point, 3340 feet above tide level, the mountain scenery on all

sides is very grand. Along the base of this ridge, on the

northwest side, lies the Warm Springs Valley—a narrow strip

of the Lower Silurian limestones of the Great Valley again

brought to the surface. On the opposite side of this narrow
valley another ridge, Little Mountain, rises to a less elevation,

but is composed of the same kind of rocks as the main moun-
tain, but dipping toward the northwest * The olive-colored

sandstones, generally found at the base of the Medina group in

this region, appear near the summit of both these opposing

ridges, and are succeeded by the fragile sandstones and shales

of the Cincinnati and Utica epochs that form the steep slopes

of both mountains. These are succeeded by the Trenton (4 a)

limestones that dip beneath them, but form more gradual

slopes toward the middle of the valley, where the older Chazy

(3 c) limestones make their appearance. The latter are not

largely developed where the tepid waters of the Warm Springs

rise, but widen out considerably toward the southwest. A
short distance to the northeast of the springs we found Tren-

ton fossils in abundance, like those we had found just below

the entrance of Goshen Pass.

In this anticlinal valley the Lower Silurian rocks come to the

surface for a distance of several miles on both sides of the section,

the general range being parallel with the Appalachian chain.

The two ridges that here face each other were doubtless

parts of a great open anticlinal fold that was formed, when,

by powerful lateral pressure from a southeasterly direction, the

ire pushed up from their original horizontal bedding.

But it is hardly probable, judging from the present condition

of things, that they ever formed complete arches across the

valley. It is certainly more reasonable to suppose that such

masses of strata of varying hardness and strength, and with an

aggregate thickness of more than two thousand (2000) feet,

were so ruptured at the time of upheaval as to form a rugged

gorge, extending for many miles along the crest of the fold,

and that subsequent erosions and denudations by ice and water

widened it out, and shaped it into the beautiful valley as we now
find it This is a valley of thermal waters ; for, besides the

Warm Springs, near which our section crosses, and the baths of

which range in temperature from 95° to 98° F. ;
the Hot

Springs, five miles to the southwest, with temperatui 3

from 100° to 108° F., and the Healing Springs in the same

* Along some parts of this broken ridge the sandstones are vertical or even
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neighborhood, with a temperature of 85°, rise in the same anti-

clinal fold.

About half a mile southwest of the Warm Springs the col-

lected waters of this portion of the valley find their way out in

a northwesterly direction through a deep ravine, in which are

found exposures of all the formations from 4 to 8.

General remarks.—(1.) Throughout the whole region repre-

sented on the accompanying section, conformity of strata pre-

vails, and so continues till we reach the Carboniferous in West

Virginia. (2.) The Medina sandstones that are from 405 to

500°feet thick along the North Mountain thin out to about 350

on Warm Springs Mountain. Here, too, the structure is less

conglomerate, and the marks of shore-line formation are less

numerous and distinct than they are farther east. (3.) It may

be well to mention some of the prominent points along the line

of section convenient for observation. At the lower entrance

of Goshen Pass, and in Warm Springs valley, exposures of 4

may be readily found. No. 5 (Medina) may be successfully

studied in Goshen Pass and on Warm Springs Valley ;
while

the region around Millboro Springs affords to the explorer

some of the finest exposures of 7, 8 and 10. But the accom-

panying section may serve as a key to a wider range of obser-

vation. Perhaps the best point of departure would be Goshen,

on the C. & O. Eailroad. If he wishes to extend the section

farther toward the northwest, the turnpike from Warm Springs

to Huntersville, in West Virginia, affords a favorable route for

horse-back explorations.

Washington and Lee University, Va., April, 1879.

ABT. XX.—On the Discovery of a supposed new Planetoid;

by Prof. C. H. F. Peters. From a letter to the Editors

dated Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College, Clinton,

N. Y., July 13, 1879.

The following are the results of two observations on a

planetoid found here on the 9th inst., which seems to be new.

1879. Meantime. a (198). S (198). No.ofcomp.

July 9. Ilfc36m 48» 17 h 22" 11»-16 -23°22/ 7"-2 4

July 10. 12 32 24 17 21 21-15 -23 27 29-5 8

Comparison star for both evenings was Arg. 16826. Last

night I succeeded again in getting a good set of observations,

which, however, are not yet reduced. The planet is rather ol

the fainter class of the 11th magnitude, and on account of its

southern position a difficult object, if the sky is not quite serene.

Should the planet of Mr. Palisa of May, after the final dis-

cussion of the observations, turn out to be a new one and no

identical with Adeona, the present one will be number 199.
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Art. XXI.

—

Notes on the Laramie Group of Southern Colorado

and Northern Neto Mexico, Eastfrom the Spanish Ranges ; by
John J. Stevenson, Professor of Geology in the University

of the City of New York.

The most southern of the Laramie coal fields along the east-

ern base of the Rocky Mountains lies partly in Colorado, and

partly in New Mexico. It is rudely lozenge-shaped and has

its greatest breadth near the southern boundary of Colorado,

whence it ta] ion, pointing out at the north Dear

Cudmras Creek, forty miles from the state line, and terminat-

ing at the south immediately beyond Cimarron Creek, thirty-

six miles south from the Colorado line. Its area is not far

the season of 1878. With consent of the Chief Engineer,

U. S. A., a brief synopsis of results is offered here in advance of

the report to be presented to Lieutenant Wheeler.

This field is separated from the Spanish Eanges by a merid-

ional valley, from one-fourth of a mile to nearly two miles

wide. Its 'eastern border is well-marked by a line of high

bluffs, facing the plains and showing the lower rocks of the

Laramie resting on the higher shales of the Colorado group.

The extreme breadth along the state line is due to the presence

of a basalt plate covering the Baton* Plateau, whereby the

rocks have been protected from erosion, so that the lower mem-
bers of the group reach to, say, twenty-three miles south of east

from Trinidad, Colorado. No part of the Laramie gr-

on the Purgatory or the Canadian Plains north or south from

the plateau, west from longitude 104° 7', or south from north

latitude 37° 20' ; but the Middle Cretaceous rocks, th< a

base of Cretaceous No. 4, immediately underlie the Quaternary

deposits on those plains and extend for several miles up all of

the cafions on the eastern side of the coal-field.

Three petty anticlinals were traced out as affecting the Lara-

mie beds. They are important, economically, as they keep the

coals within reach.

The Laramie group is represented here by sandstones, shales

and coal beds. The sandstones, with few exceptions, are

yellowish-gray, and each is an almost exact copy of every

other, the only material variations being in thickness. Persist-

ent limestone beds, with mark are wholly

and such beds as do occur are thin, irregular and

featureless. No rock exists which can be used as a horizon, so

* This is designated the Chicories Mesa on Dr. Hayden's general map of Coio-

Am. Jour. Sci.-Thibd Semes, Vol. XVIII, No. 104.-Acgcst, 1879.
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e and shale, 45' to 83'

42. Coal bed I, 2' 6" to 2"

43. Sandstone and shale, 50'

44. CW&etfH', 1'

45. Sandst'e and shale, 50' to 60'

46. Cat's Claw Canon coal

bed H, 5' to 2"

47. Sandst'e and shale, 90' to 111'

48. Upper Vermejo coal bed G,
2't
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that the process of tying together the fragmentary local vertical

sections is a painful one. But the canons crossing or deeply
indenting the field are numerous and are separated by narrow
intervals ; they afford ample opportunity for verification of the

sections, and it seems hardly possible for serious errors to

escape detection.

The section of the group is approximately as follows :

1. Great Sandstone, 440'

2. Coal bed Z, Blossom.
Sandstone and shale, 77'

Coal bed Y, Blossom.
Sandstone and shale, 75'

Coal bed X', 2'

Shale and sandstone, 45'

8. Coal bed X, 4'

Sandstone and Shale, 26'

10. Coal bed W, 6' to 4"

Sandst'e and Shale, 47' to 70'

Coal bed V, 4' to 10"

Sandst'e and shale, 30' to 36'

Canadian coal bedJJ, 6' to 4"

15. Sandst'e and shale, 20' to 30'

Coal bed T, 6' to 2' 6"

Sandst'e and shale, 13' to 20'

18. Coal bedS, 4' 3" to 10"

Sandstone and shale, 25'

Coal bed TV, 1' 4"

21. Shale and sandst'e, 25' to 35'

Caliente coal bed R, 16' to 1'

23. Sandst'e and shale, 30' to 35'

Baton coal bed Q, 3' to 1'

Sandstone and shale, 25'

26. Coal bed P, 2' 6" to 1'

and shale, 40' to 50'

28. Coal bed O, 10"

Sandstone and shale, 30'

Coal bed N, 2'

31. Sandst'e and shale, 33' to 43'

32. Cameron coal bedM, 33' to 4"

Sandst'e and shale, 22' to 27'

Coal bed L, l' to 8"

Sandst'e and shale, 64' to 70'

Coal bed K, 3' 66. Halymenites Sandstone,
Sandstone and shale,

Coal bed J', Blossom. 67. Shale and sandstone,

shown in this field,

F,

52. Coal bed E" I

53. Shale and sandstone, 15'

54. Coal bed E',
6"

55. Shale and sandstone, 25'

56. Upper Beilly coal bed K,
7' 8" to r

57. Sandst'e and shale, 18' to 31'

58. Lower Beilly coal bedD,
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The Coal Beds.

Several coal beds, which seem to be of very limited extent,

ave been omitted.
• to be persistent, being

\ often only

'blossoms," which sometimes fail to indicate either the

thickness or the quality of the coal. No bed was found cer-

tainly wanting at any locality, except where, during the forma-

tion of some enormous sandstone, the underlying rooki

as well as coals, had been cut away. But, though thoroughly

persistent, the Laramie coal beds are as variable as are those of

the Lower Barren coal group of the Appalachian coal field.

Reference to the section shows that no bed exhibits any degree

of constancy, and that even the best one is at times utterly

worthless.
r

None possesses more than merely local importance.

A bed, ten feet thick at one place, may be but a few inches

thick at another only a mile away, or its excellent coal may be

; to instability of conditions ; but this is more clearly

shown by the splitting up of the larger beds, especially in the

lower part of the section; a most perplexing phenomenon,

where readily identifiable horizons of sandstone or limestone

are altogether absent This subdivision of the beds seems to

be confined to the lower part of the section, yet it may charac-

terize the higher part also. The higher coal beds are seldom

thick and their variations cannot be traced without much diffi-

culty, the more so because their exposures are indistinct, being

masked by debris of the sandstones.

The breaking up of the lower beds along the western edge

of the field is so extreme, that at some localities the section of

the first two hundred feet above the Halymenites Sandstone

bears no resemblance to the same part of the group as exposed

on the eastern side of the field. At the head of the Yermejo

canon, this interval contains fourteen streaks of coal, and black

shales are liberally distributed throughout the section The

Cameron coal bed splits up into sixteen layers of -

shale and coal, not far below Cameron post office on Vermejo

creek in the center of the field. There the aggregate thickness

is thirty-three feet, though but a short distance east or west,

the bed is barely two feet thick. The most interesting varia-

tions are those shown by the Trinidad coal bed, between Trinidad

and Raton Pass, within a distance of little more than nine

miles. Four measurements gave the following results

:
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Total of Coal,... 9' 10" V 5" 10' 10" 19' 6"

The interval, No. 2, is filled with shale in the first two sec-

tions, but contains sandstone as well as shale in the last two.

No. 4 is bony coal in the first two, but holds shale and sandstone

in the last two. No. 6 is filled with clay at all of the localities.

The coal from the Laramie group in this field is soft. That

from the Trinidad bed is excellent gas-coal and the slack is

easily coked. The coking is done in bee- hive ovens similar to

those used in western Pennsylvania. Little has been done,

away from Trinidad, toward developing the mines. The whole

country is cursed with old Mexican land grants, most of which
are clouded, so that capitalists hesitate to make investments.

The Sandstones.

The sandstones are much alike and few of them are persist-

ent They change into shales and back again into sandstones

in the most perverse manner. Still, some of these beds are

constant and are serviceable locally as guides.

The Great Sandstone, closing the group within this field, is

present at the summits of all divides and is readily recognized

by its physical peculiarities. It is yellowish gray, compact,

and for the most part comparatively fine-grained, though it

occasionally contains a layer of not very coarse conglomerate.

This rock is wholly non-fossiliferous at every locality where it

The sandstones above coal beds F, G and H, are usually

present. These vary from light yellowish gray to decided buff.

Ordinarily they are massive, but occasionally flaggy layers are

found in which impressions of dicotyledonous leaves abound.

No animal remains were observed except in the sandstone over-

lying coal bed F, in which obscure impressions of B

bluffs from Cucharas Creek southward to Cimarron Creek, witl

the blossom of the Dillon coal bed almost immediately above ll

I have given its name because the rock is loaded with Holy
"

i major Lesqx., which was not identified with certainty a

Almost without exception, the sandstones are fine-grained at
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the eastern edge of the field, but they become coarser toward

the west, until on the western border, some of them are con-

glomerates and the shales have almost wholly disappeared.

This condition exists at the base of the mountains.

Limestone layers were seen within several of the sandstones.

They are always present on the eastern side of the field in the

intervals between coal beds F and G, H and I, and I and J.

S oikr layers are sometimes shown in other intervals, but they

are not ] .ersistent. These beds are from two to eighteen inches

thick. None was found above coal bed J, which is about mid-

way in the section. The limestone is blue to flesh-colored,

weathers yellow because of much iron, and contains no fossils.

It is very' similar to much of the limestone found in the Lower

Barren coal group of the Appalachian coal field.

Impressions of leaves of dicotyledonous plants were found

in all the flaggy sandstones from the Dillon coal bed to the base

of the Great Sandstone at the top of the section
j

<

remains are rare. Some fish-teeth were obtained from the

mites Sandstone, associated with a Cardium, which is

very similar to a shell of which imperfect impressions occur in

the sandstone overlying the Lower Vermejo coal bed. But no

impressions of leaves were found in the shales immediately

overlying coal beds. The impressions occur only in sandstones ;

they are of isolated or fragmentary leaves and many ot them

were muck softened by soaking before they were entombed.

The plants belonged to upland vegetation and their leaves were

evidently brought down to the shore by streams.

Relation of the Laramie to the Middle Cretaceous,

Throughout this southern coal-field the Lamarie rocks rest on

the shales of the Fort Pierre sub-group, the Cretaceous, JNo. 4

of Mr. Meek's original section. These contain Ammonites pla-

-mta, BaculUes ovatus, Inoceramus convexus and other thoro-

ughly characteristic species. The Fox Hills group, the JNo. o

of Mr. Meek's section, appears to be wanting here,

tainly is wanting if the Halymeniies sandstone is to be included

in the Laramie group. _ _. . ,, n
really, the transition from the Fort Pierre to the

Laramie is so gradual that the line of separation between the

groups must be assumed arbitrarily. The dark shales of the

former pass upward into brownia -mdstone,,

which in turn shade away into the Halymenitis sandstone above.

The transition requires not far from two hundred feet of rock.

But a crreat change took place at the close of the Fort Pierre

group. For the most part, the shales of that group are rich in

animal remains, but such remains cease to appear at lor

feet below the line assumed as the summit. Animal reo

to all intents, absent from the Laramie group in the Trinidad
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coal-field. The newer conditions were unfavorable to animal
life. Marine conditions, however, did not cease with the Fort
Pierre. The sandstones of the Laramie are of marine origin,

though perhaps only off-shore deposits. Halymenites major
occurs profusely in the lowest sandstone within the Trinidad
field as well as at much higher horizons in the Canon City
field. Huge knotted fucoids were found in a sandstone above
coal bed J, in the former field. Other sandstones, showing no
fucoids, contain many battered logs. Limestones, unmistakably
of marine origin, occur up near to the middle of the Laramie.
The change is not unlike that shown in the passage from the

Lower to the Upper Carboniferous in the Appalachian coal-field.

Art. XXII.—On some points in Lithohgy ; by James D. Dana

II. On the composition of the Capillaey Volcanic glass of
Kilauea, Hawaii, called Pele's Haie.

The capillary volcanic glass of Kilauea collected by the

writer at the volcano in the year 1840 was analyzed for the

writer's Geological Eeport of the Exploring Expedition (1849)
by Prof. B. Silliman (B. Silliman, Jr.), and the results are pub-

lished in it on page 200. The large discrepancies between the

two analyses there reported—one of a dark and the other of a

pale variety—and especially the difference as to soda, one being

stated to contain 21 62 per cent, and the other none, left the

question of composition in great doubt.* I have r

of Yale College, excepting the de
oxidation of the iron, which is by Prof. 0. D. Allen
results were as follows

:

I. IT. Me*

Silica 50-76 50*74 50-

Alumina 16-68 16-39 16*

Iron sesquioxide 2'15 2'05 2*

Iron protoxide 7*90 7*87 1'

Manganese protoxide trace trace trc

Magnesia 7'65 7*65 7
-

Lime 11-95 11-97 11"

Soda 2-11 2-16 2-

Potash 0-55 0-57 0*

alyses also of volcanic s
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The composition obtained has great interest, since it shows
that this most fusible part of the Kilauea lavas has almost pre-
cisely the composition of ordinary doleryte (=bas:dt = dial>;ise,

;

\ ). I cite for comparison an analysis by G. W. Hawes
of the "trap" of West Eock (New Haven, Conn.), which agrees
closely with the average composition of this basic rock.

SiOa £K) 3 feOa PeO MnO MgO CaO Na,0 K3 ign
PfltfsHair 50-75 1654 2-10 788 Vr. 7-65 11-96 2"13 0-56 0-35=9992
West Rock "trap" 51-80 1421 3-55 8-26 0-42 7"63 10-68 2-15 0-39 063=99-72

[ + phosphoric acid 014

The "trap" consists of labradorite and augite with some
magnetite. It is hence identical with the most abundant kind
of igneous rocks. The fusibility of such a compound is thus

sated by the facts at Kilauea. Moreover it is not sur-

-nce the fusibility of both labradorite and ordinary
black augite are each marked down as low as 3 by von Kobell.
There is hence no question as to the complete fusion of such

rs in a volcano, even where moisture is not present.

The analyses add another to the many examples already
known, proving that there was no difference in constitution
between a large part of the material in fusion and ejected in

time and that thrown out by modern volcanos; and it

- the fact that Geology has no good basis for the dis-

tinction of " older" and " younger" among igneous rocks.

An important paper on the microscopic characters of Pele"s

Hair has been published at Tubingen (in 1877) by C. Pr. W.
Krukenberg, in a pamphlet giving also the results of the author's

investigations on Tachylyte and Hyalomelan, Basalt glass,

Porous and Spherulitic Basalt, and Obsidian. He states, and
illustrates by figures, the following facts respecting Pele's Hair.

The fibers are sometimes bent and coalesced into loops ; often

are tubular; frequently contain air bubbles, and occasionally

microlites. There is usually an enlargement of the diameter

whenever a crystal (or microlite) exists within, and also about
many of the air-cavities. The crystals are mostly rhombic, but
as to their kinds the author makes no suggestion.

Art. XXHL— On ike size of Molecules; by N. D. C. Hodges.

i mass of water, the expenditure on it of

_/ equivalent to 636'7 units of heat '

""

to consider this conversion into steam as a breaking up of the

water into a large number of small parts, the total surface of

which will be larger than that of the water originally. To
increase the surface of a mass of water by one square centimeter
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requires the use of '000825 milligrams of work. The total
superficial area of all the parts, supposing them spherical, will

be 47rr 3K The number of parts being N, the work done in

dividing the water will be 4tzy 3 N. For the volume of all the
parts we have far'N. This volume is in accordance with
the requirements of the kinetic theory of gases, about „\*
of the total volume of the steam. The volume of the steam
is 1752 times the original unit volume of water.

Hence £N"7rr 33000= 1752
4N^r2-000825=636 ,,

7,423

One unit of heat equals 423 milligrams.
Solving these equations for r and N, we get r equal to

•000000005 centimeter, a quantity of the same order of magni-
tude as has already been obtained by Thomson, Maxwell and
others, N equal 9000 (million) 3n for the number in one cubic
centimeter 5 to 6 (million) 3

.

Around every body there is an atmosphere of more or less

condensed gases. On the surface of platinum these must be
nearly in the liquid condition, as shown by the power of plat-

inum to bring the atoms of hydrogen and oxygen so near
together that they combine. These vapors on the surface have
a tendency at ordinary temperatures to expand ; and part of

them can do so, if the surface of the body is reduced. There
is in these condensed atmospheres an explanation of all the

phenomena of superficial tension. The energy in the unit of

area ought to be equivalent to the amount of work done in

compressing a quantity of the vapor from the gaseous to the
liquid state sufficient to cover the surface a few molecules deep.
The molecular attraction seems to be very slight in gases, when
the molecules are ten or fifteen molecular diameters apart.

To get some idea of the amount of work done in coi
one gram of oxygen to liquid form, we may consider that in

the union of one gram of hydrogen with eight grams of oxygen
34,462 units of heat are produced. It matters not that the con-

densation is brought about by the energy of chemical separa-

tion rather than by the work done in pressing them together
in a cylinder.

The superficial energy of platinum is 1694 milligrams per

square meter or -01694 per square centimeter, equal to -00004
of a unit of heat. The proposition

: centimeters as -00000001, which
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Art. XXIV.

—

Discovery of a new group of Lower (hrbom/ervus

Rocks in Southeastern Ohio: by E. B. ANDREWS. Letter to

the Editors dated Lancaster, Ohio, July 5, 1879.

I have recently found in Perry County (Ohio) an interesting

group of fossiliferous rocks between the Maxville Limestone

\imate equivalent of the Chester group of Illinois),

and the Waverly. In Illinois and along the Mississippi river,

there are three distinct groups of Lower Carboniferous rocks

between the Chester and the Waverly or Kinderhook of the

Illinois Reports. These are the St. Louis, Keokuk and Bur-

lington. It has long been my hope to find traces of these

groups in Ohio. At one point I have recently obtained the

following section :

Maxville limestone, - 15 to 18 ft., estimated.

Coarse sandstone, 2 ft.

Clay shale, blue and red, - 8 «*

Horizon of nodular concretions, fossiliferous.

Clay shale, blue, -*fL

Ferruginous limestone, highly fossiliferous, 15 m.

Blue clay shale,.. 8 to 10ft.

Fine grained sandstone (Logan sandstone)UpperWaverly.

At another locality, about a mile distant, I find the same

ieBtone is not seen.

A few of the fossils first obtained were sent to Mr. R. P.

Whitfield, who found them mostly new, but indu-aung a keo-

kuk type, with suggestions of Warsaw and Spergen Hill. 1

have since largely increased my collection and may have sixty

or seventy species, and shall doubtless obtain many more

Besides corals and Bryozoa, which are beautifully preserved, 1

find representatives of the following genera :
Lingula, Diseina,

Productus, Chonetes, Spirifer, Rhynconella, Philhpsia, Beller-

ophon, Aviculopecten, Platyceras, Dentalium, and of several

others. Fragments of Crinoids are abundant, but, as yet 1

I have found none whole. Very few of the species can be

found in the underlying Waverly, and perhaps none in the

overlying Maxville. I have been unable to ideiitrJ

of the species with those figured in our Western Reports Irom

the Lower Carboniferous rocks. It is probable that the newly

found group does not exactly represent any of the groups

found farther west, but
;llon

p
the

i shallow margin of the i

ited the vast calcareous beds of the Middle Lower Carbonifer-

ous, found along the Mississippi river. Provisionally the

group may be called the Rushville group.
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Art. XXV.— Note on the Lower Waverly Strata of Ohio; by
Edward Orton, Professor of Geology in Ohio State Univer-
sity, Columbus, Ohio.

The Waverly Black Shale of Southern Ohio proves to be a
very persistent stratum. It is but sixteen feet on the Ohio
Eiver, where it was first described by Professor E. B. Andrews,
and at no point has it been found to exceed thirty feet in thick-

ness, but it stretches without interruption from the Ohio Eiver
to Lake Erie, and now that it has been followed through the

length of the State, it gives us the means of synchronizing the

hitherto discordant elements of the lower part of the Waverly
Group in a sur «y manner.
The identity of the Waverly Black Shale of Southern Ohio

and the Cleveland Shale of Northern Ohio, which was suggested
as probable ten years since by Dr. Newberry, and which has

since been adopted by most of those who have written on the

geology of the Waverly Group in Ohio, proves to be an error.

Dr. Newberry has since shown that the Erie Shale wedges
out as it is followed westward from Cleveland, letting the

Cleveland Shale down upon the Huron Shale, near the mouth
of Vermillion Eiver. From this it would appear that the Black
Shale that is followed southward from that point covers the

interval occupied by three northern formations viz : the Huron,
Erie and Cleveland' Shales.

The Waverly Black Shale finds its place directly above the

Berea Grit to the northward. The stratum has been distinctly

described in the reports on the northern counties, but it has

not been distinctly named. It has been treated of as the

dark, fossiliferous shale at the base of the Cuyahoga Shale.

No better name could be found for it than Berea Shale—for it

makes the roof of the Berea quarries, just as it does of the

lower Waverly quarries of Pike County.
As a result of this determination, it is seen that we have in

the Berea Grit a stratum that can be traced continuously from

the Pennsylvania line westward to Erie County, and from

thence southward to the Ohio Eiver. The equivalence of the

several principal subdivisions of the series in Northern and

Southern Ohio is now apparent. Thus we find that the Bed-

ford Shale is the Waverly Shale of Pike County, the Berea

Grit is the Lower Waverly of Central and Southern Ohio, the

Berea Shale (base of the Cuyahoga Shale) is the Waverly
Black Shale, and the Cuyahoga Shale of the northern counties

is represented by just about the same measure and the same
character of beds in Pike County that it has at the north.

At about four hundred feet above the Great Black Shale,
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certain highly fossiliferous beds occur. They have been worked

for fossils quite carefully in Medina, Ashland, Licking, Ross,

Pike and Scioto Counties. It seems probable, at least, that the

Lodi, Ashland, Granville and Sciotoville fossils all come from

the same horizon.

The Buena Vista Stone, that overlies by a few feet the

Waverly Black Shale on the Ohio River, and with which the

Berea Grit of Northern Ohio was identified by the erroneous

reference of the Waverly Black Shale named above, proves to

be much more local in its character than the other elements.

It has not been found to hold as a continuous stratum as far

north as the center of the State.

A summary of the facte here given is ap]

form. The thickness of the several strata as found o Northern

Ohio is that given by Dr. Newberry-
represented by the typical Waverly section.

vhile Southern Ohio i

Northern Ohio.
Southern Ohio.

Cuyahoga Shale, 150-250 ft.

Upper beds fossiliferous.

Shale and Sandstone, 300-400 ft.

Upper beds fossiliferous.

(Berea Shale,) 10 ft.

Included by Newberry with Cuyahoga,
Waverly Black Shale, 15 ft.

Berea Grit, 60 ft. Waverly Quarries, 60 ft.

and overlying blue shale.

Bedford Shale, 75 ft. Waverly Shale, 90 ft.

Cleveland Shale. Grteat Black Shale.

A conglomerate covers the Cuyahoga Shale both in ISorthern

nd in Southern Ohio. It has been pronounced in both sec-

tions the Carboniferous conglomerate, but ra Licking, Knox

and other counties the same fossiliferous stratum that under-

lies it constitutes the base of the Waverlv conglomerate of

Andrews, which is there separated from the Carboniferous con-

glomerate by one hundred to two hundred feet of the Logan

sandstone of the same author. Without undertaking to clear

up the confusion of the two conglomerates throughout the field,

I venture to suggest that a satisfactory explanation for South-

ern Ohio seems to be found in the fact that upon the extreme

western border of the coal-measures, the two conglomerates are

unconformable by overlap, the Logan sandstone being greatly

reduced and perhaps disappearing entirely, and the conglome-

rates thus coming to be considered as one.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1 . Vapor-densities at very High Temperatures.—Victor Meter
proposed some time ago a simple method for the approximate

ii of vapor-densities for the purpose of fixing molecu-

lar weights.* Subsequently, in conjunction with Carl Meter,

he extended the method to the determination of densities at tem-

p natures just below the softening point of Bohemian glass, find-

ing the density of phosphoric sulphide P
2
S

a
to be 7*65, theory

requiring 7*67 ; and that of indium chloride to be 7'87, the form-

ula InCl
3
requiring 7*60, thus proving indium to be

These authors have now renders 1 tble for much

I igber temperatures, optically a bright yellow, lying between the

fusing points of cast and of wrought iron, by the use of bulbs of

I
n re hun, heated in a Perrot's gas furnace. The opera!

ducted precisely as at lower temperatures, some details only

r.r.piiring modification. The temperature of the mufiie was deter-

oiimetrically by means of a block of platinum; giving

1570° C, 1543° and 1557° in three experiments, the mean being

1560°. Sulphur-vapor at this temperature, was found to have a

density of 2-17, S
2
requiring 2-21. As Deville and Troost found

2*38 at 1040° C., S continues to be diatomic at higher tempera-

tures. The density as found by the authors below redness, 6'58,

corresponds to a hexatomic molecule, S
6
. Cuprous chloride, also

determined in nitrogen, gave 7-05, the formula Cu
2
Cl

2
requiring

6-84. Arsenous oxide gave a density of 13-80 at a moderate red

heat, 13-78 at 1560°; corresponding to the formula As
4
O

e ,
whicn

requires 3 3-68. This agrees with !

\ hit the opinion of Kolbe that arsenous oxide would S]

sulphur, into smaller molecules at higher temperatures, w not

correct, the formula being As
4
O

a
alike at 571° and 1560 .

its

—
o /°* cinnabar £ave a density of 5 '39

'
the

ula Hg
9
S

s
requiring 5-34.—Ber. Berl. Ohem. Ges., xii, 1112, June,

2.
' Vapor-densities of Metallic Chlorides.—Victor and Carl

Meter give, in a later paper, the results of some determinations

by their method, of the vapor-densities of certain nit-

rides. Stannous chloride, at the temperature of 619 ma batn oi

melted lead, gave 12-85 ; at 697°, 13'08. Hence its formula shouia

be Sn CI which requires 13-06. Zinc chloride, determined «
891° and*907° in the Perrot-Wiesenegg muffle furnace, gave 4 sa

*This Journal, HI, xvii, 63, Jan., 1879.
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and 4-61, ZnCl
a
requiring 4*70. Ferric chloride, in a lead bath

heated to the boiling point of sulphur (about 447°) gave 11*14;
and at 619°, 11*01, the formula Fe,Cl

6
requiring l \»r*. At higher

temperatures, even at 697°, both 'ferric ami aluminum chlorides
lose chlorine.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xii, 1195, June, 1879.

3. On Lead tetrachloride.—Fisher has given some experi-
mental evidence to prove the existence of a tetrachloride of lead.

When lead dioxide is acted on by moderately strong hydrochlo-
ric acid, a yellow solution is obtained having a strong odor of

chlorine, and easily decomposed by heat, evolving chlorine and
depositing crystallized lead chloride. Alkalies and alkali carho-

nates as well as earthy oxides and carbonates, throw down lead
peroxide, as also do weak acids as acetic and boric. If no excess
of hydrochloric acid i- used, simple dilution with water precipi-

tates the dioxide. For the analysis, lead dioxide was cautiously
idd >l t twii its w n-lu oi h\ lr« hlor'n icid previously d hi d
with an equal volume of water. After a few minutes, the yellow
solution was poured off from the precipitated lead dichiorile.

Twenty c. c. of this solution was allow* d to th»w into a solution of
sodium acetate, producing a precipitate of lead dioxide. Twenty
c. c. was also added to a definite volume of ferrous sulphate of
known strength, in excess. The former mixture was then filtered

into a Woulfe's bottle, the lead dioxide on the filter washed, dried,

1 weighed. The latter solution was titrated with per-

manganate, the chlorine being estimated from the amount of the

by it. Assuming the analytical reactions to

be PbCl
4 + and FbL'l -Pl,Cl + Cl

a,
it is

evident that the lead obtained by the first of the above processes

stands to the chlorine obtained by the second as 1 : 2 atoms. The
experimental ratios obtained were 1 : T97, 1 : 2*03, 1 : T98, and
1 : 1*96, in several experiments; thus leaving no doubt that the

yellow solution examined contained a compound of lead and chlo-

rine gas is passed through a solution containing lead chloride in

suspension. The facility of this conversion into peroxide in pres-

ence of sodium acetate leads the author to propose it as a quan-

titative method, using bromine in place of chlorine.—./. Chem,
Bo&, xxxv, 282, June, 1879. g. T. b.

m

4. On the New Element, Scandium—The new element scan-

dium, discovered by N i

'tow a specimen of the

ytterbia of Marignac, prepared from both gadolinite and euxenite.

In order to ascertain whether the new element exists in hoih

these minerals, or in only one of -yd in the

Ion of the gadolinite earths at the same time with

amined these especially for the new metal, and foun I, a

gadolinite contained it but only in minute quantity. From four

kilograms of this mineral, he was able to extract 0*8 gram scan-
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dium oxide ; hence he infers that gadolinite contains 0-02 per cent

of this earth. In studying the yttric earths of yttrotitanite or

keilhauite from Arendal, he found scandia present there also.

Three kilograms of this mineral gave him 1*2 grams of scandium

oxide, corresponding to 0-04 per cent. He is now engaged on

larger quantities of the keilhauite and hopes to obtain enongh

material to enable him to determine the more important charac-

ters of the new element, which he thinks does not belong to the

yttrium group.—Bull Soc. Ch., II, xxxi, 486, June, 1879.

5. On the Action of Bleaching Powder on Ethyl Alcohol—
Schmitt and Goldberg have studied the action which goes on in

the commercial process for the preparation of chloroform by dis-

gether bleaching powder and ethyl alcohol. When a

good bleaching powder acts on absolute alcohol, after seven to

ten minutes an energetic reaction sets in with evolution of much

neat, and there distills over, besides the excess of alcohol, a

greenish yellow oil, which under the influence of light and heat

decomposes almost explosively, evolving vapors of fa j i

and hypochlorous acids. They have not succeeded in isolating

this oil, but they believe it to be ethyl hypochlorite, formed by

the reaction: CaCl
g + Ca(OCl),+ (C,H

i
OH), =CaCl, + Ca(OH),

+ (C,H
6
(0C1))

3
. The residue of the distillate after the explosion,

consists about $ of alcohol and aldehyde, removable by water,

and about -£ of a non-miscible oil, heavier than water. Forty c.c.

of this oil, obtained by the use of 415 c.c. alcohol, gave, on frac-

tioning, 1 c.c. boiling below 70°, 4 c.c. between 70° and 80, 5 c.c.

between 80° and 100°, 8-6 c.c. between 100° and 150°, 20'5 c.c.

between 150° and 160°, and 1*5 c.c. between 160° and 180°. The

largest fraction yielded a constant product boiling at 154°-155 ,

which was monochloracetal. The highest fraction gave dichlora-

cetal. The fraction from 80° to 150° gave a product constant at

77°-78° which gave the formula C
3
H,OCl, probably chlormethyl-

ethyl ether £*|
C1

lo.—J.praJc. Ch., II, xix, 393, May, 1879.

6. On Heptanefrom Pinus Sabiniana—Thorpe has submitted

to examination a hydrocarbon obtained by distilling the exuda-

tion of a Coniferous r /Dough, or nut pine,

growing in I
rnia. This hydrocarbon was first

described in 1871 by Wenzell of San Francisco under the name

." it being found in commerce under the names abie-

tene, erasine, aurantine, theoline, etc. Through the assistance ol

b of Brooklyn, Thorpe obtained two gallons of this

hydrocarbon from Wenzell. Its physical properties fully con-

firmed the statements of the latter. It was colorless, had a per-

sistent odor of oil of oranges, boiled slightly below 100 and lew

a resin, which had the above odor very strongly. On
the oil with strong sulphuric acid, the acid became brown and tne

hydrocarbon lost its smell. Its boiling point, corrected, was
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found to be 98-43° and 98*42° in two portions. On analysis it

gave 83-81 carbon, 16-05 hydrogen, while heptane C
7
H

18
requires

83-97 carbon, 16-03 hydrogen. Its vapor density was found to be

50-07 and 49-94 in two experiments, C
7
H

lg
requiring 49*90. Hav-

ing so large a quantity of pure heptane, Thorpe undertook the

ion of its physical constants. Three determinations of

its specific gravity, reduced to 0° and referred to water at 0°,

gave 0*70057. The coefficient of expansion between 0° and 100°

is given by the formula 1 + 0-00121023* + 0-000001 1133** +
0-00000001 174*\ The volume at the boiling point 98*43°, is

1*14111. The specific gravity at this temperature is 0*61393 and

in specific volume is 162*54, that calculated from Kopp's values

being 165. Its refractive index was found to be 1-3879 at 17'6°

for the sodium line. The specific refractive energy —^-, is 0*565

;

and its molecular refractive energy is 56-4, the value from

Landolt's formula being 55*8. It appears to have a slight rotatory

power +6-9'. Its coefficient of viscosity varies with the tempera-

ture, the value being given by the formula rj = 0-005003 —
0-00005501*4- 0-0000003061*'. Its surface tension by the capillary

tube method was found to be 22*19 C. G. S. units; and by the

bubble method 21*8 and 21*12 units
;
giving 167 as the angle of

v. This surface tension is the lowest of any known

Yiiorpe believes that this heptane is probably isom

lined from petroleum and probably identical with that

from azelaic acid.—J. Chem. Soc, xxxv, 296, June, 1879. g. f. b.

7. On the Synthesis of Chrysene.—Gkakbk and Bungenbb,

struck by the similarity between chrysene and phenanthrene,

formulated them analogously and suggested that the former

might be a phenyl-naphthalene derivative, as the latter is a

diphenyl one. By the action of Al
a
Cl

e
upon a mixture of phenyl-

acetic acid and naphthalene, benzyl-naphthyl ketone was obtained.

This reduced by HI and P, and the product passed through an

ignited tube gave a hydrocarbon identical with chrysene, having

the formula ?
loH ~fi .

—

Ber. Berl Chem. Ges., xii, 1078, June,

1879. "
4
"

G*
F

-
*

8. Modern Chromatics, with applications to Art and Indus-

try ; by Ogden N. Rood, Professor of Physics m Columbia

College. 329pp.8vo. New York, 1879. (International Scientific

Series-D. Appleton & Co.)-The very difficult task of presenting

the principles of Optics so as to make them thoroughly intelligible

to the reader has been admirably accomplished by Professor Rood

in his work on Modern Chromatics. The work contains a dis-

cussion of the different ways by which colors are produced
;
the

theory of color (that of Young); mixture of colors ;
comple-

mentary colors ; and an account of the many effects produced by

the combination and contrast of different colors. Ac, -

ter is devoted to the use of color in painting and dec

contains—what is indeed true of the whole work—much that will
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be of high value to the artist, from one who has himself the great

The book is largely made up of the results of the author's own
investigations, which give it a character of its own; and it con-

tains a large number of original illustrations.

9. Color- ra and its detection ; by B. Joy
.1 kffki f.s, A.M., M.D. 312 pp. 8vo. Boston, 1879. (Houghton,
Osgood & Co.).—The subject of Color-blindness is one of not

only very general interest, but of a high degree of practical

importance, since many ar.l.lu it > on land and sea have resulted

from misreading signals consequent on the imperfect vision of

employes. The important work of Professor Holmgren pub-
lished 'at l'p*ala, Swtdun, in 1877, and soon afterward translan I

into French, first thoroughly developed this subject and made
known its great importance. Dr. Jeffries has extended bis invest*

gations among the students of the various institutions of learning
near Boston and Cambridge, embracing some 18,000 examina-
tions, and the results are contained in this volume. It contains

also a discussion of the whole subject, with particular instructions

in regard to the use of Holn
blindness. In 1

one male in twentyfive is color-blind i

though he may be himself unconscious
though sometimes caused temporarily or permanently by disease

or injury, it ry, and in that case is incurable.

He also recommends that rigid and uniform proof of soundness
of vision should be required of every employe in the railway or

marine service.

10. Friction and Lubrication : determinations of the laws and
m by new methods and icith new m

by R. H. Thubston, A.M., C.E. 212 pp. 8vo. New York, 1879.

—Tins work treats of the kinds ot tferent ways
in which it arises in the use of machinery; also of the kinds of

luhri.-niits, and the methods of determining their value, with a

i-

of new methods and apparatus, devised by the author, for the

determination of the laws and coefficients of friction. The work
will be of much value to the mechanical engineer.

11. JVeuere Apparate far Rati Schule und
Forschung, gesammelt von M. Th. Edelmann. I. Lieferung, 96

pp. 8vo. Stuttgart, 1879 (Meyer & Zeller's Verlag).—This work
is to be complete in three parts, of which the first is now issued.

It contains descriptions of the newest and most complete appa-
ratus, designed either for instruction in the lecture room, or for

actual scientific investigations. The scope of the work is a wide
one, and it will be found useful by physicists, chemists, physiolo-

nomers, and those working in many other branches of
science. The descriptions are full and precise, and in many cases
are accompanied by full-page illustrations which much increase
the value of the work.
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II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. TheAurh
by J. D. Whit
the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College. 288
pp. 4to, with colored maps and plates. Cambridge, 1879.—This
volume belongs strictly to the series of Reports of the Geological
Survey of California, of which Professor Whitney was Director;
—and the value and variety of its facts and discussions give reason
for continued regret that the Survey came so abruptly to its end

I be failure of the State to sustain it. Professor Whitney
has continued since to some extent his investigations; and happily
he has found in the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard
the aid required for the publication of this new volume ; and aid
most liberally given, for the volume is brought out in the best
style, with several heliographic plates, and a number of colored
maps, one of them a large sheet folded.
The First Part presents first a sketch of the topography and

general Geology of the region of California, as a basis for the
discussion of the main topic of the work—the Auriferous Gravels,
this being necessary because these were made out of the earlier
rocks, and owe their distribution and wonderful extent to the
features of the surface. The sketch is brief, yet clear and full, and,
considering the many peculiarities in the mountains and strata
of the country, and the masterly manner in which the facts are
set forth, these pages have no less interest to the geologist than
those which follow. Only the more prominent peculiarities of
the Sierra Nevada are here cited.
' (1) Its singleness of mass, unlike the Coast Range and Appala-
chians, which consist of many prominent ridges.

(2) Its defined limits—a single broad valley, narrowing north-
ward, that of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers.
it on the west; but blending with the Coast Range on the north
in the vicinitv of Mount Shasta, and bending westward into them
south of the parallel of 35° 30'.

(3) Its steep slopes, generally 100 to 250 feet to the mile on the
western side, and 1,000 feet a mile for much of the eastern side.

(*) Its profound gorges, like gashes in the steep sides, in which
the streams flow violently in seasons of great rains, though quiet
enough in the much longer seasons of drought.

(5) Its great height, numerous peaks exceeding 14,000 feet in

altitude above the sea-level, but none quite reaching 15,000 feet

:

the greatest height being between the parallels of 36° and 37° 30'.

(6) Its granitic axis, widening southward, granite making
nearly the whole of its mass north of the Tahichipi Pass almost
to Mariposa County, but north of this narrowing, and the schists

(clay-slate,
i and diabase schists, with some

serpentine and limestone, mostly of Triassic and Jurassic age, and
nothing older than Carboniferous), constituting much of the range
Am. Joub. Sci.-Thibd Sbbibs, Vol. XVIIL-No. 104, August, 1879.

10
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on the west side; while north of American River they c

nearly the whole width, only occasional areas of granite occurring
along the crest and on the eastern slope; and little of the granite
gneissoid.

(7) Its outflow of igneous rocks, which spread over the gravel
deposits of much of the western slope in the several counties from
Mariposa to Plumas, increase in extent in Butte and Flum:i>
Counties, and cover nearly the whole of the surface north of
Plumas from Lassen's Peak, a volcanic cone 10,500 feet high,
on the northern boundary of this county, the Sierra being pro-
longed thence in a series of volcanic cones which culm
Mount Shasta.

The Auriferous gravels exist over most of the western slope
Mid are worked from Mariposa County into Plumas, or northward
to the limit where the volcanic covering becomes genera], u -A

southward to that where granite is the chief rock. El Dorado,
Placer and Nevada are the great mining counties. In th

.

regions of the Sierra the gravels are local in character, and, with
small exceptions, not worked.
The schists, with their quartz veins, are the source of the gravel

and its gold. Professor Whitney attributes the deposits to the
action of the rivers of the later Tertiary and earlier time. He
says, they " belong to a system of ancient rivers in the former
beds of which detrital matter has been deposited, and which
have since become in part obliterated by accumulations of lava,
and extensively worn away by erosion." At present, the rivers
and gorges are cut to a depth of many hundreds of feet below
the surface either side. Starting from the foot-hills, the level of

between the streams rises much faster than the beds
of the streams, so that when up 3,000 to 4,000 feet, the cuts are
in many cases 1,000 to 2,000 feet deep. Further, there is a
great difference between the level of the present beds and those
of the era in which the gravels were deposited ; this difference

Bluff, 1,300 feet at Iowa Hill, on the divide south of the North
Fork of the American. These canons increase in depth to the
north of the South Yuba: the difference of level between the

-. k of Feather River at Nelson's Point and the summit
of the lava-bed of Pilot Peak which overlies the gravel being
fully 3,650 feet ; between the top of Mount Clermont, which is

topped with gravel, and the valley at its base, 3,750 feet ; between
the top of Spanish Peak, which is capped with lava and gravel,
and the valley of American River, 3,800 feet.

excellent idea of the topography of the hydraulic mining

After

with, and all

of Dutch Flat,

passing Blue Canon, the slates begin to be met
along below this, especially in the neighborhood c
and beyond that for several miles, the road pas
region of hydraulic mines, keeping on what seems
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plateau, which has an elevation of a little over 3,000 feet above
the sea-level. Suddenly, just before reaching Colfax, a sharp

bend in the line, at a place called Cape Horn, brings the road bed
just on to the edge of the canon of the North Fork of the Ameri-
can, down into and along which there is an unobstructed view for

eight or ten miles, the bottom of the^canon being about 1,600 f< '

r the level of the road. The effect of the scene presented t

ye from this point is extn ise the spe<

tator has not been prepared, by anything which he has previously

p!y
by the streams, which seem of insignificant size as compared with

the immense troughs at the bottom of which they run."

The course of the old channels are but partially made out.

They are the objects of search by the miner, since the richer

auriferous gravels lie along them, directly upon the bed rock.

ugh often of great depth and distinctness, they are only

_ operations and the facts are

not examined and recorded when open to view, so that " we can

never expect to know exactly what were the relations of the facioae

parts of the old river system to one another." The lava-floods and

beds of volcanic ashes and other material over the gravels prevent

even the miner from exploring a larufc part < : >

hydraulic m og.ha?e been pushed with great

energy where it would pay. The volume gives a detailed account

of observations on the gravel depoe

colored maps of the areas of lava and gravel.

Because of its special interest we copy here <

uty, Table Mo

F. It represents (on a scale of 300 feet to the inch) the cap or

table-top of basalt lb) over 200 feet thick, overlying sand-beds and

shaly material (c), with an auriferous gravel deposit (g) at the

lowest part, and these resting on the nearly vertical metaraorpnic

schists (d). The surface of the schists rises to the left, making

there tlie-rinf of tin. old channel: and a tunnel (t) is represented

rough this rim to the gold-bearing gravels a coiiim-n

method of search, though attended with large expense and not
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A notice of the fossils of the gravels, including its Human
relics, is deferred to another number.

_'. Richthofen's Theory of the Loess, in the light of the Deposits

<>/ the Missouri; by J. E. Todd, of Tabor, Iowa.—This memoir,
read before the last meeting of the American Association, is a

strong argument, well-sustained by facts drawn mainly from the

region of the Missouri River, against the wind-drift theory of

the lcess. The writer observes that although the mollusks are

mainly terrestrial, "some semi-aquatic species, as Succineas and
Helicinas are abundant from top to bottom [in the lcess of the

s of the Limneas and absence of Physas in the latitude

of Iowa, may be considered as indicating that the waters were
cold, while the occurrence of numerous land-shells of species still

inhabiting the region, indicates that the lands were more moist

with their temperature not differing greatly from the present."

Root-marks occur in much of the lcess but are mostly confined to

its upper portion, being rare at a depth exceeding thirty or forty

feet.

3. Tertiary in Massachusetts Bay.—Many fossiliferous bowl-

ders have been found by Mr. Warken Upham, as reported by
Mr. W. O. Cbosby in the Proceedings of the Boston Natural

History Society lor February last, at different points

Drift of Truro on Cape Cod. They include Venericardia plani-

, a Lower Eocene species of Virginia, and two others of the

genus, one probably P. parva, described by Lea, from Ala-

bama, three species of Ostrea, one apparently O. >

Lea, of the Alabama Middle Eocene, an Anomia which is proba-

cy .1. tellinoides Morton, a Plicatula near P. filamentosa Conrad,
of the Alabama Eocene, besides several other species of shells,

and remains of Echinoderms and a Galaxea-like coral. Mr.

Crosby concludes that the Tertiary formation, which was the

source of these fossils, now forms the floor of Massachusetts Bay
somewhere to the northward of Cape Cod. These facts derive

additional interest from a comparison with those announced by
Professor Verrill, in the number of this Journal for October last,

with regard to submarine Tertiary along George's Bank and

Grand Bank. The species found are wholly different.

4. Eeport of Progress in the Juniata District on the Fossil

Iron Ore-beds of Middle Pennsylvania, by Joh^ H. Dewees ;

with a Report on the Aughwick Valley and East Broad Top Dis-

trict, by C. A. Ashbuenek. Second Pennsylvania Geological

Survey. Harrisburg, 1878.—This Report is noticed by title only

on page 262 of the last volume of this Journal. It opens with a

Preface by Prof. Lesley, Director of the Survey, giving a general
' y beds csketch of the formations in

t important of which are those of the Clinton group, and the

cellus. Mr. Dewees presents the facts with full details of the

Excellent sections of the folded rocks are given
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ored sections and maps in a portfolio. This geologist,
describes the Silurian and Devonian rocks from the Trenton to

ilton in the valley of the Juniata, from Lewistown in
Miirini County to Mount Union in Huntingdon County; and the
:i--'-"ii!it has special interest since it illustrates the typical struc-
ture of Central Pennsylvania. A carefully measured section from
the bottom of the Trenton to the top of the Mahoning Sandstone,
or top of the Lower Productive Coal measures, shows a thickness
of 18,397 feet—and in this long average
rhi.-L, sS ibr the 267 separate strata included. A catalogue of

specimens, and another of heights above the sea-level are given,
in an Appendix to the Report. The former is on a plan worthy
of imitation. Mr. Ashburner places on the labels of his speci-

mens (besides the geographical position) the number of the stra-

tum, the distance in feet from the lower limit of the same, and
lip of the beds ; so that any future investigator will be

able to take up any part of the work for revision or for further
study.

5. On the Geology of Gibraltar.—The following facts are
from a paper by ProfessoY A. C. Uahis.w and James Geikie. in

the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society for August, 1878.

—More than three-fourths of the promontory of Gibraltar consists
of a grayish white bedded limestone, containing <

casts of Rhynchonellaj and encrinal stems, the former closely like

alcareous beds, which have afforded no fossils.

The dip of the rocks is in general over 40°, and in some parts 75

and higher. Upon these beds there are superficial deposits. The
oldest is a limestone breccia, covering a lar_
of Buena Vista and Rosia, and in the vicinity of the South
Barracks

; it is unfossiliferous. The authors attribute the origin

of the limestone fragments of which the breccia consists to the

frosts or cold of the Glacial era. The mean temperature of the

coldest month (February) is now 54-2°, and the lowest point

reached in the six years from 1853 to 1859 was32'7°; and no
debris is now forming from such a cause or any other. Besides

these surface breccias or conglomerates there are also bone-breccias

m caves and fissures. The famous bone-breccia at Rosia Bay
occupies a vertical fissure of erosion in the above-described sur-

face breccia, while the Genista breccia occurs in a true cave.

The promontory bears evidence of different sea-levels in terraces

or platforms cut in the solid rock, surmounted sometimes by cal-

careous sandstones. The Europa Flats is one of these sea-levels

on the southern portion of the promontory ; it extends from west
to east for 1650 feet, and it averages 115 feet above the sea-level,

though sloping up from 90 feet to 150 feet. It appears also at

other points. The calcareous conglomerate over it contains some
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remains of Mediterranean species and is evidently of marine shore
origin. Another such terrace has a height not less than 250 feet

;

a third, about 830 yards in length and over :i:::> hr..ad. i> :;:«'

feet above the sea. In the front of the same cliffs at a height <A

170 feet an oyster-bed was formerly visible.

Among the species of Mammals identified by Messrs. Busk and
Falonier from the Genista cave, there are Rhinoceros hemit^rhns.
Horse, Boar, Cervns elaphas, C. dama, Ibex, Bear, Wolf. Rycmd

•<• to, Li'> N . p., ther, Lynx, etc., and these authors concluded
that, at the time these animals were living, Europe and Africa
were at some point united across the Mediterranean. With this
in view, the succession of Quaternary events in Gibraltar k
given as follows

:

(1.) Great tmfossiferous limestone-agglomerate of Buena
Vista) ttc—Land of greater extent than now; winters very
cold

; Gibraltar apparently not tenanted by the Quaternary
Mammalia.

(2.) Caves and fissures with bone-breccia.—Land of greater
extebl than now; Europe and Africa united; climate genial;
immigration of the African Mammalia.

(3.) Platforms or terraces of marine erosion (in part), cal-

n.Js, ete.—Depression of the land to the extent of 700
feet below present level; movement interrupted by pauses of
longer or shorter duration

; climate apparently much the same

(4.) Platforms of marine erosion (in part) ; Alameda Sands;
of sand-slopes on east coast, as at Monkey's Cave;

mtiniUKilhii, remains under beach or lat> r V<

' -,/, /.,,,;.-, ;,,. f.urt).—Reelevation
; land "o\

extent than now {Africa and Europe perhaps reunited) ; climate
probably genial.

(5.) Later limestone-agglomerates resting upon and obscuring
erosion-terraces and sand-slopes, etc.— Geographical conditions
probably same as during part of 4 ; winter considerably more

(6.) The present.—Characterized by the absence of the action
of frost.

On the conclusion of the reading of the paper, the statement
was made by Admiral Spratt, that to the westward of Farifa
Point a submarine ridge exists which nowhere exceeds 130
fathoms in depth

; so that an upheaval of about 800 feet would
connect the two continents by dry land.

*• -Ete* /„/
? par A.

Daubr&e, Membre de L'Institut, Inspecteur General des Mnn->.
etc Premiere Partie, Application dt /„ Method* I^p'erhntntah
a Tetude de divers Phenomenes Geologiques. 478 pp. 8vo.
Pans, 1879. (Dunod).—The admirable researches in Experimental
Geology of Professor Daubree have in part been briefly announced

volumes of this Journal The work just issued under
the above title contains these results in full, and, in addition, those
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of more recent researches. After a historical introduction, th«
. 1 88 an account of his observations illustrating the history

of metalliferous deposits, and especially those of tin, lead and
platinum, bringing in a wide range of facts relating to such
TOpOmti, linently his remarkable discoveries
of a large number of ores of modern formation made out of a lot

of Roman coins at the Warm Springs of Bourbonne-les-Bains, and
also of similar formations at some other localities ; and, after

•tatmg the facts, the chemistry of the phenomena and the geo-
logical inferences from the facts are learnedly presented.

Professor DaubreVs next subject is Experimental illustrations of
the origin of metamorphic and eruptive rocks. Under this head
numerous observations are reviewed, and in addition the results

of his own experiments, with regard to the formation of ai

means of superheated water: such as the transformation of glass
into a hydrated silica and crystallized quartz, the glass sometimes

_ minute well-formed crystals of pyroxene (figures of
which crystals as well as of those of quartz are given) ; am 1 1 he for-

mation of zeolites (chabazite, apophyllite, etc.) at Plombieres, and
at other warm baths inside of bricks, r

1

tridymite, aragonite, and other species
next illustrated by experiments, and with this chapter the first

section of the volume closes. The second section is occupied
with mechanical problems: (l) the making of sand-beds and
clay-beds, showing for example, the effects of the trituration of

feldspar in water (some loss of alkali taking place in pure water
and " incomparably less" with salt water), in carbonated waters,
etc.

; (2) the scratching and polishing of rocks, their flexures,

fractures, fa, 1

, age and schist osity,

and the distortions of fossils and pebbles ; and (3) the production
of heat in rocks by mechanical methods. All the modes of experi-

menting are described in detail, and illustrated by. figures ; many
lso figured,

and their bearings on geological problems are fully and ably dis-

cussed. T: , ry part a rich contribution to the

t the results obtained in 1

ings on geo
vork is thus in every part i

"«ww oi geology ; moreover it is made
style of publication and the beauty of its illustrations.

7. Hocks under London.—\n the Artesian boring in the Tot-

tenham Court Road, according to a paper by Professor Prestwich

(Quart. J. Geol. Soc, Nov., 1878), it was found that the Chalk
had a total thickness of 652^ feet, the Upper Greensa:
the Gault 160 feet. Below this was a bed three to four

of phosphatic nodules and quartz pebbles ; and then a calcareous

mote or less sandy, and part of it oolitic, sixty-four feet

thick, which was shown by its fossils to represent the L.-.wer

L Underneath, at a depth of 1064 feet, the bore-hole

entered mottled red, purple and greenish shales, to some extent

calcareous, having a dip of 35°, and these continued for eighty-

five feet; they afforded the foaa

chonella cuboides, and other Devonian species. The rocks
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resemble those of Pernes, near Bethune, where the chalk rests on
the upturned Devonian. Professor Prestwich attributes the
calcareous character of the Lower Greensand to the Paleozoic
limestones on which it rests.

8. Fossils of the Utica Slate and Metamorphoses of Triarthrus
Jh-rh', by C D. Walcott. Trans. Albany Institute, June, 1879.
—.Mr. Walcott, after remarks on the Hudson River Group,

from the Utica Slate, three new species of Fucoids, five

of Graptolites, Modiolopsis cancellata and Orthoceras Oneidaense;
and then gives, with much detail, an account of the synonymy
and metamorphoses of Triarthrus BecM which is illustrated by
sixteen figures. The smallest individual of the species described
and figured has only one thoracic segment and a length of but
1-125 mm., and the largest a length of 53 mm. In the former the
pygidium is very nearly as long as the head segment, and in the

ie one-third as long. The memoir closes with a table of
Utica slate fossils showing their stratigraphical range.

9. New (
. s„r.,tnU .i f„„,,t,h New York

—Mr. C. D. Walcott has described as new the following species

:

Platycerm W/. »,;.*.<;,„ ,„..,. .]/,/„,,/„„„/ ,•,„,•,,///,•,„•„,< ; Conoceph-
tiHt.s .-.,/,;/.„. r. ///,/ -v. 1' .,/,,..* ,y,eciosus. Bathyurus
armatus of Billings (from the Quebec group), or a form closely
related, also occurs in the beds.— :i •_'„// |,<„. Ii ... X. Y. Mw.
Nat. Hist.

10. Fossil wood related to Cypressfrom Calistoga, <:— H. i onwentz, of Breslau, has published in the Jahr
--:e, etc., for 1878, a description, with microscopic sections,

of a fossil wood from Calistoga, which he has named Cupressi-
noxylon taxodioides.

11. Frdbeben-Studien von R Hgeenes.—After a general dktm-
sion of earthquake phenomena, Hoernes describe* ii

ce of Belluno, of June 29, 1873, that of Klana (near Tri-
este) of March, 1870, and also that of Villach in 1348. The con-
clusions which are finally reached are stated as follows : (1) Sha-
kings of the earth are produced by various causes : sometimes,
though rarely, by the tumbling in of subterranean caves ; also,

though only locally, by volcanic force ; but the true earthquakes,
those of most frequent occurrence and greatest extent, arc a duvet
consequence of mountain formation. (2) On the inner side of a
great mountain chain, earthquakes take place along peripheral

Kture which are shown by the progression of the points
of shock. These disturbances seem to be produced by the sink-
ing of the inner zones to true fault-fractures. (3) Besides the
peripheral zones of shaking, there exist on the inner edge of the

lial lines, coinciding with cross-fractures on which severe
earthquakes often occur. These radial lines very probably are to
be regarded in part as the boundaries of masses occasionally in-

volved m sinking, and in part also as the line of separation of two
: movement. (4) Between the

P -np!i ral and ra tia . l,e drawn, sin* e the
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boundary of a region of depression is very irregular ; moreover

the continuation of the cross-fracture not unfrequently coincides

with the longitudinal fractures, and vice versa. (5) The connec-

tion of the seismical lines of different dynamical value is most

readily explained by the assumption that a portion of the earth's

crust u-ivt > its morion to another, and this makes itself felt by the

fracture.

—

Jahrb. fa fa geol. Reich-

1878. e. s. n.

12. Examination of the North Carolina Uranium minerals

;

Chemical Journal, a

&.'

Professor W. C. Kerr (this Journal, III, xiv, 496, Dec, 1877).

stated by him, they occur as irregular nodules and rounded

masses in the mica-bearing portion of a large granite vein
;
the

locality is called the Flat" Rock mine. Dr. Genth has »

the minerals to a thorough chemical examination, and in the main

the determination of the species made by Professor

Kerr. The masses contain, in many cases, a nucleus of nraninite

:

surrounding this is an orange-colored mineral, gummite ;
and

interpenetrating it and forming a crust over it, a light yellow

mineral, identified by Dr. Genth as uranotil. The uranmite

occurred in too small' a quantity to allow of its being a

The gummite has a compact, amorphous structure; reddish-yellow

to deep orange-red color; and subconchoidal to uneven

with hardness= 3 ; and specific gravity= 4*840. The mean of

three analyses gave :

—

U0 3 A10 3 PbO BaO SrO CaO Si0 2 P„0, H4

75-20 0-53 5-57 ^Tof 2'05 4"63 0-12 10-54=99-72.

Dr. Genth regards the gummite as a mechanical mixture of :—

:H3(UOs)O a +F"

__>WUO,)jO, + 6E_

= Ba(U02)2 3 + 6HaO = 4-26 p. c.

100-40.

The pale yellow coating surrounding the gummite has been

identified by Dr. Genth as uranot:' } !

le8^b^
by Boricky from Wolsendorf, Bavaria. As occurring in ^orth

ft is amorphous, compact: hardn^s = 2-5
;

specific

gravity 3-834
; color pale straw-yellow to lemon-yellow ;

luster

^axy to dull. The mean of two analyses gave :—

SiO a A10 8(F10 3) U0 3 PbO BaO SrO CaO P.O. H»0
13-75 fr. 66-67 0"60 0'28 0-13 6"67 0-29 12 02 99 43

For this the formula Ca
1
(UOJ,Si.O,

1

+18H,0 is sugg^ed, which

requires: SiO 18-95, tfO, 66-98, CaO 6-61, H
a
O 12-66 = 100-00.

In addition to the above, autunite has been found at the

locality and, associated closely with it, a new species called by

, asa pulverulent incrus-

tation on quartz, feldspar and mica. Under the microscope very

minute rectangular scales with pearly luster were distinguished.
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Color deep lemon-yellow. An analysis gave: P
2 5

11*30, U0
3

71-73, PbO 4-40, H
2

10-48= 97-91. The lead is regarded as

is is deducted the result becomes:
P 0. 12-08, UO, 76-71, H

2
11-21=100. The formula obtained

is ,(J0J [>„() +i; 1 1.0, which requires: P
2
O

s
12-75, U0

3
77-56,

H
2

9-69=100. E. s. D.

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Report upon XT. S. Geographical Surveys west of the 100th

Meridian, in charge of First Lieut. Geo. M. Wheelee, Corps of

Engineers, U. S. A., etc. Vol. VI, Botany ; by J. T. Rothrock,
etc. 1878.—We have been prevented from giving an earlier

notice of this fine volume, and want of space now imperatively

restricts us to narrow limits. We have not neglected it, however,
in the manner that the date on the title page would seem to

indicate. The title gives the year 1878, but the volume, passing

slowly through the press, was completed and issued in May,
1879, and it Should bear that date. The collections reported on

were made daring the years 1871 and 1875 inclusive, in Nevada,
Utah, Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona; also in the southern

part of California. But the Californian portion of this report is

reduced to a catalogue in an appendix. It furnishes, however,
one of the most interesting of the figures, that of the curious

Lobeliaceous genus Palmarella. As no reference is made to the

fact in the letter-press, which is restricted to a mere explana-

tion of the plate, it is due to Professor Rothrock to state that he

was, we believe, the original discoverer of the plant, having col-

lected it sometime before Dr. Palmer found it on the borders of

Lower California. But the specimens were not communicated to

made known, until after those of Dr. Palmer

I described,

olume contains 414 pages, 4to, and 30 plates, besides

'Z u.

This, t

frontispiece-plate in "color, giving a view of a " grove-

ay be so called) of the giant Cactus, Cereus giganteus.

, again, finds no mention in the Catalogue, but is referred to

in the general report. This general report, of fifty pages, is a

most interesting and important portion of the volume. From it,

if 8] a and time allowed, we should make ample extracts-^ for it

deals with attractive and practical questions in a graphic and

taking way. There is first, a sketch of the Colorado"] >

character, climate and phytological features, also its ftg

resources and its timber. Then, of New Mexico and the Arizona

which is scientifically treated in a similar practical way

;

1 chapter consists of notes on the economic botany of

the region, in which particular attention is paid to the medicinal

-.

r IV, or the remainder of the volume, entitled Catalogue
of the Plants collected, is the systematic portion of the report

;

lie Sereno Watson's Botany of Clarence King's Survey
of the 40th parallel is the worthy model. Particular orders are
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worked up by special collaborators; as, the Leguminosm by Wat-
son, the Cactacere by Engelmann, who has also contributed other

of his favorite orders, Asclepiadew, Gentianaeea, Eiiphn-hhirw,

Cupulifem, Loramthaceaz and Coniferm ; while Professor Porter

has done tin > >/'?'"?"''''"'"> ^"' '''''''
•

1>"L '"""''
' ' !''':>.' '"

ceog, etc.; Dr. Vasey, the Grasses, Professor Eaton, the Ferns, which

are cnspi ; t \
]

- >n-rapli • : i variance with

the rest of the volume ; Mr. .1 urn s, t
'. Muss - ; Mr. Austin, the

Hepaticse (a bare li>t) ; and Professor Tuckerman, the Lichens.

The plates which illustrate this part of the work, thirty in

number, are mostly from Isaac Sprague's drawings, are on the

whole well chosen, and are capitally engraved on stone. The
most interesting of these may be enumerated. Canotin !><•<>-

c<inth i, admirably represented" heads the list. Parrydhi jH'tjol»>

is also by Sprague, but Petalonyx nitidus is not so. L
Mwberryi, Chcetadelpha Wheeleri, Nama Rothrockii, and Pal-

"i debilis are also particularly noteworthy. The latter has

rock was called to the chair of Botany in the University of

Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia, where he has done much and most

acceptable work in building up the department, under conditions

in some respect* diM-«>urai;ing, but with excellent results. It

it em iL<y and perseverance to carry on such work
and at the"same time to bring out a volume like this. a. g.

2. The Flora of Brit, :
- L .'/./.—Part VI carries the second

volume oft] .

hhitkie) to

the Araliacece, and most of the orders are elaborated by C. B

the species made to include O. longistylis and 0. brevistylis; which

in North America are quite distinct. .
A

-
G-

3. Refw/hn„ r,.>t„,.h ><„,. Lmi.i..n. Van Vnbt.-This work, so

ihiie.l b\ Mr. Wil-.n Niuudeix
only the first fascicle of the second volume

|

and edited l.< Ren-hen idi. 1 vin-j ipp< ired. There is now a

id part, bearing 1

" "

press hears the date
promised. The Orchids illustrated are all tropical.

4. Transactions and Proceeding «f ih h<!<»«-<'
*

Edinburgh vol. xiii, part 2. 1878.—The mon
in this volume are: 1, Professor Balfour's notes of a Continental

tour, in 1877, being an account of the celebration of the 400th

anniversary of theTonn £» *° wn
-

he was a dele-ate, tl, *• ?ota™
Garden and "'\

m tha
i

University, followed by a similar account of the gardens and

herbaria of Stockholm and Lund; also those of Copenhagen

Kiel, Hamburgh, Berlin, Leyden and Brussels; 2, Sir Robert

Christison's capital essay, On the exact measurement of lrees, and

itB applications
; 3, Dr. Bayley Balfour's elaborate and noteworthy

paper, On the genus Halophila, with 5 plates. a. g.
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5. The Journal of the Linnean Society : Botany, vol. xvil—
Four parts of this volume have appeared, the latest (no. 101) in

Ma v, I >79. The more notable articles are the following.

Experiments on the Nutrition of Drosera rotund\;

Francis Darwin. The conclusions reached have become familiar

through abstracts published at the time of the experiments.
_
The

paper is prefaced by a summary of the various and most diverse

opinions of naturalists upon the question whether the leaves of

Drosera and Dionoza can absorb animal matter, and whether, if

they do, any advantage to the plant results. The affirmative is

elearlj made out bj aent; yet, "it may he

pointed out that this advantage of the fed Drosera plants is oue

which would escape the notice of a casual observer." A post-

tion of his results by the researches

of Reess, Kellermann and Raumer, published in the Botanische

Zeitung.

Observations on the Genus Pandanus (the Screw-Pines), by Dr.

Isaac Bayley Balfour. This paper is prefatory to a full mono-
graph of Pandanem, which this most promising botanist has

undertaken, after a study of several of its representatives in a

firing Btftte and in their habitats. We may hope that !

call to the botanical chair at the University of Glasgow
increased facilities for this kind of work. Professor Balfour (fiL)

has examined at Paris the materials on which Gaudichaud founded

thirteen new genera, and he reduces them all to Pandanus, along

with two genera added by DeVriese.
Notes on the Mahica Tree (JBassia latifolia), by E. Lockwood.

A tree of India, largely planted in Bengal, and which "maybe
called a fountain yielding food, wine and oil, to the inhabitants of

the country in which it grows." It is the corolla of this tree

which u eaten as food and from which a spirit is distilled. Each

tree yields two or three hundred weight of corollas, of which a

vast quantity goes to feed the forest birds and beasts, also to sup-

ply a nourishing food to the poorer classes ; and from a hundred

weight of Mahwa six gallons of proof spirit can be produced.

The fruit, which follows after the corollas have fallen, yields seeds

from which a greenish yellow oil is expressed.

A Synopsis of Hypoxidacece, by J. G. Baker. Of Hypoxys
fifty-one species are characterized: the three related genera give

a dozen more.
Observations on Hemileia vastatrix, the so-called Coffee-leaf

Disease, by the Rev. R. Abbay. With two plates, containing five

illustrations of the coffee-fungus.

Notes on Euphorbiacem, by George Bentham. An account of

this important paper, especially of the part of it which treats

certain points in nomenclature, has alreadv ap]

Notes on Ckistoc/amic Flowers, chiefly of Viola,

. by A. W. Bennett. A clear exposition, illustrated by

wood-cut figures. The first is from our North American Rolfl

cucullata, in which the cleistogamous blossoms are unusually
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large and very favorable for observation. Their hollow style with
large orifice is delineated, showing that an open tube extends to
the cavity of the ovary. But Mr. Bennett has not been able to
detect the entrance of a single pollen-tube into the ovary Ibi-QUoi)
this open passage, and indeed he suspects that they penetrate the
tissue of the style. Observations should be made here upon the

; and \\< (< i. mond rh< ii v< ^tigation to some of our
botanists who may like to try their hand at microscopic investiga-
tion. They will find it interesting to observe thai \v<>n<l< i iTul

phenomena, the growth and prolongation of the pollen-tubes from
the anther to the stigma through a considerable distance in a
straight line, with unerring certainty, as if guided by some unseen
agency in the right direction.
On the Adsorption of Bain and Dew by the green parts of

Plants; by the Rev. George Henslow. Along with Boussin-
gault's contemporary researches, these experiments appear to
settle the question against the conclusions of Duchartre, who con-
fidently decided that foliage could not absorb water or aqueous
vapor. The gardeners could never believe this, and it is now clear
that leaves and other green parts may imbibe moisture and do so
evidently under favorable circumstances.
Note on the Genus Oudneya Brown, by Dr. Henry Trimen.

The accidental discovery of Dr. Oudney's herbarium, which
Brown had tucked away, has brought to light the plant upon
which Robert Brown founded this genus. It proves to be the
Benophyton deserti, as the authors of the Genera Plantarum had
indeed surmised, though they had sought in vain for the original.
A nice question in nomenclature now arises. Brown unu
calls his plant theHesp* Cosson and Durieu,
trusting to tl ing that the plant in their hands is

not Viviani's Hesperis, confidently concluded that it could not be
Oudneya, and so established, upon its true characters, the genus
Benonia or Henophyton. Hooker and Bentham adopt the genus,
guessing that it may be Brown's Oudneya, a conclusion to which
Brown's character would never lead them. For the latter, not
having mature seed, makes of it an Arabideous genus, instead of
a Brassicaceous. Shall the rightly characterized genus now be
superseded by the imperfectly and by implication erroneously
described genus, which was also confused with something else ?

Dr. Trimen implicitly assumes that it should. If Brown had been
a botanist of less fame and less accuracy, the current name {Heno-
phyton) would probably remain undisturbed. The question may
be settled by enquiring what course the authors of the Genera
"lantarum would have pursued if they had identified Brown's
genus by finding his specimen. We suppose they would have
adopted the older name of Oudneya; and if so, it may claim to
be adopted now. A- <*•

6. Moral Dissections iUustratim of the typical Genera of
the British Natural Orders, Lithographed by the Rev. George
iiEKSLOw, Lecturer on Botany at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, &c.
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For the use of Schools and Students in Botany. London: E.

Stanford.—An oblong 4to, with 20 pages of letter-press and 8

plates crowded with well-chosen analyses, of rather small size,

between one and two hundred on each plate. The price is not

mentioned, and is probably low ; the execution of the figures is

fairly good, and the letter-press explaining them is also a model

of condensation. The book may be recommended to students and

classes in the United States.

Decease of Botanists.—The mortality among botanists
" "the year 1879 is remarkable,

the venerable
Qg the first half of the year 1879 is remarkable. Among the

rable Beichenbach, Itzh/soim, Anyst/'Oin,

Bnsck (who made the Candollean index), W,n. S hh f».r (tl

; investigators of phyito-

of his life in Abysinia), Grisebach,

/-, Moore of Glasnevin, besides our own Bigelow and

Bobbins. a. g.

8. Psyche: Anatomy of Amblychila cylindriformis Siy, by

This carefully prepared

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Preliminary Note on the Substances which produce the Chro-

mospheric Lines; by J. Norman Lockyee, F.R.S.—
when observations have been made of the lines visible in the sun's

chromosphere, by means of the method introduced by Janssen

and myself in 1868, the idea has been that we witness in solar

storms the ejection of vapors of metallic elements with which we
are familiar from the photosphere.
A preliminary discussion of the vast store of observations

recorded by the Italian astronomers (chief among them ProfesfiOf

Tacchini), Professor Young and myself, has shown me that this

view is in all probability unsound. The lines observed are in

almost all cases what I have elsewhere termed and described as

basic lines ; of these I only need for the present refer to the

following :

—

6 3 ascribed by Angstrom and Kirchoff to iron and nickel.

64 " Angstrom to magnesium and iron.

5268 by Angstrom to cobalt and iron.

yet isolated bases of the so-called elements, and

^mena in their totality are in all probability due to

: the photospheric level, and association at higher

3 way the vertical currents in the solar atmosphere,
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both ascending and descending, intense absorption in sun-spots,

their association with the faculse, and the apparently continuous
spectrum of the corona and its structure, find an easy solution.

We are yet as far as ever from a demonstration of the cause of

of the sun; bat the excess of

calcium with minimum sun-spots, and excess of so-called

hydrogen with maximum sun-spots follow naturally from the

ns, and afford indications that the temperature of the
hottest region in the sun closely approximates to that of the
reversing layer in stars of the type of Sirius and a Lyrae.

If it be conceded that the existence of these lines in the chro-

mosphere indicates the existence of basic molecules in the sun, it

follows that as these lines are also seen generally in the ipeotsa
of two different metals in the electric arc, we must be dealing
with the bases in the arc also.

2. An Arabic Scientific Journal. — The first number of a
Scientific Monthly J ten recently issued at

Beirut, in Syria. It is published by Sh. Makarius & Company of

that city.

3. Bulletino del Vulcanismo Italiano ; Professor M. S. di

Rossi. Roma, 1878.— A few years ago Cav. Michele Rossi
determined to attempt the collection and monthly publication of

facts connected with Italian Vulcanology. The experiment suc-

ceeded, and a volume of 140 pages has been issued Tee-

the phenomena of internal telluric dynamics observed in Italy and
_' 1ST*. A ,!-: i- LrivenVif twenty-six Italian observa-

tories where seismic observations are recorded, and whose obser-

vers are in communication with Professor di Rossi. Among
minor notices we find mention of various new seismological obser-

vatories, including that of the Solfatara at Pazzuoli, and of the

earthquake which was felt at Fiulmalbo, Florence, and Rocca di

Papa, There are letters on the application of the microphone to

seismological studies, from Professor di Rossi and Count G. M- -

1 eruption which broke out on the sides of Etna near Paterno in

December; and Palmieri continues his " Cronaca Vesuviana" to

the end of September, 1878. An exact account of the time of

occurrence of earthquake phenomena in any part of Italy is

entered in a tabular form, and it is surprising to notice that not a
day passes in Italy without some indication
pamic action. At the end of the volume is a large diagr
ing at a glance the daily distribution of earthquakes throughout

Hut t he most interesting article in the Bulletino is that on the

application of the microphone to the study of sn!>>

meteorology, by Professor Michele di Rossi. In 1875 Count
Jiocenigo, of Yicenza, made an observation
less than the fundamental fact of the microphone. He
that electric currents indicate in a galvanometer perturbations
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and interruptions by means of frictions and shocks produced
artificially between conductors not in perfect contact. He also

observed that the same phenomena were produced by natural and
unknown causes, when the apparatus had not received any artifi-

cial shock. From the account of his observations Professor di

Rossi concludes that these unknown perturbations arose from
microseismic oscillations of the soil. He communicated his views

to Count Mocenigo, wTho at once commenced experimenting in

the direction indicated, when the news of the invention of the

microphone in America was received. Professor di Rossi then

commenced a series of experiments with the microphone in tbe

Seismic Observatory which he has established at Rocea di Pap*,

seventeen miles from Rome. A special microphone, cm
a balanced pointed lever lightly touching a plate of silver, was
mounted on a stone pedestal and was placed twenty meters under
ground, at a distance from habitations and from roads. It was
also thoroughly isolated, and shut up in a box filled with wool.

The instrument was watched during some of the stillest hours of

the night, and the same mysterious sounds which Count Mocenigo
had recognized were heard by di Rossi, which he considers were

incontestably natural and intratelluric. The microseismic sounds

were speedily differentiated from other sounds, and their nature

was completely confirmed by their frequent coincidence with

motions of the seismograph. On one occasion, as di Rossi was
listening at about half past three o'clock in the morning, the tele-

phone connected with his subterranean microphone emitted sounds

like the discharge of musketry, of such loudness that he feared

they would awaken a child who slept in the same room, and he

therefore disconnected the telephone. A short time ftfl

toward four o'clock, a sensible shock of earthquake occurred, for

which the sounds had been the microphonic preparation. The
microphone was afterward transported to the observatory on

Vesuvius, and it was then possible to trace the precise correspond-

ence between the movements of the seismograph and the sounds

of the microphone. The above is condensed from G. F. Rodwell,

Nature, vol. xx, p. 179.

In this connection it may be remarked that the sources of the

seismic vibrations which become audible through the microphone
may be various. Thus, they might be produced by

:

(1.) The explosion of bubbles made by the escaping vapors,

which in the case of viscid lavas would require considerable inter-

nal pressure before rupture.

(2.) The sudden production or condensation of vapors.

(3.) The more general condition of stress produced in the earth's

crust, resulting in more or less yielding along lines of least resis-

The premonitory sounds heard in the microphone may with

probability be referred to the first or second class. c. g. P.
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A weed is defined by the dictionaries to be " Any useless

or troublesome plant." " Every plant which grows in a field

other than that of which the seed has been [intentionally] sown
by the husbandman is a weed," says the Penny Cyclopaedia,
as cited in Worcester's Dictionary. The Treasury of Botany
defines it as "Any plant which obtrusively occupies cultivated
or dressed ground, to the exclusion or injury of some particular

crop intended to be grown. Thus, even the most useful plants

may become weeds if they appear out of their proper place.

The term is sometimes applied to any insignificant-looking or

unprofitable plants which grow profusely in a state of nature

;

also to any noxious or useless plant." We may for present

purposes consider weeds to be
#
plants which tend to take preva-

lent possession of soil used for man's purposes, irrespective of

Ws will; and, in accordance with usage, we may re-

term to herbs. This excludes predominant indigenous plants

occupying ground in a state of nature. Such become weeds
when they conspicuously intrude into cultivated fields, meadows,
pastures, or the ground around dwellings. Many are unat-

tractive, but not a few are ornamental; many are injurious,

tut some are truly useful. White Clover is an instance of the

latter. Bur Clover {Medicago denticulata) is in California very
valuable as food for cattle and sheep, and very injurious by
the damage which the burs cause to wool In the United
States, and perhaps in most parts of the world, a large majority
of the weeds are introduced plants, brought into the country
Am. Jops. Sci.-Third Shbies, Vol. XVIIL-No. 105, Sept., 1879.
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directly or indirectly by man. Some—such as Dandelion,

Yarrow, and probably the common Plantain and the common
Purslane—are importations as weeds, although the species nat-

urally occupy some part of the country.

Why weeds are so pertinacious and aggressive, is too large

and loose a question: for any herb whatever when successfully

aggressive becomes a weed ; and the reasons of predominance

may be almost as diverse as the weeds themselves. But we

may enquire, whether weeds have any common characteristic

which may give them advantage, and why the greater part of

the weeds' of the United States, and probably of similar tem-

perate countries, should be foreigners.

As to the second question, this is strikingly the case through-

out the Atlantic side of temperate North America, in which

the weeds have mainly come from Europe; but it is not so,

or hardly so, west of the Mississippi in the region of prairies

ami plains. So that the answer we are accustomed to give

must be to a great extent the true one, namely, that, as the

district here in which weeds from the Old World prevail

was naturally forest-clad, there were few of its native herbs

which, if they could bear the exposure at all, were capable of

competition on cleared land with emigrants from the Old World.

It may be said that these same European weeds, here prepotent,

had survived and adapted themselves to the change from forest

to cleared land in Europe, and therefore our forest-bred herbs

might have done the same thing here. But in the first place

the change must have been far more sudden here than in

Europe ; and in the next place, we suppose that most of the

herbs in question never were indigenous to the originally forest-

covered regions of the Old World ; but rather, as western and

northern Europe became agricultural and pastoral, these plants

came with the husbandmen and the flocks, or followed them,

from the woodless or sparsely wooded regions farther east where

they originated. This, however, will not hold for some of them,

such as Dandelion, Yarrow, and Ox-eye Daisy. It may be said

that our weeds might have come to a considerable extent

from the bordering more open districts on the west and south.

But there was little opportunity until recently, as the settle-

ment of the country began on the eastern border
;
yet a certain

number of our weeds appear to have been thus derived :
for

instance. At Erigeron Canadense, 2
Ambrosia artemiswefolia. Verbena hasta(a

1
V urticifolia^ etc.,

Veronica peregrina, Solanum Carolinense, various species of

Amarantus and Euphorbia, Panicum capillar*, etc. Of late, and

in consequence of increased communication with the M
region and beyond—especially by rail-roads—other plants are

coming in to the Eastern States as weeds, step by step, by
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somewhat rapid strides ; such as Dysodia chrysanthemoidt.*. Mat-
,•/,., /„ dismidea, Artemisia biennis. Fifty years ago Rudbechia

him, which flourished from the Alleghanies westward,

unknown farther east. Now, since twe:
'

abundant and conspicuous weed in grass-!

Eastern States, having been accidentally

Red-clover seed from the Western States.

There are also native American weeds, doubtless indigenous

to the region, such as Asclepias Oornuli, Anlennaria margaritacea

and A. plantaginifolia, and in enricl ed - >ils Phyb 'ncca decandra,

which have apparently become strongly aggressive under

changed conditions. These are some of the instances which

may show that predominance is not in consequence of change

of country and introduction to new soil.

In many cases it is easy to explain why a plant, once intro-

duced, should take a strong and persistent hold and spread

rapidly. In others we discern nothing in the pin

which should give it advantage. L-^»d-.z<i «l i" f
"- is a small

and insignificant annual, with no obvious provision for dissem-

ination. It is a native of China and Japan. In some unex-

plained way it reached Alabama and Georgia and was first

noticed about thirty-five years ago; it has spread rapi<

especially over old fields and along road-sides, and it is now very

abundant up to Virginia and Tennessee, throughout the middle

and upper districts, reaching even to the summits of the moun-

uoderate elevation. In the absence of better food it

I y eaten by cattle and sheep. The voiding by them

of undigested seeds must be the means of dissemination ;
but

one cannot well understand why it should spread so widely

and rapidly, and take such complete possession of the ground.

It is one of the few weeds which are accounted a blessing.

Professor Claypole, of Antioch College, Ohio, has recently

contributed to the Third Report of the Montreal Horticultural

Society (1877-8), an interesti \<i E*.-=ay, On the Migration of

Plants from Europe to America, with an Attempt t

Certain Phenomena connected therewith. The phenomena

which he would explain are the abundant migration of

numerous weeds from Europe to the shore of North

while others fail to come, and the general failure of JNortn

American weeds to invade Europe. We have offered a fairly

good explanation of the first. And Professor Claypole goes

far toward explaining the second when he notesithat seed is

(or formerly was
1

) mainly brought from the Old World to the

New, and the same may be said of cattle and other em
that the cooler and shorter summer of the north I

renders the ripenim* of some seed
|

ret an >us, etc. I

mention the fact that American plants by chance reaching
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Europe have to compete with a vegetable world in comparatively

stable equilibrium of its species, while European weeds coming
—or which formerly came—to the United States found the

course of nature disturbed by man and new-made fields for

which they could compete with advantage. But his ingenious

hypothesis is that weeds have a peculiarly "plastic nature, one

capable of being moulded by and to the new surroundings,"

by which the plant "ere long adapts itself, if the change is

not too great or sudden, to its new situation, takes out a new
lease of life, and continues in the strictest sense a weed;" "that

the plants of the European flora possess more of this plasticity,

are less unyielding in their constitution, can adapt themselves

more readily to new surroundings," and that it is " the lack of

this plasticity in the American flora which incapacitates it from
securing a foot-hold and obtaining a living in the different con-

ditions of the New World ;" that although " in the Miocene
era the European and American floras were very much alike,"

yet "since that era the European flora has been vastly altered,

while the American flora still retains a Miocene aspect, and is

therefore the elder of the two;" "that this long persistence of

type in the American flora may have induced, by habit, a

or indisposition to change;" that "the European is

thus better able to adapt itself to the strange climate and con-

ditions—that is, to emigrate—than the American :" and thus,

being more plastic or adaptable it succeeds in the New World,
while the less adaptable American flora fails in the Old World."

So far as we know, the greater plasticity of European as

compared with American plants is purely hypothetical. "More
plastic" would mean of greater variability, which, if true, might

be determined by observation. Because Europe once had more
species or types in common with North America than it now
has, it does not seem to follow that the former has "a younger

.

' or that its existing plants are more recent than those

of the American flora. And as . so refined

an hypothesis is hardly necessary for the probable explanation

of the predominancs of Old World weeds in the Atlantic

United States.

Mr. Henslow, in his remarkable memoir, On the Self-Fertili-

zation of Plants (which we reviewed in the June number of

this Journal) derives from different but equally theoretical

premises an opposite conclusion, — namely, that weeds or

intrusive and dominant plants in general, and of great emi-

grating capabilities, have "a longer ancestral life- history than

their less aggressive relatives." He also maintains that weeds,

and plants best fitted for domination in the manner of weeds,

possess a common characteristic to which this dominance may
be attributed, namely, that they are in general self-fertilized
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very specially adapted for cross-fertilization by particular insects,

and therefore dependent on such special aid, are comparatively

local and unaggressive; yet some of these are widely dis-

tributed. It will also be understood that self-fertilization may
give advantage to an intruding plant at the outset, by enabling

an exceptionally well-fitted individual to initiate a favored race.

And self-fertilization, with its sureness, would always be most

advantageous unless cross- fertilization brings some compensa-

tory advantage greater on the whole than that of immediate

sureness to fertilize.

But the test of the theory is, whether weeds and ei

herbs in general are more self- fertilizing or less subject to

cross-fertilization than the majority of related plants, and

whether many or any of them are actually self-fertilized

through a succession of generations. It seemed to us that, in

a limited way, the weeds which Europe has given to North

America might answer this question. To keep within bounds
and to have a case with all the data unquestionable, we will

collate the weeds of European parentage which evince a dom-
inating character in the United States east of the liis

referring for the purpose to the Manual of the Botany of the

Northern United States and Chapman's Southern Stal

The latter, however, adds not a single weed from Europe of

any predominance. We include only those which have taken

a strong hold and become prominent either by their general

diffusion over the area or by taking marked possession of

certain districts. For examples of the latter take Echium

vulgare in Virginia, Ranunculus bulbosus and Leonto>i

New England, and Genista

covers certain tracts in the eastern part of Mass
although nearly unknown elsewhere. We must include sev-

eral species which as weeds came from Europe, although they

are probablv, some of them undoubtedly, indigenous to some
part of the United States. -

The following are the herbaceous plants naturalized^ from

Europe and of an aggressive character in the Atlantic U mted

States. Herbs of recent introduction, and those of however

ancient naturalization which have not either spread widely or

increased greatly over a considerable district, are omitted.

The 18 species in italic type, nearly half of them grasses,

are probably indigenous to some portions of North America.

In some cases the introduced and the indigenous plants have

come into contact.
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Inula Helenii

AchMcea Millefolium.

The pla

ithum odoratum.

Chenopodium bybridum
Chenopodium Botrys.

i list, regarded i re of very various

character ; and several of them, such as White Clover and most

of the grasses, where most dominant, do not fall under the ordi-

nary definition of weeds at all, but under that of plants useful to

the farmer. Some, like Purslane, are only garden-weeds; some
belong to pastures and meadows ; others affect road-sides. The
fewness of European corn-weeds is remarkable. Chess and
Corn-cockle (Lychnis Githago) are the only ones on the list.

Corn Poppy. Blue-bottle and Knapweed (Centaurea Cyanus and

C. nigra) and Larkspur are conspicuously wanting ; but the

last two are not wholly unknown in some parts of the country.

But the only question before us is, whether these plants intro-

duced from Europe are or are not self-fertilized, or more

habitually so than others, so that this may be accounted an

element of their predominance. Apparently this question

must be answered in the negative. The question is not

whether they are self-fertilizable. The great majority of plants

are so, even of those specially adapted for intercrossing. The
plants of this list appear to belong to the juste milieu. Only
one (Rumex Acetosella) is completely dioecious ; a few are incom-

pletely dioecious or polygamous ; the two species of Ph
dichogamous to the extent of necessary dioicism or monoicisrn

;

a large number of the corolline species are either proto

or proterogynous, including two or three anemophilous species,
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and all the Grasses (which form the last quarter of the list) are

anemophilous and more or less dichogamous, and therefore not

raj l\ « r< - fertilized. Of those which are not anemophilous

we notice none which are not habitually visited by insects

(except perbi • ^ld which therefore

~i as likely to be cross-fertilized as close-fertilized ;

while in not a few (such as the Compositas generally and most

of the other Gamopetalce) the arrangements which favor inter-

crossing are explicit. There is no cleistogamous and therefore

•. except Lamium am-

, which also cross-fertilizes freely.

In California the prevalent weeds are largely different from

those of the Atlantic States and, as would be expected, are

mostly of indigenous species or immigrants from South

America ; vet the common weeds of the Old World, ea

of Southern Europe, are coming in. The v

aggressive ones, such as Brassica nigra, Silene Gulhca, trout an

fubium vul

gare and Avena sterilis, were perhaps introduced by way of

Western South America. They are mostly plants capable of

self-fertilization, but also with adaptations (of dichogamy and

otherwise) which must secure occasional crossing.

We cannot avoid the conclusion that self-fertilization is

neither the cause, nor a perceptible cause of the prepotency of

the European plants which are weeds in North America.

A cursorv examination brings us to a similar conclusion as

respects the indigenous weeds of the Atlantic States those

herbs which under new conditions, have propagated most

itly and rapidly, and competed most success

the strife for the possession of fields that have r.

place of forest. The most aggressive of these in the Northern

States are Epilobium spicatum in the newest clearings, which is

dichogamous (proterandrous) to a degree which praen

bids self-fertilization; and in older fields Asclepias Cornuti

which is specially adapted for cross-fertilization by flymg

insects; Antennaria plantagin folia and A. ^rgantacea^
are dioecious; and next to these perhaps the two wi d Straw-

berries, then Erigeron annuum and M strigosum with certain

Asters and Golden-rods, all insect-visited and die!.

and Verbena hastata, urtiafolia, etc.. the frequent natural hybrid-

ization of which testifies to habitual intercrossing.

Those who suppose that only conspicuous or odorous
,

flower

are visited by flying insects should see how bees throng the

small, greenish, and to us odorless blossoms of Ampehpsis or

Virginia Creeper and of its Japanese relative.
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Art. XXVII.—On a possible cause of variation in the proportion

of Oxygen in the Air ; by Edw. W. Morley, M.D., Ph.D.,
Professor of Chemistry in Western Eeserve College, Hudson,
Ohio.

Professor Loomis has proposed the theory that certain

great and sudden depressions of temperature at the surface of

the earth are caused, not by the transfer of cold air from higher

to lower latitudes, but by the vertical descent of air from cold

elevated parts of the atmosphere. The evidence supporting
this theory was published in this Journal in January and July,

1875. It occurred to the writer some time since that if this

theory were true, as the evidence makes very probable, the air

at the surface of the earth during such a great and sudden
depression of temperature might well contain a smaller propor-
tion of oxygen than the average. Dalton, reasoning from the

fact that oxygen has a greater specific gravity than nitrogen,

argued that the proportion of oxygen to nitrogen in the atmo-
sphere should decrease with increasing altitude above the

earth's surface; whether he clearly enough recognized that

such a regular decrease would be realized only in an atmo-
sphere in a state of equilibrium undisturbed by convection
currents, the writer does not know, not having seen Dalton's

memoir. Such a decrease of atmospheric oxygen with increas-

ing altitude has not yet been detected by analysis, although the

amount of decrease, on the theory that oxygen and nitrogen

are distributed in the atmosphere according to the law which
would prevail in case of equilibrium, is so rapid that it would
be detected with ease, even in altitudes attained in every holi-

day ascent of a balloon. This decrease may be calculated from
the formula E=E -9832960 H

, where H" denotes the height

above the earth's surface expressed in kilometers, E„ denotes

the ratio of the tension of oxygen to that of nitrogen at the

surface of the earth, and E 'denotes the same ratio for the

height EL The constant is computed from the determinations
by Eegnault of the weights of a litre of oxygen and of nitro-

gen, and of the specific gravity of mercury. The following
table gives in the second column the ratio of the tension of

oxygen to that of nitrogen at the height in kilometers given in

the first column, and the per cent of oxygen at the same
height in the third column. The per centage of oxygen at the

earth's surface assumed in the table is that used in the tables
for gas analysis in Bunsen's Gasometrische Methoden.

It will be seen that the composition here calculated for a
height of a single kilometer is so different from that at the sur-

face that analysis of no very refined accuracy would detect the
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with ease. But no such variation has been detected

araples of air collected at the greatest elevations

KuSk B.goo.0 Percentoro. Kifo»rs.

KatioofO Percentoro.

2652 % 20-96 % 10 22 41 % 18-31 %
26-08 20-68 1893

2 2564
20-14 40

16-00

in?
19-87 11-42 10-25

24-38 9-65

23-97 70
19-07 80

8 18-82 5-82

9 22-79 18-56 100 4-92 4-69

But although this is the case, it is certain that in the atmo-

sphere of the same place at different times the oxygen varies

by more than one-fortieth of its average amount. Variations

so large as this are rare, but variations of the one-hundredth or

two-hundredth part are common. It therefore seemed to the

writer proper to examine whether facts bear out the conjecture

that certain great and sudden local depressions of temperature

are caused by the descent of cold air from the upper part ot

the atmosphere, and that such air may by its poverty in oxygen

throw some light on a question in meteorology and a question

concerning the phvsics of a mixture of different gases.

In the number"' of Wiedemann's Annalen for April of the

current vear, Jollv has published the results of numerous and

very accurate analyses of atmospheric air. He asserts a con-

nection between the variations in composition detected and the

direction of the winds when the sample was collected. He
considers himself justified in concluding that the atmosphere

of tropical regions is poorer in oxygen than that of polar

regions, and supposes that at the equator more oxygen is con-

sumed in processes of oxidation than is set free by those ot

reduction, while the opposite is true near the poles, bince no

difference in the composition of the atmosphere at the equator

and at the poles has been detected, while on this theory the

difference must be one large enough to account for the extreme

variations found in temperate regions, and to account for them

after such abnormal air had been exposed to admixture witn

air of a different composition during a passage of thousands of

miles, the writer fears that the theory of Jolly will need

further proof. Other reasons for a similar doubt will suggest

themselves
On the writer's theory, a sample of air collected at the center

of an area covered by a descending current of cold air would
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at some given instant be a sample fresh from the upper part of

the atmosphere, but little exposed to admixture on the way.

If before its descent it had remained at a great height for a

long time, it might well have lost some of the oxygen which

it contained when it was at some previous time at the level of

the sea, and the difference might be enough to be detected.

An observer at one side of this central point would have

samples more or less mingled with surface air ; but even then,

a deficiency of oxygen might be detected by accurate analysis.

The writer hopes to make arrangements for the regular col-

lection of samples at points which Professor Loomis has indi-

cated as regions of frequent descent of cold air from great

heights. But while laying plans for the work, he has thought

best to ascertain whether some light on the changes in the con-

stitution of the atmosphere might be obtained by analyzing

samples of air collected at home. Having an apparatus for

instructed for the study of the gas issuing

from the numerous gas wells of his vicinity, he used this for

such determinations. In general, the apparatus is constructed

on the plan of McLeod's mo ii Nation of Frankland and Ward's

apparatus. But some important modifications have been intro-

duced, and excellent workmanship was bestowed on details.

Some such points but slightly concern analyses by explosion.

The connection between the eudiometer and absorption tubes

is novel, and has worked well. This will be described in some

proper connection. Here will be described everything neces-

sary for a judgment of the accuracy of the analyses to be cited.

The eudiometer and pressure tubes were made from the

writer's drawings by Geissler, whose recent death is a loss to

science, and a personal loss to so many who have been aided

by him. The stop-stocks at the top of these tubes w
a Torricellian vacuum for weeks. The internal diameters of

the tubes are 20-9 and 107 millimeters. At the lower end of

the eudiometer tube is a glass stop-cock, the use of which is

simply to permit the ready cleaning of the tube. Its glass

plug is withdrawn, and in place of it is put one of vulcanite so

bored that acids or water can be aspirated through the eudi-

ometer without dismounting it and without drawing off the

mercury from the pressure tube. The stop-cock at the top

of the eudiometer tube is also provided with a similar plug for

the same purpose. The pressure and eudiometer tubes are

surrounded by a stream of water entering at the top of the

pressure tube and running away from near the bottom of the

two. The level of water is kept constant by a device similar

to that of Thomas, described in a late number of the Journal

of the Chemical Society, but perhaps superior to his in some

respects. The flow of mercury to and from the movable
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reservoir is controlled by an iron stop-cock which is attached to

tripod support 'of the whole apparatus. The plug of

this stop-cock is vertical, and is prolonged by a shatt which

each of the observer. By means of a long

handle on this shaft, the stop-cock can be moved with the

greatest delicacy. From this stop-cock, an iron tube, cast in the

same piece, extends under the ends of the glass tubes of the

3, and two small iron tubes rise from this horizontal

tube ; these last meet the glass tubes and are connected with

them by short tubes of patent blai :i -r llf> iree

sulphur. The connectors are tied so as to endure the pressure

of mercury having a head of several feet, and are surrounded

with mercury so as to be absolutely air-tight. The plug of

the iron stop-cock is also so surrounded with mercury that the

entrance of air is absolutely inn nreeau-

tion was taken at the junction of the two small iron tubes with

the horizontal tube. The cast iron of this tube and stop-cock

is well japanned, and no leakage through its pores lias

occurred.

The measurement of the volume of gas in such an appara-

tns i t
- i it i> <tm ut of t 1 «'f the mercury

in the eudiometer tube to one of the marks of the graduations.

Such an adjustment can be accurately made by admitting

mercury very slowly from the reservoir, and closing the stop-

cock at the required moment. But if now the temperature ol

the gas be not quite constant, the adjustment can be renewed

for a second reading only by letting in or oa

cury of several millimeters, again f f°yl
to

approach the proper level, and rt j •<

7E
tact It is quite impossible to open the stop-cock, admit the

twentieth or fortieth of a millimeter of mercury, note the right

•

work, the means of altering the level of the mercurj

small quantities, and of doing it by a continuous mo

seemed important. In the end, therefore, of the horizontal

iron tube, there works a plunger, packed with gi

which can be moved in or out by a screw. By means o thi

micrometric movement, the level of the I

:,ted by the stop-cock can be alt-

delicacy, and readjusted till perfect stea

Danger of leakage through the washers around tbepU

prevented by providing a seat into which when the PlunSe^
screwed quite home, it 'fits so as to cut off connection ^tween

the pressure tube and the rest of the «Mj*i

at such
P
a height that ^possible leakage is that of mercury

outward, and not of air inward.
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The eudiometer and pressure tubes are cemented into the

brass cap of the glass cylinder containing the water intended

to keep all parts of the apparatus at the same temperature.

The level of the two graduations with respect to each other is

therefore constant.

When the writer planned to make analyses of air in order to

detect if possible some law in its variations of composition, he

expected to have to do with quantities but little larger than

the errors of observations. Some thought was therefore given

to the methods of keeping such errors as small as possible. It

was hoped that if the probable error of a determination of oxygen
with this apparatus was not larger than the probable error of

the analyses made by Bunsen in January and February, 1846,

the object of the analyses would be attained. Sucl
as those of Bunsen would abundantly serve to establish varia-

tions of the four hundredth part of the average amount of

oxygen contained in the atmosphere. The writer expected to

have commonly to do with such variations, and therefore com-

puted the comparative accuracy of analyses of air made with

the long eudiometer of Bunsen's experiments, and with the

apparatus used in the present work. In the first analysis by
Bunsen of the air of January ninth, the length of the column
of gas in the eudiometer was in round numbers, 840 millime-

ters, and its tension 510. The tension was determined by four

readings, and the apparent volume of air taken by one reading.

An error in the last reading would produce also an error of

the same sign in the observed tension, so that these two errors

are not independent. Their influence on the result is therefore

computed by simply adding them ; the other errors are indepen-

dent of this joint error and of each other. And the influence

of the four independent errors on the result is computed by
taking the square root of the sum of their squares. If we
repeat this computation for the different volumes and tensions

of the second and third measurements, referring all the probable

errors to the volume of air first taken, and obtain the probable

errors of the three measurements, we may obtain the probable

error of the final result by adding the square of the first prob-

able error to the squares of the third parts of the second and

third, and taking the square root of the sum.
The probable error of a single reading of the level of the

mercury in Bunsen's experiments is not given ; but we may
compare the two methods by assuming arbitrarily some proba-

ble error, provided that we assume the same error in both

computations. The first column of the following t;

the influence of a probable error of one-tenth of a millimeter
in a single reading in each of the three measurements of the

analysis quoted from Bunsen.
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In the measurement of a volume of gas with the Frankland
and Ward or McLeod apparatus, the mercury is brought to

that mark in the eudiometer tube which will give a suitable

tension, and the height in the pressure tube at which the mer-

cury stands is determined. An error in determining the vol-

ume of gas in the eudiometer tube involves an error of the

same sign in the observed tension. If we add these two
dependent errors we have one of the two independent errors

affecting this mode of measurement, the other being the error

probably made in determining the upper level of the mercury
in the pressure tube. Adding the squares of these two and
taking the square root, we have the probable error of a meas-

urement with the apparatus. If we treat the second and third

measurement in the same way, and compute the effect of these

three probable errors on the final result, we get the numbers in

the second column of the following table.

It is obvious that with the same error probable in each read-

ing, the use of the rapidly working apparatus involves no
sacrifice of accuracy to convenience, as far as the conditions

of observation are concerned.
To obtain the degree of accuracy needed for the present pur-

pose, it is necessary to take account of the expansion of the

mercury in the column which measures the pressure, and also

of the linear expansion of the scale which measures the tension,

and of the cubical expansion of the eudiometer tube. Since

all these are at the same temperature with the gas to be meas-

ured, it is easy to prepare a table giving the correction not only

for the expansion of the gas but also for the expansion of mer-

cury, scale and eudiometer. Such a table, giving on a single

page, for every tenth of a centigrade degree from zero to thirty

degrees, the logarithmic factor to be added to the logarithms

of the observed volume and observed tension, makes the work
of reduction very slight Most tables of correction of the

volumes of gas contain a logarithm to be subtracted ;
for con-

venience it should be additive; and five places of decimals

should not be exceeded. Unless measurements can be made
ten times more accurate than Bunsen's, five places of logarithms

distinguish smaller differences than observation deals with;

five places permit instant interpolation for hundredths of a
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degree, and a greater number waste time and possess no advan-

tage whatever.

The eudiometer was calibrated by rilling it with air-free

water, and weighing the quantity expelled as the mercury rose

to each successive mark of the graduation. This was done
four times for each division ; the probable error of a single

determination was found to be 8 -6 milligrams of water. The
results were all reduced to the temperature of melting ice.

There were seventeen divisions in the eudiometer tube, now
broken, which was used in all the analys 's in this paper. The
volume of gas to be measured was always brought to one of

the two divisions which permitted measurement under the

most favorable conditions, and its tension determined ; it was
then brought to the other division, and its tension again deter-

mined. Two independent measurements thus obtained elimi-

nated the chance of error in identifying divisions on the scale,

and also afforded the means of ascertaining the probable

error of a measurement. In the analyses contained in this

paper, the quantity of air taken was unfortunately li

the circumstance that the collecting tubes at hand were small

;

the probable error of the results so far obtained is therefore

much greater than is due to the care used in observing. In

analyses made after the present month this mistake of judg-

ment will be corrected. The mean quantity of air taken in

an analysis so far has been 38 '9 cubic centimeters measured at

zero and 760 millimeters. From 196 pairs of measurements it

has been computed that the probable error of a single determi-

nation of volume is its 5800th part. Hence the probable error

of a determination of oxygen in the air is the 7200th part, and

the probable difference of two determinations on the same sam-

ple is the 5100th part. A second analysis was always made
when the tl. tency of oxygen. A eoi

of the results will show whether the accuracy indicated by

computation was obtained.* The writer has in hand an entirely

new construction of the pressure tube, and some mo
'

of the optical appliances for reading the level of the mercury

in the eudiometer tube, by which he hopes considerably to

lessen this probable error.

The samples of air analyzed were collected in the open

country in glass vessels with due care as to admixture with the

air from the collector's lungs, preserved over mercury, freed

from carbonic acid, and exploded with hydrogen, of proved

purity, obtained by galvanic decomposition of water. But

* The divergence of the second resulfr of February 26th from the first is due to

In the second analysis the hydrogen used was not pure. As none

- - ':...
:

'
'-.;: :"-v -;-' r--.r !- .,- . ..

.
•--.-.--.. '

firmatioQ of the first. Bur tf old not be used in computing
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some samples were collected in clean stoppered and capped

l.-.ttli'-. and kept for a short time by inverting the bottle in the

cap which had been filled with water. In this case the air

was withdrawn for analysis with a Tcepler's mercury pump.

The table gives in the first column the date, in the second,

the mean temperature of the day at this place as determined

by three observations. In the third, on the days when analyses

ample is given, frac-

last two columns are

p cent found by analysis, the figures

joint being suppressed. The figures

ninety-six. for instance, in this column mean 20"96 per cent of

oxvgen. Within the time covered by the analyses now pub-

lished, there were several well marked great and sudden

depressions of temperature, and the figures show the falling

off in the proportion of oxvgen in the air at these times to be

as well marked as the depression of temperature. The defi-

ciency is not proportionate to the depression of temperature

;

this could not be expected.
It may be said that these analyses were commenced m March,

1878, but in December of that year, a doubt was felt whether

it were absolutely certain that in every case the air and hydro-

gen had been completely mixed before explosion. In test

cases, the air and hydrogen had been permitted to diffuse into

each other for eighteen hours before explosion, and the results

were the same as in the usual course of analysis ;
but the

analyses are not here given, although they contain only evi-

dence perfectly agreeing with that here presented. In all the

analyses here printed, the air and hydrogen were known to be

thoroughly mixed; they were driven as rapidly as possible

through a capillary tube twelve or twenty times. All made

between th< tea of the table are given without

selection, except that some were rejected for obvious instru-

mental errors. , ,

The remarkable deficiency of oxygen observed on the

twenty-sixth of February seems affected with no reason for

doubt. On Sept 16, 1878, two very careful analyses ot the

same sample gave 2049 and 2046 per cent of oxygen. On
July 19, arid Nov. 10, 1877, Jolly found 20'56 per cent. The

Neues Handworterbuch der Chemie, i, 856, cites an analysis

of air from ihe Bay of Bengal showing 2046 per cent, one oi

air from near Calcutta, showing 20"39 per <*n ^ »?d.7® rf
*rf

from near Algiers, showing 2041 per cent. That Jolly and

the writer have found air almost as deficient in oxygen as the

three last will lessen the probability that the air of the surface

of the earth in the Torrid zone is normally poor in oxygen.

One of the first cases of a supposed descent of cold air from
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an elevation mentioned by Loomis occurred in the warmer
parts of this country. If his theory finds favor, and the writer's

conjecture is correct, it will be presumed that the three samples

cited in the Handworterbuch from the still warmer regions of

the earth were taken in the midst of such a mass of cold air

5 of the earth's atmosphe
The analyses here printed should not be used in determining

H average composition of the air by combining analyses from

sources. Whether the writer's conjecture is correct or not,

has enabled him to select times for taking samples of air

tying widely from the average ; and to such times his analy-

i have been commonly limited, only occasionally including

nple of presumably normal air to serve as a check on the

Art. XXVIII—Principal J. W. Dawson's criticism of my Mem-

oir On the Structure o/ Eozoon Canadense compared with that of

Foraminifera ; by K Mobius, Professor of Zoology at Kiel*

If it were true that " the organic character of Eozoon is at

present generally admitted," as Dr. Dawson says in his criticisrn

on my memoir, I could have spared myself the trouble of

elaborating, and others that of reading, my studies. But

every one who has paid attention to this question knows that

this statement of Dr. Dawson is not correct. As long as two

different opinions about one object in nature are maintained,

and on both sides by men whose learning and honasty in the

search for the truth cannot be questioned, so long are renewed

studies and descriptions of the differently judged object a scien-

tific duty for all who believe that they have the true explanation.

For every phenomenon in nature but one thoroughly true ex-

planation is possible. This principle, as stated in my memoir

(p- 178), has guided me in preparing it for the scientific public.

Dr. Dawson savs further, "As fast as one opponent (against

the organic character of Eozoon) " is disposed of, another
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No one should be able to do so better than he. It was he

who described the Eozoon Oanadense as an organism ; who has,

moreover, a very fine collection of specimens of Eozoon, and

has studied the Eozoon in situ and is fully acquainted with

the literature relating to it. I could not, indeed, have wished

for a more experienced reviewer, to show me where I had fallen

into error and where I had found the truth.

It is Mr. Dawson's belief that few scientific men are in a

position fully to appreciate the evidence respecting the organic

of Eozoon ; that this is true of the geologists and

mineralogists, because they do not yet agree with regard to the

nature of the rocks in which it occurs ; and of the biologists,

because ''they are but little acquainted with the appearance

of foraminiferal organisms when mineralized with -

"Nor are they willing," he says, "to admit the possibility that

these ancient organisms may have presented a much more gen-

eralized and less definite structure than their modern successors.

Worse, perhaps, than all these, is the circumstance that dealers

and injudicious amateurs have intervened and have circulated

specimens of Eozoon, in which the structure is too imperfectly

preserved to admit of its recognition." These are the principal

points in the introduction to Principal Dawson's criticism on

Day paper. He continues: "The memoir of Professor Mobius
istrations of some of these difficulties in the study of

Eozoon."
I hope Principal Dawson will concede that, in my memoir,

there is no evidence that the different hypotheses with regard

to the geological character of the strata in which the Eozoon

occurs have puzzled me; nor that any previously conceived

hypothesis has influenced me in my conclusions. To hypoth-

eses of this kind I have briefly alluded in the last chapter of

my memoir where I say: "While excluding Eozoon from the

organic world by scientific arguments, it is by no means

maintained that in the Laurentian period there may not have

existed organisms. It is possible that the graphite of the Lau-

rentian beds may have originated from organisms." These

words ought plainly to have shown Mr. Dawson that no geo-

logical hypothesis compelled me in advance to deny the organic

nature of Eozoon. On the contrary, in the' beginning of my
studies I hoped to gain conclusive evidence in favor of the organic

character of Eozoon, as I have stated in my memoir, chapter

VI : "It is to me a source of regret that I cannot say to Messrs.

Dawson and Carpenter, who have so kindly aided me in my
work, that Eozoon Canadense must be considered, from my re-

searches also, a fossil Foraminifer." I quote these words here

for the benefit of those readers of Principal Dawson's criticism

who are not acquainted with my memoir.
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I was familiar with the structure of fossilized Foraminifera,
as can be seen from several notations and figures in my paper.

Nor was I unwilling to admit that the structure of Eozoon
might be different from that of modern Foraminifera, as is evi-

dent from the following words in my memoir (p. 188)

:

" If all the structures of Eozoon, in the same layers and forms
that they have in the best specimens circulated by Dawson and
Carpenter, were indeed produced by living beings, the living

Eozoon must have had a nature totally different from that of

all plants and animals we know. If it were possible to prove
that Eozoon is a fossil and not a mineral, we must then make
two divisions of organic bodies, viz : 1, organic bodies with
protoplasmic nature (all plants and animals) ; 2, organic bodies
with eozoonic nature {Eozoon Dawson). In the genealogical
line, in which the theory of evolution or descent unites all

protoplasmic beings, there is no place for Eozoon."
Further, not a single one of all the specimens of Eozoon,

which I studied, came from the hands of "dealers or injudicious

amateurs," but all directly or indirectly from Messrs. Dawson
and Carpenter. This I have said repeatedly in my paper. I

am consequently much surprised at the words of Dr. Dawson :

" The memoir of Professor Mobius affords illustrations of some
of these difficulties in the study of Eozoon."
Why should Principal Dawson write thus about my memoir

if he has read it throughout with attention and understanding ?

It bears full evidence that I had not to struggle in the slightest

degree with such difficulties.

But Principal Dawson has read my paper, and he points out
"* T

have (on p. 180) taken as a figure of

iro-e snecimen of Eozoon, which Prin-erv lame specimen of Eozoon, which Prin-
-—-en tedcipal Dawson on plate III of his "Dawn of Life' has pres

of half the natiira si™ • 2. on the same nage I say :
" We

specimens of Eozoon which have more than fifty whitish and
greenish laminae," on which Mr. Dawson remarks, that they

often have more than a hundred.
For these corrections I offer my sincerest thanks. Other

*] errors he has not mentioned. If he will do so, I

shall be further grateful to him. For if in a paper of mine an
error is unveiled, the first displeasure I feel in having not been

careful enough to avoid making a mistake, is very soon effaced

D7 the satisfaction of seeing the pure and certain truth come
forth. No naturalist, in any branch of science, has ever dis-

covered and brought out at once the whole truth in all directions.

It is evident that those two mistakes are of no significance in

deciding the question whether Eozoon Canadense is an organism
or not

%

But Dr. Dawson writes further (p. 197): "Mobius has
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had access merely to a limited number of specimens min-

eralized with serpentine. These he has elaborately studied,

and has made careful drawings of portions of their structures,

and has described these with some degree of accuracy ; and

his memoir has been profusely illustrated with figures on a

large scale. This, and the fact of the memoir appearing where
it does, convey the impression of an exhaustive study of the

subject, and since the conclusion is adverse to the organic char-

acter of Eozoon, this paper may be expected, in the opinion

of many not fully acquainted with the evidence, to be regarded

as a final decision against its animal nature. Yet, however
commendable the researches of Mobius may be, when viewed
on the evidence of the material he may have at command, they

furnish only another illustration of partial and imperfect investi-

gation, quite unreliable as a verdict on the questions in hand."

On reading these lines one cannot but be astonished and ask,

whether they were written by the same author, who said a few

lines before: "Professor Mobius is a good microscopist, fairly

acquainted with the modern Foraminifera, and a conscientious

observer." This impression he must also have gained from

my paper on Eozoon Canadense.

Principal Dawson, in saying I have had access " merely to a

umber of specimens" of Eozoon, should have stated

exactly how many specimens are to be studied to gain a con-

clusive judgment in regard to its real nature. It has often

happened that biologists and paleontologists have had not more

than one specimen in hand, or even not more than a part of a

specimen, and notwithstanding they were in a position to

determine surely its place in the organic kingdom. He says.

further: "Mobius has made drawings of portions of the structure

of Eozoon :" he does not state what structures I have omitted.

I have certainly made careful drawings and descriptions of all

the Eozoon-structure, which according to Messrs. Dawson and

Carpenter corresponds with the chambers, the communications

between them, the tubuli of the proper wall of the chambers, and

the canal-system in the intermediate skeleton of Foraminifera.

Principal Dawson says again : "Mobius has described these

structures with some degree of accuracy." It would have been

more satisfactory if he had pointed out the imperfections of

my descriptions, each one for itself and all without reserve. I

should have been grateful for the aid in improving my descrip-

tions of Eozoon.
Principal Dawson evidently apprehends that my "profusely

illustrated " paper may convey the impression of an exhaustive

study of the subject. That was indeed my purpose. Has he

not read or understood my remarks (pp. 178 and 179) in regard

to the necessity of many good drawings of all the structures of
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Eozoon? Or, had be in writing his criticism the opinion that

it would be read by those only who would never see my paper

itself ?

But how can he venture to say :
" The fact of the memoir

appearing where it does conveys tbe impression of an exhausting

study of the subject?" A bad paper has never gained the con-

tinued assent of the public through the fame of the Journal in

which it appeared. In giving my paper to the editors of the
"

I had by no means the inten-

tion of gain her opinion than it deserves by

itself. I wished to bring it before a disinterested and judicious

public; besides, I knew that the publisher of the "Palaeonto-

graphica" would take care to print my drawings very exactly,

and he has done so.

After having made these objections its

Dawson considers " a number of errors and omissions arising

from want of study of the fossil in situ, and from want of ac-

quaintance with its various states of preservation."

If Principal Dawson demands that nobody should venture

to judge of the nature of Eozoon but those who have seen it m
situ, he claims in favor of his Eozoon Canadense an e

over all productions of the accessible world. When
these lines he overlooked the fact that Mineralogy, Paleontol-

ogy, Botany and Zoology contain a very great number of uni-

versally appreciated memoirs concerning objects which the

authors have never seen in situ.

It was my intention to study Eozoon from a biologi

of view, which is indeed shown in the title of my memoir, viz

:

" The structure of Eozoon Canadense, compared with that of Jfora-

rnmifera, by my own investigations"
. ...

It seems strange that Principal Dawson quotes in his criticism

but the first five words of this title. If it were u,

short, many things might have been left out which the real title

promises. For my pSrpose, tbe examination of Eozoon from

d point of view, I was in a very favorable I

because a very large number of specimens of Eozoon Canadense

were at my disposal, which Messrs. Dawson and Carpenter

bad sent directly to rne or to other naturalists.

^ Can I now be reproached, that I accepted all specimens of

Eozoon as genuine, which the two principal defendants ot ifo

animal nature had proved! But if Principal Dawson means

that my drawings and descriptions were insufficient to show all

variations and all degrees of preservation of bis Eozoon Cana-

dense, I would request him urgently to send mes
?
ch
u
sP/*"^

as will enable me to improvS my researches. I shal

them with my best thanks, st» tl
™d ™"

bring all I shall find conscientiously before the scientific public.
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On p. 187 of my paper I say :
" It is impossible to detect in

any specimen of Eozoon any spot, from which there could have

t all the serpentine bodies of this specimen, and which
therefore might agree with the primary chamber of Foraminif-

era." When Mr. Dawson, in alluding* to these lines, writes (p.

198): "Mobius objects to the impossibility of detecting regular

primary chambers like those in modern Foraminifera," he has

interpolated the word, "regular" for the sake of the argument;
he adds: " Mobius seems not to be aware that some Stroma-

toporae originate in a vesicular irregular mass of cells, and that

in Loftusia the primary chamber is represented by a merely

cancellated nucleus." From this it is evident, that not /, but

Mr. Dawson has failed here.

He says further: "With reference to the finely tubulated

proper wall of Eozoon, Mobius has fallen into an error scarcely

excusable in an observer of his experience, except on the plea

of insufficient access to specimens." In writing this, Principal

Dawson omitted to state that I studied only those specimens of

Eozoon which had come from him and Dr. Carpenter, and that

these were indeed very many in number. I beg him to read

again the explanations of my drawings, and he will find in

many places quoted: "Nummuline tubulation," written from

labels by Dr. Carpenter himself on the figured preparations.

But Dawson agrees exactly in regard to the "Nummuline
tubulation." Both Eozoonists consider the chrysotile veins as

the proper wall filled with fine cylinders of silicate. I could

not detect in any specimen of Eozoon the slightest traces of

such tubuli as Principal Dawson has figured in ''The Dawn of

Life" (p. 106). I give here a copy of this figure (1> If Eozoon

did indeed contain tubuli of such organic regularity, we should

have reason enough to agree with him in considering it Foram-

iniferal, as well as the specimen from Kempten, Bavaria, which

Principal Dawson advises me to study (p. 199). I can assure

him that I did so before I wrote my memoir, and from prepa-
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rations which were kindly forwarded to me by Dr. Halin at

n. I add here a drawing of the tubuli in a slice (fig. 2).

Principal Dawson remarks: " That some of Mobius's speei-

mens have contained the proper wall fairly preserved is obvious

from his own figures, in which it is possible to recognize both

this structure and the chrvsotile veins, though confounded by
him under the same designation." Why does he not ft!

figures these are, and why has he neglected to give a copy of

them in his review, since he has taken some other figures of

mine as evidence of the foraminiferal character of Eozoon?

In the same paragraph Principal Dawson speaks in detail of

the different difficulties met with in distinguishing the minute

tubes. I quote his own words, viz : "When the proper wall is

merely calcareous, its structure is ordinarily invisible, and it is

the same when the calcareous skeleton has, from any cause, lost

its transparency, or has been replaced by some other

substance. Even in thickish slices, the tubes, though 6

serpentine, may be so piled on one another as to be in

Indeed these lines are quite like an esoteric Eozoon mystery

;

but every true natural doctrine only contains exoteric theses.

Principal Dawson speaks of mv description of what he calls

the "Canal svstem." He urges that I was mistaken in think-

ing that round and regularly branching stalk-like bodies are

rather exceptional. I can assure him that I have found in ail

specimens of Eozoon circulated by Dawson and Carpenter al-

most only such flat and irregular branched stalk-like bodies

as I have illustrated in my figures. It ought to be admitted

that as soon as the first objections against the organic

of Eozoon were made, Messrs. Dawson and Carpenter distributed

only good specimens of Eozoon ; and it would be very strange,

if just those of their specimens which came into my hands had

not the genuine structure, but such qualities as speak against

the organic nature of Eozoon.
Principal Dawson brings before the readers of his criticism

in the figures 1 and 2 (p. 201), two of my drawings of the stalk-

Kke bodies traversing the associated limestone and regarded by

Eozoonists as casts of canals. He has chosen just those which

differ very little from figures which he and Carpenter have

added formerly to their descriptions of Eozoon. Why did he

not copv instead of these figures, drawings of the man
ifl and to

which I devoted a whole plate? And why does be not speafc

of those of my drawings which present the casts of the canal

systems" colored by Fuchsin, showing beyond doubt that these

are only irregularly curved stalks or plates.
.

I feel sure that Mr. Dawson will also get the same views of

the real forms of the "canal system" if he will only employ
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my methods. The two figures which he has chosen out of my
plates cau only serve as evidence for the forami in feral nature

of Eozoon to those readers of Mr. Dawson's criticism, who have

thes<

I as to the

of the stalk-like bodies are very weakly supported.
" Another objection against the organic nature of Eozoon,"

says Principal Dawson, p. 200, "Mobius takes to the directions

of the canals, as not being transverse to the laminae, but
oblique." Here Mr. Dawson did not understand me rightly.

I say, chapter IV, p. 184, in regard to the fine tubes of Foramini-

eh are regarded as resembling the chrysotile fibers),

that they are usually directed transversely to the inner and
outer sides of the chamber- wall, and I show this by figures of

Foraminifera, for instance, by the figure of a slice of a Num-
muline, which Dawson has copied, fig. 4, p. 201. My remark
about the direction of the fine tubes Mr. Dawson refers to his

"canal system," to which it does not belong at all. It is there-

fore not I, but Mr. Dawson, who makes a mistake.
Paragraph 4 of Prin 200), begins

with the words: "A fatal defect in the mode of treatment

pursued by Mobius is that he regards each of the structures

separately and does not sufficiently consider their cui

force when taken together." Principal Dawson has either not

read, or not understood, chapter VI of my memoir. In this

chapter my only object was to compare the structures of

Eozoon, as a whole, with the structures of Foraminifera. I

am convinced that I could not better explain the structure of

Eozoon than by describing first each structure particularly,

before I compared them all together with the Foraminifera;
and all disinterested biologists and paleontologists will agree

that there is no better method of treating such an object.

Next follows, in Dr. Dawson's criticism, a resume of his well-

known opinions about the organic nature of Eozoon. I will

only make a remark about one of the eight points which he

makes. He says, point 3 : "The general form, lamination and

chambers of Eozoon resemble those of the Silurian Stromatopora

and its allies, and of such modern sessile Foraminifera as Car-

pentaria and Polytrema.
71 No one who is minutely acquainted

with the structure of Eozoon, Stromatopora, Carpentaria and
Polytrema can maintain such an opinion. If Principal Daw-
son had only compared my figures of Carpenteria, Rhaphidoden-
dron, and Polytrema miniaceum, closely with the structures of

Eozoon, he would certainly not have made this statement.
The dear old Polvtrema ! Ever since the celebrated Pro-

x Schultze said that it resembled Eozoon, Polytrema
has served ever and anon as evidence for the organic nature of
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Eozoon. If Max Schultze had been acquainted with the struct-
ure of Eozoon as well as with the structure of Polytrema his

histological genius would certainly have prevented him from

Further on, Mr. Dawson reproaches me for saying that: "Dr.
Carpenter and Principal Dawson have leaned to a subjective
treatment of Eozoon, representing its structure in a somewhat
idealized manner." Where did I say this? On p. 188 I said
about their diagrams of Eozoon :

" Carpenter and Dawsou
show clearly by the diagrams of Eozoon Canadense that they
assume for the supposed living being, which has, in their opin-
ions, formed the shell of Eozoon, the power of producing

3 of organic regularity." And, further, I say: "The
grams should not exceed the lira-

its of the known variability of the real specimens. But in the
Eozoon diagrams of Carpenter and Dawson these limits are
exceeded." These are my words. I am convinced that every

• who is free from prejudice will agree with me iniudice will a<

regard to Carpenter's and Dawson's diagrams.
In the last pasre of his criticism Mr. Daws<the last page of hi

"careful examination and selection of specimens, etc., of
Eozoon, in comparison with the works of others who arrive at

conclusions in easier ways," and he concludes with the words

:

" Taken with the above cautions and explanations, the memoir
of Professor Mobius may be regarded "as an interesting and
useful itimto res of Eozoon, though froa

of view somewhat too limited to be wholly satisfactory." I

here warn every naturalist who has not seen my memoir, not
to think th; janic nature of Eozoon.
The final result of my paper, that the Eozoon can not be a

protoplastic organic formation, will be maintained until Principal

Dawson declares that all specimens of Eozoon which he has

given away are not genuine representatives of his Eozoon Can-
adense. and until he has put into the hands of naturalists who
are well acquainted with the structure of Foraminifera the

genuine representatives of his E j»cb shows
that organic nature sustained by Carpenter ami himself. If

he will kindly send me such representatives of his Eozoon Can-

adense, I v. him that he has disappointed

de and other naturalists. I will examine those genuine speci-

mens with the same ra
l ^ * fiud

a true organic structure, I will avow, without hesitation, that

the genuine Eozoon Canadense was an animal. The aim of all

my researches is this: not that I should be the one to find the

truth, but that the ir and brought to the

jight. No error will be changed into truth by constantly

believing, nor by persistently declaring, it as truth.
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Art. XXIX.—On the Estherville, Emmet Cox

ofMay 10th, 1879 ; by Charles Upham Shepard, Emeritus
Professor of Natural History in Amherst College.

in the Chicago Times by Mr. S. E. Bemis, and to

m Mr. Howard Graves and Mr. Henry Barber of Es-

For the

the State ot lowa since the vea
published in the Chicago Tir
letters from '.

therville*

The fall occurred at 5 P. M. on the 10th of May, attended by
a terrible explosion, resembling the discharge of a cannon, only
louder. It seemed to proceed from a region high up in mid-

air
;
and was followed by a second report, more like a heavy

blast. This again was succeeded by one or two more reports,

that may have been echoes of the two first. Nearly a minute
after, a rumbling sound was heard, apparently passing from
the northeast to the southwest. The sky was dear at the time,

or only a few fleecy clouds were visible. An observer, Mr.

Charles Ega, looking in the direction of the report, could see

nothing on account of the sun's rays ; but following with his

eye the direction of the roaring sound that succeeded, he saw
dirt thrown high into the air at the edge of a ravine, one hun-

dred rods northeast of where he was standing. At a like dis-

tance, still farther away in the same direction, a similar disturb-

ance of the ground was seen by Mr. Barber. Another witness,

Mr. S. W. Brown, living three-quarters of a mile distant, being

in the edge of a wood, and having his eyes directed upward at

the moment for the inspection of some oak trees, saw a red

streak in the heavens ; and while looking at it, the explosion

took place. It appeared to him, that the meteor was passing

from west to east ; and that when it burst, there was a cloud at

the head of the red streak, which darted out of it like smoke
from a cannon's mouth, and then expanded in every direction.

On examining the ravine where a body was seen to strike, a

hole in the ground was discovered, twelve feet in diameter and
six in depth. It was filled with water. Within this hole, at a

depth of fourteen feet below the general surface of the ground,

the large mass, weighing four hundred and thirty-one pounds,

was found. It had penetrated a stratum of blue clay to the

depth of six feet, before its progress had been arrested. The
mass measured twenty-seven inches in length, by twenty-two
and three-quarters in breadth, and fifteen in thickness. Its

surface is described as " fearfully rough," with ragged projec-

tions of metal. From one of these a portion was detached, and
shaped into a finger-ring. After much searching, there have
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since been found in the immediate vicinity of the hole, several
smaller masses, varying in weight from one to eight ounces;
also one mass of four pounds, and another of thirty-two.

At the distance of two miles from this spot, in a westerly
direction, a mass of one hundred and fifty-one pounds was also

discovered. It was imbedded in a dry, gravelly soil, at the
depth of four and a half feet This specimen is in the posses-

sion of the University of Minnesota at Minneapolis.

Description of the Meteorite.

The specimens thus far received (for which I am indebted
to Mr. Graves), though numerous, are all small, the largest

weighing only 147*7 grammes : nevertheless, accompanied as

they are with a general description of the main masses, they
afford the means of arriving at a tolerably clear conception of

the general character of this very remarkable meteorite. It is

marked by the unusual prevalence of chrysolite and meteoric
iron, the former probably constituting two-thirds its bulk; also

by the size and distinctness of the chrysolitic individual!?,

together with their pretty uniform, yellowish-gray or greenish-

black color; and by the ramose or branching structure of the

meteoric iron. Nearly one-half of the chrysolite, however, is

more massive, approaching fine granular, or compact. Yet in this

condition [\
frangible.

This portion is of an ash-gray, necked with specks of a dull

greenish-yellow color. The luster is feebly shining. It is without

any traces of decomposition ; on the contrary, it is throughout a

fresh, undecomposed crystalline aggregate. Especially is it ob-

servable, that the stony portions nowhere present traces of the

.
The mean specific gravity of four examples of the stony por-

tion was found to be 3 35. The crust upon this va;

the usual thickness, black, without luster, and much wrinkled.

One of the fragments shows a cavity of half an inch area, com-

pletely lined with a shining dark-green glass, as if from the

perfect fusion of chrysolite.
The meteoric iron, besides being in ramose branches, is also

in enveloping coatings around the chrysolite, somewhat as in

3 and Atacama irons. The specific gravity of this ag-

gregate, cleared of the stony part, was 5 "97 ;
that of the large

specimen of 147'7 grams, was 4 54. The presence of schrei-

bersite in the metal is apparent to the naked eye ;
also traces

of the Widman figures which so constantly attend its presence,

and to which they owe their production.

.
A very remarkable ited

.

by the meteonc
]ron in some of the specimens. It is the bright silvery whiteness

°* the metal where it forms a portion of the exterior of the
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> have been f uled on all

sides by the black crust, coming from the stony material,

will be interesting to know whether this character prevails c

the main mass from which these fragments were separated,

such should be the fact, it would give us a second case in wl
meteoric iron seen to fall, reached the earth ir.

exteriorly of a high metallic luster. The other
of the Dickson County meteorite, Tennessee, July 30, 1835.

The chrysolite, in large distinct concretions and highly crys-

talline individuals, deserves a particular notice. Some of

these show imperfect crystalline facets, and nearly all the larger

ones possess eminent cleavages. In a few instances they are

nearly transparent and gem-like. Specific gravity (on 0'77

grams) = 3 '50.

The next most conspicuous species present is troilite. This

also is in distinct individuals, sometimes as large as a pea. It

is highly crystalline, rarely presenting splendent ci

facets, whose color approaches silver-white. The proportion in

which it exists is apparently large, and may equal two per cent.

Next in importance comes the feldspathic mineral, presuma-
bly anorthite. It is highly crystalline, white, lustrous and

nsparent, resembling i
• the similar

mineral found among the ejecta of Vesuvius.
Among the specimens are two very distinct examples of an

opal-like mineral of a yellowish-brown color, which I take to be

chassignite. Its luster is resinous, structure imperfectly slaty,

to massive and conchoidal. A small granule of chromite oc-

curs in one of the fragments of the massive chrysolite.

Such are the minerals thus far distinguished in the Esther-

ville meteorite. As a whole, it differs widely from the normal

meteoric stones. These differences consist, in the first place, in

the unusual prevalence of a chrysolite similar to that found in

the meteoric irons ; secondly, in the large proportion of mete-

oric iron present, and in the manner in which it is involved

vith the chrysolite; thirdly in the fresh and highly =

i of all the constituents of the meteorite. Nothing like

ration of pulverulent, ash-like grains, more or less

rolled into oolitic shapes, so common in meteoric stones, is

discernible. The stony portions much more resemble the oli-

vinic rocks of extinct volcanos, particularly those of the Eifel

district

Judging from the specimens in hand, it cannot properly be

referred to any group of meteoric stones with which we are

acquainted. It would rather appear to be a connecting link

between the Litholites and the Lithosiderites, though it may
possibly find a place in the Eucritic group of the former, in

which case it would form an order by itself.
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Akt. XXX.— On the Color Correction of Achromatic Telescopes;

by Wm. Haekness.

Although much has been written on the theory of the

achromatic telescope, I am not aware that any attempt has

hitherto been made to treat the color correction rigorously as

a function of the wave length of the light; and, on that

account, much obscurity, and some positive error, has crept

into the text books on the subject.

The theory given in the following pages is based upon funda-

mental equations which neglect the thickness of the lenses, as

has always been done heretofore, and which suffice to give the

indexes to scarcely more than four places of decimals.

All the subsequent operations upon these equations are rigor-

ouslv accurate; and it would have been useless to attempt

greater precision in the refractive indexes, while the I

of the lenses is neglected. As achromatic telescopic i

are usually composed of two lenses, rarely of three, and hardly

ever of a greater number; it has been thought sufficient to

write the equations in the form applicable to triple ol

but no difficulty will be experienced in extending them to a

greater number of lenses, when necessary.

Our fundamental equations are

}=<^!vnf (1)

t + bf + cf (2)

in which

/ = the principal focal distance of any lens.

M = the refractive index of the lens.

r = the radius of curvature of the first surface of the lens.

p= the radius of curvature of the second surface of the lens.

A = the wave length of the light.

«,"*, c= certain coefficients, determined from not less than three

properly situated values of p.

Equation (2) is Cauchy's dispersion formula. Now put

1 + I = A (3)

and suppose a series of lenses, such that

These lenses being very thin, let them be placed in contact with

each other ; and let the equivalent focal distance of the whole
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combination be/ Then, by a well known optical theorem,

i = fo-l)X + Ou8
-l)A

3 + U'.-lJA,

Qg the values of /*„ //a , ^, fr

= ^(^-1) +A 1
(a,-l) + A

i
(a

1
-l) )

D = AA + AA+ A,A r (6)E=AlCl+AA + A!Cs )

and arranging the terms according to the powers of y, we have

This equation expresses the relation between the focal dis-

tance of the combination, and the wave length of the light.

It shows that when white light enters an objective there will

generally be an infinite number of foci, situated one behind
the other, and all contained between the two values of /which
correspond to the limiting values of y. For our purpose, how-
ever, it will be more convenient to consider / as the ordinate,

and y as the abscissa, of a curve which we will designate as the

focal curve. To investigate its properties, we differentiate with

respect to/ and y, and obtain

^=- 2KT(D + 2Er') (8)

Putting the left hand member of this expression equal to

zero, we find

r— fi «
Differentiating (8) a second time

0= 2/V(2D + 4Ery-r(2T> + 12E/) (10)

Substituting the value of f from (9), this becomes

%>=™r (»)

which shows that, so long as D remains positive, the curve is

convex toward the objective, and the value of y given by equa-

(9) corresponds to the minimum focal distance.

An achromatic objective, or more accurately, and with greater

generality, a corrected objective, is one in which all rays of the

kind for which the correction is made are brought to as nearly

as possible the same focus. For example; if an objective is

corrected for visual purposes, then the rays which produce the

greatest effect upon the human eye must all be brought as

nearly as possible to the same focus; or, if the objective is

corrected for photographic purposes, then the rays which act
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3ost energetically upon silver bromo-iodide must all be brought
s nearly as possible to the same focus. This condition will
vidently be fulfilled when the rays in question have the min-
num focal distance; or in other words, when they satisfy

Thus it appears that this equation determines

of the objective, and for that reason it will be
called the achromatic equation, and the particular value of y
which satisfies it will be designated as y .

To find the relative values of A„ A a, As , in a corrected
objective, we substitute in (9) the values of D and E from (6).

The resulting expression for the middle lens is

the middle one must be (

To find the equivalent focal distance of the whole combina-
tion for the ray A

Q , (9) gives

D = - 2E;/
2

(13)

Substituting this in (7)

/o = u
_L„ (14)

Replacing C and E by their values from (6)

/'=5^^V-l)+A,K-ct
y/-l)+A,(a,-V;-l)

(15)

Substituting the value of A, from (12), and putting

I obtain finally

The ordinate of the focal curve for the ray A„ is the difference

^y^Ey^-iC+DyV +Ey^ViYS-rn + Pro'-r:) (18)

1 * -iz£ (19)

putting/—

/

= J/;, this becomes
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Substituting the values of A
a
and A

s
-^-A

1
from (12) and (16),

and putting

we obtain the important expression

4fi=*JWr:-r,V *+£
:

<23 »

If a star is viewed through a carefully focused achromatic

telescope, and if the surface in the focus of the eye-piece is

designated as the focal plane: then, of the infinite number of

images which equation (7) shows will be formed, some will be

situated before, and some behind the focal plane, but only one
will coincide exactly with it. The cones of rays which' form

the images situated before and behind the focal plane will

necessarily have a sensible diameter at their intersection with

that plane, and their combined effect will be to produce a

fringe of colored light around the image of the star, as seen

through the eye-piece. This fringe is the secondary spectrum,

and its magnitude, for light of any given wave length, will

evidently depend upon the value of Afv Hence, to destroy

the secondary spectrum, Afx
must be made equal to zero.

Equation (23) shows that this will be the case for a triple

objective when
N + /iP = (24)

or for a double objective when
N = (25)

As yet no materials have been discovered whose physical

properties are such as to satisfy these conditions. "We there-

fore proceed to investigate what form an objective constructed

of any given materials must have in order to render the sec-

Substituting in (23) the value of A, from (17), we find

4*=*<r.'-r.T
(!^B <26)

In the right hand member of this equation, n is the only

quantity which depends upon the form of the objective. Con-

sidering it as variable, and differentiating, we obtain

To make Afx
a minimum, such a yalue must be attributed to

n as will reduce the right hand member of (27) to zero. This
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condition gives at once, n=cc ; which will be the case when r

and p are both infinite; as is evident from equations (16) and

(3). The objective is then reduced to two lenses, and a piece

of very thin piano-parallel glass. As the latter cannot appre-

ciably affect the color correction, it may be dismissed from

further consideration ; and thus it appears that from any three

pieces of glass suitable for making an objective, but not ful-

conditions necessary for the complete destruction of

the secondary spectrum, it will always be possible to select two

pieces from which a double objective can be made that will be

superior to any triple objective made from all three of the

pieces.

The focal curve being tangent to the focal plane at the point

corresponding to the wave length 4, ; if we assume the spherical

aberration to be perfectly corrected for light of all degrees of

. : then the image of a star formed upon I

plane by light of wave length 4, will be a i

8 mi-diameter of the image of the same star formed by light of

wave length X, will be the semi-diameter of the cone of rays ot

that wave length at the point where it cuts the focal plane.

Therefore we have ,M%
/,:«::4/>:*."

A .. <
2
,

8
>

in which a is the semi-aperture of the objective, and s,
1
is the

required semi-diameter of the cone of rays of wave length *,.

Combining (28) with (26), we find

In the case of

which shows that in a double objective properly corrected for

any given purpose, the linear semi-diameter of the secondary

spectrum is absolutely independent, both of the focal length of

the combination, and of the curves of its lenses; and depends

solely upon the aperture of the combination, and the physical

properties.; .posing it.
. . -„,,

If a telescope armed with an achromatic eye-piece is carefully

focused upon a star, and then the image of the star is Jiewea

through a prism held before the eye-piece ; it will be seen tnat

the eye does not adjust the focal plane tangent to the focal

curve, but places it somewhat further from the objective, m
such wise that the plane cuts the curve in two points, wnicn

we will designate as Tm and yn. For these points we must have
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Combining this with (32), we find

which gives the relation between y%
and any pair of points at

which the focal plane may cut the focal curve.

We have next to consider how the value of y„ can be found

;

and for that purpose a method partly arithmetical, and parti)

graphical, seems most convenient. The data required are, the

values of Af for a number of different values of y. and the

relative intensity of the light at each of these values of y.

The values of Af must be computed by means of equation

(26); and the relative intensity of the 'light may either be

determined experimentally, or taken from published tables.

For visual intensity, the table given by Fraunhofer may be

employed ; and for photographic intensity, the curves pub-

lished by Captain Abney contain all that is required. For the

sake of definiteness, let us suppose that the value of ym is to

be determined for an objective corrected for visual

We begin by laying down an axis of abscissas, and -

.

it into a scale of wave lengths. Here, however, it must be

observed that the brightness of any part of a spectrum depends

not only upon the inherent brightness of the light at that

point, but also upon the degree of dispersion employed. As
Fraunhofer's determinations of the relative brightness of dif-

ferent parts of the spectrum were made with a flint glass prism

having a refractive index of 1-63 for the ray D ; and as such

Hn instrument produces much greater dispersion at the violet

end of the spectrum than at the red end ; it follows that our

scale of wave lengths must be, not a scale of equal parts, but

Jo as existed in the spectrum employed by Fr

The wave length of the brightest ray is approximately 5688,

and through that point in the scale, and at right angles to the

axis of abscissas, the axis of ordinates must be drawn.
^
Then.

from the computed values of Af, a sufficient number
must be laid down to determine the focal curve, and that curve

must be drawn. At the points whose wave lengths correspond

to the principal Fraunhofer lines, lines must be drawn through

the focal curve, parallel to the axis of ordinates ; the length of

each line being proportional to the relative brightness of the

spectrum at the point where it is situated, and the center of

each line coinciding accurately with the focal curve. Through
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the extremities of these lines a closed curve must be drawn.

The figure thus obtained will be termed the illumination dia-

gram, because it exhibits the amount and distribution of the

light at the focus of the objective. The eye will necessarily

place the focal plane in the position where this light will pro-

duce the greatest effect upon the retina; which is equivalent

to saying that the focal plane must pass through the center of

gravity of the diagram. Hence, to find the position of the

focal plane, we have only to cut out the diagram (which should

be drawn upon rather stiff paper), and balance it upon a knife

edge held parallel to the axis of abscissas. The reciprocals of

the wave lengths of the points of intersection of the knife edge

with the focal curve will then be the values of ym and yn.

The method just explained may be employed to determine

the difference between the positions of the principal focus of

the same telescope when used for different purposes. For

example, if it were required to find the interval between the

I photographic foci of a telescope, two ilium

would be drawn—one for the visual, and the other

for the photographic rays—and the difference between the

positions of the focal plane in the two diagrams would be the

required difference of foci.

As the magnitude of the secondary spectrum of a star is

measured by the semi-diameter (at the point where it

the focal plane) of the cone of rays having the maximum focal

distance ; it follows that in an objective corrected for visual

purposes, the secondary spectrum is diminished by the fact

that the eye places the focal plane somewhat further from the

objective than the apex of the focal curve. To find the

amount of this diminution, we remark that for light of wave

lengths corresponding to the points where the focal plane cuts

the focal curve, the semi-diameter of the cone of rays is zero

;

while for light of any other wave length, the semi-diameter of

the cone of rays, at the point where it intersects the local plane,

is proportional to the distance between that plane and the point

of the focal curve corresponding to the wave length of the light.

Hence, the effect of moving the focal plane into a position

further from the obiective than the apex of the foes

will be to diminish s
11 by a constant which is numerically

equal to the value of s
u for light whose wave length is tnat of

the point at which the focal plane intersects the foe;

tg equation (30) in accordance with these principles, it

becomes

in which 7m is the reciprocal of the wave length corresponding

to either of the two points in which the focal plane cuts the
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focal curve ; and sm
11

is the semi-diameter, at the point where it

cuts the focal plane, of the cone of rays whose wave length is i?

The exact nature of the color correction of a telescope can be

determined by placing the focal plane in a number of different

viug the corresponding values of ym and yn .

These values being substituted in equation (34), several inde-

pendent values of j- can be deduced, the mean of which will

probably be very near the truth.

The conclusions reached in the preceding pages may be

summed up as follows:

1st. From any three pieces of glass suitable for making a

corrected objective, but not fulfilling the conditions necessary

for the complete destruction of the secondary spectrum, it will

always be possible to select two pieces from which a double

objective can be made that will be superior to any triple

objective made from all three of the pieces.

2d. The color correction of an objective is completely defined

by stating the wave length of the light for which it gives the

minimum focal distance.

3d. An objective is properly corrected for any given purpose

when its minimum focal distance corresponds to rays of the

wave length which is most efficient for that purpose. For

example, in an objective corrected for visual purposes the rays

which seem brightest to the human eye should have the mini-

mum focal distance; while in an objective intended for photo-

graphic purposes the rays which act most intensely upon silver

bromoiodide should have the minimum focal distance.

4th. In double achromatic objectives the secondary spectrum

(or in other words, the diameter, at its intersection with the

focal plane, of the cone of rays having the maximum focal

distance), is absolutely independent both of the focal length of

the combination, and of the curves of its lenses ; and depends

solely upon the aperture of the combination, and the physical

properties of the materials composing it.

5th. When the focal curve of an objective is known ;
and

the relative intensity, for the purpose for which the objective

is corrected, of light of every wave length is also known ;
then

the exact position which the focal plane should occupy can

readily be calculated.

6th. It may be remarked incidentally that in an objective

corrected for photographic purposes, the interval between the

maximum and minimum focal distances is less than in one

corrected for visual purposes. Hence, a photographic objective

has less secondary spectrum, and is better adapted to spectro-

scopic work, than a visual objective.

,
May 24, 1879.
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[Continued from page 92.]

Beyond Block Island the extreme terminal moraine does
not rise above sea-level for 35 miles, at which distance in a direc-
tion a little to the north of east it reappears in No Man's Land
and Gay Head. Heights of it here and in its farther extent are
as follows : No Man's Land, about 150 ; Gay Head, 100 t. . 110 :

about one mile east, near the church, 185; Prospect Hill, the
highest on Martha's Vineyard, 295 ; Peaked Hill, a mile south
from the last, 290; other hills, reaching from these five miles to

the northeast 200 to 250; Indian Hill, 245; Sampson's Hill,

on Chappaquiddick Island, about 100 ; highest part of Tucker-
out 50; Macy's or Pole Hill, the highest of Saul's

Hills, 91 ; Folger's Hill, a mile east from the last, 88 ; and San-
katy Head, the highest point of Nantucket Island, 105. The
cliffs of Gay Head, at I I ba's Vineyard, expose
a section four-fifths of a mile long, composed at the top of the
unstratified terminal moraine, five to forty feet thick, filled with
abundant bowlders of all sizes up to twenty feet in diameter.
This rests on fossiliferous beds,* probably of Miocene Age,
which dip from 20° to 50° northerly throughout the section,

and present a most striking succession of brightly-colored clays,

sands and gravel, varying from black to red, brown, gray and
white. Gay Head township, reaching three miles to the east,

has a very uneven surface of glacial drift in small elevations
and depressions, strown with frequent bowlders, but apparently

underlain by Tertiary clay and sand at no great depth.

In the next eight miles this moraine forms high parallel

ranges of hi r in contour, which extend north

-

eastwar I through Chilmark and the northwest part of Tisbury,
occupying a width of one to three miles. Their surface is gen-

erally till, with very abundant bowlders; but occasionally, as

at the top of Prospect Hill, it is modified, consisting mainly of

water-worn gravel and sand. The black, red and white Ter-

a underlie these deposits in the hills, and are exposed
in the cliffs along the northwest shore to the east side of Lum-
bard's Cove, eleven miles from Gay Head. Upon the south

side of Prospect and Peaked Hills they extend to heights 225
and 250 feet above the sea.

The southeast half of Martha's Vineyard consists of modified

drift without bowlders, lying in extensive level plains, twenty-

five to fifty or sixty feet above sea. Along the south shore

* Described in Hitchcock's Geology of Massachusetts, 1833 and 1841 ;
in Ljell'a
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these plains are indented by numerous ponds, which are only
separated from the ocean by a beach, and the shores of the

ponds are ag ong and narrow arms or coves,

from the head of which di\ f h n i tK - mil.rto tlio-e dt-i nl^ 1

on Long Island, extend across the plains in a northerly course.

The road from West Tisbury to Edgartown crosses several of
these depressions, one of which, known as Quampachy Hollow,
may be taken as an example. This starts from the head of

Oyster Pond, a narrow arm of the sea, which stretches two
miles north from the beach by which it is now shut in. The
dry hollow, diminishing from twenty-five to ten feet in depth,
and from 300 to 100 feet in width, p'r Imi-js this \ alley at least

lea to the north. Neai n and Oak
15! i Is. north of these plains, and on Chapp

(

.

:

i ;;< k Islan 1.

the modified drift, sometimes sprinkled with bowlders, is heaped
in gently sloping hills, 50 to 100 feet high, which appear to

have been formed at the margin of the ice-sheet.
Thence the line of terminal moraine is continued in Muske-

get and Gravelly Islands, which however are only low banks
of gravel and sand. On Tucker: - again in

!s, which in part are unst rati lid, u irh plenty of bowl-
ders, the remainder being modified' drift. Nantucket is com-
posed almost wholly of stratified gravel and sand. The line at

e ice-sheet appears to have terminated is marked in

the west part of this island by gently undulating hills, forty to

fifty feet high, composed of stratified drift, which, however,
differs from that of the plains on the south in having here and
there bowlders up to ten feet in diameter embedded in it or

lying on the surface. The course of this line is from Eel Point,

north of Maddequet Harbor, by Trot's Hills to the town.
it continues on the same course in the Shawkemo and

ty Head. The portion of this series called

ils, two miles long and a half mile wide, is of very

contour, with steep and abruptly changing slopes,

ills, ridges, mounds and small enclosed basins, some
contain ponda The mat -ravel and

trying up to

ten feet in diameter.

;

Sankaty Head, at the east shore of the island, affords a sec-

Li le south from the

ig at the base is as

andy clay to about twenty feet above sea

;

ferruginous sand and gravel, four feet; white sand, four feet;

yellow sand enclosing masses of blue clay, one foot ; ferrugin-
ous gravel and sand, with abundant shells, two feet ; a bed of

* The Post-pliocene beds at the base of this section, and their fossils, are

.. E. Verrill an,! - Journal. Ill,

w,

:, pp. 364^375.
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serpula, mixed with sand, about two feet; gravel and sand

with shells, two feet; fine white sand, about

ten feet; the common yellow sand and fine gravel of the modi-

fied drift, about forty-five feet, its top being at ninety feet;

coarse gravel, three feet; ferruginous sand, one foot ; changing

above into a former surface soil, one foot thick; overlain bj

three feet of dune sand, which forms the present surface,

-lit feet above sea. The highest part of the bank is

midway between this and the light-house. From a oomparr*

son of 'the species contained in these two shell-beds. P

Verrill estimates that the temperature of the sea at this place

was lowered 15° between the times in which they lived. The

layer of coarse gravel which occurs here at the height of ninety

feet, is continuous for a half-mile from this point both to the

north and south, varying from three to eight feet in U

About half of its rock-fragments are rounded, these being of

all sizes up to one foot through ; the rest, which are rough and

range up to two feet, and rarely to four feet, in diame-

ter. This bed has its greatest thickness and is coarsest at the

highest portion of the bluff, where it closely resembles till.

The old surface of black soil and the present surface of dune

sand are also continuous along the same distance. An eighth

of a mile south from the shell-beds, the bluff falls to a hollow

about sixty feet above the sea, and in this depression the black-

ened layer becomes a bed of peat, two feet thick, c

numerous stumps and roots of trees and covered by two teet ot

sand. The rocky stratum, the old surface soil, and the over-

lying sand thus cap the bluff for more than a mil* m
height falls from 105 feet at the middle to about 3d ft

end. Below the rocky layer it consists of fine modified drift

and pre-glacial beds. This succession tells of a period when

the sea had about its present temperature; next it becomes

much colder; sand and fine gravel are accumulated to a depth

of more than fifty feet, probably brought by rivers from the

summer-meltings of the ice-she. I
"<]

lts out "

most limit, overspreading the a
'a t^

retreat the coarser materials which it held were dropped; for-

ests sprang up, as the climate became mild

the sea has eaten away the east portion of tl

the sand of its shore has been swept by the wind over tneir

The whole south side of Nantuc
level plains of gravel and sand, tw
sea. This expanse, reaching more

*>y frequent hollows which extol i

m B
,

or
T
th *>

south, like those already noticed on the similar plains of Long
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Island and Martha's Vineyard. Narrow ponds, to the number
of a dozen or more, having the same height with the ocean, fill

the entire course of these depressions, or occupy their lower
end next to the south shore.

The JSecond Terminal Moraine.—A later series of morainic
hills extends along the north shore of Long Island for forty-

five miles eastward from Port Jefferson to its extremity at

Orient Point. Their heights are approximately as follows:

Strong's Neck, close east of Port Jefferson, 100 to 200 feet;

Mount Sinai, at school-house, and Miller's Place, each about
150; Noah Jones' Hill, 1J miles east from Miller's Place, 200;
Pine Hill, one mile farther east, 175 ; Blue Point Hills, one
mile southeast from last, 150; hills near Wading Eiver vil-

lage, 150 to 200, the highest of which, at Mr. D. M. Tutl-.i Is.

mile east from the village, commands a very fine view ; hills,

partly of dune sand, north of Baiting Hollow, known by the

names of "Horse in the Bank," Horton's Bluff, and Friar's

Head, about 150; at Northville, 125; Jacob's, Cooper's and
Mattituck Hills, 125 to 150 ; Manor Hills, extending east from
Mattituck Inlet, 100 to 150; Horton's Point, 70: highest

points for the next seven miles, extending by Greenport, about

50 ; Brown's Hills, north of Orient, 110 and 160. East from
the light-house on Horton's Point, these deposits, though not

prominent hills except at Orient, are in many places

1, with an abundance of large angular bowlders,

which are of all sizes up to twenty-five feet in diameter. This

terminal moraine overlies stratified gravel, sand and clay,

which contain no bowlders ; as is well shown in the bluffs, 50
to 100 feet high at the north side of Brown's Hills, where the

very coarse morainic till is five to twenty feet thick, and forms
the entire surface of these hills. The last two miles of this

shore from near Brown's Point east to Orient Point, are all

stratified gravel and sand twenty to forty feet high, strown in

only a few places with bowlders ; being a part of the plains

which skirt the south side of the moraine. Its hills probably
once existed here at a little farther north, but they have been

washed away by the sea. The same action is apparent through-
out the whole extent of this series on Long Island, so that

many of these hills have lost more or less from their north side,

and stand as half-eroded barriers which are still falling slowly
before the encroachment of the waves. The greater portion of

this series, extending more than thirty miles from Port Jeffer-

son to Horton's Point, is composed, like the extreme moraine
on the south, of obliquely stratified sand and coarse gravel,

with occasional bowlders," which are sometimes of enormous
size. One of these, about thirty feet long, lies at the north
side of the road, 1£ miles west from Wading River. Two
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others of equal size are seen close to the road in Setauket vil-

lage. The largest block yet found on Long Island lies much
farther west, at about a mile southeast from Manhassett, and is.

according to measurement by Mr. Lewis, fifty-four feet long,
forty feet wide, and sixteen feet high.

This later moraine is separated six to ten miles, on Long Isl

and, from that formed at the extreme line reached by the toe-

sheet, and the area between them is occupied by- extensive
plains the Peconic Bay., and Shelter Island. This series of
plains resembles that of southern Long Island, in that both
slope southward from terminal moraines on their north side,

and are alike crossed by ancient water-courses which are now-
dry. The plains associated with the second terminal moraine
begin at Syosset, about twenty-five miles west from Port Jef-

ferson, and it is not improbable that the second moraine may
be represented in the ed hills, composed of

Irift with bowlders here and there, which lie at their

north side along this distance. For the first ten miles the

s vary from one to two or three miles in width, having a

„ t from 100 to about 150 feet above sea. Their greatest

altitude appears to be at East Northport station. Here they
pass beyond the north spur of the Dix Hills and expand to the

ttaining a width of five miles, which continues without
much variation to Eiverhead. In Smithtown considerable por-

tions of these plains have been removed by the erosion of

streams since the Glacial period. Their height along their

north side here and in Brookbaven is 150 to 100 feet above
sea, from which the general slope southward is about ten feet

to the mile. Near the east line of Brookbaven is a notable

series of ponds, reaching four miles, and lying in depressions of

one of the old lines of drainage. These are i-alh-d rhc \\ e>t

Eow Ponds, and are known in their order from north to south
as Long Pond, Big and Little Tar-kiln, Pease's, Duck, Sandy.
Grass, and Jones' Ponds, extending to the Peconic River at a

mile west from Manorville. Two miles eas<

are the East Eow Ponds, a Bimil :i the same
order the two Jackson P. . k h . W r

_•.
.
Fox Ponds.

Northeast from Fox Pond is a tn - Sand,

Mud and Cranberry Ponds. S -• not con-

taining ponds and of similar character with those of the south-

3, extend southward fed ;ti »g fol-

low and Northville. On the north branch of the island these

plains diminis ; i . f . u miles to about one mile m \ itti,

v feet at the north, from which

Jhey slope to the°shores of Peconic and Gardiner's Bays. The
Wly character of Shell cies from 50 to about

180 feet in height, being composed of stratified sand and gravel
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with occasional bowld t ^ag Qf similar origin
with the hills of modified drift in the two moraines between
which it lies. During the retreat of the ice-sheet it would

hat exceptionally large deposits were accumulated by
its rivers here and at Gardiner's Island.
The continuation of the second moraine beyond Orient Point

is to the east-northeast in Plum and Fisher's Islands, and from
Watch Hill through the south part of Westerly, Charlestown
and South Kingstown in Ebode Island, to near Point Judith.
On Plum Island it forms hills about 100 feet high, abundantly
covered with bowlders ; but a considerable tract on the south
side of this island is a low plain of modified drift, free from
bowlders and sloping southward. Gull Island is a remnant of

which was formed in front of the terminal moraine.
Fisher's Island, about seven miles long, is a conspicuous rem-

ie moraine, being composed of the same coarse glacial

Brown's Hills and Plum Island. Its elevations vary
from 100 t height, the most prominent being
Mount Prospect, North Hill, and Chocomount. Portions of

the low plains are preserved on it- south Bid< :" r ft mile from
its west end, and again for a third of a mile between two ponds
near the middle of the island.

In the State of Ehode Island this moraine is well developed
for seventeen miles, and its whole course may be finely seen
from the carriage road in going from Watch Hill through
Charlestown and Perryville to Wakefield. After the first

three miles, which are mostly on the north side of the range,
this road lies for fifteen miles at the south foot of these hills,

which are so irregular and broken in contour and so rough
with their profusion of bowlders that they cannot fail to

W observer with the remarkable features of an entirely

unmodified terminal moraine. The width of this series of

deposits is from one to two miles, and some of its highest points,

not noticeable from this road, consist of stratified gravel and
Mod without bowlders. Such are Chin and Cranberry Hills in

Westerly, and the tops of Indian Burying and Sand Hills in

Charlestown. These rise 100 to 150 feet above sea, and prob-
ably no points of the range reach to 200 feet. Fort and Vil-

lage Hills in Westerly, the "Old Mountain" and Bunker Hill

m Charlestown, and Broad Hills in South Kingstown, are

unmodified portions of this series. The margin of land on its

south side, averaging perhaps a mile in width, consists mainly
of gently undulating modified drift, with occasional bowlders,
its only expanse in plains being for about three miles in the
southeast part of Charlestown. Within one to two miles north-

east from Perryville, several ponds occur among the
mils, ridges and knolls of the moraine. At this part of its
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3 it appears t
-. tli.' .

sponds to a

similar one which was probably formed in the extreme moraine

at Block Island, whence it also seems to have extended first to

the southeast, in which direction very rocky fishing-ground is

found at a distance of ten miles from that island.

The next appearance of the northern moraine is in the hhza-

beth Islands, where the position of Cuttyhunk, PemkflM and

Nashawena Islands corresponds to that of No Man's Land, Imy

lL,a,l as, !

•!< in the southern moraine, indi-

at angles occur again in them both, respectively at

Penikese and at Gay Head. Heights of the later moraine on

la and Cape Cod, are as follows: highest

portion of Penikese, about 100 feet; of Cuttyhunk, Nasha-

wena, Pasqueand Naushon Islands, about 175; the Quisset

Hills, west of Falmouth village, about 150; station of the Urn-

s Coast Survey, a mile east of West Falmouth, 198

;

tending thenoe to the angle of this series

near North Sandwich, 150 to 200 feet; southwest from Sand-

ige, about 225 ; Bourne's Hill, a Coast Surv. .

two miles south-southeast from S «* Point of

the whole series, 297 ; the Discoverv Hills.

and extending eastward, 250 to 150; Shoot Flying Hill in

Le, about 200; German's Hill in Yarmouth, 138;

>.:_ , ll,i| i„ D,.,nk HJfJ: railroad summit at Brewster sta-

tion. 125: and Mill Hill in Orleans, about 150.

This moraine forms the entire chain of the Ehzabe-

fifteen miles long, with an average width of one mile

contour throughout is very imgi '

'f
d
,
h,11

,
s

and ridges of variable height, enclosing many crooked ana

bowl-shaped hollows, which of!
!f-

.

lbeir

material is glacial drift with abundant bowlders of all

to twenty or thirty feet in diameter. The
the characteristic features of the upper till, being loose, yellow-

ish in the color of its detritus, and with its bowlders almost

invariably angular. This deposit also appears to form the

greater part of the cliffs upon 1

1

-™* **

the northeast end of Naushon, however, in deepening an okl

well from forty-five to sixtv-seven feet, only the dark and com-

pact lower tine, was.found.

The trend of this oh,

on the peninsula of Cape Cod the same be t ofhMR"g
with its width, contour and material unchanged, bends witl

i few miles to a course nearly due north« .low miles to ; "vtii n • -rr i ~A oU'
tbirty feet deep in these deposits near Wood's Hole and sha_

lower sections on the Quisset Hill* show two or three
feet c

yellowish till at top succeeded below by light gray till, equall
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coarse but apparently more compact, with some of its frag-

ments planed and striated. The latter was probably accumu-
lated beneath the ice- margin, while the former was dropped by
its melting. After holding its way northward ten or twelve
miles, reaching to a point about a mile south of North Sand-
wich, the range turns at a right angle to a course a few degrees
south of east Some portions of it in this vicinity are strown
with bowlders, but mainly, as shown on the roads which cross

Us southwest and south from Sandwich village, at the

highest portion of the entire series, they consist of stratified

.d sand, with bowlders rare or entirely wanting. There
is also a change to a more simple contour, with fewer irregular

hills and hollows. From its angle the range extends about
thirty-five miles to the east shore of the cape. Through Sand-
wich and Barnstable it lies about a mile south of the railroad,

consisting in the latter town of hills 100 to 200 feet high, appa-

rently formed of modified drift, with frequent bowlders embed-
ded in it and scattered upon its surface. In Yarmouth the

series is somewhat broken, and the railroad crosses it upon a

i a little west of German's Hill. South of Dennis Pond
and for one and a half miles northeast from German's Hill to

Follin's Pond, it is very well shown in exceedingly rocky, low
hills. Next it appears to suffer an offset of about two miles to

the north, being represented by Scargo Hill, which is modified
drift with only few bowlders. Thence it runs a little north of

east six miles to Brewster station, where it is again crossed by
the railroad. Through most of this distance it is very rocky,

some of its blocks being twenty to thirty feet or more in diam-
eter. Its further course is mostly modified drift with occa-

sional bowlders, passing east-northeast to Mill Hill, Orleans

nd the southeast side of Town Cove, beyond which it

is concealed beneath the ocean.
The angle of this range at North Sandwich shows that the

portion of the ice-sheet on the west and that on the east pushed

ach other here, the motion and slope of each being

e of frontal moraine. The medial moraine
produced where their slopes came together north from the angle

of their terminal line, is presented in Eocky, Manomet and
Pine Hills, which form a gigantic ridge in the east part of Ply-

mouth, four miles long from north to south, with a continuous

00 to 400 feet above the sea. Abundant angular
bowlders of all sizes up to twenty feel in dian^ter strow its

surface. At the north end of this ridge the sea has under-

mined its base, forming a steep slope sixty feet in height. A
section here showed twenty feet of upper till, yellowish, with

abundant large and small bowlders, nearly all of them angular,

underlain by lower till, dark bluish gray, with small glaciated
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stones, exposed for twenty feet vertically but concealed below.
The bed of bowlders which forms the shore at this point came
mostly from the upper stratum, and their sharp corners and
edges have since been worn away by the waves.
On Cape Cod, as on Long Island. Martha".-? Vineyard and

<'t, we find south of the line of morainic hill's an area
of stratified gravel and sand without bowlders, forming exten-
sive plains which slope very gently southward. These are
fully ten miles wide from north to south in Sandwich. Fal-

mouth and Mashpee, and thence to the east they have an aver-
age width of five miles. From the southwest limit of this

area at Falmouth village, the traveler who follows the road
along the south side of the cape for thirty miles sees only level

plains, twenty-five to forty feet above the sea, with occasional

BOllowa and valleys, most of which are occupied by ponds and
brooks. The north edge of this area, next to the terminal
moraine, consists of more elevated plateaus, 50 or 75 to 200
feet in height. From this line there is a continuous slope

southward, scarcely perceptible, but declining in the five to ten

miles of its extent to within twenty-five to forty feet above sea.

This north portion of the plains is marked by frequent hollows
of large extent, which contain ponds 50 to 100 feet below the

general surface. A fine idea of the slope of this deposit of

modified drift is obtained in a journey from Sandwich to Green-
ville, Ashunet Pond and Falmouth. The ascent of 200 feet or

more from sea-level to the highest point of the road is accom-

n two miles, bringing us to a point where Bourne's
Hill, the highest on Cape Cod, is within a half mile to the east;

while close at the west is the Great Hollow, about 100 feet

deep and perhaps a ha sed on all sides by the

hills and high plains. Without descending more than twenty
feet below its highest point, the road next enters on a plain of

gravel and sand, and thence extends seven miles before cross-

ing the first hollow which is at Ashunet Pond. Beyond this

point it crosses numerous depressions that are or have been

i-ses; but there is no break in the continuity of the

plains, which in about twelve miles descend by a gradual slope

from the height of 200 feet to seadevel.
These plains of Cape Cod are also like those previously

described in being indented by narrow arms of the sea which
reach one to two miles inland, filling the lower end of long

depressions that continue across the plains to the north, being

either dry or occupied by small streams. These channels are

best shown on Cape Cod in Falmouth and eastward to Cotuit

harbor, being in the region directly south from the angle of

the terminal moraine and from i * m tbis

portion of its course are composed mainly of modified drift

;
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in other words, they occur most abundantly where the drainage
from the melting ice-sheet must have been greatest, including
all the floods poured down from the ice-fields along the line

between Falmouth village and North Sandwich, those that con-

verged toward the angle of the ice-margin, and those which
brought down its vast frontal hills of gravel and sand along
several miles eastward.

Extensive portions of the terminal moraines were deposited,

as we have seen, by rivers which flowed from the surface of

the melting ice when a warmer climate returned. On the south
side of these the plains have their greatest width and height,

while on the north we also find extended areas of modified
drift, which show that the glacial floods continued to be poured
down to the same portions of the ice-margin during its retreat

Thus on Long Island the area north of the extensive moraine
from the Narrows to Eoslyn consists almost wholly of undulat-
ing unmodified drift with abundant bowlders, while farther

eastward it is stratified gravel and sand with few bowlders.

Wherever angles occurred in the terminal front of the ice its

surface had converging slopes, which would be likely to pro-

duce extraordinary fluvial deposits. This may explain the

origiD of the thick beds of stratified drift which form nearly

the whole of Block Island, and of the plains in South Kings-
town, R. I, which extend six miles north from the angle of the

second moraine, reaching from Tucker's and Worden's Ponds
to the north line of the township. The plains south of the

moraines at their angles near Vineyard Haven and North Sand-
wich are notably due to the debouchure of glacial rivers at

these points; and when the ice-sheet retreated from its second
moraine, the floods which it discharged formed a most irregu-

lar belt of gravel and sand in ana and hol-

lows of every shape, but generally with a north-to-south trend,

through a distance of nearly twenty miles to the north and
north-northwest, reaching from its angle at North Sandwiefc
through Plymouth to Kingston. West and north from these

kames, the greater part of Plymouth County consists of nearly

level or moderately an drift, 50 to

150 feet above sea, which reach continuously from the angle of

the terminal moraine on Cape Cod more than thirty-five miles

to Hingham, on the south shore of Massachusetts Bay. Another
and perhaps more remarkable series of fluvial deposits was sup-

plied from the melting ice-sheet to form Nantucket, the hills

75 to 125 feet above sea in Chatham, the southeast
township of Cape Cod, and the north portion of this peninsula
beyond Orleans, which consists entirely of modified drift from
50 to 175 feet above sea.

The first recognition of the terminal moraines of southeastern
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M, ssacimsetts was by Mr. Clarence King,* who examined
Naushon Island and pronounced it, with the similar formation
continuing on Cape Cod, to be a series of deposits accumulated
at the margin of the continental ice-sheet. The same conclu-
sion has been announced by the geologists of Wisconsin and
JSTew Jersey respecting the series which cross those States. At
these lines the border of the ice appears to have remained

hree divisions of the drift
;

milar series of drift deposits

nearly stationary through a long period, in which the materials
that it contained were being continually brought forward and
deposited.! In many places these would be pushed into very
irregular heaps and' ridges by slight retreats and advances of
the ice-margin. At the same time we should also expect that

thick beds of ground-moraine would be gathered beneath the
ice near its termination. The withdrawal of the glacial sheet
would then leave these deposits as upper and lower till, one
overlying the other in a long but broken and undulating range.

Iu many parts of these series, however, the materials brought

have been covered by modified drift brought by

£

"

seems to have been discovered north of the second here

described, and we may conclude that in general the retreat of
the ice-sheet did not admit sufficient pauses for their formatiou.

* Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, vol. xix, p. 62.
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It remains for us to notice briefly the probable extent and

equivalency of these terminal accumulations of the ice-sheet,

both to the east and west. Agassiz believed that the fishing

banks or subm irin- * ib «

-'. ids^ which lie at a distance of 100

to 200 miles east and southeast from Cape Cod, Nova Scotia

and Newfoundland, are such glacial deposits. On the other

hand, it has been recently learned that fragments of fossilife-

rous rock,* apparently of Miocene age, are brought up from

the sea-bottom on George's Bank, Banquereau and the Grand

Bank, by the coralline growths attached to them becoming

entangled with fishermen's lines. These indicate that this

coast, 1,000 miles in extent, is bordered by submerged Tertiary

formations, similar to those that occur above sea-level in the

Southern States, as had been already suggested by Professor

C. H. Hitchcock,* before this discovery. Although it now
seems likely that these older deposits form the princi

of the fishing banks, it is clear that the opinion of Agassiz was

part of the truth ; for besides the fossiliferous fragments many
of granites and schists are also obtained by the fishermen.

Furthermore, the course of the extreme terminal moraine that

crosses New Jersey, Long Island, Block Island, Martha's Vine-

yard and Nantucket, has its line of continuation in these

ble submarine banks. It is probable, therefore, that

they consist, somewhat like Gay Head, of Tertiary strata cov-

ered with their own and foreign detritus brought by the ice-

The later moraine of Cape Cod, the Elizabeth Islands, south-

ern Rhode Island and the north shore of Long EbI

formed after the ice had retreated from its farthest limit, but

while it still terminated eastward beyond the present coast-line.

This halt in its departure was extended along the entire mar-

gin of these ice-fields to the west for a distance of more than

2,000 miles. In the interior of the United States the extreme

limit of glacial action has not yet been found to be generally

marked by extraordinary deposits, but a most notable series of

terminal moraines north of this line and probably contempora-

neous with that of Cape Cod is found, as recently shown by

Professor Chamberlin^ stretching across Ohio, and represented

in southern Michigan, in the Kettle Moraine of Wisconsin, and

the Leaf Hills of Minnesota; while its farther co

seems to be in the Coteau des Prairies and the Cot.

;

souri of Dakota and British America, reaching northwestward,

according to Mr. G. M. Dawson,§ to the North Saskatchewan

* Described by Professor Verrill in this Journal, III. vol. xvi. p. 323.

;:•-...:.;
-

th maps.

§ Quarterly Journal of Geological Society, vol. xni, pp. 614-623, with map.
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River, 350 miles west of Winnipeg Lake. These deposits, like

Hies of southern New England, are made up entirely

of drift rn.-v ratified with abundant bowlders

and partly si d sand, in hills 100 to 300 feet

high, of very irregular contour, with many enclosed hollows,

and occupying a width of from one to thirty miles. They lie

upon the uneven surface of the rocky strata, being continuous

across valleys and ranges of highland, which in Wisconsin

undulate 800 feet in vertical height ; while the elevation of

re series of terminal moraine varies from sea-level in

the region that has been here described to 2,000 feet above it at

the north line of Dakota.
In the Western States the front of the ice-sheet is shown by

Professor Chamberlin to have been lobed, producing acute

angles in its terminal moraine, with medial moraines extend-

ing northward from them ; corresponding to which, we find a

deflection of ninety degrees in the series of morainic hills on
:

. with the massive medial moraine of Manomet and

Pine Hills a few miles farther north. The same lobed charac-

ter appears also to have marked the ice-sheet at its greatest

extent, making angles similar to those of a later per:

frontal line, and even enclosing a large driftless area in Wis-

consin. It is now possible to draw two pictures in our mind of

this glacial sheet: the first, when it reached its farthest boun-

dary, probably coinciding nearly with the course of the Colum-

• ouri and Ohio Rivers, and the south coast of New
while a part of Wisconsin and adjacent States was an

oasis of verdure surrounded by its desert of ice; the second,

when it had vielded a portion of its ground, but rallied again

to a sturdy resistance before being fully put to flight.

Art. XXXII. -

Peters. (Communication to the Editors, c

Observatory of Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y., August

10, 1879.)

I take pleasure in communicating the following planet

7°44'43"-9 0-168

Am. Jour. 8oi.-Third Ssribs, Vol. XVI]
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(200) [discovered July 27.]

1879. Ham. Coll. m. t. a. app. 6. app. (log. p/A.) No.comp.

July 27. 14*51»44» 21h42M6s-78 -15 , 37'58"-8 0-417 0-869 10
" 28. 14 15 31 41 59-83 15 39 36-7 0239 0874 10
" 30. 13 55 43 40 21-57 15 42 59-5 0-159 0-875 10

Aug. 9. 11 21 41 21 31 30-22 -16 45-3 0*218» 0-876 10 J

To the planet (199), found on July 9th, as mentioned in the

last number of the Journal, I have given the name Byblis.

Frigga, as is known, had been searched for in vain for many
years, though it had come twelve times in opposition since its

discovery, Nov. 12, 1862. There existed nine observations of

it made by myself at its first apparition, distributed over ninety-

four days; further, three observations, made by Professor

Tietjen in April, 1864, after opposition, and one by the same

on January 21, 1868, which, however, Professor Tietjen later

has doubted, that it perhaps was another object. From the

fact, that in at least three of the oppositions I have searched

with carefully prepared charts without finding any trace of the

planet, I am led to suspect some kind of variability of light-

reflecting power, be it atmospheric or arising from i

And I find, that, in communicating my observations i

the Astron. Nachr. (No. 1423), I added then the following

note : "From the mean of the estimates the magnitude of the

planet in the mean opposition results 130. Kemarkable is the

whiteness of the light with which it was shining, and though

but a luminous point, the image presented a certain neatness.

This was very striking in comparing it on the same evenings,

therefore independently of the state of the air, with Feroma,

which was not far off." Moreover, in 1864 Professor Tietjen,

as he orally communicated to me, estimated the magnitude

much larger than the computation had given it. Frig

fore, needs watching, as perhaps it may give. us som
into the physical structure of the planetoids and their atmos-

pheres.

When it was re-discovered, on July 16th, its position differed

about 6° in right-ascension and 2° in declination from the place

rigorously computed with regard to perturbations, etc. Tbe

motion ascertained and the situation in the orbit plane, how-

ever, made at once probable the identity. For ma k

sure of this, I computt d fro i the obs rvations of July l7tb

and 20th a circular orbit, which gave

ft = 4° 5', i ss 2° 23', log a = 0'4425,

while for Frigga we have

Q = 2° 1', i = 2° 28', log r= 0*431,

therefore quite the same, the apparently larger differ.

longitude of the node arising only from the small inclination.
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Hermann Muller found the females of the European
Macropis labiata Panz. upon the flowers of Lysimachia vulgaris

only, while the males occurred also upon the flowers of

Oenanthe fistuhsa, Rhamnus fi-angula, and Rubus fruticqsm.*

This is the basis upon which Sir John Lubbock has made and

repeated the statement, that "the species visits exclusively

Lysimachia vulgaris."!? Yet Dufour had previously taken both

sexes upon Alisma Plantago, and Schenck had taken either

one or both sexes upon Bryonia, Rubus ccesius, Cirsiam arvense

and Picris. Subsequently, Mr. John B. Bridgman has taken

the male upon Cirsium arvense,^ and upon Lysimachia, Mini

and Marsh Potentilla, and the female upon Cirsium arvense

and Lysimachia.^ I have taken the female of the American

species upon ita,[ Rhus glabra and /,'.

and Archangelica hirsuta; and the male upon Rubus villosus

and Cornus paniculata.

Yet there appears to be some peculiar relationship between

the Macror : ia. Collecting in 1874 and 1875,

I observed that the ft
"' Jhwtn had no pollen

masses upon their legs, and were indeed upon another quest.

Mr. Bridgman (1. c, 1878, p. 22) observed that the females

taken on Cirsium arvense had no pollen. Can it be that the

young live upon the pollen of I "* as other

insects are restricted to the foliage of particular plants I

Hermann Miiller (I. c, p. 248), observing that the p

collected upon the tibiae of these bees in ti

unable to find any honey in the flowers of Ly*im>icli»i c»h '< <••

was led to believe that the bees pierced the cellulai :

the flowers with the ligula for the juices with which to moisten

the pollen. This act of the bee seems to me both impossible

and unnecessary. The ligula is too weak, and, if we are to

look to the Lysimachia for a solution of the problem, it is well

ten. pp. 348 and 463 (1873).

. 425, and British
* appears when he
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base

a the

American L. ciliata, L. quadrifolia and L. stricta, and on the

filaments at least of the European L. vulgaris the glands are

very numerous. But upon the flowers of s\

the Macropis has not yet been found, although the flowers have

been often watched ; it seems, therefore, that the glands afford

no attraction. We must conclude that it is with nectar that

the pollen is moistened ; and as it has been my good fortune to

distinctly observe a female Macropis sucking nectar from the

flowers of Rhus glabra, it is, evidently, from these and other

flowers that the Macropis obtains the honey for the food both of

itself and its young.
But whv does the Macropis mo"

lected ? This is an unusual habit
in order that it may be retained on the pollen plates. The
Scopulipede and Gastrilege bee- len with the

hairs forming the pollen brushes. The Lysimachia pollen is

not of so dry a nature that hairs would not hold it. An alto-

gether new interest was given to the genus Macropis by
Hermann Miiller's observation that it alone of all the solitary

bees of Germany moistened the pollen as collected, thus econ-

omizing in the expanse of hairs upon the legs.* The retaining

hairs upon the posterior legs of Macropis are unusually sJiort.

By moistening the pollen they are enabled to retain much
larger masses than they otherwise could. Such, also, is the

habit, as I have observed, with the allied American genera

nd F
"

KrirzPerdita {P. 8-maculatu S
iller has recorded the same habit for Centris, feirapedic

Epidicaria in Brazil,f although in these latter genera the scopa

is long.

On account of the close resemblance which Macropis bears

to the higher bees, Shuckard (British Bees) was led to believe

that it would be found to agree with them iu their noisy flight

also. But repeated observations in the field, under the most

favorable circumstances, have satisfied me that their flight is

perfectly silent. Yet Shuckard is not correct when he says

the other Andrenidoz are mute, for I have observed that certain

species of Colletes, C. armata mihi and C. compacta C
possibly, some of the larger species of Andrena, make, during

flight, a distinct hum much like that of the honey-bee.
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Up to the present time no French* or English author has

n of the two groups,

I Pro-ab <'<'•.' into which Reaumur divided all the

bees. Kirby adopted this classification, employing the names

Apis and Melitta; Latreille adopted it uuder the names Apian /•

and Andrenetce; and all subsequent authors have employed the

•

, t under these names or under Leach'a

fain Iv names Aju'da an I Andreuidce. Yet the only characters

given tor separating the Apidce and Andrenidiz which are not

Apidce; labium longer than mentum, basal joints of labial palpi

elongate, labium slender and not flattened.

Audi-cn, In : lal.i un ^Imrt. r than mentum, basal joints of labial

palpi not unlike the following joints, labium flattened.

But in the genus Scrapter (placed among the Andrvwhi) the

palpi are pi ed among the Apidce),

and, as I have observed, the labium in repose is oi

the same length—in both extending to the tip of the basal

joint of the "palpi- The greater breadth of the labium in

Scrapter can alone determine to which family it belongs, and

renee in breadth is imaginary rather than real. More-

over, in the genera Megalopta and Oxystoglossa, and some groups

of the genus Nomia (genera placed among the Andrenida), the

a as slender as in the Apidce; and in the genus Hyhoides

(placed among the An - "/ the labial palpi are

of the Apidce.

Rejecting, therefore, the families Andrenidx and Apidat, and

without proposing, at present, a more natural class.::
•

the Anthophila, Macropis may be removed from connection

with the short-tongued bees and placed between the A
and Scopulipedes. In the greater number of its characters it is

allied to the Andrenoides, but in single characters of great

value it bears relationship to other very diverse group

the Andrenovies it agrees in the venation pi

which differs from that of SerapU F« pointed

cell only, in the cleft claws of the female and in the

habit of moistening the pollen as collected. With
it agrees in the form of the tongue and palm. W un tne

Scopulipedes it agrees in the shartW lobe of the

wings and in general appearance. In the form of the

of the posterior tarsi of the female it agrees with none but he

social bees, which also have the habit of moistening the poJleu

as collected.
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Macropis Panz. (1809).

Ocelli in a slight curve; face slightly narrowed beneath;
clypens not elevated, yellow in the male ; labium transverse,

tsely bidentate; maxillary palpi

6-jointed, the sixth and one-half of the fifth' joints extending
beyond the apical lobe of the maxilla : U I im lanceolate, one-

Thirl the length of the mentum, the latter narrowing toward
base, the paraglossse small; joints of the labial

decreasing in length successively, the basal joint equal
length to the second and third taken together. The flagellu

the female sub-clavate, the first joint ovate, the second i

rowed toward the base and one-third longer than the first joint,

the third and fourth joints equal and "when taken together

shorter than the second joint, the apical joint obliquely trun-

cate; in the male the first joint i globose, the

second scarcely longer than the tely one-half

,
- !ot)o os ti e second, tin fourth about equal in length to each

oi the following joints, the flagellum not clavate but longer

than in the female. The anterior wings have two submarginal
cells, the second receiving both recurrent nervures, the origin

of the first recurrent nervure far beyond the origin of the

cubital nervure; the stigma of good size; submarginal bulla?

six, two on the first transverse nervure, one on the second, one
on the first recurrent nervure, two on the second ; basal lobe

of the posterior wings extending beyond the middle of the

submedial cell. Both sexes have the' tarsal claws cleft and a

distinct enclosure at the base of the posterior tibiae. Posterior

femora of the male swollen
;

posterior tibia© in both sexes

robust ; basal joint of the posterior tarsi of the female quadrate,

flattened, the upper angle not produced, the second joint

attached at the lower angle; the posterior tibia? and the basal

joint of the posterior tarsi of %h nth a short,

dense probescence upon which the pollen is collected in moist

masses: basal joint of the posterior tarsi of the male armed
with a regular comb of long teeth projecting from the inner

I the lower face. Sixth segment of the abdomen of

the female with a smooth enclosure on the disk. The seventh

segment in the male with a triangular pyramidal projection on

the disk, the apex of the projection obtuse, the anterior and
longest side polished.
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Art. XXXIV.

—

A Mammak i

by O. C. Marsh.

Beside the two mammals from the Jurassic beds of the
Rock\ M, . tains !i !y descri I u * two other
specimens have recently been brought" to light, from the same
locality and horizon. Both are lower jaws, and apparently
both pertain to the genus Dryoh?(>.*. ami iurnish important
characters to distinguish it. In one of these specimens, the
angle of the lower jaw is strongly inflected, thus indicating its

d nature. The other proves that the genus is quite

phys, as there were at least four premolars.

lower premolar is compressed and trenchant, and not
like the molars.

This specimen differs from the jaws of Dryolestes priscus, in

being more slender, less curved, and less compressed. The
• al surface is long, and only moderately roughened.

The fourth lower premolar is in perfect preservation. It has
two fangs, and the crown is very sharp, and much compressed.
There is a slight tubercle on the front margin, and a low
distinct heel on the posterior border.
The following measurements are from this specimen :

Space occupied by four lower premolars, 6' mm

Depth ofjaw below first premolar, 2*5

Depth of jaw below fourth premolar, 3-

Width ofjaw below fourth premolar, — 2*

Height of crown of fourth lower premolar, 2-

The species represented by this specimen may be called

Dryolestes vorax. The animal appears to have been rather

tan D. priscus. The only known remains are in the
Yale Museum.
Tale College, New Haven, August 8, 1879.

Postscript.—Since the above was in tvpe, another lower jaw
has been obtained from the same locality and horizon as those

already noticed. This specimen is quite distinct from those

described from this country, and in some respects resembles
the genus Triconodon of Owen, from the Jurassic of England.
The molar teeth have each three pointed cones, as in that

genus. In the present specimen, however, there are four

lower molar teeth, instead of three. The middle cone on each

tooth is the largest, while in Triconodon they are nearly of the

same size.f The last lower molar of the present specimen is only

about half as large as those before it.

* This Journal, vol xv, p. 459, 1878, and vol. xviii, p. 60. 1879.

t Erom Phn. b it agrees more closely, the present genus
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A striking feature in this jaw is the coronoid process, the
anterior margin of which forms a right angle with the ramus,
immediately behind the last molar. The angle of r.

much extended backward, but not perceptibly inflected. The
condyle is low, and but slightly above the dental series.

The figure below gives the outline and general features of

this specimen.

Kight lower jaw of Tinodon ieUu3, Marsh. Twice natural size.

The principal dimensions of this specimen are as follows:

Space occupied by eight posterior teeth, 10- mm

Space occupied by tour posterior molars, 6-

Distance from last molar to posterior eud of jaw, 9"

Height of coronoid process above base of jaw,. . . 7'

Depth of jaw below last lower molar, 2 '5

Depth of jaw below last premolar, 2*

This specimen indicates a new genus, which may be called

Tinodon, and the species Tinodon bellus. The animal thus

represented was apparently an insectivorous marsupial,* and
in size somewhat smaller than those above noticed.
Tale College, August 16, 1879.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Spectrum of Ytterbium.—Lecoq de Boisbaudraw
having received from Marignac a portion of his new earth ytter-

bia, has submitted it to spectroscopic examination. By using the

chloride in solution in water, and the induction spark, he obtained
a beautiful and distinctive spectrum formed for the most part of

bands grouped between the solar lines D and F. Almost all of

these bands are shaded from the left toward the right, the spec-

trum being so placed that the red end is at the left of the observer.
The following are the bands observed, their positions being given
in scale numbers : (1) Well marked band, slightly shaded from
left to right, of intensity J3; the left border nebulous at 103§, the

apparent center at 104$. (2) Feeble band a little shaded from
left to right, its apparent center at 107£.

(
strongly shaded band, of intensity a; left I

* The elevated coronoid process, and the absence of inflection at the
tuggest the possibility that this jaw may have belonged to a placental ma
Tne latter character, with others of importance, indicate a distinct family,
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the middle at 110}, and the right and ill-defined edge at about
111*,. (4) Well marked band, notably shaded from left to right*

-itv d\; left edge slightly nebulous at 113-^, the middle
at 114}, and the ill-defined right* edge at llflf. (5| About l i Gj,

nebulous In
j

with two maxima, of intensity <\.

the whole being well-marked, the I beginning
at about 118, the first and strongest maximum about 119, and tin-

middle of the second maximum at 121}. Near 122} is the very
ill-defined right edge of this band, wiii •!. is united to the one next
following by a slightly luminous background. (6) Band a little

more feeble than that at 107J and notably shaded; its left edge,
Bomewhat nebulous, being at 123}, its middle about 12-4, ; - :i

'• i,s

very nebulous right edge near 126. (7) Well marked band a
little stronger than 6 shaded from left to

right, of intensity y\ left edge sha being at

121fr and the right edge, ill-defined, at 129. (8) B?nd sensibly

shaded, of intensity e; easily visible, but distinctly more feeble

than d\ at 1144; lefl Idle at 151
and the right ill-defined border at 132|. (9) Feeble ban
more nebulous on the right than the left edge, its apparent middle
at 134 ; united to the following bl iinoil* back-

ground. (10) Band very nebulous on both borders, about two
- broad, notably more marked than 134, and a little

stronger than 107$; the apparent middle and maximum of light

is at 135}. Bands 134 and 135} together are easily visible, id)
Very weak nebulous band 1} divisions broad, the middh being

about 138. On the seal a« read s

^ Dl00,El21f, Fl41f,
> establish yn

autnor thinks that the existence i

sptruiruiu

is interesting and may be of service as a means of r<

this metal, especially in the absence of more precise knowledge of

Us chemical properties.— C. H., lxxxviii, 1342, June, 1879. G. f. b.

2. On Nitrification. — Wabtxgton lias published a second

i
.

• '
:

- .. . .
.,

'

with the primary object of ascertaining the influence of

temperature, and also of variations in the composition and e«>n-

Lhe process, I a wi

-

'

acid produced to the ammonia consumed. The importance of the

conclusions reached warrants us in giving1 them at bmb
They are as follows: 1. A solntion"of ammonium ebb-

supplied with plant-food, will not nitrify if germs be

-
*

sulphate, but no organic salt or calcium carbonate, will not nitrify-

even when seeded. 3. Such a solution, supplied with sulphates

and phosphates of pot.tm » Wlt
,

cane

sugar, will not nitrify, even when seeded. 4. Such a solution

containing potassium
' - and sul-

phates, may nitrify when seeded, but the nitrification takes place
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very slowly, the salifiable base required, being furnished by the
gradual decomposition of the tartrate. 5. Nitrification takes
place speedily only when an excess of salifiable base, such m cal-

cium carbonate, is present. 6. Nitrification may occur in solutions
in which calcium salts are apparently absent. 7. A proportion of
organic earl nitrogen (present as NH

4
C1) equal

*•- " 10 by weight suffices for the purposes of nitrification, and
probably even less would be sufficient. 8. Solutions containing
as much as 640 milligrams NH

4
<J1 per liter can be comple

'

nitrified, though the lfmit of concentration up to which nitri

tion is possible has not yet been ascertained. .

.

not produced by the growth of mould which takes place in a

tartrates. 10. It is not produced by growth
i

; at least bacteria may flourish in solutions of composi-

11. Light ivrt-unly hin-U-r- nitrification; this is shown by every
experiment save one. In twelve experiments out of thirteen, it is

prevented or greatly delayed by exposure to light, or rather to

light and darkness. Evidence is yet wanting, however,
that the nitrifying ferment is killed by light. In nitrification in

the light, niti ;, even in weak solutions, and are
v-rv pernii.nent. r_\ Xitritieation does not take place at the

ire of 40° U, Prolonged exposure to this degree of heat
destroys ftp] of a small

quantity of nitrifying solution to an ammoniacal solution of suit-

able composition is not immediately followed by perceptible

period of rest, often of considerable length, precedes the

active work of the ferment. Whether this is due to the necessity
of multiplying the germ to produce the effect or to the existence
of the germ in a passive condition, is not yet settled. 1 4. Increase
in the concentration of the ammoniacal solution lengthens the
period of incubation. 15. Increase of temperature within certain

limits greatly reduces the length of the period of incubation, it

being shorter at 30° than at 20s. 16. The period of ad
which succeeds the period of incubation, increases with

the concentration of the ammoniacal solution, and if the tempera-
ture be fixed, its length varies nearly as the degree of concentra-

>ng solutions require rather less time in proportion to

their strength than weak ones. 17. The p
tion diminishes greatly in length by rise in temperature ; though
it is not yet proved to be shorter at 30° than at 20°. 18. From
16 and 17, it follows that the average rate of oxidation increases
up to a certain point with rise of t -

i somewhat
increased with increasing concentration of the solution. 19. The
rate of oxidation is not uniform throughout, the process of nitrifi-

cation beginning slowly, then increasing in rapidity and after

reaching a maximum, diminishes again toward the close. 20. The
product of the nitrification is not uniform, sometimes nitrous and
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in the dark. With strong solutions, or at elevated temperatures,

or kept u -
' iatr*oi

.,4 by the

absence of a salifiable base, also assume the nitrous fermentation

on introducing such a base. 21. It does not appear that the pro-

du.'ti..n i.t' nitron- aci.l i- diu-li'.-i -h-th-i"
;

"i'a\:i :ible oxygen

;

at least this is not a sufficient explanation for all the facts It

seems rather to depend on the condition oi tin- ferment. 22. Ni-

trites i-.ro '- sometimes p:^s into nitrates

l (he final stage of the process and

before the ammonia hat : - tinder other eir-

cumstances thev remain unchanged for a long time after the am-

monia is all consumed. Light is apparent rj

prevents nil ito Dttratea. 28. I
I i

ferment in certain conditions seems capable :' prodm-mg nitrous

acid only and is ineapab!. .e\mi in i he dark

into nitrates. 24. The whole of the ammonia is not t-

tamed as nitric acid, the largest proportion so olitai

about 96 per cent ; the mean of ten experiments being 93 -7 per

cent. In one exceptional experiim nt only - I pi r << nt was pro-

duced. 25. A solution of potass «* a long

time at least, wit Ik nt ehan-e, even in presence of tartrates, pnos-

lantrty of a

,..,,1, njtrin. J, :U , 1, ui n:;v,-ol in:-' nitrates, be

added, the oxidation to nitrate is rapidly effected This conver-

sion takes place apparently only in the dark—J. them, boc,

xxxv, 429, July, 1879. " , . *" r
*
B*

•

<
'

Berth elot has investigated the question of the chemical compo-

sition of the amalgams which mercury forms with the alkali-metals.

A series of these amalgams was prepared, some liquid, some solid,

measured. At the same time the quantity of the alkali-metal

present was determined by analysis. The experiment was
i

always

made between 16° and 18°, the q "£^2.
the calorimeter was

between 1-5° and 4°. Beginning with a liquid amalgam contain-

ing 0335 parts K to 100 parts 1

1

* "{ ^e

g
by the solution of one atom of K (39'1 grams) in dilute HL1

,

*aa

riea, and hence the heat evolved by one atom of K.w*
- was 20-2 cab >ries. With 0-65 per cent

<
*> ^j? jv

4,

still liquid though mixed with crystals, the heat m the former ca^se

is 31-3and in the latter 30-2. fo
i h lis K

a pasty amalgam, the numbers af ™* * 85 K
(Hg

20.;K 3 ),
27*25 and 3 I ^m khSoS

29-7. With
9

about 8 ;
[ 2

£
3
/ JV^a 15.3

(%4 4K ), 40-7 and 20-8. With 11-85 K HgMKa), 46 2 and Id 3

Mce ^'appLrs that the heat of formation of th«^^n»
increases at first to a maximum and then diminishes again. This
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i corresponds to a definite and crystallized amalgam
iwitt and by Kraut and Popp, containing 1-6

1
i cent formula Hg

io
K. Hgll

I
-• calories ; or 27'5 calories if the

; \ alues comparable to those of combinations formed

amalgams to +48 calories. If this amalgam be now dis-

iour times its weight of mercury, we have 26-2— 34-2=
— 8 calories absorbed, a value of the same order as is given by
the solution of saline hydrates. These results point out the

*did and crystalline amalgams of potassium.
Sodium acts similarly in amalgams, the maximum heat being 21-1

calories for one atom Na corresponding to 1-88 per cent Na
(Hg

ia
Na) a solid, crysl nlvzed by Kraut and

i us gives for the heat of i en dissolved

I 56 oaloriea. The attraction of K and Na for oxygen when
-«., is inverted in their amalgams. Hence the anomaly that
sodium m an amalgam will displace the potassium in dissolved
potassium hydrate.— C. A1

., lxxxvi i, i ..... Jui e, I -71*. G. r. b.

4. On the Action of Dehydrating St<i.$t f„, ,.- upo
acid and its amides—-In the hope of producing the nitrile of

the latter is a tertiary base, identi i
.
•

i; Ballo lias studied
i of dehydrating agents upon the
According to the analogy with similar bodies, this

iwmue unuer me innuenee ot ctehydi

nitrile and water thus : C
8
H

]4
1
gggg.=(H,0)

i
+C

i
H

14 1
gg. So

also camphoramic acid C,HH
j coO^H =(H

a
O)

8
+C

8
H

I4 | £|;

and ammonium camphorate C,HM{g^H-^»0)*
+C^»l<W

For the preparation of the amide, he at*first passed ammonia
gas into a solution of camphoric o -it the alco-

hol was not entirely free from water and only ammonium cam-
phorate resulted. The syrupy mass, heated with eight or ten

•

campholen riiat obtained by Gille

from campholic acid. This experiment shows that under this

influence camphoric acid decomposes exactly as oxalic acid does

:

c
«
H"|cooh= c^»+co s+co+hA In a secoud exPeri"

ment, the amide was attempted by acting on camphoryl chloride
iiia. The product of the reaction was again a syrup,

[

-

:
'

~'
-

for the most part between 260° and 280° and having the composi-
polyterpene C

20
H,

2
. Fn.rn i:-. ..ri-_'in, i

.- called it cam-
ne. The third experiment was like

free the alcohol completely from water. Ammo-
photerpei
being tal
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mum camphoramate was the result. Distilled alone, it gave

camphoriraide C
8
H

14 j
g°

j.
NH. This body, distilled with zinc

fielded campholene and camphoterpene only, the result-

ing amide being saponified by the zinc chloride :md the phospho-
ric acid. Ammonium camphoramate itself, di>til!ed with p!i. >s-

phoric oxide directly, gave the desired nitrile mixed with cam-
pholene. Recrystallized from alcohol, it was obtained as a color-

less crystalline body, odorless when pure and ouite similar in

to the imide. Ballo clones his paver with some theo-

retical dedc. •
. mphor as a tertiary

alcohol C
|

(

(§I

H") "', the carbinol of the trivalent radical C#
Hu j

in which case borneol is the secondary alcohol C -I M and

321, June, 1879. g. f. b.

5. A new Synthesis of Methyl-violet—Hassencamp has described
a new synthesis of methyl-violet. When a mixture of one part of
pure benzene sulphochloride and two parts of dimethyl-
warmed in a flask on I : tab b place readily
and a deep blue liquid results, becoming deeper and more violet

continually until after some hours a thick mass is left having a
strong metallic luster. The reaction goes on with great uniform-
ity and no gas is evolved. The behavior of the new color to

fibers first Mi UL; c -f d that methyl-violet had been formed. On
boiling out - U*tG is

proven. Since the maximum yield is from one molecule of the

sulphochloride and three of dimethyl-aniline, the reaction must
take place as follows

:

(CIL)
f
NC.H

4
) ( C.Ht

C,H
4SO,Cl+(0,H,N(CH i),) I

= \C\
\

+HC1 +
6

' (CH,),NC
-
H

4 )
(NCII

3

(H,0),+C
9H6

SIT.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xii, 1275, July, 1879.

6. On the Alkaloids of Japanese Aconite Boots.--Wbight, in

connection with h\ • ' nta", has exam-
wed the al ti recently

imported into England from Japan. Trie c ^elusions of the

paper are : (l) Aconite roots from Japan arc-

character and conaidei alkaloids

as wellasnon-crvstais *&**• (2) The active

pett suppose, different

from both aconitine and pseudae y allied to

could be isolated from each of tl ** of ro°ts.

Tim has the f.nviula (
' II N.O,. (4 ) This alkaloid, to which
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the name japaconitine is assigned, breaks up upon saponification

into benzoic acid and a new base japaconine, C
56
H

41
NO

10
. On

treatment with benzoic oxide, it forms derivatives containing four

benzoyl groups for every C
3a

originally present; differing from

aconitine, which gives only a di-benzoyl derivative. Japaconine

gives the same derivative on benzoylation. These alkaloids

closely resemble aconitine and aconine and are distinguished only

by analysis or by their benzoyl derivatives. Japaconitine forms

readily crystallizable salts especially with nitric, hydrochloric and

hydrobromic acids, the latter salt containing 2| 11,0 for every

C
33, like aconitine. (6) In isolating japaconitine, plain alcohol,

instead of alcohol acidified with tartaric acid must be used.
^
All

the alkaloids are easily extracted thus. (7) The relation of japa-

conitine to its derivatives and to aconitine is conveniently ex-

pressed by regarding it as formed by the sesquihydration of an

[f„N0
la
not yet isolated.—,/. Chem. Soc, xxxv, 387,

July, 1879.' g. F. b.

7. Determination of Vapor Densities.—The method of determin-

ing the density of vapors .invented by Victor and Carl Meyer has

already been noticed in this Journal, and the chief results which

they have obtained by means of it have been stated. But this

method demands more than a passing notice. It is so simple in

its theory and manipulation, so universal in its application, and it

avoids in such a remarkable way the main difficulties and sources

of inaccuracy, which are inherent in all the methods hitherto

employed for the same purpose, that it promises to become one of

the most important aid ion of chemical science.

The theory of the method may be stated thus.
If a known amount ofsome volatile substance is suddenl

.

into an appropriate vessel heated to a constant temperature, which

is sufficiently high to convert the material to an aeriform condition,

it is obvious that the substance in volatilizing will expel from the

vessel a quantity of air, which must be the exact equivalent oi

the volume of vapor formed—that is, an amount of air which at

the unknown temperature and pressure in the vessel would just

fill the space of the vapor. Hence then the specific gravity of

the vapor is the known weight of the material used divided by
the weight of the air expelled. The problem is thus reduced to

finding the weight of the air expelled, and is wholly independent
of the temperature or volume of the vessel, both of which may
remain unknown quantities. All the uncertainties, therefore, con-

nected with the measurements of high temperatures, or of the

volume of the vessel under such conditions, are avoided. We
have only to collect the air over a common water pneumatic
trough and measure its volume, at the ordinary temperature and
pressure of the air in the laboratory, and iV.

easily calculate the weight required; or, if the material under
examination is liable to oxidation, the vessel may be previously
filled with nitrogen or some other inert gas since the volume ot

such gas will be the same as the volume 'of the air under the
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The only apparatus required in most cases is represented in

the accompanying figure, which is drawn to scale. The bulb b

has a capacity of abont 100 c.m.* and is about 20 cm. long, and
the glass tube to which it is attached is about 60 c.m. long and
6 mm. wide. The upper end of this tube is closed by a rubber

stopper d, while to its side is united the very narrow delivery

tube a, which conducts the expelled air to a

pro '.malic trough. By means of a wire guard
tlio r Mill > is prevented "from touching the sides

of the iron bath in which it is heated, and a

small amount of asbestos at the bottom of

the bulb serves to break the fall of the small

weighing tube, holding the weighed substance,

which is dropped in at d. The iron bath is

made of a short ipiece of two-inch gas pipe

the bottom, and sup-

ith may be used paraffine <

metal as circumstances require, ai

perature is maintained by gas bu:

or less powerful according to the i
to be obtained. For comparatively low tem-

peratures the most convenient bath is the

vapor of some high boiling liquid, whose ebul-

lition is so regulated that the vapor condenses

before reaching the open mouth of the long

necked boiling flask in which tbjP bulb is held.

In a bath of melted lead a low red heat is

easily obtained, and it has been found that

tubes of Bohemian glass wilt readily sustain

this temperature without collapsing, for, al-

though the glass may take a new set under
the circumstances, the resulting change of vol-

ume is of no importance in this process. In

their later experiments, the Brothers Meyer
have used a porcelain vessel, heated in the

muffle of a gas furnace to a temperature above
the melting point of cast-iron.

After the bath has been heated to the degree

rtquiix-d, and its temperature 1 a>

constant (a condition which is indicated by
the fact that bubbles of gas cease to escape

from the open mouth of the tube, while at the

same time there is no tendency in the water

to recede) the necessary observations

m

ary ooservauous uc munv m
way. The stopper at d is removed, the small tube containing

the weighed substance is dropped in, and the stopper instantly

The few bubbles of air displaced by the stopper are of



course neglected ; but the air, which soon begins to stream over

in consequence of volatilization of the material introduced, is col-

t water in an ordinary graduated tube. The experiment

is soon finished, and the stopper d must then be removed, to pre-

vent any recession of the water in the trough.

It remains only to measure the volume of the air in the gradu-

ated tube with the usual precautions. For this purpose the tube

with its contents is transferred to a tall cylindrical glass vessel of

water, and held by a clamp in a vertical position, so that the

water is at the same level within and without the tube, and, as

soon as an equilibrium of temperature is attained, we observe the

volume of the air, the temperature of the air (necessarily the same

as that of the water confining it) and the height of a neighboring

barometer. We have now V, H and t, from which we can calcu-

late the corresponding weight. But in making this calculation

we must remember that the air when measured is saturated with

moisture, and therefore, that in order to find the true tension of

the confined air, we must subtract from the reduced height of the

barometer the maximum tension of the vapor of water at the tem-

perature t. Representing by h this tension (which will be found

-it's tables), we have for the weight of the air displaced

by the vapor

represents the weight of the substance used

log (Sp. Gr.) = 2-3330 -f ar. co. log (H-A) + log (273+0 + ar. co.

logV + logW.
In these determinations it is important that the amount of sub-

stance taken should never more than one-half fill the vessel b

with vapor, lest, in the process, some of the vapor should be

driven out with the air. The least loss of material caused in

this way would evidently be fatal to the accuracv of the method;
but, short of such a result, no admixture of the vapor with tbe

air in the vessel can affect the process ; since, according to the

well-known laws of Dalton, the elastic force of a mixture of go*

ion* which each wouM
the case of a heavy vapor, no considerable

i'lring the short time of the experiment was

to be feared, but, when the vapor was lighter than air, such »

rapid admixture as would lead to large" loss—even when tbe

volume of the vapor was small as compared with that of tbe

vessel—might reasonably be expected. Hence it was with sur-

prise that the method was found to be applicable to light, vapors
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as the following example shows, selected for this reason to illu

trate the manner in which the calculations are best made.
Example.—Determination of the specific gravity of the vapc

of water: The vessel was heated to a constant temperature in th
vapors of xylol and a tube containing 0-01 02 grams of watt
dropped in as described. The air expelled measured 14-6 cm. a

16°1, and the reduced height of the barometer in the room wa
5 2-33 cm. By the tables the maximum tension of the vapor c

water at 16°-1 is 136 cm. Hence

Sp.gr. 0-613 97873
Theory H,0 0-623

Two other independent determinations of the same value gave
0-63 and 0'64 respectively.
On account of the great ease with which vapor densities can be

determined by this process, we have reason to hope that it will

serve to greatly multiply the fundamental data on which our
knowledge of molecular weights is based. Already some remark-
able results of this kind have been obtained. Thus the vapor
•n-n-i'i,- .it" ;«:- nious and anthnonious oxide at the temperature
of molten cast iron have been found to be 13-8 and 19-8 respec-
tively (the mean in each case of two determinations), and these

correspond to the symbols As
4
O

r I
the received

symbols As
? 3

and Sb
2 3

. On the other hand cuprous chloride at
the same high temperature gave a vapor density of 6*93, corres-

ponding to in regard

;

:

i was previously based chiefly on theoret-

ic at©mi< ityol to elements.

In the Bericht. der I.) utsch. Chem. Gessell. of July 28th, re-

ceived since the :ib.,\, w ;l , in tvpe, we have an account of a still

I determining vapor densities. rial

first place established the fact that un n , > an 1 ox\ _eu (by exper-

iment), and nit n _ -u ,'.,., i„f, rem- apororgas
density and therefore their normal molecular structure even at the
highest temperature of a sjas furnace, about 1587* C,

:

.

•

' :

- -,- .:. ...- ' a: '

gas undergo^ dissociation. Thus at about 620° the density

found was 2-42, 2"46.

Theory for CI, 2.45

At about 808° the density found was 221 219
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Hence between
constant at two-thirds
weight which is normally 71 becomes at temperatures above 1200°,
equal to 47 -3. In the present paper the Brothers Meyer offer no

xplanation of this most remarkable result, but they refer

to the old theory which regarded chlorine as an oxide as furnish-
ing a possible explanation of the anomaly and propose to attempt

parate by diffusion at 1567° the disassociated elements of
ine if such exist. j. P . c., jr.

8. Compressibility of gases at high pressures.—Amagat con-
mes his work upon this subject at St. Etienne in a shaft 380

meters deep. He proposes to study a series of gases and gives,
as a preliminary result, his observations upon nitrop
this gas for a basis on account of the facility with which it can be

in a comparatively pure state. The results are given in

g I a I >le. P represents the pressure in meters of quick-
sl1,

'
'""<

'
' '

spheric pressure, v the original volume, Pv the
product of the pressure and the volume.

oof I
373-302 62708 0-8297

327-388 430-773 65428 0-7885

The temperature was maintained nearly constant from 2200 to
22-03°. At 430 atmospheres it was found that the gas volume
was one-fourth smaller than it should be according to Marriotte's

", 1879, p. 386 : /;• ;/,' ,tt, r .1,,,,'alen der Physik,

Adolphe Wirtz,

I cine of Paris, etc
lranslated, with the Author's approval, by Wra. H. Green. M.D.

-. Philadelphia, \>V). I-q»pi'»-

.—Id a preface to this .-f Professor
Wurtzs Chemistry, the author si and former

. representation of the original work." The hand of a

;< book, which is simple, direct, and symmet-

subject of Chemical]
| UIlder two

heads; so much as is essential to the study of the metalloids is

compressed into less than fifty pages, at the eommencemeiH ot

.
ti„ Constitution of•-

space betore the metals. The gen .stitution

adopt this book as a manual. Its order is logical and the main
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facts of discovery are clearly stated, and, as far as possible, in his-

torical order, with a severe exclusion of extraneous matters. Its

usefulness would be increased by a synoptical table of contents
and a fuller index of proper names and subjects: e. g., one looks in

vain for such important words as molecule, atom. Ampere, Avo-
grado, volume, gas, and many other equally essential terms. A
French work has rarely a good index ; out an Kn-.i-ii translation

need not repeat this fault. In these days, when gas has com-
pletely replaced the old-time charcoal furnaces as a source of heat
in Hie laboratory, it looks strange to see these historic things re-

produced from old cuts in the newest French book. is. s.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Discovery of specimens of Maclurea magna, <>f the ' 7.>:>/,
in the B<ir,,» j t> /;,'„,*/ ,.,,

, ,,'ar \> •'< //•-/. X> York; by \\. \\

Whitfield. (From a letter to J. I). Dana, dated American Mu-
seum of Natural History. Central Park, New York, July 30, w:».)
—Being on business at Newburg, New York, on July 'loth last, I

stopped for a few minutes, in pass Bann [gat

limestone, situated near the northwest base of Snake Hill on the
" Little Pond Road" one and three quarter miles southwest of X< w-
burg Ferry, where I obtained from the thin shaly layers of the
limestone, remains of three specimen- of }f,i '.,• > , . ;</,-, a Les., one
of which is sufficiently well preserved to be unmistakable.
This information may aid somewhat in det. rmi ling the age of

the Taconic schists which you have been so ably discussing, and
also serve to confirm the statement made by you on page 382 of

the May number of this Journal.
2. On a recent > 'iktuea; by Dr. Titus

Coax. (From a letter to J. D. Dana, dated Honolulu, Hawaii,
June 20, 1879.)—You may have heard, ere this, that Kilauea has

again disgorged a fiery flood, and retired within ber - i

chambers. A little over ten years had claps, d, during
the repairs of the eruption of 1868 were going on, until the

emptied " South Lake" was replenished, u heaped up and running
over;" when, without premonition, an iinki

sage was op, - in 1868.*

But this disgorgement was hiddei and
\

i Hie lak< oi

>;i had been raised, by its self-made -nrr- \

nearly to the height of the outer rim of the crater, qui

sided several hundred feet, ceased its boiling ami nearly extin-

guished its fires, leaving nothing but a va-i -mokn _ caul Iron.

l
.-.,

:

-...-
:

- :••: i., -. ,..: .,,.
[ . v ]- -

'

"

•
:

-

about 400 feet deep,' and measur:
of one mile minus about 100 feet. This awful cauldron had only
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a few days before been filled to overflowing with boiling lava,

liing in fiery waves from side to side of the glowing pit,

I walls and throwing up its sheets and

• I 50 i ^ ni i!
i ur, wfcile the sur-

l deposits of solidified scoria formed a smoking mountain,

northern and northwest sides of this accumulated mass

of volcanic products streams of liquid lava burst from time to

time, flowing down into the central region of the crater, and thus

raising it, foot by foot, for months and years. Added to these

subaerial outflows, there were oft-repeated, upward or vertical

gushings of lava through seams and crevices ; and thus, by these

twofold actions, the great central depression, caused by tin- subsi-

dence of a very large area of this part of the crater, was gradu

ally filled up.

One feature of this last eruption of Kilauea is the fact that the

great molten lake was drawn off subterraneously, giving no warn-

ing of its movements, and leaving no visible indication of its path-

way, or of the place of its final deposit. Other eruptions have

bl toed their way upon the surface to the sea, or while on their

subterranean way have rent the superincumbent beds, throwing

out jets of steam or of sulphurous gases, with here and there

small patches or broad areas of lava. But as yet no surface marks

of this kind reveal the silent, solemn course of this burning river.

One theory is that it flowed deep in subterranean fissures, and

>embogued far out at sea. Our ocean was much dis-

turbed during these days, and we had what might be
tidal wave of moderate magnitude. For some time after this

eruption, Kilauea lay if lible fire, and only here

and there puffs of white steam and jets of escaping gases. All

visitors were for several weeks greatly disappointed, and some
v. ere inclined to think that the vi former visit-

ors were fabulous; but later advices report the old g
arousing from her slumbers, stirring up the coals, lighting her

lamps and sending out fiery glances from her red eye-balls. So

the old process of replenishment has \ . =; i: a! 1 after another

decade another disgorgement may take place.
Mokuaweoweo, the summit crater, has been quiet for a long

time. Moderate earthquakes occasionally admonish us that noth-

ing earthly is stable ; our aerial thunders have never been more

and Mav.
3. The reetnt Eruptiu,, <,/ Etna.- In regard t<» this eruption

Ave have before us the report of Professor O. Silvestri of the

-rv. and also the re-

! -on ol O. H. Owen, U. S. Consul at Messina, to the Department
of State. The former is a quarto pamphlet of ninet

xcellent topographical map of the region to the distance

twenty kilometers from the summit in all

i is charted not only the course and extent of the recent

I lava but those of previous eruptions also.
Mi\ estri regards the recent eruption as a sequel to th:

'

29, 1874, when a rift opened upon the northeastern side of the
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lich a number of ei

._ a was discharged. ___

ity continued for only a few hours, although the rift remained
open for some days. In his notice of that eruption (Bulletino del
Vuieanisr > Anno I.) Silvestri predict, i that at the next eruption
this rift would prove the weaken point and would be the scene of
the outbreak. This is exactly what has happened. Thi* fissure

of 1874 has become extended, reaching across the main crater in

a north-northeast and south-southwest direction, to a length of
ten kilometers. And from its extremities the lava has poured
f' rtli, 1m o-ini ing on the evening of May 26th. On the southwest
it took the direction of the old lava flow toward the town of
Aderno, but its course was arrested after flowing about two kilo-

meters.
_
From the northeastern extremity of the rift the flow ex-

tended in the direction oi Mojo, continuing to advance until about
June 6, when it had reaeho.i a distance of eleven kilometers from
its source, and its front had stopped but a short distance from the
river Alcantara. Further details of Professor Silvestri's report
may be found by Kn-ii-ii readers in Nature, June 26, 1879.

A paper presented to the Paris Academy of Sciences by M.
Fonque, says that "on the north-north-east side there are ten
distinct craters, two of which are enormous (200m diameter, and
80<" depth)."
The report of U. S. Consul Owen to the State Department is

dat. d .M. ^in.i. .Inn. •_'". .-in 1 in it lu-xiv-: "The caption was pre-

ceded by a slight shock of earthquake that was felt throughout
the island and at Reggio on the continent. Two new craters were
opened, one near the summit on the south-southwest side of the

mountain and the other on the north-northeast lower down the

slope. The former ceased to erupt after a day and half, while the

latter contin rhelithinst. The discharges of

lava, especially on the side last mentioned, were attended by great

shaking and trembling of the soil and loud detonations that couid

1h- heard at a distance of twenty miles. At the same time the

crater began to emit great clouds of dense black smoke, ashes and

ling country in a shower, and were

carried by the strong sirocco blowing at the time even as tar

north as the province of Naples. In Messina the pa

Mriee were covered with this black dust, and during its

b was of ten hours duration, it was disagreeable to go
out of doors with the eyes unprotected. The lava, contrary to

general opinion, was not a stream of liquid fire, but rather re-

sembled a moving mass of stones in a state of incandescence, for

as each successive discharge would expel the matter in a half

melted cond imulate at the mouth of th

where coolh :
]

'Y
the dis-

charges of new lava. The flow, if so it can be called, was very

gradual. The stream of lava toward the northeast was ,00

meters in width and the distance traversed about eleven ki,

" The damages caused by the eruptiou have been estimated at

1,000,000 of liras. The property damaged consisted of vineyards
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and nut groves. Fortunately no lives were lost or villages

destroyed.
" On the 15th inst. strong shocks of earthquake were felt at

Riposto. The ground opened and many houses were shaken

down. On this occasion eight persons were killed and many

wounded. It is believed that the earthquakes were caused hy

the undermining of the soil owing to the recent eruptions."

4. Former extension northward of the South Awariran Conti-

nent.—The following paragraphs close a paper hy A. Agassiz.

entitled, Dredging Operations of the IT. S. Coast Survey Schooner

"Blake," from December, 1878, to March 10, 1879, in a Letter

from A. Agassiz to C. P. Patterson, Sup't Coast Survey. (Bull.

Mus. Cmip. Zool., Camhridtre, Mass., vol. v, No. 14, June, 1879.)

The paper is illustrated by a map oi the ( 'arribean Sea, supplied

by the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, which is highly

instructive.

One of the most interesting results reached by this year's .-raise

jjht thrown upon the former extension of the South Amer-

ican Continent, In the - undings taken while dredging, and those

subsequently made in the passages between the islands by

oableusto trace the outline of the old

tolerable accuracy, and thus obtain some intelligible,
- *;~3 trustworthy, explanation of the peculiar geographical

. _„on of the fauna and flora of the West India Island-, ft*

i known, Cuba, the Bahamas, Hayti and Porto Rico, instead

of showing, as we might naturally assume from their present prox-

. in their fauna and flora with

fees, show, on the contrary, unmis-

takable association witl that of Mexiro, Honduras and Central

America •
I me relation-

ship, though the affinity to the Venezuelan and Brazilian fauna

and flora is much more marked.
In attempting to reconstruct, from the soundings, the state of

tlih _- -. Citing ii a f. rm< r p« riod, we are at once struck by the

[glands are the outcropping of an extensive

k nk. T! . ur ,.t< *t depth between these islands is less than 40

this same depth being found on the bank to the east oi

Porto Rico, the 100-fathom line forming, in fact, the outline of a

id, which would include the whole of the Virgu
of Porto Rico, and extend some way into the Mo«a
The 100-fathom line similarly forms "a lar-

-

v * (
'

''-*•
l-l i\ N' u, and ];, l-.nda. It forms an elongated pla-

teau, extending from Bequia to the southwest of Grenada, and
runs more or less parallel to the South American coast from the

- Islands, leaving a comparatively narrow channel
between it and the 100-fathom line south of Grenada, so as to

enclose Trinidad and Tobago within its limits, and runs off to the
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southeast in a direction also about parallel to the shore line. At
the western end of the Caribbean Sea, the 100-fathom line forms a

i coast, extending over one-third

tin'.;"- nc from the mainland to the island of Jamaica. The
Rosalind and Pedro Banks, formed by the same line, and a few-

other smaller banks, denote the position of more or less important
islands which must have once existed between the Mosquito coast

and .Jamaica. On examining the 500-fathom line, we thus find

tli.it Jamaica is only the northern spit of a gigantic promontory,
which lM ice extended toward Hayti from the mainland, reaching

from Costa Rica to the northern part of the Mosquito coast, and
trrow passage between it and the

500-fathom line encircling Hayti, Porto Rico and the Virgin Isl-

ands, in one gigantic island. The passage between Cuba and
Jamaica ha- a depth • f • . ' fathoms, and that between Hayti

and Cuba is not less than 873 fathoms, the latter being probably
an arm of the Atlantic. The 500-fathom line connects,V a gigan-

tic inland, the banks uniting Auguiiia to St. Ikirthotomew, Saba
Bank, the one connecting St. Eustatius to Xe\ is. Barbuda to Auti-

sm a. and from thence extends south so as to include Guadeloupe,

Marie-Galante and Dominica. This 500-fathom line thus forms

one gigantic island of the northern islands, extending from Saba

Hank to Santa Cruz, and leaving but a narrow channel between

it and the eastern end of the 500-fathom line running round Santa

Cruz. As Santa Cruz is separated from St. Thomas by a channel

of forty miles, with a maxhmim deptl ..f ->\ ri.4 >

w> iis connection with the northern inlands of the

group, ratb t than with St. Thomas, as is also well

shown by the geographical relations of it- .Mollnsca. i he

500-fathom !

• pit extending north-

erly from the mouth of the Orinoco, all the islands to the south oi

ivi , ihtrbadoes to ti e » ist. i d a 1
n w pas- <r<

between Martinique and the islands of Dominica and St. Lucia.

At the time of this connection, therefore, the Caribbean Sea con-

few mile*

in width between St. Lucia and Martinique, and one somewhat

wider and slightlv deeper between Martinique and Dominica,

another between Sombrero and the Virgin U
-

bean Sea, therefore, must have been a gulf of J

connected passages, of which we find tbe

traces in |

fethmus of

!) <-: :....•• Panama and of Nicaragua. Centra:

:
'ii S,„ith America at that time must have be

rh passages between them from the Pacific into the

Cuib M m. It is t irtli.-i inter sting t . ~i

become of the great equatorial current, or re-

produced by the northeast trades. The water banking 1

1

the two large islands, then forming the Caribbean Islands,

must, of course, have been deflected north, have swept round tbe

northern shores of the Virgin Islands, Porto Rico and Hayti, and
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poured into the western basin of the Caribbean Sea, through the
passage betw,-. „ Ilayii an.] Cuba. This water being forced into
a sort of funnel by the 500-fathom line forming the southern line
of the Great Bahama Island, which connected nearly the whole of
the Bahamas with Cuba and formed a barrier to the western flow

to a northeasterly direc-
ts Gulf Stream now does, or round the north end of the

Bahamas, across Florida, which did not then exist, across the Gulf
of Mexico, and into the Pacific over the Isthmus of Teh

" Blake "To determii
1° ^ C°" l! '

'''

*
left the

M.bbean can only come in through the passage between
,'

'"'
l * * -about 1,100 fathoms,

hav* Jl? f°

m temi '-
V; 5.)0-fathom line, as I

of W.K?' •

8
,

a &8*rtjc island of all the islands to the south

fit
°mbr

f?' "cluing iarrow of 1 000

n^WB

iif
tWeen

i

itand >%** again
mto one large spit, as a part of South America, all the

: the water forced into

average ll2 w * f ?
comPara^ely high temperature -anSi? h? ?! temP^tnre of The 300-fathom line.

wlr Jfr

f°i n
A?ftic i9

'
h<^ver, again forced into the

Tnd S fS^' th
t
Cflb>an through the Windward Passage,

Antonio iS ^"°v
gh the

? UCatan Cha»nd
>
between Cape S°an

with S?r S
Cat

,
aD Bank Jt * therefore, incredible that

the™\hLn >*
mas

\?f water pouring into the Gulf of Mexico,
Jd be anything like a cold Current forcing its way up-

cal ironnS ^ ?' F,onda
»
as has been asBertecl on theoreti-

surnlus Wh ?
he channel a* Gun Key can only disc!,.

having a great velocity.
* S

M usual accompanied me, remained in the

ubadoes, for the par-

ens ofRile8 and Fishes, with a view
>! hght on the former connections of the

have here attempted to trace it. One of the most

It is closely a H^ntf. •
avowing parts of South America,

by the late ff tP
°f Which fragments

|

^:^tellV)rT :
ihese wer« collected by Mr. A.

5. CI ! ',}" H1

}" !
' *I" ,at

'
! " ' U "f the island.

<')bt , ,? ^£«ow ""** '/ -V - -/' ™ /--Mr- X O.

™ « i^^^^rsi^Stir the region - Tt mea8"
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it ripple-marks and seven footprints, has been obtained at this
locality by Mr. W. Lorenz The tracks, according to Dr. Leidy,
have a breadth of about an inch, widely divergent toes, and the
four on the right occupy a line of six inches and are about an inch
and a half apart from those on the left ; they appear to be single,

that is, not made by fore and hind feet together. Mr. Lorenz
suggests for them the name Anthrne»,;u« Ella „,/<> /rensis.—Proc.
Acad. X. Set. Philad., 1879, 164.

1. The Auriferous Gravels of the Sierra Nevada and Califor-
nia; by .1. D. Wiiitnky (eont'inued from page 147.)—The follow-

ing are the more important facts with regard to the fossils of the
auriierous gravels. Tin />/(/»/,« wn. -''nutted to Professor Les-
quereux; and he has reported the absence of Coniferous remains,

idnoofl trees, seventeen of which are from
the Table Mountain deposit, are different from those now existing
in the region

; and that the evidence favors the view that the beds
are Pliocene, but related by some forms to the Miocene.
The mammalian remains have been determined by Dr. Leidy,

and his results are published parth in vol. 1 oi tin (
' ma

m works on the Extinct Mamma-
Dakota id Nibi „k 1>C» ill i tributions to

the Extinct Vertebrate Fauna of the Western Territories, 1873.

The species reported from the gn salt, come
from Douglass Flat, Chili Gulch." and the Tuolumne Tab',,, Moun-
tain. At the first two of these plac. - \s ere t -und r. mains of Rhi-
noceros hesperius Leidy; at Douglass Flat, a tooth of Elotherlvm.

superbumh., "perhaps tin -aim a- K h *»« of tl^J Mau\ai-ts
Terres of Whiti U:\cr;** Ma^.-d. , A,- ,-'>• »•*. forty-eight feet

beneath the surface at Douglass Flat and also at the Tuolumne
Table Monnl ns of a small species of

Equus, from a depth of -in f-et. at the Tab!, Mountain. Besides
these, the gravels elsewhere have afforded, at Murphv's Diggings,

, slat ans; in M« reed < ounty.

-i. in volcanic a>h, remains of an extinct

1: "'»a, Am-huiia. Callfomlra L., besides a metacarpa "

of a deer, some bones of a -mat Imr- . \
erhaps a Hipparion ;

from
Alameda Countv. A>a-hn,la h 'sterna L. ;" from the gi

Wra, two teeth of the living American Tapir; '

'
\ ith also J/. vhsevrusL.; at - •

ties also, Elephas Ami '
n ne

T
ar the

1-i-e-n.. i.'iv-i-; KT us.-oLdhts. K. ,..:;!*»* L, h. ra,afcusL.

Stom tools, pestles, mortars, platters,

following localities, and if some are doubtful, the number of

on i , m ,.,:,.
j

j;.. it .

;it [| niitos ar,d five miles nortl

County, at inane County, at Table Mountain,
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Kincaid Flat, Wood's Creek, Mormon Creek; in Amador County,

near Jackson ; in El I k ogle Springs, Diamond
Springs near Placerville, Spanish Flat, Kelsey's Diggings, Dry
Creek, Colonia, tTeoru'etown,' Brownsville; in Placer County, near

.-ru-st Hill, Ilvrd\ Val < v. Missouri Tunnel : in Nevada

County, at Gra- V ;! !! : \\ Mwr*- liavin.-. Brush Creek; in "Butte

County, at Cherokee ; also in Siskiyou and Trinity Counties, locali-

ties not mentioned.
Human bones are reported from Tuolumne and Calaveras

Counties. (1.) Under Table Mountain, Tuolumne County, a

human jaw, obtained by Dr. Snell ; same locality, in the Sonora
; a depth of 180 feet, a portion of a skull given to C. F.

Winslow in 1857, by P. K. Hubbs, of Vallejo, California, the

finder, and by the former noticed in the Proceedings of the Bos-

ton Society of Natural History, for October 7, 1857, the same

locality affording also a Mastodon's tooth and a "large stone

bead" of white marble. Mr. Winslow also says that Capt. D. B.

Akey related to him a discovery of a complete human skeleton

from a tunnel under Ti stated that he did not

remember the tunnel, and the fact has not been verified.

(2.) In Calaveras County, in February, 1866, in the claim of

Meors. Mattison & Co., on Bald Mountain, near Attn
Angel's, beneath the lava, from a depth of 130 feet. This is the

skull «-hich came into Professor Whitney's hands through Dr.

Jones, who received r «ad which has been

d. - ii. . 1 I > Dr. J( ifrios \\ yman. The material in u I

been embedded was mixed tufa and gravel, and attached to «
was a specimen of Helix mormonum, a species now living «>

Nevada. According to Mr. Mattison, the succession of beds

passed through from above to that containing
lava, 40 feet; next below, gravel 3, light lava 30, gravel 5, light

lava if>. -ravel 25, dark brown lava 9, grave!
skull) 5. This bed rested on red lava 4 feet and red gravel 1

1

feet. Professor Whitney brings forward the testimony of Mr.

Scribner and also of Dr. Jones; and says, "We have the inde-

pendent testimony of three witnesses, two of whom were [>revi-

- to the writer as men of intelligence and veracity,

regard to the third there is no reason for doubting his

trathftdness. Each one of these gentlemen testifies to some
points in the chain of circumstantial evidence going to prove the

Bfl of the find. No motive for deception on
ison can be discovered, while the appearance of the skull

ra strong, though silent, testimony to the correctness ot

the story."

Dr. Wyman's report, as is now well known, stated that the

" skull presents no signs of having belonged to an inl
In its breadth it agrees with the other" crania from
except those of the Diggers, but surpasses them in the other par-

e been made. Tins is especially

apparent in the greater prominence of the forehead and the capac-
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ity of its chamber. In so far as it differs i

other crania from California, it approaches the Esquimaux." Th<
following are the comparisons above referred to by Dr. Wyman
the measurements being in millimeters:

The Fossil skulkl™"" 150 101 300 128 134f 145

Professor Whitney regards the gravels as Pre-Glacial,and [Mio-

cene, . i the basis of the evidence from the fossils found in them.
The origin of the gravels remains to be discussed by him in the

second part of the voli * ing to a prefatory note,

will be published in a few months.
8. Bone Cave in Moravia.—A large number of mm

bones of the dim, i i i..-i-i...I 1. w lat.-'y hi
. n ..U -ltd from the

bone-cave of Vypustek, Moravia (Professor K. Th. Liebe, Proceed.
Imp. Acad. Vienna, May _».:. |S70), and sent to the Imperial

•Mi--
* in ai Vi. m a. Th. V< mparison of these remains with those

from the Thuringian caves is important, especially with Lhoee

from the cave of Lindenthal near Gera. whirl! led Liebe and Neh-
ring to the inter, sting conclusion that all this region was an exten-

sive barren steppe, without anv fori .-: v< _. tatioi . at the begin-

iod. In the cave of Vypustek are

found—Lynx vulgaris, Felis cuius, c,». /, ,j „ b < ,.*>. ' \ / .'•'•<"• .*.

Vtdpes vulgaris, V. lagopus, Gvi- /./''-

tori >sj,«t,,'nttx, /•'. / .«. -h '''; '
J" >',j.?i:b-

<
, L i

< i i
r ' '"••' f- f <i

i ' s,

'. elaphus, C. capreolui

a spelcea; the number of species

found in the Vypustek Cave being therefore twenty-nine. The
evidence proves that this cave was a den of beasts of

|

tenanted by families of hyenas and bears, and oc< in
ited by lions, lynxes and wolves; while many side gall* \

opening to-day, gave shelter to martens, weasels and^ other small

~ome few animals may

r«»u ul my remains are inose oi itmama « *»^ ~».~, «- --

Prey brought in for food. The fauna of this cave indeed bears a

decidedly sylvestran character ; and it may be admitted that its

environs were covered wit

t Measured from the anterior e

dly sylvestran <— were covered with woods, and had a forest ~*~~—

,

thA w^o, of >,„ *«»*»] at its narrowest part when the skull is

i inside. (These measui
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the time when northern and middle Germany had the features

ate of a steppe. Hence too the m
South Bohemia and M< ravin m \ bo supposed to have been the

center from which forests advanced gradually in every

over the great Diluvial Steppe of Europe north of the Alpine

chain. Further explorations, to he conducted hy the Prehistoric

Commission of the Imperial Academy of Vienna, may lead to

other interesting facts as to the relative depth and succession of

the animal remains in this cave.— Xo.tnre, July 24.

9. Geology of Kansas / by Professor B. F. Mudge. — The

Reoort of the State Board of Agriculture of Kansas, f >r the

3 (a volume of 632 pages, 8vo, second edition, pubhshe

Kansas, in 1878), co
3 State, 'hy Professor Milage.

who has done much to bring the fin

by a colored geological map. The
the Drift (some of whose bowlders are of large size), Ten

'

and Dakota divisi

i a and Permian. Profess

of the fossil [hints iron) the Dak
wh'icl have been described by Lesopier.ux, and ,'-

i

fosdU :<! i.-.nii fishes and other vertebrates. The rep< -

of the economical geology of the state, its gypsum, salt, lead and

zin«' or-s, and coal.

The Agricultural Report is also in other respect- a «

and instructive volume.
10. Geolorp -,,/ Pup »•/ of Indiana for 1878/ by E. T.

sisted by Professor J. Collett and Dr. G. M. Leve
new volume contains special reports on the geology of Wayne
County, Harrison County, and Crawford County, besides a general

Hepori i v Professor Cox, the Report on tin *•_< -I -
.

Cements,*'.' _ \ !, :l list of the Ferns, Mosses,

Hepatica> and I.idi.-n- .it W-.mm- <."..im-.y. by Mrs. Haines.

>f Fdhhi and Can ;,/„.— A paper on the genera of

»™c .amines with important notes on some -p. ei - r< 1 n nig }>nn-

pally to the fossil species, is published by Professor E. D. Cope,

t the Proceedings of the Academy of Xa'tund Sciences of Phila-

elphia, for 1879, commencing on page 168.
.- '"/\ bh.d ui an.vp,', ,///,. l„.tri-'ti ('(''•'

1. On the Origin of the Flora of the European Alps; by
Johx Ball, F.R.S.-A meeting of the

Royal Geographical Society, London, .Tun o, printed in its Pro-

ceedings, and separately issued as a pamphlet of 25 pages. -No
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I knows more than Mr. Ball of the Alpine flora, and in t

e he discourses interestingly and vei

ical bearings of this extensive knowlei

diso .ir- .- iuti n-tingly and very boldly
arings of this extensive knowledge. His points

Mi in th.ra did t •>> _:> it. ii - i lin via, Iipir

from Northern Asia; that we must consider even the existing

spi ies to be very much ohlei than the glacial period, in order to

account for the aVtuai distrihution; that, since it is clear that the
upper limit of Alpine vegetation is not assigned by temperature
but by lack of room (upon a single ridge rising out of the Aletsch

glacier, at 10,700 feet, he collected at one visit over forty flower-

-
, so h< c nt> -n .1- that it could not have been driven

out of the Alps even by the maximum cold of the glacial period,

which he supposes to have lowered the zones of vegetation only

one or two thousand feet. All this will accord very well with the

views tai; sts. But, if

we rightly understand, Mr. Ball goes on to assign an enormous
antiquity - such as no one has thought of—to the existing types of

nous plants and to the temperate and arctic-Alpine vege-

tation. He supposes these to have flourished at great elevations

on Paleozoic Alps at the time when the Carboniferous vegetation

covered the low levels, and while the atmosphere contained twenty
times as much carbonic acid as now, this gas, as lie calculates,

being stratifi re according to its density, in such

manner as to give to paleo-alpine plants an atmosphere and a cli-

mate no1 it He asks us to believe

that " those humble plants that dwell in the highest region of lofty

- in the rock, or fringing with

bright color the edges of the snow-field," " exempted from the

vi Uit idi's h, wi i. h tin i leient vegetable world was exposed,

may represent the earliest forms of the higher types of
|

and even that some of the specie- that no* adorn I

heights may, during the inconceivably long lapse of geologieal

ages, have looked down unchanged on the r

yed and renewed the various forms of life on the

2. The Native Flints of Victoria succinctly defined; by Baron
Fi-:r„. von Mi/ellkb, F.R.S., etc. Part I, pp. 190, 8vo. 31 el-

bourne, 18 70.—No sooner is the great F'h^

of an easy manual for the most populous col

this is the first installment. It begins with the Polypetalous (Cho-

l
the apetalous ones in a manner

now not uncommon ; it illustrates them by g
*ith . .

; ,r;,;; t lv>,> . d, m i : i , . I v in i'. : L simplest possible tech-

- a ee. omits synonymy ai
tcept tnose

the origination of the gei

what is needed for educational and popular use. Let us I

worthy author will be encouraged and enabled to com

-

J
, ... f._ „r .I.:., „-^^i- ,« that the i
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botanist no less than to the colonist, and glad should we be every-

where to ignore them if we could. But, as a classical English

poetess sings of
" Tall Buttercups that will be seen

"Whether we will or no,"

the botanist cannot well shut his eyes to the intruders, although

they do spoil the symmetry and purity of a flora. a. g.

3. The Influence of Light on the Motions of Desmids ; by E.

Stahl.—The fact that Desmids, under the influence of light, pos-

sess certain peculiar motions, was first noticed bv Alexander I '.rum.

Stahl h is . xperimeuted upon species of Closterium, and flnds that

Ha have their longer axis parallel to the direc-

ticrcefthe light. Ifpla

which is fn> st-ll t<> tin bottom of th« cell,

while the otfc owa the direction of the light

if it is changed. The Closteria undergo p«

position ; the floating free end toward the light finally moving

backward and attaching itself to the bottom, while the end wOTJ
was at first fixed becomes free. At the end of the paper, Stahl

has some remarks on photometric and aphotometric swarm-spores.

In a recent ., res the name of phototaxis to the

property which swarm-spores poshes- ... j, >
<.

s their long axes

paralk-l to the direction of the light. He divides
,

swarm-spores into photometric ami aph.'i-iiiirtnc. In the latter

class are included those swarm-spores which have their ciliated

extremity turned toward the light. Photometric swarm-spores

are those which may present either extremity toward the light.

To the lau. -,, Strasburger, belong tin

spores of Botrijdium. Stahl, however, maintains that the spores

of Bntry.lhnn act like other swarm-spores, and he doubts the

validity of the two forms of phototaxis as described by Stras-

4. Development of the Prothcdlus of Platycerixim grande; by

Dr. Heemaisn Bauke.-Iu a paper read before the Bot. Vefein <>i

the Provinz Brandenburg, Dr. I \\ ml arly stages

of the pr- „ grande differed from that oi

other ferns. The growth of the terminal cell of the germinal fila-

ment which comes from the spore ceases at an early
J

the cells back of it grow so as to form a peculiar membrane. •

From one side of this membrane shoots out a process which bears

I organs. In this method of growth, Dr. Bauke sees a

special adaptation for the exposed place of attachment of this

species, which is found very frequently on palm stems just before

the terminal tuft of leaves. Dr. Bauke also di^uw^s the depend-

ence of the bilateral character of the fern prothallus on external

J action. In protjain

which grow vertically archegonia and rhizoida are found on botn
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IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Map of the Catskill Mountains, by A. Guyot.—Professor
Guyot gives in this map the results of several summers' work in

the Catskill region with his barometer and surveying instruments.
He has measured the height of over two hundred places, deter-
mined by triangulation the positions of all the many summits, and
discovered mountains that were not known to exist. A large part

of the region, especially the southwestern, is an untracked wil-

derness of forests ; and in several cases the only chance for making
bisj triangulation was by climbing to the tops of the highest trees.

He has found higher points than were before recorded, and many
of them. His table of altitudes (-(.mains three peaks over 4,000

thirteen over 3,800 feet, and thirty-six over 3,500 feet. The
' is one of tin j.r vh>usU in known, Hide Mountain, in

Catskills ; its height is 4,205 feet above tide. An ab-

esults will appear in another number of this Journal.
" '

' 20 inches, is complete in all the topog-Themap
aphy and in ge< rod will be of great service t

tourists. It may be had in New York of Scribner's Sons and h.

nACo.
2. J. L. CampbeWs "Geology of Virginia," page 119 of this

volume.—'The following explanations of the section on page 121

were omitted in their proper places and are here inserted :— 1. Gen-
eral bearing of the section N. 40° W. 2. Horizontal scale in miles

numbered at top ; vertical scale in feet numbered on right and
left extremities. 3. Limestone strata are blocked, sandstones

1 shales ruled. 4. The periods and epochs are i

the former by numbers, the latter by letters, in accordance with

the system found in Professor Daua's Manual of Geology.
3. To Astronomers.—The IT. S. Naval Observatory, Washing-

ton, will gratefully receive for its library, separate copiei or

rqMrinti of memoirs published in the Transactions of S.»

.insactions are regularly received,

but often many months after the appearance of the reprints of

t papers, which are therefore especially valued. It is

also requested that all communications of this nature and corres-

pondence relating to them may be addressed to " The Library,

U. S. Naval Oba n, U. S. A."

Agents of the Smithsonian Ins1

transmission. The smaller ones will be received more
quickly if thev arc sent by mail.
As far as possible, the publications of the Observatory

king astronomers.

John Rodgees, Rear Admiral, U. S. N., Superintendent.

Waahington, Aug. 18, 1879.

4. Annual Report upon Explor he Depart-

mentoft ' En& l -

S. A.—This Report is Appendix SS (pp. 1749-1868) of the

do and part

of New Mexico, from a reconnoissance made in 1877, by Lieut, C

.
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A II. Mci allky, accompanied by mapMcCauley gives an extended account of t

the various mines, agricultural and other .

with some observations on the geology, the
along the rivers, and details as to settlement

' a careful study of the region. It also

same expedition, by Professor Asa
>> l- >. I-i;-.l^,e; and an Entomological report by Pmi ^r
Cyrus Thomas which is illustrated by two plates ofbutterflies.

;":"• i" " '•> " •• -r u - 1013 PP.8vo.
»eous Collections, 328.

a connected with !

>is

.'brought together in this volume, and also the commu-
suice been made by or to the United States

bates and acts relative to it, the pi

The v±7of S
en

T
y
%
aUd

-

the corresP°^ence with referee to it.

tV£i» ?! u-
Iustltutlon t0 the country makes everything per-

taining to its history of the highest interest.
J E

T
*' ^'A r 0/ Stromatopora ; by H. J. Cak-

etc.—Struck with the practical nature of U
> remarks on "some Devonian Stromatoporid

;

near Totnes," published in the Quart. Journ. GeoL
•' t'ruary, i87» I lost no time in putting myself in com-

wVt •" *» ^ West Indies, it grew pro-
itsReality not only entering and filling up the open

ganismi during their growth, but
- and stems of Encrinites, etc.),

masse! o ?
i 1 ig eit

J
er of these thing*, g~wing into large

3KL£?£^^^S^h^T^f togfT-cfis

whe
y
n
eu^^

,
but more convincingly and particularly i>y

partiatle^oStio^;

J;:::

,--l llft< ; i)<iperinthe

*&—A lull abstract of Professor

.
'

'

-.
.. •

-

Be ort of
7 ' *' and 24'

ton, 1678.°
the^ 0f ^P^ers for 1878. Three volumes, 8vo. hashing-
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Art. XXXV.— On Radiant Matter: A Lecture delivered to the

British Association for the Advancement of Science, at Sheffield,

Friday, August 22, 1879; by William Crookes, F.RS.

To throw light on the title of this lecture I must go back

more than sixty years—to 1816. Faraday, then a mere stu-

dent and ardent experimentalist, was 24 years old, and at this

early period of his career he delivered a series of lectures on

the General Properties of Matter, and one of them bore the

remarkable title, On Radiant Matter. The great philosopher's

notes of this lecture are to be found in Dr. Bence Jones s

''Life and Letters of Faraday," and I will here quote a passage

in which he first employs the expression Radiant Matter

:

—
" If we conceive a change as far beyond vaporization as that is

above fluidity, and then take into account also the proportional

increased extent of alteration as the changes rise, we shall per-

haps, if we can form any conception at all, not fall far short of

Radiant Matter; and as in the last conversion many qualities

were lost, so here also many more would disappear."

Faraday was evidently engrossed with this far-reaching

speculation, for three years later—in 1819—we find him bring-

ing fresh evidence and argument to strengthen his startling

hypothesis. His notes are now more extended, and they show

that in the intervening three years he had thought much and

deeply on this higher form of matter. He first points out that

matter may be classed into four states—solid, liquid, gaseous

and radiant_tW« mnrfifinations depending upon differences
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in their several essential properties. He admits that the exist-
ence of Radiant Matter is as jet unproved, and then proceeds,
in a series of ingenious analogical arguments, to show the proba-
bility of its existence.*

If, in the beginning of this century, we had asked, What is

a (ras i the answer then would have been that it is matter,
expanded and rarefied to such an extent as to be impalpable,
save when set in violent motion

; invisible, incapable of assum-
ing or of being reduced into any definite form like solids, or
of forming drops like liquids ; always ready to expand where
no resistance is offered, and to contract on being subjected to
pressure. Sixty years ago such were the chief attributes
assigned to gases. Modern research, however, has greatly
enlarged and modified our views on the constitution of these
elastic fluids. Gases are now considered to be composed of an
almost infinite number of small particles or molecules, which
are constantly moving in every direction with velocities of all

conceivaole magnitudes. As these molecules are exceedingly
numerous, it follows that no molecule can move far in any
direction without coming in contact with some other molecule.
Jiut if we exhaust the air or gas contained in a closed vessel,
tbe number of molecules becomes diminished, and the distance
through which any one of them can move without coming in
contact with another is increased, the length of the mean free
path being inversely proportional to the number of molecules
present. I he further this process is carried the longer becomes
the average distance a molecule can travel before entering into

tice a curious progression in physical properties accompany -

,
and which is per] ia the inventive

"arable degree of belief i
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collision ; or, in other words, the longer its mean free path, the
more the physical properties of the gas or air are modified.
Thus, at a certain point, the phenomena of the radiometer
become possible, and on pushing the rarefaction still further,
i. e., decreasing the number of molecules in a given space and
lengthening their mean free path, the experimental results are
obtainable to which I am now about to call your attention.

So distinct are these phenomena from anything which occurs
in air or gas at the ordinary tension, that we are led to

assume that we are here brought face to face with Matter in
a Fourth state or condition, a condition as far removed from
the state of gas as a gas is from a liquid.

Mean Free Path. Radiant Matter.

I have long believed that a well-known appearance observed
in vacuum tubes is closely related to the phenomena of the
mean free path of the molecules. When the negative pole is

examined while the discharge from an induction-coil is pass-
ing through an exhausted tube, a dark space is seen to sur-

round it. This dark space is found to increase and diminish
as the vacuum is varied, in the same way that the mean free

path of the molecules lengthens and contracts. As the one
is perceived by the mind's eye to get greater, so the other is

seen by the bodily eye to increase in size ; and if the vacuum
is insufficient to permit much play of the molecules before
they enter into collision, the passage of electricity shows that
the "dark space" has shrunk to small dimensions. We natu-
rally infer that the dark space is the mean free path of the

molecules of the residual gas, an inference confirmed by
experiment.

I will endeavor to render this " dark space" visible to all

Present Here is a tube (fig. 1), having a pole in the center
jn the form of a metal disk, and other poles at each end.
A he center pole is made negative, and the two end poles con-
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nected together are made the positive terminal. The dark

space will be in the center. When the exhaustion is not very

great the dark space extends only a little on each side of

the negative pole in the center. When the exhaustion is good,

as in the tube before you, and I turn on the coil, the dark

space is seen to extend for about an inch on each side of the

Here, then, we see the induction spark actually illuminating

the lines of molecular pressure caused by the excitement of

the negative pole. The thickness of this dark space is the

measure of the mean free path between successive collisions of

the molecules of the residual gas. The extra velocity with

which the negatively electrified molecules rebound from the

excited pole keeps back the more slowly moving molecules

which are advancing toward that pole. A conflict occurs at

the boundary of the dark space, where the luminous margin

bears witness to the energy of the discharge.

Therefore the residual gas—or, as I prefer to call it, the

gaseous residue—within the dark space is in an entirely differ-

ent state to that of the residual gas in vessels at a lower

degree of exhaustion. To quote the words of our last years

President, in his Address at Dublin :

—

"In the exhausted column we have a vehicle for electricity not

constant like an ordinary conductor, but itself modified by the

passage of the discharge, and perhaps subject to laws differing

materially from those which it obeys at atmospheric pressure.

In the vessels with the lower degree of exhaustion, the

length of the mean free path of the molecules is exceedingly

small as compared with the dimensions of the bulb, and the

properties belonging to the ordinary gaseous state of matter,

depending upon constant collisions, can be observed. But

in the phenomena now about to be examined, so high is the

exhaustion carried that the dark space around the negative

widened out till it entirely fills the tube. By great

,g that the hits

given time in comparison to the misses may be disregarded

rarefaction the mean free path has become so long that

and the average molecule is now allowed _ -

motions or laws without interference. The mean free path, m
fact, is comparable to the dimensions of the vessel, and we
have no longer to deal with a continuous portion of matter, as

would be the case were the tabes rted, but we
must here contemplate the molecules individually. In these

highly exhausted vessels the molecules of the gaseous residue

are able to dart across the tube with comparatively few col-

lisions, and radiating from the pole with enormous velocity,

they assume properties so novel and so characteristic as to
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entirely justify the application of the term borrowed from

Faraday, that of Radiant Matter.

I have mentioned that the Eadiant Matter within the dark

space excites luminosity where its velocity is arrested by resid-

ual gas outside the dark space. But if no residual gas is lt-ft,

the molecules will have their velocity arrested by the sides of

the glass ; and here we come to the first and one of the most

noteworthy properties of Eadiant Matter discharged from the

negative pole—its power of exciting phosphorescence when it

strikes against solid matter. The number of bodies which

respond luminously to this molecular bombardment is very

great, and the resulting colors are of every variety. Glass, for

instance, is highly phosphorescent when exposed to a stream

of Radiant Matter. Here (fig. 2) are three bulbs composed of

different glass : one is uranium glass (a), which phosphoresces

of a dark green color; another is English glass (b), which

phosphoresces of a blue color; and the third (c) is soft German

glass,—of which most of the apparatus before you is made,—
which phosphoresces of a bright apple-green.

My earlier experiments were almost entirely carried

the aid of the phosphorescence which glass takes up when

the radiant discharge; but many

this phosphorescent power in a still

uigner degree than glass. *or instance, u« c r . Vf ^
luminous sulphide of calcium prepared according to M. iha

Becquerel's description. When the sulphide is exposed t<

light—even candlelight—it phosphoresces for hours with i

bluish white color. It is, however, much more strongly phos

phorescent to the molecular discharge in a good vacuum, a:

you will see when I pass the discharge through this tube.

Other substances besides English, German, and uranmn
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glass, and Becquerel's luminous sulphides, are also phospho-

rescent. The rare mineral phenacite (aluminate of glucinum)

phosphoresces blue ; the mineral spodumene (a silicate of

aluminium and lithium) phosphoresces a rich golden yellow
;

the emerald gives out a crimson light. But without excep-

tion, the diamond is the most sensitive substance I have yet

met for ready and brilliant phosphorescence. Here is a very

curious fluorescent diamond, green by daylight, colorless by

candlelight. It is mounted in the center of an exhausted

bulb (fig. 3), and the molecular discharge will be directed on

it from below upward. On darkening the room you see the

diamond shines with as much light as a candle, phosphores-

cing of a bright green.

Next to the diamond the ruby is one of the most remark-
able stones for phosphorescing. In this tube is a fine collec-

tion of ruby pebbles. As soon as the induction spark is

turned on you will see these rubies shining with a brilliant

rich red tone, as if they were glowing hot. It scarcely mat-

ters what color the ruby is, to begin with. In this tube of

natural rubies there are stones of all colors—the deep red and
also the pale pink ruby. There are some so pale as to be

almost colorless, and some of the highly-prized tint of pigeon's

blood
; but under the impact of Radiant Matter they all phos-

phoresce with about the same color.
Now the ruby is nothing but crystallized alumina with a

little coloring matter. In a paper by Ed. Becquerel * pub-

* Annates de Chimie et de Physique, 3rd series, voL Ivii, p. 50, 1859.
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lished twenty years ago, he describes the appearance of alumina
as glowing with a rich red color in the phosphoroscope. Here
is some precipitated alumina prepared in the most careful man-
ner. It has been heated to whiteness, and you see it also
glows under the molecular discharge with the same rich red

The spectrum of the red light emitted by these varieties of

alumina is the same as described Becquerel twenty years ago.

There is one intense red line, a little below the fixed line B in

the spectrum, having a wave-length of about 6895. There is

a continuous spectrum beginning at about B, and a few fainter

lines beyond it, but they are so faint in comparison with this

red line that they may be neglected. This line is easily seen
by examining with a small pocket spectroscope the light

reflected from a good ruby.
There is one particular degree of exhaustion more favorable

than any other for the development of the properties of
Radiant Matter which are now under examination. Roughly
speaking it may be put at the millionth of an atmosphere.*
At this degree of exhaustion the phosphorescence is very
strong, and after that it begins to diminish until the spark
refuses to pass.f

f Nearly 100 years ago Mr. Wm. Morgan communicated to the Royal Society

a Paper entitled " Electrical Experiments made to ascertain the Non-conducting
Power of a Perfect Vacuum, &c." The following extracts from
which was published in the Phil. Trans, for H85 (vol. lxxv, p. 272), will be
read with interest:—
"A mercurial gage about fifteen inches long, carefully and accurate

every particle of air was exp «fl coated with tin-foil five

inches down from its sealed end, and being inverted into menu;.
perforation in the brass cap which covered the mouth of the cistern; the whole
was cemented together, and the air was exhausted from the inside of the cistern

through a valve in the brass cap, which producing a perfect vacuum in the gage

formed an instrument peculiarly well adapted for experiments of this kind.

Things being thus adjusted (a small wire having been previously fixed on the

inside of the cistern to form a communication between the brass cap and the

iverted) (

ght, nor the slight*

i mercury in the gage be imperfectly boiled, the experiment will not

but the color or -^amTwhat
m. may be nearly determined

eans; for I have known instances, during the course of these experi-

here a small particle of air having found its way into the tube, the

ght became visible, and as usual of a green color; but the charge being

KtetraTr,^
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I have here a tube (fig. 4) which will serve to illustrate the

dependence of the phosphorescence of the glass on the degree

of exhaustion. The two poles are at a and b, and at the end

(c) is a small supplementary tube connected with the other by

a narrow aperture, and containing solid caustic potash. The
tube has been exhausted to a very high point, and the potash

heated so as to drive off moisture and injure the vacuum.

Exhaustion has then been re-commenced, and the alternate

heating and exhaustion repeated until the tube has been

brought to the state in which it now appears before you.

When the induction spark is first turned on nothing is visible

—the vacuum is so high that the tube is non-conducting. I

now warm the potash slightly and liberate a trace of aqu

_. along the length of the t

tinue the heat, so as to drive off more gas from the potash.

The green gets fainter, and now a wave of cloudy Inn

sweeps over the tube, and stratifications appear, which rapidly

get narrower, until the spark passes along the tube in the

form of a narrow purple line. I take the lamp away, and

allow the potash to cool ; as it cools, the aqueous vapor, which
the heat had driven off, is re-absorbed. The purple line

broadens out, and breaks up into fine stratifications; these

get wider, and travel toward the potash tube. Now a wave
of green light appears on the glass at the other end, sweeping
on and driving the last pale stratification into the potash ;

and

now the tube glows over its whole length with the green phos-

phorescence. I might keep it before you, and show the green

growing fainter and the vacuum becoming non-conducting;
but I should detain you too long, as time is required for the

duced a change in the electric light from green to blue, from blue to indigo,
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absorption of the last tr

must pass on to the next

Radiant Matter proceeds in straight lines.

The Radiant Matter, whose impact on the glass causes an

evolution of light, absolutely refuses to turn a corner. Here

is a V-shaped tube, a pole being at each extremity. The pole

at the right side being negative, you see that the whole of

the right arm is flooded with green light, but at the bottom it

stops sharply and will not turn the corner to get into the left

side. When I reverse the current and make the left pole

negative, the green changes to the left side, always following

the negative pole and leaving the positive side with scarcely

any luminosity.

In the ordinary phenomena exhibited by vacuum tubes-

phenomena with which we are all familiar—it is customary, in

order to bring out the striking contrasts of color, to bend the

tubes into very elaborate designs. The luminosity caused by

the phosphorescence of the residual gas follows all the con-

volutions into which skillful glass-blowers can manage to twist

the glass. The negative pole being at one end and the posi-

tive pole at the other, the luminous phenomena seem to depend

more on the positive than on the negative at the ordinary ex-

haustion hitherto used to get the best phenomena of vacuum

tubes. But at a very high exhaustion the phenomena noticed

in ordinary vacuum tubes when the induction spark passes

through them—an appearance of cloudy luminosity and of

stratifications-disappear entirely. No cloud or fog whatever

is seen in the body of the tube, and with such a vacuum ts 1

am working with in these experiments, the only light observed

is that from the phosphorescent surface of the glass. 1 have

here two bulbs (fig. 5), alike in shape and position of poles,

the only difference being that one is at an exhaustion equal to

a few millimeters of mercury—such a moderate exhaustion as

will give the ordinary luminous phenomena—while the other

is exhausted to about the millionth of an atmosphere. 1 will

first connect the moderately exhausted bulb (A) with the

induction-coil, and retaining the pole at one side (a) always

negative, I will put the positive wire successively to the other

poles with which the bulb is furnished You see that as I

change the position of the positive pole, the line of violet light

joining the two poles changes, the electric current always

choosing the shortest path between the two poles, and moving

about the bulb as I alter the position of the wires

This, then, is the kind of phenomenon we get in.ordinary

exhaustions. I will now try the same experiment with a bulb

(B) that is very highly exhausted, and as before, will make
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the side pole (a') the negative, the top pole (b) being positive.

Notice how widely different is the appearance from that shown

by the last bulb.
* The negative pole is in the form of a shal-

low cup. The molecular rays from the cup cross in the center

of the bulb, and thence diverging fall on the opposite t

produce a circular patch of green phosphorescent light As 1

turn the bulb round you will all be able to see the green

patch on the glass. Now observe, I remove the positive wire

from the top, and connect it with the side pole (c). The green

patch from the divergent negative focus is there still. I now

make the lowest pole (d) positive, and the green patch remains

where it was at first, unchanged in position or intensity.

We have here another property of Radiant Matter. In the

low vacuum the position of the positive pole is of every im-

portance, while in a high vacuum the position of the positive

pole scarcely matters at all ; the phenomena seem to depend

entirely on the negative pole. If the negative pole points in

the direction of the positive, all very well, but if the negative

pole is entirely in the opposite direction it is of little conse-

quence : the Radiant Matter darts all the same in a straight

line from the negative.
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If, instead of a flat disk, a hemi-cylinder is used for the neg-
ative pole, the Matter still radiates normal to its surface. The
(tube before you fig. 6) illustrates this property. It contains,

as a negative pole, a herni-cylinder

(a) of polished aluminium. This is

connected with a fine copper wire,

b, ending at the platinum terminal,

c. At the upper end of the tube is

another terminal, d. The induction-

coil is connected so that the hemi-

cylinder is negative and the upper
pole positive, and when exhausted

to a sufficient extent the projection

of the molecular rays to a focus is

very beautifully shown. The rays

of Matter being driven from the

hemi-cylinder in a direction normal

to its surface, come to a focus and
then diverge, tracing their path in

brilliant green phosphorescence on

the surface of the glass.

Instead of receiving the molecu-

lar rays on the glass, I will show
you another tube in which the focus

falls on a phosphorescent screen.

See how brilliantly the lines of

;
up tne taoie.

Radiant Matter when intercepted by solid matter casts a shadow.

Radiant Matter comes from the pole in straight lines, and

does not merely permeate all the parts of the tube and fill it

with light, as would be the case were the exhaustion less good.

Where there is nothing in the way the rays strike the screen

and produce phosphorescence, and where solid matter inter-

venes thev are obstructed by it, and a shadow is thrown on the

screen. In this pear-shaped bulb (fig. 7) the negative pole (a)

is at the pointed end. In the middle is a cross (b) cut out of

sheet aluminium, so that the rays from the negative pole pro-

jected along the tube will be partly intercepted by the alumin-

ium cross, and will project an image of it on the hemispherical

end of the tube which is phosphorescent I turn on the coil,

and you will all see the black shadow of the cross on the

luminous end of the bulb (c, d). Now, the Radiant Matter

from the negative pole has been passing by the side of the
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aluminium cross to produce the shadow ; the glass has been

hammered and bombarded till it is appreciably warm, and at

the same time another effect has been produced on the glass-

its sensibility has been deadened. The glass has got tired, if

I may use the expression, by the enforced phosphorescence.

A change has been produced by this molecular bombardment
which will prevent the glass from responding easily to addi-

tional excitement ; but the part that the shadow has fallen

on is not tired—it has not been phosphorescing at all and is

perfectly fresh ; therefore if I throw down this cross,—I can

easily do so by giving the apparatus a slight jerk, for it

has been most ingeniously constructed with a hinge by Mr.

Gimingham,—and so allow the rays from the negative pole

to fall uninterruptedly on to the end of the bulb, you
will suddenly see the black cross change to a luminous one

because the back-ground is now only capable of faintly phos-

phorescing, while the part which had the black shadow on it

retains its full phosphorescent power. The stencilled image of

the luminous cross unfortunately soon dies out. After a

period of rest the glass partly recovers its power of phosphor-
escing, but it is never so good as it was at first.

Here, therefore, is another important property of Radiant
Matter. It is projected with great velocity from the negative
pole, and not only strikes the glass in such a way as to cause
it to vibrate and become temporarily luminous while the

discharge is going on, but the molecules hammer away with

sufficient energy to produce a permanent impression upon the

Radiant Matter exerts strong mechanical action where it strikes.

We have seen from the sharpness of the molecular shadows,
that Eadiant Matter is arrested by solid matter placed in its

path. If this solid body is easily moved the impact of the

molecules will reveal itself in strong mechanical action. Mr
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Gimingham has constructed for me an ingenious piece of appa-
ratus which when placed in the electric lantern will render this

mechanical action visible to all present. It consists of a
highly exhausted glass tube (fig. 8), having a little glass rail-

way running along it from one end to the other. The axle of
a small wheel revolves on the rails, the spokes of the wheel
carrying wide mica paddles. At each end of the tube, and
rather above the center, is an aluminium pole, so that which-
ever pole is made negative the stream of Radiant Matter darts

from it along the tube, and striking the upper vanes of the

little paddle-wheel causes it to turn round and travel along the

railway. By reversing the poles I can arrest the wheel and
send it the reverse way, and if I gently incline the tube the

force of impact is observed to be sufficient even to drive the

wheel up-hill.

This experiment therefore shows that the molecular stream

from the negative pole is able to move any light object in front

of it.

The molecules being driven violently from the pole there

should be a recoil of the pole from the molecules, and by
arranging an apparatus so as to have the negative pole mova-
ble and the body receiving the impact of the Radiant Matter

fixed, this recoil can be rendered sensible. In appearance the

apparatus (fig. 9) is not unlike an ordinary radiometer with

aluminium disks for vanes, each disk coated on one side with

a film of mica. The fly is supported by a hard steel instead of

glass cup, and the needle point on which it works is connected

by means of a wire with a platinum terminal sealed into the

glass. At the top of the radiometer bulb a second terminal is

sealed in. The radiometer therefore can be connected with an

induction-coil, the movable fly being made the negative pole.

For these mechanical effects the exhaustion need not be

so high as when phosphorescence is produced. The best pres-

sure for this electrical radiometer is a little beyond that at

which the dark space round the negative pole extends to the
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sides of the glass bulb. When the pressure is only a few mil-

lims. of mercury, on passing the induction current a halo of

velvety violet light forms on the metallic side of the vanes,

the mica side remaining dark. As the pressure diminishes, a

dark space is seen to separate the violet halo from the metal.

At a pressure of half a millimeter this dark space extends to the

glass, and rotation commences. On continuing the exhaustion

the dark space further widens out and appears to flatten itself

against the glass, when the rotation becomes very rapid.

Here is anothe

pole.

light mica
thin clear

(a) carries a needle-point in which revolves a

{b b). The fly consists of four square vanes of

a, supported on light aluminium arms, and in

me center is a small glass cap which rests on the needle-
point The vanes are inclined at an angle of 45° to the hori-
zontal plane. Below the fly is a ring of fine platinum wire
\cc\ the ends of which pass through the glass at dd. An
aluminium terminal (e) is sealed in at the top of the tube, and
the whole is exhausted to a very high point
By means of the electric lantern I project an image of the

V
n
De
l a*

the SCreeu
' Wires frora the induction-coil are

attached, so that the platinum ring is made the negative pole,
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the aluminium wire (e) being positive. Instantly, owing to

the projection of Radiant Matter from the platinum ring, the

vanes rotate with extreme velocity. Thus far the apparatus

has shown nothing more than the previous experiments have

prepared us to expect ; but observe what now happens. I dis-

connect the induction-coil altogether, and connect the two ends

of the platinum wire with a small galvanic battery ;
this makes

the ring c c red-hot, and under this influence you see that the

vanes spin as fast as they did when the induction-coil was at

work.

Here, then, is another most important fact. Radiant Matter

in these high vacua is not only excited by the negative pole

of an induction-coil, but a hot wire will set it in motion with

force sufficient to drive round the sloping vanes.

Radiant Matter is defected by a Magnet.

I now pass to another property of Radiant Matter. This

long glass tube is very highly exhausted ; it has a negative

pole at one end and a long phosphorescent screen down the

center of the tube. In front of the negative pole is a plate of

mica with a hole in it, and the result is, when I turn on the

current, a line of phosphorescent light is projected along the

whole length of the tube. I now place beneath the tube a

powerful horse-shoe magnet : observe how the line of light

becomes curved under the magnetic influence waving about

like a flexible wand as I move the magnet to and fro.

This action of the magnet is very curious, and if carefully

followed up will elucidate other properties of Radiant Matter.

Here (fig. 11) is an exn .one end a

small potash tube, which if heated will slightly injure the vacuum.

I turn on the induction current, and you see the ray of Radiant

Matter tracing its trajectory in a curved line along the screen,

under the influence of the horse-shoe magnet beneath. Ob-

serve the shape of the curve. The molecules shot from the
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negative pole may be likened to a discharge of iron bullets

from a mitrailleuse, and the magnet beneath will represent the

earth curving the trajectory of the shot by gravitation. Here

on this luminous screen you see the curved trajectory of the

shot accurately traced. Now suppose the deflecting force to

remain constant, the curve traced by the projectile varies with

the velocity. If I put more powder in the gun the velocity

will be greater and the trajectory flatter, and if I interpose a

denser resisting medium between the gun and the target, I

diminish the velocity of the shot, and thereby cause it to move

in a greater curve and come to the ground sooner. I cannot

well increase before you the velocity of my stream of radiant

molecules by putting more powder in my battery, but I will

try and make them suffer greater resistance in their flight from

one end of the tube to the other. T heat the caustic potash

with a spirit-lamp and so throw in a trace more gas. Instantly

the stream of Eadiant Matter responds. Its velocity is im-

peded, the magnetism has longer time on which to act on the

individual molecules, the trajectory gets more and more

curved, unti fcing nearly to the end of the tube,

my molecular bullets fall to the bottom before they have got

more than half-way.

It is of great interest to ascertain whether the law governing

the magnetic deflection of the trajectory of Radiant Matter is

the same as has been found to hold good at a lower vacuum.

The experiments I have just shown you were with a very high

vacuum. Here is a tube with a low vacuum. When I turn

on the induction spark, it nassfis as a narrow line of violet

light joining the two p
electro-magnet. I make
of light dips in the center toward the magnet. I reverse the

poles, and the line is driven up to the top of the tube. Notice

the difference between the two phenomena. Here the action

is temporary. The dip takes place under the magnetic influ-

ence; the line of discharge then rises and pursues its path to

the positive pole. In the high exhaustion, however, after the

stream of Radiant Matter had dipped to the magnet it did not

recover itself, but continued its path in the altered direction.

By means of this little wheel, skillfully constructed by Mr.

Gimmgham, I am able to show the magnetic deflection in the

electric lantern. The apparatus is shown in this diagram (fig-

12). The negative pole (a, b) is in the form of a very shallow
eup. In front of the cup is a mica screen (c, d), wide enough
to intercept the Radiant Matter coming from the negative pole.

Behind this screen is a mica wheel (e,f) with a series of vanes,

making a sort of paddle-wheel. So arranged, the molecular
rays from the pole a 6 will be cut off from the wheel, and will
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it a magnet, g, over the

under the obstacle c d,

and the result will be rapid motion in one or the other direc-

tion, according to the way the magnet is turned. I throw the

image of the apparatus on the screen. The spiral lines painted

on the wheel show which way it turns. I arrange the magnet
to draw the molecular stream so as to beat against the upper

vanes, and the wheel revolves rapidly as if r
A

shot water-wheel. I turn the i

Matter underneath ; the w
begins to rotate the other way,
This can be repeated as often i

magnet.

I have mentioned that the molecules of the Badiant Matter

discharged from the negative pole are negatively
It is probable that their velocity is owing to the mutual repul-

sion between the similarly electrified pole and the molecules.

In less high vacua, such as you saw a few minutes ago, the

discharge passes from one pole to another, carrying an electric

current, as if it were a flexible wire. Now it is of great inter-

est to ascertain if the stream of Radiant Matter from the nega-

tive pole also carries a current. Here (fig. 13) is an apparatus

which will decide the question at once. The tube contains

two negative terminals (a, b) close together at one end, and one

positive terminal (c) at the other. This enables me to send two

streams of Eadiant Matter side by side along the phosphores-

cent screen,—or by disconnecting one negative pole, only one

stream.

If the streams of Radiant Matter carry an electric current

they will act like two parallel conducting wires and attract one

Am. Jour. Sci.-Thibd Series, Vol. XVIII, No. 106.—Oct., 1879.
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they are simply built up
fied molecules tbey will repel each other.

I will first connect the upper negative pole (a) with the coil,

and you see the ray shooting along the line d,f. I now bring

the lower negative pole (b) into play, and another line (<?, h)

darts along the screen. But notice the way the tii>i lien

behaves; it jumps up from its first position, df, todg, showing
that it is repelled, and if time permitted I could show you

that the lower ray is also deflected from its normal 1

1

therefore the two parallel streams of Radiant Matter exert

mutual repulsion, acting not like current carriers, but merely
as similarly electrified bodies.

Radiant Matter produces heat when its motion is arrested,

During these experiments another property of Eadiant Mat-

ter has made itself evident, although I have not yet drawn
attention to it. The glass gets very warm where "the green

phosphorescence is strongest. The molecular focus on the

tube, which we saw earlier in the evening (fig. 6) is intensely

hot, and I have prepared an apparatus by which this heat at

the focus can be rendered apparent to all present.
I have here a small tube (fig. 14, a) with a cup-shaped

negative pole. This cup projects the rays to a focus in the

middle of the tube. At the side of the tube is a small electro-

magnet, which I can set in action by touching a key, and the

focus is then drawn to the side of the glass tube (fig. H- '•)•

To show the first action of the heat I have coated the tube

with wax. I will put the apparatus in front of the eleetri<

lantern, and throw a magnified image of the tube on the screen.

is now at work, and the focus of molecular rays is

projected along the tube. I turn the magnetism on, and draw
the focus to the side of the glass. The first thing yo
small circular patch melted in the coating of wax. The glass

soon begins to disintegrate, and cracks are shooting
from the center of heat The glass is softening. Now the
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atmospheric pressure forces it in, and now it melts. A hole is

perforated in the middle, the air rushes in, and the experiment
is at an end.

I can render this focal heat more evident if I allow it to play
on a piece of metal. This bulb (fig. 15) is furnished with a

negative pole in the form of a cup (a). The rays will there-

fore be projected to a focus on a piece of iridio-platinum (b)

supported in the center of the bulb.

. the induction-coil slightly, so as not to bring

power. The focus is now playii

o a white-heat. I bring a small magn
deflect the focus of heat just as I did the lun

ous focus in the other tube. By shifting the magnet I can

drive the focus up and down, or draw it completely away from

the metal, and leave it non-luminous. I withdraw the magnet,

and let the molecules have full play again ; the met
white-hot. I increase the intensity of the spark. The lndio-

platinum glows with almost insupportable brilliancy, and at

last melts.

The Chemistry of Radiant Matter.

As might be expected, the chemical distinctions between one

kind of Eadiant Matter and another at these high exhaustions

are difficult to recognize. The physical properties I have been

elucidating seem to be common to all matter at this low density.
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Whether the gas originally under experiment be hydrogen,

carbonic acid, or atmospheric air, the phenomena of phosphor-

escence, shadows, magnetic deflection, etc., are identical, only

they commence at different pressures. Other facts however,

show that at this low density the molecules retain their chemi-

cal characteristics. Thus by introducing into the tubes appro-

priate absorbents of residual gas, I can see that chemical

attraction goes on long after the attenuation has reached the

best stage for showing the phenomena now under illustration,

and I am able by this means to carry the exhaustion to much
higher degrees than I can get by mere pumping. Working
with aqueous vapor T can use phosphoric anhydride as an

absorbent ; with carbonic acid, potash ; with hydrogen, palla-

dium ; and with oxygen, carbon, and then potash. "The high-

est vacuum 1 have yet succeeded in obtaining has been the

l-20,000,000th of an atmosphere, a degree which may be better

understood if I say that it corresponds to about the hundredth
of an inch in a barometric column three miles high.

It may be objected that it is hardly consistent to attach

primary importance to the presence of Matter, when I have

taken extraordinary pains to remove as much Matter as possible

from these bulbs and these tubes, and have succeeded so far

as to leave only about the one-millionth of an atmosphere in

them. At its ordinary pressure the atmosphere is not verv

dense, and its recognition as a constituent of the world of

Maiier is quite a modern notion. It would seem that when
divided by a million, so little Matter will necessarily be left

that we may justifiably neglect the trifling residue and apply

the term vacuum to space from which the air has been so nearly

removed. To do so, however, would be a great error, attrib-

utable to our limited faculties being unable to grasp high

numbers. It is generally taken for granted that when a num-
ber is divided by a million the quotient must necessarily be

small, whereas it may happen that the original number is so

large that its division by a million seems to make little impres-

sion on it. According to the best authorities, a bulb of the

size of the one before you (13'5 centimeters in diameter) con-

phere we shall still have a trillion molecules left in the bulb—
a number quite sufficient to iustifv me in speaking of the

residue as Matter.
J *

To suggest some idea of this vast number I take the ex-

hausted bulb, and perforate it bv a spark from the induction
coil. The spark produces a hole of microscopical fineness, yet

sufficient to allow molecules to penetrate and to destroy the
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vacuum. The inrush of air impinges against the vanes and

sets them rotating after the manner of a windmill. Let us

suppose the molecules to be of such a size that at every second

of time a hundred millions could enter. How long, think you,

would it take for this small vessel to get full of air? An
hour? A day? A year? A century? Nay, almost an

eternity! A time so enormous that imagination itself CM I

grasp the reality. Supposing this exhausted glass bulb, indued

with indestructibility, had been pierced at the birth of the

solar system; supposing it to have been present when the

earth was without form and void ; supposing it to have borne

witness to all the stupendous changes evolved during the full

cycles of geologic time, to have seen the first living creature

appear, and the last man disappear; supposing it to survive

until the fulfilment of the mathematicians' prediction that the

sun, the source of energy, four million centuries from its forma-

tion will ultimately become a burnt-out cinder;* supposing all

this,—at the rate of filling I have just described, 100 million

molecules a second—this little bulb even then would scarcely

have admitted its full quadrillion of molecules,f

But what will you say if I tell you that all these molecules,

this quadrillion of molecules, will enter through the micro-

scopic hole before you leave this room? The hole being un-

altered in size, the number of molecules undiminished, this

apparent paradox can only be explained by again supposing

the size of the molecules to be diminished almost infinitely—

so that instead of entering at the rate of 100 millions every

second, they troop in at a rate of something like 300 millions

a second. I have done the sum, but figures when they mount

so high cease to have any meaning, and such calculations are

as futile as trying to count the drops in the ocean.

In studying this Fourth state of Matter we seem at length to

have within our grasp and obedient to our control the little

which with good warrant are supposed to
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constitute the physical basis of the universe. We have seen

that in some of its properties Radiant Matter is as in

this table, whilst in other properties it almost assumes the

character of Eadiant Energy. We have actually touched the

border land where Matter and Force seem to merge into one

another, the shadowy realm between Known and Unknown
which for me has always had peculiar temptations. I venture

to think that the greatest scientific problems of the future will

find their solution in this Border Land, and even beyond ;
here,

it seems to me, lie Ultimate Realities, subtle, far-reaching, won-

derful.
" Yet all these were, when no Man did them know,

Yet have from wisest Ages hidden beene

;

Art. XXXVI—On the Coincidence of the Bright Lines of the

Oxygen Spectrum with Bright Lines in the Solar Spectrum ; by

Henry Draper, M.D.*

I intend in this paper to speak of the steps that led to the

discovery of oxygen in the Sun, to describe very briefly some

of the successive improvements of the electrical and optical

apparatus employed, and finally to discuss the earlier results

and to show their subsequent confirmation.
In 1857, after the meeting of the British Association at Dub-

lin, some of the members, bv the kindness of the Earl of Rosse,

were invited to visit the 6-foot Reflector at Birr Castle. In this

way I enjoyed the advantage of seeing the methods by which

that great instrument had been produced, and, on returning to

America in 1858, it prompted me to begin the construction of a

metallic speculum of 15£ inches aperture. Soon after, by t

nformation of

..^, „ue metal was abandon*
silvered glass, and several i

The telescope was constructed especially for photography, and

good results were obtained in 1863, culminating in the produc-

tion of a photograph of the Moon fifty inches in diameter.

These were published in the Smithsonian Contributions to Sci-

ence for the succeeding year. The success procured with this

instrument prepared the way for making a silvered gl

toreal of twenty-eight inches aperture, which was ready for use

*Read before the Royal Astronomical Society, June 13th, 1879, and reprinted
trom advance sheets of the Monthly Notices. This Journal is indebted for the

cuts illustrating this article, to the Astronomical Society.
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in 1871, though it has been much modified since. It was ob-

vious that increased light-collecting power and precise equatoreal

movements were necessary for the modern applications of

physics to astronomy. More recently still there has been at-

tached to the same equatoreal stand an achromatic telescope of

twelve inches aperture made by Alvan Clark & Sons, this being

particularly intended for solar spectroscopic work.

Soon after the 28-inch Eeflector was turned to stellar and

planetary photographic spectroscopy it became evident that the

results obtained required for their' interpretation phol

of metallic and non-metallic spectra, so that comparisons might

be instituted leading to precise knowledge of the elements

producing lines at the more refrangible end of the spectrum.

This led to a division of the work into two parts, one for the

Observatory in the country in the warmer half of the year, the

other for my town laboratory during the winter. It was in the

latter that most of the oxygen work has been done, and conse-

quently the engine, the Gramme machine, the induction coil,

and the large spectroscope arc generally there.

My first photographs of metallic spectra were taken with

such apparatus as happened to be at hand, viz : a couple of

Bunsen's batteries, an induction coil giving a spark of one-half

inch, and a Hofmann's direct-vision spectroscope. The length

of the spectrum from G to H was about half an inch, but,

though the dimensions were small, the promise was great.

After some experiments, however, and after obtaining more

powerful instrumental appliances, it seemed best, as able phys-

icists were engaged on the metallic spectra, to turn attention

more particularly to photographing the spectra of the non-

metals. The exceedingly valuable researches of Dr. Muggins

had brought the astronomical importance of nitrogen, carbon

and hydrogen into notice, and these accordingly were next the

subject of experiment. Not long after, on examining a series

of photographs of the fluted spectrum of nitrogen taken with

juxtaposed solar spectra, the suspicion that there was a coinci-

dence of some bright bands in the two spectra was suggested

On pursuing the subject with more and more powerful electrical

and optical arrangements, the coincidence of bright lines ot

oxygen with bright lines in the solar spectrum was discovered.

The original apparatus, as has been said above, was on a very

small scale, but it was soon replaced by a larger battery, a

2-inch induction coil, and a direct-vision prism of one men ap-

erture by Browning. The electrical part was made more and

more powerful as the research proceeded, the 2-incn induction

coil being succeeded by one of six inches, and that m turn by

a Ruhmkorff coil capable of giving a spark of seventeen inches.

The battery was eventually superseded by a Gramme dynamo-
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electric machine which can produce a current powerful enough

to give, between carbon points, a light equal to 500 standard

candles. When this machine is properly applied to the 17-inch

induction coil, it will readily give 1,000 10-inch sparks per

minute. These, being condensed by fourteen Leyden jars, com-

municate an intense incandescence to air, and light enough is

produced to permit of the use of a narrow slit, and of a colli-

mator and telescope of long focus.

Since 1877, when the first publication of the discovery of

oxygen in the Sun was made, still further improvements, es-

pecially in the optical parts, have been completed, so that I am
now enabled to photograph the oxygen spectrum with four

times the dispersion then employed. For the sake of clearness,

it is best to give a brief description : 1st, of the electrical part

;

and 2nd, of the optical part.

The electrical part consists of the Gramme machine and its

driving engine, the induction coil, the Leyden jars, and the

terminal or spark compressor. An advantage the Gramme has

over a battery is in the uniformity of the current it gives when

an uniform rate of rotation of its bobbin is kept up. Of course

this implies the use of a prime mover that is well regulated.

The petroleum engine of one and a half horse-power I have

employed is convenient and safe and does this duty well. As

to the Gramme itself, it is only needful to call attention to a

modification of the interior connections. In one form the

bobbin of wire which revolves between the magnets is double,

so that the current produced may be divided into two. Under

ordinary circumstances, where the machine is used to produce

light, both sides of the bobbin send their currents through the

electro-magnets. But if the whole current be sent through a

quick-working break circuit into an induction coil, the electro-

magnets do not become sufficiently magnetised to produce any

appreciable effect. It is expedient, therefore, to arrange the

connections so that one-half of the bobbin gives a continuous

current through the electro-magnet!
of the magnetic field, and then the
of the bobbin may be used for exterior work, whether contin-

uous or interrupted.

At first a Foucault mercurial interruptor was arranged to

make and break the current passing into the primary circuit of

the induction coil ; but during the past year, by carrying the

rate of rotation of the Gramme up to 1,000 per minute, the

strength of the current has been so much increased that the

mercury was driven violently out of the cup, and hence it was

essential to arrange a mechanical break in which solid metal

alone was used. This has been accomplished by fastening on

the axis of the Gramme bobbin a wheel with an interrupted

rim, which serves the purpose well.
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As to the induction coil, it is only needful to say that it gives

a good thick spark, which is limited to twelve inches to avoid
the risk of injuring the insulation. The Leyden jars are four-

teen in number, having altogether seven square feet of coating

on each surface.

The arrangement of the terminals from the Leyden jars to

get the steadiest and brightest effect has offered great difficulties.

The condensed spark taken in the open air or in a gas under

atmospheric pressure pursues, if unconfined, a zigzag course,

and this is apt to produce a widening of the lines in the photo-

graphed spectrum. But, after many experiments, it turned out

that the spark might be compressed between two plates of thick

glass, or, better yet, between two plates of soapstone. If the

interval between"the plates was directed toward the slit of the

spectroscope the lateral flickering of the spark was prevented,

and yet at the same time the spark was freely exposed to the

slit without the intervention of glass or any substance on which
the volatilized metal from the terminals could deposit. Very
early in this research it had become apparent that Pliicker's

tubes could not be emploved with electrical currents of more
than a certain intensity, partly on account of the deposit that

took place in the capillary portion, and partly because the ter-

minals became so hot as to melt and crack the glass. More-

over, it was desirable to use one terminal of iron, so as to be

sure that the spectrum of the gas was correctly adjusted to the

solar spectrum, and this is impracticable with Pliicker's tubes.

An additional advantage arises from the soapstone plates, viz:

the temperature of the small volume of air between the termi-

nals is materially increased, and increased brightness results.

I have tried the effect of warming the air by passing it through

a coil of brass tube maintained at a bright red heat, but this

does not seem to make any perceptible difference when the ter-

minals are enclosed in the spark compressor.

The optical part of my apparatus has undergone ma>

ncations. At first a Hofmann direct-vision prism was combined

with a lens of six inches focus ; this was soon after replaced by

a Browning direct-vision prism and a lens of eighteen inches

focus, the latter being arranged for conjugate foci, so that it

was virtually us if collimatins and observing lenses of thirty-

six inches focus were employed. The final system, perfected

this winter, consists of a collimator of two inches aperture and

twenty-six inches focus, succeeded by two bisulphide of carbon

prisms of two inches aperture and an observing or photograph-

ing lens of six feet six inches focal length. These prisms

belong to Mr. Eutherfurd and are the same he made for produ-

cing his celebrated solar prismatic spectrum. 1 his gives a

dispersion of about eight inches between G and H and enables
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5 remembered that the light produced by the electric current
in the spark compressor is scarcely equal to" one standard candle.

it will be realized that this great dispersion nearly attains the

limit of present possibility. By comparison I have found, when
the electric arc from this Gramme volatilizes iron, the light is

5 the lower half is placed a right-angled prism which i

to bring in a beam of sunlight from a heliostat. We thus have
the solar spectrum and the air spectrum upon the plate at the

same time, so that the two spectra on the negative are, strictly

speaking, simultaneously produced. Moreover, by the aid of

a magnifier we can ascertain, just previous to an exposure,
whether the adjustments are in the best order. It is not com-
monly known that, to obtain the last degree of exactness in

coincidence between a solar and an air spectrum, many precau-
tions are necessary, and that is the reason it is desirable to have
iron vapor present at one of the poles so as to determine the

reliability of the coincidence by comparing iron in the spark

spectrum with iron in the Sun.
Having thus alluded to some of the principal peculiarities of

the apparatus constructed for this research, it is proper in the

next place to point out the nature of the evidence afforded by
the photographs of the presence of oxygen in the Sun. The
first photographs were on so small a scale that they did not

even give rise to a suspicion of this fact, and it was not until

1876 that I felt sufficiently sure to make any publication. At
this time the original negatives were about two inches long from
G to H, and they bore an enlargement of three or four times

quite well. The Albertype printed in 1877 in Nature, the

Comptes Rendus, and this Journal, was produced from such an

enlargement. Since that time, in order to meet the criticism

that perhaps the dispersion was not sufficient to disclose the

lack of coincidence if such existed, I have increased the disper-

sion four times and am thus enabled to make enlarged photo-

graphs on a scale about twice the size of Angstrom's chart.

Enlargements of the juxtaposed spectra of air and Sun on this

scale are now presented for inspection.
• • i

Of course an enlargement never does justice to the original

from which it was produced, and, in order to study the matter

faithfully, the negative must be examined carefully with a

magnifier. Beside this, owing partly to the fact that the solar

spectrum has suffered from absorptive influences, both in the

Earth's atmosphere and in the solar atmosphere, the conditions
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under which the oxygen spectrum is seen ^

the spark spectrum are modified. Ir

the two spectra demands that each ]

separately photographed with the corresponding" region of the

Sun's spectrum, so as to reproduce as nearly as possible the

same conditions for each. As an instance of the modifications
which may be caused by the solar atmosphere, the superposition
of absorption lines on the bright lines of oxygen may be men-
tioned. If, as seems to be the case, the stratum giving the

oxygen spectrum in the Sun lies deeper than the reversing
layer in which iron exists, I see no reason why an iron absorp-

t fall upon an oxygen bright band.

on many occasions, I have not as yet seen the bright oxygen
lines project beyond the apparent limb of the Sun as observed
in the spectroscope, although several of the chromosphere lines

catalogued by Young were readily visible. On consulting with

Professor Young, he expressed the opinion that the oxygen
groups near G- did not appear as bright lines in the chromo-
sphere, even under the exceptionally favorable circumstances
he enjoyed at Sherman. For the purpose of continuing the

study of this point, and also of examining small areas on the

Sun, faculag, spots, etc., Alvan Clark & Sons are constructing a

special spectroscope for me which can give the dispersion of

twenty heavy flint prisms and can bear high magnifying power.

If it be conceded that there are bright lines in the spectrum
of the solar disk, which seems to be the opinion of several phys-

icists, and especially Lockyer, Cornu and Hennessy, the ques-

tion of their origin naturally attracts attention. It seems that

there is great probability, from general chemical reasons, that a

number of the non-metals may exist in the Sun. The obvious

research is in that direction. But the sub-

ject is surrounded by exceedingly great obstacles, aria
cipally from the difficulty of matching the conditions as to tem-

[ressure, etc., found in the Sun. Any one who has

: fcrogen, sulphur, or carbon, and has observed the man-
ner in which the spectrum changes by variations of heat and
pressure, will realize that it is well-nigh impossible to hit upon
the exact conditions under which such bodies exist at the level

of the photosphere. The fact that oxygen, within a certain

range of variation, suffers less change than others of the non-

metals has been the secret of its detection in the Sun. It

appears to have a greater stability of constitution, though
Schuster has shown that its spectrum may be made to vary. 1

have already begun an extended series of experiments on the

non-metals
; but the results exhibit such confusion that their
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bearing cannot at present be distinctly seen. In the case of

nitrogen the broad bands between G and H exhibit, under the

most intense incandescence, a tendency to condense into narrow

bands or lines, and indeed there are some sharp lines of nitro-

gen in the photographs now presented.

It does not follow, therefore, that the bright bands of oxyge

:ily the brightest parts of the solar spectrum. Oth

substances may produce lines or bands of greater brilliancy.

There is also another cause for a difference of appearance in

a bright-line spectrum produced in a laboratory and bright

lines in the Sun. While the edges of a band in the spark spec-

trum may be nebulous or shaded off, the corresponding band
in the solar spectrum may have its edges sharpened by the

action of adjacent dark lines due to one or another of the metal-

lic substances in the Sun.
On the whole, it does not seem improper for me to take the

ground that, having shown by photographs that the bright

lines of the oxygen spark spectrum all fall opposite bright por-

tions of the solar spectrum, I have established the probability

of the existence of oxygen in the Sun. Causes that can mod-
ify in some measure the character of the bright bands of the

solar spectrum obviously exist in the Sun, and these, it may be

inferred, exert influence enough to account for such minor dif-

ferences as may be detected.
In closing, it may be well to give some idea of the amount of

labor and time this research has already consumed, and this

cannot be better done than by a statement of the production of

electrical action that has been necessary. Each photograph

demands an exposure of 15 minutes, and, with preparation and

development, at least half an hour is needed. The making of

a photograph, exclusive of intermediate trials, requires, there-

fore, about 30,000 10-inch sparks, that is 30,000 revolutions of

the bobbin of the Gramme machine. In the last three years

the Gramme has made 20 millions of revolutions. The petro-

leum engine only consumes a couple of drops of oil «1 each

stroke, and yet it has used up about 150 gallons. Each drop

of oil produces two or three 10-inch sparks. It must also be

borne in mind that comparison spectra can only be made when

the Sun is shining, and clouds therefore are a fertile source of

loss of time.

Appendix
[We find in the Astronomical Register a Report of the Dis-

cussion which followed the reading of Dr. Drapers paper, as
this is the expression of the opinion of the best English author-

ities upon the conclusions reached in the memoir and as it win

be seen, we suppose, by but few of our readers, we present it

in pretty full abstract, as a matter of general interest.—fcos.J
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After the reading of the paper, Dr. Draper showed some

sly sharp negatives of the solar and oxygen spectra,

which he had obtained, and handed round some paper enlarge-

ments, some two feet long, for inspection by the meeting.

Mr. Raayard : After the reception that has been given to Dr.

Draper, I do not think I need say anything about the impor-

tance of the research he has undertaken. When a couple of

years ago he sent over copies from his former photographs on a

much smaller scale, I then ventured to say that I thought the

probability of the proposition which he laid down was very

great indeed, amounting to some thousands to one, and I should

like now to point out how enormously the probability has been

increased by these more recent experiments. If Dr. Draper has

increased his dispersion four times he has not merely increased

the probability of his case four times, but he has increased the

value of every coincidence he shows four times. On looking

at the original photographs (which show the coincidences more

sharply than the paper prints) I counted eighteen oxygen lines,

and, therefore, the increase of probability on the present occa-

sion, as compared with the former occasion, is as four to the

power of eighteen to one, a very enormous number. There

are two or three ways of looking at the probability of the prop-

osition which Dr. Draper has laid down, that the bright lines of

oxygen coincide with the bright lines in the solar spectrum.

In the first place, there is the chance that the center of no sin-

gle line of oxygen should fall opposite to a dark line or space

in the solar spectrum. If a line were thrown at random beside

the solar spectrum the chance that it should fall opposite to a

bright part of the solar spectrum would be
of the bright part of the solar spectrum to the total breadth of

the dark part of the solar spectrum. Let us suppose that the

breadth occupied by dark lines in the solar spectrum is equal

to the breadth occupied by bright lines (probably as seen with

high dispersion this is well within the truth) then the chance of

any oxygen line falling opposite to a bright line or interspace

in the solar spectrum would be one-half, and if the eighteen

lines of oxygen had been thrown down at random beside the

solar spectrum, the chance that the center of all the lines should

fall opposite to bright spaces would be one divided by two to

the power of eighteen. In addition to this we must take into

account the chances of the centers of the bright lines appearing

to coincide with the centers of the bright interspaces where

they do coincide, for in some instances the interspaces are

double the breadth of the corresponding oxygen line, the oxy-

gen line being on one side and coinciding with one edge of the

interspace ; but this is accounted for by the fact that there are

probably other bright lines in the solar spectrum besides oxy-
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gen lines, and two such bright lines happen, in some instances
to fall together. Then, also, it must be remembered that the
light of the bright lines of the solar spectrum has suffered

absorption in the solar atmosphere, and in the earth's atmos-
phere, so that they may be modified by the superposition of

absorption lines. The observations of the bright lines seen at

the limb of the Sun renders it probable that the layer of the
solar atmosphere, which gives rise to the dark lines, lies above
the layer from which we receive the light of the bright oxygen
spectrum, for no bright oxygen lines are seen in the chromo-
sphere. So that it is possible to conceive that the oxygen lines

of the solar spectrum may be modified as we observe them by

es is very little changed. If, after examining the pho-
tographs, anybody has still any doubts as to the case made out
by Dr. Draper, I think that he will feel obliged to them if they
will state their objections, and give him an opportunity of dis-

cussing them.
Mr. Christie : I do not feel exactly competent to enter on this

question very deeply, but Dr. Draper has very kindly given me
an opportunity of examining his very beautiful photographs,
and I cannot help expressing my great admiration at the splen-

did results he has achieved. He has obtained photographs of

the spectrum of oxygen which, as far as my rather limited

acquaintance with the subject goes, are far superior to anything
else of the kind

; but that is quite another question from prov-
ing the existence of oxygen in the Sun. I am afraid that is i

very difficult question he has undertaken. If he could prove
it, I think these photographs would go a very long way. I

do not see myself that there is, as he has expressed it, very

much more to be done in the matter. But I am sorry to say it

seems to open up to me rather a hopeless prospect, because we
are brought face to face with a great difficulty. Dr. Draper was
very kind in explaining to me his views, and he did not at all

shirk the difficulties of the case. I hope I may be justified in

alluding to them, simply for the sake of getting at the truth.

According to Dr. Draper's supposition, the solar spectrum is

made up of a continuous spectrum with dark absorption lines,

and also bright lines superposed upon it. Now, the ordinary

spectrum, which up to the present time we have sup;

we had to deal with, was a continuous spectrum with «

I

but when you superpose on this bright lines, so faint that you
cannot distinguish their brightness from the general back-

ground of the spectrum, it is evident that the problem becomes
more complicated. I do not want to express any opinion one

way or the other. I am in the position of a sceptic
;

it may be
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an unfortunate position, but I think it is a truly scientific posi-

tion. Now, taking the position of a sceptic, one has to exam-
ine these photographs and look to whether Dr. Draper has

shown the coincidences as Mr. Kanyard asserts; if not, his

probabilities fall to the ground. In more than one instance I

find an oxygen line opposite a broader bright space in the solar

spectrum, which appears of identically the same brightness in

its whole breadth. If the broader space consists of two or more
bright lines, as has been suggested, we have two difficulties to

contend with ; in the first place we have to show that there are

other substances which would give lines corresponding to the

unoccupied breadth of the interspace, and in the second place

we have the fact that these lines a I
tie in bright-

ness from the oxygen lines. Again, each of the oxygen lines

is fuzzy at the edges, and as there is nothing analogous in the

solar spectrum, we have to suppose that the fuzzy edges are cut

off by adjacent dark lines. Now, if we are to make use of

probabilities, I would ask what is the probability of a pair of

dark lines falling in every case exactly at the edges of an oxy-
gen line? We must also take into account the fact that former

- have failed to identify any of the bright lines of oxy-
gen with dark lines in the solar spectrum, and therefore we
start with the fact that none of the oxygen lines can fall oppo-
site to dark lines.

Mr. Proctor said : There are one or two points I should like

to mention. I do not think that Mr. Christie has sufficiently

taken into account the importance of the fact that all the oxy-
gen lines fall entirely opposite to bright interspaces in the solar

spectrum, and that none of them even partially overlap dark
lines. With regard to the general character of the solar spec-

trum, I would like to ask those who have more especially stu-

died the subject, whether it does not seem probable from ante-

cedent considerations that the solar spectrum should be purely
gaseous in its character, that is to say, that there should be
bright and dark lines, but no continuous background of spec-

trum Perhaps some of you have considered the bearing of

Mr. Croll's researches on this matter. He considers that the

earth affords evidence that the solar system has been in exist-

ence for more than 20,000,000 of years, whereas, if the Sun
has been giving out energy as at present for 20,000,000 years,

we know that it cannot have derived it from shrinking from
even an infinite volume to a globe as large as the photosphere.
1 am not inclined to agree with him in his explanation that the
solar energy may in part have been derived from the impact of

stars, out rather think that it points to the fact that the real

mass of the Sun lies very much within the photosphere, and
that if there is any solid or liquid nucleus, it is onlv at a depth
ol many thousands of miles below the photosphere. If that is
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the case, I would ask whether it is antecedently probable that

there should be any continuous background in the solar spec-

trum. If the photosphere is purely gaseous, we should only
have bright bands interfered with and modified by absorption

Dr. Gladstone : I have listened with the greatest attention to

Dr. Draper. "When the photographs first came over I was not

convinced, but certainly he has produced results, which, as

Mr. Eanyard has shown, have largely increased the evidence of

there being real coincidences between the oxygen lines and
bright spaces in the solar spectrum. There seems to be still a
great question as to whether the solar spectrum is made up only
of bright and dark lines, or whether there is a background of

continuous spectrum. I am not disposed to give up the idea

that we have a continuous spectrum underlying these dark lines,

but think that it is certain that we have also bright lines mixed
with the dark. We know that when we look at the edge of

the Sun there are bright lines corresponding to hydrogen, and
some other elements to be seen, but there are no oxygen lines.

Now, I would suggest that this shows that the oxygen never
rises to the level of the chromosphere, so as to be seen at the

limb of the Sun, and ist the reason why we
see its lines as bright lines and not as dark lines, for it never

gets up to a level where it is sufficiently cool to form dark lines.

We can easily understand that, with so much iron and magne-
sium vapor, all the oxygen as it rushes upward to the higher

levels may enter into combination and fall in a rain of oxides.

Dr. Huggins said that he had examined Dr. Draper's photo-

graphs, and was overwhelmed with a sense of the large amount
of conscientious labor and care which he had evidently besto >w< d

upon the investigation. Dr. Draper had made out a pr

case, which entitled him to demand a careful examination of

the evidence he had brought forward ; but for his own part he

should like to suspend his judgment until he had had an oppor-

tunity to reexamine that part of the spectrum. He preferred to

wait for a little light, a little sunlight, on the subject, but he

wished now to state how thoroughly impressed he was with the

cautious and careful experimental arrangements which Dr. Dra-

per had adopted.
Capt. Noble : It seems to me, looking at the photographs

. that if we are to deny the evidence supplied by
some of these coincidences, and notably by this group of four

lines, and .

- dicta, we literally should have

no tangible evidence as to the existence of any element in the

Sun at all.

,
Mr. Ranvard: I should like to refer to one or two of the

objections raised by Mr. Christie. I understood him to urge as

Am. Jouh. Sci.-Third Series Vol. XVin, No. 106,-Oct., 1879.
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an objection that there are a great many bright spaces wbich
have not been matched with the bright lines of non
elements. But I would remind him that there are also many
dark lines which have not been matched with the lines of
known elements. Perhaps they will never be matched, for the
conditions in the Sun may not correspond to the conditions
obtainable in our laboratories. With regard to the i

falling opposite interspaces which are broader than the bright
lines of oxygen, the probability is, as Mr. Christie states, very
great against their being two adjacent bright lines of exactly
equal brightness, but it must be remembered that we are not
examining the bright lines themselves, but only photographs
of the lines, and that the bright parts of these photo
what would be called by photographers over-exposed, and, con-
sequently, the gradations of brightness are very much obliter-
ated. Again, I understood Mr. Christie to say that if, instead
of matching oxygen lines with interspaces, you began the other
way, you ought to find the brightest lines of the spectrum
matching the oxygen lines, but this involves the assumption
that oxygen gives brighter lines than any other element in the
bun. But I would ask what reason we have for aseu
oxygen gives brighter lines than any other element? With
regard to the probability of there being a continuous back-
ground of brightness in the solar spectrum, it should be remem-
bered that there are theoretical considerations which render it

probable that there is always such a continuous background
more or less faint between the bright lines in the spectrum of

a gas-when the pressure is considerable the brightness of the
continuous part of the spectrum is conspicuous ; but theoreti-
cally there will always be a continuous spectrum correspond-
ing to the short interval of time after the impact of molecules
during which the jar of the collision lasts. In the free path
between the impacts they give out the characteristic wave
lengths, but however rare the gas I suppose there will alwavs
be some continuous spectrum corresponding to the impacts,

the spectra of a great many gaseous elements super-
posed the continuous spectrum may be conspicuous. We need
not, therefore, assume if we should find evidence of such a con-
tinuous spectrum that there is any solid or liquid matter in the
photosphere; and if it should turn out that there are no oxy-
gen lines above the photosphere, it will not, I think, follow that
there is no oxygen there, for there seems to be evidence that
the spectrum of some of the elements changes materially at dif-

ferent altitudes, for example, the 1474 line is the brightest of
the bright lines in the corona, but it is a very faint line at the
level of the reversing layer, and D3 is a very bright line in the
lower chromosphere, but there is no dark line corresponding to it.
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iristie: I should not have risen except that reference
i made to my remarks. I do not know that I should

;ay very much, but I think I may remark with reference to
his question of coincidence, that everything turns upon the
exactness of the coincidence, and whether these are actually
coincidences or not I am not quite prepared to admit that

iese coincidences are perfect ; in fact, I should say there are
ren coincidences of dark lines with some of the oxygen line^.

admit that it is a matter of judgment, and I should be sorry
say positively that there are such coincidences with dark

les. But there is considerable uncertainty in the matter. As
Dr. Draper has explained there is a great difficulty in establish-
" coincidences, and you have to adjust your apparatus until

match coincidences by the known lines of iron. It seems
some of these do not coincide exactly with the dark lines in the

ly alluded to that as being one of the difficulties we
Qtend with. With regard to Mr. Eanyard's remarks

ao ll» me eye perceiving differences of brightness which the
photographs do not show, I would merely wish to ask whether
he has examined with his eye different parts of the spectrum,

>r there is a certain part in the neighborhood of the G lines

hich I have examined and find the photograph gives exactly
he same appearance as is seen with the eye, i. e., the whole
space is of equal intensity. I do not think there is much dif-

ference between the photograph and the spectrum as seen with

e only object of my remarks was to clear the ground
out what it is we are assuming when we predicate

of oxygen as giving bright lines in the sun. I do
t dispute it, but only point out the difficulties we must face

order that they may be fairly met
Mr. J. Eand Capron : There is one question I should like to

ask Dr. Draper, and that is, whether he had tried any experi-

ments with the tube spectrum of oxygen?
Dr. Draper : A great many.
Mr. J. Eand Capron : The spark taken in air would probably

hardly agree with the spectrum of oxygen near the sun's body.
-t have had occasion to photograph simultaneously the tube

spectrum of hydrogen and the air spark spectrum at ordinary

pressures. The tube spectrum of hydrogen showed four hy-

drogen lines perfect throughout, but only one of these lines was
represented in the spectrum of air at ordinary pressure, so that

11 is possible certain oxygen lines present in the sun may be
absent in the spark spectrum.

Dr. Draper: I have taken the oxygen spectrum umlei a gjn it

many different circumstances. I began with tubes containing

oxygen and compounds of oxygen, but the dimcluty is that you
are limited to rather small dispersion, because you cannot get
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brightness enough for a larger apparatus. Then the difficulty

of having iron terminals so as to show a good coincidence is a
serious one. So when I made the spark-compressor I arranged
a contrivance at the back which would enable me to let in oxy-
gen and the other gases between the terminals, and after various
experiments with oxygen I find that it seems to suffer less

change with altered conditions than a great many of the other
elements I have experimented on. I have fairly shown that the
bright lines coincide with bright spaces in the solar spectrum.
The minor differences may be fairly attributed to such changes
of condition as Mr. Eand Capron has referred to. W i

to Dr. Gladstone's remark, which was that probably we should
not find in the chromosphere the lines of the oxygen spectrum.
That is precisely what I hope will be the case/although I am
going to look as hard as I can for them. I should like to see
them if they are there, but I shall be better satisfied if they are

A cordial vote of thanks was then passed to Dr. Draper.

[The photographs of the oxygen spectrum and juxtaposed
solar spectrum, were also presented to the French Academy of
Sciences in Paris, at the meeting of June 23, 1879, by M. A.
Cornu. M. Faye made the following remarks, which we trans-
late from the Comptes Eendus.—Eds.]

"I cannot refrain from adding some words to the brilliant

communication that the Academy has just heard. Everything
leads us to believe that the constitution of the photosphere and
its marvellous alimentation, are due to alternate phenomena of

chemical combination and dissociation operating at divers tem-
peratures in the mass of the Sun under the influence of ascend-
ing and descending vertical movements. Such at least is the
idea I have arrived at, by the study of spots, of the problem
which I think I have presented in'all its fulness. Naturally,
the richness in oxygen of the compounds which constitute the
earths crust, though the proportion diminishes little by little

as we descend, ought to cause us to believe that this same ele-

ment should play an analogous part in the Sun ; but it is a
remarkable thing that up to the present, spectrum analysis has
not given any trace of it. On the other hand, it showed that
round that star there was a vast atmosphere of hydrogen almost
pure and very much rarified, of which certain portions, fre-

quently drawn downward by the mechanical action of solar

Is, gave origin, in ascending again, to the phenomena
of the protuberances.

Mr. H. Draper has, however, succeeded in discovering the

>t in the chromosphere, but in the photosphere, where
it discloses itself by bright lines. It is obvious that if this gas
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tted at a depth, it is immediately taken up by multiple

combinations in the region and at the temperature of the bril-

face. I see in these facts the hope of a confirmation

and above all of an extension of the views I have put forth on

the constitution of the Sun ; but whatever may be the fate that

the progress of spectrum analysis reserves to them, I express

here my admiration for the discovery of Mr. Draper, and I hope

that his results, so well confirmed by the photographic proofs

that our learned member M. Cornu has shown to the Academy,
will not delay in being universally accepted by competent

Art. XXXVIL— On the Vapor-Densities of Peroxide of Nitrogen•,

Formic Acid, Acetic Acid, and Perchhride of Phosphorus ; by

J. Willakd Gibbs.

The relation between temperature, pressure, and volume, for

the vapor of each of these substances differs widely from that

expressed by the usual laws for the gaseous state,—the laws

known most widely by the names of Mariotte, Gray-Lussac, and

Avogadro. The density of each vapor, in the sense in which

the term is usually employed in chemical treatises, i. e., its den-

sity taken relatively to air of the same temperature and pres-

sure,* has not a constant value, but varies nearly in the ratio

of one to two. And these variations are exhibited at pressures

not exceeding that of the atmosphere and at temperatures com-

prised between zero and 200° or 300° of the centigrade scale.

Such anomalies have been explained by the Bopposil

the vapor consists of a mixture of two or three different kinds

of gas or vapor, which have different densities. Thus it is sup-

posed that the vapor of peroxide of nitrogen is a gas-mixture,

the components of which are represented (in the newer chemical

notation) by NO. and N2 4
respectively. The dens I

responding to these formula are 1'589 and 3-178. The density

of the mixture should have a value intermediate between these

numbers, which is substantially the case with the actual vapor.

The case is similar with respect to the vapor of formic acid

which we may regard as a mixture of CH2 2
(density 1-589)

and C2H4 4 |den°sity 3-178), and the vapor of ^ acid

which we may regard as a mixture of C.FIA (dens

^d C4H8 4 (density 4-146). In the case of perchlonde of

Phosphorus, we must suppos^theja^r^to consist^ tnree

parts
; PC15 (the proper perchlonde, density

protochloride, density 4 "98), and Cl2
(chlorine, density z t&y

Since the chlorine and protochloride arise from the decom-

* The language of this paper will be conformed to tins usage.
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position of the perchloride, there must be as many mole-

cules of the type Cl 2 as of the type PC13. Now a gas-mix-

ture containing an equal number of molecules of PC1 S and Cl 2

will have the density ^4-98+ 2-22) or 3 -60. It follows that at

least so far as the range of the possible values of its density

is concerned, we may regard the vapor as a mixtur<

ble proportions of two kinds of gas having the dena

and 3-60 respectively. The observed values of the density ac-

cord with this supposition.

These hypotheses respecting the constitution of the vapors

are corroborated, in the case of peroxide of nitrogen and per-

chloride of phosphorus, by other circumstances. The varying

color of the first vapor may be accounted for by supposing that

the molecules of the type N2 4 are colorless, while each mole-

the depth of its color, which has been verified by ex p.

The vapor of the perchloride of phosphorus shows with in-

creasing temperature in an increasing degree the characteristic

color of chlorine. The amount of the color appears to be such

as is required by the hypothesis respecting the const

the vapor on the very probable supposition that the perchloride

proper is colorless, but the case hardly admits of such exact

numerical determinations as are possible with respect to the

peroxide of nitrogen.f But since the products of dissociation

are in this case dissimilar, they may be partially separated by

diffusion through a neutral gas, the lighter chlorine diffusing

more rapidly than the heavier protochloride. The fact of dis-

sociation has in this way been proved by direct experiment.!

In the case of acetic and formic acids, we have no other evi-

dence than the variations of the densities in support of trie

nations shall appear t

peroxide of nitrogen and the perchloride of phosphorus, it win

be difficult to refer them to a different cause.
f

But however it may be with these acids, the peroxide or

nitrogen and the perchloride of phosphorus evidently furnisn

us with the means of studying the laws of chemical equilibrium

in gas-mixtures in which chemical change is possible and does

in fact take place, reversibly, with varying conditions oi

temperature and pressure. Or, if from any considerations we

can deduce a general law determining the proportions of tne

* Salet. " Sur la coloration du peroxyde d'azote." Comptes Kendus, t. Ix^11
'

.-Claire Devffle, " Sur lea densites de vapeur." Comptes Rendus, t

"tWaV
'
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component gases necessary for the equilibrium of such a mix-
ture under any given conditions, these substances afford an

appropriate test for such a law.

In a former paper* by the present writer, equations were
proposed to express the relation between the temperature, the

pressure or the volume, and the quantities of the components
in such a gas-mixture as we are considering—a ga*-mtztort </

convertible components in the language of that paper. Applied

to the vapor of the peroxide of nitrogen, these equations led to

a formula giving the density in terms of the temperature and
pressure, which was shown to agree very closely with the ex-

periments of Deville and Troost, and much less closely, but

apparently within the limits of possible error, with the experi-

ments of Playfair and Wanklyn. Since the publication of

that paper, new determinations of the density have been pub-

lished in different quarters, which render it possible to compare
the equation with the results of experiment throughout a

wider range of temperature and pressure. In the present paper,

all experimental determinations of the density of this vapor

which have come to the knowledge of the writer are cited, and

compared with the values demanded by the formula, and a

similar comparison of theory and experiment is made with

respect to each of the other substances which have been men-

The considerations from which these formulae were deduced

may be briefly stated as follows. It will be observed that they

are based rather upon an extension of generally acknowledged

principles to a new class of cases than upon the introduction of

any new principle.

The energy of a gas-mixture may be represented by an ex-

pression of the form

m.fol + EJ + iMM + KJ + etc.,

with as many terms as there are different kinds of gas in the

mixture, rn
x , m3, etc., denoting the quantities (by weight) of the

several component gases, cu c2 , etc., their several specific hea

; volume, E1}
E2, etc., other constants, and t the abso-

lute temperature. In* like manner the entropy of the gas-i

ture is expressed by

+ m. (ll, + ".log* * ~ "J°S*^) + etc
>

* ."On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Suhstenees^^^^^\^
^and^^n p^es^S and 2*t S^S^of jthS eqj»tfons^o

such cases as we are now considering is discussed under the neaaing

tures with Convertible Components," page 234.
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where v denotes the volume, and Hlt a„ H2, a2 ,
etc., denote

constants relating to the component gases, at , a2, etc., being in-

versely proportional to their several densities. The logarithms

are Naperian. These expressions for energy and entropy will

undoubtedly apply to mixtures of different gases, whatever

their chemical relations may be, (with such limitations and with

such a degree of approximation as belong to other laws of the

gaseous state), when no chemical action can take place under the

conditions considered. If we assume that they will apply to

such cases as we are now considering, although chemio
is possible, and suppose the equilibrium of the mixture with

respect to chemical change to be determined by the condition

that its entropy has the greatest value consistent with its

energy and its volume, we may easily obtain an equation

between mh ma, etc., t and v.*

The condition that the energy does not vary, gives

K c, + m, c, + etc.) *t + (c, t + E,) dm
t

+ (c, t + E
a)
dm, + etc. = 0. (1)

The condition that the entropy is a maximum implies that its

variation vanishes, when the energy and volume are constant

:

- dt + (h, - a, + c
x
logN t - a, log*-^ a

( H, — a
1
—c

1 r + c
i
l°gN t — a, logN —- \ dm

l

(», = 0. P

If the case is like that of the peroxide of nitrogen, this equa-

tion will have two terms, of which the second may refer to the

denser component of the gas-mixture. We shall then ha

ax = 2a3, and dm-^ = — dm
2j and the equa vill red

C

equation wil

log^"=-A-Blog« + y,
<4)

where common logarithms have been substituted for Kaperian,

and A, B and C are constants. If, in place of the quantities ot

the components, we introduce the partial pressures, pu P* due

to these components, and measured in millimeters of mercury,

by means of the relations

considerations which give a degree of probability

ader is referred to the paper already cited.
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m =P}1 m — 2s!L

where a
x denotes a constant, we have

log^|= - (A + \og2a
1
)~(l + B)\ogt + j

= -A'-B'!og«+ j, (5)

where A' and B' are new constants. Now if we denote by p
the total pressure of the gas-mixture (in millimeters of mer-

cury), by D its density (relative to air of the same temperature

and pressure), and by D, the theoretical density of the rarer

component, we shall have

p :j>rkA :.!?,: IX

This appears from the consideration that p+pz
represents what

the pressure would become, if without change of temperature
" the gas-mixture could take the form

and & =5^=-%-
By substitution in (5) we obtain

i*wgf=^=-A'-iriogi + 2.+hi^ (
6 >

By this formula, when the values of the constants are deter-

mined, we may calculate the density of the gas-mixture from

its temperature and pressure. The value of D t
may be obtained

from the molecular formula of the rarer component. It we

compare equations (3), (4) and (5), we see that

B' = B+ 1, B=~~-

Now Cl-c. is the difference of the specific heats at constant vol-

ume of N02 and N2 4- The general rule that the specific heat

of a gas at constant volume and per unit of weight is inde-

pendent of its condensation, would make <**<* B-0, ana r> - i.

It may easily be shown, with respect to any of the sub-

stances
7

considered in this paper,* that ^less^he numerical

value of B' greatly exceeds unity, the term B log t may be

neglected without serious error, if its omission is compensated

* For the case of peroxide of nitrogen, see pp. 243, 244 in the paper cited above.
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in the values given to A' and C. We may therefore cancel

this term, and then determine the remaining constants by com-

parison of the formula with the results of experiment.

In the case of a mixture of Cla , PC1 3 and PC15,
equation (3)

will have three terms distinguished by different suffixes. To

fix our ideas, we may make these suffixes 2, 3 and B,
referring to

Cla, PC1 3 and PC15 respectively. Since the constants a2,
a3

and

o5 are inversely proportional to the densities of these gases,

«
a
<fm

9
= a

3
dm

3
= — a

b
dm

t,

and we may substitute —, —, for dm 2, c?w? 3 and dm5 in equa-

tion (3), which is thus reduced to the form

logJp-£-= -.A-Blog*+ j. (?)

If we eliminate m%, ms, ms by means of the partial pressures,

P* P» Pte we obtain

l0gI&= - A'- B ' l0g
'+ T>

<8)

when A', B', like A, B and C, are constants. If the chlorine

and the protochloride are in such proportions as arise from the

decomposition of the perchloride, Pz=pz and 4p2ps= {&+*?-
In this case, therefore, we have

"Efe-^^'+T (9)

It will be seen that this equation is of the same form as equa-

tion (5), when ps in (9) is regarded as corresponding to ^2 in (5),

and pz+ps in (9), which represents the pressure due to the pro-

ducts of decomposition, is regarded as corresponding to pt
m

(5), which has the same signification. It follows that equation

(5), as well as (6), which is derived from it, may be regarded as

applying to the vapor of perchloride of phosphorus, when the

values of the constants are properly determined. This result

might have been anticipated, but the longer course which we
have taken has given us the more general equations, (7) and

(8), which will apply to cases in which there is an excess 01

chlorine or of the protochloride.
If the gas-mixture considered, in addition to the components

capable of chemical action, contains a neutral gas, the expres-

sions for the energy and entropy of the gas-mixture should

properly each contain a term relating to this neutral gas. This

would make it necessary to add cnmn to the coefficient of dt m

(1), and^ to the coefficient of dt in (2), the suffix * being
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used to mark the quantities relating to the neutral gas. But
these quantities would disappear with the elimination of dt,

and equation (3) and all the subsequent equations would require
no modification, if only p and D are estimated (in accordance
with usage) with exclusion of the pressure and weight due to

the neutral gas. This result, which may be extended to any
number of neutral gases, is simply an expression of Dalton's

Experiments at Atmospheri Pressure.

—R. Muller—Detille and Troost.

Den slty observed. Excess of observed denrtty.

M-r." I. 11. III."

183-2 (7 01 M 1-592 1-57 -•022
154-0 % 1-597

1-60

-•10
-•007

121-8 .;.;.,,

ii
1-64

1-62

1-65

+ •02

100-25 7 00 1-72

100-1 1-676 1-68 + •004

+ •03

!t4m 1-72

(700, 1-83 + •06

80-6 (700,

7 On)

1-801

1-S4

1-80

+ 02
700 1-920 1-92

751-5

68 8 i7i;u, 1-99
66-0

70,1

,700)
52 220

(700, •2-255

(700, 2-27

2-40

2-53

35-2 i'T.v, 266
34-6 (70.,) 2-539 2-62

2-582
28-7

28
-TOO,

•>-70

2-80
+ •05

26-7 3 2-661
2-65 -•026
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^2S&rwF-rris+h«*- u*1
'

(,0)

feremefe 0/ nitrogen.—If we take the constants of the equa-

for this substance from the paper already cited,* we have

5-89 (D— 1-589) __ 3118-6

73T78~D)"8~ ~ £+278
*c denoting the temperature on the centigrade scale. The

numbers 3-178 and 1'589 represent the theoretical densities of

Na 4 and NOa respectively. The two other constants were de-

termined by the experiments of Deville and Troost
The results of these and other experiments at atmospheric

pressure, all made by Dumas' method, are exhibited in Table

L The first three columns give the temperature (centigrade),

the pressure (in millimeters of mercury ),f and the density

calculated from the temperature and pressure by equation (10).

The subsequent columns give the densities observed by differ-

ent authorities, and the excess of the observed over the calcu-

lated densities. In the first column of observed dens

have one observation by MitscherliehJ (at 100-25°) and five by

R Miiller.§ The three remaining columns contain each the

results of a series of experiments by Deville and Troost.
||

In

each series the experiments were made with increasing temper-

atures, and with the same vessel, without refilling. It should

be observed that the results of the three series are not regarded

by their distinguished authors as of equal weight It is ex-

pressly stated that the numbers in the two earlier series, ana

especially in the first, may be less exact. The last series agrees

very closely with the formula. It was from this that the con-

stants of the formula were determined. The experiments 01

series I and II, and those of Mitscherlich and Miiller, give some-

what larger values, with a single exception, as is best seen in

the columns which give the excess of the observed density.

The differences between the different columns are far too reg-

ular to be attributed to the accidental errors of the individual

observations, except in the case of the experiment at 151 '0 ,

*See equation (336) on page 339, loc. d*.,-also the followmgjquahon^

paring Vhew ^2lS>£,T "LTH ob^S^f^(336)^^88^9 "™

measured in atmospheres, but in this paper in millimeters of mercury. .

&
f 760mni has been assumed as the pressure of the atmosphere in all case ^

difference of ; ;
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where some accident has evidently occurred either in the

experiment itself or in the reduction of the result. Setting

this observation aside, we must look for some constant cause.

for the other discrepancies between the different series.

We can hardly attribute these discrepancies to difference in

the material employed, or to air or other foreign substance im-

perfectly expelled from the flask. For impurities which increase

the density would make the divergence between the different

series greatest when the densities are the least, whereas the

divergences seem to vanish as the density approaches the limit-

ing value. (A similar objection would apply to the supposition

of any error in the determination of the weight of the Mask

when filled with air alone.) But if we should attribute the

divergences to an impi • es the density (as aii ).

we should be driven to the conclusion that the fire I

Derille and Troost gives the most correct results, and that all

the best attested numbers at temperatures below 90° are consid-

erably in the wrong. It does not seem possible to account for

these discrepancies by any causes which would apply to cases

of normal or constant density. They are illustrations of the

general fact that when the density varies rapidly with the tem-

perature, determinations of density for the same temperature

and pressure by different observers, or different deter:.

by the same observer, exhibit discordances which are entirely

of a different order of magnitude from those which occur with

substances of normal or constant densities, or which occur with

the same substance at temperatures at which the density

approaches a constant value. In some cases such results may
be accounted for by carelessness on the part of the observers, not

controlled by a comparison of the result with a valu

known. But such an explanation is inadequate to explain

It is probable that these discrepancies are in part attributable

to a circumstance which has been noticed by M. Wurtz, in his

account of his experiments upon the vapor-density of bromhy-

drate of amylene, in the following words: "Le temp-

lequel la vapeur est maintenue a la temperature ou l'on deter-

mine la d Bans influence sur les nombres

obtenus. C'est ce qui result des deux experiences faites a 225

degres avec des produits identiques. Dans la premiere, la va-

peur a ete portee rapidement a 225 degres. Dans la

elle a ete maintenue pendant dix minutes a cette temperature.

On voit que les nombres trouves pour les densites out ete fort

differents. [The numbers were 4'69 and 8tJ8 res

Ce resultat ne doit point surprendre si l'on considere que le

phenomene de decomposition de la vapeur doit absorber de la

chaleur, et que les quantites de chaleur necessaires pour pro-
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la dilatation et la decomposition ne :

nstantanement."*

difficult to form an estimate of the quantities of heat

which come into play in such cases. With respect to pero:

of nitrogen, it was estimated in the paper already cited thai

heat absorbed in the conversion of a unit of N2 4

under constant pressure is represented by 7L81 a2. (The heat

is supposed to be measured in units of mechanical work).

Now the external work done by the conversion of a unit of

N2 4 into N02 under constant pressure is a2t.
Therefore, the

ratio of the heat absorbed to the external work done by the

conversion of N2 4 into N02 is 7181 -M, or 23 at the tempera-

ture of 40° centigrade. Let us next consider how much more

rapidly this vapor expands with increase of temperature at con-

stant pressure than air. From the necessary relation

Jcmt

where m denotes the weight of the vapor, and h a constant, we

obtain

v (dD\

where the suffix p indicates that the differential coefficients £

for constant pressure. The last term of this expression e

dently denotes the part of the expansion which is due to t

conversion of N2 4 into N03 , and the preceding term t

expansion which would take place if there were no such cc

version, and which is identical with the expansion of the sai

volume of air under the s

Gfc

D\ dt A'
the numerical value of which for the

3, as may be found by differentiating

. ..- .ass precision, from the numbers in the

third column of Table I. Let us now suppose that equal vol-

umes of peroxide of nitrogen and of air at the temperature of

40° and the pressure of one atmosphere receive equal infinites-

imal increments of temperature under constant pressure. The

heat absorbed by the peroxide of nitrogen on account of the

conversion of N2 4 into N02 is 23 times the external work due

to the same cause, and this work is 242 times the external

work done by the expansion of the air. But the heat absorbea

by the air in expanding under constant pressure is well known
to be 3-5 times the work done. Therefore the heat absorbea

on account of the conversion of N2 4 into N02 is (23x2"42-r

3-5=)15-9 times the heat absorbed by the air. To obtain tue

* Comptes Rendus, t. be, p. 730.
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whole heat absorbed by the vapor we must add that which
would be required if iio conversion took place. At 40° the
vapor of peroxide of nitrogen contains about 5-4 molecules of
N3 4 to 46 of N02, as may easily be calculated from its density.

The specific heat for constant pressure of a mixture in such
proportions of gases of such molecular formulas, if no chemi-
cal action could take place, would be about twice that of the
same volume of air. Adding this to the heat absorbed by the
chemical action we obtain the final result,—that at 40° and the

pressure of the atmosphere the specific heat of peroxide of

nitrogen at constant pressure is about eighteen times that of

the same volume of air.*

But the greater amount of heat which is required to bring
the vapor to the desired temperature is only one factor in the

increased liability to error in cases of this kind. The expan-
sion of peroxide of nitrogen for increase of temperature under
constant pressure at 40° is 3-42 times that of air. If then, in a
determination of density, the vapor fails to reach the tempera-
ture of the bath, the error due to the difference of the tempera-
ture of the vapor and the bath, will be 342 times as great as

would be caused by the same difference of temperatures in the

case of any vapor or gas having a constant density. When we
consider that we are liable not only to the same, but to a much
greater difference of temperatures in a case like that of perox-
ide of nitrogen, when the exposure to the heat is of the same
duration, it is evident that the common test of the exactness of
a process for the determination of vapor-densities, by applying
it to a case in which the density is nearly constant, is entirely

insufficient.

That the experiments of the IIId series of Deville and Troost

give numbers so regular and so much lower than the other

experiments is probably to be attributed in part to the length of

time of exposure to the heat of the experiment, which was half

an hour in this series,—for the other series, the time is not given.

Another point should be considered in this connection.

During the Heating of the vapor in the bath, it is not immate-
rial whether the flask is open or closed. This will appear, if

we compare the values of f^\ and (^),.
the differential

coefficients of the density with respect to the temperature on

the suppositions, respectively, of constant pressure, and of con-

stant volume. For 40°, we have
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the first number being obtained immediately from equation

(10) by differentiation, and the second by differentiation after

substitution of -^ for p. The ratio of these numbers evi-

dently gives the proportion in which the chemical change takes

place under the two suppositions. This shows that only about

six-sevenths of the heat required for the chemical change can

be supplied before opening the flask, and the remainder of this

heat as well as that required for expansion must be supplied

after the opening. The errors due to this source may evidently

be diminished by diminishing the intervals of ten

between the successive experiments in a series of this

ling the opening ma
; for which the flask may be left open with-

out danger of the entrance of air. In the IIId series of exper-

iments by Deville and Troost, the intervals of temperature did

not exceed ten degrees (except after the density had nearly

reached its limiting value), and the neck of the flask was drawn

out into a very fine tube.

In Table II, which relates to experiments on the same sub-

stance at pressures less than that of the atmosphere, the princi-

pal series is that of Naumann,* which commences a few degrees

below the lowest temperatures of Deville and Troost, and extends

to — 6° centigrade, the pressures varying from 301 to 84 milli-

meters. These experiments were made by the method of Gay-

Lussac. The numbers in the column of observed densities

have been re-calculated from the more immediate results of the

experiments, and are not in all cases identical with th

in Professor Naumann's paper. Every case of difference is

marked with brackets. Instead of the numbers [2*66

[2-85], [2-94], Naumann's paper has 2-57, 2-65, 2-84, 3-0 1,

respectively. In some cases the temperatures and pressures oi

two experiments are so nearly the same that it would be allow-

able to average the results, at least in the column of excess oi

observed density. In such cases the numbers in this column

have been united by a brace. The greatest difference between

the observed and calculated densities is *16, which occurs at

the least pressure, 84 millimeters. In this experiment tbe

weight of the substance employed is also less than in any other

experiment. Under such circumstances, the liability to error

is of course greatly increased. The average difference between

the observed and calculated densities is -063. Since these de-

ferences are almost uniformly positive and increase as the tem-

;'•'•
'
" -.-...

.

_ ' -
;% diminished by slight changes in the constants of equation

(10), without seriously impairing tbe agreement of that equa-

GeseUachaft, Jahrgang xi (1878), S.
204o.
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tion with the experiments of Deville and Troost. But it has not
seemed necessary to re-calculate the formula, which, in its pres-
ent form, will at least illustrate the degree of accuracy with
which densities at low pressures and at temperatures below the
boiling point of the liquid may be derived from experiments at
atmospheric pressure above the boiling point. Moreover, the
excess of observed density may be due in part to a circum-
stance mentioned by Professor Naumann, that the chemical
action between the vapor and the mercury diminished the vol-
ume of the vapor, and thus increased the numbers obtained for
the density.

^e^ Pressure. .SSfiSd Density observed. Excess of obs. density.

'>''' ''"'

97-5 (301) 1-631 1-783 + •152
•6 -•30

27 16
24-5 (323) 2-524 2-52

2-35

-'°04
+ .Q1

22-5 2-26 + •02
21-5 161 2-41 2-38
20-8 + -05

f
301 2-59 2-70

185
279

2-43 2-45 + •02

17-5 251 2-52
16-8 172 2-53 + •02 f

224 259 T2-66]
16 [2-62J + 01 f
14-5

105

175 2-58

2-64

2-645

2-63

2-76

273

+M6

:s
4-2 (129) 2-710

172-5 2-85
2-5 2-76 [2;85] + •09

153 2-87 + •04

-3 2-92

2-85 + •13)

-6 125-5 [2-94] + 07 ^

The same table includes two experiments of Troost,

Dumas' method, but at the very low pressures of So™™
^mm

. In such experiments we cannot expect a close a

ment with the formula, for the same error in the determin
of the weight of the vapor, which would make a differen

* Comptes Eendus, t. bcxxvi (1878), p. 1395.

A*. Joub. Sci—Thibd Skbies, Vol. XVIIL-No. 106, Oct., 1879.
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ts at atmospheric pressure,

•47 in the circumstances of

these experiments. In fact, the numbers obtained differ con-

siderably from those demanded by the formula.

There remain four experiments by Playfair and Wanklyn* in

which Dumas' method was varied by diluting the vapor with

nitrogen. The numbers in the column of pressures represent

the total pressure diminished by the pressure which the nitro-

gen alone would have exerted. They are not quite accurate,

since the data given to the memoir cited only enable us to

determine the ratios of the total and the partial pressures.

The numbers here given are obtained by setting the total pres-

sure, which was that of the atmosphere at the time of the

experiment, equal to 760mm. The effect of this inaccuracy upon

the calculated densities would be small. Two of these obser-

vations agree closely with the formula ; and two show considera-

ble divergence, but in opposite directions, and these are the two

in which the quantities of peroxide of nitrogen were the small-

est. The differences appear to be attributable rather to the

difficulty of a precise determination of the quantities of nitro-

gen and of vapor, than to any effect of the one upon the other.

Special interest attaches to experiments at the same or nearly

the same temperature but different pressures. For with exper-

iments at the same temperature, the constants of the formula

which are determined by observation are reduced to one, so

that the verification of the formula by experiment cannot pos-

sibly be regarded as a case of interpolation. It is not neces-

sary that the temperatures should be exactly the same, for it

will be conceded that the formula represents the actual func-

tion well enough to answer for adjusting slight differences ot

temperature ; but it is necessary that the range of pressures

should be considerable in order that the differences of density

should be large in proportion to the probable errors of observa-

tion. But the pressures must not be so low that accurate

determinations become impossible.
In the experiments of Naumann we see some fair corres-

pondences with the formula in respect to the influence of pres-

sure, especially in the first four experiments of the list, where,

if we average the results of the third and fourth experiments,

as is evidently allowable, the observed values follow very

closely the fluctuations of the calculated, extending from I'M

to 2-41. In other cases the agreement is less s«

The circumstance that the experiments at the two highest pres-

sures (301 and 279mm), give results exceeding the
values considerably more than any other
cent temperatures may seem to indicate that the densities

* Trana. Roy. Sac Edinb., voL xrii (1861), p. 463.



ws ; but the differences are not too large to be ascribed t

»rs of observation, and the experiment at the lowest pres-
3 (84

mm
) also shows a large excess of observed density.

3 critical test may be found i

"

notwithstanding the interval of about 4° of temperature. The
formula requires that a diminution of pressure from 760 to 101
millimeters shall reduce the density from 2'676 at 26-7° to 2-26
at 22-5, notwithstanding the effect of the change of temperature.
Experiment gives a reduction of density from 2 '65 to 2-28,

which is about one-ninth less. This is, it will be observed, a
deviation from the formula in the opposite direction from that
which the experiments of Naumann alone, or a comparison a&
the experiments of Troost with those of Deville and Troost,
seemed to indicate. The experiment here compared with Nau-
mann's belongs to the IIId series of Deville and Troost. If

instead of this experiment we should take an average of the
experiments at lowest temperature in the IId and IIId series,

the agreement with the formula with respect to the effect of
change of pressure would be almost perfect.

Formic acid.—In Table III, the determinations of Bineau
are compared with the densities calculated bv the formula

1

1-589 (D- 1-589) _ 3800
8

(3-178 -D) a ~"*
c + 273

The observed densities are taken from the eighteenth volume
of the third series of the Annales de Chimie et de Physique

ren theses,

lineteenth

volume of the Comptes Kendus (1844). It may be added that
the pressure (687) for the experiment at 108° is taken from
Erdmann's Journal fur praktische Chemie (vol. xl, p. 44), the

impression being imperfect in the Annales, in the -copies to

which the writer has been able to refer, where the figures look
much like 637. (The pressure 637 would make the calculated

density 2*28.)

In the column which gives the excess of observed densities,

the effect of nearness to the state of saturation is often very
marked. Such cases are distinguished by an asterisk. The
temperature of 99-5° is below the boiling point of formic acid,

and the higher pressures employed at this temperature cannot
be far from the pressure of saturated vapor. With respect to

lower temperatures, we have the statement of Bineau that the

pressure of saturated vapor is about 19mm at 13°, 20-5mm at

15°, 33-5mm at 22°, and 58-5^ at 32°. By interpolation

between the logarithms of these pressures, (in a single case, by
extrapolation), we obtain the following result

-\ogp- 12-641.
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Pressure of experiment.- 14-69 15-20 15-97

Table III.— Formic A
Experiments of Bitseatj.

Te_. p,,..„„ "& a °S"
216-0 690 1-60 1-61 + •01

184-0 1-64

125-5 2-03

125-5 645
124-5 2-04

U8-0
640 2-03 2-04

(2-14)
(+ 01)

650 00

117-5 688
115-5 m 216 2-16

+
00

115 2-18 (2-13) (- 05)

111-5 690 03
•00

(2-13) (-•09)

108 &687] 2-31

105-0 2-35
105-0 650 2-34
105-0

693 + •02

2 41
99-5 690 2-44 2-52

2-44 2-49

99-5 662 2-43 + •01

99-5 641 •00

99-5 2-41

2-41 2-40
99-5 557 2-39 2-34 _05

34-5 28-94 2-82 2-77 _05
31-5 304 + •20

8-83 2-67 2 69
18-28 2-81 2-76

29-0 2-83 -•05
24-5 17-39 2-88 -•02
22-0 25-17
20-0 2-93
200 2-84 2'85
200

23-53

2-80
t'-lt*

15-97 2-97 + •16*

15-5 2-61 2-86

7-60 2-90 + 03

15-20 300 3-14

10-5 14-69 3-01 323
_Ji!!l-

Whether the large excess of observed density in these cases

represents a property of the vapor, or an incipient condensation
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on the walls of the vessel which contains it, as has been supposed
by eminent physicists in similar cases, we need not here discuss.

If we reject these cases of nearly saturated vapor, as well as
the three earlier determinations, there remain 25 experiments
at pressures somewhat less than one atmosphere in which the
maximum difference between theobserved and calculated densi-
ties is -05, and the average difference -016; nine experiments at
pressures ranging from 29mm to 7mm, in which the maximum
difference is -07 and the average -035

; and three experiments a1

pressures of about 3mn\ in which the average difference is -17.

The extraordinary precision of the determinations at low pres-
sures is doubtless due to the large scale on which the experi-
ments were conducted. AH the experiments at temperatures
below 99°, were made with a globe of the capacity of 5£ liters

with a stem of suitable length to hold the barometric column.
The agreement is certainly as good as could be desired, and

shows the accuracy of which the method of observation is

capable. But in no part of the thermometric scale do we find so
great a range of pressures as might be desired, without using
pressures too low for accurate results, or observations which are
to be rejected for other reasons.

[To be continued.]

Mather gives a section,* from between Glasco and Great

Falls of Esopus Creek, in which the Hudson River slate? and the

Lower Helderberg limestones are unconformably superposed,

and the latter present the form of a ruptured and eroded anti-

clinal. He gives also, Plate 8, fig. 7, a rough and unsatisfactory

section of " High Rock," situated opposite Rhinebeck, between
the junction of the Wallkill and the Hudson. In this section

the Lower Helderberg limestones are represented in an almost

erect position, resting unconformably upon Hudson R
Mr. J. G-. Lindsley, the agent of the Cement Co. at 1

1

read an interesting "paperf before the Poughkeepsie Society of

Natural Science on Feb. 26, 1879, which contains the results of

local studies for which he has had excellent opportunities.

In the summer of 1878, I made several hasty visits to the

highly instructive locality at Rondout, and obtained the follow-

ing data, some of which, as well as the inferences from them,

are not given in Mr. Lindsley's paper. The southeast base of

* Sat Hist, of 5v
T

. T., Part IT, Geology, by W. W. Mather. PL 7. fur. 9 1 843.

... .:..-;:

TOl- ii, of Proceedings of the Poughkeepsie Society of Natural Science.
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the hill consists of grit dipping east-northeast at an angle of
about 45°. These grits form part of the series of c
and grits of the Hudson River group * Unconformably resting
upon these grits is a series of limestones, dipping at about the

A\ but toward the northwest. The grits are non-fos-
sihferous at this point. The limestones are abundantly fossil-
lferous. T am indebted to Mr. Lindsley for the following
measurements of the latter.

Beginning above: No. 9, 20 feet or more, Upper Pentamerus
No. 8, 20 feet, Encrinal limestone. No. 7, 15-20

feet, Delthyns limestone. No. 6, 20 feet Lower Pentamerus
limestone with chert, Pentamerus galealus, Crinoids. No. 5, 6
feet Ribbon limestone with Stromatopora concentrica. No. 4,
lo feet, Tentaculite limestone with TentacnlU>* irr. 7 »A//^. L--

'". No. 3, 4 feet, limestone with pri.-m.-.ri.- mud
cracks. No. 2, 30 feet, Water-lime with Leperditia alia. No.
1, 6 feet, Encrinal limestone. Whatever may be thought as to
the presence in No. 1 and 2 of Niagara beds, we certainly have
to do with Lower Helderberg in part of No. 2 and in No. 3 and
4. The relative position of the rocks is shown in the accom-

sectiona For Section No. 3, I am indebted to Mr.
-Lindsley. The excavations represented in figure 1 were made

uarrymg, the rock being a hydraulic limestone or "cement

It has been

; 6TB beds resting
ine-nned portion in the figures); in figs. 1 and 2, dip of L. H. north-

~~
r
supposed, I believe by Sir William Logan, that

the great fault which begins near Quebec, crosses the Hudson
near Khinebeck and there separates the Quebec from the true

anri T* J*!*
bed&+ Xt WOuld Wear that this is errone0US

and that the facts of the case at 1

1

At the close of the Hudson River Period, the Lower Silurian beds
were powerfully folded and metamorphosed. A period of up-M " I erosion followed; then a depression and the deposition
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dson River and Lower Helderberg formations, were
uplifted, folded, fractured, faulted and tilted.

The complicated stratification of Section 3, may perhaps be

accounted for as follows. First, unconformable deposition of

Lower Helderberg upon Hudson River beds ; then the formation

of an anticlinal, and at the same time, closely adjoining it, a

treble fold. The folds by the continued pressure were broken
off from the anticlinal and thrown into an erect position. The
same force has also compressed the lowest fold between the

edges of the anticlinal on one side, and the surface of other

Lower Helderberg strata on the other. The uppermost layers

of this fold were by this action ruptured. This is not shown in

the cut. As the upper portion of the base of the hill has been

quarried away, the segments of three folds are now in view.

one above another. The thickness of the contorted strata has

been much reduced by pressure.

The new mineral species triploidite described by Messrs.

Brush and Dana* is shown by them to be isomorphous with

wagnerite and closely related in composition to triplite. These

three minerals have respectively the formulas (Mn,Fe), Pa 8+
(Mn,Fe) (OH)„ Mg, P,0

8
+MgFa

and (Fe,Mn), P,08
+(Fe,Mn) F,.

From a comparison of these formulas it is argued (1. c, p. 45)

that the relation between the minerals requires the assumption

that the hydroxyl in triploidite must play the same part as the

fluorine in the other two.
In this paper I wish to show that in amblygonite the

hydroxyl group is also isomorphous with fluorine, and that in

chemical composition the original amblygonite does not differ

from the American and Montebras varieties which have been

called hebronite. I shall also show that the results of my
analyses require the adoption of a new formula for the mineral,

more simple than that previously accepted. For i

have selected specimens from the three localities in Maine,

from Branchville, Connecticut, where the mineral has been

lately discovered by Messrs. Brush and Dana, also two varieties

from Montebras and one from Penig, Saxony, from a specimen

in the Yale College collection. ....
The analyses are arranged so as to form a series, beginning

with the - 1- — '-'— *u " "™QllMt »™rmTit of water.
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I. Penig> Saxony.

A1
2 3

33-50 33-60 33-55 Al -651

Li
s
O 8-97 8-97 8-97 Li -598 )

.RAA
Na -066 }

664
Na

a
O 2-06 2-03 2-04

Mn.O, -12 15 •13

h
4
6

3

i- 1-75
2H-194 i-786F 11 26 11-26 F -592 [

'°°

equivalent of F 4-74

101-20

II. Montebras, Urance, variety A. G.=3-088.

I. II. Eelative number of

P
a 6

47-10 47-07 47-09 P -664

Al,O
a

33-20 33-22 Al -646

Li
s
O 7'93 7-90 7-92 Li -528

)

NaO 3*48 Na -112 }
-649

CaO -25 •24 Ca -009
)

H
2

225 2-29 OH -252
\ ^ 7K

F 10-00 9-86 9-93 F -523 \
77&

equivalent of F 4-02

100-13

Maine.III. Auburn G.= 3'059.

I. II. Mean. Eelative number of

P
3 B

48-56

AI.O, 33-67

48-40 48*48 P -683

33-90 33-78 Al "656

Li
a
O 9-49 9'42 9-46 Li "630 )

.662
Na -96

H
a
6 3-61

1-02 •99 Na -032 f

b^
3-52 3-57 OH S9G\.»o2

F 6-26 6-15 6-20

102-48

F -326 \
7

O equivalent of F _£SI

IV Hebron 2ne, variety A.
Eelative number of

P.O. By difference [45 •53] P '682 1

Alt) 34-12 Al -662

Li,0 9-54

SUE}™NaO
H

a
6

F
•44

)24 rz\™*
This sample was accidentally lost before a phosphoric a^

determination was made. It is inserted because it is regarded

as a good analysis and it varies somewhat from the other sam-

ple from Hebron which was obtained to replace it.
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V. Paris, Maine.

I. n. Mean
P.O. 48-28 48-35 48-3

nLo
k

2
6

P -680

Al -654

Li -654

Na '010

equivalent of F
99-86

VI. Hebron, Maine, variety B. G.=3

P
a 6

47-44 47-44 P -668

3 4-01 33-90 Al -658

lCo
3

.... 9-24 9-24 Li '616

Na,0 .... 66 •66 Na -022

H
s
O 5-00 5-10 5'05 OH '561

F 5-53 5-36 5-45

101-74

F -287

equivalent of F 2-29

~99-45

VII. Branchville, Connecticut. G.=3
I. Mean. Relative nui

P
3 5

48-80 48-80 P -686

Al
a
d

3
31-26 34-26 Al -665

LiO 9-69 9-80 Li -653

£a,0 -15 "24 •19 Na -006

Fe
2 3

-29

Mn
3
O

s
-10

•29 •29

•10 •10

H.O 5-93 5*90 OH -658

F 1-75 1-75

10TT0

F '092

equivalent of E

100-36

Vni. Montebras, France, variety B. G.=

I. Mean. Relative nu

P
a
O

B
48-31

Al
2
6

3
33-73

4^-38 P -681

3:!-.i> 33-55 Al *651

LiO 9-53 Li "634

Na,0 -34

CaO -40

88
•

3

35

Na -010

Ca '010

H
2 6-61 6-61 OH -734

F 1-76 1-74 1-75

100-45

F '092

O equivalent of I •74
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For more easy comparison the ratios from the above analyses

are collected in the following table by themselves, where R
equals Li and Na. i

p Al R (OH,F)

I. Penig, Saxony 1-00 -96 '98 1*16

II. Montebras, France, A 1-00 -97 -98 1-17

II r. Auburn, Maine 1-00 *96 -97 1'06

IV. Hebron, Maine, A 1-00 '97 '95 1-13

V. Paris, Maine 1-00 "96 -97 1*17
;

: .Maine, B 1-00 '98 '95 1'27

VII. Branchville, Conn. 1-00 -97 '90 1-09

VIII. Montebras, France, B 1-00 -96 '96 1*21

It will be seen that all of these approach closely to the ratio

1:1:1:1, hence I propose the formula Ala
P

a 8
+2R (0H >

F
)

- »•} + {&$£# - tbe trae" for "
varieties of this mineral.

DesCloizeaux, from a difference in optical characters made

out by him, has divided the mineral into two species: the

original amblygonite, including I and II in the above list; and

a second species for which he proposed the name montebrasite

(hebronite of von Kobell), including analyses III to Vlll

above. The mineral from Branchville has not been examined

optically and the material is very unfavorable for such an

examination. Owing to the close identity in chemical compo-

sition it seems that a slight variation in optical properties is

hardly sufficient ground for dividing the mineral into two

species, but on the contrary I think that the old name ambly-

gonite should be retained, and that all varieties should he

included by it.

It will be seen in comparing the above ratios that in every

case the ratio of P to (OH, F) is in excess of that of the Al to

It. Two theories suggest themselves to account for this, toe

first of which seems the most plausible. First : mo-'
which are ordinarily regarded as anhydrous contain a smau

amount of water, which is not calculated in the ratios, ana

which is not regarded as essential to the composition. Now

'

these minerals contain a small quantity of such accident

water, it will bring up the ratios very considerably, owing °

the small molecular weight of water, and if the slight variation

between P, Al and R be regarded as due to error of analysis tne

excess of (OH, F) would be easily accounted for. Second: u

we regard the difference between P, Al and R as not due w
error of analysis, and the fact that the variation in all 10

constant suggests this, and regard enough of the water basic
s

s

that when added to the Al and R it will make the ratio wita r
_

equal 1:1:

1

?
then the ratio of (OH, F) will be: Penig, H»i
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Montebras, A, 1-06: Auburn, 0*91; Hebron, A, 099; Paris, 1 -02;

Hebron, B, 1-18 ; Branchville, 0"97; Montebras, B, 1-05. This
relation seems rather striking, and although it is not as simple
as we should like to have it, or perhaps as plausible as the first

theory, jet it may possibly be the correct one. Whichever of

is accepted, it will not materially alter the

formula above made out for the minerals, the variation from
which is too slight and not constant enough to be expressed by
any different formula. It will be seen from analyses I and II

that water is found in the Penig and Montebras varieties which
have been regarded as anhydrous by some analysts. This may
have been overlooked, and it is worth noting that in Plattner's

Blowpipe A it is made, of the Penig mineral,

that water is expelled by heating in a closed tube. It will also

be seen that these analyses differ from the older ones in that

they are lower in alumina and higher in alkalies. I have
thought it best to give my method of analysis in full, which
may account for some of the variations.

Method of Analysis.

Water was determined by ignition with oxide of lead in a

porcelain crucible; it is completely driven off only by strong

ignition, and it was found necessary to fuse the contents of the

crucible over the blast lamp before constant results could be
obtained. Fluorine was determined by decomposing a mixture
of the mineral and powdered quartz with sulphuric acid, con-
v< tino the silicon flu >ride formed into hydrofluosiii

ting the hydrofluosilicic acid with potassium chloride

ting the liberated hydrochloric acid with a standard
alkali solution.* The varieties from Penig and Montebras are

decomposed only by prolonged action of sulphuric acid. Phos-
phoric acid was determined by fusing the mineral with sodium
carbonate, boiling out the fused mass with water an

-

precipitatiti j
I
uion and then proceeding in the

usual way.
To determine the bases, one gram was weighed into a large

platinum crucible, mixed into a paste with from two to three

cubic centimeters of sulphuric acid, and heated, with the cruci-

ble covered, over a low gas flame till not over a cubic centime-
ter of sulphuric acid remained. The contents of the crucible

were then i: : id treated

with a quantity of strong hydrochloric acid; after heating and

ting 'a clear solution was obtained. The excess of

acid being removed by evaporation, the contents of the dish
were rinsed into a beaker, filtered where necessary, the

, yol. i, No. l.
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undissolved portion after incinerating the filter paper was

treated with hydrofluoric acid, then with a drop of sulphuric

acid ; the hydrofluoric acid expelled by evaporation and the

solution added to the other solution of the bases. To obtain

the bases as chlorides the sulphuric acid was precipitated from

the solution with barium chloride, and the barium sulphate

filtered off. The solution was then heated to boiling and a hot

solution of barium hydroxide added ; this precipitated all the

phosphoric acid and part of the alumina. The solution con-

tained all the lithia and most of the alumina which went into

solution in the excess of barium hydroxide. After

and washing the precipitate it was dissolved in hydrochloric
1

'e excess expelled by evaporation; the residue taken

few drops of hydrochloric acid and water and poured

ot into a boiling solution of sodium hydroxide and a

iitue oarium hydroxide in a platinum dish ; this again precipi-

tated all the phosphoric acid while the alumina went into solu-

tion in the alkaline hydroxides. After filtering, the filtrate was

acidified with hydrochloric acid, the barium precipitated with

sulphuric acid, and the alumina precipitated with ammonia.

The alumina found at this point amounted usually to about

one-half per cent. The insoluble barium phosphate containing

also traces of iron, manganese, and calcium was dissolved in

hydrochloric acid, the barium precipitated with sulphuric acid,

filtered and the filtrate made alkaline with ammonia; this pre-

cipitated any iron, manganese or calcium as phosphate which

was filtered off and examined separately. It was intended at

this point to determine the phosphoric acid by direct precipita-

tion with magnesia mixture, but the results coming out too low

an examination of all the barium sulphate precipitates showed

that a quantity of the phosphoric acid had been precipitated

along with the barium sulphate. The first filtrate from the

barium hydroxide precipitate contained, free from phosphoric

acid, all the lithia, the larger part of the alumina, and the

excess of barium. It was heated to boiling and ammonium
carbonate added ; this precipitated the barium and aluminium

and left the lithia in solution. The precipitate was washed

first by decantation, then with hot water on the filter pump ;
»

was not considered free from lithia, however, as it is practically

impossible to wash a large barium carbonate precipitate tree

from lithia. The filtrate was evaporated to dryness, the ammo-
nia salts expelled by ignition, traces of barium separated a sec-

ond or third time when necessarv, evaporated to dryness

iiia separated from soda and potash by means 01

absolute alcohol and ether, the lithia weighed as sulphate ana

the soda and potash as chlorides. The chlorides were tested

carefully for potash by evaporating with excess of platinum
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chloride and taking up in alcohol. The precipitate produced
by ammonium carbonate was dissolved in hydrochloric acid,

the barium precipitated with sulphuric acid, filtered and alum-
ina precipitated in the filtrate with ammonia, the precipitate

was washed with hot water, ignited finally over the blast lamp
to expel sulphuric acid and weighed as oxide. Tl <

from the alumina was regarded as containing a trace of lithia

which had been retained by the barium carbonate precipitate,

it was evaporated to dryness, the ammonia salts expelled by
ignition, taken up in water, filtered into a weighed crucible,

evaporated to dryness and weighed, the lithia found amounted
to from one-quarter to one per cent
The solutions were kept as far as possible from all contact

with glass, the evaporations being carried on in large platinum
dishes. The reagents were carefully selected and purified.

Sodium hydroxide free from aluminium and silica was obtained,
prepared from metallic sodium. Owing to the limited amount
of material from Peuig only three-quarters of a gram was used
in the determinations, and duplicates of the water and fluorine

determination were not obtained. For the occurrence and
associations of amblygonite at Branchville, Connecticut, see the
papers by Messrs. Brush and Dana.*

In closing I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Pro-
fessor Geo. J. Brush, who has most liberally furnished me with
the material needed for this e

Sheffield Laboratory, June 18, 1

Abt. XL.—On the Superposition of Glacial Drift upon Resid-

uary Clays ; by W. J. McGee.

xposed in a cut on

.., „ -nile north of Delaware,
Delaware County, Iowa No. 1 is glacial drift, somewhat light
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tion of the State. A few fragments of chert from the under-
lying Niagara Limestone are scattered through the deposit.
Its thickness in this section varies from one to three feet, but
in the southeasterly end of the same cut it is considerably
thicker. No. 2 is red clay with nodules of chert, but without
sand or erratics. In no respect is it distinguishable from the
residuary clays of the Wisconsin driftless region fifty miles to
the eastward. Three unusually regular and uniform layers of

chert are exposed, yet remaining in situ through the greater
part of the length of the cut. They are represented at a, b, and
c. To the northwesterly end of the cut, however, thev are con-
torted as represented, evidently by glacial action. St 'i

contortion is exhibited in the lines of original str
which can occasionally be detected in the enveloping clay.

These contortions must have strongly disturbed and c
nit surfaces; but all trace of this was subsequently

removed by the glacier.

Though these members are so diverse in character, there is

no well-defined plane of contact between them, nor is the surface
°f
m°'

2
-

in a
?-y Place >

so far as observed, smoothed or striated.

The direction of glacial motion here, as determined by the

position of neighboring asar, was S. 50° or 55° E. The elevation
of the section is 540 feet above the Mississippi at Dubuque.

Several analogous sections have been exposed in e:

wells two miles north of Farley, Dubuque County, Iowa, and
in a cut on the Dubuque & Southwestern Eailroad, half a mile
southwest of the same place. Here, however, the drift is

thicker and more compact than in the Delaware sec
contains a greater number of erratics

; and many siliciried Ni-

rila are found in the res roe and im-

bedded in the nodules of chert. Aside from the thickness of

the overlying beds of glacial drift we have here no positive

evidence, such as is afforded by the Delaware section, that the

clay may not have been formed since the glacial

period. Its surface has not been found to be either smoothed
or furrowed.

Near Eockford, Floyd County, Iowa, there is an extensive
exposure of the upper beds of the Hamilton Limestone and

lere consisting of stiff blue and buff clavs. It is the

opinion of Prof. Calvin, of the Iowa State University, who has

studied the formation at many exposures, that these clavs were
never much more firmly indurated than at present.A section here exposed is as follows :—

1. Drift, with large bowlders, 1 to 4 feet.
2. Clays of the Hamilton shales, about 50 feet.

;he Eockford stales. For the relations of the fornw-

-. see Prof. S. Calvin's
]

in Bull Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr.,



sr part of the State. It is this later drift which overlie

;siduary and sedimentary clays in every instance,

e conclusions which a study of these and similar section

to justif

(and, by i
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The ice here moved S. 20° or 30° E., and must have been of

immense thickness, as attested by the presence of northern
bowlders 20 to 40 feet in diameter within a few miles to the

leeward
;
yet the subjacent clays were not seriously disturbed,

as evidenced by numerous absolutely perfect fossil Devonian
brachiopods in the clay. The ice, too, must have ascended
obliquely the steep slope of the bluff. A ground and striated

specimen of Orthis Vanuxemi, and an 0. Iowensis with a
smoothed plane surface on the dorsal valve picked up from the
talus at the base of the section, would indicate that the surface

of the clays might exhibit glaciation on fresh exposure. At
the time of examination the section was much weathered.

In none of these sections, nor in any of the many others

igirt be given, did space permit, are the pre-glacial

clays more compact than is the lower till or blue clay found
immediately below the latest formed glacial drift

ate. It is this later df
nentary clays in every

ch a study of these an

ustify may be briefly stated: (1) That residuary

r inference, other clays of equal compactness) were
passed over by a thick ice-sheet (a) in some instances without
removal or even serious disturbance, while (b) in other cases
they were removed, or contorted and broken up, just as the
lower till and associated deposits have been found to be on
both sides of the Atlantic ;* and (2) that the plane of contact
between glacial drift and subjacent beds of residuary clay (and,
by inference, other clays of similar consistency) is not necessa-

ly defined—the materials so intermingling as to form
a thin intermediate stratum of composite character. Analogy
with the many recorded instances in which the upper surface
of the lower till is scored and smoothedf and with the " striated

pavements " of Hugh Miller, would, however, seem to justify the

assumption that residuary clays may sometimes be smoothed
and furrowed.

nt'a Elements,"

GeoL Lake E

......
*

P- 129. The last : y Croll, loc. cit., p. 256.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Theory of Fractional Distillation.—Thorpe has
given a striking instance of the general law announced by Wank-
lyn and confirmed by Carey Lea and Berthelot, that when two
liquids of different boiling points are mixed together in equal
quantities by weight, and subjected to distillation, the quantity of
each constituent in the distillate is proportional to the product of
its vapor-density and vapor-tension at the temperature of ebulli-
tion of the mixture ; and hence that when the vapor-tensions of
the two liquids are inversely proportional to their vapor
the liquid will distill unchanged. Berthelot, for example, observed
that a mixture of 90*9 parts carbon disulphide, boiling at 46'6°,

vapor-density 38, and 9-1 parts ethyl alcohol boiling at 78-4, vapor-
density 23, behaved on distillation like a homogeneous liquid;
the ratios obtained by multiplying the vapor-tensions ai
ties being 88-5 and 115. Thorpe's results were obtained with a
mixture of equal volumes carbon tetrachloride, boiling point 76 6°,

vapor-density 76-7, and methyl alcohol, boiling point 65-2°, vapor-
density 15-97; and he noticed that 46-5 percent of the whole
boiled constantly between 55-6° and 55-9*, or nearly 10° lower
than the boiling point of the most volatile constituent. By vapor
density determinations, the composition of the mixture by weight
was found to be 78-1 CC1

4
and 21-9 CH

4 ; a ratio almost identical
with that obtained by multiplying the vapor-tensions of the two
liquids at the temperature of the boiling point of the fractions
(55- 7°) by their respective vapor densities. Hence a mixture of 1

part methyl alcohol and 3-6 parts carbon tetrachloride, boils like
- homogeneous liquid at about 10° lower than the boiling point
of the methyl alcohol, the more volatile of the two liquids. On
continuing the distillation of the liquid remaining in the flask, the
several fractions gave numbers showing clearly that the CC1

4,

although having the higher boiling point, passed over in largest
quantity in the first fractions, the quantity of pure methyl alcohol

three barometer tubes over mercurj, a few drops of methyl alco-

nol be put, an equal quantity of carbon tetrachloride being placed
in the second, and a mixture of the two in the proportion of 3 c.c.

of CH
4 and 5 c.c. of CC1

4
in the third. In the first tube the mer-

cury will be depressed about i

while in the third the depressi.
xxxv, 544, Aug. 1879.

TO-5'i°^i^ Solidifying point of Bromine.-because of the
widely differing values given for the point at which bromine sohd-
ines, Philipp, at the suggestion of Rammelsberg, has under-
taken to redetermine it. In order to purify the bromine, it was
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dissolved in caustic baryta w
converted into bromide by ign
ric acid and potassium dichromate. The distillate was washed
and dried; •; part by agitation with concentrated sulphuric acid

and distillation and a part by distillation rro;:i calcium chloride.

Thus purified, the bromine solidified between —7*2° and -7 -3°,

phenomena of surfusion not being noticed. This result corresponds
with that obtained by Regnault - 7*32°. The non-purified bro-

mine solidified at -9° to -10°. To test the influence of foreign

'he author made dir > e\i .-'",: nt~ and found that

q1 of iodine did oo1 mat i ia 11 y raise the solidifying

point, 3 or 4 per cent of chlorine lowered it even to —15°. Solid

bromine has a brown color and a conchoidal fracture; though
after exposure to the air, it takes a gray col

iodine, and appears crystalline.

—

Ber. Berl. Chem. G-Va\, xii, 1424,

July, 1879. G. F. b.

3. On the Thermic formation of Hydrogen silicide and of
-:.-.

ling the formation of hydrogen silicide and of

ethyl silicate. Tin- hydrog< n <dli.-id« wa- nivpaY- 1 hy the action
of sodium on tribasic siliciformic ether, and was free from hydro-
gen. It was burned with oxygen in the small glass chamber of a
water caloii spark. The
quantity of gas used was determined from the increa-
of the chamber and of a tared eduction tube filled with I

of pumice moistened with sulphuric acid. In this way the heat of

combustion of one equivalent of SiH
4
was found to be 324*3 calo-

ries. From this, since Si (cryst.) +04
= +211*1 cal. and 4(H+0)

= +138 cal., SiH
4
+O

s
= +324 '3 cal - as above

:
we have Si+H4

= +24*8 calories/ Hence It; uniting SI and H
4
evolve 24*8 calo-

ries, a number very near that which the formation of marsh gas

gives, +22.
The heat of formation of silicic ether was determined in two

^ays: first, analytically, by decomposing it by means of a large

silicic acid and alcohol, at the ordii

temperature; and'seeond, synthetically, by forming it dir

the action of silicium chloride upon absolute alcohol. The former

1 Subi . tino- fi ' is t "c heat corresponding to the solution

of the alcohol in water, there is left -11-44
of formation of silicic ether. The

; that the

heat evolved when one equivalent silicon tetrachloride a--t. d u

26 equivalents of alcohol was 42*3 calories at 10°. Making the

necessary corrections, the heat oi ether ob-

•e with the

number obt -11-44. Referred to

equivalent oi four, it becomes -2'9.—BuO, Soc
Mim.

t
II, xxxii, 116, 118, Aug., 1879. a. F. b.

Am. Joub. 8ci.-Thikd Series, Vol. XVIH, No. 106.-Oct., 1879.
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4. On Organic Ultramarines.—DeForck
producing ining ethyl. Though Unger first

dug halt* of the sodium in ultramarine by silver,

!I umami first produced an ultramarine in which this replacement

was complete. This yellow silver-ultramarine served as the start-

v researches. When heated, dry, with a

c chloride, silver chloride and a new ultra-

marine result. Silver ultramarine was prepared by heating in

scaled tubes for 15 to 16 hours, four or five grams of blue ultra-

uinrine and 8 or 10 grams silver nitrate in concentrated solution.

which contains 46 to 47 per cent of silver, and has all the prop
erties of an ultramarine. From it the blue ultramarine may be

ed either by heating with a strong solution of sodium

chloride for twenty-five hours, the reaction being then limited by

the inverse one ; or by heating the two without water to a high

temperature, in which case the conversion is complete. If other

chlorides be used in place of sodium chloride, a series of

tnes is obtained containing the metal used in place of the

silver, there being a definite temperatu
formation is a maximum. The potassiur
rines are greenish blue, that of lithium is blue, of barium yelJow-

ish-brown, of zinc violet, of magnesium gray, etc. Men
ride gives a gray mercury-ultramarine when heated din
the blue sodium ultramarine. Heated with ethyl iodide in a sealed

tube to 180° for from fifty to sixty hours, and repeating the ope-

ration several times, silver ultramarine is decomposed, yielding a

clear gray powder with a reddish cast, which even at 100° evolves

ide. It, however, this powder be intimate.

v.xx chloride before heating it, only a trifling evolution

of ethyl sulphide takes place, and the mixture becomes blue owing

to the regeneration of sodium ultramarine. The reaction is com-

fche temperature at which the sodium chloride melts, the

ethyl being evolved as chloride. That the gray pdwdei
contained ethyl was proved by heating a gram of it to redness in

a tube through which an inert gas passed, the products
!

tooted in a solution ,

fog the gray

powder to be a true ethyl ultramarine. Similar compon
with allyl, amyl and benzyl, and with the compound

ammoniums.—Ann. Chim. Phys., V, xvii, 559, Aug., 1879.

one of Kekule in relation to benzene, which supposes that its six

carbon atoms form a closed ring. Since the few syntl
ods, by which this ring has until now been formed, do :
between this and the so-called prismatic arrangement 1

1

zene nuclei- -ought for and discover,
synthesis of the benzene ring which strongly confirms the hypotn-
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tly as monobasic acids yield common ketones,

so the diabasic acids should give double ketones having the car-

bon atoms in a ring form. Thus from succinic acid, di ethylene-

di-ketone is formed

:

^COOH HOOCT „C(\
XCH

3
R,C X X CH

2M V™ *.K y^+{C0X
vCOOH HOOCX x CO/

4-(U
a
O)

s
. The potassium, sodium, magnesium, calcium and lead

salts of succinic acid \v« iv sui mitted t<> distillation under various

conditions. A dark colored oil in greater or less quantity was
always obtained, having a ketonedike odor, but from which no
fractions of exact boiling point were obtainable. By distilling

the fraction boiling between 160° and 250° with zinc dust, consid-

erable benzene was obtained. Moreover hydroquinone was con-

tained in the wash waters of the crude oily distillate. Since the
above di-ketone yields both these bodies readily, C

8
H

fi 2
=C

e
H

6 2

+ H, and C
6
H

9 1
+Zn

s
=C

6
H

B
+(ZnO)

a
+H

2,
it may be J

as proved that the benzene nucleus has the constitution assigned
to it by Kekule. Moreover this experiment fixes byd
m a para-compound and establishes the quinones as double
ketones.—J. pr. Ch., II, xx, 205, Aug., 1879. g. f. b.

6. On the Sulpho-ethers of the Polyatomic Alcohols and the

Carbohydrates.—Claesson showed, a short time ago, that chlor-

sulphuric acid, SO
a

-j ™ , acted on the monatomic alcohols to

form mono- or di-sulphuric ethers. He has now extended the reac-

tion to the polyatomic alcohols and has obtained from glycol,

ethylene disulphate, from glycerin, glyceryl trisulphate, from
erythrite and mannite, tetra- and hexa-sulphates respectively, and
from dulcit. . The carbohydrates of the glu-

cose group give by this treatment, isomeric compounds probably

monochlor-tetrasulphates. At least this is the case with dextrose

- rystallizable and has the composition v II

OSO
a
OH . (CHOSO

a
OH)

3
. C HC1 . CHO. Cane sugar, starch, etc.,

are first inverted and then the above compounds are formed.
These polysulphates of the optically active alcohols and carbohy-
drates have an increased rotatory power to the right. Milk sugar
gives dextrose and galactose.—J. pr. Ch., II, xx, 1, Aug., 1879.

*. On the Conversion of Aurin into Trimethyl-par

'';'•-•— L) a i.i-: and s> hoki.kmmhu, by acting on aurin w.

nia, have sought to obi
substance and para-rosaniline. As ammonia gave so much trouble,

they tried methylamine and found that in aqueous solution, this

base acts readily on aurin at 125° and transforms it almost
entirely into a purple body, possessing all the properties of a tri-

^ -.,.-f,. --.-.
:

r .
:

:-'

into purple
coloring matters.—J. Chem. tioc, xxxv, 562, Aug., 1879.
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8. An Induction Balance.—Professor J. E. Hughes has lately

devised an instrument which promises to be of great use in deter-

mining the amount of the constituents of alloys. It is based upon

the principle that the induced current in a secondary coil depends

croon the character and amount of metal which forms the core of

the primary. A portiou of the apparatus Professor Hughes calls

sterj this consists merely of two primary coils whict aw
placed with opposing poles about a meter apart on a divided

scale. Between them slips a secondary coil which is connected

with a telephone. If the primary coils are exactly equal, and are

traversed by the same electric current, one will hear no sound

when the secondary coil is exactly between the primary coils.

This point of balance is called the zero of the sonometer. The

circuit running through the primary coils is provided with -

microphone, and a clock ticking upon the support of the micro-

phone supplies the necessary change of resistance in

circuit If the equality of the sides of the sonometer is disturbed

by the introduction of metals on one side or the other, tbe tele-

the inequality and the secondary coil has to be

2 primary coil than another. The number of

I a relative measure of the difference of the

•erne sensitiveness of this balance is shown by

I experiments. It is also of use as a coin detector—any

difference in the quantity or quality of the metal being

by different alloys, and shows that the balance <

quantities of metals in the composition of alloys than the methods

hitherto used. He suggests also " that the balance may afford a

simple means of detecting variations in the molecular structure

of alloys and for detecting allotropy in metals with grei

racy than has hitherto been possible."—Phil. Mag., July, 1879,

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Notice of Volcanic Phenomena and Earthquakes durfoS

1878.—The statistical review of these phenomena recently pub-

lished by Professor C. W. C. Fuchs shows the unusually large

number of twelve eruptions during the year; most of which

occurred in remote localities and from little known volcanoes.

In Vesuvius there was but slight activity, with a small flow ol

lava in September and November. On January 10, smoke was

seen from two hitherto unknown volcanoes at the southern point

"f South America. On the same day a great eruption occurred

in the island of Tanna, one of the New Hebrides, followed by a

second outbreak on February 4. Simultaneously yet another

eruption occurred in the island of Birar
Britain, Another eruption took place in February from the

Isluga in South America (Sat. 19 10' S.), wU
villages were destroyed by the lava streams and accompanying
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earthquake. Other eruptions were from Mount Hecla (March),
from the Asamayama in Japan, from Cotopaxi (October), from
the Tepaco, the Sitna, and the Isalco in San Salvador, from the
volcanoes of the Aleutian Islands and in the Society Islands.
Dr. Fuchs also records the great mud eruption near Paterno in
Sicily, which began on Dec. 10, and still continued at the end oi'

the year.

The number of earthquakes reported during 1 878 amounts to
103. But among these are many complete earthquake periods
during which the shocks continued with short intervals for hours,
days or even weeks in the same locality. If every shock were
counted the total would be many times greater.
The earthquakes were most frequent in winter and autumn—

thirty-nine occurring in winter, twenty-six in autumn, and nine-
teen each in summer and spring. The most violent and dest rocta\ e
earthquakes occurred on January 23 in Peru and Bolivia, and on
October 2 in San Salvador. (Also on April 12 in Venezuela.
This Journal, Feb., 1879, pp. 158, 159, 161.) Of European earth-
quakes the following deserve notice. On January 28, about noon
an earthquake occurred in the northwestern part of France and
the south of England, parti' ularl\ di>ti < t in NV.rinandv. Repeated
shocks were felt in northwestern Switzerland and the southwest
corner of the Black Forest on January 16, 17 and March 29.
Other instances of repeated earti tck (Jan. 3,

JO, 11, Feb. 2, Aug. 9), Gross Geran (Jan. 2, March 25), Lisbon
(Jan. 26, 27, June 8), Constantinople and vicinity (April 10 to
end of May). Less remarkable for its violence than for its extent
was the Low-Rhenish earthquake of Aug. 26. The observations

§e were unusually exact and numerous, which gives addi-

a. m., and was best observed in

Cologne. Here it consisted of an undulatory rising and sinking

increased in intensity to an alarming extent
On the cathedral tower the smaller bell struck several times, and
1,1 -"-I »y plaees the houses showed cracks. At the end of the
oscillations a dull subterranean noise was heard, and a second
shock was observed by many persons. At other places the phe-
nomena were similar. The area affected by the first shock may
have measured over 2000 geographical square miles, as its outlines
^ay be indit -berg and Hanover on the north,
'ffenbach on the Main and .Michelstadt in the Odenwald on the

. Strasburg, Paris and Charelville in the south, Liege
a"d Brussels in the west, and Hrecht in the northwest.
From collating the most reliable observations of time Professor

Klinkerfues infers that the velocity of the earthquake in the
ground was 6*78 geographical miles per second, and that its origin
was between 6-3 and 8*7 miles below the surface.

It is remarkable that the phenomenon was only noticed at the
surface and was more ii observer was above

_ at a depth of 300 meters did not

":•:','
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to some recent earth-

ivhich, though quite severe

} below.— Condensedfrom
Nature, Aug. 14, 1879. c. g. r.

2. The Geology of the Diamantiferous Region of the Province

<>/ P,fr<in<i, limzil; by Orviixe A. Derby, M.S. (Proc. Amer-

ican Phil. Soc, May 16, 1879.)—This paper records the results of

a recent trip by Mr. Derby, to the Province of Parana, in contin-

uation of the labors of the late Geological (

region ; and it also gives us for the first time an accurate idea *>*

tin ri'Ianmi- i.f tin.- h.-j...>it- •[ c\!im;i. - lit 1 - ni i'razil to those

of the other parts of the Empire. The Province of Parana, one of

the more southern ones of Brazil, lies between 1

San Paulo aa.l Santa Cutharina, and reaches from the* Atlantic r

the Rio Parana. In its topographical and geological features h

resembles, to a certain extent, the two provinces which border it

on the north and south. The coast range of mountains, or Serra

do Mar. traverses it in a north-sort g along the

coast a low belt, from ten to twenty miles broad. The remainder

of the province is. strictly -peaking, a plateau, from 800 to 1000

: but Mr. Derby divided the entire province into two

distinct topographical regions, a mountainous region, bordering

the coast and extending inland about 100 miles, and a plateau

region, occupying the central and western parts of the province.

The first region is entirely composed of metamorphic rocks, highly

incline,! ami with a ir.-noral si rike east-northeast. These, in the

coast belt, and in the Serra do Mar proper, are most
ises, representing the Archean of Rio de Janeiro ana

northern Brazil; but further west they consist principally of met-

unit q-hie schi>K <pm,tziteN marbles, etc., and represent the

l.nwer Silurian or Cambrian of Bahia, Minas Geraes and northern

Brazil. A second geological province extends from the metamor-
phic westward, a hundred miles or more, forming the far-famed

"Campos Geraes," and made up of shales and coarse and fine

s-andstones. In the shales of tins sri ,nv at 1'onta Gro^sa, wer<-

"'''. -:.':
.

•
.

;..,
_ : .

:... p:-

the Amazonas. Other

fossils were also obtained. The entire western part of the prov-

ince is apparently formed of a heavy bed or series of beds of trap,

-rone, which,

m turn, overlies the shales and sandstones of the second region.

of the third region resemble in a striking manner the

_ .alley of the river

Tibagy, and more ran
*~»J or Devonian area, above defined. The observations made

prove that the sand and gravel containing the diamonds

irived from t> -tones, which

viously obtained their material from the lower-lying meta-
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morphic series. The gems are found in the sand- of the river, and
in more elevated gravel banks, called "drv washings." K. K.

•3. Serpentine Marble.—A beautiful variety of mottled serpen-
tine marble is worked at a point on IJn.a'd Creek in [Iarfi.nl

lands of the Havre Iron Co., Ma: '

that there are three beds of serpentine, associated '

;her magnesian rocks in the i

The chief bed is about 50
i outcrop for about 1500 feet.

»f serpen tin

and other magnesian rocks in the mica schist forma
chief bed is about -500 feet thick,

4. The Gym )!•*.. r. y <>f <'»iiferce; by
A paper in Flora for Juiie, 1870, Xos. 17 and 18.—Celakovsky,
who takes a high position as a morphological botanist, mentions
that in the year 1874 he published in FIw an article opposing
gymnospermy. He now announces that he has changed his opin-

ion, having satisfied himself of the truth of this doctrine. The
on version was a monstrosity of the Norway Spruce cone,

from which Stengel made out the now accepted morphol-
ogy of the cone, and the same monstrosity as that which Braun
>tndied in the Larch, deducing from it "the accepted doctrine
- ' y years ago. The essential point in this monstrosity is that

the bracts of the abnormal catkin develop into leaves, and the
carpellary scale before it into a pair of leaves transverse to the
>

-

:

. The abietinous carpel consists of these two leaves united
by their posterior edges (i. e., those next the axis of the cone) into
a scale, the back of which therefore faces the axis of the cone, and
bears the ovules. The lower part of these catkins is usually normal,
;' '' :ip< v by

j
:• lifieation is gradually transformed in the manner

ifleci, and becomes a leafy branch. Dr. Engelmann, in

ia Journal, three count of an
analogous monstrosity in the Hemlock Spruce, but in which the

::t the base of the cone, the lower bract- leaf-

:. piir..' ! ms in ::.•
; axil, the following bracts

IMR and « es in their axil were

scale with a cleft or notched apex,
then an emir : a normal bract.

Celakovsky, having now seen the Spruce monstrosity for him-
self, adopts the inevitable conclusion, and applies it well to the
settling of the question of gvmnospermv. He declares that the
dorsal origin of the ovules of the Abietinese proves that it is no

- "luction, and thus the main support of those who take
the ovule for a simplified female fie '• More-
over, the ovules of Conifera- in retrograde metamorphosis never
change into shoots, but simply disappear. If

f>e expected sometimes to become foliaceous branchlets. So ( ela-

kovsky regards it as demonstrated that they are outgrowths from
the dorsal face of the lea ri and indusia of Ferns.
He cites the indusium of Hymem etive anal-
ogue, only it is marginal; that of Davalia is somewhat dorsal ; that

• wholly so and yet cup-shaped. He goes on to say that
the gymnospermy of Abietinece being thus proved, that of the rest
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of Coniferce follows of course; that Braun has seen sinv!
'

leca, in which the carpel-scale waa

r placed by a bud; that, although the carpel-scale in Ahktiut>i,

consists of two leaves, the bud may in other cases develope more

than two leaves, so that the lobed scale of Cr>ji>touui'h; may he

composed of as many leaves as there are lobes. Moreover, although

the ovules in Abietinece originate from the scale, the greater pan

of the scale is developed after the formation of the ovules: and in

<'>ij>.-..»*u8 the scale is developed even as late as the following

the autumn. However

the case may be disguised, Celakovsky asserts his firm c<

nly be developed as depending on a carpel,

s represents the macrosporangium of vas-

cular Cryptogams. He adds that this is the logical consequence
nd, 2d, that its nucleus re -porangium <

of the theory of descent, and must be true if the doctrine of the

genetic connection of the vegetable world is true. He considers

that Van Tieghem and Strassburger have proved the seemingly

ftle of CujyressinecB and Taxodinece to be composed of

bract and carpel-scale united [which indeed is evident in Taxo-

dinece], and .' mied this by the study of prolif-

erous cones. As to the development of ovules earlier than the

carpels they belong to, this is said to have been observed in some

Angiosperms also, as in t m uta, i;. wUeh at first four naked ovules

appear. The anatomical organogenist may argue from this that

Lent productions, but Celakovsky

insists that he will argue wrongly.
This brings our author to the consideration of the sfcr

Taxinece. This is environed with difficulties, and ex]

only conjectural. Here the disc, arillus, cupula, or whatever it

be called, makes its appearance where no trace of carpellary scale

is to be seen. CVmkoW,- ; ; ..-di..-> to the view that this organ,

< < -in'rinu in v.h; lever form, is most probably the carpel-:

it-elf. very tardily de\ t iuped. I < (- is homol-

ogous with that of Ta.rus. but oblique.
* Ctphalotaxus has no scale

and no cupule, but seems to correspond with Cuprem
shows at maturity a small flattened rudiment betwee.
ovules, which is pn babl\ a rudimental - .

the most puzzling; yet it seems probable that the bi>.\

the abietineous carpel-scale, the pedu
I t Da it- elongated base. The cupule of Taxus may ]

re than one carpel, ine

apparently terminal ovule of 7ust<* and 7'>rn-yu In- •

y to one of the uppermost subtending bract-
he will not concede that the ovule can be wholly desti

carpellary organ. Yet he might do so, in one sense

;

carpel may
; yery impe fectly <

it may sometimes not visil v A] pe , at all, and so the phyllome

be reduced to the ovular outgrowth.
a

Finally, Celakovsky notes, that if the ovule of 1

from the dorsal but from the ventral face, L e. from the upper siae
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of the leaf; which would distinguish Taxinece from all true
Con/fern,—a view which would not be destitute of important
support. For both Braun and Mohl have seen apparently

- scales in some Abiethufe. In a monstrous Larch-
|"i< Dt. a mou ir ear> >ellary scales with normally dorsal ovules, Braun
found one with ovules on the opposite face; and Mohl describes
and figures an androgynous inflorescence of White Spruce, with
pollen-sacs on the outer face, and on the other a pair of knobs

on their form and position might be taken for imper-
fectly developed ovules. But this latter case seems most am-
biguous. If it was in a male catkin, the upper part of which bad
become female by the development of carpel-scales in the axil of
stamens partially transformed into bracts (which is the case we
have^ before us in a monstrosity of Hemlock Spruce), then the

rogynous scale in question may have been the normal

it and connate with it.

The androgynous spike of Hemlock Spruce before us is below
normally staminate; above some anthers are slightly scarious-

t one side of the projecting tip, another has this wing
developed into a bract-like body on the whole of one side; next

bract with a single small pollen-sac on one side of its

back and in its axil a well-formed and biovulate carpel-scale.

5. Contributions to American Botany, IX; by Sebexo Wat-
son. From Proceedings of American Academy of Arts and
sciences, vol. xiv, July, 1879, p. 213 to 303, and an index.—Mr.

in preparing the Monocotyledone® for the Botany of
California, came upon the order IMiare", which is well repre-
sented in Pacific North America ; and he had to consider how
the genera and higher groups should be disposed. This led to
a wide study of the order and a strict scrutiny of the A
species; and the present " Revision of the North A Ulrica,, Lili-

o; >ying the greater part of the "Contribution" before
Qs, is the result. It is generally agreed that this order is to have
«->o wiue extension which was given to it by the present wruer *

dozen and more years ago; and the proper collocation of its

diversified forms, with interlaced affinities, has been a problem of
do small ,!!. r> in England, has att<

'

task for the order generally, and has sedulously elaborated some
:th American, but"more of the Old World and

American, genera and tribes. His arrangement and hifl

atic views are in many respects satisfactory, in some unsatisfac-
tory as reg] toon has the
latter primarily in view, but still has to adjust the American
genera into the general system. The arrangement he has planned

f three series, the first of which parts into two
aod includes sixteen tribes, some of them divided into subtribes.
-ibe great endeavor has evidently been to make natural groups—
and this endeavor has been really successful. The next thing is

to assign characters, and here comes the difficulty. Absolute
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characters of the leading groups are not to be had, even when
North American forms only are considered. Those wh
they could do better than Mr. Watson has done should make
trial before they criticise. The character of tli pericarp, whetl r

baccate or capsular, the nature of the stock, whether bulbous,

tuberous or rhizomatous, the nature of the seed-coat, the iut! t ••-

eence, direction of anthers, union or separation of styles, are nil

good characters to a certain < Ornish unex-

ceptionable marks to • _r< ups wh a a&txa I

associations are sought. It is not easy to ascertain what diag-

nostic characters in this monograph are most to be trusted. But

the nature of the bra \ scarious, on the other

foliaceous or none) takes the lead in the first two series, and is fol-

lowed by the persistence or deciduousness of the perianth, the

insertion' of the stamens whether on the perianth or at its base,

the dehiscence of capsule,—all matters of little physio!

portance, but for that reason perhaps surer guides to affi

the more prominent adaptive characters. However, it may he

said that the first series answers to the Asphodelew, wil

and Hemerocallidece added; the second to the true Lilv
C»>ihtri,.:v and TrUVie" added; the third to Mtbr,r'
the tribe Tofieldiem appended. Thus disposed, it N
judicious to designate the three primary groups as " series, and

not as suborders, and to throw the stress upon the tribes.

The Melanthaceous series, which in our view best divides into

the Colchicere, Veratrem and Tofieldiew—the first not A\.

is here divided into the Veratrem, Helonk" and '

wo we should combine), into the midst of which the lojjel-

Thifl last tribe, which should end
is quite exceptional, and is well composed of TofiehHa, Pleeatm*

Narthedum. Its marks are the equitant le

with parallel cells, and < id He - < U : but *
• 1 rii _

under the remaining character of " styles distinct or none, it

defined as destitute of style, but with " the slightly lobed stigma

sessile upon the attenuated apex of the ovary." This is really

much nearer the fact than would be supposed, as the cells of the

ovary actually do taper up into the subulate style (as it m
always and most naturally been termed), so that in I

capsule the upper tails of the seeds reach up to within a short dis-

tance of the small stigma.
.

,

In a linear order it has not been practicable to appro
Convallariem of the first series wi

,

the seC
?
n

a
-_

The division of Uvularia gives a gratifying opportunity of dedi-

cating a New England genus to the memory of one -

of New England botanists, the late Wm. Oakes {Oat
folia, with its relative of the southern mom
but he would not have relished the dismemberment of tl

genus upon the characters, good as they are,
The formation of the tribe YuecetB, of Yucca and .

strikes us as excellent ; and it seems right not to adopt the sup-

posed second species of Mesperaloe until it is better known. «a
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principal distinctions (longer anthers and shorter style) may
indicate heterogone dimorphism, which would be a novelty in the
order.

Tribe Nolinea;, of the first series, must be regarded as an excel-

lent group, composed of Du^jlirton and X»li'i«t ; and it is grati-

fying to find that the outlying genus, Xnlina, founded long ago,
on a single Georgian species, is the northern representative of a

considerable Texano-Mexiean ^roiip, named lieam-itrnea. It were
to be wished that the plan of this Revision had allowed more cita-

tion of generic synonymy, and that it had been more explicitly

Hated that Beaucarnea is only Xolina. This union, indeed, is one
of the happy hits of the present monograph.
As has been suspected, the Californian Schoenolirion album of

Durand proves to be quite distinct from the Atlantic species on
which that genus was founded. So Mr. Watson has enihnnvd
the opportunity, here offered, to dedicate a peculiar Californian
genus to Judge Hastings—a judicious patron both of botanical and

ming. Except for his exertions, his own liberality and in-

direction of the liberality of others, we could not have had the
Botany of California, which Mr. Watson may now soon bring to
a completion. The reader finds no mention of this under the
genus Hastingsia, p. 217, nor under the species, H. alba, p. 242.
But an appropriate reference is made on p. 286.
Zeucocrinum, Nutt,, was conjectured by Endlicher to be the

just now been ascertained at Kew
that Weldenia is a Commelynaceous genus.
Our species of Allium as now worked out by Mr. Watson with

. in number, exclusive of the intro-

duced A. vineale. Some characters might be made more of in

living plants, such especially as those furnished by the so-called

"crests of the ovary." In A. sf remarka-
bly developed, radiating from around the base of the style lad

:. the notch at the end of each fitting over the base of the
alternate filaments, and the under side is nectariferous and attrac-
tive to bees. The flowers are proterandrous.

In separating the two species of JLfinnt/u-nun.-) we should have
unhesitatingly referred the large Pacific coast form to M.
'•'/'<<.. We should not have i

'rmgi as

more than a form of Z. Canadense, one which extends northward
to the central parts of New York. In view of geographical

. and general appearance, we should
of Uvulari,,

: f. .,r,n,d!jf <> Mr. Wats-:
finds good ol . and markings of the capsule to

separate U. grandiflora from U. perfoliata. Has any one ripe
fruit of the small, yellow-flowered, U.flavaf

Chaniadirium Carolinanum, Wilid. Tins *r-eeific name is

properly restored. It was the o
ana the name luteum is a false c

man luteum of Linnaeus), the blossoms being white witbo
tmge of yellow, duller white in the female plant, pure whit
the male, the pedicels equally of this color.
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No space is left in which to notice the Notes upon the Affinities

and geographical Distribution of Liliacece, nor the Descriptions

of Some new Species of North American Plants, about fifty in

number, which make up the second part of this important " Con-

tribution." Among them is a new Bolandra and a now SuiH-

tHMtia from Oregon, both very much like (we fear too like) the

original species. Here and in the Bibliographical Index, the

name Sullivantia Ohionis is changed (perhaps accidentally) to S.

We know of no law against genetive names of geo-

graphical more than of other places or stations, and such are not

extremely uncommon. The name Ohionis was purposely chosen,

and we hope may be retained.
The interesting new Erigoneous genus Hollisteria, discovered

by the enthusiastic Mr. Lemmon (in San Luis Obispo Co., east of

the Coast Range) is of rather doubtful interpretation as to some

points of structure. The inflorescence we suppose to be only

seemingly axillary, the involucre is possibly a genuine trimerous

one, and we take the two small stipuh-like leaves to be real

-a point which the published character does not decide,

though it is implied in describing the leaves as alternate.

^ Being one of the most important of recent contributions to

N orih American Botany, this publication deserves even a fuller

notice than we can here give it. A - *
6. Mwci Fendleriani Venezuelenses—Among the collections

made by Mr. Augustus Fendler in Venezuela, in 1854-5, was a

very fine one of the Mosses of the region which he explored. It

was purchased by the late Mr. Sullivant and in part studied by

him, and drawings of a large number of the species were made
by Mr. A. Schrader under his direction. With the exception or a

. accompanying the drawings, which was bequeathed to

versity, the whole collection was

made over to Mr. Schrader, the draughtsman, to be distributed

by sale among the bryologists. But, as a very large proportion

of the species were new, it was desirable that they should all be

fore the sets

were offered. This has now been satisfactorily and most oblig-

ingly done by Dr. Karl MuMler of Halle, the accomplished author

of the Species Muscorum, and publication made in the Linnsea

(xlii, parts 5 and 6), t st value to the collec-

tion. Mr. A. Schrader, of Columbus, Ohio (234 W
street), now offers these sets to botanists, at $12 for the 14o

species, in good specimens, with a printed form of tick*

the numbers, and a copy of Dr. Mailer's memoir (in Latin) m tue

Linnaja, enumerating and describing them. There are thl™Y'

nine sets, all of equal completeness and value. To secure them

early application should be made to Mr. Schrader. *• g.

1. Dietionnaire de Botanique ; par M. H. BAiLLON—The nrm-

part of the second volume has appeared, containing articles trow

m to Cistw. No small part of the eight

y

by two articles, Chlorophylle and Circulation, each as



publications which have accumulated upon our table

:

Transactions of the Linnean Society of London. Second
Series, parts 5 and 6, of vol. i.—These contain (asimir DK'an-
dolle's paper on the geographical distribution of the 3hli<ic-<t,

with a map; New British Lkhenea by Leighton, with a tine

plate; Uli<n'-m and other pet aU.ideuus Monocotyledons of Wel-
witfh'^ Angolan Herbarium, by Baker; New Zealand Lo-hf/ies,

by Knight ; the fine paper on the morphology of Primidacem, by
Masters; a new o-etius uf parasitic A-

: i
• ami e.mi.lial t'nietihYa-

tion in the Mucorini, by D. D. Cunningham; Fungi from Queens-
land, by Berkeley and Browne, and the Rev. George Henslow's
memoir on self-fertilization in plants, which has been reviewed in
this Journal at some length.

Nouvelles Archives clu Jfuseum.—The first volume of the
second series begins with Decaisne's full and

uremia and two i

KI

Extr. Ann. Scientifico Italian o,
botanical publications of :

of Botany in the University of Genoa, sends
tions of his valuable papers on dichogamy of i

other interesting essays, which we hope to review

III. Astronomy.

fthe Satellites of Mara for Oct. and Nov., 1879.

ephemeris, computed from Prof. HalFs elements
'— the approximate positi<

i America. On Nov
f position is for Deimos ± 0^.6 and for Phobos rfc 8

Deimoa.

Date. Iwaah.M.T Poe.Ang. Dirt. Date. Was*. M. T Fos.Ang. DM
~ Tk m~
OctlO io 46

12. 8 13 52-1 60 80 Xov. 1 l

l 2? 232'
7 8688

W 12 53 15 45 232-

52- I

20 13 10 231-

51-3 63-73

10 38

16 56

231- 66-6

25' 1?
5

S 231- l! 2S 51-

11 50

—~^LJLJ1_ 232" 65- I' 9 17 5y$ 64-88
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Phobos.

Date. WM..M.T Dirt. Date. M Pos.Ang. Dirt.

Oct u

j]
«

N 24-5 Oct. 2*

16 9

*54

29
25:

14 39

12 9 47

23r 31

14
X

5 ^

14
16 24 2:;; Nov. 1 8 10

KM 26-8

15

15 22 L--; 2

10 58 231
~5r 14 47
235

16 9 28

255 13 45
2

5:1

17

12 15

5«

23."J

4 8 53

12 43
233

:

7 23

55

235

235
,

15 30
6 49

10 38

14 28
5 47

9 36

13 26

233
23:'

23o

233

233

26-8

22

10 54
_

55 260 16 13

233

14 43 235 7 32 53
23 9 51 >\ 11 21 233

24

16 28

"U
23 i

51

10 10 19

14 9

J 3 3

25

15 26 "54
ij

\
232

232

2,

10 34

13 22

5 4

54

U

12 4
15 54
7 12 H

13 49 __232j_^_______-

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. ^memaw Association.—The twenty-eighth annual meeting
ot the American Association for the Advancement of S
held at Saratoga, during the week from August 27th to September



ker of Philadelphia; the Vice Presidents, Professor S. P. Langley

Miscellaneous Intelligence.

The President of the meeting was Professor George F. Bar-
1

e Vice Presidents, Professor S.

r J. W. Powell of Washington
- -~ ~-™.*,<.wu of Chemistry, Professor Ira .u-.,,

Baltimore, a copy, Professor E. W. M
Hudson, Ohio.

'

The officers of the local Committee were Dr. R. C. McEwen,
Dr. J. L. Perry, Professor H. N. Wilson, Lt. Commander A. R.

feasor L.S. Packard. They with the other gentlemen
associated with them were highly successful in their arrangements
for everything connected with the main purpose of the Association,
as well as for the comfort and entertainment of the members.
Under their auspices excursions were taken to Luzerne, to Lake
George, to the Ausable Chasm, to Port Henry, and to other points
of interest.

Of the various addresses delivered in the evenings, first to be
mentioned is that of the retiring Pits «I t, Pn.l r O. C. Marsh,
on the "History and Methods of Paheontological Discovery.

"

This will be printed in the next number of this Journal. Other
addresses were delivered by the Vice Presidents S. P. Langley and
J. W. Powell on Friday evening, August 29 ; Saturday, August
30, by Dr. T. A. Edison on the " Electro-chemical Telephone."

_
The next meeting is to be held at Boston on the last Wednesday

"i August, 1880. The officers appointed for the meeting

lion C, John M. Ordway of Boston; Chairman of Sub-
section E, Major J. W. Powell of Washington.
The following is a list of papers which were read or accepted

for reading in the different sections.

I. Mathematics, Astronomy and Physics.

Experimental Determination of the velocity of light, A. A. Michelson.

of its orbit, W. Beebe.
the depth of the water
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ioss.—Solar parallax from minor p

i in the i'l* iitity of th > lines of ( >xyg._-T - --hown in pho-

tographs taken wit 1 bnby Draper.

upon which the -'non-euc!idean' geometry" finds its interpretation,

A. W. Phillips.

-
.

• '
:

- .-:-_:.:»..>.;- '

of the planet, D. P. TODD.

On explosive and detonating compounds, B. S. Hedrick.
A study : forms of energy, J. D. Warner.

ordinary temperatures, :

the quantity of oxygen thereh
notice of the revision of the atomic weignts, v. n . wi^ju

'.L. DUDi
a, etc., at Oberstein, 1

a action of caustic alkaline solution on glass, A. A. Breneman.

ition of crystals of sapphire from the gem beds of Ceylon, 1

III. Geology, Zoology, Botany.

i Hill, Me., C. IL Hitchcock.

i conditions to be fulfilled dj

f life, id.—On the anatomy of Plathelminths, id.
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short biography of the Menhaden, G. Browne Goode.
Of Yur-rii. T. MEEHAN.

ulosophy of the pupation of bun. the Nymphalio

. Riley.—The cotton worm in the United State- explanation oi it- wot

>mologies in the Lauraceae. L. F. Ward.
is, id.—Note on the ugnlaris, Id

i a remarkable rr'; . .<-red in Tennessee, with exhi'

of specimens. .1. M. Safford.
} Lower Helderberg group, in relation of the Corals. P.ryo/.oa a

eology of Port Henry. N. Y., id.

e newly discovered cave in Luray, Page Co., Ya., J. W

i representing the Marcellus shales of New

I ". Meehan.
i» W TT. T)alt._—On -

r Blak<

opic ervstals in the vertebra of the toad (J3«/b

L . A. Julien.] H. C. Bolton.

Pennsylvania and their rapid exhaustion, P. W.

i, as illustrated in thehe development of the neuration in the wings o:

• f ' ' kn i la - - ii. >( CDDER
- v. W. S. Harvard.

::
! . ,-•;, - _ .

.•
.

don, Louis Elsberg.
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i Indian and Pacific oceans ; illustrated by a

e sign language of the :>

On some large and remarkable stone implements of the southern mound build-

ers, F. W. Putnam.—On the pottery of the southern mound builders, id.

Kihil.iti.Mi of a iv] o -leal objects, S. S. IIaldeman.
lain valley, giving a general account of recent

G. H. Perkins.
Consonantal expression of emotion, C. J. Blake.

2. British Association.—The meeting of the British Assoeia-

tion—the forty-ninth—was held at Shefl'ield duriiiir the week from
August 20th to August 28th. The exorcises were opened on

Wednesday evening, the 20th, by the Inaugural Address of the

Piv>id. nt. I'r.,i\—,r <,..[. Allman; devoted to ~
:l! i account of the

most generalized expression of living matter, and of the mmr
recent investigations into its nature and phenomena." The

o was not very large, but the papers were numerous and
excite.! rn ich interest; on the whole the meeting is described a-

having been one of decided success. Tin first of the evening db-

courses was delivered by Mr. W. Crookes upon Radiant Matter.

It was illustrated by a large number of remarkablv beautiful a id

I on so large a scale that they w«H
Vlsl1

' ' * »iiu ii nee of nearly two thousand persons— t!

forms the opening article in the present number of this Journal,

't'mg oi the Wociation is to be held at Swansea,
with Professor A. R. Kam-a_\ as i'le-id nt. The meeting of the

is appointed for York.
Uu'jkn, ,,,,d P,,hlh< llxilth: edited by

A i.ijkkt i !. iii'i k. M.l). <> Vols. Svo. pp. 702. (157. New ^ ork.

1879. (William Wood & Co.)—This treatise consists of a series

<>i twenty-five essays specially prepared bv nearly as many con-

ti'd'u-ors, most of whom are already known as specialists m
V:in,,lls "

, -eience, medicine or surgery. »v

who are officers of boards of health. The essays treat .d - ;

;

V« '
' -i

I «t- < Iulai Hvo , , T,, Is uni Drinks, K<" '

tions, Water and Water Supply, Ventilation. Drainage
a l >( ig' in tin i s nj n-\ >p, - tin Hygien. ot ><

<
< 1

l

p- md of marim s, twice. Hospital ('onstracti-ii.

1

;
i1 "'- ilotHh, Vital Mati.tio, 1'ubli, \nJ,,,, Di-inf. otam-.

Quarantine, etc., suitably edited and arranged.
As would be inferred the essays are of different decrees ot ex-

cellence and completeness, and the treatise in a mea-
< "t I'a 11 k . i ]

. en and i
cyclopedia "i

icnce. As a whole, the work is well done. Some ot

- are particularly good ; several of them are supp^"

,d most of them are

dor-. The treaty

,: ire in that it

J
;t

by recognized authorities. w. h. *

!-'^
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In the short time now at my command, I can only attempt

to present a rapid sketch of the principal steps in the progress

of this science. The literature of the subject, especially in

with the discussions it provoked, is voluminous,

In looking over the records of Palaeontology, its history may
conveniently be divided into four periods, well marked by

prominent features, but, like all stages of intellectual growth,

without definite boundaries.

The first period, dating back to the time when men first

noticed fossil remains in the rocks, and queried as to then-

nature, is of special historic interest. The most prominent

characteristic of this period was, a long and bitter contest as

to the nature of fossil remains. Were they mere " sports of

Nature," or had they once been endowed with life ? Simple as

this problem now seems, centuries passed before the wise men
of that time were agreed upon its solution.

Sea shells in the solid rock on the tops of mountains early

attracted the attention of the ancients, and the learned men
among them seem to have appreciated in some instances their

true character, and given rational explanations of their presence.

500

;

in the stone quarries near Syracuse ; the impression of i

anchovy in the rock of Paros, and various marine fossils at

other places. His conclusion from these facts was, that the

surface of the earth had once been in a soft condition at the

bottom of the sea; and thus the objects mentioned were

entombed. Herodotus, half a century later, speaks of marine

shells on the hills of Egypt, and over the Libyan desert, and he

inferred therefrom that the sea had once covered that whole

region. Empedocles, of Agrigentum (450 B. C), believed

that the many liippopotamus bones found in Sicily were

remains of human giants, in comparison with which the pres-

ent race were as children. Here, he thought, was a battle

held between the gods and the Titans, and the bones belonged

to the slain. Pythagoras (582 B. C.) had already i

one conclusion of modern geology, if the following statement,

attributed to him by Ovid, was his own :*

Vidi ego quod fuerat solidissiraa tellus,

Esse fretum : vidi factas ex sequore terras ;

Et procul a pelago concha? jacuere marinse.

* Metamorphoses, Liber XV, 262.
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Aristotle (384-322 B. C.) was not only aware of the exist-

ence of fossils in the rocks, but has also placed on record saga-

cious views as to the changes in the earth's surface necessary
to account for them. In the second book of his Meteorics, he
says :

" The changes of the earth are so slow in comparison to
the duration of our lives, that they are overlooked ; and the
migrations of people after great catastrophes and their removal
to other regions, cause the event to be forgotten." Again, in

the same work, he says :
" As time never fails, and the universe

is eternal, neither the Tanais, nor the Nile, can have flowed
for ever. The places where they rise were once dry, and there
is a limit to their operations : but there is none to time. So
of all other rivers ; they spring up, and they perish ; and the
sea also continually deserts some lands and invades others.

The same tracts, therefore, of the earth are not, some always
sea, and others always continents, but everything changes in

the course of time."

Aristotle's views on the subject of spontaneous generation
were less sound, and his doctrines on this subject exerted a

powerful influence for the succeeding twenty centuries. In
the long discussion that followed concerning the nature of

tains, Aristotle's views were paramount. He believed

oaJfi could originate from moist earth or the slime of
rivers, and this seemed to the people of that period a much
simpler way of accounting for the remains of animals in the
rocks than the marvelous changes of sea and land otherwise
required to explain their presence. Aristotle's opinion was in

accordance with the Biblical account of the creation of Man
out of the dust of the earth, and hence more readily obtained
credence.

Theophrastus, a pnpil of Aristotle, alludes to fossil fishes

found near Heraclea, in Pontus, and in Paphlagonia, and says :

' They were either developed from fish spawn left behind in

the earth, or gone astray from rivers or the sea into cavith-s of

the earth, where they had become petrified." In treating of
fossil ivory and bones, the same writer supposed then, to he

produced by a certain plastic virtue latent in the earth. To
this same cause, as we shall see, many later authors attributed
the origin of all fossil remains.

Previous to this, Anaximander, the Mi
who was born about 610 years before C;
essentially the same view. According to both Pint

Censorinus, Anaximander taught that fishes, or animals very
hke fishes, sprang from heated water and eai t

animals came the human race ; a statement which can hardly
be considered as anticipating the modern idea of evolution, as

some authors have imagined.
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The Eomans added but little to the knowledge possessed by
the Greeks in regard to fossil remains. Pliny (23-79 A. D),

however, seems to have examined such objects with interest,

and in his renowned work on Natural History gave names
to several forms. He doubtless borrowed largely from Theo-
phrastus, who wrote about three hundred years before. Among
the objects named by Pliny were, " Bucardia, like to an ox's

heart ;" " Brontia, resembling the head of a tortoise, supposed
to fall in thunder storms;" "Glossoptra, similar to a human
tongue, which does not grow in the earth, but falls from
heaven while the moon is eclipsed ;" " the Horn of Ammon,
possessing, with a golden color, the figure of a ram's horn;"
Ceraunia and Ombria, supposed to be thunderbolts; Ostra-

oites, resembling the oyster shell ; Spongites, having the form
of sponge ; Phycites, similar to sea-weed or rushes. He also

mentions stones resembling the teeth of hippopotamus; and
says that Theophrastus speaks of fossil ivory, both black and

white, of bones born in the earth, and of stones bearing the

figure of bones.

Tertullian (160 A. D.) mentions instances of the remains

of sea animals on the mountains, far from the sea, but uses

them as a proof of the general deluge recorded in Scripture.

During the next thirteen or fourteen centuries, fossil remains

of animals and plants seemed to have attracted so little atten-

tion, that few references are made to them by the writers of

this period. During these ages of darkness, all departments of

knowledge suffered alike, and feeble repetitions of ideas de-

rived from the ancients seem to have been about the only

contributions of that period to Natural Science.
Albert the Great (1205-1280 A. D.), the most learned man

of his time, mentions that a branch of a tree was found, on

which was a bird's nest containing birds, the whole being solid

stone. He accounted for this strange phenomenon by the vis

formativa of Aristotle, an occult force, which, according to the

prevalent notions of the time, was capable of forming most of

the extraordinary objects discovered in the earth.
Alexander ah Alexandro, of Naples, states that he saw, in

the mountains of Calabria, a considerable distance from the

sea a variegated hard marble, in which many sea shells hut

little changed were heaped, forming one mass with the marble.

With the beginning of the sixteenth century, a great impetus

was given to the investigation of organic fossils, esp
Italy, where this study really began. The discovery of fossil

shells, which abound in this region, now attracted gn
tion, and a fierce discussion soon arose as to the true nature ot

tnese and other remains. The ideas of Aristotle in regard to
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spontaneous generation, and especially Ms view of the hidden
forces of the earth, which he claimed had power to produce
such remains, now for the first time were seriously que§-
tioned, although it was not till nearly two centuries later that
these doctrines lost their dominant influence.

Leonardo da Yinci, the renowned painter and philosopher,
who was born in 1452, strongly opposed the commonly accepted
opinions as to the origin of organized fossils. He claimed that
the fossil shells under discussion were what they seemed, and
had once lived at the bottom of the sea. " You tell me," he
says, " that Nature and the influence of the stars have formed
these shells in the mountains ; then show me a place in the
mountains where the stars at the present day make shell v foi mfi

of different ages, and of different species in the same place."

Again, he says, "In what manner can such a cause account
for the petrifactions in the same place of various leaves, sea-

weeds, and marine crabs ?"

>

In 1517, excavations in the vicinity of Yerona brought to
light many curious petrifactions, which led to much specu-
lation as to their nature and origin. Among the various
authors who wrote on this subject was Fracastoro, who declared
that the fossils onee belonged to living animals, which had
hved and multiplied where found. He ridiculed the prevailing
ideas that the plastic force of the ancients could fashion stones
into organic forms. Some writers claimed that these shells

had been left by Noah's flood, but to this idea Fracastoro
offered a mass of evidence, which would now seem conclusive,

but which then only aroused bitter hostility. That inundation,
ne said, was too transient ; it consisted mainly of fresh water

;

and if it had transported shells to great distances, must have
scattered them over the surface, not buried them in the

interior of mountains.
Conrad Gesner (1516-1565), whose history of animals has

been considered the basis ot modern zoology, published at

Zurich in 1565 a small but important work entitled "De omm
rerum fossilium genere." It contained a catalogue of the

collection of fossils made by John Kentmann. This is the

oldest catalogue of fossi a acquainted.

G-eorge Agricola (1494-1555) was, according to Cuvier, the
nrst mineralogist who appeared after the revival of leai

^urope. In his great work, "De Re Metallica? published in

15±6, he mentions various fossil remains, and says they were
produced by a certain ^

,lt .'f. n« i.hiu"''*" <>- tarry :

m fermentation by heat. Some years later, Bauhin published
a descriptive catalogue of the fossils he had collected in the

neighborhood of Boll, in Wurtemberg *

* Blstoria novi et adrnirabilis Fontis Salneigue BoUensis, in Ducatu Wirtem-
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Andrew Mattioli, a distinguished botanist, adopted Agricola's

notion as to the origin of organized fossils, but admit
I bones might be turned into stone by being permeated

by a "lapidifying juice." Falloppio, the eminent professor

of anatomy at Padua, believed that fossil shells were generated
by fermentation where they were found

; and that the tusks of

elephants, dug up near Apulia, were merely earthy <ig up near Apulia, were merely i

in 1574, published figures of the fossil shells preserved
in the Museum of the Vatican, but expressed the opinion that

they were only stones, that owed their peculiar shapes to the

heavenly bodies. Olivi, of Cremona, described the fossils in

the Museum at Yerona, and considered them all "sports of

Palissy, a French author, in 1580, opposed these views, and
have been the first to assert in Paris that fossil shells

and fishes had once belonged to marine animals. Fabio Colonna
• have first pointed out that some of the fossil shells

[taly were marine, and some terrestrial.

Another peculiar theory discussed in the sixteenth century

deserves mention. This was the vegetation theory, especially

advocated by Tournefort and Camerarius, both eminent as

botanists. These writers believed that the seeds of minerals

and fossils were diffused throughout the sea and the earth, and
were developed into their peculiar forms by the regular incre-

ment of their particles, similar to the formation of crystals.

J*
How could the Cornu Ammonis," Tournefort asked, "which

is constantly in the figure of a volute, be formed without a

seed containing the same structure in the small, as in the

larger forms ? Who moulded it so artfully, and where are the

moulds ?" The stalactites which formed in caverns in various

parts of the world were also supposed to be proofs of this

growth.
Still another theory has been held at various times, and is

not yet entirely forgotten, namely : that the Creator made

plants just as they are found in the rocks,

mee of a plan beyond our comprehension. This

- never prevailed among tth scientific

tacts, and hence needs here no further consideration.
An interest in fossil remains arose in England later than on

the continent ; but when attention was directed to them,

the first opinions as to their origin were not less fanciful and

erroneous than those to which we have already referred. I*
Plot in his "Natural History of Oxfordshire," published w

- and fishes to be due

nvu lr/,„ (lfJI ,r i ;„;• ]lK
\i-AhM lM , .,, ,',; ,

(
gives a cata-
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the Ashmolean Museum.
jplastica theory, and expressed the opinion

that the spawn of fishes and other marine animals had been
raised \\\~\\ \\..c \.;,>..i- !i-..:n the sea, conveyed inland by clouds,

and deposited by rain, had permeated into the interior of the

earth, and thus produced the fossil remains we find in the

rocks. About this time several important works were pub-
lished in England by Dr. Martin Lister, which did much to

infuse a true knowledge of fossil remains. He gave figures

of recent shells side by side with some of the fossil forms, so

that the resemblance became at once apparent. .The fossil

species of shells he called "turbinated and bivalve stones,"

and adds, "either these were terriginous, or, if otherwise, the

animals which they so exactly represent have become extinct."

During the seventeenth century there was a considerable

advance in the study of fossil remains. The discussions in

regard to the nature and origin of these objects, had called

attention to them, and many collections were now made, espe-

cially in Italy, and also in Germany, where a strong interest

:nject had been aroused. Catalogues of these collec-

tions were not unfre. t

;

ad some of them were
illustrated with such accurate figures, that many of the species

can now be readily recognized. In this century, too, an

important step in advance was made by the collection and
description of fossils from particular localities and regions, in

distinction from general collections of curiosities.

Casper Schwenkfeh:. ad a catalogue of the

fossils discovered in Silesia ; in 1622, a detailed description of

the renowned Museum of Calceolarias, of Yerona, appeared

;

and in 1642, a catalogue of Besler's collection. Wormius's cata-

logue was published in 1652 ; Spener's in 1663 ;
and Septala's

»i 1666. A description of tl, * of Den-
mark was issued in 1669 ; Cottorp's catalogue in 1674; and that

of the renowned Kirscher in 1678. Dr. Grew gave an account

m 1687 of the specimens in the Museum of Gresham's College

m England ; and in 1695, Petiver of London published a cata-

logue of his very extensive collection. A catalogue by Fred.

Lauchmund, on the fossils of Hildeshein, appeared m 1669,

and the fossils of Switzerland were described by John Jacob

Wagner in 1689. Among similar works, were the dissertations

of Gyer, at Frankfort, and Albertus, at Leipsic.

Steno, a Dane, who had been professor of anatomy a1

published, in 1669, one of the most important works of this

Period* He entered earnestly :

as to the

origin of fossil remains, and by dissecting a shark from the
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Mediterranean, proved that its teeth were identical with some

found fossil in Tuscany. He also compared the fossil shells

found in Italy with existing species, and pointed out their

resemblance. In the same work, Steno expressed some very

important views in regard to the different kinds of strata, and

their origin, and first placed on record the important fact that

the oldest rocks contain no fossils.

Scilla, the Sicilian painter, published in 1670 a work on the

fossils of Calabria, well illustrated. He is very severe against

those who doubted the organic origin of fossils, but is inclined

to consider them relics of the Mosaic deluge.

Another instance of the power of the lums natural theory,

even at the close of the seventeenth century, deserves mention.

In the year 1696, the skeleton of a fossil elephant was dug up

at Tonna, near Gotha, in Germany, and was described by

William Ernest Tentzel, a teacher in the Gotha Gymnasium.
He declared the bones to be the remains of an animal that had

lived long before. The Medical Faculty in Gotha, however,

considered the subject, and decided officially that this specimen

was only a freak of nature.

Beside the authors I have mentioned, there were many

others who wrote about fossil remains before the close of the

seventeenth century, and took part in the general discussion as

to their nature and origin. During the progress of this con-

troversy the most fantastic theories were broached and stoutly

defended, and although refuted from time to time by a few

clear-headed men, continually sprang up anew, in the same or

modified forms. The influence of Aristotle's views of equivo-

cal generation, and especially the scholastic tendency to dispu-

tation, so prevalent during the middle ages, had contributed

largely to the retardation of progress, and yet a real advance

in knowledge had been made. The long contest in regard to

the nature of fossil remains was essentially over, for the more

intelligent opinion at the time now acknowledged that these

objects were not mere " sports of nature," but had once been

endowed with life. At this point, therefore, the first_ period

in the history of Palaeontology, as I have indicated it, may

r-»^^ a.v/ivc a,u.u. xciiueutaLiou were irom time lu iu«^ *---

asthey have been almost to the present day ; but learned men,

with few exceptions, no longer seriously questioned that fossil*

were real organisms, as the ancients had once believed. l*e

many collections of fossils that had been brought toge

Aed works that had been published about them, were

a foundation for greater progress, and, with the eighteenth cen-

tury, the second period in the history of Paleontology began.
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The main characteristic of this period was the general belief,

that fossi! i', i>, •>',!. x ,:-, ,. ,h }(..- 'i. .1 ? .- tJ, V, .v
,

'. ,hluge. We
have seen that this view had already been advanced, but it was
not till the beginning of the eighteenth century that it became
the prevailing view. This doctrine was strongly opposed by
some courageous men, and the discussion on the subject soon

became even more bitter than the previous one, as to the

nature of fossils.

In this diluvial discussion theologians and lavmen alike took

part. For nearly a century the former had it all their own
way, for the general public, then as now, believed what they

were taught. Noah's flood was thought to have been universal,

and was the only general catastrophe of which the people of

that day had any knowledge or conception.

The. scholars among them were of course familiar with the

accounts of Deucalion and his ark, in a previous deluge, as we
are to-day with similar traditions held by various races of men.
The firm belief that the earth and all it contains was created

in six days ; that all life on the globe was destroyed by the

deluge, except alone what Noah saved; and that the earth

and its inhabitants were to be destroyed by fire, was the foun-

dation on which all knowledge of the earth was based. With
such fixed opinions, the fossil remains of animals and plants

were naturally regarded as relics left by the flood described in

Holy Writ. The dominant nature of this belief is seen in

nearly all the literature in regard to fossils published at this

time, and some of the works which then appeared have become
famous on this account.

In 1710, David Biittner published a volume entitled "Mud* ra

DiJtr,;ii Testes:' He strongly opposed Lhwyd's explanation

of the origin of fossils, and referred these objects directly to

the Flood. The most renowned work, however, of I

was published at Zurich, in 1726, by Scheuchzer, a physician

and naturalist, and professor in the University of Alton. It

bore the title "Hmno Diluvii Testis:' The specimen upon

which this work was based was found at Oeningen, and was

regarded as the skeleton of a child destroyed by the Deluge.

The author recognized in this remarkable fossil, not merely the

skeleton, but also portions of the muscles, the liver, and the

brain. The same author was fortunate enough to discover,

subsequently, near Altorf, two fossil vertebrae, which he at

once referred to that "Accursed race destroyed by the Flood

!

These, also, he carefully described and fig.::

Sacra," published at Ulm in 1731. Engravings of both were

subsequently given in the " Copper-Bible." Cuvier afterward

examined these interesting relics, and pronounced the skeleton

of the supposed child "to be the remains of a gigantic
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Salamander, and the two vertebrae to be those of an
Ichthyosaurus

!

Another famous book appeared in Germany in the same year
in which Sdieuchzer's first volume was published. The author
was John Bartholomew Adam Beringer, professor at the Uni-
versity of Wiirtzburg, and his great work* indirectly had an
important influence upon the investigation of fossil remains.
The history of the work is instructive, if only as an

"

of the state of knowledge at that date. Professor Beringer, in

accordance with views of his time, had taught his pu
fossil remains, or "figured stones," as they were called, were
mere "sports of nature." Some of his fun-loving students
reasoned among themselves, "If Nature can make figured
stones in sport, why cannot we ?" Accordingly, from the soft

limestone m the neighboring hills, they carved out figures of

marvelous and fantastic forms, and buried them at the localities

was accustomed to dig for his

fossil treasures. His delight at the discovery of these strange
forms encouraged further production, and taxed the ingenuity
of these youthful imitators of Nature's secret processes. At
last Beringer had a large and unique collection of forms,
new to him, and to science, which he determined to publish to

the world. After long and patient study, his work appeared,
in Latin, dedicated to the reigning prince of the country, and

I with twenty-one folio plates. Soon after the book
>lished, the deception practiced upon the credulous

Professor became known; and, in place of the glory he ex-

pected from his great undertaking, he received only ridksile

and disgrace. He at once endeavored to repurchase and
destroy the volumes already issued, and succeeded so far that

tew copies of the first edition remain. His small fortune,
which had been seriously impaired in bringing out his grand
work was exhausted in the effort to regain what was already

the price rapidly advanced in proportion as fewer
copies remained; and, mortified at the failure of his life's

lied in poverty. It is said that some of his family,
dissatisfied with the misfortune brought upon them by this

disgrace and the loss of their patrimony, used a remaining copy
tor the production of a second edition, which met with a large
sale

,
sumeient to repair the previous loss, and restore the

lamily fortune. This work of Beringer, in the end, exerted
an excellent influence upon the dawning science of fossil

lemams Observers became more cautious in announcing
supposed discoveries, and careful study of natural objects
gradually replaced vague hypotheses.

WU-ceburgensis, ducentis lai
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Scheuchzer had previously published his well-known

plaint and Yindieation of the Fishes," illustrated with good
plates. Moro, in his work on "Marine Bodies which are

found iu the Mountain-/' i 74»», showed the effects of volcanic

action in elevating strata, and causing faults. Vallisneri had

studied with care the marine deposits of Italy. Donati, in

17f>(>, had investigated the Adriatic, and ascertained by Bound-

in--.-, that shells and corals were being imbedded in the deposits

there, [net as they were found in the rocks.

John Gesner's dissertation, "/A /'.//,>'..//,'*." published at

Leyden in 1758, was a valuable contribution to the science.

He enumerated the various kinds of fossils, and the din. rent

conditions in which they are found petrified, and stated that

some of them, like those at Oeningen, resembled the shells,

fishes, and plants of the neighboring region, while others, such

as Ammonites and Belemnites, were either unknown B]

those found only in distant seas. He discusses the stri

the earth at length, and speculates as to the causes of changes m
sea and land. He c--ti:na:.> :i at. at tin .>!-< !" d r. k «..' i\ ces-

sion of the ocean, to allow the Appenines, whose summits are

th marine shells, to reach their present height, would

have taken about eighty thousand years, a period more than

"ten times greater than the age of the universe." He accord-

ingly refers the change to the direct command of the Deity,

as related by Moses, that, "The waters should be gathered

together in one place, and the dry land appear."

Voltaire (1694-1778), discussed geological questions and the

nature of fossils in several of his works, but his published

opinions are far from consistent. He ridiculed effect]

eosmogonists of his day, and showed, also, that lie

knew the true nature of organic remains. Finding, howev< r,

that theologians used these objects to confirm the Scriptural

account of the deluge, he changed his views

fossil shells found in the Alps. they were

Eastern species, dropped by the pilgrims on their return from

the Holy Land! __ _

Buffon, in 1749, published his important work on Natural

History, and included in it his "Theory of the Earth, m
which he 1

1

-;•• P°ints "i Y^ogy.
Soon after the book was published, he reeen

from the Faculty of Theology in Paris, stating that fourteen

propositions in his works were reprehensible, and o

the creed of the church. The first objectionable proposition

was as follows: "The waters of the sea have produced the

mountains and valleys of the land—the waters of the heavens
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reducing all to a level, will at last deliver the whole land over

to the sea, and the sea successively prevailing over the land,

will leave dry new continents like those we inhabit."

Buffon was politely requested by the college to recant, and

having no particular desire to be a martyr to science, sul

the following declaration, which he was required to publish in

his next work :
" I declare that I had no intention to contra-

dict the text of Scripture ; that I believe most firmly all

therein related about the creation, both as to order of time and

matter of fact ; and I abandon everything in my book respect-

ing the formation of the earth, and, generally, all which may
be contrary to the narration of Moses."

This single instance will suffice to indicate one great obsta-

cle to the advancement of science, even up to the middle of

the eighteenth century.

Another important work appeared in France about this time,

Bourguet's "Traite <l .

;

»] ished in 1758, which

is well illustrated with faithful plates. In England, a i

on earthquakes, by Dr. Eobert Hooke, was published in 1705.

This author held some views in advance of his time, and main-

tained that figured stones were " really the several bodies they

represent or the moldings of them petrified, and not, as some

have imagined, a lusus naturce, sporting herself in the needless

formation of useless things." He anticipates one important

conclusion from fossils, when he states that " though it must

be very difficult to read them and to raise a chronology out of

them, and to state the intervals of time wherein such or such

catastrophes and mutations have happened, yet it is not im-

possible." He also states that fossil turtles, and such large

Ammonites as are found in Portland, seem to have been the

productions of hotter countries, and hence it is necessary to

suppose that England once lay under the sea within the torrid

zone. He seems to have suspected that some of the fossils ot

England belonged to extinct species, but thought they might

possibly be found living in the bottom of distant oceans.
Dr. Woodward's "Natural History of the Fossils of Eng-

land" appeared in 1729. This work was based on a -

collection of fossils which he had brought together, and whicn

he subsequently bequeathed to the University of Cambridge,
where it is still preserved, with his arrangement carefully

retained. This descriptive part of this work is inter.

his conclusions are made to coincide strictly with the Scriptural

account of the creation and deluge. He had previously stated,

in another work, that he believed, "the whole terrestrial globe

to have been taken to pieces and dissolved at the flood, and the

strata to have settled down from this promiscuous mass." 1Q

support of this view, he stated that, "Marine bodies are lodgea
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5 important work on fossils published in Germany

four folio volumes, with many plates, and was printed at

Nuremberg, 1755-73. A large number of fossils were accu-

rately figured and described, and the work is one of permanent
French translation of this work appeared

... V>1784, cc

Abraham Gottlieb Werner (1750-1817), Professor of Min-

Burton's " Oryctographie de Bruxettes?
I figures and descriptions of fossils found in Belgium.

eralogy at Freyberg, did much to advance the science of

Geology, and indirectly, that of fossils. He first indicated the

relations of the main formations to each other, and, according
to his pupil, Professor Jameson, first made the highly important
observation "that different formations can be discriminated
by the petrifactions they contain." Moreover, "that the petri-

factions contained in the oldest rocks are very different from
any of the species of the present time ; that the newer the

formation, the more do the remains approach in form to the

organic beings of the present creation." Unfortunately,

Werner published little, and his doctrines were mainly dis-

seminated by his enthusiastic pupils.

The great contest between the Yulcanists and the Neptunists

started at this time, mainly through Werner, whose doctrines

led to the controversy. The comparative merits of fire and
waler, as agencies in the formation of certain rocks, were dis-

th a heat and acrimony characteristic of the subject

and the time. Werner believed in the aqueous theory, while

the igneous theory was especially advocated by Hutton of Edin-

burgh, and his illustrator, Playfair. This discussion resulted

in the advancement of descriptive geology, but the study of

fossils gained little thereby.
The "Protogcea" of Leibnitz, the great mathematician, pub-

lished in 1749, about thirty years after his death, was a work
of much merit. This author supposed that the earth had

gradually cooled from a state of igneous fusion, and was subse-

quently covered with water. The subsidence of the lower part

of the earth, the deposits of sedimentary strata from inunda-

tions, and their induration, as well as other changes, followed.

AH this, he supposed to have been accomplished in a period of

six natural days. In the same work Leibnitz shows that he
bad examined fossils with considerable care.

'' Essay towards a Natural History of the Earth. 1695.

Lapides ex cekberr. viror. sent
-
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Linnaeus (1707-1778), the famous Swedish botanist, and the
rounder of the modern system of nomenclature u
History, confined his attention almost entirely to the living
forms. Although he was familiar with the literature of fossil
remains, and had collected them himself, he did not include
them in his system of plants and animals, but kept them sepa-
rate, with the minerals ; hence he did little directly to advance
this branch of science.

During the last quarter of the eighteenth century, the belief
Sfl] remains were deposited by the Deluge sensibly

declined, and the dawn of a new era gradually appeared. Let
us pause for a moment here, and see wJ.
been made; what foundation had been laid on which to estab-
lish a science of fossil remains.
The true nature of these objects had now been clearly deter-

mined. They were the remains of animals and plants. Most
of them certainly were not the relics of the Mosaic Deluge,
but had been deposited long before, part in fresh water and
part in the sea. Some indicated a mild climate, and some the
tropics. That any of these were extinct species, was as yet
only suspected. Large* collections of fossils had now been
made and valuable catalogues, weU illustrated, had been pub-
lished.

_
Something was known, too, of the geological position

of fossils. Steno, long before, had observed that the lowest
rocks were without life. Lehmann had shown that above
these primitive rocks, and derived from them, were the sec-

ondary strata, full of the records of life ; and above these were
alluvial deposits, which he referred to local floods, and the
-Ueluge of Noah. Rouelle, Fuchsel, and Odoardi had shed
new hght on this subject. Werner had distinguished the tran-
sition rocks, containing fossil remains, between the primitive
and the secondary, while everything above the chalk he grouped
together, as the « overflowed land." Werner, as we have seen,
Had done more than this, if we give him the credit his pupils
claim for him. He had found that the formations he I

contained each its own peculiar fossils, and that from the older
to the newer there was a gradual approach to recent forms.

Nuith had worked out the same thing in England, and
should equally divide the honor of this important discovery.

ine greatest advance, however, up to this time, was that

™ n
,°T PTeferred t0 observe, rather than to helieve, and facts

were held in greater esteem than vague speculations. With

hil^f-?
1

?
11 f01

\
future Progress, the second period in the

his ory of Palaeontology, as I have divided it, may appropri-
ately be considered at an end.

Thus far, I have said nothing in regard to one branch of
my subject, the methods of PalSontological research, for up to
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this time, of method there was none. We have seen that those

of the ancients who noticed marine shells in the solid rock,

called them such, and concluded that they had been left there

by the sea. The discovery of fossils led directly to theories of

how the earth was formed. Here the progress was Blow.

Subterranean spirits were supposed to guard faithfully the

mysteries of the earth; while above the earth, Authority

guarded with still greater power the secrets men in advance

of their age sought to know. The dominant idea of the first

sixteen centuries of the present era was, that the universe

was made for Man. This was the great obstacle to the <

"\e univers

of Astronomy
against authority was long and severe, but the victory was at

last with science. The contest of Geology against the same
power followed, and continued almost to our day. The result

is still the same. In the early stages of this contest, there was
no strife, for science was benumbed by the embrace of super-

stition and creed, and little could be done till that was cast off.

In a superstitious age, when every natural event is referred to

a supernatural cause, science cannot live; and often as the

sacred fire may be kindled by courageous far-seeing souk via

it be quenched by the dense mists of ignorance around it.

Scarcely less fatal to the growth of science is the age of

Authority, as the past proves too well. With freedom of

thought, came definite knowledge, and certain progress J—bat
two thousand years was long to wait.

With the opening of the present century, began a new era

in Paleontology, which we may here distinguish as the third

period in its history. This branch of knowledge became now
a science. Method replaced disorder, and systematic study

superseded casual observation. For the ne:

advance was continuous, and rapid. One characteristic of this

period was, the accurate determination of fossils ly fo»q»>r-

ison with living forms. This will separate it from the two

former epochs. Another distinctive feature of this period was

the general belief that, every species, recent and extinct, was
o. separate creation.
At the very begin

three names stand .

William Smith. To these men, the science of palaeontology

owes its origin. Cuvier and Lamarck, in France, had all the

power which great talent, education, and
William Smith, an English surveyor, was without

influence. The last years of the eighteenth century had been

spent by each of these men in preparation for his chosen
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rk, and the results were now given to the world. Cuvier

ithei
Lamarck
ciples of Stratigraphical Pal

fossils to-day seldom needs

George Cuvier (1769-1832), the most famous naturalist of Ms
time, was led to the study of extinct animals by ascertaining

that the remains of fossil elephants he examined were extinct

species. "This idea," he says later, "which I announced to

the Institute in the month of January 1796, opened to me
views entirely new respecting the theory of the earth, and

determined me to devote myself to the long researches and to

the assiduous labors which have now occupied me for twenty-

five years."*

It is interesting to note here that in this first investigation

of fossil vertebrates, Cuvier employed the same method that

gave him such important results in his later researches. Kemains

of elephants had been known to Europe for centuries, and many
authors, from Pliny down to the contemporaries of Cuvier, had

written about them. Some had regarded the bones as those of

the Komans. Cuvier, however, compared the fossils directly

with the bones of existing elephants, and proved them to be

distinct. The fact that these remains belonged to extinct

species was of great importance. In the case of fossil shells,

it was difficult to say that any particular form was not living in

a distant ocean ; but the two species of existing elephants, the

Indian and the African, were well known, and there was hardly

a possibility that another living one would be found.
It is important to bear in mind, too, that Cuvier's preparation

for the study of the remains of animals was far in advance of

any of his predecessors. He had devoted himself for years to

careful dissections in the various classes of the animal kingdom,
and was really the founder of comparative anatomy, as we now
understand it. Cuvier investigated the different groups of the

whole kingdom with care, and proposed a new classification

founded on the plan of structure, which in its main features is

the one in use to-day. The first volume of his Con
Anatomy appeared in 1800, and the work was completed in

five volumes in 1805.
Previous to Cuvier, the only general catalogue of animals

was contained in Linnaeus' "Systema Naturae" In this work,

as we have seen, fossil remains were placed with the Minerals,

not in their appropriate places among the animals and plants.

* Ossemens Fossiks, Second Edition, Vol. I, p. 178.
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Cuvier enriched the animal kingdom by the introduction

of fossil forms among the living, bringing all together into

one comprehensive system. His great work, "Zc Iii<jn<>

Animal]' appeared in four volumes, in 1817, and with its two
subsequent editions remains the foundation of modern zoology.

Cuvier's classic work on vertebrate fossils

—

uMeekereh t* *>//•

les Ossemens Fossiles" in four volumes, appeared in 1812-13.

Of this work, it is but just to say that it could only have been
written by a man of genius, profound knowledge, the greatest

industry, and with the most favorable opportunities.

The introduction to this work was the famous "Discourse
on the Revolutions of the Surface of the Globe," which has

perhaps been as widely read as any other scientific essay. The
; of Paris, by

5 ; the care-

ful study of these relics by Cuvier, and his restoration- from
them of strange beasts that had lived long before, is story

r. Cuvier was the first to prove
that the earth had been inhabited by a succession of different

series of animals, and he believed that those of each period

were peculiar to the age in which they lived.

In looking over his work after a lapse of three-quarters of a

century, we can now see that Cuvier was wrong on some
important points, and failed to realize the direction in which
science was rapidly tending. With all his knowledge of the

earth, he could not free himself from tradition, and bSieTed in

the universality and power of the Mosaic deluge. Again, lie

refused to admit the evidence brought forward by his distin-

guished colleagues against the permanence of species, and used

all his great influence to crush out the doctrine of evolution,

then first proposed. Cuvier's definition of a species, the domi-

nant one for half a century, was as follows: "A species

comprehends all the individuals which descend from each

other, or from a common parentage, and those which resemble

them as much as they do each other."

The law of "Correlation of Structures," as laid

Cuvier, has been more widely accepted than

else that bears his name ; and yet, although founded in truth,

and useful within certain limits, it would certainly lead to

serious error if applied widely in the way he proposed.

In his Discourse, he sums this law as follows: "A <•::.-. a

shoulder blade, a condyle, a leg or arm bone, or any other bone

teeth to which they have belonged; so a

may determine the form of the other bones from th

Thus, commencing our investigation by a careful survey of any

one bone by itself, a person who is sufficiently master of the

^. Joch. Sc,-Tn ; :,, >,:.,.. V.,. XVIII, No. lOT.-Nov., 1879.
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laws of organic structure, may, as it w
whole animal to which that bone had belonged."
We know to-day that unknown extinct animals cannot be

restored from a single tooth or claw, unless they are very
similar to forms already known. Had Cuvier, himself, applied
his methods to many forms from the early Tertiary or older

formations, he would have failed. If, for instance, he had had
before him the disconnected fragments of an Eocene Tillodont,
he would undoubtedly have referred a molar tooth to one of

his Pachyderms ; an incisor tooth to a Eodent ; and a claw bone
to a Carnivore. The tooth of a Hesperornis would have given
him no possible hint of the rest of the skeleton, nor its swim-
ming feet the slightest clue to the ostrich-like sternum w skull.

And yet, the earnest belief in his own methods led Cuvier
to some of his most important discoveries.
Jean Lamarck (1744r-1829), the philosopher and naturalist,

a colleague of Cuvier, was a learned botanist before he became
a zoologist. His researches on the invertebrate fossils of the

Paris Basin, although less striking, were not less important
than those of Cuvier on the vertebrates; while the conclu-

sions he derived from them form the basis of modern biology.

Lamarck's method of investigation was the same, ess*

that used by Cuvier, namely : a direct comparison of fossils

with living forms. In this way, he soon ascertained that the

lis imbedded in the strata beneath Paris were, many
of them, extinct species, and those of different strata differed

a other. His first memoir on this subject appeared
m 1802,* and, with his later works, effected a revolution in

conchology. His " System of Invertebrate Animals" appeared
the year before, and his famous "Philosophie Zoolog't<i><>

" i"

1809. In these two works, Lamarck first announced
pies . ,

t Evolution. In the first volume of his " Natural 1 1 . i-r. >ry

of Invertebrate Animals,"f he gave his theory in detail ; and
to-day one can only read with astonishment his far-reaching

-ns of modern science. These views were strongly

supported by Ceoffroy Saint-Hilaire, but bitterly opposed by
Cuvier

; and their great contest on this subject is well known.
In looking back from this point of view, the philosophical

»i Lamarck's conclusions, in comparison with those

yt ( uvier, is clearly evident. The invertebrates on which
Lamarck worked offered less striking evidence of change than
the various animals investigated by Cuvier; yet they led

Lamarck directly to Evolution, while Cuvier ignored what
was before him on this point, and rejected the proof offered
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by others. Both pursued the same methods, and had an abun-
dance of material on which to work, jet the facts observed
induced Cuvier to believe in catastrophes; and Lamarck, in
the uniform course of nature. Cuvier declared species to be
permanent; Lamarck, that they were descended from others.

Both men stand in the first rank in science; but Lamarck
was the prophetic genius, half a century in advance of hig

While the Paris Basin was yielding such important results
for Palaeontology, its geological structure was being worked
out with great care. The results appeared in a volume by
Cuvier and Alex. Brongniart, chiefly the work of the latter,

published in 1808.* This was the first systematic investigation
of Tertiary strata. Three years later, the work was issued in
a more extended form. The separate formations were here
carefully distinguished by their fossils, the true importance of
which for this purpose being distinctly recognized. This
advance was not accepted without some opposition, and it is an
interesting fact that Jameson, who claimed for Werner the
theory here put in practice, rejected its application, and wrote
as follows :

" To Cuvier and Brongniart we are indebted for
much valuable information in their description of the country
around Paris, but we must protest against the use they have
made of fossil organic remains in their geognostieal descrip-

tions and investigations."!
William Smith (1769-1839), " the father of English Geology,"

had previously published a "Tabular View of the British Strata."

He appears to have arrived independently at essentially the
same view as Werner in regard to the relative position of strat-

ified rocks. He had determined that the order of succession

was constant, and that the different formations might be identi-

fied at distant points by the fossils they contained. In his

later works, "Strata identified by Organized Fossils," pub-
lished in 1816-20, and " Stratigraphical System of Organized
iossils," 1817, he gave to the world results of many years of

careful investigations on the Secondary formations of England.
In the latter work, he speaks of the success of his method in

determining strata by their fossils, as follows :
'* M;

method of tracing the strata by the organized fossils

therein, is thus reduced to a science not' dimeuli to learn. Ever
since the first written account of this discovery was ci

m 1T99, it has been closely investigated by my scientific

acquaintances in the vicinity of Bath, some of whom search the

quarries of different Strata in that district, with as much cer-

*Mssaisurla Q
t Translation of Cuvier's Discourse.
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tainty of finding the characteristic Fossils of the respective
rocks, as if they were on the shelves of their cabinets."
The systematic study of fossils now attracted attention in

England, also, and was prosecuted with considerable zeal,

although with less important results than in France. An ex-

tensive work on this subject, by James Parkinson, entitled
-

1 >rganic Remains of a Former World," was begun in 1804,
and completed in three volumes in 1811. A second edition

in L833. This work was far in advance of previous
tions in England, and, being well illustrated.

to make the collection and study of fossils popular. The belief
in the geological effects of the Deluge had not yet lost its

power, although restricted now to the later deposits; for Park-
inson in his later edition wrote as follows : " Why the earth

first stored
i all those substances, and endued with all those properties

which seemed to have proceeded from the deluge—why so many
beings were created, as it appears, for the purpose of being

eh I presume not to answer."
U iltiam Auckland (1784-1856), published in 1823 his cele-

brated "Reliquias Diluviance," in which he gave the results of

his own observations in regard to the animal remains found in

the caves, fissures and alluvial gravels of England. The facts

presented are of great value, and the work was long a model
• r researches. Buckland's conclusions were, that none

of the human remains discovered in the caves were as old as

the extinct mammals found with them, and that the Deluge
wis universal. In speaking of fossil bones found m the

Himalaya mountains, lie says :
" The occurrence of these bones

at such an enormous elevation in the region of eternal snow,
and consequently in a spot now unfrequented by such animals

[oree and deer, can, I think, be explained only by sup-
posing them to be of antediluvian origin, and that the carcasses
of the animals were drifted to their present place, and lodged
m sand, by the diluvial waters."
Hw foundation of the "Geological Society of London," in

1807, marks an important point in the history of paleontology-
ally collect materials for future generalizations, was
t in view, and this organization gradually became

the centre m Great Britain for those interested in geological
aence. The society was incorporated ™ 1 aQA Qr"* haR 8Ulce

been the leading organization in Europe for the advancement
ot the sciences within its field. The Geological Society of

^abhshed at Paris in 1832, and the German Geologi-

m 1848, have likewise contribu-
ted largely to geological investigations in these countries, and



to some extent in other parts of the world. In the pul

of these three societies, the student of palaeontology will find a

mine of valuable materials for his work.

The systematic study of fossil Plants may be said to date

from the publication of Adolphe Brongniart's ilPro<lron,< ."

in 1828.* This was very soon followed by his larger w..rk,

'•Histoir- </* n'lji'taux fossiles," issued in 1828-48. Brong-

niart pursued the same method as Cuvier and Lamarck, viz:

the comparison of fossils with living forms, and his results

were of great importance. In his "Tableau ih s </< are* rty/faiu-

: bed in Paris in 1849, he gives the (tarifica-

tien and distribution of the genera of fossif plants, and traces

out the historical progression of vegetable life on the globe, as

he had done to a great extent in his previous worm He
shows that the cryptogamic forms prevailed in the primary

formations ; the conifers and cycads in the secondary, and the

higher forms in the Tertiary, while four fifths of living plants

are exogens.
In England, Lindley and Hutton published, in 1831-37, a

valuable work in three volumes, entitled. ' F«»sil Flora of

Great Britain." This work was illustrated by many accurate

plates, in which the plants of the coal formation were

represented. Henry Witham also published two works in 1831

and 1833, in which he treated especially of the internal struc-

ture of fossil plants. "Anted: " hJ Artls
>

was published in London in 1838. Bowerbank's *• History m
the Fossil Fruits and Seeds of the London Clay," ap]

1843. Hooker's memoir "On the Vegetation of the Carbon-

iferous Period as compared with that of the present day, pub-

lished in 1848, was an important contribution to the science.

Bunburv, Williamson, and others, also published various

papers on fossil plants. This branch of Pateontoi.-.

ever, attracted much less attention in England, than on the

Continent.

In Germany, the study of fossil plants dates ba

beginning of the century. Yon Schlotheim, a pupil of V\ er-

ner, published in 1804 an illustrated volume on this snty *.

A more important work was that of Count Sternbei

in 1820-38, and illustrated with excellent plates,

iished a book with the title, "Du fiend*

which he gave the results of I \
h% inner

>truerure of fossil plants. Yon Gutbier in 1835, an

P 1844-53, described and figured the plants of two important

localities in Germany. Corda's «Betirag< sm- H»r» r

Vorwelt," issued at Prague, in 1845, was essentially a contmu-

* Prodrome d'une histoire des vegetaux fossiles. 8vo. Paris, 1828.
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ation of the work of Sternberg. Unger's " Chloris protogcea,"
}^\-U - "'-'"•'a et species plantarum fossilium" 1850, and

In the latter, the theory of descent is applied to the vegetable
world. Schimper and Mougeot's "Monograph on the fossil
plants of the ^ osges," 1845, was well illustrated, and contained

iv results.

Goppert, in 1836, published a valuable memoir entitled,
****** - ' m which he made known the

results of his study of fossil ferns. In the same year, this
botanist began a series of experi
t... mutate the process of fossilization, as found in nature. He
steeped vari stable substances in waters hold-
ing, some calcareous, others siliceous, and others metalm solution. After a slow saturation, the substances were dried,
and exposed to heat until the organic matters were burned,
in this way Goppert successfully imitated various processes of
petrifaction, and explained many things in regard to fossils
that had previously been in question. His discovery of the
remains of plants throughout the interior of coal did much to

fe
e

,

a
J UP

.

the ^tos about the formation of that substance. In

a
hrP^eTt Polished an important work in which he com-

pared the genera of fossil plants with those now living. In
ther extensive work by this author appeared, entitled,

Moselle Flora des Uebergangs-Gebirges."
Andrae, Braun, Dunker, Ettinsghausen, Geinitz, and Golden-

oerg, all made notable contributions to fossil Botany in
Germany, during the period we are now considering.

The systematic study of invertebrate fossils, so admirably

inned actively in France. The
iertiary shells of the Seine valley were further investigated by

and especially by Deshayes, whose great work on
his subject was begun in 1824* DesMoulin's essay on Sph&f
'.'.*'"< n. 1826, Blainville's memoir on BelemniL in 1827,
^erussacs various memoirs on land and fresh water fossil
sneiis, were

, Ui the 81lbl
'

ect A jater WOrk of

•?'«••; -- IH'rbigny's PaUontologk I
which described the mollusca and radiates in detail,

dccormng to formations. The o? :}<< antler

«TK?*
lr"

"• Brongniart and DesmarestV

L?il
P
^"T

r

Jv
k °n tWs 8ubiect - Michelins' memoir on the

butllT %°f Fra
?
Ce

'
1S41"46

>
was a"«ther important contn-

andZ *?i
Pf

*ontoh$y- Agassiz's works on fossil Eehinoderms
and Mollusks are valuable contributions to the science. The

*» cowffei fo«»7« rf„ «,».... j. „...,. „_.,_ !,„„•» 1M4-37.
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works of d'Archiac, Coquand, Cotteau, Desor, Edwards, Ilaime.

and De Yerneuil, are likewise of permanent value.

In Italy, Bellardi, Merian, Michellotti, Phillipi, Zigno, and
others, contributed important results to Palaeontology.

In Belgium, Bosquet, Nyst, Koninck, Kyckholt, Van Ben-
eden, and others, have all aided materially in the progress of

the science.

In England, also, invertebrate fossils were studied with care.

and continued progress was made. Sowerby's " Mineral Conch-
ology of Great Britain," in six volumes, a systematic work of

great value, was published In 1M2-30. and soon after was trans-

wtod into French and German. Its figures of fossil shells are

excellent, and it is still a standard work. Millers l
* Natural

History of the Crinoidea," published at Bristol, in 1821, and
Austin's later monograph, are valuable for reference. Brown's
"Fossil Conchology of Britain and Ireland" appeared in L889,

- History of the Fossil Insects of England, in 1,^45.

Hiillips' illustration of the geology of Yorkshire, 1829-36, and
his work on the Palaeozoic fossils of Cornwall, Devonshire, and
West Somerset, 1843, contained a great deal of original i i-.m-r
;

'- I't'gard to fossil remains. Morris' -Catalogue of British

i' '• asifi," issued in 1843, and the later edition in 1854, is most
useful to the working paleontologist. The memoirs of David-
son on the Brachiopoda, Edwards, Forbes, Morris, Lycett,

Sharpe, and Wood on other Mollusca, Wright on the Echino-

derms, Salter on Crustacea, Busk on Polyzoa, Jones on the

Entomostraca, and Duncan and Lonsdale on Corals, are of

special value. King's volume on Perm;.
various memoirs, Dixon's work on the fossils of Sussex, 1850,

mention. Sedgwick, Murchison, and L;.

greatest services were in systematic geology, each mh
"i-tn i .u lt- to tin k dred science of"paleontology during

the period we are reviewing.
In Germany, Schlotheim's trea -nkunde,

\ at Gotha in 1820, did much to promote a

interest in fossils. By far the most important work issued on
this subject was the * mMO? by Goldfuss,

in three folio volumes, 1826 to 1844, which has lost little of

its value. Bronn's " Geschichte der Natur? 1841-46, was a

work of great labor, and one of the most useful in the litera-

ture of this period. The author gave a list of all tin

fossil species, with full references, and also their dial

ion which
to base gem -le value.

Among other earlv works . ;

mient may
be mentioned, Dalman's memoir on Trilobites, 1828, and Bur-
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meister's on the same subject, 1843. Giebel's well known

"Fauna der Vorwelt," 1847-1856, gave lists of all the fossils

described up to that time, and hence is a very useful work.

The "Lethcea Geognostica" by Bronn, 1834-38, and the

second edition by Bronn and Eoemer, 1846-56, is a compre-

hensive general treatise on Palaeontology, and the most valuable

work of the kind yet published.

The researches of Ehrenberg, in regard to the lowest forms

of animals and plants, threw much light on various points in

Palaeontology, and showed the origin of extensive deposits,

the nature of which had before been in doubt. Yon Buch,

. Beyrich, Berendt, Dunker, Geinitz, Heer, Homes,
Klipstein, Yon Minister, Beuss, Roemer, Sandberger, Buem,

You Hagenow, Yon Hauer, Zeiten, and many others, all aided

in the advancement of this branch of science. Angelm, H ! ~

inger, and Nilssoii, in Sonndm; > ia ; Ai.icli, DeAViddheinu Ki h-

wald, Keyset'! ';.••-. Kut<«r<^. Xordmann, Pander, U
Yolborth*, in Russia ; ami Pu.rich in Poland, published important

results on fossil invertebrates.

The impetus given by Cuvierto the study of vertebrate fossils

extended over Europe,' and great efforts were made to continue

discoveries in the direction he had so admirably pointed out.

Louis Agassis (1807-73), a pupil of Cuvier, and long an

honored member of this association, attained eminence in the

study of ancient as well as of recent life. His great work on

Fossil Fishes* deserves to rank next to Cuvier's "Oswme**
Fossiles." The latter contained mainly fossil mammals and

reptiles, while the fishes were left without a hist*

A^gassiz began his investigations. His studies had a

fitted him for the task, and his industry brought together

vast array of facts bearing on the subject. The value of this

grand work consists not only in its faithful descriptions and

plates, but also in the more profound results it contained.

Agassiz first showed that there is a correspondence between

the succession of fishes in the rocks, and their embryonal

development. This is now thought to be one of the strongest

points in favor of evolution, although its discoverer interpreted

the facts as bearing the other way.
Pander's memoirs on the fossil fishes of Kussi

worthy supplement to Agassiz's classic work. Brandt's publi-

cations are likewise of great value ; and those of Lund, i»

Sweden, have an especial interest to Americans, in consequence
of his researches in the caves of Brazil.

Croizet and Jobert's "Recherche* surles ossemens fosmles

du department du Puy-de-Dmne? published in 1828, contained
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valuable results in regard to fossil mammals. Geoffroy St.

the South of France, published between
1829 and 1839, were of much value. Schmerling's researches in

the caverns of Belgium, published in 1833-36, were especially

important on account of the discovery of human remains min-

gled with those of extinct animals. Deslongchamp's memoirs
on fossil reptiles, 1835, are still of great interest. Pictet's

general treatise on palaeontology was a valuable addition to

the literature, and has done much to encourage the study of

lpsai&* DeBlainville, in his grand work, " OsUographie"
issued in 1839-56, brought together the remains of living and
extinct vertebrates, forming a series of the greatest value for

study. Aymard and Pomel's contributions to vertebrate Palae-

ontology are both of value. Gervais and Lartet add
to our knowledge of the subject, and Bravard and Hebert's

memoirs are well known.
The brilliant discoveries of Cuvier in the Paris Basin,

excited great interest in England, and when it was found that

the same Tertiary strata existed in the south of England, care-

i was made for vertebrate fossils. Kemains of some
of the same genera described by Cuvier were soon die

and other extinct animals new to science were found in

various parts of the kingdom. Kdnig, to whom we owe the

name Ichthyosaurus, and Conybeare, who gave the generic

designation Plesiosaurus, and also Mosasaurus, were among
the earliest writers in England on fossil reptiles. The discov-

ery of these three extinct types, and the discussion as to their

nature, forms a most interesting chapter in the annals of

Palaeontology. The discovery of the Iguanodon, by Mantell,

and the Megalosaurus, by Buckland, *

interest. These great reptiles differed much more widely from
living forms than the mammals described by Cuvier, and the

period in which they lived soon became known as the " age of

-Reptiles." The subsequent researches of these authors added
largely to the existing knowledge of various extinct forms,

and their writings did much to arouse public interest m the

subject.

Sichard Owen, a pupil of Cuvier, followed, and brought to

hear upon the subject an extensive knowledge of comparative

anatomy, and a wide acquaintance with existing forms. His

contributions have enriched aim"-* every <K i.arrmi nt of palae-

ontology, and of extinct vertebrates especially, he has been,

since Cuvier, the chief historian. The fossil reptiles of
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England, he has systematically described, as well as those of
South Africa. The extinct Struthious birds of New Zealan I,

he has made known to science, and accurately described in

extended memoirs. His researches on the fossil mammals of
Great !>nt;tin. the extinct K.ientates of South America, and
the ancient Marsupials of Australia, each forms an h
chapter in the history of

i light a marvelous vertebrate
fauna of Pliocene age. The remains thus secured were made
known in their great work, "Fauna Ant i qua St'valrnsls,"

published at London in 1845. The important V m-il utir.i > « t

Egerton to our knowledge of fossil fishes, and Jardine's well
known work, " Ichnology of Annandale," also belong to this

period.

The study of vertebrate fossils in Germany was pros-

;rh much success during the present period. Blumen-
bach, the ethnologist, in several publications between 1803
and 1814, recorded valuable observations on this subject.

In 1812, Sommerring gave an excellent figure of a pterodac-
tyle, which he named and described. Goldfuss' researches on

vertebrates from the Caves of Germany, published

23, made known the more important facts of that

g fauna. His later publications on extinct An
and Reptiles were also noteworthy. Jager's investigations on

t vertebrate fauna of Wurtemberg, published between
1824 and 1839, were an important advance. To Plieninger's

3 in the same region, 1834-44, we owe the discovery
of the first Triassic mammal (Microlestes), as well as important

Son in regard to Labyrinthodonts. Kaup's researches
on fossil mammals, 1832-41, brought to light many interesting

Qd to him we are indebted for the generic name
ninothertum, and excellent descriptions of the remains then
known. L

Count Miinster's « Beifrage zur Petrifacten-Kunde," pub-

843-46, contained several valuable papers on fossil

tea; and the separate papers by the same author are of

interest. Andreas Wagner wrote on Pterosauriane in 1837,
and later gave the first description of fossil mamm
lertiary of Greece, 1837-40. Johannes Miiller published an

important illustrated work on the Zeuglodonts, in 1849, and
vanous notable memoirs

; and Qtions of fossil reptiles, as well as other papers of much value.

Kutimeyer's suggestive memoirs are widely known.
rlermann von Meyer's contributions to vertebrate pateon-

Sf *T
hj *ar the m08t important published in Germany

during the period we are now considering. From 1830, his
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investigations on this subject were continuous for nearly forty

yours, and his various publications are all of value!' His
"Brili'iiij. zt/r l\t,'[f"rt,nktnvh" \<\\- :):), contains a series of
valual.Ie memoirs. His "Patceolof/io.r" issued in is3 2, includes

a synopsis of the fossil vertebrates then known, wit 1

! nmcli
original matter. His great work, "Z>ir Fauna tin' Vann-lt."
ls4-5-ht>, includes a series of monographs invaluable to the
student of vertebrate palaeontology. This work, as well as his

other chief publications, was illustrated with admirable plates

from his own drawings. Other memoirs by this author will be
found in the " PaUpoidoijrajJthm'' of which he was one of the
edit* -is. In the many volumes of this publication, which began
in K">1, and is still continued, will be I'oimd much to interest

the investigator in any branch of palaeontology.
The " Palaeontographical Society of London." . stal !ish< d in

l s47. has also issued a series of volumes containing va! iabh-

memoirs in various branches of Paleontology. These two
publications together are a storehouse of knowledge in regard
to extinct forms of animal and vegetable life.

It may be interesting here to note briefly the use of general
terms in Palaeontology, as the gradual progress of the science

was indicated to some extent in "its terminology. At first, and
for a long time, the name "fossil'' w as appr : i iati h used for

• ug from the earth, both minerals and organic remains.

The term « ( Mwct. i _ dv the same meaning,
was also use t study. For a long peri. .d. too,

'nation ites {Xi&ot;, a stone) w;i> applied t > Wiis to

: as. for

instance, " 'A-/,,,.-//, ,." u>ed l.v Plinv/ At a later date, the

ime "figured stones'' (?«j>;<-f>* ,P);»r>t?i\ was exten-

sively used ; and less frequently. "Deluge stoics" A./^A.v

'<''>•; /„/). The term "organized fossils" was used *<> distin-

guish fossils from minerals, when the real difference became

™own, although the name "1
ployed. The term "petritacth
by John Gesner in his work on fossils in 175S. and was

modern term, bavin** come into use only
'entury. It was introduced about 1830, and soon was
adopted in Franco and England ; but in Germany it met with
less favor, though used to some extent.

It would be interesting, too, did time permit, to trace the

various opinions and superstitions, held at different times, in

regard to some of the more common fossils. I tr m
Ammonite, or the Belemnite. Of their supposed celestial
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origin; of their use as medicine by the ancients, and :

East to-day; of their marvellous power as charms, amca
Eomans, and still among the American Indians. *"'

,
also, to compare the various views expressed by stu-

dents in science, concerning some of the stranger extic
for instance, the Kummulites, among Protozoa ; the Eudistes,
among Mollusks; or the Mosasaurus, among Eeptiles. Dissim-
ilar a* Mich views were, they indicate in many cases gropings
after truth,—natural steps in the increase of knowledge.

The third period in the history of Palaeontology, which, as I
'. began with Cuvier and Lamarck at the beginning of

. forms a natural epoch extending through
six decades. The definite characteristics of this period, as stated,

were dominant during all this time, and the progress of Palaeon-
tology was commensurate with thai of int.dliu'ence and culture.

For the first half of this period, the marvelous discoveries in

the Paris Basin excited astonishment, and absorbed attention?
but the real significance and value of the facts made known by
Cuvier, Lamarck, and William Smith, were not appreciated,

is still a strong tendency to regard fossils merely as

interesting objects of natural history, as in the previous period,

and not as the key to profounder problems in the earth's his-

tory. Many prominent geologists were still endeavoring to

identity formations in different countries by their mineral
characters, rather than by the fossils imbedded in them. Such
names as " Old Eed Sandstone," and " New Eed Sandstone,"
were given in accordance with this opinion. Humboldt, for

attempted to compare the formations of South Amer-
ica and Europe by their mineral features, and doubted the

value of fossils for this purpose. In lS->3, he wrote as follows:
Are we justified in concluding that all formations are char-

by particular species? that the fossil shells of the

cnalk the muschelkalk, the Jura limestone, and the Alpine
limestones, are all different? I thii k this would be pushing

*ion much too far."* Jameson still thought minerals

SG ^P01"^* tnan fossils for characterizing formations;
while Bakewefl, later yet, defines Paleontology as «

dossil Zoology and Fossil Botanv, a knowledge of which mav
appear to the student as having little connection with Geology-
During the later hi

ri) „i greater progress
was made, and before its close Geology was thoroughly estab-

lished as a science. Let us consider for a moment what had
redly been accomplished up to this time.W 2 V°^ he

?? Proved beyond question that portions at

least o± the Earth's surface had been covered many times by
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the sea, with alternations of fresh water and of land ; that the

strata thus deposited were formed in succession, the lowest

of the series being the oldest ; that a distinct succession of

animals and plants had inhabited the earth during the different

geological periods; and that the order of succession found in

one part of the earth was essentially the same in all. More
than 30,000 new species of extinct animals and plants? had now-

been described. It had been found, too, that from the oldest

formations to the most recent, there had been an advance in

the grade of life, both animal and vegetable, the oldest forms
being among the simplest, and the higher forms successively

making their appearance.
It had now become clearly evident, moreover, that the fossils

from the older formations were all extinct species, and thai onfr

in the most recent deposits were there remains of forma -rill

living. The equally important fact had been established, that

in several groups of both animals and plants, the extinct forms

were vastly more numerous than the living ; while several orders

of fossil animals had no representatives in modern times.

Human remains had been found mingled with those of extinct

animals, but the association was regarded as an accidental one

by the authorities in science ; and the very recent appearance

of Man on the earth was not seriously questioned. Another

important conclusion reached, mainly through the labors of

Lyell, was, that the earth had not been subjected in the past to

sudden and violent revolutions ; but the great changes wrought
had been gradual, differing in no essential respect from those

still in progress. Strangely enough, the corollary to this propo-

o, had been continuous on the earth, formed
at that date no part of the common stock of knowledge.

_

In the physical world, the great law of "Correlation of

forces" had been announced, and widely accepted; but in the

organic world, the dogma of the miraculous creation of each

separate species still held sway, almost as eompli-tely a> v.hui

Linnaeus declared : " There are as many different
_

species as

there were different forms created in the beginning by the

Infinite Being." But the dawn of a new era was already

breaking, and the third period of palaeontology we may
consider now at an end.

Just twenty years ago, science had reached a point when the

belief in "special creations" was undermined by w€

« ts, slowly accumulated. The time was ripe. Many
-

3 were working at the problem, convinced that Evo-

lution was the key to the present and the past. But how had

Nature brought this change about \ While others
|

Darwin spoke the magic word— "tfatwral Selection," and a

uew epoch in science began.
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The fourth period in the history of Palaeontology dates from
this time, and is the period of to-day. One of the main cliar-

acte ifitios of this epoch is the belief that all life, h
...tuictj, as oetn evolved from simple forms. Another prom-
inent feature is the accepted fact of the great ant ,

human race. These are quite sufficient to distinguish this

period sharply from those that preceded it.

The publication of Charles Darwin's work on the " Origin
of Species," November, 1859, at once aroused attention, and
^ r;il

'

; -''
- l iwohirioii which has already in the short space of

two decades changed the whole course of scientific thought.
The theory of "Natural Selection," or as Spencer has hap-

med it, the "Survival of the Fittest," had been worked
out independently by !v shares the honor of
the discovery. We have seen that the theory of Evolution was
proposed and advocated by Lamarck, but he was before his

time The anonymous author of the " Vestiges of Creation,"
which appeared in 1844, advocated a somewhat similar theory

n acted much attention, but the belief that species were
immutable was not sensibly affected until Darwin's wo*
appeared.

The difference between Lamarck and Darwin is essentially
this: Lamarck proposed the theory of Evolution; Darwin
changed this into a doctrine, which is now guiding the investi-

gations m all departments of biology. Lamarck failed to real-

ize the importance of time, and the interaction of life on
lite. Darwin, by combining these influences with those also

suggested by Lamarck, has shown how the existing forms on
the earth may have been derived from those of the past.

Ihis revolution has influenced Palaeontology as extensively
as any other department of science, and hence the new period
we are discussing. In the last epoch, species were repre-
sented independently, by parallel lines ; in the present period,
tney are indicated by dependent, branching lines. The former
was the analytic, the latter is the synthetic, period. To-day, the
animals and plants now living are believed to be genetically
connected with those of the distant past ; and the paleontologist
no longer deems species of the first importance, but seeks for

ps and genealogies, — -

advance during the last decade has been great, and i

of what is yet to come.
g

DiSnt^?l of
T.

PaIaBontolo8y in Great Britain duril^S!nod has been great, and the general interest in the

ach extended. The views of Darwin soon found
acceptance here. ]S ext to his discovery of " Natural Selection,"
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Darwin was fortunate in having so able and bold an expounder
as Huxley; who was one of the first to adopt his theory, and
give it a vigorous support. Huxley's masterly researches have
been of great benefit to all departments of Biology, and his

contributions to Palaeontology are invaluable. Among the

latter, his original investigations on the relations of Birds and
Reptiles are especially noteworthy. His various memoirs on
extinct Reptiles, Amphibians and Fishes, belong to the perma-
nent literature of the subject. The important researches of Owen
on the fossil vertebrates have been continued to the present
time. He has added largely to his previous publications on

the British fossil Reptiles, Birds, and Mammals; the extinct

reptiles of South Africa, and the Post-Tertiary birds of New
Zealand. His description of the Archceopteryx near the begin-
ning of the period was a most welcome contribution.

The investigations of Egerton on Fossil Fishes have likewise

been continued with important results. Busk, Dawkins, Flower
id have made valuable contributions to the history of

fossil Mammals. Bell, Giinther, Hulke, Lankester, Powrie,
Miall, and Seely, have made notable additions to our knowledge
of Reptiles, Amphibians, and Fishes. Among Invertebrates, the

Crustacea have been especially studied by Jones, -

Woodward. Davidson, Etheridge, Lycett, Morris. Phillip*.

Wood, and Wright have continued their researches on the

Mollusks ; Duncan, H i
gated the

extinct Corals; and Binney, Carruthers, and Williamson, the

Fossil Plants. Numerous other ; ions have
been made to the science in Great Britain during the present

period.

On the Continent, the advance in Palaeontology has. during

the last two decades, been equally great. In France. Gervais

continued his memoirs on extinct vertebrates nearly to the

present date ; while Gaudry has published several volumes on
the subject that are models for all students of the science. His

work on the fossil animals of Greece is a perfect monograph
" f its kind, and his later publications are all of importance.

Lartet's various works are of permanent value, and hie

tion of Paleontology to Archaeology brought notable regatta.

The volume of Alphonse Milne-Edwards on fossil C

was a fit supplement to Brongniart and Desmarest's well known
W'-'i-k: while his grand memoir on fossil Birds deserve.- to

i the classic volumes of Cuvier. Duvern.

Hebert, Sauvage and others have also published interesting

results on fossil vertebrates.
Van Beneden's researches on the fossil vertebrates of Bel-

gium have produced results of great value.

and Wedersheim in Switzerland, Bianconi, Forsyth-Major, and
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Sismonda in Italy, and Nodot in Spain, have likewise published
important memoirs. The extinct vertebra t»

in Germany by Von Meyer, Cams, Fraas, Giebel, Haeckel,
Haase, Hensel, Kayser, Kner, Ludwig, Peters, Portia, Maaek,
Salenka, Zittel, and many others ; in Holland by Winkler, in

Denmark by Bernhardt; and in Russia by Brandt and
Kowalewsky.
The fossil invertebrates have been investigated with care by

D'Archiac, D'Orbigny, Bayle, Fromentel, Oustalet, and others
in trance; Desor, Loriol and Ronx in Sv
Massalongo, Michellotti, Meneghini, and Sismonda in Italy,

Barrande, Benecke, Beyrich, Dames, Dorn, Ehlers, Geraite,
-umbel, Feistmantel, Hagen, von Ilaner, v..n Uevden,

von Fritsch, Laube, Oppel, Quenstedt, Roemer, Schliiter, guess,

fepeyer, and Zittel in Germany. The fossil Plants have been
studied ';udied m these countries by Massalongo, Saporta, Zigno,
ledler, Goldenberg, Gehler, Heer, Goeppert, Ludwig, Schim-
er, Schenk, and many others.
Among the recent researches in Paleontology in other

regions may be mentioned those of Blanford, Feistmantel,
Lydekker, and Stoliczka, in India

; Haast and Hector in New
Zealand, and Krefft and McCoy in Australia ; all of whom
have published valuable results.

Of the progress of paleontology in America, I have thus far

said nothing, and I need now say but little, as many of you are

doubtless familiar with its main features. During the first

and second periods in the history of paleontology, as I hare
defined them, America, for most excellent reasons, took no
part. In the present century, during the third period, appear
the names of Bigsby, Green, Morton, Mitchell, Rafinesque,
bay, and Troost, all of whom deserve mention. More recently,
the researches of Conrad, Dana, Deane, DeKay, Emm<H*>
Gibbes, Hitchcock, Holmes, Lea, McChesney, Owen, Redfield,
Rogers, Shuman], Swallow, and many others, have enlarged
our knowledge of the fossils of this country.
The contributions of James Hall to the Invertebrate Palaeon-

tology of this country form the basis of our present knowledge
of the subject. The extensive labors of Meek in the same
department are likewise entitled to great credit, and will form
an important chapter in the history of the science. The
memoirs of Billings, Gabb, Scudder, White, and Whitfield are

numerous and important
; and the publications of Derby,

Hartt James, Miller, Shaler, Rathbiirn, and Winchell, are

also of vaiue . To Dawsoilj LesquereuXj and dewberry, je
mamly owe our present knowledge of the fossil plants of this
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The foundation of our vertebrate Palaeontology was laid by
Leidy, whose contributions have enriched nearly every depart-

ment of the subject. The numerous publications of Cope are

well known. Agassiz, Allen, Baird, Dawson, Deane, IK-Kav,
Emmons, Gribbes, Harlan, Hitchcock, Jefferson, Lea, LeConte,
Newberry, Redfield, St. John, Warren, Whitney, Worthen,
Wyman, and others, have all added to our knowledge of

American fossil vertebrates. The ' chief results in this depart-

"rject, I have alrea
"

,
and hence need 3

In this rapid sketch of the history of Palaeontology, I have
thought it best to speak of the earlier periods more in detail, as

they are less generally known, and especially as they indicate

the growth of the science, and the obstacles it had to surmount.
With the present work in palaeontology, moreover, you are all

more or less familiar, as the results are now part of the current

literature. To assign every important discovery to its author,

would have led me far beyond my present plan. I have only

endeavored to indicate the growth of the science by

, or Dhu
they

were written.

In considering what has been accomplished, directly or indi-

rectly, it is well to bear in mind that without p*l*

there would have been no science of geology. The latter

science originated from the study of fossils, and not the reverse,

as generally supposed. Palaeontology, therefore, is not a mere
branch of geology, but the foundation on which that science

mainly rests. This fact is a sufficient excuse, if one were want-
ing, for noting the early opinions in regard to the changes of

the earth's surface, as these changes were first studied r

the position of fossils. The investigation of the latter first led

to theories of the earth's formation, and thus to geology. When
speculation replaced observation, fossils were discarded, and
for a time the mineral characters of strata were thought to be
the key to their position and age. For some time after this,

geologists, as we have seen, apologized for using fossils to deter-

mine formations, but for the last half century their value for

this purpose has been fully recognized.
The services which Paleontology has rendered to .Botany

and Zoology are less easy to estimate, but are very c

-The classification of these sciences has been rendered much
more complete by the intercalation of :

.

forms. The probable origin of various living species has been

indicated by the genealogies sugge « ;
while

our knowledge of the geographical distribution of animals and
' Am. Jocb. 8ci.-Thibd Series, Vol. XVIII, No. 107.—Nov., 1879.
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plants at the present day has been greatly improved by the

facts brought out in regard to the former distribution of life

on the globe.

Among the vast number of new species which have been added
are the representatives of a number of new orders entirely un-

known among living forms. The distribution of these extinct

orders, among the different classes, is interesting, as they

are mainly confined to the higher groups. Among the fossil

Plants, no new orders have yet been found. There are none
known among the Protozoa, or the Mollusca. The Radiates

have been enriched by the extinct orders of Blastoidea, Cystidea,

and Edrioasterida ; and the Crustaceans by the Eurypterida and

Trilobita. Among the Vertebrates, no extinct order of fossil

Fishes has yet been found; but the Amphibians have been

enlarged by the important order Labyrinthodonta. The great-

est additions have been among the Reptiles, where the majority

of the orders are extinct. Here we have at the present date

the Ichthyosauria, Sauranodontia, Plesiosauria and Mosasauria,

among the marine forms; the Pterosauria, including the

Pteranodontia, containing the flying forms ; and the Dinosauria,

including the Sauropoda—the giants among reptiles ; likewise

the Dicynodontia, and probably the Theriodontia, among the

terrestrial forms. Although but few fossil Birds have been

found below the Tertiary, we have already among the Mesozoic

forms three new orders : the Saururae, represented by Archw-

: the Odontotomy, with Ichthyornis as the type; and

the Odontolcse, based upon Resperornis ; all of these orders

being included in the sub-class Odontornithes, or toothed birds.

Among Mammals, the new groups regarded as orders are the

Toxodontia, and the Dinocerata, among the Ungulates; and

the Tillodontia, including strange Eocene Mammals whose

exact affinities are yet to be determined.

Among the important results in vertebrate palaeontology, are

the genealogies, made out with considerable prob
various existing animals. Many of the larger mammals have

been traced back through allied forms in a closely connected
series to early Tertiary times. In several cases the series are

so complete that there can be little doubt that the line of

descent has been established. The Evolution of the horse, for

( now known.

emonstration in one case stands for all. The evidence in

favor of the genealogy of the horse now rests on the same

foundation as the proof that any fossil bone once formed part

ot the skeleton of a living animal. A special creation ot a

single bone is as probable as the special creation of a single

species. The method of the paleontologist in the investigation
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of the one, is the method for the other. The only choice lies
between natural derivation and supernatural creation.
For such reasons it is now regarded among the active

workers in science as a waste of time to discuss the truth of
Evolution. The battle on this point has been fought, and won.

The geographical distribution of animals and plants, as well
as their migrations, has received much new light from Palae-
ontology. The fossils found in some natural divisions of the
earth are related so closely to the forms now living there that
a genetic connection between them can hardly be doubted.
The extinct Marsupials of Australia, and the Edentates of
South America, are well known examples. The Pliocene hip-
popotami of Asia and the South of Europe point directly to
migrations from Africa. Other similar examples are numerous.
The fossil plants of the Arctic region prove the existence of a
climate there far milder than at present, and recent researches
at least render more probable the suggestion, made long ago by
Buffon, in his "Epochs of Nature," that life began in the polar
regions, and by successive migrations from them the conti-
nents were peopled.

The great services which Comparative Anatomy rendered to
Palaeontology at the hands of Cuvier, Agassiz, Owen, and
others, have been amply repaid. The solution of some of the
niost difficult problems in Anatomy has received scarcely less
aid from the extinct forms discovered, than from Embryology

;

and the two lines of research supplement each other. Our
present knowledge of the vertebrate skull, the limb-arches, and
the limbs, has been much enlarged by researches in Palaeontol-
ogy- On the other hand, the recent labors of Gegenbaur,
-tLuxley, Parker, Balfour, and Thacher, will make clear many
obscure points in ancient Life.

One of the important results of recent paleeontological
research, is the law of brain-growth, found to exist among
extinct mammals, and to some extent in other vertebrates.
According to this law, as I have briefly stated it elsewhere

:

All Tertiary mammals had small brains. There was, also, a
gradual increase in the size of the brain during this period.
J- his increase was confined mainly to the cerebral hemispheres,
or higher portions of the brain. In some groups, the convolu-
tions of the brain have gradually become more complicated,
^n some, the cerebellum and the olfactory lobes have even
dhninished in size." More recent researches render it probable
that the same general law of brain-growth holds good for birds
and reptiles from the Mesozoic to the present time. The Cre-
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taceous birds, that have been investigated with reference to this

point, had brains only about one-third as large in proportion as

those nearest allied among riving species. The Dinosaurs from
our Western Jurassic follow the same law, and had brain cav-

ities vastly smaller than any existing reptiles. Many other

facts point in the same direction, and indicate that the general

law will hold good for all extinct vertebrates.

Palaeontology has rendered great service to the more recent

science of Archaeology. At the beginning of the present period,

a re-examination of the evidence in regard to the antiquity of

the human race was going on, and important results were soon

attained. Evidence in favor of the presence of man on the

earth at a period far earlier than the accepted chronology of six

thousand years would imply, had been gradually accumulating;
but had been rejected from time to time by the highest authori-

ties. In 1823, Cuvier, Brongniart, and Buckland, and later,

Lyell, refused to admit that human relics, and the bones of

extinct animals found with them, were of the same geological

age, although experienced geologists, such as Boue" and others,

had been convinced by collecting them. Christol, Serres, and

Tournal, in France, and Schmerling in Belgium, had found

human remains in caves, associated closely with those of various

extinct mammals, and other similar facts were on record.

Boucher de Perthes, in 1841, began to collect stone imple-

ments in the gravels of the valley of the Somme, and, in 1817,

i the first volume of his "Antiquitis Celtiqiies." &}
this work, he described the specimens he had found, and asserted

their great antiquity. The facts as presented, however, were

not generally accepted. Twelve years later, Falconer, Evans,

and Prestwich examined the same localities with care, became

convinced, and the results were published in 1859 and I860.

About the same time Gaudry, Hebert, and Desnoyers, also ex-

plored the same valley, and announced that the stone imple-

ments there were as ancient as the mammoth and rhinoceros

found with them. Explorations in the Swiss lakes and in the

Danish shell heaps added new testimony bearing in the same

direction. In 1863, appeared Lyell's work on the "Geo-

logical Evidences of the Antiquity of Man," in which facts

were brought together from various parts of the world, proving

beyond question the great age of the human race.

t

The additional proof since brought to light has been exten-

sive, and is still rapidly increasing. The Quaterna:
man is now generally accepted. Attempts have recently been

made to approximate in years the time of man's fin-

ance on the earth. One high authority has estimated the

antiquity of man merely to the last glacial epoch of Europe as
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250,000 years; and those best qualified to judge, would, I
think, regard this as a fair estimate.

Important evidence has likewise been adduced of man's
existence in the Tertiary, botli in Europe and America. The
evidence to-day is in favor of the presence of man in the
Pliocene of this country. The proof offered on this point by
Professor J. D. Whitney, in his recent work,* is so strong,

and his careful, conscientious method of investigation so well
known, that his conclusions seem irresistible. "Whether the
Pliocene strata he has explored so fully on the Pacific coast

corresponds strictly with the deposits which hear this name in

Europe, may be a question requiring further consideration.

At present, the known facts indicate that the American beds
containing human remains, and works of man, are as old as the
Pliocene of Europe. The existence of Man in the Tertiary
period seems now fairly established.

In looking back over the history of Palaeontology, much
seems to have been accomplished ; and yet the work has but
just begun. A small fraction only of the earth's surface has
been examined, and two large continents are waiting to be
explored. The "imperfection of the geological record," so

often cited by friends and foes, still remains, although much
improved ; but the future is full of promise. In filling out

rd, America, I believe, will do her full share, and
thus aid in the solution of the great problems now before us.

I have endeavored to define clearly the different periods

in the history of Paleontology. If I may venture, in conclu-

sion, to characterize the present period in all departments of

science, its main feature would be a belief in universal I-aws.

The reign of Law, first recognized in the physical world, has

now been extended to Life, as well. In return, Life has given
to inanimate nature the key to her profounder mysteries

—

Evolution, which embraces the universe.
What is to be the main characteristic of the next period ?

No one now can tell. But if we are permitted to continue m
imagination the rapidly converging lines of research pursued
to-day, they seem to meet at the point where orpm- «
inorganic nature hwmnfi nun. That this point will

;
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Aet. XLIL—On the Diamagnetic Constants of Bismuth and
Calc-spar in Absolute Measure.

Part I.—By H. A. Rowland, Professor of Physics in the Johns
Hopkins University.

Since my experiments on the magnetic constants of iron,

nickel and cobalt, I have sought the means of determining
those of some diamagnetic substances, and to that end have

I a method in this Journal for May, 1875, (vol. ix,

page 357). As Mr. Jacques, Fellow of the University, was
willing to take up the experimental portion, I have here
worked up the subject more in detail and brought the for-

mulas into practical shape. No experiments have been made
on this subject so far, but some rough comparisons with iron

have been made by Becquerel, Plucker and Weber. But as

iron varies so greatly, and as the methods of experiment are

inexact, we cannot be said to know much about the subject.

As, however, the relative results of these experiments and those

of Faraday can be accepted as reasonably exact for diamagnetic
substances and weak paramagnetic ones, it is only necessary to

make a determination of one substance such as bismuth, and
then the rest can be readily found. But as bismuth is very

te it is necessarv to make our formula? general, unless

we use bismuth in a powder, which would introduce error.

1 he general method of experiment has been indicated in the

paper before referred to, but I may here state that it consists

m counting the number of vibrations made by a bar hung in

the usual manner between the poles of an electromagnet. The
distribution of the magnetic force in the field being known, we
can then calculate the force acting on the bodv, and the com-
parison of this with the time of vibration gives' us the means
of determining the constant sought. But I will leave the

more exact description to be given by Mr. Jacques in the

experimental part.

Exploration offield.
The first operation to be performed is to find a formula to

express the force of the field at any point, and an experimental
means of determining it in absolute measure. The magnet
used was one on the method of Ruhmkorff, and hence the

neicl was nearly symmetrical around the axis of the two

branches, and also with respect to a plane perpendicular to the

axis at a point midway between its poles. Should any want
ot symmetry exist by accident, it will be nearly neuti

hanf?'
°n 'be £nal result

>
seeiQg that the diamagnetic bar

nangs symmetrically.
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The proper expansion of the magnetic potential for this

case is therefore a series of zonal spherical harmonies, including
only the uneven powers. Hence, if V is the potential,

(1) V= A, Q, r+ Ain Q„, r
3 + Av Qv r

5 + etc.

where r is the distance from the center of symmetry, Q„ Q///?

etc., are the spherical harmonies with respect to the angle

between r and the axis, and A„ A,,,, AT, etc., are constants to

be found by experiment The only method known of meas-
uring a strong magnetic field with accuracy is by means of

induced currents, and in this case I have used a modification of

the method of the proof plane as I have described it in this

Journal, III, vol. x, p. 14. In the method there described the

coil was to be drawn rapidly away from the given point : in

the present case the coil was moved along the axis, thus meas-
uring the difference of the field at several points ;

on then

placing it at the center and drawing it away, the field was
measured at that point The field at the other points along
this axis could then be found by adding the measured differ-

ence to this quantity. This method is far more accurate than
the direct measurement at the different points.

When a wire is moved in a magnetic field the current

induced in it is equal to the change of its potential energy,

supposing it to transmit a unit current, divided by the resist-

ance of the circuit The potential energy of a wire in a mag-
netic field is (Maxwell's Elec, Art 410),

r/
7
dY

,

dV . dV\^

which is simply the surface integral of V over any surface

whose edge is in the wire.
In the present case, take the axis of x in the direction of the

axis of the poles and the surface, S, parallel to the plane YZ,
and let /> be the distance in this plane from the center of the

coil we are calculating. Then

for a single circle.

From (i)
d̂ L= 2l(i + 1) A,+1 r<Q,

&-)«

•WT¥
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For a circle of rectangular section we must obtain t

value of this quantity throughout the section of the cc

M-*C20*
the center of sec-

\ the width and depth of the groove in

tind. We can calculate this quantity best
1

"
sity, Art 700),

M«P. +*«6* +£*)-
Thus we finally 'find

(2) M= nff\ A
/
(l+TV^)+lA /;/ o(Q 1/;/ + K5^-3)i; +^(l-^))

•HAvQV.+ eto.}

It is by aid of this equation that we find the coefficients

A„ A,,,, etc. in the expansion of the magnetic potential, V.
For, let the coil be moved in the field from a position where M
has the value M' to where it has the value M" : then if the coil

be joined to a galvanometer the current induced will be equal to

M'~M' .

where R is the resistance of the circuit. If an earth inductor
is included in the circuit whose integral area is E, when it is

reversed the current is ^~ where H is the component of the

earth's magnetism perpendicular to the plane of the inductor.
I he current as measured by the galvanometer in the first case

will be Csini*(l+^) and in the second Csin|D(l+*A
where C is the constant of the galvanometer and X is the log-

arithmic decrement.

M'-M*—
ir-=C Sinitf(l-HA)

2HE „ .

In this way we can obtain a series of equations containing

^,, A„„ etc. and can thus find these by elimination.
ims completes the exploration, and we have as a result*

iormula giving the magnetic potential of the field in absolute

~^rghoyit a certai
"

smai1 «*» - -hichwe can
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The i

[y wh:

Crystalline Body in Magnetic Field.

Let the body have such feeble magnetic action that the mag-
netic field is not very much influenced by its presence. In

fcalline substances we know there exist in general three
axes at right angles to each other, along which the magnetic
induction is in the direction of the magnetic force. Let /,•, h.

and k
3 be the coefficients of magnetization in the directions of

these axes and let a set of coordinate axes be drawn parallel to

these crystalline axes, the coordinates referred to which are

designated by x', y' and z', and the magnetic components of the
force parallel to which are X', Y' and Z'.

The energy of the crystalline body will then be

E= - $fff (*, X'
3 + k

a
Y"+ *, Zn) dx'dy'dz'

axes in some other direction through the crystal. Let these
axes be X, Y, Z.

Then
x^a + tf/S+Sy
y= x'a>+y'p'+zy
z = x'a"-{- y'p"+ z'y"

~ dx' - dx
a+

dy
a+

dy
a

Y'=eta

X'^Xa+Ya'+Za"
Y' = Xfi + Yp'+Z(f
Z'.zxXy + Yy'+Zy'

where a, /?, r; a >

', 0', f ; and a", fi",
y" are the direction cosines

of the new axes with reference to the old.

We then find

K= -lfff{X'(k,a'+kJ*+ k,y>)+Y*(k
1
a'* + k

i P'
t+ k

3
y»)

+Z'iky+w+ky) + 2XY{k
1
aa'+k

10/3
,+k

1
yy')+ 2XZ

(V«'+^'+^')+2YZ(^ of+kJfF+kyy') \dxdydz

The most simple and in many respects the most interesting

cases are when the crystal has only one optic or magnetic axis.

In this case k,= kr
Hence

^-ifffUX'+Y'+Z^+iXa+Ya'+Zayik-kJldxdydz
where a, a' and a" are the direction cosines of the magnetic
axis with respect to the coordinate axes.
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The first case to consider is that of a mass of crystal in a

uniform magnetic field. The magnetic forces which enter the

equation are those due to the magnetic action of the body as

well as to the field in which the body is placed. In the case

of very weak magnetic or diamagnetic bodies the forces are

almost entirely those of the field alone. Hence in the case

under consideration we may put Y=0 and Z=0.

E= - \fffXQ

( (*, - k
t)

a" + &,) dx dtj dz,

and if v is the volume of the body

As this expression is the same at all points of the field there

is no force acting to translate the body from one part of the

field to another. The moment of the force tending to increase

p, where f = cos~1
a, is

By observing the moment of the force which acts on a

crystal placed in a uniform magnetic field we can thus find the

value of &,-&, or the difference of the magnetic constant along
the axis and at right angles to it. The differences of the con-

stants can also be found in the case of crystals with three axes
by a similar process.

_
The next case which I shall consider is that of a bar hanging

jn a magnetic field. Let the field be symmetrical around an

horizontal axis, and also with reference to a plane perpendicular
to that axis at the center. E the bar is very long with refer-

ence to its section and a plane can be passed through it and
the axis we must have Z=0, and the equation becomes

E = - \fff\ (X'+Y')£
2+ (Xa+Ya'Y (A - K)\ dxdy dz

Let the axis of X coincide with the long axis of the bar, as this

will in the end lead to the most simple result, seeing that we
nave to integrate along the length of the bar.

-Let r be the length along the bar from the center to any
point, and let be the angle made by the bar with the axis of

symmetry : then
J

dr r dd
also let the section of the bar be

and let the axis of the bar pass through the origin from which
we nave developed the potential in terms of spherical har-

monies. We can then write as before

V = A
, Q, r + A in Qm r

3 + A v Qv r
6 + etc.
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where Qy , Q//7 , etc. are zonal spherical harmonies with reference
to the angle d,

X=- |A,Q,+ 3A
l
„Q,„r''+5AvQvr4 +etc.!

Y = + \Ay Q
1

, -t- Aw Q\„ r
2 + Av Q'v r* + etc. \ sin 6

from which we have the following :

X*= A", Q/+ 9 A*w Q\ t
r
A + 25 A s

6
Q\r8+ 6 A, A,„Q,Q u r>

+ 10 A Av Q, QS + 30 A
UI
Av Q/w Qv r« + etc.

YS =
IA\ Q'\+ A*,,, Q' 2

,„ r
4+ Av Q'\ r

e+ 2A, A„, Q', Q',„ r
2

+ 2 A, Av Q', QV r
4+ 2A„, Av Q',„ Q'v r«+ etc. } sin' 6

XY= -
i
A 2

, Q, Q', 4- 3A\„ Q,„ Q',„ r*+6A% Qv Q'v r
8 + (3Q'

( Q,„

+ Q, Q',J A, A,„ r
2 + (5Q', Qv + Q, QV) A, Av r* + (5Q',„ Qv

+ 3Q„, Q'v) A„, Av r
8
4- etc. } sin 6

The moment of the force tending to increase 6 is

c=-i/>Y^= sin^/r2xY^
where J is half the length of the bar and p = cos 0.

A=4/sine{A a

/ Q /

Q'
/+ |A^ /Q /

,Q'
///
r+^A\Q

B
Q'

5
r+A

/
A

/
/Q'

<Q /,

+Q<

Q'
l(i
)r+A

/
Av(Q'

lQT + Q
(

Q\-)r +^A,
i

.A v (Q'///Qv +Q J1<
Q'v)r}

B = 4/ sin { A', (Q'
y
Q', sin

3 - Q' 2

, cos 0) 4- A 2

,,,
(Q'„ Qf]„ sin

5

<?

- QTm cos 0)^+ Av (QVQ'v sin^-QV cos 6)^+ A AHI((Q'(
Q',„

+Q', Q',„)«„'*- 2Q', Q'HJ cosA^ +A;
Av((Q'.Q% + Q', Q'v) *»*

- 2Q'
;
Q'v cos e\

l-
5

4- A,H Av i(Q', u Q'v + Q',, Q'v) *"'

-2Q'
;// QVcose)^|

C= + «{

A

2

; ((Q/ Q', + Q-
f) sin^-Q, Q', cos 6) + 8A'W ((Q,„ Q'„,

+ Q"J sin
2 _ Q„, Q'

;;/
cos^ + 5A\ ((Qv Q'v - Q\> sin

2

-QvQ'vco^+A
l
A„/(3Q'

l

Q'
4M
+ 8Q',QJM +

Q'
l
Q'„

l+Q,QU™,tf
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~ W, Q,„ + Q, QfM) cos dyi + A/ Av /(5Q', Q'v + 5Q', Qv

+ Q',Q'v + Q,Q\)8inV»- (5Q'
#QV + Q,Q'V)cos^ +A,,,AV|W„ Qv

+ 5Q'„, Q'v + 3Q^,„ Q'v + 3Q,„ Q\) sin* d -
(
5Q',„ Qv

+ 3Q/„Q'v)coB^|
Where

Q, = costf

Q„, =i(«COB'0-3cOS0)
Qv = I (63 cos

6 -70 cos
3 + 15 cos 0)

Q', = i

Q',„ = | (5 COB" 0-1)
Q'v =V-(21cos*0-14cos*04-l)

Q*, =0
Q",„=15CO80
Q"v = J^(21cos 3 0-7cos0)

A= ^sinq(A^+ fiA 2

///+ J
1y25A

2

6
f-3A

/
A

///
r+^A/

Ar /
4

-W A,,, Av /< + (- 27 Aa

„, T - A|7A A 3

V r + 10A, A,„ P

- 35a, av r + a|7 5 A/// Av r) ^ + (1|AA,^ ? +^ A .

T r

+ -1!aA Av r - ^p.A
#/
Av f )/<

5 + ( - 6 ,,_5 A» fi6uA
/;
Av0/

B = 4/gfo0j (-A2,- |f A3

,,, r—VMV+ 6A, A,„ F-^A, A/
+*&K tAv*>+ (^A»„,F~LfpAvf- 1 A,A,,/+ -^A,A/
~ HP A,„ AVJV+ ( - iffi. \\n f _ tt^p. A\F— H^A, Av?

+ -^A<//AvO^+(^^AV8-£pA
///
Avr)/+ -H3PAvO'

9

|

C = 4^{ ( -A3,- -W-AV- J A, A,„ f + A A, Av ** - £ A„, AvH
+ (~ I A, A,„ r) M +(-i*ji As

//y r - 6A, A„, V - 1 A, Av z
4

+ H* A,„ Av *•) ^» + 9A, A,„ P ^
s + (45 A 2

,,, /
4 + ^W1 A\ f

+ *A,A„,P+^A,Av f _i^A,„Av P)/--^A,A,„*V
+ (-VAV-^A7- a^l A/ AVJ

4 +*W*A„, AvD/
+ (HifAA%r-xfL» A/// AT f)^}

A = 4Z9in0{L^ + LV+LV+etc.}

-*J«»+ *J -€(*,-*.> ****
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where A, B and C are the quantities we have found, a is the
cosine of the angle made by the axis of the crystal with the

axis of the bar, and a' is the cosine of the angle made by the
same axis with a horizontal line at right angles to the bar.

The equation
=

gives equilibrium at some angle depending on a and a', and if

either of these is zero the angle can be either ^ = 0or $it, one
of which will be stable and the other unstable according as the
body is para- or dia-magnetic.
For a diamagnetic crystal like bismuth with the axis at right

angles to the bar we can put

and we can write
'

Q=—M4#t(I* H>»+*&) +ti[(krk,)a»+Wmu+MV+ etc.];

or for very small values of fi we can write in term:S Of J'

Q=-- 2aty{A9
L + ((*,-*J «"+*,) M

}

If I is the ent of inertia of the bar and t is the tim.B of a
single vibration,

©= l5V
If we iiang up the bar so that a'=0 we have

*.(L + M) =-^?
and If we hang it up so that a'=4;r we have again

wheoc,

»~
2<r!«

a
L-f-M

=A»-3A
J
A P+(4iA' +UA

(
Av)f-WA«.

Avi'+WA,
vi'

=~A^+6AA J»-(|fA« - A^r-WAV
-m= 3a

;
a „ r _ (A a"„ +VA av ) r+

w

A«,
A^- ft a% r

"or a cleavage bar of calc spar we must use the general

ich gives us the ratio of l\ to kr For this experiment it is

t to hans ud the bar <;o tl
- e horizontal
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For obtaining another relation it is best to suspend the bar

with a'=0 and we then have the position of stable equilibrium

at the point d=^7t, which gives

©a— 2«ty}L[(*l-*J^+*J+M*t}=-^~*,

problem of rinding the various coefficients of magnetization.

Part II.—By William W. Jacques, Fellow in Physics of

the Johns Hopkins University.

In the foregoing part of this paper there have been deduced

mathematical expressions for the constants k and ¥ both forspression

bismuth and for calc-spar crystals. In these expressions i1

necessary to substitute certain quantities obtained by a series

of experiments, and it is the purpose of the remaining portion

of the paper to describe briefly the way in which these quanti-

ties were obtained.

These experiments are naturally divided into two parts.

First, the exploration of the small magnetic field between tne

two poles of the electromagnet, and second, the deter

of the time of swing and certain other constants relating ™
little bars of the substances experimented upon when suspended

in this field.

In order to insure the constancy of the magnetic field. &

galvanometer and variable resistance were inserted m ««

circuit through which the magnetizing current circulated. Lni

space between the poles of the electromagnet in which tne

experiments were performed was a little larger than a hen s ego-

The method of exploring this field was as follows: In tne

line joining the centers of the two poles was placed a Utue

brass rnrl alnnrr whi^K a ^q *.tt amoll ,,™1 «-f fina wiiv

deflection due to quickly pulling the coil away from the center
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to a distance such that the magnetic potential was negligably

small. Of course, experiments were made on both sides of the

center of the field in order to eliminate any want of symmetry,
and the distances through which the coil moved were all care-

fully measured with a dividing engine.

In order to reduce the deflections of the galvanometer to

absolute measure, an earth inductor was included in the circuit

with the little coil and galvanometer and the deflections pro-

duced by this were compared with those produced by moving
the little coil. These deflections were taken between every
two observations with the little coil.

The deflections due to moving the little coil, those due to

the earth inductor and that due to pulling the coil away from
the center are given in the following table

:

Distance a. Distance b. Distance c.

Coil 4-407cm 9'655cm 6'363cm

Earth inductor.. 33-138cm 33'137cm 33*162cm

Drawing coil away from center 57'416cm

In order to determine the proper quantities for substitution

in the expression for the magnetic potential of the field, it waa
necessary to measure, besides the deflections due to the little

coil when moved through various distances and those due to

.
the earth inductor.

The mean radius of the small coil -- = '3912cm

Number of turns --- =83'
Width of coil - --- = '1824cm

Depth of coil --- = -1212cm

Integral area of earth inductor = 207 16-2cm

Horizontal intensity of earth's magnetism = •1984 css

The quotient of the mean radius of the coil by the distance

moved gave tan 0.

The linear measurements were made with a dividing engine.

The horizontal intensity of the earth's magnetism was deter-

mined by measuring the time of swing of a bar magnet audits

effect upon a smaller galvanometer needle. The proper substitu-

tion of these quantities in the formula given gave the expression

in absolute measure for the magnetic potential at any part of the

The remaining part of the experiment and the part that was

attended with greatest difficulty, was to prepare little bars of

the substances and to determine the times of vibration of these

when suspended, first with the axis vertical and then with it

horizontal in the magnetic field. Besides this, the dimensions

and the moment of inertia of each bar had to be determined,

and, in the case of the calc-spar, the angle the bar made with

the equatorial line of the poles when in its position of equilib-

rium, had to be measured.
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Bismuth and calc-spar were the two crystals experimented
upon

;
quite a number of other substances were tried but failed

to give good results because of the iron contained in them as

an impurity. The bars were each about 15mm long and about

2mm in cross section. The force to be measured being only

about -00000001 of that exerted in the case of iron it was
necessary to carry out the experiments with the very greatest

In order to obtain bars free from iron, very fine crvstals of

chemically pure substances were selected and the bars cleared
from them. They were then polisln d witli their vari ais sides

parallel to the cleavage planes by rubbing on clean plates of

ith oil. In order to remove any particles of iron that

might have collected upon them during these processes, they

were carefully washed with boiling hydrochloric acid and with

water and then wrapped in clean papers, and never
touched except after washing the hands with hydrochloric acid

and distilled water.

In order to reduce to a minimum the causes that might
interfere with the accurate determination of the times of vibra-

tion of these bars the poles of the magnet were encased by a

box of glass. From the top of this a tube four feet long

extended up toward the ceiling, and inside this was hung a

single fiber of silk so small as to be barely visible to the naked
eye. The bars were placed in little slings of coarser silk fiber

and suspended by this. Outside the glass case was a micro-

scope placed horizontally and having a focus of about six

inches. This was directed toward the suspended bar, and
when the latter was at rest the cross hairs of the microscope
fell upon a little scratch in one end of the bar. Near by was a

telegraph sounder arranged to tick seconds. The bar was set

swinging through a small arc by making and breaking the

id the interval between two successive transits of the

little scratch on the bar by the cross hairs of the microscope
was measured in seconds and tenths of a second by the ear.

By keeping count through a large number of successive transits

the time of a single swing could be determined with very great

The bar was caused to swing only through a few

degrees of arc and such small correction "for amplitude as was

found necessary was applied. The time of swing was deter-

mined first with the axis vortical and then with it horizontal.
But besides the time of swing of each bar it was necessary to

measure
:
the length ; area of section ; moment of inertia m
ion; and for the calc-spar ' bar the angle it made

lane of the magnet when in its position of

equilibrium. This was not nee
because its position of equilibrium lay in the equatorial plane.
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Axis, vertical

Axis, horizontal, .

.

swing. inertia.

M8 sec -10976 ^

.
5-76 cec -10943 L -

Cole-Spar.

•7709 C1U

Time of Moment of Half Area of

swing. inertia. length. section. x

Axis, vertical 46'35 3ec -0303 « s
.
flftl

«m . „nncra * ° „
ft

,

Axis, horizontal ... 48*39^ -0300^
8015 030° 50 30

The linear measurements were made with a dividing engine,

the moments of inertia were calculated from the dimensions of

the bars. The angle at which the calc-spar stood was meas-
ured by projecting the linear axis on a scale placed at a

distance.

The above quantities being all determined and properly sub-

stituted, the solution of the equations gave for

Bismuth k, =-'000 000 012 554

*„= - -000 000 014 824

Calc-spar... k, =—-000 000 037 930

*„=--000 000 040 880

Aet. XLIII.—On the Vapor-Densities of Peroxide of Nitrogen,

Formic Acid, Acetic Acid, and Perchloride of Phosphorus ; by
J. WlLLARD GlBBS.

[Continued from page 293.]

Acetic acid.—For this substance the densities have been cal-

culated by the formula

log
,,

!
3(D-,078 )= _g^ +Io8J,_ 11 ,349

, (12)

the constants 3520 and 11 '349 being derived from the determi-

nations of Cahours and Bmeau, which with those of Horstmann
and Troost are given in Table IV. The experiments of Ca-

hours and Horstmann were made under atmospheric pressure,

those of Horstmann* by the method of Bunsen, those of

Cahours presumably by the method of Dumas. The numbers
in the first column of 'the densities observed by Cahours are

taken from the twentieth volume (1845) of the Comptes Eendus,

except a few cases, distinguished by parentheses, w
taken from the preceding volume (1844). The numbers in the

second column are taken from his Lecons de chimie gene>ale

elementaire, 1856. These numbers seem to be based in part

*Lieb. Ann., Suppl. TI, p. 65.

Am. Jons. Sci.-Thtbd Series, Vol. XVIII, No. I07.-Nov., 1879.
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upon new experiments and in part upon a revision of the ob-
servations recorded in the Comptes Rendus, the calculations
being carried out to another figure of decimals. They are
therefore entitled to a greater weight than the numbers of the
preceding column.
The agreement of the formula with the numbers given in the

Lecons de chimie is very good, the greatest divergences being
080 at 190° and -062 at 180°. But at 190° the table in the
Comptes Rendus agrees precisely with the formula, and at 171°
(the next experiment) it shows a divergence in the opposite
direction. The next divergences in the order of magnitude are
-•033, -036, -'032 at 219°, 231°, 240°, respectively. Here
the table in the Comptes Rendus agrees substantially with that
of the Lecons, but the experiments of Horstmann show a diver-
gence to the opposite direction. In fact, the three columns of
observed densities nowhere agree in the direction of their di-

vergence from the formula.
The somewhat decided differences between the results of

Horstmann and those of Cahours may be due in part to the
different methods of ob- rv ttion, . -p vially to the entirely dif-

ferent manner of applying the heat and measuring the tempe-
rature. But the higher values obtained by Horstmann cannot
be accounted for by too short an exposure to the source of heat,
for his experiments were made with decreasing temperatures.
The determination of Bineau are taken from the same sources

as those on formic acid, the earlier determinations being dis-

tinguished as before by parentheses. One of these (at 132°)
was made by the method of Dumas, the other by that of Gay-
-Uissac. The smallness of the observed densities appears due
to the presence of water. (An acidimetric test gave 295 parts
of acid in 306.) The other experiments were made with the
same apparatus which was used with formic acid and show even
greater regularity in their results than fch « ep riments with
that substance. Only in one case is the influence of proximity
to saturation seen, viz., at 20'5° and 10-03mm

, the pressure of
saturated vapor at this temperature being about 12-7BUB.* In
the remaining fifteen observations of this series, notw
]ng the very low pressures employed (from 244 to 11 -32), the

ifference between the observations and the formula is

'04 and the average difference -02.

1 he two observations by Troostf were made by the method
ot Du nias, but at pressures very low for this method. The
results obtained differ considerably from the formula, but not
so much as in the case of his experiments at low pressure with
Peroxide of nitrogen.

t Comptes Rendus, vol. htxxvi (1878), p. 1395.
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the experiments of Naumann* on acetic

b of ten series (distinguished by the letters

JR*

78 100 no 120° 130 140° 150° 100 185

A
j
Robs.'

'

3-39
411
3-2:;

432

+ •08

455
2-90

4
2-

7

75 2-0!

565

1 Pressure.

--02
3-22

377-5

3-02

+ 04

39m 5

2-H5

2-s;*

il7'5
':::

405

22»>

2-31

f
Pressure.

(.Exc. ofD. obs

3-17

-09 M
j. J D. ealc.

[ Exc. of D. obs

3-12

-11

2.-2 274
2 72

2 68

'2-58

2-54

300
2-40

2-44

-•02

335

2-21

f Pressure.J D. calc.E
1 D. obs.

(.Exc. ofD. obs.

164

3 41— 12

3- IS

3-06

-•09
2-91

209
2-81

221

205
201

"2-^2

2-50

~2
'-41

253

2 32

2-31

2oy

2-18

2-22

F
JD: bs

c'

[ Exc. of D. obs.

3-34

— 16

3 01

201

202
2-50

n J D. calc.
'

G
i D. obs.

lExc.ofD.obB.
3'20

-•22

156
3-09

2-98

-11 -•11

180
2-00

-•10

199
2-47

2-4!)

20-2

_-oa

H
i R obaT

L Exc of D. obs.

3
: 42

-17

3-03

2-94

-•09

2-5
149
2-09

2 47 2-32

2-33

2-20
~-

1 *

T J D. calc.

'

J
) D. obs.

_LExc. of D. obs.

K J
D^ca

3"6 '

K
lD.obs.
1 Exc. ofD. obs.

3-32

3-06

66

-•22

-•15

-19

"14"

2-*;s

2-49

— 19

106
2-38

2'40

-12

2~;5

2-34

-•11

1 1 7 3

2-21

2-11

2-37
2 :40

- -OH

98
2-31

2-24

2 24

210
-.mis

A, B, C, etc.) of observations by Hoffmann's method,f The

temperatures of the observations in the different series are for

3 method of Gay-Lussac, i:
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the most part the same, so that for each temperature we have
observations through a wide range of pressures. Within each

compartment of the table are given in order the pressure of an
experiment, the density calculated by equation (12), the ob-

served density, and the excess of observed density, the tempe-

rature of the experiment being given at the head of the column.
These experiments, taken by themselves, seem to show an
effect of pressure upon the density about one third greater than

ted by the formula. But the divergences (of which the

greatest is '26 and the average -085), are not large in view of the

the experiments were undertaken rather with the de-

sire of obtaining a great number of observations with moderate
labor, than with the intention of attaining the greatest possible

The quantity of acid diminishes somewhat regularly from
•2084 grams in series A to -0185 in series K. The volume,
which was 154cc in the experiment at 185° in series A, dimin-

ishes in the successive series, and in the same series with

diminishing temperature, to 69 -6°° in the experiment at 78° in

series K. It is worthy of notice that the greatest deviations

from the formula occur where the liability to error is most
serious with respect to pressure (which was measured without
a cathetometer), to volume, and to the quantity of acid.

Far more serious than the absolute amount of these diverg-

ences, is the -n inn r eh they exhibit. But it must be
remembered that the "observations are by no means entirely

independent, and many sources of possible error, such as the

Q of the tube and the determination of the quantity of

acid, might affect the results with considerable regularity.

Only to a slight degree can the divergences from the formula
be accounted for by an insufficient exposure to the temperature
of the experiment The observations, except those at 78°,

were made with increasing temperatures, and the

divergences from the formula are not in the positive direction.

Yet the positive divergences occur where we should most
expect to find them, if they were due to this cause, viz., in the

senes in which the greatest quantities of acid were used, and in

cases in which the temperature seems to have been raised at

once an unusual number of degrees. (See especially the obser-

vation at 120° in series D, and in general the observations at

185°. which exhibit if not a positive at least a diminution of

negative excess.) In the observations at 78°, which were the
last of each series, and therefore followed a fall of temperature
from 185°, we find in some cases, especially in series G, H, and
«\a negative divergence much greater than in the other deter-

minations of the same series, and which appears to be referable
to this circumstance.
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In Table VI are exhibited the results of experiments by
'^'.vf; ir ;m 1 W; uklyn* in which the vapor of the acid was
diluted with hydrogen or, in a single case (the experiment at
95-5°), by air. Columns I and II' of the observed de tsitidfl

relate each to a series of observations by the method of Gay -

Lussac, column III contains four independent determinations
i>y the method of Dumas. The numbers in the column of
pressures are, as in other similar cases, the partial pressures
obtained by subtracting from the total pressure (which was
never very much less than that of the atmosphere) that which
would be exerted by the hydrogen or air alone.

Table VI. -Acetic Acid
Experiments of Platfaie and Wankltn.

*3S? ST 53 Density observed. e—° o^ved,

186

322-8

326-d

25+

{

2-124

2-168

2173 H* ™
-•064
-•113

182

2-^-8 2-290

2-108

2350
2-017

-•105
+ •057

132 227 5 2-628 2-292
130-5 28.V7 2-729
119 2^-n

211-3
2-914 2-623

2-371 —606
-•291

iIl>3-> 3106 -•511
86-5 20i, -4 3-432 -•>r,o
19-9 M3-3 3-297 x-043
62-5 (46-2) 3473 3-950 f*W

The first observation of the first series gives the density

ich is doubtless too small, since it is much less than
the theoretical limit 2-073. Since the greater part of the meas-
urements from which this number was calculated, were also

used m reducing the other observations of the series, the error

affects the other observations, and in a somewhat
increased degree. This will account only for a part of the

difference between the observations and the formula. The
remaining part of the differences in this series, and the some-
what smaller differences in the next, may be due to the fact

that the experiments of both series were conducted with descend-
ing temperatures. Yet the experiments of the third column,
which were made by Dumas' method, do not exhibit any pre-

e of positive values for the excess of observe
hut rather the opposite.
On the whole, these experiments furnish no decisive indica-

tion of any influence of the hydrogen or air upon the vapor.

* Trana. Roy. Soc. Edinb., toL xxii, p. 455.
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They may be thought to corroborate slightly the tendency
observed in the experiments of Naumann and Troost toward
lower densities than the formula gives at very low pressures.

Yet where the experiments of Naumann show the greatest

deficiency in observed density (at 78° and SO™11

), an experiment
of Playfair and Wanklyn, at almost precisely the same tem-

perature and pressure, gives a trifling excess of observed
density, and at a little lower temperature and pressure, where
we should expect from the experiments of Naumann that the

deficiency would be still greater, an experiment of Playfair and
Wanklyn shows a great excess of density.

By combining the experiments of Cahours, Naumann and
Troost, we may obtain observations of density at 130° for a

very wide range of pressures. For one atmosphere, we may
regard the formula as coinciding with the average of the num-
bers given by Cahours. For pressures between three-quarters

and one-half of an atmosphere the experiments of Naumann
show an excess of density ; at pressures below half an atmos-

phere the experiments both of Naumann and of Troost show a

deficiency of density as compared with the formula. For an
indefinite dii re, there can be little doubt that

the real density, like the value given by the formula, ap-

proaches the theoretical value 2'073. The greatest excess in

the numbers obtained by experiment is '07
; the greatest defi-

ciency is 19, which occurs at 59-7^
; the next in order of

magnitude is 11, which occurs more than once. These discrep-

ancies are certainly such as may be accounted for by errors of

observation. They do not appear to be greater than we might
expect on the hypothesis of the entire correctness of the for-

mula. On the other hand, the agreement is greater than we
should expect, if we reject the theory on which the formula
was obtained. It is about such as we might expect in a suit-

able formula of interpolation with three constants, which have
been determined by the values of the density for one atmos-

phere, for half an atmosphere, and for in:;

Butwemu b! -I formula, in its appl*
this single temperature, as having only two constants, of which
one is determined so as to make the formula give the theo-

retical value for infinitesimal pressures, and the other so as to

make it agree with the experiments of Cahours at the pressure ,

of one atmosphere.
An entirely different method has been employed by Horst-

Mann* to determine the vapor-density of this substance. A cur-

rent of dried air is forced through the liquid acid, which is heated
to promote evaporation, and the mixture of air and vapor is

*Berichte der deutschen chemisehen Geaellscliaft, Jahrg. iii (18T0), S. 78 '
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cooled to any desired temperature, with deposition of the excess

of acid, by passing upward through a spiral tube in a suitable

bath. The acid is then separated from the air, and the quantity

of each determined. It is assumed that the air is exactly satu-

rated with vapor on leaving the coil, and that it has the tempe-

rature of the bath. If we know the pressure of saturated vapor

for that temperature, and assume the validity of Dalton's law,

it is easy to calculate the density of the vapor. For the pres-

sure of the air is found by subtracting the pressure of the vapor

from the total pressure, (the experiments were so conducted

that this was the same as the actual pressure of the atmosphere,)

and the ratio of the weights of the acid and the air obtained by

analysis, divided by the ratio of their pressures, will give the

ratio of their densities. The pressures of saturated vapor em-

ployed by Horstmann are those given by Landolt,* and differ

greatly from the determinations of Regnault, in some cases

being nearly twice as great,—a difference noticed but not

explained by Landolt, who however gives determinations (pre-

viously unpublished) of Wiillner, which somewhat exceed his

own. (On the other hand, the observations of Bineau substan-

tially agree with those of Regnault.)
If we compare the observations of Horstmann with the values

given by equation (12), on the basis of Landolt's pressures, we

find a very marked disagreement, as may be seen by the fol-

lowing numbers, which relate to the highest temperatures of

Horstmann 's experiments, where the disagreement is least.

Temperature 63-1 62-9 59'9 51*1 49-0 48-1 44-6 41-4

and.) IIO'O 109-2 91-0 69"0 63"4 63-0 53-1 46-b

5*67 3-6? 3-69 3'75 317 3'T1 3-19 3-81

Density oba 3-19 311 312 3'16 289 2"98 2*15 l™

It will be observed that while the values obtained from equation

(12) increase with diminishing temperatures, the values ob-

tained from Horstmann's experiments diminish. This
tion continues as far as the experiments go, until finally at 12

or 15° the densities are only one half as great as those
by Bineau, by direct experiment at the same tempera
at somewhat less pressures, in a series of observations which

bear every mark of a very exceptional precision. (<

Tables VII and IY.) The explanation of this disagreement is

doubtless to be found in the values of the pressures employed

m the calculations, and it will be interesting to see how the

results may be modified bv the adoption of different pressures.

In determinations of the pru -s-uv ,,f saturate!
great values are so much more easily accounted for t

m the opposite direction, especially when the pres
small, that especial interest attaches to the lowest figures wrmco

* Lieb. Ann., Suppl. vi (1868), p. 157.
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are supported by a competent authority. The experiments of
Kegnault* were made with three different preparations of acetic

acid, of which the second was once, and the third twice, puri-

iistillation over anhydrous phosphoric acid. Bach
distillation considerably diminished the pressure of the satu-

rated vapor, the effect of the second distillation being about
half that of the first. The numbers obtained with the third

preparation are given in the following table with their loga-

rithms, and the differences of the logarithms for one degree of

temperature.

The uniformity of the numbers in the last column shows the

remarkable precision of the determinations. At the same time
it is evident that the differences in these numbers are due
principally to the errors of observation, so that numbers
obtained by interpolation between the logarithms of the
observed pressures will be somewhat better (on account of
averaging of the errors) than the original determinations.
The values obtained by such an interpolation have been

used for the comparison of Horstmann's experiments with the
formula (12) which is given in table VII. Unfortur
comparison cannot be extended above 25°, which is the limit
of Regnault's experiments. The first three columns of the
table give the temperatures of Horstmann's experiments, the

- 'orresponding to these temperatures according to the

determinations of Landolt, and the density deduced from
o-orstmann's experiments by the use of these pressures. To

aJ*
columns

> which are taken from Horstmann's paper, are
added the pressure derived from Regnault's observations by
toe logarithmic interpolation described above, the density cal-

culated by equation (12) from these pressures and the tempera-
tures of the first colu aties obtained by com-
bining Horstmann's experiments with Regnault's pressures.

JLms column is derived from the second, third and fourth, as

follows. If w an(i w denote respectively the weights of vapor
and of air which pass through the apparatus in the same time,
r the height of the barometer, and ph the pressure of saturated
vapor as determined by Landolt, the densities obtained on the
°asis of Landolt's pressures, and given in the third column, are

* Mem. Acad. Sciences. voL xxvi. D . 758.
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evidently represented by w —. The numbers of the fifth

column, which are represented in the same way by —^rf——

,

where pR denotes the pressure as determined by B
experiments, have been calculated by the present writer by

P„(P-1>»)
aultiplying the of the third column by —

^

T A I VII
Determinations of Vapor-density by Diatillatio

» SS Slss '\/J
l

" ..»,.

25-0 23 5 2-42 3-8(1 3-80 -06
23-8 14-19 356 -•30

3-87 3-76

20-4 2-24

19-2 2-05 11-81 3-88

202
18-9 ill 3-88 3-52

_ ' 13
-36

16-8 2-09 9-95 3-89

8-96
15-3

15-3 3-24

15-1 1-78 8-54 3-91 3-18

12-7

13-5

1-96 7-60 3-91

3-45

-•35

As the height of the barometer in Horstmann's experiments is

not given, it has been necessary to assume P=760. The inac-

curacy due to this circumstance is evidently trifling. The last

two columns of the table, which relate to different series of

experiments by Horstmann (a distinction not observed in other

parts of the table), give the excess of the densities thus

obtained from Horstmann's and Kegnault's experiments above

the values calculated from equation (12) with the use of Ee-

gnault's determinations of pressure.

Thedensiti- '

i
without exception

i (12). At the highest

temperatures, where the liability to error is the least, both in

respect to the measurement of the pressure of saturated vapor

and in respect to the analysis of the product of distillation, the

results of experiment are most uniform, and most nearly

approach the numbers required by the formula. At the lowest

temperatures, the greatest observed density is about one-

eleventh less than that required by the formula, the diner-
ar— being about the same as between the highest and lowest

f the same temperature.

i obtained by experiment {

less than those obtained from equatic

observed values f
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Since each successive purification of the substance employed
mlt diminished the pressure of its vapor, it is not

improbable that the pressures might have been BtiU

diminished by farther purification of the substance. The
pressures which we have used are therefore liable to the sus-

picion of being too high, and it is quite possible that more
accurate values of the pressure would still farther reduce the

deficiency of observed density.

Perckloride of phosphorus.—For this substance, we have at

ion of vapor-density

l'v Mitscherlich,* and a series of determinations by Cahours ;f

at lower pressures we have determinations by WurtzJ and by
Troost and Hautefeuille.§ In the experiments of Wurtz the

III.

!, and Troost and Hautefeuili

TSSt » §s M«r
ity °b8

c7hlr8.

E
M«8ch

f0t™r
S?

(TOO, 3610
3-614

3656
3-656 xi%

289 IV
3-701

3862

3-69

+ -011

222 7r,3 4-85

4-302

+ •506

+ •142

208 -TOO) 4-752 -•021

i 757

253-7

5-646

4-987
-568

178-5
Wart*.

5235 xz
1676 221-.S 5-456
1547 5-619

\lll 244 6-169 5-964 -•205

145

iinT

6-37

6-55

670
-03

1447
6-53

7
6-48

614
-•05

-•147

137 6-42

663

+ •03

+ •16

--41

J^L_ -•24

3 CMmie et de Phy-
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l0g
^(W-D)^ = tc+213

+ lQglJ - 14 -353 - (
13

)

The differences between the calculated and observed values are

often large, in six cases exceeding -30
; but they exhibit in

general that irregularity which is characteristic of errors of

observation. We should expect large errors in the observed
densities, on account of the difficulty of obtaining the substance
in a state of purity, and because the large value of the density
renders it very sensitive to the effect of impurities which
dimmish the density,—also because the specific heat of the

vapor is great, as shown by the numerator of the fraction in

the second member of (13),* and because the density varies

very rapidly with the temperature as seen by the numbers in

the third column of Table VIII.
But at the two lowest temperatures of Cahours' experiments,

the differences of the observed and calculated densities (-381

and -568) are not only great, but exhibit, in connection with

iHtv which suggests a very dif-

;.
from that of the formula. In fact, the densities

obtained by Cahours at atmospheric pressure and those obtained
by Troost and Hautefeuille at pressures a little less than one-

tin rd of an atmosphere seem to form a continuous series, not-

ing the abrupt change of pressure. Yet it is difficult

to admit that the density is independent of the pressure. So
radical a difference between the behavior of this substance and
that of the others which we have been considering requires

unequivocal evidence. Now it is worthy of notice that the

experiment at 182°, in which the greatest discrepancy is seen,

is not given in the first record of the experiments, which was
in the Comptes Eendus in 1845. It is given in the Annales de

Chimie et de Physique in 1847, where it is called the first experi-

ment (The experiment at 336° is also omitted in the Comptes
Eendus and that at 208° in the Annales,—otherwise the lists are

the same.) If it was the first experiment in point of time,

which is apparently the meaning, it was made before the pub-

n the Comptes Eendus, and we can only account for

its omission by supposing that it was a preliminary experiment,
in which its distinguished author did not feel sufficient confi-

dence to include it at first with his other deteri
although he afterwards concluded to insert it. If we reject this

observation as doubtful, the disagreement between the formula
and observation, appears to be within the limits of possible

* Compare Trans. Conn. Acad., vol. iii, p. 243, and pp. 286, 287 of this volume.
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error, but additional experiments will be necessary to confirm
the formula.*

Experiments have also been made by M. Wurtz in which
the vapor of the perchloride of phosphorus was diluted with
that of the protochloride.f These experiments may be used
to test equation (8), which, when the values of its constants are

determined by equation (13), reduces to the form

logJ^^-^L- -18-751, (14)
P,P, {C+ 2 ? 3

where pa pr and p 3
denote the partial pressures due respect-

ively to the PC1M the Cl„ and the PC1
8 , existing as such in the

ire. Since these quantities cannot be the subjects of

immediate observation, a farther transformation of the equation
will be convenient. Let M„ M2 denote the quantities of the

protochloride and of chlorine of which the mixture may be
formed, and P

s , P, the pressure which would belong to each of

these if existing by itself with the same volume and tempera-
ture. These quantities will be connected by the equations

"2'22t
(15)

where Jc denotes the same constant as on page 286. From the
evident relations

P.,=P*+Pv Y
i =P* + P!,, P=P*+P*+P»

we obtain

pt
=-p

%+pa
-. Pi pt

=p-F
3 , i>»=i>-p9 ;

and by substitution of these values in equation (14),

log _ ?>+P*-P ,_ _iHL_-i8751. (16)

in view of the relations (15), this may be regarded as an equa-
tion between the pressure, the temperature, the volume, and
the quantities of protochloride of phosphorus and chlorine into

which the gas-mixture is resolvable.
It is in this form that we shall apply the equation to the

experiments of M. Wurtz, the results of which are exhibited in

iable IX. The first column gives the number distinguishing
each experiment in the original memoir ; the second, the tem-

perature; the third the observed pressure (p) of the mixture

^^fitional experiments on the density of this vapor have been made^bjJL

165 degres) ni'ont

-ts que ceux <pe

So far as the present writer

pressure. The

+ Comptea Rendus,
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of PC]
6 , PC13, and Cl

2 , which is the barometric pressure cor-

rected for the small quantity of air remaining in the flask ; the
fourth, the pressure n due to the possible perchloride, found by

nag the pressure due to the excess of protochloride
(this pressure is calculated from the theoretical density of the
protochloride) from the total pressure

; the fifth, the density d
of the possible perchloride calculated from its pressure x with
the temperature and volume. The numbers of these five

Tab LE IX.--Pkrohlortde and Protochloride of Phosphorus.

Experiments on the mixed vapors by Wurtz.

V h <A> . <5 r. p, £$t«
XII 17329 756-1 423 6-68 392-4 725-5 760-7 -4-6
X 748-4 747-9
VII 176-24

169-35 724-1 394 391-8 -264
V 17526 3349 764-4 -21-1
n 164-9

XI 318 776-8

IF 176-26 265-7 -146
IX
I

160-47

760-0 194 7-25
22M
195-3

760-6
768-5

-13-3

VI 170-34 751-2 174 -36-4
III 174-28 742-7 168 7-74 180-6 755-3 766-5 -23-8

columns are taken from the memoir cited, except that the cor-

rection of the barometric pressures has been applied by the

present writer in accordance with the data furnished in that

memoir. The two next columns contain the values of P„ and
P,. These would naturally be calculated from Ma

and M, by
equations (15). But since the values of M

9
and M, have not

been given explicitly, those of P
a
and P, have been calculated

from the recorded values of « and 3. Since the weight of the

possible perchloride is^ M
a, we have

since both members of the equation express the pressure due
to the excess of the protochloride. The values of P, and Ps

were obtained by these equations.
The eighth column of the table gives the values oij> calcu-

m the preceding values of tc , P„ and P3 , by equation
lib)

;
and the last column, the difference of the observed and

calculated values of p. The average difference is 18
ram

,
or a

little more than two per cent, the observed pressure being
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almost uniformly less than the calculated value. This defi-

ciency of pressure is doubtless to be accounted for by a fact
which MM. Troost and Hautefeuille have noticed in this con-
nection. The protochloride of phosphorus deviates quite appre-
ciably from the laws of Mariotte, Gray-Lussac, and Avogadro,
the product of the volume and pressure of a given qua
vapor at 180° and the pressure of one atmosphere being 1-548
per cent less than at the same temperature and the pressure of
one-half an atmosphere.* Now we may assume as a general
rule that when the product of volume and pressure of a gas is

slightly less than the theoretical number (calculated by the
laws of Mariotte, Gay-Lussac, and Avogadro) the difference for
any same temperature is nearly proportional to the pressure.!
It is therefore probable that between 160° and 180°, at press-
ures of about one atmosphere, the product of volume and pres-
sure for protochloride of phosphorus is somewhat more than
three per cent less than the theoretical number. The experi-
ments of Wurtz, as exhibited in Table IX, show that the pres-
sure, and therefore the product of volume and pressure, (we may
evidently give the volume any constant value as unity,) in a
mixture consisting principally of the protochloride is on the
average a little more than two per cent less than is denial
by theory, the differences being greater when the proportic
the protochloride is greater. The deviation from the calcul
values is therefore in the same direction and about such in

l^tity as we should expect.^:
M. Wurtz has remarked that the average value of d (the

density of the possible perchloride) is nearly identical with the
theoretical density of the perchloride, and appears inclined to
attribute the variations from this value to the errors of experi-

ment. Yet it appears very distinctly in Table IX, in which
tne experiments are arranged according to the v

*

Pressure due to the possible :

diminishes. The experiment
show that the coincidence remarked by M. Wurtz is due to the

f
ct ™at on the average in these experiments the deficiency of
"e density of the possible perchloride (compared with the

* Troost and Hautefeuille, Comptes Rendus, vol. lxxxiii (1876), p. 334.

p. 447
W8

' "°n the Gaseous State of !
.
dxvi (1876),

shJ

J

Q

h
!v.

de^ation of the protochloride of phosphorus from the laws of ideal gases
" :-•.. '

. ......
.

: ,-. -,
m this paper and the results of experiment in the case of gas-

• hich this substance is one of the components. With respect to the

experiments on the vapor of the perchloride (alone, or

., ' '

-

2St°of
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I
""• M1,e rash to attemPt to antidPate *&*
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theoretical value) is counterbalanced by the excess of density
of the protochloride. When tz > 400, the effect of the deficiency
in the density of the possible perchloride distinctly preponder-
ates; when tz <250, the effect of the excess of density in the

conclusion established by the experiments of M. Wurtz, that

the dissociation of the perchloride may be prevented (at least

approximately) by mixing it with a large quantity of the proto-

Table for facilitating calculation.—-The numerical solution of

equations (10), (11), (12) and (13) for given values of t and p
may be facilitated by the use of a table. If we set

L = log -

(2D
I
-D)1

5 have for peroxide of nitrogen,

L=Z
T+21Z

+logl> -9-641;

'

T 3520L =
7^^7^ +l0g^- 8 '349;

• perchloride of phosphorus,

T 5441L =
t 7

+ log^?- 11-353.

value of D may be obtained by multiplying by D„ viz., by
1-589 for peroxide of nitrogen or formic acid, by 2 -073 for

acetic acid, and by 3-6 for perchloride of phosphorus.*
The constants of these equations are of course subject to

correction by future experiments, which must also decide the
more general question—in what cases, and within what limits,

* The value of A diminished bj unity expresses the ratio of the number of the
:>>•; - '

: ,--.,-. :... ,. .
,

-

itrogen there are 20 molecules of the type

:.ioride of phosphorus there

ilea of the type PC1 5 to 40 of the type PC1 3 and 40 at
mying values of A is therefore more instructive than

some respects be better to make the com
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1 ofthe equation: log —;-.y-_ , yJ
=

L A our. L * » L • !„,

•7 1-005 3-0 1-382 5-3 1-932

9 1-008 2
3-5 l-Si

40

31

5-5 1-945
6

l"l 1012 2
3-4

1T.0I)

5-T 1-956
5

1-3

1015
i

3-6 }Si
33

31

5-C 1-965
*

1-030

1031

1* 1-056
I?

4-1 ss 25
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18
0-8
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i
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Having been engaged
thorough and systematic

number of years past, in a

m of the physical theory of

of the publication of my researches which are

' essentially completed, one of the most curious and interest-

results at which I have arrived relative to the motion of

satellite.

> has been known, since the time of Newton, that the atrrac-

of a spheroidal body on a point without its surface is

different from that of
spheroid be one of r(

depends not only on
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third E

the

the same mass. If the

on, like the earth, the attraction

stance of the attracted point from

L. XVIIL-No. 107, Nov., 1379.
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the earth's center, but also on its distance from the equator.
If the attracted point were situated in the plane of the earth's

equator the attraction of the earth
at a given distance than if the e
attraction would also be greater eit

equator until we reached the paralled of about 35'

which points the attraction of the earth would be nearly inde-
pendent of its spheroidal form. For all points situated beyond
the parallels of 35° 18' the attraction of the earth is Lea

would be if it were spherical.

From these general considerations we may draw the follow
ing conclusions: First. A body would revolve round the earth.

at a given distance from its center, in less time if it moved in

the plane of the equator, than it would if the earth were
spherical; and its motion would be uniform. Second. The

"
1 be increased if the body moved in a

— ator, and its motion would not be

) redundancy or deficiency of matter
the different parts of its course. It is evident that the

motion in an orbit perpendicular to the equator would suffer

greater variations from the unequal distribution of matter,
than it would for any other inclination.
We shall now apply the preceding considerations to the

motion of the moon around the earth, supposing for greater
simplicity that her orbit is circular.

Since the inclination of the moon's orbit to the equator is

always less than 35° 16', it follows that the earth's attraction on
the moon is always -renter than it would be if the earth were

. But since the inclination varies between the limits

of about 18° 19' and 28° 35' during a period of about nineteen

m undergoes sensible
variations: and hence the moon's place at anv given time
requires to be corrected on account of the varying inclination
of its orbit to the equator. The corrections to the moon's
longitude and latitude arising from this cause have been calcu-
lated, and applied to the moon's place during the whole of the
present century. All these varying inequalities in the forces
would accurately compensate each other during each revolu-
tion of the moon's node, provided the mean inclination of the
lunar orbit to the equator always retained the same value.
Isow the mean inclination of the moon's orbit to the equator is

the same as the inclination of the eel; tic to the same plane;
and since the inclination of the • is slowly
becoming less, it follows that the plane of the moon's orbit is

Jg the plane of the equator ; and hence its

"^ mot;°" must be increasing. All these various conclu-
-idy confirmed by mal s, and were
ted by it.

y
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the moon's motion depending on the oblateness of the earl

only remains to determine its amount. But as a mathematical
analysis of the problem is not within the scope of the present

paper, I shall be content with a mere statement of the semi-

general formula together with its numerical value.

If we put e for the obliquity of the ecliptic in 1850, and e

for its value at any time t, and also suppose that the ellipticity

of the earth is yfo, I find the following value for the secular

inequality depending on the earth's oblateness, namely :

ch>=-f24*-827/ (sin
a
£ - sin'f)dt.

If we develop the integral into a series and retain only the
first term we shall have

/(sin 2
e
o
-sin Q£)^=+0-008675 ?,

in which ^denotes the number of centuries counting from 1850
Hence the secular inequality becomes

<?w=0'-1981 »*.

This term, though small, is of sufficient importance to be used

in the moon's motion which are not recog
existing theories, of even greater practical interest and impor-
tance than the one to which I have called attention in this paper.

Cleveland, Oct. 2, 18? 9.

Art. XLV.—Discovery of two new Asteroids; by Professor

C. H. F. Peters. Communication to the Editors dated

Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.,

October 6, 1879.

Two more planets of the asteroid group were found by me
in the month of September, respectively on the 11th and 25th.

I communicate the observations hitherto obtained.

(202) Chryseis.

1879. Ham. Coll. m. t. App. M. App. Decl. Xo. of comp.

S 'Pt 11. 12* ±«n « 23h 51™ 16- - 8 53'o [rou-h estimate.]

!8T9. Ham. Coll. i

n -0, that of I
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Aet. XLVI. — Experimental Determination of the Velocity of
Light; by Albert A. Michelson, Master, D". S. Navy.*

[Abstract of paper read before tbe American Association for the Advancement of

Science.]

Let S, fig. 1, be a slit through which light passes, falling on
E, a mirror free to rotate about an axis at right angles to the

plane of the paper; L, a tens of great focal length, upon which
the light falls, which is reflected from R Let M be a plane
mirror, whose surface is perpendicular to the line EM, passing
through the centers of E, L and M, respectively. If L be so

placed that an image of S is formed on the surface of M, then,

_ • acting as the object, its image will be formed at S,

and will coincide point for point with S.

j.1, now, E be turned about the axis, so long as the light falls

on the lens, an image of the slit will still be formed on the sur-

face of the mirror, though on a d i

- long as the

returning light falls on the lens an image of this image will be
formed at S, notwithstanding the change of position of the first

image at M. This result, namely, the production of a station-

l
of an image in motion, is absolutely essential. It

was first accomplished bv Foucault, and in a manner differing

apparently but little from the foregoing.
In this case, L, fig. 2, served simply to form an image of S

I M, the returning mirror, was spherical, the center of

curvature coinciding with the axis of E. The lens, L, was
placed as near as possible to R The light forming the return

* Prepared for this place by the Author.
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image lasts, in this case, while the first image is sweeping over
the face of the mirror, M. Hence, the greater the distance, EM,

r must be the mirror, in order that the same quantity
of light may be preserved, and its dimensions would soon be-

come inordinate. The difficulty was partly met by Foucault,

by using five concave reflectors instead of one; but even then

the greatest distance he found it practicable to use was only
twenty meters.

Returning to fig. 1, suppose that R is in the principal focus

of the lens, L ; then, if the plane mirror, M, have the same
diameter as the 1. ns, the first or moving image will remain
upon M as long as the axis of the pencil of light remains on the

lens, and this will be true no matter ivhat the distance may he.

When the rotation of the mirror R becomes sufficiently rapid,

then the flashes of light which produce the second or Si

image become blended, so that the image appears to be continu-

ous. But now it no longer coincides with the slit, but is de-

flected in the direction of the rotation, and through twice the

angular distance described by the mirror, during the time re-

quired for light to travel twice the distance between the mirrors.

This displacement is measured by its arc, or rather, by its

tangent. To make this as large as possible, the distance

between the mirrors, the radius or distance from the revolving

mirror to the slit, and the speed of rotation should be made as

great as possible.

The second condition conflicts with the first, for the "radius

is the difference between the distances of the principal focus,

and the conjugate focus (for the distant mirror). Th<

the "distance,' 7

therefore, the smaller will be the "radius,

There are two ways of solving the difficulty: first, bj

lens of great focal "length, and, secondly, by placing the revolv-

ing mirror within the principal focus of the lens. Bol

were employed. The focal length of the lens was 150 feet, and

themirmr r^ a
piaced fifteen feet within the principal focus,

reached, however, for the quantity of light

les very rapidly as the revolving mirror ap-

The chief objection urged in reference to the experiments

made by Foucault is that the deflection was r~ -

measured with the required degree of s

was but a fraction of a millimeter, ana wueu it to

the image is alwavs more or less indistinct on account of

atmospheric disturbances, as well as imperfections of lenses and

mirrors, it may well be questioned whether the results could

be relied upon within less than one per cent.

In the following experiments the distance between the

mirrors was nearly 2000 feet. The radius was about thirty

A limit
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feet, and the speed of the mirror was about 257 revolutions

per second. The deflection exceeded 133 millimeters, being
about 200 times as great as that obtained by Foucault. If it

were necessary it could be still further increased. This deflec-

tion was measured within three or four hundredths of a milli-

meter in each observation ; and it is safe to say that the result,

so far as it is affected by this measurement, is correct to within
one ten-thousandth part.

The revolving mirror was actuated by a current of air which
escaped through a turbine wheel on the same axle as the

mirror. The supply of air was furnished by a blower, turned
by a steam engine, the pressure being kept constant by a

age attended by an assistant at the valve. To regulate
and measure the speed of rotation a tuning-fork, bearing on
one prong a steel mirror, was employed. This was kept in

by a current of electricity. The fork was so placed
that the light from the revolving mirror was reflected to a piece

of plane glass in front of the eye-piece, and thence reflected to

the eye. When fork and mirror are both at rest, an image of

the revolving mirror is perceived. When the fork vibrates,

this image is drawn out into a band of light. When the mirror

commences to revolve, this band breaks up into a number of

moving images of the mirror; and when, finally the mirror
makes as many turns as the fork makes vibrations, or any
multiple, submultiple or simple ratio of this number, the

images become stationary.

Hence, to make the mirror revolve at a given uniform speed,

the cord attached to the valve, which leads to the observer's
table, is pulled right or left, till the images of the revolving

The electric fork made about 128 vibrations per second. No
dependence was placed upon this rate, however, but at each
set of observations it was compared with a standard Ut, fork,

the temperature being noted at the time
The rate of the Ut, fork was found to be 256'072. at 65° F.

The result obtained by Prof. Mayer and myself, at the' Stevens
Institute, was 256 '068.

The apparatus for measuring the deflection consists of an

screw with divided circle. To the frame is attached
in adjustable slit On the screw travels a carriage which
supports the eye-piece, which consists of an achromatic lens,

having in its focus a single vertical silk fiber. The slit which
is very nearly in the same focal plane as the silk fiber, is

bisected by the latter, and reading ,,f s<-ale and circle taken.
Then the screw is iaj

. Insects the deflected
image of the slit, and reading taken again. The difference
between the two readings gives the deflection.
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The direction of rotation was right-handed. To eliminate

any possible error which might arise on this account, the
mirror \ n eight of the later observations was inverted, thus
making the rotation left-handed, and the deflection was meas-
ured in the opposite direction. The results agreed well with,

those previously obtained with the mirror erect.

To eliminate errors due to a regular variation in speed during
every revolution, if any such could exist, the position of the

frame was changed in several experiments. The results were
the same as before.

To test the question as to whether or not the vortex of air

about the mirror had any effect on the deflection, the speed
was lowered to 192, 128, 96, and 64 turns per second. If the

vortex had any effect, it should have decreased with the lower
speed, but no such effect could be detected. This also proves

that any error due to distortion of the mirror must be excess-

ive <:n:ill. oth Twise it also would have been diminished with

the smaller speed, thus giving different results.

Finally, to test if there were any bias in making the obser-

vations, the readings in several sets were taken by another, and

written down, without divulging them. The separate readings

were as consistent as when made by myself, and the results

still agreed with those of the other observations.

^Results of Observations.

Every number is the mean of ten separate observations.

299740
2S>9600

299N20 299740

2998^0 299800 299720
299740

299660 2995S0
299480

299840 21)1)760 299830

299740 299700 299810



-T/ie Kane Geyser Well

Art. XLYII.—TJie Kane Geyser Well; by Charles A. Ash-
burner, Assistant Second Geological Survey of Penn.*

The Kan
:he past

- -

Geyser or Spouting Water-well, which during
year has attracted such general attention from the

"sight-seeing" public, is no novelty to the oil man. The c
of then ''

i been so erroneously represented, that s

.uuuuuui seems to be demanded,
'his well is situated in the valley of Wilson's Run, near the
j of the Philadelphia and Erie 'Railroad, four miles south-

east from Kane. It was
drilled by Messrs. Gruhout
and Taylor in the spring

of 1878 to a total depth

of 2,000 feet. No petro-

leum was found in paying

quantities and the casing

was drawn and the hole

abandoned, since which
time it has been throwing

periodically—every ten to

fifteen minutes—a column
of water and gas to heights

varying from 100 to 150

feet.

During the operation

of drilling, fresh "water

veins" were encountered

down to a depth of 364

feet, which was the limit

of the casing. At a depth

of 1415 feet a very heavy
" gas vein " was struck.

This gas was permitted a

free escape during the time

the drilling was continued

to 2,000 feet.
VV hen the well was abandoned, from failure to find oil, and

the casing drawn, the fresh water flowed into the well and the
conflict between the water and gas commenced, rendering the
well an object of great interest. The water flows into the well
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on top of the gas, until the pressure of the confined gas becomes
greater than the weight of the superincumbent water, when an
expulsion takes place and a column of water and gas is thrown
to a great height. This occurs at present at regular intervals

en minutes and the spouting continues for one and a
half minutes. On July 31, Mr. Sheafer (aid, McKean County)
measured two columns, which went to heights respectively of

120 and 128 feet On the evening of August 2d, I measured
four columns in succession and the water was thrown to the

following heights : 108, 132, 120 and 138 feet. The columns
are composed of mingled water and gas, the latter being readily

ignited. After night-fall the spectacle is grand. The antago-

nistic elements of fire and water are so promiscuously blended,
that each seems to be fighting for the mastery. At one
moment the flame is almost entirely extinguished, only to burst

forth at the next instant with increased energy and greater

brilliancy. During sunshine the sprays form an artificial rain-

bow, and in winter the columns became incased in huge trans-

parent ice chimneys.
A number of wells in the oil regions have thrown water

geysers similar to the Kane well, but none have ever attracted

such attention.

As early as 1833 a salt well, dril & the Ohio,

threw columns of water and gas, at intervals of ten to twelve

hours, to heights varying from fifty to one hundred feet. This

well is possibly the first of the "water and gas geyser wells."

[Read at the Saratoga meeting of the Ame

For the purpose of rendering audible the sounds producec

by tuning forks, they are generally mounted upon resonam

boxes containing a column of air whose vibrating period is th<

same as that of the fork. I have devised a modification of this

», by which the box is dispensed with, the resonant cham-

as'is shown in the cut. 1
prongs them-

es. To make the fork, a thick tube of bell-metal, one end

vhich is closed, has a slit sawed longitudinally through its
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center, the slit being nearly to the closed end. This slit divides

the tube equally and gives two vibrating prongs, analogous to

those of a fork. To"bring the prongs' into unison with the

column of air between them, the tube is put in a lathe and

turned thinner until the desired point is reached and the two

are in unison. Thereupon the sound of the fork is powerfully

reinforced.

Additional remains of mammals from the Jurassic of the

Rocky Mountains indicate that this class constituted an impor-

tant element in the Mesozoic fauna of this country. The forms

already described,* as well as those noticed below, show more-

over, such a resemblance to known types from the Purbeck of

E m! 1. that some connection betwo n the two faunae is clearly

implied, and future discoveries will be awaited with interest.

Ctenacodon serratus, gen. et sp. nov.

One of the most interesting specimens yet brought to light is

a diminutive right lower jaw, witn most of the teeth in excel-

lent preservation. This specimen differs widely from the

r 'mail -
i itherto found in this country, but agrees in its main

features with the genus Plagiaidax of Falconer,f From the

type species of that genus (P. Bed, l-i;\. it

lower premolars instead of three : while from all th

species, it may be distinguished by the absence of the charac-u may oe distinguished Dy tne absence oi tne uuai^

sblique grooves on the sides of the premolar crowns.

jaw is short and massive,
strong ridge, which begins below the first pre-

I continued to the base of the coronoid process.
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Incisors 1-1
;
premolars 4-4 ; molars 2-2.

The incisor was large, and had a compressed base. The pre-

molars are wedge-shaped, and all have sharp trenchant crowns.

The summit of each is very thin, and the last is distinctly

serrated. The iirst K.wer molar had a low crown, very similar

to that of Plagiaulax.

The following are the principal dimensions of this specimen:

Length of portion preserved ...11* mm

Space occupied by lower teeth _ 8*5

v
-

Depth of jaw below first premolar 2*5

Depth of jaw below last premolar 3*5

Height of crown of last premolar 1*6

A second specimen, also a right lower jaw, agrees est

with the one here described. Both are from the same locality,

in the Atlantosaurus beds of Wyoming. These fossils, with

those <.f the genus /'
' well marked family,

which may appropriately be termed Plagiaulacidce.

Dryolestes arcuatus, sp. i

A third species of Dryolestes is at present represented by five

specimens, two upper, and three lower jaws. This species

may be distinguished from those already described by the upper

and lower mo u- t eth, ' : eh are small, crowded toy

placed on a curve, the f«.i - n r with the convexity outward. The

appear to have been arranged on a curve opposite to tnat or

the upper molars.
The principal measurements of the type specimen are as

follows

:

Space occupied by teeth in maxillary 16' mm

Space occupied by six posterior molars 7*

Height of maxillary above second premolar 5*

Space occupied by first three upper molars 3-5

The known remains of this species indicate an animal about

as large as a weasel. The species now described represent a

>h may be called Dryolesiidee.

Tinodon robustus, sp. nov.

A species of this genus, about twice as large as the one

previously described (T. bellus), is indicated by a lower jaw with
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several teeth in good preservation. The lower molars have a
strong basal ridge on the inner surface of their crowns. The
ramus of the lower jaw is compressed. The mylo-hvoid groove
is well marked, and is continued forward much forth
the smaller species.

The main dimensions of this specimen are as follows

:

Space occupied by four lower molars 9- mm

Depth of jaw below first lower molar.. 4-

Depth of jaw below last lower molar 5*

Height of penultimate molar above inner side of jaw. 2-

This specimen pertained to an animal about the size of the
preceding species.

Tinodon lepidus, sp. nov.

Another species of Tinodon, the smallest yet found, is repre-
sented by a left lower jaw, in fair preservation. This specimen
differs from the type of T. bellus, which it most resembles in

size, m having smaller teeth, the inner margin of the jaw
I inflected, and the angle extending downward below

the condyle, instead of being emarginate at this point. The
condyle, moreover, is on a level with the base of the teeth, and
not above their crowns, as in the type species.
The present specimen measures as follows

:

Distance from first molar to end of condyle 15
Space occupied bv four molar teeth 6
Depth of jaw below first lower molar 2
Depth ofjaw below condyle 2

m

All the specimens here described are from the same
in the Upper Jurassic of Wyoming, and are now presei
the Yale Museum.
Tale College, New Haven, October 22d, 18?9.

[ENTIFIC INTELLIGEI
I. Chemistry and Physics.

new method of preparing Hyponitrous acid-
•"•—: sodium hypor^ ''

dgam is long
:

the method of preparing sodium hyponitrite by reducing sodium
nitrite with sodium amalgam is long and tod'h-us and the vield
small Zorn has devised an electrolytic method for producing it,

which works welL At first he used platinum electrodes in a con-
centrated solution of sodium nitrite ; but with no result. He then
made the negative electrode of ro< I

uinsen cells.

A pretty active evolution of gas begins in a short tim
nowever, containing no ammonia. If the eara short time, the liquid neutralized with acetic acid, and treated
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with silver i

AgNO, is thrown down. If the electrolysis be continued t

i. e., after the evolution of ammonia begins, the silver hyponitnte

falls as before on adding silver nitrate to the neutralized liquid,

immediately decomposed with evolution of gas and deposi-tary decompc
i of metallic silver. This reaction shows, therefore, the

duction of hydroxylamine in this electrolysis. The yield of

hyponitrite is good and the author recommends this process as

1509, Sept., 1879. G. F. b.

2. On the Direct Union of Calcium oxide and Carbon dlo.nde.

—It is well known that at a high temperature, calcium oxide

unites directly with carbon dioxide, while they have no action at

ordinary temperatures. Birnbaum and Mahk have sought to

determine more exactly the temperature at which this action com-

mences. Pure lime was prepared by igniting marble in a platinum

crucible, slaking it with water repeatedly and igniting until the

weight was constant. Pure dry c passed over

weigh, d |,..rfi, i,. i.i" tlii- lime, contained tir>t in a boat in a p..nv-

lain tube, and afterward in a bulb of Bohemian glass, the heat

being that of a paraffin bath heated from 160° to 320° C. The
weight remained unchanged. Experiments made with baths of

lead and tin alloys fusing at from 230° to 290°, or of pure lead

fusing at 236-2°, gave the same result. The first absorption was

observed when the bulb was placed in melted zinc, 415-3°. After

five to eight hours, 100 parts of lime absorbed 4-1 per cent CO,,

after thirteen hours 15-2 per cent, after forty hours 31-6 per cent,

and after fifty hours 45*7 per cent. Since 100 parts of lime re-

quires 78-57 parts C0
2, but a little more than half the quantity

required to form CaCO* was taken up in this time. On 1;

sixty hours, only 21*1 per cent was absorbed. Hence

must also take place at this temperature. To test the question

was treated in a slow current of

dry air in the zinc bath. After ten hours 0-78 grama
0-011 grams; but farther heating did not increase this quantity.

The temperature of union and of dia

.___/;,,-. />',,/. Chan. 0't*., mi, 1;>4., >ept.,

1879. G-
F -

B-

3. On the new Element, Scandium.—Cleve has rtu

new earth scandia, discovered by him, a few weeks after Niteoa 8

announcement d it,
r:tamte, the former con-

taining 0-002 to 0-003 and the latter 0-005 per cent of scandium.

Scandia has the formula Sc,0
3 ,

ammonio- and potassio-scandium

From eight to ten grams of scandia, by repeated decom
of the nitrate, one |ram of a white earth was obtained, fhis was

converted into sulphate and calcined; 1451 grams gave 0-5293 ot

scandia, which gives for the atomic weight of scandium 44-01. It

scandia be taken as ScO, the above result gives as i

Weight 45-94; differing essentially from 105-83 th
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value given by Nikon. Careful examination by Thalen with the

3nce he infers

i worked there

spectroscope, proved Cleve's scandia to be pure; hence he infers

that in the 0-3298 gram of scandia on n hich \ ils m work, d tin r<

j been only 0*043 of scandia and seven or eight times
as much ytterbia. Cleve concludes o

scandium. Scandia Sc
2
O

s
is a perfectly white light powder, Infus-

ible and resembling magnesia. Acids, even the strongest, attack
it with difficulty; still, it is more soluble than alumina. Its den-
sity is about 3-8. The hydrate is white a

alumina. It does ^
excess of ammoniun
pose salts of ammonium/ Its salts are colorless, \\ ith an acid and
astringent taste, quite different from the sweet taste of the other

h salts. The sulphate does not give distinct crystals;

ite, acetate, and formate are ra

) spectrum when heated in a gas flame. Its

solution is precipitated by ammonium and potassium hvdrates, the
- -big insoluble in exec-. Tartaric acid prevents the

monia in the cold. Sodium carbonate gives a

soluble in excess. ELS ,

, (NH 4
)HS

throws down the hydrate
precipitate. Oxalic acid

j

down the hydrate, sodium phosphate gives a gelatinous

.
ate. Oxalic acid gives a curdy precipitate which becomes

pidly crystalline. S and sodium acetate

•tly. What
discovery of scandiui ,;i'ng i- the

I properties •« r< predic
jeff, as a consequence of his law aJ lied ekabor.
The remarkably close correspondence of the properties of ekabor
with those of scandium is shown by printing them in parallel col-

umns in Cleve's memoir.— C. Ji., lxxxix, 419, Aug., 1879.

4. On two new Elements, Thnlhnn <>,,<! tb.l,,, him.—Him tl ?

Wtotnu both ol whwh
were discovered in erbia, give colorless salts, Ck&ve ha<
distinguish the vwlMan o in thb earth u hid, Jve. the red color
and the beautiful absorption sp ctnun to it's -alts, in order to

Using the residues from whiefc

I -parated tin- ytt. rbia and the scandia, he found it

impossible to obtain a red oxide with a constant molecular \\ eight,

even after several hundred decompositions Suspecting the pres-

ence of an unknown oxide. |„. applied to Thalen to examine the
spectrum of what he regarded as the purest erbia, and to compare

t'« rbia. ( ertain absorption hands
in the last fractions suggested that the color of erbia is due to

ot thre< oxid< - giving absorption spectra. The red-

\e fractions (RO mol. wt., 126-127) were united and sub-

a h.ng series ot decompositions, one fraction being
treated for ytterbia, another for j I

.termediate,

x the concentrated erbia. At the same time, he
attempted to concentrate the coloring matter in residues A, rich
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in ytterbia, and B in yttria. After pushing the treatment as far

»le with the amount of material in hand, he submitted the
five fractions to Thalen, who found hands common to all the trac-

tions and hence due probably to erbia. These had the following
rhs: 6660-6680 (weak), 6515-6545 (strong), 0475-

6515 (quite strong). 5400-5415 (quite strong), 5225-5238 (vevv
strong), 5185-5225 (strong), 4865-4877 (strong), 4475-4515

> ng). The following bands varied markedly from one
fraction to another

:

Fraction A. Erbium f Fraction B.

y 6400-6425 — trace weak weak P£*

• 5360 fai,s "^ trace feeble ^
Henoe x belongs to fractions situated near ytterbia and does not

i yttrium. But, on the other hand, ,/ and z

fail in the ytterbium V-ddues but grow sharper as yttrium is

Tl>« vtterbia tractions gave a rose color, with a

tinge of violet ; the yttria fractions had an orange tint. For the
element between ytterbia and erbia, characterized by band a: in

the red of the spectrum, Cleve proposes the name Thulium, from
Thule, the a ria. The atomic weight, Tm,
should be ah....- 1 il its o\ide is Hi). Krbiiim proper, which
has the common bands mentioned. ?ht 110-111.

IB of a clear rose color. The third metal present, char-

acterized by the y and z bands, and whi h - between erbia and
terbia, should have an atomic weight below 108. Its oxide

appears to be vellow. For it, the name IMmium is proposed,
derived from the Latin name of Stockholm, the environs of which
are rich in yttria minerals.— C. A'., lxxxix, 478, Sept., 1879.

I hy Clln-e.—Sorkt
has called attention to the fact that he pointed out in the spring of

1878, the two l.ai s a Id ,, < h iracterize holmium, as not la oi Ji -

to erbia, but to a new earth whiol X and

perhaps identical with philippium since discovered by

Beside the* t« used three

''the- absorption bands; one less refrangible than A. a second
" ping the band of erbia in the indigo, and a third, faint, in

let "a little beyond h. In the ultra violet-spectrum six

absorption-maxima exist from H to R. In bsj

'

:

'

observed that also in some ytterbia products which had
to him for examination by Markmac. I. :< : ok ]-'- •> 1A1 ;

'

i: -•"•

confirms Soret's statement "in regard to the red thulium ray, hav-

:" '• ;

"'
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ing observed it in a sample of impure ytterbia which he had
received from the latter some months ago. He inclined to the

I all the bands were due to erbia, modified by the con-
ditions. But special experiments led him to coincide in Soret's
views and to conclude in the possibility that erbia was a mixture
of three oxides.— C. H., Ixxxix, Sept., 1879. g. f. b.

6. An Introduction to the Practice of Commercial Organic
Analysis; being a Treatise on the properties, proximate analytical
examination, and modes of assaying the various organic chemicals
and preparations employed in tin b, Medicine,
etc. With concise methods for the Detection and Determination
of their Imp as and Products of decomposition

:

by Alfkk.. II. Allen, F.C.S., Lecturer on Chemistry at the
Sheffield School of Medicine, etc. Volume I. Philadelphia, 1879.

done a g(
in orgai

of a lat

& Blackiston.)—In preparing this book, Mr. Allen 1

i good service for the pub]
anic research in recent years has resulted in the production

large number of compounds whose valuable properties have
^kx to their coiiim.-rcial utilization. Except, however, in the
original memoirs where they were described, the properties and
reactions of many of these compounds have remained compara-
tively unknown, and hence their adulteration has been an easy
matter. In gathering together the physical and chemical prop-
erties^ these substances into a convenient volume, and
in doing this with the care and scientific accuracy which Mr.

Allen has evidently exercised, a valuable aid has been rendered
in protecting the public from imposition. The volume before us
is the first ol two which the author has projected. After a brief

introduction, in which are given the methods of the pr
tion of organic bodies, the study of their physical prop-

erties, their solubility in various menstrua, tin ir ultimate or ele-

mentary analysis, and the production of definite compounds from,
and the products of decomposition of, organic bodies, the author
takes up several classes of these organic bodi
order: Cyanogen and its derivatives, alcohols, neutral alcoholic
derivatives, acid alcoholic derivatives and \._ tabh icids, nhe-

nols, and the acid derivatives of phenols. The individual members
: ass which are of commercial importance are, in general,

quite fully considered, their origin, mode of preparation,
and chemic

._ an ,[ adulterations, beim; dis-

cussed in order. This portion of the work appears to be entirely

ad leads us to hope that the second volume may soon
be forthcoming. In reproducing
have strengthened the cause of sanitary chemistry in this country.

1. Laboratory Teaching: or Progressive Exercises ir

;
by Charles London Bloxam, Professor of Chem-

eighty-

kiston.)—Chemical

g's College, London, etc. Fourth Edition,
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those which teach Chemistry as a science and aim to make
chemists, ami those which teach it as an art and aim to make
analysts. Professor Bloxam's book, to judge from the somewhat
extraordinary preface to the fourth edition, belongs evidently to

the latter class, lie says: " The most important alteration in'the

present edition is the introduction of the formula' representing the

various chemical compounds described in the notes to the tables.

The formulae are those now generally employed by chemical

writers and teachers in this country. The vernal description or'

the composition, in the Tables of Common Compounds of the

several metals, has not been altered so as to bring it into perfect

harmony with the formulas, since the description there given gen-

erally informs the learner what substances can be obtained by the

decomposition of the Common Compounds which is not so easily

to be ascertained by an inspection of the formulas. For example,
the composition of saltpeter is described at page 81 as Potash

un and Oxygen) and Nitric Acid, while the formula
K\t> does not indicate the presence of potash (K

20) or of nitric

'le'id (UXOj; but both these substances are obtainable from salt-

peter by very simple chemical operations, and saltpeter may be

produced by causing them to act upon each other. It is true that

similar reasoning would justify the statement thar_ common sail

eontained soda and hydrochloric acid instead of sodium and chlo-

rine, but the author feels that an endeavor to be absolutely c,
in-

sistent would injure -• "f >" small a book."'

Hence we a t that Na SO i- railed sulphate

of soda and that it is said to be composed oi

acid; or to be told that sulphate of ammonia (XH
4) s
S0

4 ,
is com-

posed of a I. In the first edition,

ted as a merit that the book "does not enter into any

theoretical speculations." In the light of the preface to the fourth

edition and of the instances just quoted, we have to dim r > u

ug the author that unexplored theories a:v

less dangerous to teach, than exploded ones. Viewed from the

author's stand-point, however, the book has some good points

The method^ well di-.-ribid ami illustrated,

the leading reactions of the more commonly occurring substances

are clearly given, and the processes for the qualitative determina-

tion of unknown mixtures are plainly tabulated. The mechanical

execution of the book is excellent. .
»• F-

B-

8. Solar Physics. — On the occasion of the parti;,

observed at Marseilles on the 19th of July, 16 79, M. Ja.vs^n-

applied the i of observing contacts. The

observation red inaccu-

rate for the determination of position ; the i

nts upon the sun and the determin-

ate well known. M. Jaussen pro-

volver, a number of solar images of

I intervals of one second. By opti-

cal methods the contacts cannot be observed with precision, on

Am. Jour. Sci.-Thikd Series, Vol. XVIII, No. lOT.-Nov., 1S79.
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account of the small deformation of the solar disc, when the moon
encroaches upon it. With the revolver one can obtain a series of

negatives which include the critical moment of contact. These

uegatives can be examined at leisure. These photographs also

can be used to determine the relative position of the two heavenly

bodies at the different intervals of time, and by this means check

the above method of observing contacts. The method is also of

use in studying the character of the sun's surface. If the moon's
disc is absolutely free from a gaseous envelope, the solar granula-

tion preserves its forms and its character up to the edge of the

occulting moon. If, however, a gaseous envelope of cod
size interposes itself, it will act under the most favorable condi-

tions for producing these deformations by refraction. The exist-

ence and the value of these deformations of the granulations at

the edge of the occulting moon will therefore become a very sure

test of the presence and density of this atmosphere. This method
also allows of the determination of the height of the lunar moun-
tains situated on the edge of the moon's limb, in a position where
the methods of measurement hitherto used have been the most

difficult and the most inexact. The photographs of the edge of

the sun upon which the moon's limb encroaches gives the contour

of all the inequalities of the surface of the moon which are pro-

'

'
'. •.

.

' • - .:•. .:, ',.;. '
•

• - , ;.. " - '

' '' "

son with the sun's disc, one can readily obtain the relative size of

these inequalities of surface. These measurements togi

those of the angles they subtend, as seen from the es

the means of obtaining their true size. This method o\

tion was employed on the occasion of the late eclipse at E

Some solar photographs m -30 in diameter were taken. These

photographs show the granulations ; but do not give any evidence

2 e on the moon's limb. They however show very clea rly

the inequalities of the lunar contour, and allow of mi
measurements of the heights of these inequalities.—Com&*
Hindus, So. 6, 1879, p. 340.

of ether is greater than ^L pounds, where g is the gravitation

constant, V the velocity of light, and n the ratio of ti

velocity of a rotating ether [.article to the velocity oi

value of n taken by Thomson is -?\ and the resulting value «t M
is greater than TTT7rJmT pound. '

According to Thomson it lies

are of wave-movement that the ratio of the greatest

velocity of a swinging particle to the velocity of light must be

small, and if the ratio ^ is taken the resulting valu<
be below the true value, lierr Glan, from t

upon the limit of actual disruption of the ether, doubts the <""

>f Thomson. The passage. of the heavenly bodies

through the ether of 8]

cles, and since the ether offers no sensible opposition to the pas-
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Mgeof these bodies, it is concluded that very little energy is

needed to effect any separation of ether particles which may take
place, and the greatest possible dilatation of this ether must he
much smaller than is the case with glass or water. In comparing
authorities, Ilerr Glan finds that taking the greatest possible dila-

tation of glass before disruption at y^tr the value of n= J. which
is twice the value taken by Thomson. For the greatest possible
dilatation of water under the same conditions, the value of 7T [ M[1

is taken. This gives the value n= T -J,n . if the dilatation of the
ether before disruption is as great as in the case of water. This
value of n shows that the etiier in a definite space possesses more
mass than the hundred billionth part of this space, if it were filled

with hydrogen at its normal density. The lower limit of the den-
sity of ether, according to this calculation, would therefore be
7416 times greater than that given l»v Thomson.

—

Annahn da-
Physik und Chemie, No. 8, 1879, p. 640. J. X.

10. Mee/r. :I-'it.— H. ('.u:\ot lias presented
to the French Academy a series of his brother Sadi's manuscripts

iween 1824 and 1832. From these papers it appears
that Sadi Caruot had discovered the mechanical equivalence of
heat and work. The following is an extract from these papers:
"Heat is then the result of a movement. It can be produced by

•ion of motive power, and it can produce this power.
• m A motive power, there is at the same

.piiv:ilent to the motive power

Reciprocally when there is destruction of heat there

I ion of motive power. According to some ideas which I

have formed upon the theory of h< » unit of
motive power necessitates the destruction of 2*70 units of heat.

1 '

fhe unit of work taken is th it whi h « 11 lift . n< cubic c ntirm t, r

meter high. Ti is unit i> 1 ' "> kilogramnieters. The

gave 365 kilourammeters. Joule's result is 425. The publica-
tion of this result of Carnot was prevented by his de.i

occurred at the early age of 36.—Beiblatter, Annab n h r Mytik
und Chemie, No. 8, 1879, p. 584. J- T-

k
H. Units and Physical Constants; by Professor J. D. Evkuett.

i' 5 pp., small 8vo. London, 1879.. (Macmillan & Co.).—The
author of this work was the Secretary of the Gum itte. ot the

British Association a] oce to "the selection
and nomenclature of rical units." In 1S75
°e prepared a volume of illustrations of the C. G. S. >;

ceptimeter-gram-second system) of units, adopted by this Com-
i of this volume the present work is substantially a

second edition. It appears, however, in a
and under a different name. The importance to the phj
naving the many pnyni<

: ::: -'':*.. .' ;

'
". ..-.. :

-

: *
:

-

great value of Professor Everett's book, in which this end is

accomplished.



pp. 12mo. London, 1879. (Macmillan & Co.).—The fundamental

principles of Acoustics are fully and clearly stated and illustrated

with numerous figures and practical examples. From them the

author passes to the development of the theory of music, and

explains it, so far as space permits, in a very clear and satisfactory

manner. He makes use of the results of the more recent investi-

gations in this field, and thus puts within the reach of the student

much that would otherwise be inaccessible to him.

II. Geology and Minekalogy.

1. On
the Cascade Mountains of Oregc
(From a letter to J. D. Dana, dated Eugene City, Oregon, July

I, 1879.)—[The letter was written in reply to an mqnii
ing the continuity of the lavas of Mt. Hood and the Cascade

Region with those of Mt. Adams and Mt. St. Helens, ,

to other points bearing on the extent of the eruptions southward

along the Cascade range.—j. d. d.]

The Cascade range from Klamath River, south of the Colnmbiaj

to Mt. Rainier, on the north, has somewhat of the outline of a pros-

trate tree, far gone to decay. The main trunk is well represented

by the main range ; and at almost regular intervals along the whole

line, we iind, lym^ bv its side, the remnants of its former limbs;

W. but C '.., __j the knots that survive to repres< at tta< m,

i at the north we find in the Simcoe Mountains, dire* uy

east of Mt. Adams, an evident outflow of eruptive mat
that center ; tilted and broken, yet in line. Twenty-five or thirty

miles south of Simcoe Mountain, we find another such in uy
KliHtftt Mountain; at the foot of which flows the Columbia

Ri\er, and by whose help and guidance, the Columbia was en-

abled to penetrate and break through the range itself at the

Cascades. This Klikitat Mountain is _'.>

are warped and tilted, showing that, like the Simcoe M
•ted to the full measure of the violence that here closed

the Miocene Tertiary. Thirty miles south of this is a;

vation, known here as the Des Chutes Hill. This, too, is basalt,

I tilted, and broken, yet continuous; an evident outflow

from the neighborhood of Mt. Hood.
Others may be traced farther south. Now all these

the following common eliaraeteristies : first, they are of eruptive

origin
; secondly, the i

from whose summit or sides the 41y, the dip

they all have indicates a higher source of outflow than i

altitude of the range could give. They are just wba«
be if the places they now occupy had once been the excavate*
valleys of streams of a higher level than our present ones, into

-

thus transferring their eroding power from old ravines to the
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softer sediments mound them, till the ravine full of lava became a

mountain, and its former banks deeper excavations. These trans-

verse lines of hills as seen from a point fifty or sixty miles away
show a tine series of accordant lines in perspective, very suggest-

ive of similarity of origin.

At the close of the period, in the geology of the Cascade region,

represented by the facts mentioned: Kirst. there existed the main
range, here running north and south, and at a much higher alti-

tude than the present : second, a series of offshoots from the range

less in altitude than the range itself; and third, a series of deep

and extensive interspaces excavated in the older softer sediments,
in relation to which these hnsnlticotiVho. ts became future pariil ions.

Now one of the la; •_ -. -hunted between Mt.

Hood and Mt. Adams, is the Klickitat Mountain, whir!, brinks

mity of all eruptions after the commencement of the Plio-

cene or thereabouts.
As to the historv of the deeply excavated interspaces, we

may take the one nearly east of Mt. Hood. The Des Chutes

Hill, one of these offshoots already describe d. is its n

rier, and we may make it our standard of record. That this

excavation was ouce 2,000 feet deeper than it is now is proved by
the two facts that, first, the Des Chut* s I liver has cut it- channel

-
'

:
- - .;•

i I",.: ,

•

-
'

and nnbrol i n lev* 1 Twt ntv-s v to thirtv dis inct outflow- i \

• ton, at the crossing of the Des Chuttes River.

This later basalt is d irk i r, dens in stn ture. and \

brown color and is lighter. Tin- ilnsvsist

excavation, then spread *J reached
iintains. A

rock marks the strictly eastern

1,ln 't"l this ontrh,u alono- the 'line ot Anteh.p. \ alky and the

John Day River. The nearest centers of em
than those of tin Ca-ead* Range here, w* ild b* Ironi the w< t* ni

spurs of the Blue Mountains. "The largest of these wa
ved

andenng a

1}ay River, it appears to have tilled up the valley and set he

wat. rs t( , excavatim- a new one for themselves. This old valley

iu 1,200 to 1,500 feet above the

"
. Y, ,,., ;

•:. - ••. " - - - -

been washed or *,uietlv worn awav. Thi> i

can easily be distinguished from that of the Ca-< -a-!-. It > • - l

ns .,1 i.larkgi n pyroxene that gives its weath-

ered surfaces a
. li u . u . , mt excava-

• te a * tond series - -
''"•

e

facts, and in the respective fields of Mt. Hood and Mt. Adams



they differ widely. It is as if the eruptions from Mt. Adams had
ceased in times of strong currents of l:iv;i. while those of Mt.
Iiood_ continued till recent times, with less and less of dense
materials, and a vast increase in showers of ashes, and outflows
of volcanic mud.

I have myself given the
line ot the Cascade Kanoe hard!

far the i

with eruptive rocks. But if I should judge from the materials
brought down in the bed- „f its streams, and the rocks I have

. here I have crossed the summit, i

nearly the whole. This answer will n„t seem >., i npr. huh! it we
remember that our present snow peaks, Hood, Jefferson. The
>i>ters. Dinu.nd, Scott and Pitt, are only a few of the volcanic
vents between Hood and Shasta. These named only mark recent
vents, and not even half of these. Many older vents have been

Two years ago I felt intensely interested in the exami
one of the more recent deposits of the Cascade Range, a short
:• -' nption »t wh < li I will a. hi h re. '1 his <i p, -i! was the res .it

of an immense shower of volcanic ashes. The point at which I

crossed it is perhaps midway between Hood and Shasta. Of
course these showers of ashes would drift eastward of the summit,
for the prevailing winds there are westerly. We encountered
them six or eight miles west of the summit. The volcanic ashes
were evenly laid over the whole surface, like a covering of snow.
East of the summit there was a n irked in r. is. in its quantity,
so much so, that the sharp features of the older surface ceased to

Ives i ! rough it \\ . trawled over it toi i .list i ee

of fifty or sixty miles, noticing that as we receded, from the Cas-
cade .Mountains, its material* were liner and its bulk less.

Eastward from Mt. Rainier this volcanic ash is everywhere
mixed in large quantity with the Pliocene deposits of the Yakima
Valley. Around Mt. Adams it is almost entirely absent. It

- i'i -.-luard ot Mi. 1 1 1, l-'oi-mer iake'widenings of

ii
-1

•< I T h. I).d!.-x| w this material stratified, and

- 4 it T< ni tryfc ee
> The' amount of this yo'lcanK'

-
j i Th ( a-eade Mountain-, is enormous,

- conceal from the observer the rock- Ik low. It has in it

cementing material, so that a fall of rain upon it seems to have
been sufficient to prevent its subsequent drifting

2. Bulletin of the U. 8. Geological and Geographical Sur-

vey of the Territories (under F. V. Hayden, as C
charge.) Vol. V, No. 2. 180 pp. 8vo.—This new number of the

ntains the following papers: on the Coatis, by J. A.

- the present state" of I>„#<, r ,/„„„.,/;,,« in America,
ana Second Installment of American Ornithological Bibli

OVX&, 1". S. A.; on r'

Wyoming and the adjacent regions, by A. C. Peale ; on Lithe-
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phane and new Xoctuida?, by A. R. Grote; on certain Carbonif-

erous fossils from Colorado, Arizona, Idaho, Utah and Wyoming,
and Cretaceous corals from Colorado, together with descriptions

of new forms, by C. A. White; on the so-called Two-ocean pass

(Plates 3 and 4), by F. V. Hayden ; on the extinct species of

Rhinoceratidse of X. America and their allies, by E. D. Cope.

Mr. White here illustrates anew the fact that in the Western

Territories the Subcnrbonif'erous, ( arboniferous and Permian, nick-

ing together a series 4.000 or.\ooo tk-t thick, have no distinctive fos-

sils, but instead, a eonimiriding of tlie species elsewhere eharactci iz-

ino- them ; and only occasionally do new species in the lower beds

point to a Subcarbonaceous age. It is also true, as a rule, thai the

Devonian and Upper Silurian are absent in all that great region ;"'

and when all evidence of the presence of the Subcarbonilerous

fails, it is probable that this division is likewise "absent and from

"He and the same cause or from similar causes." As to the Per-

mian, its time is probably represented by the upper strata, but no

-iis occur in 'it that do not also occur in the great mass
of Carboniferous strata beneath. So far. as invertebrate lossds

are concerned, there is great uniformity throughout ; and the pre-

vailing characteristics as to fauna are those of the Coal-measures

and especially the Upper Coal-measures of the Mississippi ba<m.

3. On Str».,„it .r »r,i. bv It. .!. I vun-:i: .Ann. Ma-. Nat. Mist.,

V, iv, 253, 1879.)—Mr. Carter, in this third article on Bi

pora, points out the close relation of these corals in structure to

, , nd M 11. |. >r . i tl us s staii - tl ••

Hvdr.id affinities of the group. The paper is illustrated by a

plate representing sections.

4. Note on the Section by Mr. T. Nelson Dak on
\

e; by Dr. S. T. Barrett. (Communication .late,! P-rt

Jems, N. T., Oct. 8, 1879.)—In the section by Mr. Pale. No. o

„//
i

,/•,/ Lin <t >. md is th -an •
is tin / < -

'•

Li„,t«t;ne, No. 2 (five feet thick), of my paper in vol. xiu. May,

1877, of Vour Journal. The name Favosite limestone is a synonym

Eor Hairs Stromatopora limestone, and has long been dropped

Kncrina! limestone," of the same paper, ]

'ting, the c

least, Whitfield
ralline 1

be the equivalent of the Xiag:
'1 in it, at Xearpass Quarry, Maly^tes ogyh ra^s.

Favosites pyrin,;,,;*, ri,ul,.r :-i «.?i-t-<
r

nurr.U, i\\-,\ several Coralline lime-

stone species. Vv t - this Journal, vol. xv, 1878.

5. Geological Atlas of the JStn
.n .i. ...

. Unit (,m„M. and P. P. Vn I"-. K «'
'

N
-

M. C. Read, G. K. Gilbert, X. II. W in- n l. I- ( .
Uu.l.

-.
• - .,.:.-

of Ohio. 1879.—This atlas, nublP! . I as embodying the results

dleets. :
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map in its style of publication, and of great iiif.-r.--t geologically.

Lik the Wisconsin map and some other recent geological atlases.

it is very large, much larger than the amount of detail upon it

made necessary; and. th>-ivfotv, tln-r h.-uii,- to suit it might
well say, too large. Still the science of the land is greatly
indited to the liberality of the State of Ohio, and to its geolo-
gists, for this and all the publications of the Survey.
Some points in the details of the part of the map relating to

the section of the State under the charge of Professor E. B.
Andrews a iv not in accordance with his conclusions; and since

he had no part personally, as he states, in the preparation of the

map, his proposed corrections, recently received for this Journal,

" (1.) The Lower Carboniferous limestone— the Maxville lime-
stone of rny reports— is represented on the map as having a con-

tinuous outer..'., forming, with but a single short, break, a contin-

uous belt in.
, ,1 miles long, around the sinuous

margin of the Coal .Measures. In my investigations in this dis-

trict, where I have long lived, I have found "the Lower Carbon-
iferous limestone only in the few localities mentioned in the

Reports; and always in limited patches. The limestone belt of

the map crosses the paths of Prof—o, On. u in Tike County,

)

»•

'

M- C. Read in Licking Countv, and Professor Stevenson
Qgum, but none of these field-workers saw it, and their

detailed geological sections give no hint of it. (2.) The Con-
glomerate a . reported bv Professor
Orton in Pike County, and by myself in Jackson County, is

trom the map. (3.) According to the map, the Waverly
r.M-ks. for a considerable distance, rest upon the Silurian rocks of

the Cincinnati uplift without any intervening Devonian Black
shale—the Huron shale of Dr. Newberry. This is not far from
the eastern line of Adams County. My report for 1869, and the

•v map give the belt of Black shale in 'us proper location.

f>r 'it is finely exposed,' to quote from the report, "in the Ohio

hborhood of Rockville, Adams County, and
m nearly all the hills which range to the north.' The final map

»06 of the Black shale at Portsmouth and in

of the Scioto River above, where my searches only

revealed Waverly rocks; but if there, the shale, rising to the

passes over a hilly mass of Waverly sandstone, and
according to the map never comes out in any western outcrop."

6. Geological Survey of Canada: Mesozok- Fossils, Volume I,

the Fossils of the Cretaceous Bock* <>f Y<nn;>w> >' >"<>

w\ ;„ -/„ st ,„t <f (rx.r.jh, ; l.v'.l. V. W '- '

s i:;-

t.C.N., Palaeontologist to the Survey. 100 pp. 8vo, with 1" lit i;
-

lates. Montreal, 1879.—The Cretaceous fowila "
southeastern part of Vancouver Island, and pertain to

-. th. t ••' <>v an I th. N.ui.umo In tin former, the

e -'. hole series is 4,912 feet, and that of the produc-
tive Coal-measures, 739| feet; while in the latter, the whole
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1

thickness is 5,266 feet, and that of the productive measure. 1,816
feet.

7. On the Structure and Affinities of the Tahuh't* Corals of the
!' 'I". :,,;,- />,.-,•„,/.

, r ; tft .,-;,;,.,,/ ,/, s ,:.,>!,,,,< „f IU»^r<>tn-e >).'-

cies ; by H. Alletnb Nicholson, Prof. Nat." History, Univ. St.

Andrews. 338 pp. 8vo, with 15 plates. Edinburgh and London.
1879. (William Blackwood & Sons. 1!—Professor Nicholson lias

had opportunities in America as well as in his own land for the
study of fossil corals, and has devoted much of his time for several
years to the subject. The present work is the fruit of a large
amount of careful stu.lv with the aid of microscopic sections, and
many interesting results are brought out, as is exhibited on the

plates. On account of the abundance in this

country of the corals treated of, the critical character of the work,
v,

l
the comparisons made of American and European species or

varieties, the work has special interest for Wh hemispheres. He
states, as the general result of his investigations, that his labors

ite the views of Verrill and Landstn.m as to the necessity
of abolishing the "Tabulata" as a separate division, and lead to

•n that under this old name there are included at least

twelve distinct groups of corals.
8. TheJnvr,„n,,fth, < In : > , iti v--. ' t,, „f X„t»r ' Wxfo ,,.

T°l. lb No. 1, April, 1879.—Contains: Remarks on the genus
-roteroerhws, by A. G. Wbthbm
g fossils from the !

by E. O.
tLRiCH; Remarks on th. Ka-V'-ki (•'•• wand descriptions of
new specie- Ai Co., Kv., bv S. A. Mii.i.er;

^atalogue ..f f < ii
' '. by J.

L.lwn.. 1- ;. i" ,.-.-, 1
:.. ;n Plat,.,. ': and -: and the tirsl

i itcd • pi ire 7 is the remark 1
' '

-* >< > m, Eno-

r !"n,:, f„,l„>,„;,lrs. named by Meek, but first rightly understood
and described by Mr. Wetberbv. The price of the number is

only 60 cents; of the volume $2.00.
9. On the <>n /,,,/ >„„,/.«/., ,. f ]]'<:• K< < p> :

. by Archi-
; x! " <ii:iKn-, E.U.S.. !>iiver,. r „f if. M. <'„..,! gieal Snrvev of

Scotland, etc. Part I, 108 pp. 4to. From vol. xxviii, Trans. Roy.
Soc. Edinb., 1878. This iew °f ^e

facts connected with tin f™ra Per
"

[
n the phvsical geography of W took place

the Carboniferous period. It is
'

- ctions.

10. Outlines of Meld Geology, bv An- if v • «- f r.. 216 pp.
j2mo. London,1879. (Macmil'lan A.

:
C... —Thi^wlutm U intended

for the guidance of the be found
• ... ,

-
:

i

enable him I inch value on all points connected
With the su- i-e more extended.

11. Reports „,,./ .L-wz-.A. t;
' ''..v;,-,,,

!876, edited by Francis A. Walker, Chief of the Bureau of
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Awards. 486 pp. 8vo. Philadelphia, 1878. (J. B. Lippincott &
Co.).—Group I was that including ores and mineral products,

-tones, marbles and other useful and ornamental stones;
also implements and machi:u r\ uM d in cnmcn.ei with the same,
and various statistics relating to them. The volume contains
reports by J. S. Newberry, W. S. Keyes, J. Lowthian Bell, T.
Snn-y Hunt, Frederick Pr'ime, Jr., A. *L. Ilolky, J. M. Satn.rd,

John Fritz, M. Addy, G. C. Broadhead, E. Althaus, L. Simonin
;m i >>; hers ; and in them there is a large amount of valuable infor-

12. Memoirt $>jr hi S' >-.i,-! .:,; ,
' In e oi/j>os>fl ,,, Mlneralo'/l^

Ju t'utlcule, par A. Renaro, S. J., Conservateur an Musee Ho;
d'Histoire Naturelle de Belgique. 44 pp. 4to. Brussels, 1877.

(Mei u Oour. Ac id, 1: ,j. xli.)—The author of
1 ^ m.-nmii pro s b\ his nve>l _.-i ns, that the fine yellowish
whet-tone, making the best of hones for razors, which is quarried
at Salm-Chateau, Lierneux, Sart, Bihain and Recht, in Bvl-ium,

I ssi i mauganesian garnet. It occurs in beds four to

in a slate, as a part of the slate formation.

actors of the beds are described in detail in the memoir.
The compo- , according to Dr. von
der Mark (1) and M. Pufal (2), is as follows

:

Si0 2 Ti0 2 A10 9 Pe0 3 PeO MnO MgO CaO Na,0 K2

P2 6 0-16, S 0-18, organic matter 0-02=99'U

The slate, which is feebly metamorphic, is a damourite slate or

I thepotash of the anal -he presence
"i tins mica in the whetstone. In microscopic sections the rock

appears to consist of very minute granules—more than 100,000 in

a millimeter-cube, and they show sometimes the form of the rhom-
bohedron. In view of the form and the composition the conclu-

sion is reached that the whetston is a com , t ma- _: n -' '

- ' t or spes^artiu. fhis is sustain 1 \Ko by the specific grav-

lt Y-
"' ! >'' - •--'. .• rdinu- to M. Pufal.

Tin- occurrence of <_. ,," of Recht,

M. Renard examined whetstones of other localities without find-

'••'nstitution; anmmrfl tn, the whi-tst««n of Vikm-

' Owen. The memoir is illustrated by a colored plate

of microscopic sections.

13. Report on the Minerals of some nf tin Apatite-h,
'">'

\ >,,,.< ,/ ort, .., ,;, ,,,-,'. 'i. •„, ,,-;,}, „'„/,,>,• <>>< a
Wnwth i187n); by B. J. Harbingto*, Ph.D. 52

* v " Montreal. 1.-70. U-ol. Snn,\ u t ( mada).—Dr. Har-

describes the

nmonly in connection with rocks, which co

ely of pyroxene, though quartz and orthocla
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are often present, as also mica and minute garnets. When the

pyroxene is the principal mineral the rock shows little trace

<t hedding, but is often much jointed and sometimes has the

appearance of massive eruptive rock. Other rocks of the same

phosphate region are gneisses, quartzites, and crystalline lime-

stones. The apatite occurs in many cases in connection with

pyroxene in what are regarded as true fissure vein-. These veins

have sometimes a banded structure, but in general are eharacteri/.ed

hy a want of regularity : the apatite crystals often show proof of

having been broken and re-cemented. At some localities the

apatite is chiefly in crystals, often of great size, " a foot or more
m diameter and several feet in length, and weighii g hundreds ot

pounds." The edges of the crystals are often rounded. At other

1" dir <. on tin other hand, it' is almost wholly mnsdv,- varying

from compact or crypto-crystalline to coarse-granular; a t'riahle

La common. One mass of a sea-green variety

- 1 -c il.i'dwhieh '"'as exposed measured nearly twenty feet across,

and in the whole thickness was apparently free from other min-

erals with the exception of a few crystals of pyroxem and m i.

The color of the mineral varies through many shades of green to

sky-blue, red, brown, yellow and white. T
a dark-green glassy crystal from the Grant Mine in Buckingham
was found to be 3-2115.
A list of thirty species occurring in the apatite-veins is given,

some of the most important of which are : calcite, quartz, pyroxene,
•

:
' .•• -•

; .

'' • ;; - - -

a Hght-colored variety is also common. An analysis of a blackish-

green crystal afforded :—
. Si0 3 Al 2 3 Fe aO s FeO MnO CaO MgO ign.

G.=3-385 51-28 2"82 1*1 9-16 0"33 23"34 11-61 0-17= 100-03

Other varieties also occur, sometimes in crystals of large dimensions.

The pyroxene is often partially or wholly altered to urahte. The
change appears to have U-w-mi 'at the surface of the crystal and

• nded bwai I; at tfa m
are mostly

p ris, within they run m all direc-

tions and are sometime
center of glassy pyroxene (A), surrounded by

'is by an aggregation of !

i'
IlsmsW

Analyses of these three portions afforded:

—

A. 5

S
oJ7

Al2° 3 Fe2° 3 Fe0 Mn?
Ca
£ ^ ffo

T

-22° 1^=100-40

C-" 62-M iVl 2-07 2
: 7? I'll 16-39 l!S 0'69 0?0 l^tUl

The specific gravity was for A=3'181, for B=3-205, and for

^=3-003. The change in composition from A to L u

Dr. Harrrington also discusses the relations of the phosphate
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region of Ottawa County to the Apatite-bearing veins of Norway
<}\-

' '
<

'1 l>\ r»r..irtrt r ii.l i? usch (ZS. G. Ges., xxvii, 646, 1875).
There is a gen oral similarity in the associated minerals and in

other respects, but the apatite in Norway is described as occurring
in an eruptive rock ("trahhro). the crvstals having been rounded by
partial fusion. The latter part of 'Dr. Harrington's Report con-

tahis descriptions and analyses of a manganiferous calcite, of

chrysolite, of some diorites near Montreal, and other points of

14. Die Pseudomorphosen des Mineraire !<?>* ; v'>ert> •• X<i<'htru<i

von Dr. J. Reinhard Blum. 212 pp. 8vo. 1879. Heidelberg.
(Carl Winter).—Sixteen years have passed since the preceding
appendix (the third; to his important work on the Mineral Pseu-
domorphs was published by Professor Blum. The many friends

of the veteran author will rejoice that his life and strength have
been spared so long, and that he has been able to add another

fcian to a branch of mineralogical science

- its distinct existence to his labors. The general

on of interest attached to the study of the changes in

al composition of minerals is shown by the large number
reserirrhe< u-lueh li'.v,. i.-.ri ti,i< ^ their subject ; the

riginal work (1843)

:> 436. The present

contains all the cases which have been described since

the appearance of the last appendix. The 200 pages devoted to

them i- a proof of their number and the care with which the

author discusses them. e. s. d.

Ill Botany and Zoology.

1. Electrical Currents in Plants.—In a notice of the action of

Dionma and other irritable plants, published soon after the

popular exhibition of the electrical phenomena attending the

movement, said to be similar to those attending the com
a muscle, we threw out the suggestion that these remarkable phe-

nomena were not unlikely to be explained away. The si

was founded on some I ials made in the botan-

ical laboratory of Harvard University by Professors Goodale and

vl <1 x . , n< 'i ib! . , 1. m ,, ! . ,.,_

them up later. It appears that Kunkel has taken up

this investigation and reached the same result, in the laboratory

irg. His paper,* as abstracted bv Micheli in Arch.

Sci. Phys. and Xat. fm- Sept., 1879, announces that he does not

admit the existence of any eleetii otact tissues

of the plants in question, but he concludes thai the
veloped upon spontaneous movement, and similarly npon
curvature, are due to movements of the liquid in the cells caused
by mere contact with the electrodes, or by either active or passive

movements of the organs. a. g.

* Ueber electromotorische Wirkungen an unverletzen Iebenden Pflanztheilen.
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2. Adnotationes de Spirceaceis, auct. C. J. Maximowicz. (Seor-

sim impress® ex Actis Horti Petropohtam, torn, vi.) lVtr..j.,:i,

1879, pp i-xii, and 105-261, 8vo.—This is one of the most consid-

erable botanical papers of the time. It will require to be carefully

weighed before its conclusions are either rejected or adopted.

Dr.' Maximowicz separates the Pomace Irom the Rosacea* (these

iiichi.lin.r rh.. Auitfijdaleas or Prunece), and, reducing the value of

calyx-tube with the gyncecium (to which we cannot

object), refers his SpiraeacecB to the order Poutaceu,

the order into two families, Pomacece proper, with a

succulent-fleshy calyx-tube which is usually connate with the

cartels, and y>f*t(i with m herbace* is < ilyx ube, tree from

the dehiscent carpels. The order thus constituted is regarded as

,1 Saxifragaceai. The Lumsftn

Spiraea, which must be allowed to be composite and which inclu-

d. d t i ir : inn loriian genera, is distributed among the tribes of

the first two orders.

The Spirceaceas are divided into several tribes: the Spiraea,

nth camels when isomerous with the sepals alternate with them,with carpels when isomerous with the

iprefe:

siblv, and we supjM.se without much doubt, not quite i

SpiWro (of the sections l\t. ,yo?i,andSp

:<nd Sihinm IS. Iwvigatah.) ; these have little or no all (i

thin coat to the seed: Neilliece, differing in having a si;

stony seed-coat and very distinct albumen {Physoca;.

.

•-

first two seems most proper) : Gilleniete, with

the sepals when of the same number, other,

characters of the preceding; this includes Soriana Lmdlej -

tl name given by Professor Porter to bpircea Jhllejo-

//",»T..rr.l,^./>///^//'^,«.t*asiiuleMberian>peci,Nan.l <.,d,,ui;

finally the Quillaiem, with winged seeds, the hrst-f^J^ ^'j,^

ndtt,

and included in the Sa.ngni-

t and one-seeded (biovuiate)

peTsranT^V/''
1

'-';
K- I. ..-..mpuM-d ot .>*>- d'.^Ur

-ud the'Andine 8. argentea), which is referred to the 1

_ ;: .

•
'

.:;..,-
, nia ally it to the Eubem. Of Eubus it is

-ai-i tha, t!>, ds are distinctly albuminous; and J&mo,

Neviusia, ti
•' n !

ental Flora, as is well known, covers the ground from <

...f India and of Asia::

1 pages), contains tne

..
•

.

•: • x ' • '

' "" -
. :

ad Apetalous Exogens. We may therefore expect that

e Quill,' -

Exochorda. To Eosacete, as here limited. Ma
^
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the indefatigable author will ere long complete this laborious and
noble work. These fifteen or twenty years will then be dktb>

I y the production of th e I and the Flora
*. Would that the Flora of North America were added

4. Sulla Diffusione del Liquide Colorati nei Fiori ; by Pro-
fessor P. A. Saccabdo.—The writer gives an account of his exper-
iments in rg f flowering plants in different
coloring fluids, and concludes by saying that aniline-green is

especially favorable for staining not only the vessels hut th-
parenchyma of flowers. The paper is followed by a sheet on which
actual specimens of stained petals serve as illustrations, with a
pleasing effect. w> G- Fg

5. JVeue Beobachtungen ilber ZellUldung und ZeUtheilung; by
Professor Ed. Stbasbueger.—Nob. 17 and 18 of the B<
Zeitung contain an important article by Strasburger. It had
generally been admitted by botanists, including Strasburger him-

t he endosperm was formed in the embryo-sack by free-
cell formation. Strasburger now says that this is not true, and
that there is no formation of free nuclei in the embryo-sack ; he
hawng in previous papers shown that the embryonal vesicle and
antipodes do not arise by a free-cell formation. As in the case of
the two las i ,v formed by
a division of the nucleus of the embryo-sack. Myosurns m in im v§
is especially adapted for the study of the subject, owing to the
elongated receptacle. Strasburge: '

I*-.., //-

cetes the spore-formation is not preceded by a dissolving of the
nucleus of the ascus followed by the formation of five nuclei, but

Lena divides to form the nucleus of each spore.

- the sweeping assertion that a fret formation ot nuclei
as the initial tion cannot be assumed (in plants),
unless we conceive such to be the case in the mother cells of the

i and in those of the macrosporea of Iso&e*, in

which cases observation is obscured by the presence of granular
accumulations in the cells. He does not deny, however, that free

•y be formed in some instances but onlv that it does not

ell-formation. In.v ,, the spore
has at first no nucleus but one is formed at the time of germina-
tl0™ '

lhe same is true of the swarm-spores of Ulothrix.
I he last part of the paper treats of the different arrangements

reads, as a comprehensive distinc-
tion between the division of anim, ; >1 v. _k i.il.U- o...~ in the

. ate in plant-. This
it upon the presence of a cellulose membrane in plants.

•ejected, however, that no cellulose membrane can be
detected in many plant-cells. w. g. f.

p °\ A^" ; ," AunoHETtiM.—Prof. Charles S. Sargent is appointed
Professor ot Arboriculture in Harvard University, along with the
directorship of the Arnold Arboretum at the Bussey 1.;

"e now devotes himself entirely to the arboretum, resigning the



charge of the Botanic Garden at Cambridge, which is assumed l>y

Professor Goodale.
7. Prof. J. G. Agardh has resigned the chair of Botany at the

University of Lund. Br. F. W. C. Arwlioiit/ lias been appointed

8. P. van Tieghbm is appointed Professor of Vegetable Anatomy
:ui«I Physioioo-N at rlie .lar.iin des Plants, Paris, in the chair
Wetted by the death of Brongniart some years ago.

9. Dr. Odoardo Beocari succeeds to the late Prof. Parlatore
as Professor of Botany and Director of the Gardens at Florence.

10. Die Spongien des Meerbusen von Mexico, von Oscar
Schmidt. 4 to, 1st Heft, with four plates. Jena, 1879.—This

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Catalogue of Scientific Serials, from 1633 to 1876, by

|
"''

i. II. Scudder. 358 pp. 8vo. Cambridge, Library of

. 1 879.—This catalogue embraces the Transac-

linga of Learned Societies in the
Natural, Physical and Mathematical sciences of all <

auspices of the Harvard College Library, by Mr. Judder, assistant

; and it is a result of a vast amount of labor and great
care. All persons interested in the progress of science will find it

able companion. The titles are arranged alpha
under the heads of each of the States or Countries from which they
were issued, and, in addition, there are Indexes of titles and of

places of publication. Harvard Library has met the expense of

expectation that the demand for the rolome
will refund the outlay, and with the promise that it so far reniun-

-'
' all be the beginning r

1
' " ~

iuuueement lor commercial speculation; ana it win De g
for the benefit of learning in the land, that in this there sho
no disappointment.

2. A Sketch of Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pennsylvania ;
by

Himes, Ph.D., Professor of Natural Science. 156 pp.

!2mo, illustrated by engravings, and by photographs executed in

the Laboratory. Harrisburg, 1879.— ITie II

_.'.:- ;

scientific department, the second year after its establishment, in

1811, of Thomas Cooper, the friend, and companion over the sea,

of Priestley~a man of wide range of learning, of great chemical

knowledge for his time, and of strong opinions on all

Prof. Himea' ia, among its photographic plates,

one with figures of the air-gun and burning glass which, along
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with a telescope, Dr. Cooper purchased of Priestley for the college
. ity of its Board of Trustees, and which are now among
il apparatus. It appears further from the sketch that it

was while in hr. Cooper revived the " E
of Arts and Sciences," one of the earliest of American Scientific

.•1 gave it "a high scientific character," and issued
also an edition ol Aeeunfs Chemistry m two volumes. Thus the
scientific department of Dickinson was one of the earliest estab-

ability of its chief instructor, fhe Journal, a bi-monthl ni 15«>

me to an end in 1814—the long delay of the final vol-
ume being explained by the fact of " the printers serving their
country as volunteers." Dr. Cooper left his chair in 1815, and
became afterward President of H liege. Prof.

Dickinson College, now Secretary of the
ion, was made its Professor of Nni u;

in 1848, and held the office until 1850, when his connection with
the Smithsonian Institution began umlei Professor Henry.

3. Ephemeris of the Satellites of Marsfor October and Xocem-
ber, 1879.—The ephemeris on pages 317, 318 of this volume, was
prepared for the Journal by Henry S. Pritchett, Assistant Astron-
omer in tne 1 mte.l Mate-, Xavai Obscrvai.-rv at Washington.

4. teienttjic Lertan.s; by Sir John Lubbock, Bart., Vice i'res-

'- 188 pp. 8vo. London, 1879.

- ( Hiis \ nue con tins si\ lectures In Sir

bock: on Flowers and Insects, on Plants and Inseeta, m
the Habits of Ants, Introduction to the Study of Prehistory
Archaeology, and an Address to the Wiltshire Arclneoi.

ty. They are in part the result
and although, as the Preface says, "the little book does

not contain anything new to those who ha
parts of science with which it deals," many of the lacts are

t remarkable in science, ami make instructive and
ng for ail inquiring minds. Further, they are well

:ultivate an inquiring spirit in the mind of those
wno have thought themselves indifferent to the study of nature.

Ornon, bj Kdm utn S. Moj bb, Prof. Zool.
Univ. Tokio, Japan. Mem. L'niv. Tokio, vol. i, part 1, 1679. 3o

pp. large 8vo, with 18 plates.—Professor Morse gives evidence
that the mound-builders were cannibals either from an emergency
or by preference. The d are made of stone,
horn, bone and pottery, but there are no arrow-heads or spear-
poiuts of flint or other material, and few of the relics are of stone.

ia?7
eP

Q
0rt

?L
Work

o
0f th

r
e
r
^^'cultural Experiment Station, Middletown, Conn.,

1877-8. 174 pp. 8vo. Hartford, 1879.
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Art. L.—On Photographing the Spectra of the Stars and Planets

;

by Henry Draper, M.D.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, Oct. 28th, 1879.]

For many years it has seemed probable that great

would be attached to photographs of the spectra of the heav-

enly bodies, because they offer to us conditions of temperature

and pressure that cannot be attained by any means known at

present, on the earth. Tne especial point of interest is con-

nected with considerations regarding the probable non-element-

ary nature of the so-called elementary bodies. There has long

been a suspicion in the minds of scientific men that one or

more truly elementary bodies would be found from which those

ss which have not as yet been decomposed, are formed.

The recent publications of Lockyer have attracted particular

attention to this topic.

The most promising laboratory processes for accomplishing

the dissociation of our present elements depend upon the action

of heat, especially when accompanied by electrical influences,

and upon relief of pressure. But the temperature we can

• - .- :., ,

-

ble only with the heat of our Sun, and when m addil

application of heat is restricted by the narrow range of circum-

stances under which we can also reduce the pressure, complete

success seems to be impracticable in the laboratory.

But in the stars, nebula? and comets there is a multitude of

experiments all ready performed for us with a variety of con-

ditions of just the kind we need. It remains for us to observe

Am. Jour. Sci.-Thibd Series, Vol. XVIII, No. 108.-Dec, 1879.
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erpret these results, and this is the direction I have

ovestigation that can add materi-

ally to the knowledge Astronomy has given us of the.heavenly

bodies ; that is the spectroscopic. This in its turn is capable

of a subdivision into two methods, one by the eye, the other

by photography. Each of these has its special advantages and

iefects. The eye sees most easily the middle regions

of the spectrum, and can appreciate exceedingly fain;

by the aid of micrometers it can map with precision the posi-

tion of the Fraunhofer lines, and by estimation it can with tol-

erable accuracy approximate to the relative strength, breadth

and character of these lines. The character of the spectrum

lines is however of great value for the purposes we are now
speaking of, and the greatest precision is needed. Photogra-

phy, on the other hand, as applied to faint spectra, deals

mainly with the more refrangible region, and cannot at present

be employed in stellar work below the line F. Fortunately

there is no break in the spectrum between the place where the

eye leaves off and photography begins, and hence the two

methods lend one another mutual assistance. The photograph

when suitably accommodated with a standard reference spec-

trum from some known source, gives valuable indications as to

the positions and all the peculiarities of the lines.

But the application of photography to the taking of stellar

spectra is surrounded by obstacles.
' These are partly due to

1 partly - a

and other causes, such as atmospheric refraction, which seem

to make a star change its place continually. The exposures of

the sensitive plate require to be sometimes for two hours, even

with a large telescope, and if during that time the image of the

star at the focus of the telescope has changed place ^ of an

inch the light no longer falls on the slit of the spectroscope.

The changes of the earth's atmosphere in regard to photo-

graphic transparency as well as by fog also offer impediments,

and promote the chances of failure. There is often a yellow

condition of the air, which may increase the length of expos-

ure required forty times or more. ,

It will, from what has been said above, be readily perceived

that a research such as this consumes a great deal of

fact these experiments and the preparations for them have

extended over more than twelve years. A large telescope is

required, and for many reasons the reflector at first seems most

Recently, 'however, I have found that the refractor

In 1866 I acted a silvered glass reflector
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of 15£ inches aperture, which was commenced in 1858, and
Q with it many hundreds of photographs of the Moon.

But as the mounting had been contrived for lunar photograph v
and to avoid the Moon's motion in declination, the in-

was not suitable for the spectroscopic work contemplated. A
reflector of twenty-eight inches aperture was therefore com-
menced in 1866, and in 1871 it was ready for use.

On May 29th, 1872, my first photograph of the spectrum of
is taken, the spectrum of Vega being photographed by

the aid of a quartz prism. At this time I did not happen to
know that Dr. Huggins, who is so distinguished for his thorough
and accurate researches on the visible portion of the spectra of
the heavenly bodies, had already made some attempts in this

direction, as is shown by the following paragraph from the
Transactions of the Eoyal Society for 1864 : "On the 27th of
February, 1863, and on the 3d of March of the same year,
when the spectrum of Sirius was caused to fall upon a sensi-
tive collodion surface an intense spectrum of the more refrangi-
ble part was obtained. From want of accurate adjustment of
the focus, or from the motion of the star not being exactly
compensated by the clock movement, or from atmospheric tre-

mors, the spectrum, though tolerably defined at the edges, pre-
sented no indications of lines. Our other investigations have
hitherto prevented us from continuing these experiments
farther; but we have not abandoned our intention of pursuing
them."

During August, 1872, I took several photographs of the
spectrum of Vega, and these showed four strong lines at the
more refrangible end of the spectrum, the least refrangible
being near G. On pursuing the subject and seeking to ascertain
what substances gave rise to these lines, it became obvious
that a photographic study of this part of the spectrum for the
petals and non-metals was necessary to interpret the results.

This of course opened out a large field for experiment, requir-
]ng many years for its study, and hence, as several physicists

were engaging in the study of the spectra of the metals, Iwere engaging
concluded to d: spenments c eneed in Wo

.the spectra of the metals and to confine the investigation
mainly to the non-metals. The initial step was, however, to

obtain a fine photograph of the normal solar spectrum, so that
the wave lengths of the lines up to [wave length 3440J
might be determined with precision.

-tn the spring of 1873 I published a paper on the Ah
spectrum of the Sun, illustrated by a photograph embracing
the region from wave length 4350 near G to 3440 near 0. and
m the fall of the same year took photographs of the spectra
°f several non-metals, notably nitrogen, carbon, and oxygen.
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The experiments were interrupted, in the spring of 1874, by
going to Washington to superintend the photographic prepara-

tions for the United States observations on the T
Venus.

Since that time my experiments have been divided into two

parts, an astronomical portion occupying principally the sum-

portion during the rest of the

year. The former consisted "of photographs and observations

on the spectra of the stars, planets and sun ; the latter of

photographic work on the spectra of the elements and particu-

larly the non-metals, and has led to the discovery of oxygen

In 1876, Dr. Huggins published a note in the Proceedings

of the Royal Society, accompanied by a wood-cut of the spec-

trum of Vega, with a comparison solar spectrum. Seven lines

were observed in the spectrum of Vega. In the summer and

autumn of 1876 I made several photographs of the spectra of

Vega, a Aquilse and Venus, and sent a note concerning them

Since that time Dr. Huggins has pursued the subject a

observatory photographs have been taken of the spectrum of

Vega, Arcturus, Capella, a Aquilse, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, the

Moon, etc. Recently the plan has been to have a comparison

tram on every plate, derived either from the diffused

light of our atmosphere or from the Moon or from Jupiter. In

this way no difficulty in determining the wave lengths of the

lines is encountered, and the changes produced by our atmo-

sphere are eliminated. The telescope and spectroscope are

now in good working order, but to secure the requisite degree

m of movement it has been necessary to make seven

different driving clocks before a satisfactory one was attained.

It has been remarked that on account of the faintness of the

light of stellar spectra, prolonged exposures of the sensitive

plate are required. In former times when the dry processes

of photography were much less sensitive than the best 1

plates, the exposure was limited by the length of time the

plate could be left in the camera 'without being stained by

drying. But now, since the gelati no-bromide process
i. this obstacle has been removed and a sensitive

plate is sometimes exposed two hours to the spectrum of a star

and then almost an hour to Jupiter for the comparison spec-

trum. The best, and most sensitive, gelatine plates I have

-hose made by Wratten & Wainwright of London;
Dr. Huggins was good enough to call my attention to them.
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It is not worth while to describe the various forms of spec-

troscope that have been employed in the last ten years, quartz,
h-ci: i'i spar, hollow prisms and flint glass have been the
materials, and they have been sometimes direct vision and
sometimes on the usual angular plan. Gratings on glass and
speculum metal given to me by Mr. Kutherfurd have been
tried. The length of spectroscope has been sometimes twenty-
eight feet and sometimes not as many inches.

The especial spectroscope for stellar work that is now on the

telescope is intended to sati.sh the following conditions : 1st,

to got the greatest practicable dispersion with the least width
of spectrum that will permit the lines to be seen ; 2nd, to use
the entire beam of light collected by the 28-inch reflector or

32-inch achromatic without loss by diaphragms; 3d, to permit
the slit to be easily seen so that the star may be adjusted on it

;

4th, to avoid flexure or other causes that might ot

position of the spectrum on the sensitive plate in poi

telescope first on one and then on another object ; 5th, to

admit of observing the spectrum on the sensitive plate at any
time during an exposure without risk of shifting or dis

ment The dispersion is produced by two heavy flint prisms
which are devoid of yellow color ; the telescopes are about six

inches in focal length and the slit has a movable plate in front

of it, enabling the operator to uncover either the upper or the

lower portion at will.

During the past summer this spectroscope has been used
with the Clark refractor of 12 inches aperture, partly because
the 28-inch reflector has been kept unsilvered since it was used
in taking photographs of the Transit of Mercury, on account
of its employment in certain experiments on the Sun. More-
over, there is an advantage possessed by the refractor for this

work which does not appear at first sight. Naturally one sup-

poses that a reflector which brings all the rays from the star,

no matter what their refrangibility, to a focus, in one plane,

would be best, because when the slit is put in that plane it is

equally illuminated by rays o - «>d the

spectrum will be parallel-sided in its whole length On the

other hand a refractor is not achromatic, for the violet end of

the spectrum comes to a focus either inside or outside of the

plane of the rays in the middle of the spectrum, and id ohserv-

ing the spectrum it is not parallel-sided. This peculiarity was

used by Mr. Rutherfurd to enable him to correct a

lens for the ultra violet rays. It is easy therefore with a

refractor so to adjust the position of the slit
-

a spectrum tolerably wide at F and G, and which gradually

diminishes in width toward H, and finally becomes almost
Jmear at M. Now as the effect of atmospheric absorption on
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the spectrum increases as you pass from G toward H and above

H, by diminishing the width of the spectrum you can in some

measure neutralize the effect, and at one exposure obtain a

photograph of nearly uniform intensity from end to end,

I
is of variable width. If it were not for this it would

be necessary to have the spectrum over-exposed at G in order

to be visible above H, or else to resort to an elaborate dia-

phragming which is difficult.

It is my intention next season to return to the use of the

28-inch reflector, because it collects nearly five times as much
light as the 12-inch does, after making allowance for the sec-

ondary mirror. Of course in a large reflector the difficulties of

flexure and instability of the optical axis are much increased,

and keeping a star on the slit will be troublesome, especially

as the magnifying power on the image is about 50.

As to the results obtained, it has already been mentioned

that the spectra of several stars and planets have been photo-

graphed. The subject of planetary spectra will be reserved for

shows that these stellar spectra are divisible into two groups:

first, those closely resembling the solar spectrum, and second,

those in which there are relatively but few lines, and these of

great breadth and intensity. The photographs of the spectra of

Arcturus and Capella are'so similar to the solar specti

I have not up to the present detected any material differences.

But on the other hand, the spectra of Vega and a AquilsB

are totally different, and it is not easy without prolonged study

ami the assistance of laboratory experiments to int.,

results, and even then it will be necessary to speak with diffi-

dence. I have not as yet obtained any stellar spectrum photo-

graphs belonging to the third and fourth groups of stellar

spectra as described by Secchi. These, if obtainable, will aid

materially in discussing the whole subject, but nnl<

passes Dear the zenith it is hard to make a fair study or its

spectrum by photography, bee; sorption m
the ultra v as the altitude decrea-

ses. In the case of the Sun, I have found that at sunset the

exposure necessary to photograph the spectrum above H, is

often 200 times as long as at midday. u .

In the case of the spectrum of Vega when examined by tne

eye, the lines C, F
7
ne .lily visible, but lines

such as D and b are relatively faint It is clear then, that Hy-

drogen exists to a large extent in the atmosphere of that star.

But on examining the photograph of its spectrum it is eviden

that other lines just as conspicuous as the hydrogen lines, ar

present. One of these corresponds in position and character to

H, and seems to coincide with a calcium line. It appeal
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. to me, however, that the evidence of this coincidence is not

complete.

In attempting to reason from these photographs as the matter

now stands, it is necessary to try at every step farther experi-

ments in order to find out whether the facts agree with hypoth-

esis, and it is this very condition of affairs that gives hopes of

results valuable in their bearing on terrestrial chemistry and
physics. In the photographs of the spectrum of Vega there are

eleven lines, only two of which are certainly accounted for,

two more may be calcium, the remaining seven, though bear-

ing a most suspicious resemblance to the hydrogen lines in

their general characters, are as yet not identified. It would be

worth while to subject hydrogen to a more intense incandes-

cence than any yet attained, to see whether in photographs of

its spectrum under those circumstances any trace of these lines,

which extend to wave length 3700, could be found.

It is to be hoped that before long we may be able to investi-

gate photographically the spectra of the gaseous nebulae, for in

them the most elementary condition of matter and the simplest

spectra are doubtless found.

Art. LI.—Abstract of Observations upon the Artificial Fertiliz-

ation of Oyster Eggs, and on the Embryology of the American

Oyster ; by W. K. Brooks, As Johns HoP'

kins University. (Notes from the Biological Laboratory of

the Johns Hopkins University).

All the writers upon the development of the oyster, from

Home (Phil. Trans., 1827), to Mdbius (Austern und h

wirtschaft, 1877), state that the eggs are fertilized ii

shell of the parent, and that the young are carried infi

mantle cavity until they are provided with shells of t

b

that they leave the parent in a somewhat advanced state of devel-

opment, and that their free-swimming life is of short duration

and lasts only until thev find a suitable place to attach them-

selves.

,
Misled by these statements, which do n<

C1 es, I opened a number of oysters during the summer
and examined the gills and "the contents of the mantle-cham-

bers for young, but found none, and concluded that the time

during which the young are carried by the parent must be so

short that I had missed it I undertook the same
toon this May, with the determination to examine ado
lor young every day during the breeding season, and at me
same time to try to raise young for myself by the art,

tuization of eggs taken from the ovaries. I bad complete, sue-
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cess with the second method from the first, and succeeded in

raising countless millions of young oysters, and in tracing them

11 their stages of development up to the time when

they had acquired all the characteristics which Salensky,

Lacaze Duthiers, Mobius and others have figured and described

in the young European oyster at the time it leaves its parent

I also made careful examination of the gills and mantles of

more than a thousand oysters, but never found a single fertil-

ized egg or embryo inside the mantle-cavity of an adult,

although I found females with the ovaries full of ripe eggs,

others with the ovaries half empty, others with them almost

entirely empty, and others at all the intermediate stages, and

I therefore feel sure that my examinations were made upon

spawning oysters.

While this evidence is for only one season and one bed, l

think that until it is shown to be exceptional, we must con-

clude that there is an important difference in the breeding hab-

its of American and European oysters, and that the eggs ot

the American oyster are fertilized outside the body of the

parent; that during the period which the European oyster

passes inside the mantle-cavity of the parent, the young Ameri-

can oyster swims at large in the open ocean.

The more important points in the development of the oyster

1. The oyster is practically unisexual, since at the breed-

ing season each individual contains either eggs or spermatozoa

exclusively. ,

2. Segmentation takes place very rapidly and follows sub-

stantially the course described for other Lamellibranchs oy

Lov£n and Flemming. .

3. Segmentation is completed in about two hours, and giv

rise to a gastrula, with ectoderm, endoderm, digestive cajry

and blastopore, and a circlet of cilia or velum. A
of development the embryos crowd to the surface of the wa

and form a dense layer less than a quarter of an inch thick-

.

4. The blastopore closes up ; the endoderm separates entire J

from the ectoderm, and the two valves of the shell are loim »

separate from each other, at the edges of the furrow formed j

the closure of the blastopore.
. . >

ana
5. The digestive cavity enlarges, and becomes ciliated, ^

the mouth pushes in as an invagination of the ectoderm

point directly opposite that which the blastopore had occup

The anus e close to the mouth. •

6. The Prions depths, and swim by *

action of the cilia of the velum. The shells grow down o

the digestive tract and velum, and the embryo assumes a *>

so similar to various marine lamellibrancb embryos wnicn
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captured by the dip net at the surface of the ocean that it is

not possible to identify them as oysters without tracing them
from the egg. The oldest ones which I succeeded in raising in

aquaria were almost exactly like the embryos of Cardium,

figured by Loven.
5 of oysters less than 1$ inches l

probably not more than one year old, were fertilized with

semen from males of the same size, and developed normally.

An illustrated paper on the embryology of the oyster, with

a detailed account of my observations, will be jmblishrd,

shortly, in the Eeport of the Maryland Fish Commission for

1879.

Art. LIL— Origin of the Loess; by G. C. Broadhead.

What facts Baron von Eichthofen may have observed in

Eastern Asia tending to form his opinion of the origin of

the loess I have not had the opportunity to examine; but

from careful observations of the loess in many places along

and adjacent to the Missouri and Mississippi rivers, I cannot

refer these deposits to seolian or wind-drift agency. Professor

Hilgard, in his article in this Journal for August, conveys to

us some interesting and correct testimony.
That the loess is stratified in many places I can bear testi-

mony
; a notable example may be seen in the bluffs at bt.

Charles, Mo., near the railroad depot, where it shows finely

leposits, made up of planes of

days and sands, the latter very finely comminuted. -

that at this place the sediment was deposited at different times

from very quiet waters. The beds of sand also sometimes

appear evidently as if deposited from water. Calcareous con-

cretions are quite characteristic of the loess. They are gen-

erally of roundish form, but often elongated, and can some-

times be traced for several hundred feet 1

from a few inches to
thickn

Neither united "to" each other or often sepa-

rated.

Land snails are occasionally found. Some of the b

ferruginous, and pipe-stem forms of iron sand are occa

found, with also hollow root-like forms of calcareous matter.

The cohesive strength of the particles tends to pres

mass in a vertical position for a long time, even at e

seventy feet height When not quite as cohesive, time will

wear off the rougher points, and produce rounded mammillated
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hills covered with a thin soil, and sloping at about an angle of
60°

;
for example, the " Marnelles " below St. Charles, and the

hills at Glasgow and St. Joseph. Our richest upland soils near
the .Missouri river are due to a subsoil of loess.

Lastly, the seolian hypothesis is untenable when referred to
the loess of the valleys, hillsides, and hills adjacent to the
Missouri and Mississippi rivers ; for, although often of a depth
from twenty to two hundred feet, it cannot be clearly traced
far back from these rivers, and I believe in Missouri not farther
than fifteen miles from them. It must therefore have been
a sediment in the quiet waters when the rivers were blocked
up below by ice

; when the barrier melted away a channel was
worn through the silt, leaving these finely comminuted clays
on the neighboring hills as we now find them.

Ihe waters of the Missouri river are full of very minute
particles held in suspension. Its waters appear to be whirling
continually, the channel is daily changing, sands are deposited
on the bars, and fine silt at quiet eddies or in the mouths
of the small tributaries, and the latter closely resembles the
loess of the neighboring hills. The most if not all of these
- "ys may have originated from the Tertiary and Cretaceous

s of the Upper Missouri.u'\.

Aet. LIU.— Observations on the planets Hersilia and Dido; by
Professor C. H. F. Peters. (From a letter to the Editors,
dated Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College, Clinton,
N. Y., November 8, 1879.)

In the month of October, two planets were added by me to

the group between Mars and Jupiter. I take pleasure in com-
municating the following observations on their positions. The
dates of discovery were respectively Oct. 13 and Oct. 22.

Ham. Coll. m. i

(206) Hersilia.

A pp. ,

lth ; that of Dido about
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The prime defect in the large refractors of the present day
is the secondary spectrum. This, arising from the irrationality

in the spectra produced by the crown and flint glass, hardly

noticeable in small apertures, detrimental in telescopes of medium
power, is positively obnoxious in the large instruments and will

speedily put an end to farther increase in dimensions. On this

account there have been many efforts to produce two kinds of

glass differing sufficiently in dispersive power, which would
still yield mutually rational spectra. As far as I know we are

now no nearer success in this direction than when Brewster

investigated the subject fifty years ago.

Can we secure the same end by increasing the number of

glasses in the objective ? Theoretically, since a new disposable

constant for color change is introduced with each lens in the

system, the answer is evidently affirmative ; but if we limit our-

selves by the condition that the construction shall be practi-

cable, i. e., that there shall not be too many lenses and the

curvatures shall be moderate, the conclusion is not so ready.

On entering the discussion we will assume three as the limit-

ing number of lenses and -^ the focal length as the minimum
radius of curvature.
The formula for the focal length F of three thin lenses in

contact is, if we set <p=\-

*=(>>'->)(^) + (»"-<^>K"->(K>
where n', n", »"' are the indices of refraction for the three

materials used, and r„ r„ r„ are the radii of curvature
for the six surfaces 'successively. We may write this more
concisely for our end, as follows

:

<p=(n'-l)A +(n"-l)B+K /'-l)C,

calling A, B and C the curvature sums of the first, second and
third lens respectively.
The problem then, succinctlv stated, is to find values of A,

** and C, no one of which shall be more than thirty when <p=l
and which shall make <p independent of the wave length of
],gbt transmitted.

ft n can be expressed as a function of any variable x of the

tQe problem has its mathe
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^=(wi'- i
)
A f(V- 1

)
B+K/ ' ,- i

)c= i

S^^>>+r/>))A+(^//(«)+^y/(«))BHK^ww
+r»/

l
>(x))c=Di

but since the latter must hold true for all values of the variable
x the final conditions for perfect color correction are

:

(V- 1)A+(«
A
"-l)B+(

W;t"'-.i)C=n
B'A+B"-R+B'"C=zO I (2)

r,A+r"c+rr"c=oJ
the only practical limitation being that neither A, B or C sur-

pass thirty as a maximum.
As to the choice of the variable x

f
the most natural sugges-

tion is the wave length of light, using the first three terms of

Oauchy s well-known formula as an expression for n ;
but

there are two objections to such a course, the first and most
it being that three terms of this series will not express

the values within the necessary limits of accuracy, and the
other lies in the great labor requisite to compute the constants.

1 have therefore, chosen to take the value of n for some one
as a standard and compute by the method of least

the values for other materials as functions of this.

;>rd selected is Feil's Crown Glass, No. 1219, which I

have studied and described, with four other kinds, on page 273
vol xv, of this- Journal. The reason determining the choice
is the greater accuracy of our knowledge of its constants over
that of any other light glass. The form of the function is a

trinomial of the second degree, thus

:

X=A+Bn+ rn1
(
3
)

Doubtless by not restricting it to the first and second powers
ot n a formula might be shaped which would make the differ-

ences between the observed and calculated values less, but as

J
be attained only at the expense of much greater

laoor m determining the various values of the constants, and
moreover, as the errors of observation are generally greater
than those f the formula, it seems unadvisabli to modify it.

in this discussion I have included all the differed
or glass the optical constants of which I have been able to find

gven with the requisite accuracy. Unfortunately there are

cited b
•

the five which I have determined and are
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are included the seven of Fraunhofer,* viz :

Flint 13,
_'„"_"".

"f/".V.V.V.V"-.*- --»

Flint 3, «

Flint 30,... _ *

Flint 23,. -.- fi

six of Van der Willigenf (one closely resembles my A above,

while two others are almost exactly alike), viz

:

Crown, Merz No. Ill, v

Crown, Merz No. IV, -- -f

Flint, Steinheil No. II, -- °

Flint, Merz No. V, ir

Flint, Hoffmann No. I,.. P
Flint, Merz. Noll, -<r

and finally one of Ditscheiner4

Flint, ,
~r

There are further measurements of 18 different prisma by
Butiron,§ bin so inaccurate as to be worthless for our purpose.

In the order in which the glasses are named are entered in

table I, the values of the constants for (3).

Table . ^

§ Comptea Rendus, xxix, pp.

extensively quoted in prominent text books on optics, have g\

Rouble, used as t] ffiwoffl fl» «

i3
r°Tement ottl '

: ty 1 y
-
the mTst

tu

even indicated anomalous dispersion is not wanting.

: found on tl
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If we tabulate the differences between the observed values

and those derived by substitution in the formula, we have the

following expressed in units of the sixth place

:

H»hhU . |, 4548
G h

- 22

-02

H

e

+ 24

-42! +29

=16 I«

-47 -26

- 8J +26

--27

-34

-34

- 3 4

-30

f 2

+ 23

+ 17

; 24

I

+ 12

+
"5

+ 13

-32

y

The systematic distribution of the differences in the first

group shows, not only the short-coming of the formula, but

also that the extreme accuracy, indicated by the probable errors

attached to the indices, is not imaginary.

The accuracy of the second group is also great but much

inferior to the first. Occasional abrupt changes as in that of

tD to cE in table II can only arise from erroneous values in

the indices. Here we recognize at once that n K must be about

thirty too great.

The indices of the following groups are only given to five

places of decimals and are evidently made with much less

care than the others.

By taking from table I the constants for any three glasses

and substitutiiiL- them in formulas (2), we obtain values of A,

B and C, which would give complete color correc.

general the values would not be all below thirty, the limiting

maximum. Of those, however, which satisfy this condition, 1

select four cases, confining myself to these four, not because

it exhausts all the serviceable combinations or even gives the

smallest values for the curvature sums, but because it intro-

duces _;'.:
, it

-

I ..hich are most useful.

They are:
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To exhibit more distinctly the improvement in this form

over the double objective, I arrange the differences in the above

values between each and the true focal length of that system

in a table, supplementing it with a sixth column in which are

entered the corresponding differences for a double objective of

glasses a and /? with its best color correction, and having a

focal length of unity.

The large difference in FB is owing to an erroneous value

of nE in Fraunbofer's Flint 13. , _ ., .

The greater differences in the other cases are to be attributed

; rate measurements of the optical constants, mi

which are most marked in Ditscheiner's determinations It

may be noted that only in the first two groups are the indices

given to six places of decimals, and whatever the errors may

be they are multiplied by large factors in all but the first case.

That these differences do not represent any outstanding color

we may be sure from their non-systematic character.

The problem is then solved generally and shown to be quite

ase of a number of known varieties ot glass.
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Of course in its practical application this process should be used
to yield a first approximation only, since the thicknesses and
distances of the lenses are neglected ; but having this there is

no difficulty, other than the laborious character of the compu-
tations involved, in determining by successive approximations
the values of all the radii requisite to secure complete color

correction and at the same time eliminate spherical al

As in the case of a double objective, after satisfying the condi-

tions of given focal length, of color correction, ancle!
of spherical aberration, we have one arbitrary condition to

impose, so in a triple objective we have two arbitrary condi-

tions to impose. In my opinion, were we using materials that

required large curvature sums, it would be advantageous to

lese two conditions in making two of the lenses respec-

tively biconvex and biconcave, thus rendering the necessary
thickness of the materials a minimum.

These re-uK red eetlv opposed to those of a recent writer

in this Journal.* But his conclusions arise from erroneous
calculation. Not only does his interpretation of his equation

(12) imj !\ the manifest ; - s irdity that in a system of infinitely

thin lenses in contact its properties are determined by the

order of the lenses, but the interpretation is impossible. True
A, should have an opposite sign to A

x
+A s , but that asserts

nothing as to likeness of the latter symbols in sign. Thus n

in equation (16) may be negative and consequently his

subsequent reasoning is fallacious, for in that case n does not

have to be infinite to cause equation (27) to vanish. I may

add that the origin of the confusion is in making the ratio
^

in equation (9) constant ; it may be, and if course should be,

indeterminate.

Professor Harkness has made another mistake, founded upon
inadequate experiment, which has so important a bearing on
the theory of the double objective that it should not be allowed

corrected. His statement (p. 191) concerning the con-

dition tor color correction, is substantially correct, though, in

my opinion, it is not self-evident but requires proof. This proof

ng number of the American Journal
cs. His experiment, however, (p. 193) directly con-

travenes this principle, for he finds that the focal plane does
not correspond to the minimum focal distance, but to some-
thing greater. The source of error is the introduction of a

variable element in the system, namely, the eye, which would
r1l ""+

itself differently in observing the star and its spectrum.
-*~ used eye-pieces of successively higher power,

1 Professor Harkness, in the September number, pp. 191-193.

Had the
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thus lessening progressively the power of accommodation of the

system, with his prism, he'would have seen his points ^and yn

approach until they sensibly coincided; or better still, had he

formed his spectrum by a grating (such as perforated card-

board) before the objective, instead of by a prism between the

ocular and eye, he could not have been misled, since the

uncolored image would serve to control the eye

Finally, the fourth conclusion (p. 196) ir
-'-'

we are not to conclude, as would seem- fh

detriment due to the secondary spectrum depends either solely

upon the aperture or varies inversely as the focal length ;
for,

though the secondaiy spectrum remains constant in dimension

with a given aperture and consequently its angular value

decreases inversely as the focus, a stellar image (diffraction

disk.) men Li-t - dire •;];.- u* the |oe:il length. Hence by increas-

ing this element more of the central portion of the secondary

spectrum, i. e. the brighter portion, would be absorbed into the

Cellar disk. In other words, by doubling the length of the

telescope the secondary spectrum becomes much less than half

as offensive.

Art. LY.— Geolngy of Virginia .-—Balcony Falls. The Blue

Ridge ana] - "'' ""'

iions; by J. L. Campbell, Washington and Lee University.

Among the many localities in the mountains of Virginia that

are peculiarly interesting to the geologist, very few offer attrac-

tions superior to those found in the great natural section of the

Blue Ridge at Balcony Falls, where the Jamea B

from the Valley to Piedmont Virginia. Th
burg to Le >ogh this mountain gorge, and

renders the exposures of the roc

Here both the Archaean and Ihe

played in their relative positions, and their contact laid bare to

inspection. Eeference was mad
(July No. of this Journal, pp. 22, 28), by way of

I now propose to discuss some of its interesting features more

in detail.

aphy.— 1

of the lo

he accompanying ma
>ii both the topograpl

of v

l the geological

r a number of

foot-ridges on the southeast side. we may regard the

Am. Joubi. Sci.—THtkd Series, Vol, XVIII, Nc . L08.-P::--.,1879.
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tiles along its

line both ways, this ridge is flanked by Archaean rocks on the

southeast and Primordial rocks on the northwest—the latter

resting unconformably upon the former. (2) Skirting the north-

west side of this leading ridge, and parallel with it, are two

well defined lines of broken ridges that have evidently been

once continuous, but now consist of short, abruptly to

mountains, of rounded dome-like hills, and of rugged conical

peaks. These all have a frame-work of Primordial sandstones,

with the less durable shales of the same period lvi
""'

; the depressions between them. Of these

lines of ridges the one bordering on the great limestone valley,

heretofore described, (see July No.), is by far the mc
spicuous, and the most uniform in its physical lVatu

lying r

issentially of the durable masses of the Upper Pots-

dam sandstones, so durable that many parts of it have main-

tained a height almost equal to that of the main ridge, the ave-

rage height of which, in this region, somewhat exceeds 2500

feet. The mean bearing of this portion of the range is about

N.35°E.
Sailing's Mountain, seen on the left of the map, is an out-

;
ridge of Primordial sandstones and slates, cut off at its

1 end by the North River, and at its southwestern

enu oy james River. It is separated from the princip

by a narrow synclinal valley of limestone (Lower -

most of which is concealed from view by an extensive bed of

alluvium, accumulated by the two rivers that meet here ;
but

accumulated originally in a Y-shaped lake, through which they

seem to have flowed at some former period of their history.

The two rivers above mentioned, traverse the little valley

obliquely, and meet at a verv obtuse angle just where their

waters, as one united stream,"enter the deep gorge or canon by

which they pass through the mountain range. Just below

their juncti
: mlic lime burnt from

the ledges that crop out a little higher up the James Rjve
^;

"Balcony Palls" is the name given to a succession of " rapids,'

beginning about half-a-mile below the Cement Mills, and con-

tinuing to the southeast limit of the gorge. The river here is

700 feet above tide level.

Geology.—The foregoing outline of the topography of the

region will enable the reader to understand more clearly its

geological peculiarities, and to interpret more readily than he

otherwise could, the ideal section accompanying the map.
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Conceive a vertical plane with its edge resting on a line rep-

resented by the broken line of the map, marked " S.E.," and
"N.W.," and having a height of 1500 feet above the bed of

the river. Then imagine all the outcropping faces and edges
of all the eroded rocks of the gor^ e plane itself

would cut (including those of Sailing's Mountain), to be pic-

tured on the plane, and you will have a mental conception of
what the section is designed to represent.

The student of geology will find here a somewhat intricate,

but a very interesting problem for solution. By a series of

careful observations along the canal and bed of the river, and
also by the turnpike that crosses the mountain near the canal.

very satisfactory conclusions may be reached. In the gorge
we have the rocks of two distinct eras so meeting as to enable
us to study not only their composition and structure, but also

their relative positions, and some of the metamorphic influences
they have exerted upon one another. These two eras are, (1)

the Archaean, represented on tin on by the

rocks on the right marked G, S, and 1 a,b; (2) a portion of

the Lower Silurian covering the remainder of the section.

Let us begin at the base of the Archeean. Here we find two
masses, or a sort of double mass, marked Gr. and S.—the former
a mass of Granulite, and the hitter ol Svenite. These are

usually regarded as igneous, or perhaps with more propriety,

aqueo-igneous rocks. They un ed rocks of

this era; but, considered as solid rocky masses, thev are prob-

ably of more recent date than any other rocks represented on
the section—having been thrust upward beneath the over lying

beds in a plastic (semi-fused) condition, and subse-

quently hardened into their present condition.
G. is "granulite

1

'*—a granitoid rock, eruptive in its origin.

It is composed of granular quartz mixed with feldspar, both
white and pale flesh -colored ; and has numerous crystals of

garnet, and occasional crystals and blotches of epidote dissemi-
nated through it, giving it a spotted appearance. This is about
100 feet wide at the base, and seems to be separated from the

larger mass of syenite (S.) by a crushed and greatly metamor-
phosed bed of gneissoid rock, in which distinct traces of the

original bedding can be seen. The syenite is well exposed
from a short distance below the limit of the granulite. as far

down the canal as to lock No. 15. It also forms a rugged bed
for the river in this part of its cours< . and i -es to the height of

several hundred feet beneath the mountain on the opposite
side. Syenite is a granitoid rock composed essentially of

quartz, feldspar and hornblende, in varying proportions.

* So classed by Professor Dana, to whom a specimen was submitted.
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Besides these constituents we find the mass at Balcony Falls

containing, in some places, considerable quantities of epidote,

both crystalline and amorphous, giving the rock a green color,

i places, considerable quantities of epido

d amorphous, giving the 1

i others numerous crystals of garnet.

The bedded rocks (1, a, ft,) that rest upon the syenite, are

very much metamorpb • and dip

toward the southeast. These are succeeded by beds of red

and brown slates. Then follows a bed of forty or fifty feet of

conglomerate quartzite, bearing some resemblance to the con-

glomerate sandstones on the opposite side of the ridge, but so

unlike in composition, texture, position and thickness as to

preclude the idea that they have any historical connection.

Over this again we find another bed of slate. These beds all

dip towards the southeast, while their upper margins reach

beyond the underlying syenite and granulite. and with their

edges support the lowest beds of Primordial rocks where they

extend high up on the ridges, beyond the limit of the igneous

beds. The two series here, and at other points along the ridge,

are entirely unconformable. Such are the Archaean rocks.

Starting' again on the northwest side of the granulite, let us

briefly sketch the remarkable beds that make up the remainder

of this massive range. In the Archaean rocks we have just

described there are no traces of fossil remains, nor do we find

any in the lowest beds of what we call Primordial. If organic

remains have ever been imbedded in them here, they have

either been obliterated or remain yet to be discovered.

Subdivisions.—On the section Illustrating a former article

(July No.), the classification of Professor Kogers in his reports

was employed, and subdivisions of my own introduced. In a

second article (August No.), the classification and notations* of

Professor Dana's Manual were introduced. This latter system

ltroduc

.__,_, 2, 3, etc.

The Primal or Potsdam period is often d

and Potsdam epochs—2a and 2ft—but as it is very doubtful

whether both of these, as they occur farther north, have equiv-

alents here, or if they have, where the horizon between them

is to be found, I shall designate the whole period as 2a, ft,

and its subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. These will correspond with

the subdivisions, la, 1ft, lc, etc., on my former section. As

these were then regarded as only of secondary importance to

my main <

—» very brief descrip-

tion of them was deemed sufficient; but now they become of

prime importance in our discussion, and demand a more full

and detailed examination.

* Professor Rogers himself has partially adopted this system in his article on
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Without repeating in each case the notation, 2a5, the sev-

eral subdivisions will be referred to by the simple numbers, 1,

2, 3, etc. All the beds of this period, with some local and lim-

ited exceptions, dip toward the northwest. The slight alter-

nations and variations of dip are confined almost entirely to

the thinner beds of sandstone, and the shales contiguous to

them (especially in 3), and are limited apparently to points

near the margin of the river. Variations in the steepness of

dip in the heavy beds of sandstone as they rise toward

the crests of the ridges, are, however, common throughout the

whole range. The hn may, with much plau-

sibility, be referred to the undermining action of the river;

for there are abundant the water once stood

several hundred feet higher in this pass, and in the little valley

west of its entrance, than the present height of the river bed.

Subdivision 1 is a bed of conglomerate about fifty feet

thick, resting unconformably against the Archaean rocks, and

composed of sand, rounded quartz pebbles, fragments and worn

crystals of feldspar, with some fragments of epidote, all firmly

cemented together, and hardened by the action of heat from

the contiguous igneous rocks; followed by several all

of slates and conglom ith an aggregate thick-

ness of about 120 feet. This division has been con

affected by heat throughout. Its position, too, has protected it

against the erosive action of the river which has been far less

here than it has been among the slates higher up in the series.

Number 2 is a heavy mass of sandstone fully 350 feet thick,

and so hard that we may call it "quartzite.'' It

three tolerably distinct beds varying in hardness and color ;
the

lowest being very hard and of a light gray, sometimes pinkish

color; the middle one of coarser texture, partly conglomerate

and mostly of a greenish gray color ; the upper bed is more

brittle than either of the other two, and of darker color. These

heavy beds of hard sandstone seem to have presented one of

the most durable barriers to the passage of the river through

the mountain, and doubtless obstructed its flow to such an

extent as to keep the water in contact with the higher beds for

a period long enough to cause some modifications already men-

tioned, and others to be noticed hereafter. Before the canal

was constructed the steep rugged outcrop of this massive ledge

projected considerably over the left margin of the river, and

was known as " Balcony Bock"—hence the name of the falls.

For some little distance on the west side of this sandstone the

river runs nearly with the strike of the strata, exposing in suc-

cession the rugged edges of the several beds.
Number 3 consists of two heavy beds of slates separated by

a stratum of hard conglomeritic sandstone about sixty feet
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thick, and greenish gray color. The slates are of brown, pur-

ple and yellow colors, with some thin beds of argillaceous sand-

stones interstratified. At this point the river has left some

marked traces of its former action in eroding the softer, and

Undermining the harder strata. The most conspicuous irregu-

:.!;•', has been caused by the undermining of the interstrati-

fied 'bed of sandstone just mentioned, so as to give it a low, and

sometimes waving dip, and to cause a mass of it to slip from

its normal position and modify both dip and strike, as seen just

above the margin of the canal. This seems to me the onlj

rational way of accounting for the anomalous position of this

bed of sandstone at this point, compared with its
]

i

several other points remote from the river. It also explains its

want of conformity with the general structure of the whole

Primal period, as exhibited all along this part of the Blue

Ridge range. These local irregularities are not represented on

the section.

It is a little difficult to determine, even

thickness of this double bed of slates with its enclosed sand-

stone, but the aggregate must be at least six hundred feet.

Number 4 is not well defined below, since 3 becomes more

and more siliceous and blends gradually into it ; but the greater

part of it is a bed of brownish gray sa

defined upper surface. It crosses the river at the Cement Mill*.

and its highest ledge forms the abutment of the dam on the

ide of the river. Where a deep channel was washed

out by a freshet a few years ago, this rock is well exposed on

the lower margin of the turnpike, and its upturned edges may

be conveniently examined. A considerable exposure of it

also crops out above the turnpike between the houses of Messrs.

Locker and Campbell, while the corresponding ledge

seen on the cliff beyond the river. It has a very regularly

jointed structure—the cleavage planes being so distinct as to

have been mistaken by an unpracticed observer for planes ot

•on dipping to the southeast, while the true planes ot

Hon dip with considerable uniformity and great con-

stancy toward the N.W. , , . .

In this and some of the lower beds of sandstone, v

impressions of fucoids and occasional Scohthus boi

found; but the conglomerate structure is much less prominent

here than in the older beds. ,-,,-,.
Number 5 is made up of numerous thin beds of slate quite

different in color and texture from any that we find lower

down. They exhibit, where recently exposed in rep

canal, a great varietv of color from nearly
\

various shades of yellow, red and brown, and abound m tme

scales of mica; but no distinct traces of fossil remains fcave
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been found in them. In the portion near the river their dip

varies from 25° to 50°. T estimate their thickness at 180 feet.

Number 6 is, in some respects, the most interesting of all

the subdivisions of this Primal group. It is the sandstone that

" constitutes the type of this formation." It differs from the

•gical and fossil pecu-

liarities, (see July No., p. 22). It may well be ca

" So lithus sandstone," if we call the primal worms (?)

s lineari*.*

Its entire thickness (including some quite brittle beds that

underlie and overlie the more massive portion), is about 340

feet. The dip at the base of the ridge, where the two riven

meet at the entrance of the gorge, is fully 65°, wis;

gradually to 40° before it reaches the summit—looking as if it

might once have been one leg of a grand natural arch, which

still stands up with one exposed face forming an almost perpen-

dicular cliff nearly 800 feet in height. There is, however, no

point in this portion of the range where I have found it reach-

ing beyond the northwestern line of ridges, of which it gener-

ally forms the crest and the greater part of the wesi

as represented on the accompanying section. A part of this

sandstone, with the next beds of slate and sandstone below it,

has broken loose from the upper outcrop of the ledges on the

S.W. side of the river, and slipped down the eastern face of the

ridge without any great change of dip. This displa

may be seen as a very conspicuous object nearly opposite,

though a little below the Cement Mills. It is apparently one

of the effects of undermii j l>\ .,
_" vater in the remote past.

Division 7—the upper Potsdam shale—usually extends some

distance up the slope of 6, where the normal dip has been pre-

served, as may be seen at the iron mines a short distance to the

N.E., or opposite the Cement quarries, a short distance S.W. ot

the entrance of the gorge ; but just at the entrance it has been

eroded by the river and then concealed very much from view

by the drift and diluvium of the valley. Its dip incrsases

toward the valley. As nearly as can be determined here, the

thickness is fullv^OO feet. A sufficient a<

of it may be found in the July number, p. 23. This brings us

to the top of the Primordial period. ,

The next is the I <>—sometimes called,

"Middle C .ngs to the

Lower Silurian Age. It has three epocl
Quebec {3b) and Chazy (3c). The first of these,
the prominent character of its rocks in New York, might wen

be called "Hydraulic," in Virgil
ized by the presence of one or more beds of bydn
stoue. Where our section crosses, this limestone is quarried
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from a bed twelve or thirteen feet thick, interstratified with

shales and other beds of impure limestone. It dips steeply to

the northwest, and again crops out at the base of

Mountain, on the west side of the little valley in which the two
rivers meet. Over it lies a part of the Quebec (36), that has

escaped the denuding auvneics that have operated so exten-

sively over the whole of the Great Valley. It crops out at a

number of points along the James River near the cement quar-
ries, and along the base of Sailing's Mountain. We have thus
a synch ai trough of limestone resting upon the Primordial

es, which we find rising again on the west
side and forming the mass of the bordering mountain.

In a depression of Sailing's Mountain, about half-a-mile to

the right of the point cut by the section, and where the turn-

i from B;deouv Falls to the Natural Bridge crosses,

we find the shales ami llim beds of sandstone of 2ab, 7, extend-
ing to the top of the ridge, but where the mountain is more
elevated, the heavy beds of Scolithus sandstones (2ab, 6), form

dipping steeply to the southeast

:

shales of 7 again appear, dipping

toward the mountain and apparently bei

which elsewl Then as we descend into the

valley beyond the mountain we again meet with the limestones

and interstratified shales of on and 3b, dipping under 7.

• ..it. the con< lasion that the mountain is a closed

fold of Primordial strata pushed over toward the northwest, so

as to invert that side, and place theoldet above
the newer. But on crossing a low ridge half-a-mile iv<\a the

mountain and parallel with it, the limestones appear again on
its western side still dipping southeast, but in their normal

order. From an examination :e at differ-

ent points, the conclusion to which my mind is drawn is. that

-. a closed synclinal fold, the middle portion of

lower part of tbe I ,',
heds hav

;
lng been pressed out and subsequently swept off. This part of

the section will be i m simple inspection.

Sailing's Mountain will >erve as a type of a con-

number of nearly parallel outliers of the main Bin

thirty miles toward the southwest; and
consisting of arches of the upper Primo
stones and slates, as may be seen on the road lea

Buchanan to the Peaks of Otter, or of closed and,

foJds, a conspicuous example of which may be found in the

valley in Botetourt Counts and is here called Blue Ridge,

etween the two coun-

ties—not because it is a continuation of that ridge geologically.
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Ridges of this class generally lie off from one to several
miles from the main range, and seem to have been thrust up
beneath the limestones of the Canadian Period, the folds of
which were probably much shattered at the time, and subse-
quently worn or swept away, so as to leave the ridges of more
durable sandstone naked for some distance down their steep
sides, and flanked along both bases by slates and limestones—
the latter often occupying narrow vallevs or troughs, like the
one above described, or like Buford's Valley in Bedford county,
traversed by the A. M. and O. R R, in going from Lynch-
burg to Salem.

Theoretical considerations.—1. The Primal strata, as well as

all those of later date, given on my two former sections, (July
and August Nos.), are of oceanic origin, and the sandstones
and conglomerates have evidently been deposited over the bot-

tom of shallow water, and most h • targin of an
ancient ocean whose shore-line was the Blue Eidge. The ear-

liest of these beds— those found at the very bottom, and for

some distance upward in the series, are composed of the debris
of still older rocks that composed the ancient shore land, and

i to have been metamorphosed before they were worn
down as material for the Primordial strata ; for in the latter we

mente of metamorphosed slate, with both fragments
and crystals of feldspar, epidote, etc., more or less water-worn,
mingled and cemented together, but not otherwise differing

Bame material, as we now find it broken down by the

weather from the metamorphic rocks of the Archaean land.

2. The irregular, unbedded masses of syenite an I trranub'te

i of the Blue Ridge, have evidently been

-™«~ „„,w lllc uepusition of the Primordial strata. This is

evident from the mode of contact of the two classes of rock-
the stratified resting at a high dip against the igneous masseii
and also from the influence the heat of the igneous rocks has

exerted upon the slates and sandstones overh in-
*'

• A.u »
:

the higher we ascend in the series the fewer traces we find of

the metamorphic changes.
3. As far as we can read the records left upon the Silurian

rocks from the Primordial upward, mechanical force seems to

be entirely inadequate alone, without the aid of heat from other

sources, to produce any very great amount of metamorpbism.
lhe extent to which the rocks represented on the several sec-

tions I have given—especially on the first—have been sub-

jected to bending and pressure, and consequent friction, ought,
according to the mechanical theory of metamorpbism, to have

Great Valley of Virginia one vast mass of metamor-

• But no such effect has followed. The limestones
have their fossils beautifully preserved. The sandstones have
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not been changed to quartzite. The shales are still nothing

but fragile shales (with a few exceptions) ; while the embedded
linionite iron ores still retain their water <>t' crystallisation.

There has been metamorphism, but only limited, not general,

except so far as it has been produced through other agencies

than heat, or even super-heated water under pressure.

4. Such closed folds as we find in Sailing^ Mountain, and
in many localities among the lower Silurian limestones, seem
to have been great wrinkles in the strata, pushed upward (or

downward in the case of synclines), and then pressed together

by mechanical force actinp from a southeasterly direction and
in a horizontal plane. This is the only way we can plausibly

account for the "numerous troughs and arches and folds found
along the lines of the several sections we have had under dis-

5. The flexures and folds of course produced numerous frac-

tures, especially in the limestone beds, and thus prepared 6he

way for the action of the denuding agencies that stripped this

great limestone valley of thousands of feet of its original cov-

ering. As the pressure was most powerful on the ma
est the Blue Eidge, so we should expect to find there the flat-

test folds and the most numerous fractures, and consequently

the greatest amount of denudation. Such we find to be the

e*»; for in the first place, we find the higher—the Trenton-
limestones from the James to the Potomac nearly all gone from

t the valley : and in the second place, all the waters

m this region flow toward that side, until they approach the

oase of the mountain near which they continue till they find

an outlet by some one of the great streams that carry them
through tl lly to the Atlantic Ocean.

Water acl Lly have been the cause of the

v»$t mount, j ml p» culi u kind of d< nu lat u w< find extend-

,ng over nearly the whole 6,000 square miles of this limestone

valley, unless it had swept over it in one vast torrent suffi-

ciently deep and powerful to have cam
chains before it. A much more probable I

as well as water was an important agent in bringing about the

ave given this valley its wonder-
ful fertility.

There are indications throughout this whole region of two

lose of Paleozoic time, when the

great Appalachian revolution left the vast accumulations ot

stratified rocks of that remote age in essentially the same rela-

te position they now occupy. But further notice of these

mu st be postponed for the present.
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Art. LVI.— On the Character and Intensity of the Rays emitted
by Gloiving Platinum ; by E. L. Nichols, Ph.D. (Gottingen.)

;

In 1860, Kirchhoff* issued his well-known paper on the rela-

tion between the capacity of bodies for emitting and for

absorbing rays. That essay made a new epoch in the science
son. It offered the first complete proof and the first

universal expression of a princi I in the

ince the days of Euler.f
Although the results of that treatise have been repeatedly

I by the experience of inv.--.-ti-: tors in ( >ptical Science
and in the domain of Eadiant Heat, there have been, so far as

I know, in spite of the interesting character of Kirchhoffs
Function \,% no attempts to measure its values.

* Kirchhoff, Poggendorffs Annalen, cix; also,
Sonneuspectrum—Anhang."

5 express what is now kl
Euler, Opuscula Varii Argun

, Poggendorffs Annalen, xciv. Balfour Stewart,

). Pierre Prevost, I'hysiselie-mechamsoho Ciit-r-

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,
% In the above-mentioned treatise Kirchhoff g

-

5 are the projections of the openii
pianos perpendicular to the axis of a

k body C, passes through both of t

sive capacity

I absorbs all the ravs falling upon it. The i

f's paper will serve to define clearly what is to be understood

cap city, alsorj t caj aciiy. etc.

•'Before a body C (fig. 1) let us suppose

eatise.)
-

he black body a body of any other kind is substituted,
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It is the purpose of tliis pnpt

researches, made in the Phvs
Helmholtz, at Berlin.

The quantity I is (see preceding foot-note) a function of the

wave lengths of the raj and the temperature of the radiating

body. Its study, therefore, involves the measurement of the

intensity of all wave lengths emitted by the source of light i

hich
""

q testion, at all temperatures for which the rays are of per-

ceptible energy.
The nature of the subject demands different methods of

.; for the study of the visible and of the invisible

rays. The measurements to be described in this paper are

confined to the visible ravs, and the lowest temperature under

consideration is that at which bodies begin to glow.

Two platinum wires 100mm long and about 0'±mm in t

served as sources of radiation. Each formed part of a powerful

galvanic circuit, in which the current was produced by a

Bunsen's battery. The resistance of each circuit could be

varied by introducing or withdrawing copper wire, after the

principle of the Wheatstone's bridge. One of thea

served to coup < nsate f. r the _ battery,

so that the L l ,\\ in-
i
lamium .uld 1 e maintaii '; at a constant

temperature. In the latimim wire could be

given, by means of the bridge, every temperature from a red

heat to the melting point.

It being desired to keep the wire in the B

tiirror galvanometer was adjusted

hi this circuit, by means of a ver irrent This

instrument, when carefully compensated with a bar magnet,

the motion of 'a spot of light upon a scr.

If" meters distant, everv change in I

current and, of course, in the temperature of the v.

galvanometer, when pr
"

-

than could be detected either by observing with the eye changes

of color in the wire or by studying with any known instrument

the changes in the character 'of the light emitted Quite as

to success as the constant temperature of

during a single experiment, is the ability to reproduce in the

wires, after interruption of the circuits, exactly their former

temperatures.
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To lessen the chances of error I used, in addition to the gal-

vanometer, Kitao's* "Leucoscope," an instrument/}- a

adapted for showing qualitative differences in the el

heterogeneous rays. I used the original instrument described

in Kitao's treatise. The leucoscope is essentially a polarizer,

resembling in some respects Soleil's saccharometer.

"N, N, (fig. 2) are two Nicol's prisms, ft, Jc
t
denote two

exactly similar rhombohedra of calcareous spar, g is a plate of

mica, thin enough to show colors of the first order, b is a slit,

the width of which can be altered at pleasure by means of an

appropriate adjustment. Q, Q, are two quartz plates, cut per-

pendicularly to the optical axis. Q, denotes two wedge-shaped

quartz plates also cut perpendicularly to the axis. These plates

turn the plane of polarization in the opposite directiou from

Q1 Qa. C
x
Ca C, are lenses, the focal distances of which are

such as to give a sharp enlarged image of the slit, and of dis-

tant objects, the images of which are cast upon the slit by the

lens Cr These parts are set in a tube, blackened on the inside

to exclude all foreign and useless light." Light entering the

instrument is polarized at N„ split into two rays by the rhom-

bohedra, so as to form a double image of the slit b. As the

observer rotates the ocular Nicol N„ the action of the mi
and of the quartz plates gives to the two halves of the double

image different tints, alternating between red and green. What-

ever be the character of the ray, a thickness of quartz can be

found such that at four positions of the ocular Nicol, distant 90

from one another, the two halves assume the same ne

this the point of maximum paleness. This thick-

ness of the quartz plates varies with the composition of the

ray, and a means is thus afforded of detecting minute quali-

tative differences in its light When the experimenter, having

adjusted the instrument for a particular kind of heterogeneous

light, turns—without changing the quartz plate—to the observa-

tion of rays which differ from those of the first source, he finds

that the position of the ocular Nicol corresponding to the max-

imum of paleness differs for each new kind of light.

A series of experiments were made to test the adaptability

•:.o, "Znr Farbenlehre, Inaugural-dissertation, Gottingen, 1818.
_

f For a Ml :

u- a new mveu
tion is not so widely known as it deserves to be, I must refer for lack of space to
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of the leucoscope to this purpose. Its sensitiveness is best

shown by the final test, the comparison of two parts of the same

petroleum flame. These portions, a cooler and a warmer, were

in color that with the unaided eye no d

could be detected. The mean of twenty observations with the

leucoscope gave for the position of the ocular Nicol,

Tabi-e I.

For the upper part of the flame - 64 4

For the lower part of the flame 62 16

From this it is evident that differences in the quality of rays

no longer visible to the eye, can be detected with the leucoscope.

The two platinum wires having been given the defl

perature by a proper adjustment of the Wheatstone's bridges,

any change in the character of the light could be at once noticed

by means of the galvanometer and leucoscope ; and it was easy

to determine whether, during the twelve to fifteen minutes

course of a single experiment, any important change was caused

by the loss of energy in the battery. Experience showed that

the loss of intensity during a single experiment was so small

that it could be left out of account.

II. . ,

The experiments to be described in this paper were simpJy

spectro-photometric comparisons of the light emitted by the two

*ires. One of the wires was given successively various tem-

peratures between 1200° and 1900° of the platinum thermom-

eter* and all visible wave lengths radiated by this wire were

compared with the corresponding rays from the other.
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The spectro-photometer used agreed with the already exisl
instruments in permitting the direct comparison of similar n
The two horizontally dispersed spectra were vertically I

above the other, so that in both equal wave lengths lay "in ....

same line. It differed, however, in various particulars from
tro-photometere of Viei Eufner. Thei spectro-photometers of Vierordt, Glan, and Hiifner. The

i is bisected by the finely groui "

tangular prism pt (fig. 3). The len

is bisected by the finely ground edge of the small
"" Tb,

n

platinum wire w
l
upon the lower half of the slit

The rays of the other wire, w„ after total reflection in the

prism p„ passage through the convex lens l% and a second
total reflection in the small prism pv form a similar image
upon the upper half of the slit. This pencil of rays is n-t

•iiereas the ravs from /r, aiv polarized bypassing
the Nicol's prism n. Both sets of rays after passing the col-

limator tube, the large dispersing prism, the teleseo] e a id the

N"icol, reach the eye in form of two spectra, lying side

by side. When the two sources of light are of equal intensitf,

and the planes of polarization of the two Nicols are parallel,

the rays from w
x
suffer less loss in transmission to the eye, and

give in consequence the brightest spectrum. Its intensity for

all positions of the Nicol is given by the formula

I = cos'«, (3)

where a is the angle between the planes of polarization of the

Nicols. The measurements were made by turning the ocular

Nicol until the rays in the two spectra were equally bright

My experience in the use of the instrument was but a repetition

of that of former observers. The varying delicacy of the eye

at different times and for different colors, especially in the

study of the extreme red and violet rays, influenced greatly

the accuracy of the measurements.
An ordinary micrometric scale, such as are generally

"spectroscopes, was used to mark the vai
tral regions to be studied, and the position of the principal

fs lines upon this scale having been carefully noted,

de fast, and not moved again during the whole course

of the investigations. These positions, according to the mean
values of sixteen readings for each line, were as follows:

Table II.

The accurate determination of' the temperature of a g\<*'M
platinum wire, presents serious difficulties. Eepeated attempts
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formula for the change of electric resistance

re, only showed the impracticability of thishi the temperature, only

Only the middle portion of a glowing wire can be said to he

of equal temperature throughout. If we measure the resistance

of the wire when hot and cold (in itself no easy task), the

change corresponds to a difference of temperature which gives,

>"tn speak, the hitan temperature of the whole wire; a quantity

which must then be used, together with h and k (inner ana
outer conductivity of the metal), and with the dimensions of

the wire, in the calculation of the distribution of temperature

throughout its various parts. Aside from the difficulty of find-

ing an applicable expression for this distribution, our imper-
fect knowledge of the quantities h and k for platinum, as func-

tions of the temperature, would render the calculation of doubt-
ful value.

The method finally adopted was to measure directly the

expansion of the wire. By observing it from end to end with
the leucoscope. while glowing, it was found that for a portion

in the middle, about 60mm long, the light radiated was, for the

whole distance, of like character. This then was the greatest

admissible length of the piece to be measured. In reality the

section chosen was much shorter (45°"°), so that certainly within

»teli raits, only imperceptible differences of temperature occurred.

A degree of the platinum thermometer may be denned as

that change of temperature which causes in a platinum wire a

hnear variation of 1 : 1-00000866. Then for a wire 45mm long,

one degree corresponds to an expansion of about 0-0004mm
,
and

it was desirable in determining the temperature to be able to

its length to within a few ten-thousandths of a milli-

meter. For this purpose I used a finely constructed Helm-

noltz'sOpthalmometer: the following description of which is

taken from Helmboltz's "Handbuch der physiologischen

°Ptik," (p. 8). "The opthalmometer is essentially a teles-

' *>pe arranged for short distances, before the object-,

which two glass plates stand side by side, so that on

^e lens looks through the one, the other half through I

plate. When both plates are in a plane perpendicular to the

axis of the telescope, there appears a single image of the object

"few. Let them be turned'a little, however, toward opposite

S1des, and the single image divides into two halves of a double

page
; the distance between which increases with the angle

between the plates This distance can also be calculated from
the angle which the plates make with the axis of the telescope."

If a ray pass obliquely through a glass plate its displace-

m*nt S will be, (fig. 4),
a m. JoejR. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XVIII.-No. 108, Dec, 1Si9.
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where a denotes the thickness of the plates,

i denotes the angle of incidence,
r denotes the angle of refraction.

ing r the equation becomes,

.(vT
where n is the index of refraction.

The use of the opthalmometer offers great practical advan-

tages over other micrometric methods, in that the angles coriv^-

ponding to any given distances are independent of the distance

of the object measured, and in that any slight unsteadiness of

the object does not affect the accuracv of the determination.

The two end-points a and b (fig. 5) of the bit of wire to be

measured, were, as already stated, about 45mm apart ; and some

especial contrivance was therefore necessarv to bring both ot

them at once into the field of the opthalmometer. A system

of rectangular prisms P^P'.P', arranged as shown in fig.

served this end. After two total reflections the images a
t
o,

were nearly coincident. Angle readings with the opthalmom-

iiiy possible to tenths of a degree, and I found that o

corresponded to a distance of OGOS 11"11
. To obtain greater deli-

cacy I made use of a biconvex lens of as great n
power as the case permitted. There was a limit to the possi-

ble enlargement, since with too large an imase the expansion
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of the wire when heated sufficed to carry its ends out of the
field of vision. In order that any unsteadiness of the wire
might remain without influence on the measurements, the lens
was attached, not to the opthalmometer, but together with the
set of prisms upon the iron holder of the wire, so that possible
jarring would effect rather the position than the size of the
image. The second advantage of the instrument, that the
reduction of angle readings to linear distances is the same what-
ever be the distance of the object from the eye, unfortunately

.
disappears when the lens is used. The apparent distance
between the images a

l
b

l
changes with the distance of the

opthalmometer from the lens so that it was necessary to adjust
the instrument once for all, and to keep it unchanged during
the entire series of experiments. When a lens is used, the
formula (5) instead of giving the real distance a

1
bv expresses

merely the apparent distance between the images of a and b in

the field of sight. The simpl Bists in sub-
stituting another constant, which we shall denote by c for a.

The value of this constant was determined by exchanging the
wre for a millimeter scale and noting the angles corresponding
to displacements of the double images of i, \, etc., divisions of
this scale. The scale was of boxwood and the half millimeters
were marked by fine lines. The following table gives the
angles corresponding to linear displacements of £, \, etc. milli-

meters. Each result is the mean of six readings.

If in formula (5) c is substituted for a and values from the
aoove table for S and *. we obtain, n being known, from the

equation,

Bv'i-*£=.*«(>/,-Tr- !
Tr) ,6)

the numerical solution,

c=l-03097mm .

All the data necessary to the measurement of the distance 0,6,
were thus at hand.' The distance ab

x
(fig. 5) is. however.

!>. + ««,. Now the points m and m, are coincident in the
held of the opthalmometer, appearing to lie at w,

;

real distance can be measured by simply observing the double
lmages of the above-mentioned Vale as th^ appeared in the
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field of sight. Images of two parts of the scale were brought

by total reflections in the set of prisms into the field (see fig. 6),

the portion lying between divisions 19-| and 20^, and overlapp-

ing this the portion from division 64 to 65. Now turning fcb«

plates of the opthalmometer until the lines 20 and 64 v> coincided.

which occurred when the angle was, according to three suc-

cessive readings, 29°-12 /
.
29°-18 '. 29°12 /

, sufficed to show how
much the distance m m

x
exceeded 44'5mm.

From formula (6) we find,

to which quantity it was only necessary to add for any state of

the wire the directly obtainable value a
1
h r in order to know

a 6, the length of the piece of wire in question.

when the wii

sharp, and at the same time be uninfluenced by the ->"-'

temperatures to which the metal was to be submitted. An
indentation, be it ever so fine, will not only influence the tem-

perature of the wire, but will even cause it to melt and break

before the other portions have acquired the proper degree of

heat. A ridge has the opposite effect, causing, in consequence

of the increased conductive power, a dark ring upon the glowing

metal. I employed, among other devices, minute glass heads.

fused upon the wire in the desired places. This plan served

very well at low temperatures, as it gave sufficiently sharp

boundaries of demarkation : but as the heat incre
melting of the glass next the metal destroyed the 6

the boundary. It even happened at times that the entire bead

'V'Hiid - ip alonu to a new position on the wire. The following

method, on the contrary, answered admirably. At the proper

nple loops of exceedingly thin platinum wire* (0*03

mdu.u.t, •

, , , [prerwire. The latter

having been brought to a white heat by mean- of the current,

the loops were drawn tight at their appointed places. Lbe
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small wire, fine as a fiber of raw silk, and scarcely visible to
the naked eye, melted on touching the hot metal and became
fixed upon its surface. The whole, seen through the micro-
scope, appeared as in figs. 7 and 8. Since all the observations
were made in a dark room, where, in the case of the cold wire,
the marks would have been invisible, two small gas-flames
were so placed that their ravs, relh.vted from the loops of wire,

appeared in the dark field of vision like two fine points of light.

Such was the apparatus by means of which the temperatures
given in the table of results were measured. It afforded all

desired accuracy. The opthalmometer is free from many errors
which by cathetometric and micrometrie measurements are

unavoidable.

The temperatures used varied from 1200° to 1900° of the
platinum thermometer. Shortly after passing the latter point
the platinum suffered a change of condition. It did not melt

;

but the wire lost its stiif'nt ss. hunt: dou i limp, se; rcely holding
together, and quivered when jarred like jelly. Under these

circumstances measurements became unreliable. The very
small weight* which hung at the lower end sufficed, as soon
as the current became a trifle stronger, to stretch the wire in its

weakest place. The conducting power being thus diminished,
the temperature would rise very rapidly until after glowing

for a moment, the platinum would melt and the

wire break.

IV.

Before the beginning of the experiments the two wires were
adjusted in th.-.r iir>u !-.. M v- k-fi-iv the slit of the spectro-

photometer, which having been brought into its proper place

and sealed fast, was nor moved during the whole course of the

ion. The opthalmometer also, having been placed in

the position most advantageous for the measurement of the

expansion of the platinum wire, remained undisturbed through-

out all the experiments. The leucoscope was set up two meters

distant from the two wires.

The galvanic circuits of which the wires formed a part

having been closed, and the few minutes necessary for the

attainment i Qg elapsed, the deflec-

tion of the £8 he condition of the constant wire

as indicated by the leucoscope were noted. The temperature

of the other wire was determined by the method described in

* If both ends of a cold platinum wire be fastened, and the wire be made to
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the hist, paragraph, and then tbespectro-photometrie comparison
of the rays emitted by the two wires carried out as rapidly

and accurately as possible. Beginning with the wave lengths

denoted by the scale-division 8 (see Table II), this being the

point nearest the red end of the spectrum at which satisfactory

results could be obtained, the intensities of the two spectra

were compared in the spectral regions corresponding to divi-

sions 9. 10, etc., to 19 in the neighborhood of line G, succes-

sively. Beyond 19 no accurate readings were possible.* The
same measurements were then made in reverse order, from

violet to red, and finally a second time from red to violet, and
the mean values of these readings used.

After the completion of these readings the temperature of

the wire was again taken, first in its glowing condition, and
then, the circuit having been broken and time allowed for

cooling, while cold. The deflections of the galvanometer and
the temperature of the room were next noted, and last of all

the constant wire again observed through the leucoscope.

Whenever a difference in the measurements before and after

an experiment pointed to a change of temperature in either

wire, the experiment was set aside as imperfect.
The readings given in the following table will suffice to show

the general character of the measurements.

Table IV.+

For the 1

ueare-r the

the visible r;Table rays.

t The figures La the column .„

fn°r

m^atta?ei
;

7

• '
tiQg from

™Si «^ *^e sPectrum the Position of the pointer when the Nicols
Qn* a is obtained. 90

c- a being the angle between

! :...
-



ti<t>/« mil tui Of/ (lhurin'J I 'hlh

n

From the 17th division onward the i:

small to allow of further measurements.
The other readings in the above experimi

Before.

Leucoecope-readings

-'fading.* 'for Tii*.' lid wire

After.

-readings - ...

r-readings (for the hot wire)

he galvanometer during the experiment* .

Applying the above readings in formula (6) we find as tempera-

ture of the hot wire 1539° -5 (of the platinum thermometer). I

succeeded in obtaining thirteen such series of measurements at

temperatures varying from 1932° to 1201°,f and covering wave
lengths from scale-division 8 and the end of the visible spectrum
m the direction of the violet. These results are given in the

column marked "Observed," Table V. They can be approxi-

mately represented by curves the abscissa? of which are tem-

peratures and whose ordinates are the corresponding quantities

in the column marked " Calculated" The differences between
the observed and calculated values are given in a separate
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Region 9 on Kirehhoff's Scale 813.

Region 10 on Kircl

Region 11 on Kirehhoff's £

0-0189 --0038 17596 0-545

Kirehhoff's Scale 1

0-220 0-200 +-020

1)267 0-271 --'004

0-523 0-486 +"037

Region 13 on Kirehhoff's Scale 1629.

0-038 — -002 1932-7 1620

Region 14 on Kirehhoff's Scale 1833.

-•010
|
1932-7

Region 5 on Kirehhoff's Sc ale 2037.

000 1 1628-5

io::-l--

\mi 0-073
0015 + •003 1901-7 1150

1-550

6 on Kirehhoff's Sc
13.^-3 o-oo-i •000

1 1628-8

0-132

0304
0-017 0-960

16188 0-067 0059 + •008 1 1932-7 1-506 0-508
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Region 1 7 on Kirchhoff's Scale 2445.

9-5 0-017 0-015 +-002 1901-7

8-5 0-054 0-056 --002
|

1932" .

Region 19 on Kirchhoff's Scale 2853.

1689-7 0-060 0-059 +"001 I 1901-7 0750 0-750 000

1759 6 0-207 0-202 +"005 ' 1932-7 1203 1200 +"003

The size of the above differences bears witness to the difficul-

ties which, aside from those which are unavoidable, even in the

study of the most favorable colors at intensities best adapted to

the eye, stand in the way of accurate results. At t

temperatures, where the weaker spectrum had only a few thou-

sandths the intensity of the other, exactness was quite out of

the question. How vastly the eye varies h

to the color of the light, is shown by the following measure-

ments of the intensity of various rays necessary to produce in

the eye the perception of color. One finds upon turning the

ocular Nicol from the position of maximum brightness to that

where the ray becomes completely extinguished, that m the

case of the red rays on the one hand and of the blue and violet

on the other, this point is much sooner reached than with the

yellow and green rays. The position of the ocular JNicol,

at which each ray of the spectrum disappears, is given in the

column marked "90° -a" of table VI. The corns

- are shown under "sin
2(90-a)" and in the column

marked "optical action" is given the power of the respective

rays upon the eye.J F J
Table VI.

These results are introduced here, to show with '.vnat

prove to show remarkable variations of the eye with regard to

its perceptive power for various colors, these very changes ren-

der the experiments useless in the investigation of the real

energy of the rays themselves.
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In table V the intensities of the various wave lengths for all

the temperatures in question are expressed in terms of the

- of corresponding wave lengths of a similar spectrum

of constant but unknown temperature. For each h

ray, the measurements give the change of intensity resulting

from a given change of temperature ; but since the relative

intensitv of the various wave lengths of the spectrum of con-

stant temperature are unknown, it is impossible to compare rays

of different wave length with each other.

Before describing the way in which all the above results

were reduced to a common basis for the purpose of comparison,

a clear definition of the expression "intensity of ray" as used

in this paper is desirable.

It is first of all essential to distinguish between th<

of the ray itself and the intensity of its various effects upon

bodies upon which it may fall. It is usual to define as the

intensity of the ray itself, its energy of vibration or the square

of the amplitude of vibration. Kirchhoff however (§ 2 of his

above mentioned treatise), defines as the energy of the ray pass-

ing the openings of the screens S
f
and Sa

(fig.l) the increase in

a unit of time of the vis viva of the ether behind the second

screen. This definition is the more appropriate to th

hand. Suppose that for the opening Sa
a black body be sub-

stituted. In accordance with the principle of the Conservation

of Energy, as expressed in the usual equation,

-W*2(Xdx + Ydy+ Zdz)z

where T, and T are the energy {lebendige Kraft) before and

interval of time, and U, denotes the work per

the increase in energy in the body equals in the unit of time,

the work performed by the action of the ray. We
consider this work as the measure of the intensity of the ray

itself. Suppose further, the body be molecularlv & -

that no chemical action takes place, that in short the entire

energy of the ray be converted into heat. The amount of heat

produced m aken as the measure of 1

sity of the ray itself. This heat, as denoted by the

temperature of the body, is the result of what is te

rion of the rav, so that the intensitv of the ray itse.i.

which I shall call the m>rhu,iir,d /,^,,.,-,/y m t< > ,-

is directly expressible in units of work,"- is oropori

al acrtion. or the ///<•////«/ //'fr/^''v

The chemical* and opticnl intent/tits of the ran stand m as \ei

* Clerk Maxwell, Theory of Heat, p. 240, offer*

:^V ;
.

. ,,
" :

- ^..- .. , . .:.. - ' , •
- •"

-.

the chemical compound, but rather by a well-timed vibration of the molecules m
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unknown relation to the mechanical intensity. They are only

known in connection with a small class of substances, the opti-

cal action seeming to affect a single body only (the retina of

the eye). They occur only in certain limited sets of rays, and

depend largely" for their effect upon the nature and condition of

the body acted on. They are therefore useless as measures of

the mechanical intensity.

The intensities given in Table
is for the square of the i

directly proportional to the thermal actions of the respective

rays. The thermal intensities of these rays being, at the tem-

peratures available, too small for direct measurement, the easiest

way of determining their values is by making a spectrophoto-

metry comparison with the corresponding rays of the sun's

spectrum, the thermal intensities of which have been most care-

fully measured. The best determinations of the sun's spec-

trum are by Lamansky,* whose results for the visible rays,

with the dispersion of a crown-glass prism, are, when adapted

to the scale used in my researches as follows

:

Table VII.

The unit in this table is the intensity at the point of maxi-

mum heat for the whole spectrum, which lies beyond the last

of the visible red rays.
,

The comparison of the sun's spectrum with that of the pla-

tinum wire was made in this way. Diffuse da-

reflected from white clouds was used instead of the direct rays

of the sun, repeated trials with the leucoscope having shown

these to be of identical composition. The pencil of this light

was substituted for the rays from the platinum wire of constant

temperature. The other wire was given a temperature <3 of 1607°

(platinum thermometer), and the measurements were made in a

manner precisely si mil-, lesenbed. 1 aDie V 111

contains the readings and results of this comparison.

true, we have evidently to do wit

;i. and therefore n

lansky, Poggendorff 's Annalen, c
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Table VIII.

Comparison of the sun's spectrum with that of glowing pla-

Region. Reading. Mean. 9° -a. rntensity.

With the help of these measurements and of Lamansky's
results just given, the intensities of the platinum spectrum for

the various temperatures can be reduced to a common unit,

and the results in this new form made to express not only the

influence of temperature upon each rav
but, what is equally important the r. I at i < >ns between the inten-—*™ yx «" Yxaiuxe ^ sant temperature.

[ Sln - the values, in the column marked •
4« „ T>'

l have constructed a table *hi
of 20

,
from 1200° to 1900° (platinum then icter). the inten-

sities corresponding to the wavelengths between -

ions 8 to 19 in terms of tin- intensity of the spectral-region cor-

responding to division 10 when the" platinum was at H><»0
°.

lhis value was chosen as the unit because the
division In c.( )U l,l } )0 simply ;m ,| .„.,.„ , ..,.,

.| v defined. This

region corresponds so non-U with Mm I), that'll ma\ be defined

as the region bunhrint/ „„ '//„<•
I). ,,,, ti,r shh „,«r<*itht vio'et.

may be, not inaptly termed
is arranged according to temperatures "
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Table IX (Isothermic).

163 0-149 0-115 0-0946

0-256 0-210 0-1694

0009 0-0043 0-004 0-004

0-002 0-0018 0-0015 00012
0-0004 00035

0-004 0-002 0-001S

render the character of these results

•acted from this table s<

Isothermal*, carves of equal— lengths

ordinate* intensities. Diac the Isochromatics,

'i,-i:t:t^:ril
te^e
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comparative intensities of the various parts of the visible
>:"•: 1:1 by constant temperature, the latter denotes the
influence of variations of temperature upon the intensity of

each individual series of rays.

How exceedingly small the intensity of the more refrangible
rays is, even at 1900°, compared with that of the spectral

regions between line D and the red end of the spectrum, is

equally evident in both sets of curves. A striking peculiarity

of the isothermals is the too large value of the intensity of

region (10). This unlooked-for feature can scarcely be due to

a corresponding irregularity in the platinum spectrum, and at

the same time it is in all probabil error. Such
an error, in order to produce such an effect in all the isothermic
curves, must be looked for either in my comparison of the

sun's spectrum with that of the platinum wire, or in Laman-
sky's measurements of the sun's heat, As to the former, we
find by reference to the table, that the result in question is cal-

culated from the mean of three readings ot lair agreement.
An error of several degrees in these determinations would be
necessary to bring about any such irregularity as exists in the

curves. Lamansky's results are also the mean of numerous
measurements, and the occurrence of so large an error just at

this point would at once be detected.
A curious fact recorded by Vierordt* while studying the spectra

of gases, offers, I think, the true explanation of the inv-uiarin .

He observed, that even in absorptions-spectra, with clearly

defined lines, no real discontinuity in the intensity of contigu-

ous rays occurs, that, on the contrary, very sudden, but per-

fecth continuous, en n _;e- take .!.•./ a t the edge of each bright

or dark line. The region (10) corresponds however, to the edge
of the line D, (see pages 13 and 40), and would consequently

n be weaker, owing to the proximity of the

absorption line, than in a perfectly continuous spectrum. In
the platinum spectrum, on the other hand, this region would
possess its normal brightness, or in case, as generally happens,
the surroundi u atmosphere contained a trace of sodium.
would form the edge of a bright line D, and be of more than

normal intensity. This fact would tend, in the comparison of

the spectra, to the production of just such an irregularity as

appears in the curves on Diagrams A and B.
Kirchhoff, in his treatise (§15), draws the following d priori

conclusions from his discussion :

"If a body, a platinum wire for example, is gradually heated,
it emits until attai in- a certain temperature, only rays the
wave lengths of which are greater than those of the visible

spectrum. At a certain temperature, rays of wave lengths cor-

*Yierordt, Poggendorff's Annalen, 151.
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responding to the extreme red begin to appear. As the body
becomes hotter and hotter, rays of shorter and shorter wave
lengths show themselves, so that for each temperatu

nakes its appearance, while at the same time,

ttie intensity of those already at hand continues to increase.

Applying the principle we have already proved to this case, <

t the function I for any given wave length is equal to

for all points below a certain temperature corresponding to this

wave length ; and that for all temperatures above this point,

the function I increases with the temperature."

Strictly speaking, however, the temperature at which efcch

individual wavelength becomes visible depends solely upon
the sensitiveness of the observer's eye. We are furthermore
forced to conclude from the experiment recorded in table VI,
that the more refrangible rays really exist at temperatures
far below those at which we begin to see them. The di-

rections of the curves (Plates I and II) seem to denote, that

all the rays studied begin to be emitted at some temperature
not included in the interval embraced by the experiments. I

suspect indeed that all of them originate at some very low
degree (the absolute zero?) and are recognizable no sooner,

simply because the various instruments at command, the ther-

mopile, eye, photographic plate, etc., are not more delicate.

That the various colors do not appear simultaneously, follows

from the very different degrees of sensitiveness shown by the

eye for different ravs.

A fuller discussion of the results given in this paper, of their

m in the study of the function I, and of an optical

method, based up. u them, for the measurement of high tem-

peratures, will be given in another article. I will conclude

with a single remark concerning the scale of temperatures used
in this paper.

In view of the present ignorance of the law of expansion for

platinum at high temperatures, it seemed better instead of try-

ing to reduce my measurements to Celsius' degrees of the air

thermometer, to' constitute by means of a simple definite a

scale for tl meter, which should be quite

independent of other standards, and which could easily be

expressed in terms of the existing scales so soon as the neces-

sary investigations of the expansion of platinum had been

The already existing researches extend onl

peratures. rmulse based upon them being

tly applicable to tbeieto - lal experi-

ment, a reduction obtained bv use of them for an

between the red heat and melting point would be at bestoi

doubtful value. I give, nevertheless, such a reduction, founded

Am. Jouk. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XVIH, No. 108.-Dec., 1879.
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upon Matthiessen's* formula for the expansion of

between 0° C. and 200° C. This formula reads,

l=l
a {\ + 0-00000851 1 + 0-0000000035 f)

and the reductions are given in the follow i

Table X.

Of the accuracy of this comparison there are at present no

means of deciding. Taking into consideration, however, the

attempts already frequently made, to estimate the temperature

of flames, glowing metal, etc., it seems likely that the above

values, in degrees Celsius, are considerably too small.

Eosetti of Venice gives, for example, for the hottest portion

of a Bunsen's burner flame, 1350°. According to Pouillet,f

the melting points of various metals are as follows

:

Wrought-iron 1600° C. I Cast-iron 1200 C. 1050° C.

Steel 1400 C. 1300° C. | Gold (pure) .. 1200 C, etc.

Peekskill, N. Y., May 28, 1879.

Art. INll.—Notice of recent A
the Eastern Coast of North America, No. 7 ; by A. E. VERRILL.

Brief Contributions to Zoologu from the Museum of Yale College.

No. XLIY.

Among the numerous additions recently made to the marine

fauna of our coast by the fishermen of Q-loueester, Mass., are

two new species of Cephalopods. They both belong to the

eight-armed division. One is a true Octopus. The other and

more interesting one is the second known representative of the

remarkable family of Cirroteulhido3, characterized by the pres-

ence of a pair of fins, one on each side of the body, supported

by a transverse cartilage ; by the presence of a great web, sur-

rounding and uniting all the arms, nearly to their tips ;
and by

the presence of two slender cirri between the suckers, along

the greater part of the length of the arms.
Our species differs so widely from r;

the only representative of the family hitherto described, that it

is necessary to constitute for it a new genus.

. gea. nov.

Allied to Cirroteidhis, but with the mantle united to the head

all around, and to the dorsal side of the slender siphon, which

it surrounds like a close collar, leaving only a very nurrow

opening around the base of the siphon, laterally and ventrally.

* Matthiesen, Phil. Mag., VI, vol. xxxii. f Pouillet, Comptee Reiidus, i, ii.
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Fins triangular, m advance of the middle of the body. Dorsal
cartilage forming a median angle directed backward. Body
flattened, soft, bordered by a membrane. Eyes covered by the
integument. Web not reaching the tips of the arms, the edge
concave in the intervals. Suckers in one row. Cirri absent be-
tween the basal and terminal suckers. Eight arm of second
pair is altered, in the male, at the tip.

Staur • uthis s>/rte/(sis, sp. nov.

$ . Head broad, depressed, not very distinct from the body.
Eves large. Body elongated, flattened, soft or gelatinous,
widest in the middle, narrowed but little forward, butdecidedly

ack of the fins, to the flat, obtuse, or subtruncate tail.

The sides of the head and of the body, forward of the fins, are

bordered by a thin soft membrane, about half an inch wide.
The fins are elongated, triangular, obtusely pointed, placed in

advance of the middle of the body. Siphon elongated, slender,

round, with a small terminal opening. Mantle edge so con-
tracted and thicKf ned around its base as to show scarcely any
opening, and united to it dorsally. Arms long, slender, sub-
equal, each united to the great web by a broad membrane devel-

oped on its outer side, widest (about 1*5 inch) in the middle of
the arm, while the edge of the web unites directly to the sides

of the arms and runs along the free portion toward the very
slender tip, a§ a border. This arrangement gives a swollen or
•

i nulate form to the extended web. Edges of the web
incurved between the arms, widest between the two lateral pairs

of arms. Th- arms b< ar each fifty-five or more suckers, in a

single row. Those in the middle region are wide apart (-5 inch
or more) with a pair of slender, thread-like cirri, about 1 inch
long, midway between them. The cirri commence, in a rudi-

mentary form, between the 5th and 6th suckers, on the dorsal

arms, and between the 7th and 8th, on the ventral ones. They
eease before the 23d sucker on the dorsal and lateral arms,

and before the 22d on the ventral ones. Near the mouth, and
beyond the last cirri on the free portion of the arms, the suck-

ers are more closely arranged. They are small, with a deep
cavity. Color, in alcohol, geiv -ular mot-

tlings and streaks of dull brownish ; inner surface of arms and
web, toward the base, and membrane around the mouth, deep

purplish brown. Length from end of body to base of arms,

6*30 inches ; length to posterior base of fins, 2'50
;
to anterior

base, 4; width across tins. 5 : in advance of tins, 270 (not in-

feral membrane); across eyes, 175; across end of

tail. L-20: diameter of eve, 1 :

--• 1"20;

their length, 1 75 ; length of arm-. l-'J :• H .' '^"- p< rj:o'i

beyond web. 2-.'» :•• :i i:i'-li. s. Edge of extended web, between

upper arms, about 4 inches; I - about 8

inches
; entire circumference of web, about 48 inches.
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schooner

. long. 58° 44', on Banque-
reau, about 30 miles E. of Sable I., in 250 fathoms. Pre-

sented to the U. S. Fish Commission, Sept., 1879.

Octopus piscatorttm, sp. nov.

Body of female is smooth, depressed, about as broad as long.

Obtusely rounded posteriorly, not showing any lateral ridges,

nor dorsal papillae. No cirrus above the eyes. Arms long,

rather slender, tapering to long, slender, acute tips, the upper

ones a little (1 of an inch) shorter than those of the second pair,

which are the longest; the third pair are about one-hall inch

shorter than the second ; the ventral pair about one-fourth inch

shorter than the third. In our specimen all the arms on the

right side are somewhat shorter than those on the left, and the

web between the 1st and 2d arms is narrower, due perhaps to

recovery from an injury. The suckers are moderately large,

alternating in two regular rows, except close to the mouth,

where a few stand nearly in a single line ; about fourteen to

sixteen are situated on the part of the arms included within

the interbrachial web. The whole number of suckers on one

arm is upwards of seventy. The web between the arms,

except ventrally, is of about equal width, and sea;

than one-fourth the length of the arms, measuring from the

beak. Between the ventral arms the web is about half as wide

as between the lateral.

Color of alcoholic specimen, deep purplish brown, due to very

numerous crowded, minute, specks; eye-lids whitish. The

front border of mantle, beneath, with base of siphon
cent parts, is white ; end of siphon brown. Lower side of head

and arms lighter than the dorsal side. Total length, from poste-

rior end of bodv to tip of arms, of 1st pair, 6"20 inches ;
2d

pair, 6-30
; 3d pair, 575 ; 4th pair, 5*25

; to web between dor-

sal arms, 3 25 ; between ventral arms, 2*50
; to edge of mantle,

beneath, 1-20
; to center of eye, loo. Breadth of body, 1'25

;

of head across eyes, 1"20
; breadth of arms, at base. 2 -

eter of largest suckers, 10 ; length of arms, beyond web, 1st

pair, 3-00; 2d pair, 3 25 ; 3d pair, 280; 4th pair, 2*75.

Taken by Ckpt John Mclnnis and crew of the schooner " M.

H. Perkins," from the western part of Le Have Bank, oft

Nova Scotia, in 120 fathoms. Presented to the U. S. Fish

Commission, Oct. 1879.
This species is easily distinguished from 0. Bav

more elongated body, its much longer and more tapei

with shorter web ; by the absence of the large, rougl
papilla, or cirrus, above the eyes, and by its genera
ness. The white color of the' underside of the neck, siphon

and mantle-border also appears to be characteristic.
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Art. LVIII—Notes on the Geology of Galisteo Creek, New Mex-
ico; by John J. Stevenson, Professor of Geology in the
University of the City of New York.

Galisteo Creek rises near the southern end of the Santa
Fe mountains and flows southward for nearly fifteen miles to
Galisteo; where, being increased by the Arroyo San Cristobal,
coming from the east, it turns westward and flows in that direc-
tion to the Rio Grande. Its area is divided by a narrow dike,
which forms a distinct ridge an \ ;lon drained
by the creek in its southward flow, from that drained by the
Arroyo San Cristobal and the creek in its westward flow.

These divisions may be distinguished as the upper and the
lower area of the Galisteo. The y unknown
to geologists, for it has been visited by Dr. Newberry, Dr.
Hayden and Professor Cope, whose views respecting the age of
the coal beds and of the peculiar Galisteo sandstone are not in

accord. The details of my observations there will be given in

my report to Captain Wheeler ; here, by consent of the Chief
of the Engineer corps, U. S. A., a brief resume of the results

; gi-\ u, in so tar as they bear upon the matters in dispute.

The shales of the Fort Pierre group (No. 4 of Mr. Meek's
general section) are shown at barely sixteen miles below Gal-

isteo dipping gently eastward in mesas on both sides of the

creek. They have all the characteristic features of that group
and yield many localities. The Laramie
group rests on them, and its western outcrop is reached on the

le of the creek at somewhat less than sixteen miles

below Galisteo. There the rocks dip toward the east-northeast

and at a low angle ; this is the northern termination of an ex-

tensive area of Laramie, reaching southward for many miles

and surrounding the Placer and Sandia mountains. The eastern

outcrop of the Laramie beds passes rudely north and south

through Galisteo, and there the dip is westward. The width of

the area from east to west along the creek is not far from fif-

teen miles.

A detailed section of 440 feet, taken on the western outcrop,

bears no resemblance in detail to sections from the same horizon

in the Trinidad coal field, and correlation of the beds in the two
fields is not possible. The coal beds in the Galisteo area are

thin and vaj C economic interest exist

from the anthracite beds, which contain coal altered by the in-

fluence of a gigantic dike passing between the Placer ra

-eo creek. But there is much material of 3

interest, for the Laramie beds show an unexpected intimacy

with the underlying Fort Pierre.
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Passing the eastern outcrop of the Laramie, one comes at

once to a wide part, lying mostly on the south side of the Ar-
royo San Cristobal and eroded amid the Colorado shales. The
Fort Pierre sub-group occupies the western side of this park
and, as as than are the Niobrara and Fort
Benton combined. Its shales show the ordinary features, for

here are the lines of huge ferruginous concretions, of calcart

concretions, and the succession of dark, gray and yellow shales
with abundance of selenite crystals. The concretions, except
where showing a cone-in-cone structure, are full of fossils;

enormous Inocerami with -
i i . er Sj i ciea are common, Ammo-

nites, Baculii V. <j>jrodes, Fasciolaria and
Ostrea are abundant, all of them belonging to species occurring
in the Fort Pierre group at other localities farther north.
Below the Fort Pierre are the bluish-gray argillaceous lime-

stones of the Niobrara subgroup (Cretaceous No. 3) with the

same physical features everywhere shown throughout the whole
region south from Denver, and containing Inoceramus problem-

>ug with other species always regarded as character-

bang this horizon. The exposures of this group are few but
ample. An excellent exhibition can be seen at barely a mile

southeast from Galisteo, where the limestone was quarried to be

burned into lime. The dark brown shales of the Fort BentoD
(Cretaceous No. 2) are ill-exposed at the base of the Dakota
mesa, which forms the eastern boundary of the park, south
from the Arroyo.
The Dakota is well exposed, the three provisional groups,

which will be proposed in my report, being shown along the

Arroyo San Cristobal. The tipper Dakota forms the mesa or

east wall of the park and consists of light gray and yellow sand-

stones; the Middle Dakota consists of blue, white and red

sandy to clayey shales, with a bed of limestone, a conglomerate
of limestone and iron ore and streaks of gypsum ; while the

Lower Dakota, made up of gray and yellow sandstones like

those of the Upper Dakota, reaches eastward and becomes the

upper part of a great mesa, the southwest wall of the Pecos
valley.

The succession in the lower Gh Intely clear,

showing the Dakota, Fort Benton, Niobrara, Fort Pierre and
Laramie groups in their proper order. All of these dip west

ward until perhaps eight miles below Galisteo, where the dip

is reversed so that the Laramie beds run out at sixteen miles

below Galisteo and the Fort Pierre shales come again to the

surface. Each of these groups is perfectlv characterized and
no difficulty is encountered in the attempt to identity them.
I he physical features and the fossils are not material!
from those found elsewhere in the same groups within the
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whole region south from Denver, except that Halymt,.

so common at the base of the Laramie group in the
r

l rinidad

coal field, is absent here. But impressions of dicotyledonous

plants occur in the Gh h are closely allied to

those found in the Trinidad coal field. The coal beds on the

northeast slope of the Placer mountains are as clearly Laramie

as an those ol t it Trinid i t ie ( a i Cit; <
>al Held.

But the geologv of the upper Galisteo area is far lrom being

»0 simple as that" observed along the south side of the creek

within the lower area.

No reference has been made to the north side of the creek

within the lower area ; that can be considered more convi n-

iently in connection with the upper area. A broad uneven park,

designated on the Engineer map as the Arroyo de Los Angeles,

opens into the lower area at perhaps five m
and the dike, previously referred to, forms its southeast bound-

ary for several miles.

If a section be carried across the area of the upper •

near its southern edge, the conditions will be found such as are

represented in the following diagram.

The Upper Dakota sandstone is in the bluff on the easl - .

where the dip is very rapid : behind it are the shales and lime-

stones of the Middle Dakota, and the sandstones of the Lmvrr

Dakota are shown still further east. Going westward toward

Galisteo creek, one crosses the Dakota, the imperfectly

Fort Benton and Niobrara, the finelv exposed Fort V

[ip is reversed, so that before the

from the Galisteo, is reached. U re dipping

But on the opposite side of this low divide, the Lower Da-

kota sandstones are exposed and dip westwi

limestone oi f
e Ar

/
royo, the Lower Dakota rocks

that here too a synclinal <

—Its, "one 'following the divide between the Arroyo and the

creek, while the other follows the west side of the Arroyo,
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whereby this fragment of Dakota has been thrust through the
Laramie rocks. The two faults come together on the
of lower Galisteo at the mouth of the Arroyo and the Dakota
rocks do not cross the creek. The Colorado shales do not ap-
pear on either side of the faulted area.

But on the west side of this arroyo there appears a series,

newer than any yet noticed. It covers the mesa stretching
west and north from the Galisteo, and is continuous from the
Santa Fe and Placer road on the lower Galisteo almost to the
end of the Archean area on the upper Galisteo. This is the
Galisteo group. As far as exposed within the area examined,
which extends to but a little distance west and north from Ga-
listeo creek, this group is

1. Breccia of trachyte 150 feet.

2. Soft, light gray sandstone.. 40 feet.

The breccia is well shown on the lower Galisteo from the Santa
Fe and Old Placer road to the mouth of the Arroyo de los An-
geles. It is exceedingly dark gray or even lead-colored and is

composed altogether, where examined, of trachyte in angular
fragments, cemented by 'finer material apparently of similar

nature. This breccia was followed up the Arroyo to the Galisteo
and Santa Fe road

; but there it practically ends, and the evi-

dence suggests that it was worn away by the erosion which pro-

duced the broad mesa. Its fragments litter the surface of that

mesa. The thickness assigned this mass is that seen at the mouth
of the Arroyo. It may be greater further toward the northwest.
The sandstone is very light gray, excessively soft and inco-

herent, so that it yields as readily to the weather as though it

were loose sand, weathering indeed more freely than do the

tough alluvial deposits along the creeks. This is the lowest
bed of the group found within the area visited.
The relation of the Galisteo group to the underlying rocks is

well shown at the head of the^Arroyo, where the Dakota beds
dip westward at 65°, while the lower sandstone of the Galisteo
rests on their planed-off edges and dips in the same direction
at less than one degree. A more curious illustration of the urn

conformability is shown immediately below the mouth of the

Arroyo, where the breccia was deposited around a projecting
wall of lower Dakota, which dips at nearly 60° : and the con-

tor is as great as that would be between a trachyte
dike and a surrounding mass of basalt. Both the breccia and
the underlying sandstone are exposed here and are conformable.
The Galisteo beds are not affected bv the faults found in the

Arroyo de los Angeles, whereas the Laramie beds are involved
hi them

; the breccia is composed largely of trachyte from Los
^erillos, a group of hills, relics of dikes, shown on the north
side of Galisteo creek at sixteen miles below the village. But
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the outburst of trachyte, forming those hills, caused frightful

distortion of the Laramie beds. It is clear, then, that the Ga-

listeo group can not be conformable to the Laramie. The for-

mer group does not cross the Galisteo creek at any point.

The lower sandstone of the Galisteo group was followed up

the creek for more than seven miles above Galisteo, and its

ashen color gives a strange appearance to the deeply eroded

face of the mesa. The vertical yellow and almost while sand-

Stones of the Lower Dakota yield readily to the weather wad

the debris from the light gray Galisteo sandstone mingles with

that from these: so that, to one ascending the creek and follow-

-. the Galisteo sandstone seems

to be triple, white, vellow and gray, whereas the white and

yellow belong to the Lower Dakota, on which the Galisteo

sandstone rests unconformably.
The coal beds of the Placer d &g the pla-

teau between those mountains and Galisteo creek are Byochro-

nous with those of the Trinidad coal field and belong to what

is known as the Laramie group, which, however, is synony-

mous, in part at least, with Fox Hills.
,

The Galisteo group rests unconformably on the Laramie and

D; :ota: and contains a great bed composed wholly of the

later lavas ; it is therefore Tertiary.

Art. LLX.—Short Notes upon the Geology of Catoosa County,

Georgia; by A. W. Vogdes, U. S. Army.

A short distance west of Catoosa Station, on the Western

and Atlantic Railroad, we find a small cut which exposes the

rocks of the Niagara period. This formation is composed m
descending of the following strata

:

, ,

1. Thin bed of limestone made up of cnnoidal joints.

2. Cherty bed containing the columns of laryocnnus.

3. Shaley beds with concretions. .

4. Black slate containing about fifty per cent ot Dituminous

This outcrop in the v

ten feet in thickness and
east. A few hundred ya

the topography of the c

railroad passes through
map of the county this

Taylor's Ridge. This s€

tion of the Upper Silurit
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Epoch. The upper beds are thin and composed of an are-

naceous limestone, containing fragments of Crinoids and shells

more or less wave-broken, as if this stratum marked the
line of the Clinton sea. Immediately beneath the limestone
we find a laminated sandy bed intermixed with sandstone of
different degrees of hardness, which is well exposed in the
railroad cut and along the banks of the Chickamauga Eiver.
The total thickness of these beds is about 150 feet, the strata

having a general dip 15° east.

The geological formation of Taylor's Ridge is more clearly
defined with regard to the Upper "Silurian age about ten miles
southeast from Catoosa station, at Dug Gap in Whitfield county.
This section exhibits the Lower Silurian black shales out-

cropping along the base of the gap, dipping about twenty-five
degrees to the east, and known in Dalton as the "coal beds;"
immediately above these shales the Medina sandstones appear
or a sandstone which stratigraphically may be assigned to this

group; as far as examined it contains no fossils. Superim-
posed upon these sandstones along the second bench of the

Gap we find the Clinton, which is composed in descending
order of the following strata :

1. Arenaceous layers and sandstone.
2. Hematitic layers containing Calymene Clintoni, C. rostrata,

and generally trilobitic.

3. Arenaceous shales.
4. Sandstoi -hynch.ua subplana.
5. Hard sandstone containing hematite.
6. Light sandy beds of the Medina.
The best section examined is about twenty feet in thickness,

but the measured thickness of the Clinton gives about 150
feet.

In order to illustrate the true geological sequence of Taylor's
Ridge it is necessary to trace the different rocks from Atlanta
to Ringgold, but at present we will simply give the section at

Ringgold^which is about four miles to the west of our first

-ion. The town of Ringgold is

located in a valley composed of the Trenton limestone. This
group is highly fossiliferous

; it has a northwest and southeast
strike, dips fifteen degrees to the east, being composed of a

flinty rock, underlaid by a chocolate-colored shale, which is

generally denuded
; these shales are underlaid by a blue lime-

stone of over three hundred feet in thickness. Superimposed

g the hills is a great mass of red laminated sand-
stone of the Hudson River group. These sandstones are about
Ave hundred feet in thickness, dip nineteen degrees east, one
mile east of Ringgold in the gap, and contain only a few speci-
mens of Orthis testudinaria.
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Between Ringgold and Catoosa Station the CWcfcamaugi

idea the ridge; the hills to the northwest are called

Oak Mountains, and those on the southeast Taylor's Eidge.

ACt-r j.—' i- i |.,„m-h this gap the eastern exposure of these

hills shows the overlying Medina, Clinton a

The paleontological characteristics of this cral

stratum of the Upper Silurian periods are interesting, espe-

cially the fossils of the upper beds. These fossils are poorly

preserved and consist generally of casts. From our collection

we have been enabled to i "g species :

Calymene Glmioni Hall; Crypt ornatu*

Hall and Whitfield: I

"<• ™-
tus; Leperditia. sp., having the right valve marginated i.v a

furrow, except along the dorsal edge, as in L. moryumla ; Ofhis

elegantuh, a species common to the Clinton ami Xhigani -r- up :

..."
; :

; :„'. .- •

';':•
'

ens from the upper bed; Conuhna, sp. .

;

Of the Cryptonymus on,«tus we have in our collection two

pygidhi which we have assigned to tlii- -

casts do not show the nodes on::

The specimens compare otherwise with Professor Hi

given in Paleontology of New York, vol. ii, pi. lxvia, fig. la.

Vertical distribution Clinton group.

There is also a new trilobite, Calymene rostrata\o^

the upper arenaceous limestone beds of the Clinton group,
J

«-

It differs from all other species of this genus

y process in front of the glabella. The facial lines

cut the anterior border at the apex, giving to the front

triangular form; at their juncture the mar,

and forms the triangular process which supports the projection.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

On Electrolysis with Alternating Currents.-Supposing that

;.. -rting a liquid
-

. - .
-

exerting its special action upon the dissolved substance.
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first solution experimented with was one of ammonium carbonate,
the same as is used as a reagent. The electrodes were of
(las was actively evolved, the temperature rose, and after eight
hours the experiment was interrupted and the liquid was evapo-
rated on the water bath. From it a salt crystallized out in beau-

te needles. On analysis it was found to contain 64*69

per cent of platinum and was evidently a salt of a platinum base.

The small quantity prevented complete investigation ; though its

solution gave with concentrated hydrochloric acid a bright green
and with nitric acid a sky-blue crystalline precipitate. The
electrodes lost in ten hours O'l gram ; while when the electrolysis

was conducted with a continuous current in the ordinary way, no
platinum at all could be detected in the solution and at most only

n had been transported from the anode to the cathode.
On repeating the experiment with a less rapid alternation of the

current, the liquid became warm, but gave no precipitate; on

i..we\er, during i he experiment, an abundant crystal-

itate was formed, which though also a salt of a platinum
buM-. contained only 38*6 per cent of platinum, and gave with

hydrochloric acid, not a green but a colorless crystalline powder
consisting of microscopic needles. Finally, a solution of grape

c of filter paper between them. At the close of

the experiment, there was formed on the platinum, at the place

where the paper had rested against it. a brownish, transparent
crust, easily separated into plates, an 1 which left on

able amount of platinum. The author is continuing his

experiments upon this new method.
In a note to this paper, Kolbe says that the highly i

us of Drechsel raise the question of the behavior of salts

and salt-solutions of inorganic and organic acids in presence of

powerful and alternating voltaic currents; as, for example,

a aqueous solution of potassium acetate suffers decompo-
sition without accompanying . u hi ';•;

. Since Drechsel does not

purpose to exfc.;l hi- studios in this direction, Kolbe intends to

the action of a series of salts under these conditions.—
J. pr. Ch., xx, 378, Oct., 1879. g. P. b.

2. On tin n ic & Hyposulphuric Acid.—\}>

has been generally assumed that hyposulp :

and hence that its formula is 11,8,0,. Kolbe has written it in

his Lehrbuch
j |g.gg or di-sulphoxyl, as oxalic acid is

j
ggfl

or di-carboxyl. If this view be true, hyposulphuric aci

form, not only normal salts, but als id", aid \ I salts. Kolbe
has set several of his students at

salt or a mixed salt, an ether acid or an amic »cid, " l

hyposulphuric acid, bu1 ,ce all these bodies are

hyposulphuric acid is monobasic and contains but oue hydroxyl



ceded, the equivalence of sulphui
becomes a perissad instead of an artiad as it is in al

binations.—J, pr. <7A., xix, 485, June, 1879.
3. On the Non-existence of Pentathlon ic nekl—\w

converting the polythionic acids into a new series of s

poorer in oxygen, Spring submitted them to the actic

amalgam. But instead of the result expected a very <

was obtained. The sodium inserted itself between
atoms, splitting the molecule into two simpler ones

; j
acid is converted by hvdrogen into formic acid. F
with tetrathionatc , l'v-

»

'^. ->!> K+Xa — K<> SSXa-

KO S.Sci IC + Xa = K<> -Xa + XaSO.k'. PrecUav as

H0,C.C0JI+H
9
=HO

9
C.H+H.C0,H. In order to test this

reaction in the case of pentathionie acid, the author attempted the

of this liody; hut after fivt months of work he was
unable to obtain it. This result raised the question of the exist-

ence of this acid. All attempts to prepare it, by the method
either of Wackenroder or of Fordos and Gelis resulted only in the

production of tetrathhmie acid. The action of hydrogen sulphide

upon sulphurous oxide in aqueous solution pr
ous acid; and this is oxidized as it is for;

acid by the sulphurous acid present, the hydrosulphurous acid of

_vr l)eino- formed at the same time. Pentathiomo
acid, therefore, appears to be as yet unknown.—LiebUfs Ann.,
excix, 97, Oct., 1879. a. F. &

4. On the At ,., TT
'

uht f T- "••,->' .—Win- has undertaken
a re-detenn . weight of tellurium, in order to

ascertain whether the value of this constant as at present accepted

from the experiments of Berzelius and von Hauer, or the value

assumed for it in Mendelejeff's classification, is the more correct.

The crude ;•
i carbonate

and sulphur, the tu>i •
-' water, the filtrate

acidulated with acetic acid, the xi.lized

with nitrii cid, oi porated to dryness, heated with i yd rod ric

acid, the tellurium precipitated by sodium sulphite, w

i to the air in a flask when the

ratala After washing
and careful drying these were distilled iu a current of hydrogen.

J waf.-i'. i.itric ami 1 \droch! ric ; -id u-ed v,ere<are-

! an 1 the acenracv of the weights and balance em-

ployed verified. On oxidizing'tbe tellurium with nitric acid, and
"[ - '

.

of five experiments gave 1 27 -8 with a probable error of Q.*88. r ur

experiment^ zave 127-i»07 with a

probable error of 0-053. Five determinations by von Bauer's

method, of the bromine in the compound K^TeBr^ gave Te =
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126-83 with a probable error of 0-198. Hence the atomic weight
obtained by Berzelius Mini von

Him -r.
,

ii-
i

I- higher than that of iodine, alter which in Men.lele-
jeti s system it should be placed, instead of between iodine and
antra onj.—JT. Ch. Soc.

?
xxxv, 704, Oct., 1879. g. f. b.

5. On the Preparation of Propylene glycol from Glycerin.—
A very convenient method has been proposed by Belohoubek,
for the direct preparation of propylene - glycol from glycerin.
VV hen glycerin is mixed with sodium amalgam in the proportion
of one molecule of glycerine to one atom of sodium, and gradually
w if !. i -1111,11, \ m.iKs i, „lt- lMjI ,I,, , u ,'.rl;i.. to I.» tK i-..ii-

fty of monosodium glycerate. On submitting this to
i, water and gas are at first evolved, then there comes

strongly smelling liquid, lighter than water. The colorless liquid

ed gave a product boiling at 186°-188°, having a weak
odor like allyl, a burning taste, removable bv agitation w it h ether.
and on analysis the formula of propylene glycol. Its specific

" <J C, was 1-054, its vapor dei "

per cent <»:
i ory. That the a

to the sodium of hydrate formed* was proved by distilling equal
molecules sodium hydrate and glycerin. Nine per cent of the
theoretical yield was obtained.— ifer. Perl. Chem. Ges., xii. IS 7.',

Oct., 1879. G. F. B.

6. On SJcatol.—In his researches on the volatile
I in human feces, Brie*,:: . ,,t bodies be-

sorae to the fatty and others to the aromatic class. The
l»-i. ipal aromatic product of the decomposition of albumen in the
lnr< ~ :uii

• indol to which he has

and
i

-sesses an intense fecal odor. It fuses at :• -r> . an i is diiH-

eiiltly -oluble in water. Warmed with dilute hvdroehlorie or

d, it gives a violet color. Analvsis gives 'it the formula
C,H

9
N, its vapor density being 65-2. Blood-albumen, digested

with pancreas and water at 36° C. for six to ten days, yields ska-
tol oi distillati 'ii Two md a half kil -rams albumen gave one
gram of skatol.—Per. Perl. Chem. Ges., xii, 1985, Oct., 1879.

1. On the Synthesis of Lactose.—De*""» >"»» an^pp/led in

from the octacetyl-diglucose of Sehutzenb. rger, winch is isomeric
and not identical with octacetvl-saccharose, the author,
that the glucose moh .

. -,arc dif-

ferent, sought, by combining levulose and dextrose to produce
saccharose and by uniting galactose with lactoglucose to produce
lactose. Comparing octacetyl-diglucose with octacet vl-
they were found to have some p . solubility,
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in rotatory power, and in their reactions, the former fielding di-

glucose, the latter cane-sugar. By the action of dilute acids upon
lactose, two isomeric bodies, galactose and lacfoglurose are pro-
duced. After removal of the acid, the product of this reaction
was evaporated and carefully dried. It had all the properties of
a mixture. It was mixed with three parts of acetic oxide, and
limited to 1 .oiling until complete solution resulted. On treatment
will: water, a gelatinous ether resulted having the properties of
<>ct acetyl lactose. On saponification by pouring the alcoholic
solution of the synthesized ether into baryta water at 90°, and
lusting, there was obtained, on neutralizing and evaporating to
dryness, and recryst alii zing, a substance having all the properties
of lactose, crystallizing in the orthorhonibic system, and having a
rotation (o) D= + 56-7°. On heating to 140°-145°, it afforded an
anhydride.—Ber. Berl Chem.Ges., xii, 1935, Oct., 1879.

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Report of the Geological Survey of Canada, for 1877-78,
Alfred K. C. Ski.wvx. Director. 8vo. Montreal, 1879. (Daw-
son Brothers).—This volume contains a wide range of geo-
logical ob-.-rvat ions, and is a very valuable contribution to the

science. It tfr.Sxi.WY2f;
on Southei .:'• pag^i b\ ("-."M. Dawson;
with an Appendix on the Fossil Insects, by S. H. Scudder, and
on Tertiary plants, by Dr. Dawson; on the" East c >ast of Hudson
Bay, and on the country between this Bay and Lake Winnepeg,
hy R. Bell ; on New Brunswick Geology, by R. W. Ells, L. W.
Bailey, and G. F. Mathew; on Cape Breton, N. Sn by II.

Fi.eti her; on minerals of the Apatite-bearing veins of Ottawa,

with notes on miscellaneous rocks and minerals, by B. J. Har-
bington

; on Canadian Apatite, by C. Hoffmann ;
and is illus-

trated by many sketches, sections and maps.

group
"(2.) The Volcanic group, probably Lower Cambrian.*' u

(3.)

The Crystalline Schist group (Uurouian ?)."' L'h

pn of the second group is not stated. The
kinds of rocks mentioned :—" thick-bedded

epidotic and quartzose s:m Istones, red. _

ceous slates and argil lites, great muses of di

pentinous breccias and agglomerates, diorites, dolerites, and
-' "

fine-grained granitic and gneissic rocks, also crystalline dolomites

a remarkable assemblage to be spoken of as

••the-, \ oiranic rocks." They were, for the most part, in

Quebec groi
;!t

-
" «« yiew of ™.e

usual associations of Labrador feldspars," (referring here to their
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occurring as a constituent of some igneous rocks) " the lahrado-

xite or anorthosite" rocks of the Adirondacks and British America,
probably " represent the volcanic and intrusive rocks of the Lau-

These conclusions as to volcanic rocks make the mineral labra-

dorite, and some others, settle a great question that should be set-

tled by geological investigation ; for we rightly ask that volcanic
<uld be proved by the presence of obvious volcanic or

eruptive conditions. W
make its presence proof of eruptive origin, or of the existence of

great volcanoes in a region that shows no other evidence of it, no
one has pointed out. Lime is an exceedingly common material in

sediments; and soda or sodium is present in other feldspars, and,

in the state of chloride, abounds in sea water and occurs in salines

and beds of rock-salt in strata of various ages. Moreover, the

mineral labradorite, certainly does occur as a chief constituent in

some metamorphic rocks that have nothing of volcanic origin in

tuition, as the writer has shown to be true in the vicin-

ity of New Haven, Connecticut. So with felsyte, a rock made up
of common feldspar or orthoclase, with often quartz—its composi-
tion is not sufficient evidence of an igneous or volcanic-ash ov\-j\\\

Announcements on such evidence, of the former existence of

volcanoes in a region, belong, in the writer's view, only to fancy-

sketches.

The rocks of Mr. Selwyn's volcanic series were, for the most
part, pronounced metamorphic by Logan, one of the best of geolo-

gists ; and the list above given seems to show that Logan was, in

all probability, right in this respect, whatever may be the !a t as

to the relative position of the Si!' die fossilifer-

ous beds of the Quebec group. The facts afforded by the Green
M i:i; .in region to the south in Vermont and Massachusetts,
brought out by Mr. Wing and the writer, bear on the latter ques-

In the course of Mr. Selwyn's paper on the Quebec group,
he makes the just remark: that the names Noriap,
Taconian and Keweenian, " applied to pre-Cambrian formations,"
serve no useful purpose ; these representing " simply groups of

strata which occupy the same geo resent no

greater differences in their physical and mini
than are commonly observed to occur in formations of the same
epoch in w\ : ns." "No better instances of

such difference could be cited than the Mesozoic and C
ous formations of British Columbia, and those of the same periods

iron and Cambrian formations of

...:•;

Mr. G. M. Dawson's report contains a large amount of im-
'

of Columbia, he sai

- • <-citi to h< ,_i t o ,.-_<- . ;t -,-r . ,1
that, in the early par*.,! the <daeial i,ru. a j.v at J. cier, confluent
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of tbe coast, covered probably the

3 evidence of tbe presence of

Mr. 1{. I

J

t -1 1 smi... tha< "ii th« r:i-i roast of Hudson

tively r;i|)id rate;*
1

tnat s
'

mco tlie ''o^t* ot
"

:

Tury.' Mr. ' ipparent i

, iii i-daV:d. » Miu- Laud-/" uon several

high tide, was, "wit!o

ceding the present one, submerged at high tide.

beginning of the pr

of Lake Winnipeg a region of lake-, the glacial sr

general run southwestward, and the direction is mosth

§. 35° W. and S. 55° W.
The report- on New Brunswick have great mt» iv-t il-

lation of the rocks to tb f Maine, an,
1

*

superficial geology of the Province, gi*efi long Irate of

. as well as othef u

nary. These, and the following reports, contain much t

be cited here if space allowed. .

2. The <hol<>
:
,u'.>l •;•>/ y-'<>

tfi. ,/. >,' ISTs. 1J , pages. -

of two volumes, one on the Northern pa

other on the Southern. The chief part o

with a paper by C. L. Merrick, on the En

which is illustrated by 20 plates. The

publication of this paper as the report \
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implanted upon crystals of calamine from Altenberg, near Aachen.
Tin crystals bear some resemblance to certain simple forms of

barite, but are in fuel tvieiinie. though with a pseudo-monoclinic
symmetry due to twinning. II.= -i-r>. In eompo-dtion probably
a silicate containing cadmiu n. Z '.-, /> Ksyst., iii, 352).

Herrengrundite. Described by Brezina a> a ha-ie e..p|. r -ul-

phate. It occurs in six-sided tabular crystals, belonging to the
mouoclinic (or triclinic) system, with perfect basal cleavage.
H. = 2-5. Color dark emerald green. Associated with gypsum,

and calcite from Herrengrund (Urvolgy), Hungary
(Zcitseli. Kryst., iii, 359). The same mineral was described
about the same time by Szabo (Tsch. Min. Mitth., ii, 311) under
the name Urvolgyite. He differs from Brezina in making the lime

afforded by the analysis an essential eonstituteiit of tin mineral.

while the latter regarded it as being due to the presence of gypsum.
HofmanniU. Occurs in colorless, tasteless, tabular crystals

in lignite. Composit! C.„ II..O. Described
by Bechi (Pisa).

Zeucoma/iganite. A foliated and radiated snow-white mineral.

Coiorie>siu thin plates, but he fore the blowpipe becomes brownish-
black and fuses easily. Chemical composition unknown ; contains

protoxides of iron and manganese, alkalies and water.

—

(Saodfar-
,'/./. Johrb. Min., 1879, 370.)

Lui'lsd.-. A leek-green, translucent, vitreous mineral; brittle

tery fracture. H. =6*5. G. = 2*41. Gelatinizes in

hydrochloric acid. An analysis by H. Louis afforded:
SiO, A1 2 3 PeO MnO CaO MgO Na2 K2 H 3

63-74 0-57 1-25 tr 17-27 038 0-03 3'38 12-96=99'63

From Blomidon, K. S. ; named by D. Honeyman.
Jteinite. A blackish-brown, opaque miiea-al, with

luster. Observed in large crystals belonging to the tetragonal
system. The composition is expressed b\ tin formula FeWO

(
.

I''- 'vered b> Profess r \UAn in Kimb.^an in K'ei. Japan, named
by K. V. Fritsch and described by j; Uedeeke.— (Jahrb. Min.,

1879, 286.)

Pbiyim-itritu I'ltn-jdnnt,, \\'„ti, ri/.'i/,, ' Un->n-<>ode : Hydrous
sulphates described by S. Sinu^r as bein<4 identitied by him at

the Bauersberg, near Bischofsheim.
tthreckiU (Vreckitej. Xo.nth.oUtt:, AhrUirhanib : Names given

prow>i„milly by lkddie to substances " which may prove to be

new Scottish minerals." Bhreckite is a chlorite-like mineral;

xantholite has nearly the compos is thought
'

'
•

:
•

bluish clay-like mineral.— {Min. Mo,/., iii. 57, 1879.)
lLi,,yht.„.U, k, :i.-.-«.i-.|in._r t.. Ib'ddle. a new mica. It has a

•lor, in thin plates transmitting a dark brown light.

U
.

= 3-03. An analysis of material from hornblendic gneiss ot

Rmieval afforded:

V; xy ] l\-[>. FeO MnO MgO CaO Na2 K,0 H2
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Analyses of a -imilai mi< u ,i ther localities afforded results

agreeing more or less closely with the above. Its claim for recog-

nition as a species distinct from biotite and lepidomelane rests

ehieriv ntx.ii the relative proportion of the two oxides of iron.

4. Ueberden Boraeit von H. Baumhauer.—Through an investi-

gation of tin t
! n _ i lt 1 1 ! > produced o rystals ol hoi u it( by

a dilute mixture ot hydrochloric and sulphuric acids, Hannibaiier

has proved that the species belongs to the orthorhoinbic system.

This conclusion was earlier reached by Mallard, but Ihiumhauer

explains the occurring forms by a somewhat different and more

simple method of twinning. The method of investigation

which he has done much to develop, and which

I successfully applied to the solution of other similar prob-

lu:i-.,- :/> W/. k,;j*L, iii, 337.)
<

i

•
, ,Y <tk au» der Knappm-

irnud tut oberen Sulzbuchthal von N. von Kokscharow, Sohn.—
The already very extensive series of monographs devoted to the

crystallization of epidote has been recently enlarged by an

important memoir by N. von Kokscharow, the son of the great

Uu-si m i lim rah.gist'. This m< moir c« ntains the result of a large

amount of candid work, including the measurement an

tion of the important angles of the occurring forms. The axial

ratio and ang " "' W!t!l

a high di
;

leaves nothing to be desired.

6. CanadhfH Ar it,t, : b\ (iiki-iivn Ibu m\nn (Geological

Survev of ( 'anada ).
- :

'' es of Cana-

.11 n
'

,;„ ;|^l u-Mt'liw, I >i,_
f

•
>

'' lass of fluor-

apatites containing but a very small amount of chlorine. They

are in general very free from impurity, as oxide >! iron.

7. h:>ir„hi,,tu-irin.h'<,i; A I ><*.,!; t;.-, At: -, ,,,-' t;„ /•> „l
:
i1

.t.< „f

Australia **; by Baron Fkuiunani) vox

Mi-Eir.KR. K.C.M.t;.. F.K.S., etc. Decades 1 and 2, 4to, 1 879.

Melbourne and London. (Triibn. r. Are.).- It was a happy thought

of the noted Australian b. ' in -r -
i

' l i iiiu-trate the

species of Eucalyptus,—& thought long em*

and at length i i >
>'

.

'"

Government, and under conditions which promise success, *or,

in a country in which trees are this genus

comprises the principal m °™*r in '

Austria! pi ducts, while the species are very numerous, ot yery

different nh d imp rtam-< and use.

'

. .
:

i them in height, and certainly exceed

For the task in hand, i

-

.-; Hder:
need, and ought freely

the aids which can be .'

tl,.,,- ;.. i: ... .. ... ..!,!., „„v;ii n ,;.,. n-h\r>] t he form- r

IVl'iC
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The complaint has reference to . laboratory accommodation for

i investigation, and to the author"- sepamt i„ n from
*''<• Uotaiiic Garden, containing a large collection of growing
tre< ; which he had '.:

.

r 1 1 e r. Per contra, lei

him consider how much valuable time he saves tor true botanical
work by his riddance from the multifarious cares which garden-
superintendence involves.

In a work of this kind, which must needs take several years to

Pi i-!i. Mii ii lt which new species are sure to be discovered and
new information respecting the old ones is sure to come to light,

the only practicable course is to bri nswithottl
rt'.irard '«. - _• tnem to he co ]\ecte^ ail( ] SV stein-

m ranged at the completion of the undertaking. Conse-
lignres arid the letter-press are neither paged nor

numbered. Both are in quarto form, a leaf (and c uniin ni\ tin

whole of its two pages), as also a well-tilled plate, being devoted
to each species. The plates are well drawn, executed in good

;•. and contain lair dissections and not a little of mi-
<t< -<

;

!<-al detail. Sonic extra plat. - a;v -i\. n in illustration of
the structure of the wood, and also of the anthers. To figure all

r['< will reoiiire fourteen or fifteen decades; even then
the work will be comparatively low-priced, for the decades are

at live shilling each.' The hook will have an interest

beyond Australia, in Hclin tes h wh h the cultivation of these

• hopefully attempted, such, for instance, as the south-
" California. Indeed the mountain species might

be tried on any part of our western coast, and some mi J t b
expected to withstand the occasional! v -•-

« re ,-, !d . .

bordering the Gulf of Mexico. a. g.

8. Mono.jr. ,!,.< /'/,,,, .jamarum Prodromi, nunc Conthut-
at>,<>, ,.• /;.,-;<:, auctorilms Ai.phoxso et Gastmik DeCandolle.
Vol. II, Aracece auctore Engler. Paris: Masson, Sept., 1S70.

pp.681.—This second .. t i the Prodromoi
bely occupied by Dr. A. Engler, now Professor at Kiel,

onograph ofthe order Araco. This giva ><.--\r\- Kngh >'

•'I'-'-ept- in tl • ler'o >t ., nve, including the - l'lt'tln',-!. <> " (of t'i.^i

'

only reduced to a singh -p, . ,, *, and the •• L, ,„;», >/>./"
[

>''""

being ranked as tie- ninth and
tenth sub-tamdies of the order. The larger of the other sub-

| the genera are one

- -ru- ! A condensed account ol the st rue! mv. distri-

bution, and taxonomy of Arace.,1 -\steinatie

I..^ri..i,. an.la lull i./.l. n l,.'!„«s. 11,,,,
;

! rr „„ ii^un s \ but the

author has illustrated the Brazilian species in the Flora Lirasili-

^-i-. :i:d the .structure and cla-ifieati.m in tl,.' Acta of the Acad.

I species ofLemnacece orLemmm
rly to be preferred to "/>» ( , ( ,,W..,/

,

'i are omitted, being
r of a recent monograph by Heo-elmaier. Gnder the

habitat the country is cited, and th. ,i*ih, spe, inn i
- wlm h have

come under the author's , a. g.
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0. Aifitn,,,;, (',,„,/,,,)•;, <!,s Fi ><;?!<* e],<z quelqites Fan,
l>;<'<>t;/!:>h> ll(:* : ,»;, r :\i Casimii: Dkl'umwu.k. A menu

• r.itelv issued from the J/em. £oc. P%s. and iftrf. Nat. de (

One of Cassimir DeCandolle's^earlu'st studies waVi.Co thl
r

;

l,v •""•1 n l.-iii.,..-. .,}' tin- iii)r..-\;i^-!il;ir i-i.-iiii-nl s of the le

<he results and deductions were brought mil in his brief
entitled Theorie de la Feuiile, in the ye

y and foi

presents a comparative view of the general structure of the woody
system of the petiole and principal veins in a very considerable
'.uanlierof Dieotyledons, mainh trees, and belon^in^r to dilU rent

iers. in this way the nature of the principal differences
from specie- t .

( >i 1 i to ne tin ;. in b o <J t

;' y^'w, and the t ixoiiomii ! due «>( such chai i t< i- iudi< it< d.

It is found that different species of the same genus sometimes
1

i I hut somet'm l,i , !, „ s
j

1 < ir anatomy.
Wherefore tl tees is low,
vet they may often be turned to good account in the discrir )in:i-

t[ "i ';T r iat d >p 'eh -. Tii ^ential nbr.«-\a-c Jar system ot the
petiole, as displayed on a cross-section, forms either a closed ring
w an are open superiorly between the outer or cortical and the

is said to be closed or

the second open or inc.uupl te. V. r\ eomne u\ this

j, or veins. Not rarely

i iiti..ii:d*..i acee-s,, ry bundle-, >ometimes external to

"}' t'ing, or uitridncdxUary ; oeeasionally tin re are both intraeor-

hcal and vs. Generally plants of the same
order will agret it 1 .st ippi via itely. i 1 ivin- tin closed or

without or v ' • / J'.i> <.l..-r L,L, ll , .< ha- a well

[ary cord, .!. platanoides has none, and in

general the Maple- -i quite independent
of other characters; and the difference is similar and equally

arked between the -peeie- of .AV„/-/x. The oaks, which have
teen made a special study in this regard, appear
equally

i rovided with and t! -

,i. bundles; but related species generally belong
to the -.-jiue catee'-orv, vet not alwavs. For in one case t\i o sp« eies,

!'•:

* examined

open arc, and one or two Alders n

pthew hai e a elos* I ring : ll
'

:l! Drah

dies. Th< I

Hrnandcare-

10. 7^//r. ; < /' ^-- • ' .—It -

Botanists generally that the first part of the third (and concluding)
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volume of this important work is passing through the press. We
'

-

will l.e published in London at the close of the year. It is known
to many of his correspondents that the present writer has arranged.
b\ taking a eonsiderabh numbci oi' copies to secure this work
fur American botanists, or the public libraries with which some
<"'i them are com. cted, at a reduced price. As his own lists of
those who have hitherto received the work thmugh liis mediation
may not be complete, all those who wish to obtain the new

j
in in

this way are requested to communicate with him upon t!

without delay. A . g.

11. Chesapeake Zoological Laboratory ; Johns Hopkins Unl
vcr* >'/>/, Baltimore, Md. Scientific Results of the Session of
1878 (June 24th to August 19th.) 170 pp. 8vo, with 13 plates.
iKiUimore: I 870.—This volume, issued under the auspices of the
Johns Hopkins University, contains, besides lists of land plants
ami animals found at Fort Wool, the following important zoologi-
ea! papers: Development of Lingula, Development, of Gastero-
poda, and Development of S.piiihi, with 12 plates, by W. K.
Hrooks; Lnr.fr f ,//n(8j by W. Faxon, with 1 plate; and Karlv
stages of Amphioxus, by H. J. Pace, with 2 plates.

III. Astronomy.

1. The Minor Planets, arranaed in the order of their
by Aaron N. Skinner. (Communicatic
Xaval Observatory, Washington, Octobei

the Editors, dated

No. Name. Discoverer. ™|» - Name. Discoverer.
Disc.

1 Ceres jPia^i Massalia
Goldschmidt

6

2 Pallas Olbers l 21

[Harding
Olbers

S
2

22 Hind 7

23 Hind S

Hencke l 24 Themis DeGasparis 7

6 Hebe Hencke 2 25 Phocjea Chacornac ]

Hind i 26 Proserpina Luther
Hind 2 27 Euterpe Hind
[Graham Bellona Luther

Amphitritc .Marth

\ i ^;;!|;;^'
pe DeGasparis 2 Hind 10

31 Euphrosyne Ft-rgiison

^d-lschmidt

fs Eunomia i)e(;Ls yivu
!

1
33 Polyhymnia ( 'hacornac

Chacornac 3

DeJaspaHs 5 35 Leucothea Luther 4

17 Thetis
18 Melpomene

1
Luther i Goldschmidt 3

Luther
19 [Fortuna JHind 6 Chacornac 4



4<)Ilarmom:
11 Daphne

56Melete
57 Mnemosyi
; ''- Concordia
59'Elpis

r.oEcho
61iDanae

-

65,Cybele
"ti Maja

Freia
Frigga

Enrynome

Alcmene

Pogson

Luther

Goldschmidt
Ferguson
Laurent
Goldschmidt
Luther
(i.il.isflnnidl

Searle

Ci.hlsehmidt

Luther
Lut! c-r

Forster
DeGasparis
Tempel
Tempel
H. P. Tuttle

Pogson

Goldschmidt
Luther
C.H.F.Peters

Tuttle
Tempel
Peters

D'Arrest

Peters

Luther
Watson
Pogson
Tempel

Luther

Semele

: Thisbe
Julia

HE
Arethu>a
Aegle
Clotho
Ianthe

99JDike
100 Hecate
lOljHelena
102 Miriam
103|Hera
104;Clymene
105 Artemis
106'Dione

Camilla

!'

Lydia
11"

"

A-2 Iph.iixcnia

L 13 Amalthea
114 Cassandra
115Thyra
lieSirona
l l7|Lomia
118iPeitho

119J Althaea

120 Lachesis

121 Hermione
122Gerda
123 Brunhild

124 Alceste

125 LiL.-ratrix

126 Velleda

127 Johanna

128 N"eiuesis

120 Antigone
i;joEleetra

Luther
Borrelly

Wat«m
Watson
Luther
Coggia
Tempel
Peters

Borrelly

Watson

Peters

Wat«.n
Watson
Watson

uther
Peters
Borrelly

Peters

Peters

Luther
Peters

Watson
Peters

Borrelly

Wat s..:i

Borrelly

Watson
Peters

Peters

Peters

Paul Henry
Pn-n.lknry
Watson
Peters

Peters



'

No. *_ Discoverer.
Disc.

No.
Xo. *W Discoverer.

Disc.

131 Vala Peters 19 171 Ophelia Borrelly 8

Watson 14 Borrelly

life Watson 15 173 Ino Borrelly 10

134 <«">pln-osviH' Luther 20 Phaedra Watson
Hertha Peters 175 Andromache Watson

Palisa 1 176ldunna Peters
137 Meliboea 2 Paul Henry
188 Tolosa Perrotin 178 Belisana Palisa 10

1-3 9 Juewa Watson 16 179:Clytemnestra Watson 22

140 Siwa Palisa 3 ISOGaruruna Perrotin
141 Paul Henry 18] Eucharis Cottenot

Polana Palisa 182 Klsbeth 11

143 Palisa Istria Palisa 12

144

Adeona
Peters
Peters 22 1*5 Euir

a Palisa

Peters

13

140 Lucina Borrelly 6 180 Celuta Prosp.IIenry 7

147 Protogeneia Schulhof Lamberta Coggia
148

149 Medusa
Prosp. Henry

; IS 'J

Menippe
Phthia

Peters

Peters

29

30

Watson 17 Ismene Peters
15 1 Abundantia Palisa Kolga 32

152 Atala Paul Henry 3 192 Nausicaa Palisa 14

153 Hilda Palisa 103 Ambrosia Coggia
154 Bertha Pr< '>->. Ih-nrv 4 lit 4 Prokne 33

Scylla Palisa 8 105 Eurvkh-ia

Philomela

Palisa
156 Xanthippe Palisa 9 100 Peters 34

157 Dejanira Borrelly 7 Arete Palisa 16

158 Ampella Borrelly

Paul Henry 100 Hyblis Peters
16< Una Peters 23 200 Dynamene Peters

18 Penelope Palisa

Laurentia I *r. —;.. I f. tir v 202 Chryseis Peters
Erigone Perrotin 2 03 Pompeia Peters

164 Eva Paul Honrv 5 20 1

105 Peters 24 Palisa 10

Khodope Peters 200 Hersilia
Urda Peters 26 207
Sibylla Watson 19 208 Palisa

16f

171

Zelia

Maria
Prosp Ilenrv
Perrotin 4

Dido Peters 4 "



2. AHncfooftheA8tnwonnwlObterr.it n, / II<>r

Vol. xi, Part "I, Photometric < >hs -rvMtioi,-
•

;

1877-70, bv K.. rt m:m * IV ^m..n... I)p---.r. ..i.l, .1 by Arthur

S,irh> andWin^m l',»tou. Assistants in the Observ.u

pp. 4to. Cambridge, 1879 (University Press: John V, ikon &

Boa).—The subject of Photometry is t

torial of the Harvard Observatory has

merof 1877. The observations uceess

the first chapter of the volu Chapter II is devoted
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the journal containing the photometiic observations made from
August, 1877, to September, 1878, and in part those of October,
1878, to March, 1879 ; these are numbered from 1 to 5037.
Chap; ;• III contains the reduction of the observations of Saturn
and Mars, and of Jupiter and Venus .-it their conjunctions in

Is77; and chapter IV contains the discussion of the observations
made on tl io nspicimus loubh stars visibh in the latitude
of < mil •

i ,. This work is one of es]KM-ial importance because it

is the first time that so large an inurnment has been entirely

devoted to Photometry.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

it page 7

(
.

ommittee of the National Academy of Sciences ''appointed to

consider the Scientific Surveys of the "United States'" which had
been r: quired of the Academy by an act of Congress, is published
at length. The Report recommended two distinct depart incuts

with reference to such surveys, under separate heads—one for

Surveys of Mensuration (to include the Coast and Geodetic sur-

veys, and the topograpical work of the Land Survey office, and
the other, for "the determination of all questions relating to the

^ructure and Natural Resources of the Public Domain."
With regard to the latter the report says, "in view, especially

of the a alae of such surveys to the Land Office:"

—

" The best interests of the Public Domain require, for the pur-

poses of int ledge of its

A and products. The domain

- soils, metals, salines, stones,

ts of existing laws in the dis-

positn.n of the agricultural, mineral, pastoral, timber, desert and
swamp lands, a thorough investigation and classification of the

acreage of the Public Domain is imperatively demanded. The
e therefore recommend that Congress establish, under

the Department of the Interior, an independent organization, to

be known as the Tubed States Geological Survey, to be charged
with the study of the geological structure and (

of the Public Domain ; such a survey to be pla<

i!«d by the President, ana wno sua,» '^r'"
''' l

' *

r
' Seen tary of the Interior."

The Report, having been submitted to Congress, w;
acted upon on March :t,|, as regards the second of the two depart-

mmnded in the Report; and, as the pas>
1,111 >> : » ! < nnp. -taut event in the history of American
surveys, the portion of the Act " making appropriations to Sundry

. i ted (pp. 20, 21).

J*
For the salary of the Director of the Geological Survey, which

the advice and
consent of the Senate, six thousand dollars: Provided, That this
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officer shall have the direction of the Geologic)
claudication <.f the icihlie 1 md>

al Structure, mineral resources and products of the ]

Do,,!aim And that the Director
Sorv ey shall have no personal or

ral wealth of the region und
;!'"

v

;

;ys or examinations for priva
Geological and Geographical

te parties or corporal io

Survey of the i •
. ,

the <

Kigi.
u-ographical and Geological
on, under the Department

Survey of the W^U >

of the Interior, and t

lical Surveys West of the (

Far Department, are hereby
hirtieth day of June, eighth?en hundred and sevei

And all collections of rocks, millerals, soils, fossils, and
of n: itural historv, arclueoloe-v, and ethnology, made

i and Interior Survey, the iLifoloo'ical Survev, or
Other parties for the Government of the United States, v

progress, shall be depo
the N:ati«..nal Museum.

r or the expenses of the Geological Survey and tin

he puhlie Ian Is and examination of the Geologi
era! resources and products of the Nati >nal I

hwfrd
th0eX1 Immission i:>n the codification oft

Public I
and for other p

•

"Provided, 'SThe Ci
tone* of the (General Land Office, the Director

States Geologi
by the President, who silall receive a per dietn eompe
of ten dollars lay while

•di-r ::.. <

Land Office n<

'

.; the Dir.

Survey, shall P

>n than their sa

traveling exper
the duty of this

seTondfa^yfter
arable,' irrigabl
and such othei
regard to humh f of water fo;
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nnual report of operations, geological and economic maps illus-

trating the resources an 1 ch -i;i ati m of the lands, and reports

'in. m general and economic geology mid
annual report of operations of the Geological Survey
accompany the annual report of the Secretary of the Int<

>irs and issued in

quarto series if deemed necessary by the Director, but

-I' in ordinary octavos. Three thousand copies of each

nges and for sale at the

id cartographic materials,

)a in exchange shall be the property of the United States

and form a part of the library of organization : and the money
' -ulti s from the sale ol such jnfnlic tions shall b< -overed into

the Treasury of the United States, under the direction of the Sec-

retary of the Interior; one hundred thousand dollars;

"For the preparation of reports, maps, and such other illustra-

tions as may be neeessarv for completing the office work of the

Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories, twenty

thousand dollars; to be immediately available.
" For the completion of the reports of the Geographical and Geo-

logical Survey of the Rocky Mountain Ib-aou with the necessary

maps and illustrations, twenty thousand dollars; to be immedi-

t

"For the preparation of reports, maps and such oth<

lions .".v ma\ be necessary tor completing the office work of the

G.-o-raohica"! Surveys West of the One hundredth Meridian,

under the direction of the Secretary of War, twenty thousand

dollars; to be immediately available."
The office of Dir-ctor of the Gclo-ical Survey, "to have the

direction of the Geological Survey, and the classification of the

public lands, and elimination ..i ti'e -,..,! ._

resources and products o! the Xnihut ' Domain:' was thus estab-
•

given to Mr. Clarence King, who by long work in the held had

already become well acquainted geologically with much oi the

National Domain oyer which his surveys were to extend.

of Congress to act favo'rably with reference to the

'-Mensuration Surveys/'' recommended in theSurveys," recom
Report of the Committee of the Academy, is thought to be a

of the subject for the time, and not a rejection of the

Another move with regard to the department of thy '

Savvey has been mad.- since Mr. K'm<>- rec< i ,

''lie wjii !! h:^ not yet b. < n laid before a Cnmmiiti I

>'

Academy, md has not even been present* 1 for pub
although it bears on the political and indusl
country, as well as on the status of Srieuc under the General

Government.
The session of Congress, in which the Department of the Geo-

rvey of the Public Domain was c-tablidie 1, was followed



i extra session which closed on tin

ioiKi! IJcrnrdofrhe-jnrhof Jimerep.

hir,.\ into the House of lleprest-l.

. geological surveys ot nil the

several Mates t-omo under the control, and their prosecution is

made the duty, of the General Government; and the work oi

takes oi tin mu-udmont adopted hv the House; for

he personally informed the writer after the adjournment of Con-

gress that 1

: !•-! the act, to semi a party into

1j-i- tt-H il lutv hei to state. ' it this proposed ,-xpan<i«.i
,

i

the tieid of work under the -
I

; Mirvey

of the Land Office, and to repo rt to Congress, as soon th

as may be practicable, a plan fo r surveying 1

their judgment, secure the best results at the lea>r p.-Mb!

The plan' set forth by the Comr

suggested in the- act of Congress; while the d

it lay for the

branch— the" studvof " the mint

National Domain " " and the $
The writer is not informed as to the character of the di:

in the House of Represei
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There is an evident absurdity in an expression
which adds the States—nearly the whole country—to the Ter-
ritories. Had the general survey of the United States been
intended i>y ri 1I< use, the idea would have been brought out by
the simple substitution of the words United States for "

Domain."
A change so great in the administration of the affairs of the

Government should have a full discussion before it is accepted.
It will appear to many that the Constitution has left to the
State- the making of their own geological surveys and the study

mi economical resources—as past history seems to attest

—and that such an infringement on State rights "and assumption
of State responsibilities would ;

!
also, that

investigations into the mineral resources of the States, whether of

a mine or of a granite quarry, would be followed bv other evils

through encroachments on private rights, and the temptations to

• b. The General Government, ai

iii foreign hinds, has no ownership in the mines of California or of

any other of the States, and hence has no need to establish a

Mining Bureau for the country at large.
The States, for the most part, have carried forward geological

surveys. The great need, previous to undertaking new surveys.
in order that they may be correct and complete, is, for each, an

topographical survey. Before New England, or any
part of this or of the other sections of the Union, has again its

corps of geological surveyors, it should have in the held, for a

number of years, corps of geodetic and topographical surveyors,—
i which road -. rains, State-lines,

county-lines, town-lines, and all p y given.
Within four years a scheme for the - .. :oirie survey of Con-

necticut has been brought before the legislature of the State by a

committee which included the writer among its members. And
this committee urged, in its p e titi< n, -ha;./ ^. a i

survey should be made in order that a sal

survey might be a possibility. It was manifest That without

such a preparation the work would be half a waste of expendii are,

and have to be done over again.
Topographical surveys are needed in every State as well as

. and for this purpose there is manifestly required the

lent of a Department of kl Mensuration Surveys/' under
th« (b-n.-ral <;..\ eminent, wims. - h-tie w ..rk m r tie luvad'h
of the country -hall, in accordance with some well devised {'Ian,

work at the expense, and under

: -Mp.-rvi-ion, of the State and General Government.
. the States could easily carry forward their own sci-

eonomical surveys. * James D. Dana.
•2. r/„ ,„;,.„/ /,,„„.;.,/;.,,';„ ,.,/„/;„, fl) ,,,,,/„,;,.,! ';;„i. ; by

oReade. 62 pp. 8vo. London, 1879. (Dav
big memoir, the results of bis

comparisons of the amount of denudation in various regions over
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the globe, and of various considerations derived from the consti-
tution of the earth's crust, the composition of river and sea waters
and deep-sea and shallow-sea formations. He closes his volume
with the conclusion that the minimum amount of time required to
make the world's limestone strata is "in round numbers sav
600,000,000 years;" and that this time is divided about equally
befwcen (1) the Silurian and Pre-silurian ; (2) the rest of the Pale-
°z<'i<' _'f<:nid Triable; and (3) tl,e lvniainder of Lieol«.._rieal time.
Alter ail, this question of time geological M'iemv knows little

about, beyond the general fact of its almost indefinite length.
Z.^ Report No. 2, of the Princeton Srientfc Expedition of

1^77: Topoiji'iqjhic, Hypsometric end J/ettorofoyic ll<p<>rt, bv
W. LimiBv, Jr., and W. W. McDonald. 56 pp. 8vo, with aii

Appendix of 28 pp. New York, 1879.—This Report contains
geological as well as topographic information respecting the region
< iaited by the Princeton Expedition, and has many beautiful " arto-

type" plates representing scenes in the mountain regions remark-
';!'..- illustrations of erosion and other geological phenomena.

: determined bv the Expedition for Pike's Peak was
14,147*28 feet (made 14,146-56 by Hayden's expedition); for

Mount Lincoln 14,297*80 (14,297-00 Hayden) ;
for Mount Silver-

heels 13,861 (13,897 Havden); for Mount Princeton 14,208*90
:'< Expedition) : I'or Mount Evans

l4,353-3(t (i t,340 iiavdetil ; Mount Gray 14,363'30 (14,341 Hay-
f Ih-M^. U.J-.5 i'.-et: M.eint" Alma, 10,364-50 (10,254

Wheeler's Expedition).
4. Lectures <md Essays by th :

'l F.R.S.,

edited by L Fbkdbbick Pollock; with an

by !•'. Pollock. Da two volumes, 8vo. London, 1879.

i & Co.).—The sketch, which opens this work, was
written by a personal friend of the late Professor Clifford, and
hence one'well able to sj < ak of hit i. \\ hile not attempting to be
a eompleto biography, if brings out cleariy the prominent points

in the mental character and the ted mathe-
matician, ui^se woik wa> >.. Midd.mlv interrupted. The lectures

and essays . ontainod in the>e two volumes are t'< >r the most part of

•• than a strictly si-hmtiih- character, and
' '"• i! lies outside of the proving oi thi-.I unia to give an

extended notice of them. They are characterized by the clear

and vig r - ;i
" tiuir

author. It is well both for his sake and f..r that of the public

that tliev have l>een preserved and presented in this form.

5. Se,';n</ aj,d Thinkinq : bv the late William K. Clifford,

E.l; 8. ise pp. ivo. m&Co.).
—Four lectures delivered by Pr. " reditch :

the* bear tin titles: th« K\ "ai 1 th« Brain: th. Ey< inducing;
the Brain and thinking; of liouud irh - in ^ neral. Tie y - ontain

training.
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6. The Mound Builders; Archaeology of Butler County, Ohio;
by J. P. MacLean. 234 pp. 8vo, illuM rated with . \ er' U n li--

ures. Cincinnati. (Robert Clarke & Co.)—Two-thirds of this

volume are devoted to the general subject of the mo;;,

and give a well dige.-t ed account of the observations and results

hitherto obt: [er is devoted to an account of the

ancient earth-works and Indian relics of Butler County, in south-

western Ohio, a region containing more of such earth-works than

any other county in the State; their number is seventeen, and one

of them covers an area of 95 acres. Many figures are given rep-

resenting stone arrow-heads, implements and ornaments, and also

plans of the earth-works, besides an Archaeological map of the

county.
7. Jlipsojtl" C >•'. (,<-.!.,.,;,',,f ,,,,,1 (i lt , ,,,-!, ,!,;,- i .>,/,-,-/// n/il„

T<-rriiofi,;% F. V. Haydkn, Geologist-in-<''harge.— Five maps of

this Smvey have recently been issued, 2(i to 20 by 36 inches in

size, illustrating the topography and geography of portions of

Ctah, Idaho and Wyoming territories, ' and I hey are .

for beauty of execution, while of great interest for the region they

illustrate J'h 1'riii v\ t ri ngiil tion in tin survey was carried

forward bv A. [:. \Vii>,,n, ate! the iopo«_rraphy by *1I. Gaxnett,
G. 15. Ciiittkxdkx, G. R. Ijkohi.ki: and F. A. Clark. These

!• a drainage map, a map of the Vellowstone National

Park on a scale of two miles to an inch, and maps of other por-
" the Territories named, giving the

•biding the Wind
Range, the Teton Range, the

The eugraving is by J.



James Clerk Maxwell, F.R.S.—By the early death of Professor

Maxwell in his forty-ninth year the University <>i Cambridge lias

. a loss which will be felt as personal by all students of

physical science. He entered perhaps more thoroughly tlian any

of his contemporaries into the splendid inheritance of scientific

on left behind by Faraday, and though he has made

invaluable additions to that inheritance, the world must ever

regret that to one so gifted the time should have been denied for

h seem, as we read his papers, to

have been so nearly within his grasp.

James Clerk Maxwell, scholar „i Tri. it> Coll. -c. ( i
.hndg. .

. •

'

of 1854. He became a fellow of his college in is.35, and accepted

the chair of j*ii\-':r> in t'."c M.. ' '> 1IL1
.

85
J»

College. In I860 he was elected Professor of Physics m King s

College, London, where he remained till 1865. But he was not

inhiseiemo
.^ointment

professorship of Experimental Physics in Cam-

„.s tastes ana amnues.
His chief contributions to the progress of

found in the numerous series of his papers. Among
i»— —

r

egardi

re uu the retina, « ith - H • - '
' '" * to the ph

of color blindness. His "^I"^ ?£
published in the Astronomical Society's Notices for 1859. In this

he proved that the theory of the ~ lidit> -1 th- nngs ^untenable

and that thevnrohaMx cn-M ,.f an a!m<-i -ontmuons congeries
7 P

He also had a share in the determination of one

„,;..„ + ;£,. iiwnsnreinents that have been

of the standardof the most important 1

made in recent times, Lv ™
known as the British Association Unit of

A
Elect

.

n
+

cal

n^ pT>ort
an account of which appears in the British Association Report f<

18

But the subject which had most attraction for him was tl

inquiry into th [

:U
,

d th
,

e 2£T
ism winch produces the phenomena of force, whether^eleetoea <

-ravitatiou d '' M rh - m - Mons by him of the dynamic.

to oe luunu in

859, the Philosophical Maga
s:,rti,ilN tV)T I

-'- for 1867, the

elopaedh

,

the Philosophical

of the new Ency-

, concise and

ical theory of "» »* "^n""^™
name
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be, in all probability, most closely associated in future. He
thoroughly endorsed Faraday's rejection of the theory of elec-

trical action at a distance, and sought, with him, to explain nil

electrical and magnetic phenomena as the results of local strain*

and motions in a medium whose contiguous parts only act on one
another by pressure and tension. Though many of Maxwell's
results are contained in his grunt Treatise on Klectrieit y and

. the student will not willingly pass over his papers on

Molecular Vortices, in vols, xxi and xxiii of the Phil

Magazine, or his Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Field,

in the Proceedings of the Royal Society in 1864. Such luminous
imagination together with originality of conception is shown in

these speculations that the reader feels Professor Maxwell's genius

no less in his own inability to follow them out to their conclusion

than in his certainty that the guide we have lost could have knit

them together into a magnificent induction if only the full term
of life had been allotted to him.

This is the regret that the world of science at large feels.

Those only whose privilege it was to study under Professor Max-
well's direction can rightly estimate that genial kindness and
sympathy which, no less than his genuine enthusiasm, so inspirited

them that they know not whether they labored more from love

for their science or from regard for their master.—Athenmum,



Numerous remains of Eeptiles from the Jurassic deposits
of the Eockj Mountains have recently been received at the
Yale Museum, and some of the more interesting Dinosaurs are
here briefly described. These pertain to several distinct groups,
and throw considerable light on the forms already described
from the same horizon.*

Camptonotus dispar, gen. et sp. nov.

The present genus is most nearly allied to Laosaurus, but
differs in several points. The cervical vertebra? are all opis-
thoccelous, while those known in Laosaurus are neai
The pubis, moreover, is broad and thin in front of the acetab-
ulum, and directed well forward. It has a deep, well marked
articular face for the support of the femur. The ischium is

expanded at its distal end, and has an extensive surface for

union with its fellow. The femur is longer than the tibia.

This genus agrees with Laosaurus in one important character,

namely, the sacral vertebrae are not coossified. That this is not
merely a character of immaturity is shown by some of the
other vertebrae in the type specimen, which have their neural
arches so completely united to the centra that the suture is

nearly or quite obliterated. To this character of the sacral ver-

tebrae, the name of the present genus refers. With Laosaurus,
this genus forms a distinct family, which may be called

Laosauridce.

The teeth in Camptonotus resemble those of Laosaurus, and
are in a single row in close-set sockets. The rami of the lower
jaws were united in front only by cartilage. There are nine cer-

vical vertebrae, all of which bear short ribs, as in the Crocodiles.

The dorsal vertebrae have their articular faces nearly plane.

The sacral vertebra? in all the known specimens are separate,

and their transverse processes are each supported bv two centra.

(Plate III, figure 3). The chevrons have their articular faces

joined together.

The fore limb is much reduced in size. There are five

the manus, supported by nine carpal bones, three of

which are united in one on the radial side. The number of

phalanges, beginning with the first digit, was 2, 3, 3, 3, 2. The
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form and proportions of the various elements of the fore limb
are shown in Plate III, figure 1.

<

The pelvic arch is quite unlike any hitherto described. In
1 form the ilium resembles that of Morosaurus, but the

proportions are reversed. The massive portion in the present
genus is not in front, but behind, as the ischium is larger than
the pubis. The relative position and form of the elements of
the pelvic arch are shown in the figure below.

>

The femur has a long pendant third trochanter, and a prom-
Ige to play between the tibia and fibula. The tibia is

stout, and somewhat shorter than the femur. The fibula is

slender, and shorter than the tibia. The astragalus and calca-

neum are distinct. The second row of tarsals contains but

two bones. The first digit in the pes was rudimentary, and did
not reach the ground. The sec i th were well

developed. The fifth was entirely wanting. The number of

t, was 2, 3, 4, 5. The
structure of the hind limb and foot is well shown in Plate III,

figure 2, which is taken from the same skeleton as figure 1.

Some of the principal measurements of the present species

are as follows

:

United length of the nine cervical vertebra 565-ram

Length of axis
_ _ _ _ _ _ 54"

Transverse diameter of |.<-< ; ,i,,, articular face ... 41'
Length of ninth cervical vertebra . 64.

Transverse diameter of posterior articular face ... 63-
Length of humerus 33V'
Length of radius 245*
Length of ulna '_[_ ' \'_\ 260'
Length of femur .. . 565'
Length of tibia

'

"""_
555'
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The known remains of this species indicate an animal about
eight or ten feet in height, and herbivorous in habit. AH the
specimens discovered are from the Atlantosaurus beds of the
Upper Jurassic.

Camptonotw amplics, sp. nov.

A second species of this genus, about three times as large as
the one just described, is represented by various remains,
among which is a left hind foot nearly entire. There were
three functional digits in this foot, the first being rudimentary,
and the fifth entirely wanting. The metatarsal of the first

digit is a splint, much curved, and with the apex above. The
terminal phalanx of this digit is much compressed, not round
as in the smaller species. The second metatarsal is of much
greater length. The terminal phalanx of this digit is longer in

proportion than that of the preceding species. The third and
fourth digits were large and powerful. The main dimensions
of this foot are as follows :

Length of second metatarsal 295

-

mm

Greatest diameter of proximal end _ 113-

Length of third metatarsal 345-

Greatest diameter of proximal end 150*

Transverse diameter of distal end 102-

Length of fourth metatarsal 305*

Length of first phalanx of third digit 1 40*

Length of first phalanx of second digit - 120-

The remains of the present species are from a lower horizon

in the Jurassic than those described above, but within the

limits of the Atlantosaurus beds.

Brontosaurus excelsus, gen. et sp. nov.

One of the largest reptiles yet discovered has been recently

brought to light, and a portion of the remains are now in the

Yale collection. This monster apparently belongs in the

Sauropoda, but differs from any of the known genera in the

sacrum, which is composed of five thoroughly coossified verte-

bras. In some other respects it resembles Morosaurus. The
ilium is of that type, and could hardly be distinguished from

that of M. robustus, excepting by its larger size. One striking

peculiarity of the sacrum in the present genus is its comparative

owing to the extensive cavities in the vertebras, the

walls of which are very thin.

The lumbar vertebras have their centra constricted, and also

contain large cavities. The caudals are nearly or quite solid.

The chevrons have their articular heads separate. The sacrum

of this animal is, approximately, 50 inches {l'27m) in length.

The last sacral vertebra is 292°™ in length, and 330™ in

transverse dian ular face.
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A detailed description of these remains will be given in a
subsequent communication. They are from the Atlantosaurus
beds of Wyoming. The animal was probably seventy or
eighty feet in length.

Stegosaurus ungulatus, sp. nov.

Additional specimens of Stegosaurus have been recently
secured from several localities, and much i

-
i ,

regard to the group has thus been obtained. These reptiles

belong to the Dinosauria, but differ widely from any of the
known suborders. The most striking character, to which the
name refers, is the huge dermal plates which protected the
animal. A number of these, from two to three feet in diam-
eter, and others of smaller size, were found with the remains of
the present species.

The skull is very small, and more lacertilian than in the
typical Dinosaurs. The brain cavity is reiutirkably small.
The vertebrae known are all solid, and have nearly plane or

slightly concave articular extremities. The fore limbs are

shorter than those behind. In the present species, the humerus
is very short, and the ulna has a very large olecranon process.
The terminal phalanges preserved are short, broad, and obtuse,
as in some ungulate mammals. The femur is long, entirely

without a third trochanter, and the ridge between the tibia

and fibula is only faintly indicated. The tibia is of moderate
lengthy and the astragalus is firmly coossified with it. The
fibula is slender, and united firmly with the calcaneum and
lower end of the tibia. The present species may prove to be
generically distinct from the type us armatus*
described by the writer from a different locality.

In one specimen of the present species, some of the more
important dimensions are as follows :

Transverse diameter of occipital condyle 44-mm

Vertical diameter .„

_

25'

Transverse diameter of foramen magnum 81*

Greatest transverse diameter of brain cavity 33-

Length of third cervical vertebra 85 •

Length of humerus _ _ 590*

Length of tibia with astragalus . _
"

.

_" 750*

Length of terminal phalanx 85'

Greatest width 70"

Coelurus fragilis, gen. et sp. nov.

_
A very small reptile, apparently a Dinosaur, left its remains

m the same locality wil par. The most char-

jpecimena obtained are vertebras, which in the dorsal
and lumbar region have their centra so much excavated that
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the walls are reduced to a thin shell. There are apparently no

cavity, and the inner surface of the walls

is quite smooth. The anterior caudal vertebrae, at least, have

essentially the same character. The trunk vertebrae preserved

are elongate, biconcave, with high neural arches, united to the

centra by suture. The sides of the vertebrae are somewhat

excavated, and the openings into the cavity are all small. The

cup at each end of the centra is unusually smooth, and regular.

The zygapophyses are near together, and stand nearly vertical.

The following measurements will indicate the size of this

Length of centrum of lumbar vertebra 35 ,tnm

Transverse diameter of anterior face of centrum 19-

Vertical diameter **]

Least transverse diameter of centrum 10'

Least thickness of walls of centrum *

"

Length of anterior caudal -. - -

JJ*
Transverse diameter of anterior face 17*

Thickness of walls of centrum, near middle 1*

Least transverse diameter of centrum 10"

The known remains of this species indicate an animal about

as large as a wolf, and probably carnivorous.

Yale CoUege, New Haven, November 18, 1879.
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